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Preface 

For many people there is life after 40; for some mathematicians there is 
algebra after Galois theory. The objective ofthis book is to prove the latter 
thesis. It is written primarily for students who have assimilated substantial 
portions of a standard first year graduate algebra textbook, and who have 
enjoyed the experience. The material that is presented here should not be 
fatal if it is swallowed by persons who are not members of that group. 

The objects of our attention in this book are associative algebras, mostly 
the ones that are finite dimensional over a field. This subject is ideal for a 
textbook that will lead graduate students into a specialized field of research. 
The major theorems on associative algebras inc1ude some of the most 
splendid results of the great heros of algebra: Wedderbum, Artin, Noether, 
Hasse, Brauer, Albert, Jacobson, and many others. The process of refine
ment and c1arification has brought the proof of the gems in this subject to a 
level that can be appreciated by students with only modest background. 
The subject is almost unique in the wide range of contacts that it makes 
with other parts of mathematics. The study of associative algebras con
tributes to and draws from such topics as group theory, commutative ring 
theory, field theory, algebraic number theory, algebraic geometry, homo
logical algebra, and category theory. It even has some ties with parts of 
applied mathematics. 

There is no intention to make this book an encyc10pedia of associative 
algebra. Such a book would be a useful research tool, but it would not fit 
the needs of a novice mathematician. On the other hand, it is more than a 
rehash of existing expositions of the theory of associative algebras. The 
c1assical results ofthe subject are explored more deeply than in most student
oriented expositions of associative algebras, and the recent developments 
in the theory of algebras are liberally sampled. The serious student will 
find a substantial variety of challenges and rewards in the book. 

v 



VI Preface 

Roughly speaking, the book is divided into two parts. Part one occupies 
chapters one through eleven. It could be called "the c1assical theory of 
associative algebras." This first part contains the basic structure and rep
resentation theorems for associative algebras: Wedderburn's Structure 
Theorem for Semisimple Algebras, Wedderbum's Principal Theorem, the 
structure of projective modules of Artinian algebras, and the recent work on 
representation types. Part two of the book concentrates on central simple 
algebras. It is organized around the concept of the Brauer group of a 
field. Chapter 12 builds the tools that are needed to construct the edifice 
of central simple algebras: the Jacobson Density Theorem, the Noether
Skolem Theorem, and the Double Centralizer Theorem. The topics that 
part two covers are fairly traditional: splitting fields, cohomological char
acterization of the Brauer group, cyc1ic algebras, the reduced norm and its 
applications, the Brauer groups of local and global fields, and finally an 
introduction to Amitsur's work on generic algebras. 

The difficulty level of the book is a piecewise increasing graph. Each 
chapter begins with elementary material and escalates in complexity. The 
last few sections of each chapter contain the specialized and (usually) more 
difficult topics. At the same time, the median difficulty level of the chapters 
follows an increasing curve. Probably the best advice for readers ofthe book 
is to start at the beginning and plod through it to the end. 

Every section of the book Is equipped with at least one exercise. The 
exercises are inc1uded for the usual reasons: to keep the serious students 
awake; to ease the author's conscience pangs over omitted proofs; and to 
inc1ude results for which there is no room in the text. Most of the exercises 
are of the "follow your nose" variety. The non-trivial problems are ac
companied by generous hints. In fact, some of the hints are so extensive 
that they might justifiably be called proofs. 

Following an established tradition, we conc1ude this preface with ac
knowledgments and thanks to the friends who supported the preparation 
of the book. A list of these persons should inc1ude the names of a couple of 
dozen listeners who endured the author's lectures at the University of 
Connecticut, the University of Arizona, and the University of Hawaii. 
Most of these people will remain anonymous, but special mention is due to 
Javier Gomez, Oma Hamara, Eliot Jacobson, Bill Ullery, Bill Velez, and 
Kwang-Shang Wong whose eagle eyes found some of the numerous errors 
in the preliminary manuscript. Chuck Vinsonhaler deserves particular 
recognition for using several parts ofthe book as a basis for his own lectures. 
His suggestions and corrections have been extremely valuable. 

The majority of credit for the completion of this book is owed to Marilyn 
Pierce. It was her patience and impatience that kept the project moving from 
its beginning to the end. She typed, corrected, and recorrected the whole 
manuscript. Her help and encouragement were always given generously, 
even though she has long held the author's solemn written promise never to 
write another book. It is to Marilyn that this book is dedicated. 
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CHAPTER 1 

The Associative Algebra 

Our objective in this chapter is to show off a few examples of algebras that 
occur naturally. After abrief orientation toward concepts and notation, 
the reader is introduced to group algebras, endomorphism algebras, matrix 
algebras, and quaternion algebras. Along the way, there is a brief digression, 
which contains a hint of the connection between algebraic geometry and the 
theory of finite dimensional algebras over a field. 

1.1. Conventions 

Throughout this book, the letter R will stand for a commutative ring with 
unity 1. The subjects of our study are R-algebras. 

Definition. An R-algebra (or algebra over R) is a unital right R-module A 
on which is defined abilinear mapping A x A ~ A (denoted (x,y) 1-+ xy) 
that is associative (x(yz) = (xy)z for all x, y, z in A), and there is a unity 
element lA in A that satisfies lAx = xl A = X for all X E A. 

The assumption that multiplication is bilinear is equivalent to the right 
and left distributive laws, plus 

(xy)a = x(ya) = (xa)y for all x, y E A and a E R. (1) 

Any R-algebra is a ring with unity. Conversely, if Ais a ring with unity and a 
right R-module that satisfies (1), then A is an R-algebra. 

Any R-module A that is equipped with a bilinear mapping A x A ~ A 
is called a non-associative R-algebra. Occasionally, this wider dass of algebras 
will be considered. 



2 1 The Associative Algebra 

The bilinearity of multiplication and the module identities for an R
algebra imply that the mapping a H 1 Aa is a ring homomorphism from R 
to the center of A. Conversely, if A is a ring with identity, then any homo
morphism from R to the center of A imposes an R-module structure on A 
which turns A into an R-algebra. This observation provides an alternative 
definition of R-algebras that is' sometimes convenient. If the mapping 
a H 1 A ais injective, that is, A is a faithful R-module, then R can be identified 
with a subring of the center of A. Making this identification, we have 
xa = ax, and A becomes a left R-module. Even if A is not faithful as an 
R-module, a left R-module structure can be defined on A by decreeing that 
ax = xa, since R is commutative. 

If no restriction is imposed on R, then the concept of an R-algebra is 
very general. Indeed, every associative ring with unity is a Z-algebra. In 
the elementary part of the theory of algebras, the ring R of scalars plays 
almost no role. This will be the case in the first seven chapters of this book. 
When we deal with these elementary aspects of our subject, no harm will 
be done by using the term "algebra" rather than "R-algebra." Indeed, the 
word "ring" would usually be equally appropriate. 

A major split between the theories of rings and algebras occurs when the 
ring of scalars is taken to be a field. In this case, we will speak of an F-algebra. 
The letter F will always designate a (commutative) field. Of course, other 
symbols may be used to denote a field. 

If A is an F-algebra, then in particular A is a vector space over the field 
F. Thus, the module structure of A is determined by the dimension of A 
as an F-space. This dimension will be denoted by dimA, or, if necessary, 
dimFA. Strictly speaking, dimA rnight be any cardinal number, but for 
our purposes it won't be necessary to distinguish orders of infinity. Thus, 
dirn A is either a natural number or CIJ. 

Beside making the machinery of linear algebra accessible, the restriction 
to algebras over fields simplifies and enriches the theory of algebras in 
many ways. For example, the mapping a H lAa imbeds F in A, provided 
only that Ais non-trivial, that is, lA =f 0 (or equivalently, lAI =f 1). There
fore, in cases of interest, F can be identified with a subring of the center 
of A. In particular, IA = 1. (Even for algebras over a ring R, we will often 
use the symbol 1 for both the unity of Rand the unity of A, provided this 
notation is not likely to cause confusion.) 

The class of all R-algebras forms a category in which morphisms are 
simultaneously module and ring homomorphisms that preserve the unity 
element. Such mappings are called algebra homomorphisms. The concepts 
of isomorphism, endomorphism, and automorphism for R-algebras are defined 
in the expected way. As usual, we will write A ~ B ifthere is an isomorphism 
from A to B. Of course, ~ is an equivalence relation. Following an old 
algebraic tradition, the term subalgebra can have two meanings: (i) a sub set 
of A that includes 0 and 1, and is closed under the addition, multiplication, 
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and scalar operations of A; (ii) an R-algebra B that is a sub set of A such 
that the inc1usion mapping from B to A is a homomorphism. Of course, 
these two definitions of a subalgebra are just different perspectives of the 
same concept. Products in the category of R-algebras have an explicit 
description. They are obtained by endowing the cartesian product of a set 
of algebras with operations that are defined componentwise. The component 
projections are then algebra homomorphisms that satisfy the universal 
condition required of a product in any category. (See [45J, p. 53.) Following 
a c1assical tradition, we will denote the product of a finite set {Al' A 2 , ... , 

AJ of algebras by Al + A 2 + ... + An· 
If </J: A -+ B is a homomorphism of algebras, then the kernel of </J, that 

is, Ker</J = {x E A: </J(x) = O}, is a (two-sided) ring ideal and R-submodule 
of A. Conversely, if I is a ring ideal of A (notation: I <I A), then I is auto
matically an R-submodule, because xa = x(1 Aa) E I when x E land a E R. 
It follows that the factor ring AI I is an R-algebra, and the natural projection 
mapping 11:: A -+ AI I is an algebra homomorphism with kernel I. The 
various homomorphism theorems of rings and modules are valid without 
changes for R-algebras. Perhaps the most important of these theorems is 
the (right) factorization criterion: if </J: A -+ Band t/J: A -+ C are homo
morphisms of R-algebras, and </J is surjective, then t/J factors through </J 
(that is, t/J = (}</J for some homomorphism (): B -+ C) if and only if Ker </J ~ 
Ker t/J. 

The term ideal in the context of algebras will mean two sided ideal. 
When right or left ideals are encountered, they will be called right (or left) 
ideals. Just as we noted in the case of ideals, every right (left) ring ideal of 
an R-algebra is also an R-submodule. 

The definition of a module over an algebra is identical with the definition 
of a unital module over a ring. If A is an R-algebra and M is a right A
module, then M inherits an R-module structure: ua = u(1 Aa) for u E M 
and a E R. Similarly, if M is a left A-module, then M is also a left R-module. 
In particular, every module over an F-algebra is a vector space, so that its 
additive structure is known. 

If A and Bare R-algebras, then an A-B bimodule is an algebraic system 
M that is simultaneously a left A-module and a right B-module, such that 

(xu)y = x(uy) for all x E A, u E M, and y E B; 

au = ua for all a E Rand u E M. 

(2) 

(3) 

We will see later that the theory of A-B bimodules can be reduced to the 
study of modules over the tensor product of the opposite algebra of A with 
B. However, it is often convenient to deal directly with bimodules. 

To simplify terminology, we will use the expression A-bimodule instead 
of A-A bimodule. Most ofthe bimodules that appear in the book are ofthis 
kind. 



4 1 The'Associative Algebra 

EXERCISE 

Let A be a non-assoeiative R-algebra. Denote B = A EB R, and define a mapping 
f1: B x B --+ B by ((x,a), (y,b)) H (xy + ay + JOb, ab). Prove the following statements. 

(a) f1 is bilinear. 
(b) If the multiplieation on A is assoeiative, then f1 is an assoeiative multiplieation on 

B with (0, I) as a unity element for B; thus B is an R-algebra. 
(e) The multiplieation on B is eommutative if and only if A is eommutative. 
(d) x H (x,O) is a bijeetive algebra homomorphism from A to an ideal of B. 
(e) If A is an R-algebra, then B ;:;;: A + Ras R-algebras. 

1.2. Group Aigebras 

The study of associative algebras was partly motivated by the theory of 
group representations. The bridge between these subjects has its footings 
on the concept of a group algebra. A group algebra over R is an R-algebra 
that is constructed as a free R-module with a basis consisting ofthe elements 
of a group G, and with multiplication induced by the given multiplication 
in G. It is useful to generalize this construction to the case in which Gis a 
monoid, that is, a set with an associative multiplication with respect to 
which there is a unity element. 

Definition. Let G be a monoid, and suppose that R is a commutative ring 
with a unity element. Denote 

RG = gERG : ~(x) = 0 foralmostallxEG}. 

Define addition and scalar multiplication of elements in RG componentwise: 

(~a + '1b)(x) = ~(x)a + '1(x)b for a, b E R, ~, '1 ERG, XE G. 

Define multiplication in RG by convolution : 

(~'1)(x) = L ~(Y)'1(z), 
summed over the finite set of pairs (y,z) E G x G such that yz = x and 
~(y)'1(z) =F O. 

The main result of this section is that RG is an R-algebra, called the 
convolution algebra of G over R, or the group algebra of G over R when G 
is a group. The R-algebra identities for RG can be proved by straight
forward computations, but a bit of cunning will shorten the work and 
provide extra information. First note that RG is closed under addition and 
scalar multiplication, and that these operations satisfy the module identities. 
It is also routine to verify that multiplication is bilinear. The more delicate 
properties of associativity and the existence ofunity reflect the corresponding 
properties of the monoid G. To see that this is the case, define for each 
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XE G the function Xx ERG by Xx(Z) = 0 if z # x, and Xx (x) = 1. Clearly, 
if ~ ERG, then ~ = LXx~(X), summed over all XE G such that ~(x) # O. 
It follows that RG is a free R-module, and {Xx: XE G} is a basis for RG. 
Moreover, 

XxXy = Xxy' (1) 

Indeed, Xx(u)x/v) = 0 if u # x or v # y, and Xx(x)xiy) = 1. Thus, 
(XxXy)(z) = 0 if z # xy, and (xxX)(xy) = 1. It is c1ear from (1) and the 
next lemma that Xl is the unity element of RG, and RG is associative. 

Lemma. Let A be an R-module on which is deJined a bilinear binary operation 
(x,y) 1---+ xy, that is, A is a non-associative R-algebra. Suppose that X ~ A 
is such that X generates A as an R-module, and x(yz) = (xy)z Jor all x, y, 
z E X. Then A satisfies the associative law. IJ also there exists x I E X such 
that xly = YX I = Y Jor all y E X, then Xl is a unity element oJ A. 

PROOF. Since A = LXEX xR, it is possible to write three typical elements of 
A in the forms LiElxiai' LjEJXjbj, LkEKXkCk' with ai, bj , ck E R; Xi' Xj' 
X k E X. The bilinearity of multiplication and the commutative-associative 
law of scalar multiplication give 

«Lxia)(Lxjb))(LXkCk) = L (Xix)Xk(aibjCk) = L Xi(XjXk)(aibjCk) 
i j k i.j.k i.i.k 

The proof that X I is a unity element follows the same pattern. D 

By (1), the mapping X 1---+ Xx is a monoid homomorphism; plainly, this 
mapping is injective. It is convenient and customary to identify X with the 
corresponding function Xx' This convention allows us to simplify our 
notation: the elements of RG are the linear combinations LX ax , where 
XE G, ax E R, and the sum is over a finite subset of G. Ignoring the order 
of summands and the occurrence of zero summands, this representation is 
umque. 

Proposition. For a monoid G, RG is an R-algebra. As an R-module, RG is 
Jree with basis G. If A is an R-algebra and <p: G -+ A is a homomorphism to 
the multiplicative monoid oJ A, then <p extends uniquely to an R-algebra 
homomorphism oJ RG to A. 

PROOF. Only the last assertion requires further proof. Any extension of 
<p would be a module homomorphism; hence it would satisfy 

(2) 

Since G is a basis of RG, the formula (2) does define an extension of <p 
to a module homomorphism. Using distributivity and the hypotheses 
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<jJ(xy) = <jJ(x)<jJ(y), <jJ(1) = 1, it is easy to check that (2) is a ring homo
morphism. D 

EXAMPLE. Let X be a set of symbols. The free monoid on Xis the set Gx 
of all finite sequences XOxl ... xm- l of elements from X, including the 
empty sequence. Multiplication in Gx is defmed by juxtaposing sequences: 
(XOxl ... ~-l)(YOYl ... Yn-l) = XOxl ... ~-lYOYl ... Yn-l' Thus, the 
empty sequence is the unity element of Gx . It is clear that any mapping 
from X to a monoid H has a unique extension to a monoid homomorphism. 
Thus, every mapping from X to an R-algebra A extends uniquely to an 
R-algebra homomorphism of RGx to A, that is, RGx is the free R-algebra 
on X. We will denote RGx by the usual notation R{X} (or R{x p ... ,xn} 
if X consists of the distinct symbols Xl' ... , xn). The elements of R {X} 
are non-commuting polynomials in the symbols of X with coefficients in R. 

The familiar (commutative) polynomial ring R[X] can be obtained by 
a similar construction: let Hx be the free commutative monoid on X; then 
R[X] = RHx. As usual, if X consists of the distinct symbols Xl' ... , Xn' 
we will write R[xv ... , Xn] for R[X]. In the case n = 1, R[X] and R{X} 
coincide with the algebra of polynomials in one variable. 

EXERCISE 

Let ([ be a small category, that is, a category in which the objects form a set. Let 
G = U Hom\t(X, Y) be the set of all morphisms of G. Note that G is a partial semigroup. 
For an R-algebra A, denote 

A([ = gE AG: e(u) = 0 for almost all u E G}. 

Define (e + ,,)(u) = e(u) + ,,(u), (xe)(u) = x(e(u», (ex)(u) = e(u)x, and (e,,)(u) = 
Lvw=. e(v),,(w) for all e,,, E A([, x E A, u E G, with the convention that an empty sum is 
O. Prove the following statements. 

(a) A([ is an A-bimodule and a ring that satisfies the associativity conditions 
x(e,,) = (xe)", (ex)" = e(x,,), and (e,,)x = e("x) for all e, "E A([ and x E A. 

(b) If the set of objects in ([ is finite, then A has a unity element. 
(c) If ([ is the category whose objects are the natural numbers I, 2, ... ,n, and 

Hom\t(i,j) = {eij} for I :::;; i,j :::;; n, with eiljk = eil< for all i,j, and k, then A([ ~ Mn(A). 

1.3. Endomorphism Aigebras 

Let A be an R-algebra. If M and N are right or left A-modules, we will denote 
the set of all A-module homomorphisms from M to N by HomA(M,N). 
The set HomA(M,N) has the structure of an R-module if addition and 
scalar multiplication are defined pointwise: (<jJ + t/I)(u) = <jJ(u) + t/I(u), 
(<jJa)(u) = <jJ(u)a. If N coincides with M, then the composition of homo
morphisms, (<jJt/I)(u) = <jJ(t/I(u», defines an associative bilinear product 
under which HomA(M,M) becomes an R-algebra with unity element idM • 
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We will write EA(M) for HomA(M,M), and call this algebra the endomor
phism algebra of the module M. 

If M and N are left A-modules, then it is sometimes advantageous to 
write x<jJ instead of <jJ(x) for x E M, <jJ E HomA(M,N). In general, however, 
we will not follow this convention. Functions and mappings will be written 
on the left side of the object on which they operate. Exceptions to this rule 
will be signalized. 

The operation of EA(M) on Mimposes a left EA(M)-module structure 
on M. In this way, a right A-module M is given an EA(M)-A bimodule 
structure: for <jJ E EA(M), u E M, XE A, and a ER, the equation <jJ(ux) = 
(<jJu)x is satisfied by virtue ofthe fact that <jJ is an A-module homomorphism, 
and au = (idMa){u) = (idMu)a = ua by the definition of scalar multiplica
tion in EA(M). If M is a left A-module, then by writing endomorphisms 
on the right, we can view M as an A-EA(M) bimodule. 

Suppose that A and Bare R-algebras, and M is an A-B bimodule. For 
XE A, define Ax : M --+ M by AxU = xu. Then Ax E EB(M): additivity is c1ear, 
and Ax(UY) = x(uy) = (xu)y = Ax(U)Y by 1.1(2). Similarly if y E B, define 
Py: M --+ M by Pyu = uy. Then Py E EA(M). 

The mapping x f--+ Ax is easily seen to be a ring homomorphism, and the 
conditions 1.1 (2) and (3) imply that it is in fact an R-algebra homomorphism: 
AxaU = x(au) = x(ua) = (xu)a = (Axu)a = (Axa)u for x E A, a E R, u E M. 

The right scalar product mapping is not a ring homomorphism, but rather 
an antihomomorphism. In fact, Pxyu = uxy = piux) = PyPxu. It is often 
useful to think of pas a homomorphism ofthe opposite B* of B to EA(M). 
Recall that B* is the R-algebra that is obtained from B by inverting the 
order of the factors in a product. 

We will denote the homomorphism x f--+ Ax(X E A) and the antihomo
morphism Y f--+ Py by A and p respectively. 

If M is a left A-module, then M can be viewed as an A-R bimodule, 
since R is commutative. In this case, A is a representation of A, that is, an 
algebra homomorphism of A to ER(M), where M is an R-module. Con
versely, if <jJ: A --+ ER(M) is a representation, then M is a left A-module, 
with xu = <jJ(x)u, where u E M, x E A. The homomorphism A: A --+ ER(M) 
associated with this A-module structure on M is of course the original rep
resentation <jJ. Consequently, there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
representations of an algebra A and left A-modules. There is a similar 
relation between right A-modules and representations of A*. 

A routine calculation shows that if <jJ and !/J are two homomorphisms of 
A to ER(M), that is, representations on the same R-module, then <jJ and !/J 
induce isomorphie A-module structures on M if and only if there is a unit 
e of ER(M) such that !/J(x) = e-1 <jJ(x)e for all x E A. More generally, there 
is a homomorphism from M with the module structure defined by <jJ to M 
with the module structure defined by !/J if and only if there is an R-module 
endomorphism e E ER(M) such that <jJ(x)e = e!/J(x) for all XE A. The 
mapping e is said to intertwine the representations <jJ and !/J. 

Any R-algebra A can be considered as an A-bimodule by virtue of 
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associativity and the identity 1.1 (1). The corresponding homomorphisms 
A and p of A to EA(A) are respectively called the left and right regular rep
resentations of A. 

Proposition. The right and left regular representations of an R-algebra Aare 
bijective. In particular, A ~ EA(A) as R-algebras, where Ais considered as a 
right A-module. 

PROOF. As we have observed, A: A --+ EA(A) is an R-algebra homomorphism 
with kernel {x E A: xA = O}, and this ideal is 0 because A has a unity 
element. Now <p(x) = <p(1' x) = <p(1)x = AyX, where y = <P(1). Thus, A is 
surjective. A similar proof shows that p is bijective. 0 

EXERCISE 

Let A be an R-algebra, and suppose that M is a right A-module. Define a right 
A-module strueture on HomA(A,M) by (cpx)(y) = cp(xy) for x and y in A and 
cp E HomA(A,M). Prove that HomA(A,M) is isomorphie to M as a right A-module. 

1.4. Matrix Algebras 

Given an R-algebra A and a natural number n, let Mn(A) denote the set of 
all n by n matrices with entries in A. Then Mn(A) is itself an R-algebra with 
the customary matrix addition, multiplication, and scalar operations by ele
ments of R. We will not repeat the familiar definitions of these operations. 
However, it is perhaps interesting to observe that the algebra Mn(A) can be 
constmcted by a process that extends the definition in 1.2 of a convolution 
algebra. (See Exercise 1.2.) The algebra Mn(A) is called the n by n matrix 
algebra over A. 

In general, we will denote matrices (not necessarily square) by lower case 
Greek letters. In particular, I or In will designate the n by n identity matrix. 
Moreover, in discussing Mn(A) for a fixed n and A, the matrix units will be 
denoted by eij' That is, eij stands for the n by n matrix with the unity of A at 
the row i, column j position, and the zero of A in all other entries. These 
matrix units are easily seen to satisfy the following mIes of multiplication: 

for 1 ~ i,j,k,/ ~ n, eihl = 0 if j i= k; eijejl = eil' (1) 

Occasionally it will be necessary to describe a matrix in terms of its 
entries. In this case we will use such notations as 

lX 11 X 12 ... X 1n j 
X X X X .. ·x 

IX = [Xij]' IX = [ 11 12J, IX = 21 22 2n. 
X 21 X 22 • • • • 

Xm1 Xm2 ••• Xmn 
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Usually the entries of a matrix are designated by doubly subscripted letters, 
in which case the first subscript indicates the row ofthe entry, and the second 
subscript denotes its column. 

If Ais not commutative, then MiA) is not an A-algebra. Nevertheless, 
it is useful to introduce left and right scalar multiplication of matrices by 
the elements of A. If 

lXll X12 ... X1nl 

oe = ~21~22:" ~2n 

xm1 xm2 ... xmn 

is an m by n matrix with entries in the algebra A, and if Y E A, define 

lYXllYX12 ... YXlnj lXllY X12Y'" X1nYl 
yoe = ~X21 ~X22 : .. ~X2n , oey = ~21Y.X22~···. X2n~ . 

YXm1 YXm2 ... YXmn xm1Y Xm2Y ... xmnY 

These scalar operations define an A-bimodule structure on the set of all m 
by n matrices with entries in A. In particular, Mn(A) is a free A-module 
with a basis consisting of the matrix units: 

[xij] = L eijxij' (2) 
ij 

and this representation is unique. 
In addition to the associative laws that hold in abimodule, the matrix 

algebras satisfy 

(oey)ß = ljJ(yß) for oe, ß E Mn(A) and Y E A. (3) 

From an abstract viewpoint, matrix algebras are special cases of endomor
phism algebras. In fact, we williater prove (Corollary 3.4b) that MiA) ~ 
EA(M), where M is the free rig!J.t A-module on n generators. Therefore, 
matrix algebras can always be replaced by endomorphism algebras. How
ever, in many situations, matrices can be used efficiently for calculations in 
which endomorphisms appear to be foreign. 

Matrix algebras over division algebras play an important role in the 
general theory of algebras over fields. We conclude this section with a 
result that williater be incorporated into the fundamental structure theorem 
ofWedderburn. 

Lemma. If D is a division algebra, then MiD) is simple for all n ~ 1. 

PROOF. Let I be a non-zero ideal of Mn(D). We have to prove that if oe = 
[xij] E MiD), then ~ E I. Since I =1= 0, there exists a non-zero ß = [Yij] 
in I, say Yrs =1= 0. By (1) and (2), oe = Li,jeijxij = Li,j(eirße.)Yr~lxij EI, 
since I is a two sided ideal of Mn(D). 0 
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EXERCISE 

Generalize Lemma 1.4 by proving that if A is a simple algebra, then MnCA) is simple 
for all n ~ 1. Hint. Show that if J is a non-zero ideal of MnCA), then {x E A : 8 11 XE J} is 
a non-zero ideal of A. 

1.5. Finite Dimensional Algebras over a Field 

If Fis a field and Ais an F-space with basis Xv ... , Xn ' then non-associative 
F-algebras can be defined by specifying the products 

n 

xixj = L xka~, a~ E F, l:s; i,j :s; n. (1) 
k=l 

Indeed, (1) extends uniquely to abilinear product on A by the rule (LiXibi) 
(LjXjc) = Lk Xk(Li,jbiCja~). The n3 elements a~ are called the structure 
constants of the multiplication that is defined by (1). (In this section, super
scripts represent indices, not exponents.) 

Every n-dimensional F-algebra A can be realized (up to isomorphism) 
by specifying suitable structure constants a~. On the other hand, not all 
choices of structure constants yield an associative multiplication with unity. 
Furthermore, different choices ofthe structure constants can give isomorphic 
algebras. 

By Lemma 1.2, the multiplication in A is associative if and only if Xi (XjXk) 
= (XiXj)Xk for all i, j, k in the range 1 to n. A straightforward calculation, 
using (1), shows that associativity is equivalent to the following relations 
among the structure constants: 

for 1 :s; iJ,k,s :s; n. (2) 

A more sophisticated viewpoint sheds light on the identities (2). Corre
sponding to each linear transformation <!J and F-basis Xv ... , Xn of A, 
associate the matrix rJ.(<!J) = [a~j] defined by <!J(xm) = L~=lxka~j' It is well 
known (and will be proved) that the mapping <!J H rJ.(<!J) is an isomorphism 
of E(A) to Mn(F). Clearly, [a~] is the matrix that is associated in this way 
with Ax, (with k as the row index and j as the column index), and [a~] is 
also the matrix corresponding to Px (with k as the row index and i as the 

J 

column index). The equations (2) correspond to the conditions Ax'px. (x) = 
Px,.Ax,(x) for I :s; iJ,k :s; n. In other words, (2) is a coordinatized version 
of the condition that the left and right regular representations of A commute, 
which is clearly equivalent to associativity. 

The easiest way to guarantee that equations (1) define an algebra with 
unity is to require that one of the basis elements, say Xv acts as unity. 
Plainly this condition is equivalent to 

(3) 
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where bJ'k is the usual Kronecker delta. In other words, Ax = Px = idA , 
1 1 

the identity transformation on A. If (3) is satisfied, then so are the cases of 
(2) in which any of i,j, or k is I. Finally, it is worth remarking that by re
quiring Xl = I, we have not restricted the c1ass of F-algebras that can be 
constructed on A via the multiplication (1). In fact, if n > 0, then any 
n-dimensional F-algebra A is non-trivial, so that the unity element of A 
can serve as one element of a basis of A. 

Next, consider the problem of non-uniqueness. When do two systems 
a~ and b~ of structure constants define isomorphic (non-associative) algebra 
sttuctures on A? Clearly, this will be the case if and only if there is a non
singular linear transformation Y of A such that for I :::;; iJ :::;; n, y(xj * Xj) = 
Y(XJ 0 y(xj ), where * denotes the product defined by a~ and 0 stands for the 
product given by bj~' Let y(x j) = L~=l x,c[ (c[ E F) for I :::;; i :::;; n be the 
matrix representation of Y in terms of the distinguished coordinates. A 
straightforward ca1culation based on (1) yields 

I :::;; iJ,k :::;; n. (4) 

That is, the structure constants a~ and bt give rise to isomorphic algebras 
if and only if there is a non-singular n by n matrix [cn such that (4) is satisfied. 
Denoting [C~J-l = [d~J, the equations (4) can be recast in the form 

n 

b~ = L tf.a~tc:cJ, I:::;; iJ,k :::;; n. (5) 
r,s,t=l 

We can put these equations in a coordinate-free form, using the left and 
right regular representations Ax;' PXj corresponding to the multiplications 
defined by a~ and the representations A~;, p~J corresponding to b~. The 
formulas (5) are equivalent to eithet of the systems: 

n 
l' "-11 • 
Ax; = L... Y Ax,YC j , 

.=1 
1 :::;; i :::;; n; 

I :::;; j:::;; n. 

If the multiplications defined by a~ and b~ are such that Xl is a unity 
element, then any isomorphism between these structures must map Xl to 
itself. In terms of the matrix [c~J of the isomorphism, this condition amounts 
to specifying the first column to be 

I 

o 

o 
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If Xl is a unity for the multiplication defined by at, and if bt is defined by 
(5) with c~ = J~, then Xl is also a unity for the multiplic~tion defined by bi~. 

The discussion of this section can be formulated in the language of 
algebraic geometry. Fix an ordering of the tripies (i,j,k), I :s; i,j,k :s; n, 
and assign to each system of structure constants at the point in n3 dimensional 
affine F-space An3 (F) whose coordinates are at. This defines a one-to-one 
correspondence between An3 (F) and the set of all non-associative F-algebras 
on A. The systems of equations (2) and (3) define a subvariety V (possibly 
reducible) of An3 (F) consisting ofthose points that correspond to F-algebras 
for which Xl is the unity element. The formulas (5) define a linear action 
of the general linear group GLn(F) on An3 (F) such that the orbits of the 
action are in one-to-one correspondence with the isomorphism classes of 
non-associative algebras over F. The variety V is invariant under the sub
group An- l (F) of GLn(F) that consists ofthose matrices whose first column is 

o 

o 
that is, the n - I dimensional affine group. Consequently, the isomorphism 
classes of n dimensional F-algebras are in one-to-one correspondence with 
the orbits in V of the affine group An- l (F). 

Theoretically, the classification of the structure constants that we have 
described gives a complete survey of the isomorphism classes of n dimen
sional F-algebras. Practically speaking, however, this approach is useless 
for large values of n. Exercise 3 shows what happens if n = 2. 

We conclude this section with one obvious consequence of the remarks 
that have been made here. 

Proposition. For any field Fand natural number n ~ I, the cardinal number 
ofisomorphism types ofn dimensional F-algebras is at most IFln3. 

EXERCISES 

1. Verify the formulas 1.5(2) and (4). 

2. Prove that for every n ;::: 1 there exist strueture eonstants a~j satisfying 1.5(2) and (3). 
(From the stand point of algebraie geometry, this is not obvious, beeause (2) and (3) 
impose n4 + 2n2 - 1 eonditions on n3 indeterminates.) 

3. Let F be a field with ehar F * 2. Use the methods of this seetion to classify all 2 
dimensional F-algebras. In more detail: 

(a) show that every F-algebra with F-space strueture A = x 1FEB x 2 F is 
isomorphie to an F-algebra sueh that Ax = id A' and Ax has the matrix representation 

[~ ~laEF; 1 2 
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(b) two such algebras with A.x2 given by the matrices [~ ~J, [~ ~J respectively 

are isomorphic if and only if a = b = 0 or ab E F 2 - {o}; 
(c) deduce that every 2 dimensional F-algebra is either a quadratic field extension 

of F, the ring product F + F, or an F-algebra with basis 1, x, such that x 2 = o. 
4. The results of this section can be obtained without using coordinates, following the 

outline of this problem. Let A be a right R-module. Prove the following facts. 
(a) There is a bijection between the set of all multiplications that define a non

associative algebra structure on A and the set of all R-module homomorphisms of 
A ® A to A. (Tensor products are taken over R.) 

(b) The multiplication corresponding to JI E HomR(A ® A, A) is associative if 
and only if the following diagram commutes 

(A®A)®A~A®A 
tl' 

«t A 
jl' 

A ® (A ® A)~A ® A, 

where IX is the natural isomorphism (A ® A) ® A -+ A ® (A ® A) defined by 
(x® y) ® Z I--> X ®(y ®z). 

(c) The muItiplication corresponding to JI E HomR(A ® A,A) admits a unity 
element if and only if there exists A. E HomR(R,A) such that the two diagrams 
commute 

A®R~A~R®A 
id®A t id. t t l®id 

A ® A -+ A +- A ® A, 
I' I' 

where ßl and ß2 are the natural isomorphisms defined by x I--> X ® 1 and x I--> 1 ® x 
respectively. 

(d) Jll and Jl2 in HomR(A ® A, A) define isomorphic algebras if and only if 
there is an R-module automorphism y of A such that Jl2 = y-1Jll(Y ® y). 

(e) Use the results of(a) to (d) to derive formulas (1), (2), and (5). 

1.6. Quaternion Aigebras 

The history of associative algebras begins with Hamilton's discovery of the 
real quaternions in 1843. In this section we will define quaternion algebras 
over general fieIds. Some of the basic properties of these algebras will be 
derived, using straightforward computational arguments. Most of the 
results in this section will reappear as special cases of general theorems in 
later chapters. In Section 1.7, we will prove an important fact about qua
ternion algebras that does not generalize. 

Throughout this section, F is to be a field whose characteristic is not 2. 
The analogues of the quaternion algebras over fields whose characteristic 
is 2 are defined differently. (See Exercise 2.) 
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Dermition. Let a and b be non-zero elements of F. Let A be the four dimen
sional F-space with basis 1, i, j, k and the bilinear multiplication defined by 
the conditions that 1 is a unity element, and 

i2 = a, f = b, ij = - ji = k. (1) 

As usual, the first two equations in (1) employ the conventional identi
fication of F with the set of scalar multiple!! of the unity element in A. 
Assuming associativity, the remainder of the multiplication table for the 
basis of A follows directly from (1): 

k 2 = -ab, ik = -ki = ja, jk = -kj = -ibo (2) 

Conversely, with structure constants given by (1) and (2) (plus 1i = il = i, 
Ij = jl = j, lk = kl = k), the condition 1.5(2) is satisfied, so that A is 
an associative F-algebra. 

Notation and Terminology: A = (a:) is called a (generalized) qua
ternion algebra over F. 

Hamilton's quaternions occur as the special case IHI = (-1~ -1). 
Lemma. For any non-zero a and b from F, (a:) is a simple algebra whose 

center is F. 

PROOF. It is convenient to introduce the Lie bracket operation: [x,y] = 

xy - yx. If x = Co + ic l + jC2 + kC3 E A = (a:). then by (1) and (2), 

[i,x] = j(2ac3) + k(2c2), [j,x] = i( -2bc3) + k( -2cl ), and [k,x] = 
i(2bc2 ) + j( -2acl ). In particular, XE Z(A) implies [i,x] = [j,x] = [k,x] 
= 0, so that Cl = C2 = C3 = O. Consequently, Z(A) = F. Suppose that 
o =f:. x E I, where I is an ideal of A. Since I is a two sided ideal containing x, 
it also includes the Lie tripie products [j,[i,x]] = i( -4bc2), [k,[j,x]] = 
j(4abc3), and [i,[k,x]] = k( -4acl ). If one of Cl' c2 , or c3 is not 0, then I 
contains a unit of A; if Cl = c2 = c3 = 0, then 0 =f:. x = Co is a unit be
longing to I. In all cases, I = A. D 

An F-algebra A is called central if Z(A) = F. Thus, the quaternion 
algebras are central simple. It will be shown in Section 13.1 that every four 
dimensional central simple algebra over a field F with char F =f:. 2 is neces
sarily a quaternion algebra. It will also follow from general theory that a 
quaternion algebra over Fis either a division algebra or else is isomorphie 
to M 2 (F). This result is also outlined in Exereise 2 ofSection 1.7. It is there-

fore natural to ask: for what choices of a and b in F is (a;) a division 

algebra? This turns out to be a difficult question for most fields, for example 
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if F = I(JI. However, the problem can be translated into a question concerning 
quadratic forms for which there is a substantial theory. 

Write (a:) = A = F EB A+, where A+ = iF EB jF EB kF. The ele

ments of A+ are called pure quaternions. For x = Co + z, Co E F, Z E A+, 
define the conjugate of x to be x* = Co - z. For x,y E A, and d E F, we have 

(x + y)* = x* + y*, (xy)* = y*x*, x** = x, d* = d. (3) 

With the exception of(xy)* = y*x*, these equations are obvious. Linearity 
reduces the proof that (xy)* = y*x* to the finite set of cases in which 
{x,y} ~ {1,i,j,k}. We relegate this chore to Exercise 1. 

For XE A = (a:) , the norm of xis defined to be v(x) = xx*. If x = 

Co + ic l + jC2 + kc3 , then v(x) = c~ - aci - bc~ + abc~ is obtained by 
direct computation. In particular, v(x) E F, and v(x) = v(x*) = x*x. 

If x,y E A, and d E F, then v(xy) = v(x)v(y), v(d) = d Z. (4) 

Indeed, by (3), 

v(xy) = xy(xy)* = xyy*x* = xv(y)x* = xx*v(y) = v(x)v(y); v(d) = d 2 

is obvious. 

Proposition. Thefollowing conditions are equivalentfor A = (a:): 

(i) A is a division algebra; 
(ii) xEA - {O} impliesv(x) "1= 0; 

(iii) if(cO'cl,cZ) E F 3 satisfy c~ = aci + bc~, then Co = Cl = C2 = O. 

PROOF. (i) implies (ii), since v(x)v(x- l ) = v(xx- l ) = v(1) = 1 by (4); and 
(i) is a consequence of(ii), because xx*V(X)-1 = (x*V(X)-I)X = 1 whenever 
v (x) "1= O.Ifc~ = aci + bc~with(co,Cl,C2)"I= (O,O,O),thenx = Co + ic l + 
jC 2 "1= 0 and v(x) = O. Therefore, (ii) implies (iii). Finally, (iii) implies (ii). 
In fact, suppose that v(x) = 0, where x = da + id1 + jd2 + kd3 ; that is, 
dg - bdi. = a(d~ - bd't). Thena(d~ - bdi)Z = (dg - bdiJ(d~ - bd't) = 
(dod1 + bd2d 3 )2 - b(dod3 + d1d2)2. Thehypothesis(iii)yieldsd~ - bdi = 
0, and therefore d 1 = d3 = O. Thus, dg - bdi. = 0, so that da = d2 = O. 
That is, x = O. D 

In the language of quadratic forms, the conditions (ii) and (iii) of the 
proposition state that x~ - axi - bx~ + abx~ and x~ - axi - bx~ are 
anisotropic. 

It is a consequence of the proposition that the Hamiltonian quaternions 

( -1, -1) .. d' . . 1 b 2 2 2' l' IR lorm a IVlslOn a ge ra: Co = -co - c2 lmp les Co = Cl = Cz 

= 0 for CO,CI ,C2 E IR. 
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EXERCISES 

1. Verify that (xy)* = y*x* for x,y E A = (a:)-
2. Let F be a field with ehar F = 2, and let a and b be non-zero elements of F. Defme A 

to be the 4-dimensional F-algebra with basis l,i,j,k, where multiplieation is defined 
by the eonditions (1) and (2). Prove the following facts. 

(a) Ais a eommutative F-algebra, and the mapping x f-+ x2 is a ring homorphism 
of A to F. 

(b) If a If F 2 , then A contains the field K = F(.jä) as a subring, and A = 
F(.jä,..jb), or A is isomorphie to the unique 2-dimensional K-algebra with non-zero 
nilpotent radical that was described in part e of Exercise 3, Seetion 1.5. 

(e) If a E F 2 and b E F 2 , then A has a basis i, U, v, w such that u2 = v2 = w2 = 0 and 
uv = uw = vw = U + v + w. 

F or the remaining problems of this section, assurne that ehar F "# 2. Let a,b,c E FO. 

3. Prove that for every a E PO, the quaternion algebra (a~I) is isomorphie to M2(F). 

Hint. Compute the multiplieation table for the basis ell = (1/2)(1 - j), e22 = 

(1/2)(1 + j), e21 = (I/2a)(i - k), e12 = (I/2)(i + k) Of( a~)-
4. Show that condition (ii) of Proposition 1.6 is equivalent to: a If F2 and 

b If NF(Jä)/F (F(.jä». 

5. Let Fbe a fmite field with q elements, and suppose that a,b E PO. 
(a) Prove that elements Cl and c2 exist in Fsatisfying aci + bc~ = 1. Hint. Show 

that the values taken by aci and 1 - bc~ as Cl and C 2 range independently over the q 
elements of F cannot all be different. 

(b) Deduce from (a) that (a:) is not a division algebra. This result is a special 

ease ofWedderburn's theorem that every finite division algebra is a field. 

1.7. Isomorphism of Quaternion Aigebras 

The fundamental problem of the theory of quaternion algebras is the 

question : when is (a:) ~ (a':')? In this section, we will use the norm 

mapping to translate this problem into the language of quadratic forms. 
It is convenient to introduce the bilinear form that is obtained by polarizing 
the norm. 

For x, y in A = (a:), define ß(x,y) = 1J2(v(x + y) - v(x) - v(y». 

If x = Co + z, Y = do + w, with co' do E Fand z = ic1 + jC2 + kC3 E A+, 
w = id1 + jd2 + kd3 E A+, then ß(x,y) = 1J2«x + y)(x + y)* - xx* -
yy*) = IJ2(xy* + yx*) = 1J2«co + z)(do - w) + (do + w)(co - z» = 
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codo - 1/2(zw + wz) = codo - acldl - bc2d2 + abc3 d3 . These equations 
show that ß is abilinear mapping ofAx A to Fthat is symmetrie (ß(x,y) = 
ß(y,x)) and non-singular (ß(x,y) = 0 for all y E A implies x = 0). More
over, v(x) = ß(x,x), and if Fis identified with IAF = Z(A), then 

z,w E A+ implies ß(z,w) = -1/2(zw + wz) and v(z) = _Z2. (1) 

Lemma. Let A = (a;) and A' = (a;') be quaternion algebras with the 

respective norms v and v'. As F-algebras, A is isomorphic to A' if and only if 
there is a vector space isomorphism cjJ oJ A+ to A~ such that v'(cjJ(z» = v(z) 
Jor all z E A+ . 

PROOF. We start the proof with a characterization of A+. If x = c + z 
with CE Fand z E A+, then x 2 = c2 + Z2 + z(2c) = c2 - v(z) + z(2c). 
Thus, x 2 E F = Z(A) if and only if z = 0 (hence x E Z(A)), or c = 0 (hence 
XE A+). This calculation shows that for x E A - {O}, 

X E A+ if and only if x i Z(A) and x 2 E Z(A). (2) 

Naturally, A~ can be characterized in the same way. Therefore, since any 
algebra isomorphism cjJ: A ~ A' satisfies cjJ(Z(A)) = Z(A'), and cjJ(x2) = 
cjJ(X)2, it follows from (2) that cjJ(A+) = A~, and if z E A+, then by (1), 
v'(cjJ(z)) = _cjJ(Z)2 = cjJ(_Z2) = cjJ(v(z» = v(z).Thus,cjJrestrictstoanorm 
preserving, vector space isomorphism of A+ to A~. Conversely, suppose 
that cjJ: A+ -+ A~ is a bijective linear mapping such that v'(cjJ(z)) = v(z) 
for all z E A+. To show that A' ~ A, we construct a basis of A' for which the 
structure constants are the same as the structure constants associated with 
the standard basis of A. By (1), cjJ(i)2 = -v'(cjJ(i)) = -v(i) = a. Similarly, 
cjJ(j)2 = b. Moreover, cjJ(i)cjJ(j) + cjJ(j)cjJ(i) = - 2ß' (cjJ (i), cjJ(j)) = - 2ß(i,j) 
= ij + ji = 0, using (1) and the fact that the bilinear form ß' associated 
with v' dearly satisfies ß'(cjJ(z),cjJ(w)) = ß(z,w) for all z, w in A+. Thus, 
cjJ(j)cjJ(i)cjJ(j) = cjJ(i)( -b), and (cjJ(i)cjJ(j»2 = -ab. It follows from (2) that 
cjJ(i)cjJ(j) E A~. In fact, cjJ(i), cjJ(j), cjJ(i)cjJ(j) is a basis of A~ : if cjJ(i)c I + 
cjJ(j)c2 + cjJ(i)cjJ(j)c3 = 0 with CI ,C2,C3 E F, then 0 = cjJ(i)(cjJ(i)c l + cjJ(j)c2 
+ cjJ(i)cjJ(j)c3) = aC l + cjJ(i)cjJ(j)c2 + cjJ(j)ac3 implies Cl = 0; similarly, 
c2 = 0, so that c3 = 0 as weIl. Define the mapping "': A -+ A' by "'(1 A) = 
1 A" "'(i) = cjJ(i), "'(j) = cjJO), and "'(k) = cjJ(i)cjJ(j). The preceding dis
cussion shows that '" is an F-algebra isomorphism. 0 

In general, the mapping '" that is defined in this proof will not coincide 
with cjJ. The dass of isometries from A+ to A~ is larger and more tractable 
than the dass of algebra homomorphisms from A to A'. 

The principal result of this section is obtained by translating the lemma 
to the language of quadratic forms. If z = ic I + jc 2 + kc 3 E A+, then 
v(z) = <D(C I ,C2,C3), where <D is the ternary quadratic form -axi - bx~ + 
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abx~. Similarly, v'(z') = <I>'(c~,c;,c;), where <1>' = -a'x~ - b'x~ + a'b'x~ 
and z' = i'c~ + j'c; + k'c; E A~ (with 1, i', j', k' denoting the standard 
basis of A'). It is convenient to put these equations in matrix form. Denote 

o , 
o 

-b' 

o 
01 

a'b' 

Then, v(z) = etexe and v'(z') = (e'ycx'C where the superscript t denotes 
matrix transposition. Moreover, if w = id1 + jd2 + kd3 and w' = i' d~ + 
j'd; + k'd;, then ß(z,w) = etcx'1 and ß'(z',w') = (e'ycx''1', where 

r d1
] [d~] 

'1 = l~: and '1' = ~~. 

Suppose that lj>: A+ -+ A~ is linear, say [lj>(i),lj>(j),lj>(k)] = [i',j',k']b, 
where b = [djj] E M3 (F). The mapping lj> is bijective if and only if b is 
non-singular. Ifz = ic1 + jC2 + kC3 = [i,j,k]e, then 

lj>(z) = [lj>(i),lj>(j),lj>(k)]e = [i',j',k']be. 

Similarly, lj>(w) = [i',j',k']b'1. Consequently, 

ß'(lj>(z),lj>(w» = (beYcx'(b'1) = etWex' b)'1. 

Therefore, lj> satisfies v'(lj>(z» = v(z) for all z E A+, or equivalendy, 
ß'(lj>(z),lj>(w» = ß(z,w) for all z, w E A+ if and only if etCX'1 = etwcx' b)'1 
for all e, '1 in F3 • Clearly, this last condition amoilnts to die equation ex = 
btex' b. Our discussion is summarized by saying that there is an isometry of 
A+ to A~ if and only if the matrices cx and ex' are congruent. 

Proposition. The quaternion algebras (a:) and (a:') are isomorphic if and 

only ifthe quadraticforms ax~ + bx~ - abx~ and a'x~ + b'x~ - a'b'x~ are 
equivalent. 

Two quadratic forms are called equivalent if it is possible to pass from 
one to the other by a non-singular linear change of variables. When the 
forms <I> and <1>' are represented as matrix products 

<I>(x"x"x,) ~ [x, ,x"x,ja [::] , <1>' (x, ,x"x,) ~ [x, ,x" x,ja' [ ::] , 
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the condition that Cl> and Cl>' are equivalent amounts to the existence of a 
non-singular matrix {) E M 3(F) such that Cl( = {)/Cl(' {). Hence, the proposition 
is just a reformulation of the lemma. 

Corollary. If a, b, and c are non-zero elements of F, then 

By taking F = IR in the corollary, we conclude that the only real quater-

(1 1) (1 -1) (-1 -1) (1 1) nion algebras are ~ , \T ,and IHI = ~ . In fact, \~ ~ 

C';- 1) ~ M 2 (1R) by Exercise 3, Section 1.6. 

EXERCISES 

Assume in all of these exercises that ehar F #- 2. 

1. (a) Let Vbe an n-dimensional F-spaee, and let ß: V x V -+ Fbe a non-degenerate, 
symmetrie, bilinear mapping. Assume that x, y in V satisfy ß(x,x) = ß(y,y) #- O. 
Prove that there is a non-singular linear transformation cjJ of V sueh that cjJ(x) = y 
and ß(cjJ(z),cjJ(w)) = ß(z, w) for all z and w in V (that is, cjJ is an isometry). Hint. Let 
u = (lj2)(x + y), v = (lj2)(x - y). Prove that ß(u,v) = 0, and that either ß(u,u) #- 0 
or ß(v,v) #- O. In the former ease, define cjJ(z) = 2(ß(u,z)jß(u,u))u - z, and if 
ß(u,u) = 0, ß(v,v) #- 0, let cjJ(z) = z - 2(ß(v,z)jß(v,v))v. 

(b) Use the result of (a) to prove the Witt eaneellation theorem: If<l> and 'I' are 
(n - 1 )-ary quadratie forms over F sueh that axi + <I>(x2 , ••• , x.) is equivalent to 
axi + 'I'(x2 , ••• , x.), then <I> is equivalent to '1'. 

2. Let a ~ F 2, and denote E = F(Jä). 

(a) Prove: (a:) ~ (a;) if and only if bjc E NE1F(EO). 

Hint. Apply the Witt eaneellation theorem to Proposition 1.7; then eompute 
with 2 by 2 matrices. 

,(b) Deduee from (a), Proposition 1.6, and Exereise 3, Section 1.6, that (a:) is 
either a division algebra or isomorphie to M 2(F). 

3. Let a, b E 7L - {O} be square free (i.e., not divisible by the square of a prime). Prove 

that (a~) ~ M2 (Q) ifand only if 

(i) a and b are not both negative, 
(ii) a is eongruent to a square modulo b, and 

(iii) b is eongruent to a square modulo a. 

Hint. (aob) ~ MAQ) implies by Proposition 1.6 that there exist integers Co,C 1 ,Cz 

with no eommon prime divisors sueh that c~ = aci + bc~. This c1early implies (i). 
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In order to prove (ii), it suffices by the Chinese Remainder Theorem to show that a is 
a quadratic residue mod p for all primes p that divide b. This conclusion is obtained by 
arguing that if p divides b, then either p divides a, or p does not divide Cl' The converse 
can be proved by induction on lai + lbI- If lai + Ibl = 2, then a or b is 1 (by (ii)), 
hence the result comes from Exercise 3, Section 1.6. Assume therefore that lai:;;; Ibl, 
Ibl z 2. By (ii), there exist integers c, d, and e such that c is square free, d > 0, lei :;;; 
(lj2)lbl, and e2 - a = bcd2. Consequently, lei:;;; lel 2jlbl + laljlbl :;;; (lj4)lbl + 
1 < Ibl, bjc = (ejcd)2 - a(ljcd)2 E NO()Q)/o(iIJ(y'a)). By Exercise 2, (at) ~ (a~} 

and the induction hypothesis applies to (a~). 

4. (a) Prove: if p is a rational prime that is congruent to 3 (mod 4), then ~-~,p) is a 

division algebra. 
(b) Prove: if p and q are distinct rational primes that are congruent to 3 (mod 4), 

then (-~,p) * (-~,q). 

Notes on Chapter 1 

The study of group algebras has been, and still is, an area of active research. 
For a reasonably up-to-date survey of this topic, the book [61 J of Passman 
is recommended. The discussion in Section 1.5 offinite dimensional algebras 
over fields is thoroughly classical. Benjamin Peirce's ground-breaking paper 
[62J defines an associative algebra as a finite dimensional vector space with 
an associative bilinear multiplication. The relization that algebraic geometry 
sheds light on the classification of algebras came later. Gerstenhaber's papers 
[36J and [37] pioneered this approach to the subject. Our discussion of 
quaternion algebras is modeled on the treatment in Lam's book [54]. 
Quaternion algebras over (jJ (or more generally any algebraic number field) 
admit a complete classification, based on the Hasse-Minkowski theorem. 
Serre's book [70J provides an elementary treatment of this theory for the 
rational field. 



CHAPTER 2 

Modules 

The theory of modules over a ring or algebra grew out of the study of 
representations. However, as homological algebra developed, it became 
clear that module theory constitutes a good foundation on which to erect 
the structure of rings and algebras. On the basis of this dictum, we begin 
our formal development with this chapter on modules. The emphasis is on 
semisimple modules, since these structures lead to semisimple algebras, the 
fundamental building blocks for any theory of algebras. Highlights of the 
chapter are (1) a discussion of the lattice of submodules of a module, (2) 
Schur's Lemma, (3) a fundamental characterization of semisimple modules 
(Proposition 2.4), (4) a structure and uniqueness theorem for semisimple 
modules, and (5) an extern al characterization of finitely generated semi
simple modules. 

2.1. Change of Scalars 
Throughout this chapter, A will stand for a non-trivial R-algebra. (A unital 
module over a trivial algebra consists of the zero element; such objects are 
uninteresting.) The ring R will seldom be mentioned, because its role in the 
elementary parts of module theory is negligible. In particular, the expression 
"R-algebra" will be shortened to "algebra." 

Since A needn't be commutative, there is no natural way to identify left 
and right A-modules. On the other hand, the left and right sided theories 
are identical, so that it is enough to develop one of them. Generally, our 
choice is to consider right A-modules, and the term "A-module" should 
always be interpreted as "right A-module." Occasionally it is necessary to 
deal with left modules, particularly when bimodules are considered. 

21 
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Any algebra A is itself a right and left A -module, with the scalar operation 
defined by the algebra product. The notation AA and AA will often be used 
to indicate that A is being considered as a right (respectively left) A-module. 
The submodules of AA are precisely the right ideals of A. Therefore, all the 
concepts and results on submodules of a module can be used for right and 
left ideals. We williater show (in Chapter 10) that the same comment applies 
to two-sided ideals: A-bimodules can be viewed as right modules over the 
"enveloping algebra" Ae of A, and the sub-bimodules of Aare the two 
sided ideals. 

There is a fairly elaborate theory of the class of all A-modules. We will 
not deal with this topic in a systematic way, but many of these categorical 
aspects of module theory will inevitably creep into our considerations. 
Readers who are familiar with category theory will recognize many old 
acquaintances. Uninitiated readers should not feel insecure, because cate
gorical concepts will be introduced only in concrete forms. 

One of the most useful techniques in the study of algebra involves com
paring the modules over A with the modules over a related algebra B. In 
category theory, such a comparison can be dealt with abstractly via the 
notion of a functor. In later chapters, various special functors will be used 
for this purpose. However, one of the most useful devices for comparing 
modules over different algebras is completely elementary. 

Let A and B be algebras, and suppose that (): A --+ B is an algebra 
homomorphism. If M is a right B-module, define scalar operations on M 
by the elements of A according to the rule ux = u()(x) for u E M, XE A. A 
routine check shows that with these operations M becomes a right A -module. 
We will use the notation MA (or if necessary Mo) to designate M with the 
A-module operation defined in this way. 

There are two important special cases of this change of scalar functor. 
The first occurs when A is a subalgebra of B, and () is the inclusion homo
morphism. The correspondence M --+ MA is called a forgetful functor. The 
second case of importance is when B = All for some ideal I of A, and () is 
the projection homomorphism. The operation of A on the All-module M 
is then defined by 

UX = u(x + 1). (1) 

Lemma a. Let (): A --+ B be an algebra homomorphism, and suppose that M 
and N are right B-modules; 

(i) (M E9 N)A = MA E9 NA· 
(ii) lf 4> E HomB(M,N), then 4> E HomA(MA,NA) .. if () is surjective, then 

HomB(M,N) = HomA(MA,NA)· 
(iii) lf N is a submodule of M, then NA is a submodule of MA .. if () is surjective, 

then the sets SeM) and S(MA) of the submodules of M and MA are equal. 

We leave the proofs of these elementary facts as exercises. 
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If 8: A --+ B is a surjective algebra homomorphism, then there is a con
venient characterization of the A-modules that have the form MA with M 
aB-module. 

Definition. Let M be a right A -module, and suppose that Xis a sub set of M. 
The annihilator of X in A is 

ann X = {x E A: ux = 0 for all u EX}. 

There is an obvious analog of this definition for left A-modules. 
The annihilator has many simple properties that we record for future 

reference. 

Lemma b. Let M, M', and {Mi,' i E J} be right A -modules, X ~ M and Y ~ M. 

(i) ann Xis a right ideal of A; if Xis a submodule of M, then ann X <l A. 
(ii) X ~ Y implies ann X ~ ann Y. 

(iii) If M ~ M', then ann M = ann M'. 
(iv) If M = LiEJMi' then annM = niEJ annMi· 
(v) If M is a right ideal of A, then ann(AIM) is the largest ideal K of A 

such that K ~ M. 

The properties (i) through (iv) follow direct1y from the definition of the 
annihilator. To obtain (v), note that by (i), ann(AIM) is an ideal of A that is 
c1early a sub set of M. On the other hand, if K <l A and K ~ M, then 
(x + M)K ~ M for all x E A, so that K ~ ann(AIM). 

Proposition. Let A and B be R-algebras, and 8,' A --+ B a surjective homo
morphism. If N is a right A-module, then there is a right B-module M such 
that N = MA if and only ifKer e ~ ann N. 

PROOF. It is c1ear that Ker 8 ~ ann MA • Converse1y, if Ker 8 ~ ann N, then 
the equation u8(x) = ux defines a valid scalar operation on Nby the elements 
of Im 8 = B. With this operation, N becomes aB-module M, and N = MA 

by definition. 0 

The proposition is most useful when B = AlIfor an ideal I of A. In this 
situation, an A-module N comes from an All-module if and only if I ~ 
ann N. We will usually make no distinction between All-modules and A
modules N such that I ~ ann N. 

An A-module M is called faithful if ann M = O. 

Corollary. If lis an ideal ofthe algebra A, and N is a right All-module, then 
N is faithful as an AI I-module if and only if ann NA = /. 

PROOF. Clearly, annNA/1 = (annNA)II. o 
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EXERCISES 

1. Prove Lemma a. 

2. An A-module M is called cyclic if M is generated by a single element, that is, M = uA 
for some U E M. Prove the following statements. 

(a) If M = uA is cyc1ic, then M ~ AIN, where N = annu. 
(b) If N is a right ideal of A, then AI N is a cyc1ic right A -module. 
(c) Let N be a right ideal of A. Denote B = {x E A: xN 5;;; N}. Then B is a 

subalgebra of A, with N 5;;; B. Moreover EA(AIN) ~ BIN by the mapping tjJ H 

tjJ(l) + N. 

2.2. The Lattice of Submodules 

For any A-module M, the collection S(M) of all submodules of M is partially 
ordered by the inclusion relation. Moreover, if {N;: i E J} is any set of 
submodules of M, then nieJN; is a submodule of M. (If J = 0, then the 
empty intersection nieJN; is defined to be M.) Plainly, this intersection is 
the largest submodule of M that is included in all of the N;, that is, nieJ N; 
is the greatest lower bound of {N;: i E J} with respect to the ordering 
relation of inclusion. The set {N;: i E J} also has aleast upper bound among 
the submodules of M. In general this least upper bound is not the set union, 
but rather the submodule that is generated by the union: LieJN; = 
{L;:',.l uk : uk E N;.}. In particular, the least upper bound of two submodules 
N and P of M is N + P = {u + v: u E N, v E P}. Any partially ordered 
set in which all subsets have a greatest lower bound and aleast upper bound 
is called a complete lattice. Our discussion can be summarized by the state
ment that S(M) is a complete lattice. 

Many fundamental properties of modules can be interpreted as facts 
about submodule lattices. Section 2.4 will provide a striking example of 
this phenomenon. There are a few lattice theoretic properties that hold in 
alllattices of the form S(M). The most important of these is the 

Modular Law. 11 N, P, and Q are submodules 01 M such that N ~ Q, then 
N + (P n Q) = (N + P) n Q. 

PROOF. Plainly, N + (P n Q) ~ N + P, and N + (P n Q) ~ Q by the 
hypothesis that N ~ Q. Thus, N + (P n Q) ~ (N + P) n Q. On the other 
hand, if u E (N + P) n Q, then u = v + w, where v E N and W E P. Thus, 
W = u - v E P n (Q + N) = P n Q, and u = v + WEN + (P n Q). 0 

The modular law (or modularity) is a fairly weak condition on a lattice. 
Some of the submodule lattices that interest us have the stronger property 
distributivity. 
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Lemma. Let M be an A-module. Thelollowing identities (that is, valid equations 
lor all choices 01 N, P, and Q) are equivalent lor SeM) : 

(i) N n (P + Q) = (N n P) + (N n Q); 
(ii) N + (P n Q) = (N + P) n (N + Q); 

(iii) (N n P) + (P n Q) + (Q n N) = (N + P) n (P + Q) n (Q + N). 

PROOF. Two applications of (i) gives 

(N + P) n (N + Q) = «N + P) n N) + «N + P) n Q) 

= N + «N n Q) + (P n Q)) 

= N + (P n Q), 

which is (ii). Similarly, by several applications of (ii) we get 

(N n P) + (P n Q) + (Q n N) 

= «(N n P) + P) n «N n P) + Q)) + (Q n N) 

= (P n (N + Q) n (P + Q)) + (Q n N) 

= (P + (Q n N)) n (N + Q) n (P + Q) 

= (P + Q) n (P + N) n (N + Q). 

Finally, it follows from (iii) and the modular law that 

N n (P + Q) = N n «N + P) n (P + Q) n (Q + N)) 

= N n «N n P) + (P n Q) + (Q n N» 

= (N n P) + (Q n N) + (N n P n Q) 

= (N n P) + (N n Q). o 

The submodule lattice SeM) is called distributive if it satisfies the iden
tities (i), (ii), and (iii). 

REMARK. The inclusions 

and 

~nn+~n0+Wn~~~+nn~+0nW+~ 

are valid whether SeM) is distributive or not. 

Proposition. Let M be an A-module such that SeM) is not distributive. Then 
there exist distinct submodules P and Q 01 M such that P/P n Q ~ Q/P n Q 
as A-modules. 
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PROOF. Since SeM) is not distributive, there exist submodules Mo, MI' 
M 2 , M 3 , and M 4 of M such that 

Mo = (MI n M 2) + (M2 n M 3) + (M3 n MI) 

c (MI + M 2) n (M2 + M 3) n (M3 + MI) 

= M 4 • 

Define 

and 

N = (MI n M 2 ) + (M3 n (MI + M 2», 
P = (M2 n M 3) + (MI n (M2 + M 3», 
Q = (MI n M 3) + (M2 n (MI + M 3»· 

By the modular law, 

and 

P n Q = «M2 n M 3) + (MI n (M2 + M 3») n «MI n M 3) 

+ (M2 n (MI + M 3))) 

= (MI n M 3 ) + «(M2 n M 3 ) 

+ (MI n (M2 + M 3))) n M 2 n (MI + M 3» 

= (MI n M 3 ) + (M2 n M 3 ) + (MI n (M2 + M 3 ) 

n M 2 n (MI + M 3» 
= (MI n M 3 ) + (M2 n M 3 ) + (MI n M 2 ) 

P + Q = «M2 n M 3 ) + (MI n (M2 + M 3 ))) 

+ «MI n M 3 ) + (M2 n (MI + M 3 ))) 

= (MI n (M2 + M 3» + (M2 n (MI + M 3» 
= «MI n (M2 + M 3» + M 2 ) n (MI + M 3) 

= (MI + M 2) n (M2 + M 3) n (MI + M 3) 

= M4 

In particular, P =1= Q because Mo c M 4 • Moreover, by symmetrical com
putations, N nP = N n Q = Mo, and N + P = N + Q = M 4 . By the 
Noether Isomorphism P/P n Q = P/P n N ~ P + N/N = M 4 /N. Simi
larly, Q/P n Q ~ M 4 /N. Thus, P/P n Q ~ Q/P n Q. 0 

For an R-algebra A, we denote by I(A) the set of all ideals of A. It was 
noted in Section 2.1 that the ideals of A can be viewed as the submodules 
of A, considered as a right module over its enveloping algebra. (See Section 
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10.1.) It follows that I(A) is a complete, modular lattice. Moreover, if 
I(A) is not distributive, then there exist distinct ideals land] in A such that 
I/I (')] ~ ]/1 (')] as A-bimodu!es. These facts can also be established 
directly by making minor changes in the wording of our proofs in this 
section. 

EXERCISES 

1. Use the Noether Isomorphism Theorems and the Modular Law to prove Zassen
haus's Lemma: if N, N', M, and M' are submodules of an A-module such that 
N' ~ N and M' ~ M, then (N' + (M n N»j(N' + (M' n N» ~ (M n N)j 
«M' n N) + (M n N'» ~ (M' + (M n N»j(M' + (M n N')). 

2. Let 0 = Mo C MI C .•. c Mn- I C Mn = M and 0 = No C NI C .•. C Nm- I C 

Nm = M be chains of submodules of the A -module M. U se the Zassenhaus Lemma 
to prove that there exist refinements 0 = Mb c M; c ... C M~_I C M~ = M 
and 0 = Nb c N; c ... C N~_I C N~ = M of these chains (that is, every Mi is 
equal to some M; and every IV; is equal to some IV;'), and apermutation n such that 
Mj+ljMj ~ N;(j)+ljN;(j) for allj < k. This result is called the Schreier Refinement 
Theorem. It is a generalization of the Jordan-Hölder Theorem, which will be 
proved by a more elementary argument in Section 2.6. 

3. Prove that S(M) is distributive if and only if: for N, P, Q E S(M), if N n P = N n Q 
and N + P = N + Q, then P = Q. In particular, complements are unique in S(M). 
(See Section 2.4.) 

4. Assume that A is an F-algebra, where Fis an infinite field. Prove that if M is a right 
A-module such that S(M) is not distributive, then S(M) is infinite. Hint. Let P and 
Q be as in Proposition 2.2. It can be assumed without loss of generality that P n Q = O. 
Let rjJ: P -+ Q be an isomorphism. Show thatfor each a E F, Na = {u + rjJ(u)a: u E P} 
is a submodule of M, and N. n ~ = 0 for a =f. b in F. 

2.3. Simple Modules 

Definition. A right or left module N is simple if N is not the zero module 
and the only submodules of N are 0 and N. A module M is semisimple if M 
is a direct sum of simple modules. 

In the literature of ring theory, the term irreducible module is often used 
for simple module, and completely reducible has the same meaning as 
semisimple. The current trend in terminology seems to be moving in the 
direction of the adjectives "simple" and "semisimple." We will follow this 
fashion. 

It is evident that a right ideal M of an algebra A is a simple A-module 
if and only if M is a minimal right ideal, that is, M is minimal in the set of 
non-zero right ideals of A. Of course, there is no guarantee that A has any 
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minimal right ideals. There are none in the ring Z of integers, for example. 
On the other hand, the hypothesis that A has a non-zero unity element 
implies (by an argument using Zorn's Lemma) that A indudes at least one 
maximal right ideal, that is, an ideal that is maximal in the set of proper 
right ideals of A. Moreover, if M is a maximal right ideal of A, then by the 
Correspondence Theorem, A) M is a simple module. Conversely, if AAl M 
is simple, then M is a maximal right ideal. 

Proposition. For a non-zero right A-module N, the following conditions are 
equivalent: 

(i) N is simple; 
(ii) uA = N for all non-zero u E N; 
(iii) N ~ AAIM for some maximal right ideal M of A. 

PROOF. (i) implies (ii), because ° #: u E uA < N forces uA = N by the 
simplicity of N. Conversely, since !V~ 0, (ii) implies that N is the unique 
non-zero submodule of N; that is, N is simple. As we noted before, the fact 
that (iii) implies (i) is a consequence of the Correspondence Theorem. To 
prove that (ii) implies (iii), let u be a non-zero element of N. By (ii), the 
mapping x H UX is a surjective module homomorphism of A A to N whose 
kernel M is a right ideal of A. Sirtce (ii) implies (i), it follows that AAl M ~ N 
is simple. Therefore, M is a maximal right ideal of A. D 

Schur's Lemma. Let M and N be right A-modules. Suppose that 4J: M -+ N 
is a non-zero homomorphism. 

(i) lf M is simple, then 4J is injective. 
(ii) lf N is simple, then 4J is surjective. 

PROOF. Since 4J #: 0, it follows that Ker 4J #: M and Im 4J #: 0. Hence, M 
simple implies Ker 4J = 0, and N simple implies Im 4J = N. D 

Corollary a. If M and N are simple right A-modules, then either M ~ N or 
HomA(M,N) = 0. 

This corollary follows directly from Schur's Lemma because a bijective 
homomorphism is an isomorphism. 

A right A-module N is indecomposable if N #: 0, and N cannot be written 
as a direct sum of non-zero submodules : if N = P Ef> Q, then P = ° or 
Q = 0. Indecomposable modules are very important in the theory of 
algebras. They will reappear often in later chapters. 

Corollary b. For a semisimple module N, the following conditions are equiva
lento 
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(i) N is simple. 
(ii) E A (N) is a division algebra. 

(iii) N is indecomposable. 

29 

PROOF. If N is simple, then every non-zero endomorphism of N has an 
inverse by Schur's Lemma. That is, EA(N) is a division algebra. If EA(N) 
is a division algebra, then idN #- 0, so that N #- O. Moreover, for any direct 
sum decomposition N = P EB Q, there is an element nE EA(N) such that 
n(N) = P, (1 - n)(N) = Q, and n 2 = n; namely, n is the projection of 
Non P associated with the decomposition. Hence, n(idN - n) = O. The 
assumption that E A (N) is a division algebra implies that n = 0 or idN - n = 
O. In these respective cases, P = 0 and Q = O. Finally, (iii) implies (i), 
because the hypotheses that N is indecomposable and semisimple (that is, 
a direct sum of simple modules) are compatible only if N is simple. D 

The term "Schur's Lemma" is often used to describe the implication in 
Corollary b that if N is simple, then EA(N) is a division algebra. We will 
go beyond this custom and refer to the lemma and both of its eorollaries as 
Sehur's Lemma. This abuse of terminology shouldn't eause eonfusion. 

EXERCISES 

1. Determine all of the simple right A-modules for the following algebras: 
(a) A = Z; 
(b) A = {a/n:aEZ,nE f'l>:J,2,rn}; 
(c) A = iC[xJ; 
(d) A = iC[x,yJ/(x2 + y2 - I); 
(e) A = IR-algebra ofreal valued, continuous functions on [O,IJ; 

(f) A = {[: ~J: a, b, CE F} (F = any field). 

2. Let A be an integral domain that is not a field. Denote the field offractions of A by F. 
Consider F as an A-module. Prove that EA(FA) ~ F, but FA is not simple. Of course, 
FA is not semisimple, so that this example does not contradict Corollary b. 

2.4. Semisimple Modules 

If N and P are submodules of an A -module M, then Pis ealled a complement 
of N in SeM) if N + P = M and N n P = O. In other words, M is the inner 
direet sum of N and P. Plainly, the relation of being a complement is sym
metrie. In general, eomplements are not unique (but see Exereise 3, Seetion 
2.2), and not all submodules have a eomplement in SeM). Our main result 
in this seetion is that the universal existenee of eomplements eharaeterizes 
semisimple modules. 
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Lemma. Let M be a module such that M = LieJN;, where each N; is a simple 
submodule of M. If Pe S(M), then there is a subset I of J such that M = 
(EBiel Ni) EB P. 

PROOF. By Zom's Lemma, there is a subset I of J such that the collection 
{Ni: i e I} u {P} is maximal with respectto independence: (Li e l~) + P = 
(EBiel~) EB P. Let MI = (LielNJ + P. The maximality of Iimplies that 
MI n Ni =1= 0 for all je J. Therefore, since each Ni is simple, Ni !;;;; MI for 
allj e J. Hence, M = LieJNi !;;;; MI !;;;; M, and M = (EBielNi) EB P. 0 

Proposition. For a right A-module M, thefollowing conditions are equivalent. 

(i) M is semisimple. 
(ii) M = L{NeS(M): Nissimple}. 

(iii) S(M) is a complemented lattice, that is, every submodule of M has a 
complement in S(M). 

PROOF. It is c1ear that (i) implies (ii) by the definition of semisimplicity. 
By the lemma, (ii) implies (iiiJ. Also, the lemma shows that (ii) implies (i) 
(taking P = 0). Using the modular law, (iii) can be strengthened to (iv) 
if Pe S(M), then S(P) is complemented. Indeed, if MI e S(P), then by 
(iii) there exists M 2 e S(M) such that M = MI EB M 2 • Hence, P = P n 
(MI EB M 2) = MI EB (P n M 2 ) with P n M 2 e S(P). To complete the 
proof, we deduce from (iv) that if Q is a proper submodule of M, then there 
is a simple submodule N of M such that N n Q = o. This result implies 
(ii), and completes the figure eight of equivalences. Let 0 =1= u e M - Q. 
By Zom's Lemma, it can be assumed that Q is maximal with the property 
u rt Q. Apply (iv) with P = M to obtain Ne S(M) such that M = Q EB N. 
Write u = w + v with we Q, v e N. Since u rt Q, it follows that v =1= O. 
In particular N =1= O. If NI is a non-zero submodule of N, then the maximality 
of Q implies that w + v = u e Q + NI = Q EB NI. Thus, v e NI. In par
ticular, two non-zero submodules of N have a non-zero intersection. On 
the other hand, S(N) is complemented by (iv). The only way to escape a 
contradiction is to conc1ude that S(N) = {O, N}, that is, N is simple. 0 

CoroUary a. If M is semisimple and P < M, then P and Mj P are semisimple. 

PROOF. By (iii), M ~ P EB MjP. Hence, P and MjP are semisimple by the 
equivalence of (iii), (iv), and (i). 0 

CoroUary b. A direct sum of semisimple modules is semisimple. 

This corollary is a direct consequence of the definition of semisimple 
modules. 

It is occasiona1ly useful to know when S(M) is a distributive lattice. 
If M is semisimple, the following result settles this question. 
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Corollary c. Let M be a semisimple right A-module. Assume that M = 
EBiEJ AT;, where each AT; is simple. Then SeM) is a distributive lattice if and 
only if AT; *- ~for all i =F j in J. 

PROOF. If N is a non-zero right A-module, and Q = N EB N, then S(Q) 
is not distributive. In fact, if N1 = {(u, 0) E Q: U E N}, N2 = {(O, u) E Q: 
u E N}, and N3 = {(u,u) E Q: u E N}, then N1 + N2 = Q, N3 n N 1 = 
N3 n N2 = 0, and N3 ~ N =F 0; thus, N3 n (N1 + N2) = N3 ::::> 0 = 
(N3 n N1) + (N3 n N2). In the context of the corollary, this observation 
shows that if SeM) is distributive, then AT; *- Nj for all i =F j. To prove the 
converse implication, define N(l) = LjEI Nj for each subset 1 of J. Since 
the sum M = EBiEJNi is direct, it is clear that N(ll u 12) = N(ll) + 
N(/2) and N(ll n 12) = N(ll) n N(l2) for any two sub sets 11 and 12 of J. 
Thus, {N(l): 1 ~ J} is a distributive sublattice of SeM). The proof is 
completed by showing that SeM) = {N(l): 1 ~ J}. For P < M, define 
1 = {i E J: P n Ni =F O}. We will show that P = N(l). Since Ni is simple, 
P n Ni =F 0 implies that Ni = P n Ni ~ P. Hence, N(l) ~ P. It will be 
sufficient to prove that P n N(J - I) = 0, since the Modular Law then gives 
P = P n (N(J - I) + N(l)) = P n N(J - /) + N(l) = N(/). Assurne that 
P n N(J - I) =F 0, and choose a set K ~ J - 1 of smallest cardinality 
such that P n N(K) =F O. Clearly, K is finite, and I K I ~ 2 because P n AT; = 
o for all i E J - I. For i E K, let 11:i: N(K) ---+ AT; be the projection homo
morphism that is associated with the direct decomposition N(K) = 
EBjEKNj. Since Ker(11:ilp n N(K)) ~ P n N(K - {i}), the minimality of 

IKI implies that Ker(11: ilp n N(K)) = O. Therefore, since Ni is simple and 
P n N(K) =F 0, it follows that 11:i maps P n N(K) isomorphically to AT;. 
The fact that IKI > 1 then gives a contradiction to the hypothesis that 
AT; *- ~ for all i =F j in J. 0 

EXERCISE 

Prove: if M = EBiEJN;, where the N; are right A-modules, and if /1 ~ J, /2 ~ J, 
then ("'iEI N;) n ("'iEI N;) = "'iEI nl N;. This fact was used in the proof of Corollary i..J 1 ~ 2 ~ I 2 

C. It is most easily established using outer direct sums. 

2.5. Structure of Semisimple Modules 

By definition a semisimple right A-module has "nice" structure; it is a 
direct sum of simple modules. The purpose of this section is to establish 
the uniqueness of such direct sum representations. Some preliminary results 
are needed. 

Lemma a. Let M = EBiElAT; with each AT; a simple right A-module. Suppose 
that N is a simple right A-modulefor wh ich there is a non-zero homomorphism 
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4J: N -+ M. Then there exists jE J sueh that M = 4J(N) EB (EBi;O j N;) and 
N~~. 

PROOF. By Lemma 2.4, there exists J' ~ J sueh that M = 4J(N) EB 
(EBiEJ' NJ Consequently, EBiEJ-J' N; ~ M/(EBiEJ' N;) ~ 4J(N) ~ N (by 
Sehur's Lemma and the assumption 4J =F 0). It follows that IJ - J'I = 1, 
whieh proves the lemma. 0 

For the rest of this seetion, let {N;: i E J} be a set of representatives of 
the isomorphism classes of simple right A-modules. Thus, J is a non-empty 
indexing set, eaeh N; is a simple right A-module, and eaeh simple right 
A-module is isomorphie to exaetly one N;. 

Notation: For a right A-module M, denote by M(i) the submodule 
L {N < M: N ~ N;}. 

Lemma b. If M is a semisimple right A-module, then M = EBiEJM(i). 

PROOF. Sinee M is semisimple, M = EBiEJMi' where Mi = EBjEK,N;j' 
N;j ~ N;. Plainly, Mi ~ M(i). It will be sufficient to prove that M(i) ~ Mi' 
Let N; ~ N< M. Write M = Mi EB M(, M( = EBj;OiMj' and let n: M-+ 
M; be the projeetion associated with this deeomposition. It follows from 
Lemma a that n(N) = 0, that is, N ~ Mi' Since N was any submodule of 
M isomorphie to N;, this proves the desired i.nclusion M(i) ~ Mi' 0 

Lemma c. Let M and M' be semisimple right A-modules. If 4J: M -+ M' is a 
homomorphism, then 4J(M(i» ~ M'(i)Jor all i E J. 

PROOF. If N; ~ N < M, then by Sehur's Lemma, either 4J(N) = ° or 4J(N) ~ 
N;. In both eases, 4J(N) ~ M'(i). It follows that 4J(M(i» ~ M'(i). 0 

Proposition. Let M and M' be semisimple right A-modules. Suppose that 
M = EBiEJM(i) with M(i) ~ EB(XiN; and M' = EBiEJM'(i) with M'(i) ~ 
EBßi N;. Then M is isomorphie to M' if and only if the cardinal numbers (Xi 
and ßi are equal Jor all i E J. 

PROOF. Suppose that 4J: M -+ M' is an isomorphism. By Lemma e, 4J(M(i)) 
= M'(i) for all i. Fix i E J. For the proof that (Xi = ßi' we first eonsider 
the ease in whieh (Xi is finite, and use induetion. If (Xi = 0, then M'(i) = 
ljJ(M(i)) = ljJ(O) = 0, so that ßi = O. Suppose that (Xi = m ~ 1. Write 
M(i) = N;l EB ... EB N;m-l EB N;m' M'(i) = EBkEIN;~, where N;j ~ N;~ 
~ N; for allj and k, and I/I = ßi' By Lemma a, there exists I E / sueh that 
ljJ(N;m) EB (EBk;OIN(J = M'(z) = 4J(N;m) EB 4J(N;1 EB ... EB N;m-l)' Con
sequently, N; 1 EB ... EB N;m-l ~ ljJ(N; 1 EB ... EB N;m-l) ~ M'(i)/ljJ(N;m) 
~ EBk;OIN;~· By the induetion hypothesis, m - 1 = I/ - {1}1 so that (Xi = 
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m = 111 = Pi. This completes the induction. If Pi is finite, the same proof 
applies using </J -1. Therefore, assume that lXi and Pi are both infinite. By 
Proposition 2.3, there exist decompositions M(i) = EBkEKUkA, M'(i) = 
EBIELU;A, with IKI = lXi and ILI = Pi· The isomorphism </J induces a 
mapping A. fromKto the set offinite subsets of Lsuch that </J(uk) E LIE.I.(k) u;A, 
and UkEKA.(k) = L since </J is surjective. Therefore, since Land Kare 
infinite, Pi = ILI ~ LkEK 1A.(k) I ~ ~o ·IKI = IKI = lXi· By symmetry, lXi ~ 
Pi. This completes the proof that M ~ M' implies lXi = Pi for all i E J. The 
converse is obvious. 0 

EXERCISES 

1. U se Lemma a to give an inductive proof of the Proposition in the special case that 
M and M' are finitely generated. 

2. Prove that if V is an infinite dimensional F-space, and A = EF(V), then 
AA ~ AA EB AA· Hint. V ~ V EB Vas F-spaces implies 

HomF(V,v) ~ HomF(V,vEB V). 

2.6. Chain Conditions 

Most of the semisimple modules that we will enounter are finite direct sums 
of simple modules. The main proposition of this seetion establishes the 
equivalence of several finiteness conditions for semisimple modules. The 
proof of this result is based on standard results of module theory that have 
many applications outside the context of semisimple modules and algebras. 

An A-module M is Artinian (Noetherian) if S(M) satisfies the descending 
(ascending) chain condition. That is, there are no infinite, strictly decreasing 
(increasing) sequences of submodules of M. Equivalently, M is Artinian 
(Noetherian) if every non-empty subset of S(M) includes a minimal (maxi
mal) member. 

In a general context, the Artinian and Noetherian properties are in
dependent of each other. For example, 71. z is Noetherian but not Artinian, 
whereas, the 71.-module 71.(pOO) = {a/pn: a E 71., n E N}/71. is Artinian, but 
not Noetherian. We will see that in the presence of semisimplicity these 
conditions are equivalent. 

Lemma a. Let M', MI!, and N be submodules ofthe A-module M, with M' ~ 
MI!. There is an exact sequence 

Ml!nN MI! MI!+N 
o ~ M' n N ~ M' ~ M' + N ~ O. 
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PROOF. The Noether Isomorphism Theorems and the Modular Law give 

M" + N _ M" + (M' + N) '" M" 
M' + N - M' + N = M" n (M' + N) 

M" (M"jM') 
=------

M' + (M" n N) = (M' + (M" n N»jM' , 

and (M' + (M" n N»jM' '" 
(M' n N). 

(M" n N)jM' n (M" n N) = (M" n N)j 
D 

Lemma b. Let 0 -+ N -+ M -+ P -+ 0 be an exact sequence of A-modules. 
The module M is Artinian (Noetherian) if and only ifboth N and P are Artinian 
(respectively, Noetherian). 

PROOF. There is no harm in assuming that NE S(M) and P = MjN. In 
this case, S(N) is a sublattice ofS(M), and by the Correspondence Theorem, 
S(P) is isomorphic to a sublattice of S(M). Therefore, if M is Artinian 
(Noetherian), so are N and P. Conversely, if Mo ::::> MI ::::> M 2 ::::> ••• is an 
infinite descending chain in S(M), then Mo n N 2 MI n N 2 M 2 n 
N 2 ... inS(N),and(Mo + N)jN 2 (MI + N)jN 2 (M2 + N)jN 2 ... 

in S(P); and by Lemma a, at least one of these chains is infinite. Thus, if N 
and P are Artinian, so is M. The proof in the Noetherian case is similar. D 

Lemma c. Assume that the A-module M is Artinian and Noetherian. There is 
a sequence 0 = Mo C Mi C M z C ..• C Mn-i C Mn = M such that all 
ofthefactor modules Mi+dMi' i < n, are simple. 

PROOF. If M = 0, then 0 = Mo = M. Assume that M =F O. Using the fact 
that M is Artinian, it is possible to construct (by induction) an increasing 
sequence 0 = Mo C Mi C M 2 C ... of submodules of M such that all of 
the factors Mi+dMi are simple. Indeed, if Mo, MI' ... , Mi have been 
obtained, and if Mi =F M, then there exists a submodule Mi+1 of M con
taining Mi such that Mi+dMi is a minimal, non-zero submodule of MjMi, 
because MjMiis Artinian by Lemma b. Since Mis Noetherian, this inductive 
process must be blocked at some finite stage; that is, for some n < W, it 
must be the case that Mn = M. D 

A chain 0 = Mo C MI C M 2 C .•• C Mn- 1 C Mn = M of submodules 
of M is called a composition series of M if Mi+ljMi is simple for all i < n. 
The factor modules Mi+dMi are called the compositionfactors ofthe series. 
They are unique. 

Jordan-Hölder Theorem. IfO = Mo C MI C M z c ... c Mn- 1 C Mn = 
M and 0 = M~ c M~ c M~ c ... C M{-1 C M{ = Mare composition 
series of the module M, then n = k, and there is apermutation 1l: of {O, 1, 
2, ... ,n - l}suchthatM;+dM; ~ M,,(j)+dM,,(j)forallj < n. 
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PROOF. Induce on n. If n = 0, then M = 0 and k = O. Assume that n > O. 
ConsiderthechainofsubmodulesO = M~ n Mn- I S;;; M~ n Mn- I S;;; ••• S;;; 

M~ n Mn- I = Mn- I = M~ + Mn- I S;;; M~ + Mn- I S;;; ••• S;;; M~ + Mn- I = 
Mn. For j < k, there is an exact sequence 

O M;+I n Mn- I M;+I M;+I + Mn- I 0 
--+ --+ -- --+ --+ 

M; n Mn- I M; M; + Mn- I 

by Lemma a. Since M;+d M; is simple, exactly one of 

M;+I n Mn- 1 M;+I + Mn- I 
M; n Mn- I ' M; + Mn- I 

is isomorphie to M;+tIM; and the other quotient is O. Also, since MnlMn- 1 

is simple, there is exactly one i < k such that Mn- I = M( + Mn- I C 

M(+I + Mn- I = Mn· Thus, MnlMn- t ;;;;; M(+dM(, and 0 = M~ n Mn- I C 

M~ n Mn- t C .•. C M(-I n Mn- I C M( n Mn- I = M(+I n Mn- I C ..• C 

M~ n Mn- t = Mn- t is a composition series of Mn-I. By the induction hypo
thesis, k - 1 = n - 1, and there is a bijective mapping 7t: {O, 1, ... , i-I, 
i + 1, ... , k - I} to {O, 1, ... ,n - 2} such that M;+IIM; ;;;;; M"(j)+dM"(il' 
for allj # i. The proofis completed by defining 7t(z) = n - 1. 0 

If a module M can be written as a finite direct sum of simple modules in 
two ways, say M = NI EB N2 EB ... EB Nn and M = N~ EB N~ EB ... EB 
N{, then the Jordan-Hölder Theorem applies to the composition series 
o C Nt C Nt + N2 C •.. C Nt + N2 + ... + Nn = M and 0 c N{ c 
N{ + N~ c ... c N{ + N~ + ... + N; = M. It yields the conc1usions 
n = k and Nj ;;;;; N"(J)' for some permutation 7t. In other words, the Jordan
Hölder Theorem leads to an elementary proof of the special case of Pro
position 2.5 in which the direct sums are finite. 

Terminology. Let Mbe a right A-module that is Artinian and Noetherian. 
By Lemma c, M has a composition series, and the length of this series is 
unique by the Jordan-Hölder Theorem. The number of composition factors 
in a composition series of M is called the composition length of M. This 
number will be denoted by I(M). Two useful observations are c1ear con
sequences of this definition: I(M) = 0 if and only if M = 0; I(M) = 1 if 
and only if M is simple. 

CoroUary. Let M, N, and P be Artinian and Noetherian modules./fO --+ N --+ 

M --+ P --+ 0 is an exact sequence oj module homomorphisms, then I(M) = 
I(N) + I(P). 

PROOF. Without loss of generality, suppose that N is a submodule of M, 
and P = MI N. If 0 = No C NI C ... c Nr = N is a composition series of 
N, and 0 = QolN c QIIN c ... c QsIN = Pis a composition series of 
P, then 0 = No c Nt c ... c Nr c Ql C ... c Q. = M is a composi
tion series of M. Thus, I(M) = r + s = I(N) + I(P). 0 
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Proposition. For a semisimple right A-module M, the lollowing conditions are 
equivalent. 

(i) M isfinitely genera ted as an A-module. 
(ii) M = NI EB N 2 EB ... EB Nm with each ~ simple, and 0 ~ m < w. 

(iii) M is Artinian. 
(iv) M is Noetherian. 
(v) There exists m < w such that if Mo c MI C ... C Mk is a finite, 

strictly increasing sequence 01 submodules 01 M, then k ~ m. 

PROOF. The conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent. Indeed, (ii) implies (i) by 
Proposition 2.3; and (ii) follows from each of the conditions (i), (iii), and 
(iv), because M is semisimple (that is, a direct sum of simple modules), and 
an infinite direct sum of non-zero modules cannot be finitely generated, 
Artinian, or Noetherian. Since simple modules are plainly Artinian and 
Noetherian, the conditions (iii) and (iv) both follow from (ii), using Lemma b 
and induction on m. Clearly, (v) implies that M is both Artinian and Noether
ian. Conversely, if M is Artinian and Noetherian, then a strictly increasing 
sequence of submodules of M inc1udes at most I(M) + 1 terms (by the 
Corollary, using induction). 0 

Some ofthe implications in the proposition are true for arbitrary modules. 
Our proof shows that (v) is equivalent to the conjunction of (iii) and (iv). 
Also, every Noetherian A-module M is finitely generated: otherwise, the 
axiom of choice would enable us to select an infinite sequence u l , u2 , u3 ' ••• 

of elements from M such that ulA c ulA + u2 A c ulA + u2 A + 
u3 A c ... , thereby violating the ascending chain condition. 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove the converse of Lemma c: if the module M has a composition series, then M 
is Artinian and Noetherian. 

2. (a) Assume that M is an Artinian module such that S(M) is not distributive. Prove 
that the modules P and Q in Proposition 2.2 can be chosen so that P/P (") Q and 
Q/P (") Q are simple. Hint. Let Mo, N, P, Q, and M4 be chosen as in the proof of 
Proposition 2.2. Use the descending chain condition to obtain N' E S(M) such that 
Mo c N' s;; N and N' / Mo is simple. Show that P' = P (") (N' + Q) and Q' = Q (") 
(N' + P) have the required property. 

(b) Prove the same result under the assumption that Mis Noetherian. 

3. Assume that M is Artinian and Noetherian. Prove that if S(M) is distributive, then 
S(M) is finite. Hint. Otherwise, since M is Artinian, there is a minimal NE S(M) 
such that S(N) is infinite. Use distributivity to show that if PI' P2 , P3 , ••• are 
distinct maximal proper submodules of N, then PI ::::> PI (") P2 ::::> PI (") P2 (") P3 ::::> 

... , so that by the descending chain condition {~} is finite. Use the fact that M is 
Noetherian to deduce the contradiction that S(N) = US(~) v {N} is finite. 

4. It is possible to define a composition series for modules that are neither Artinian 
nor Noetherian. A composition series for the module M is a maximal chain {Nj: 
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jE I} in the family of all submodules of M. That is, for all i, j E I, either IV; c;:; Nj 

or ~ c;:; IV;; and if N is a submodule of M such that N rt {~: jE I}, then there 
exists i E I such that N '* IV; and IV; '* N. 

(a) Deduce from Zorn's Lemma that every module has a composition series. 
(This is essentially equivalent to deducing the Hausdorff Maximum Principle from 
Zom's Lemma.) 

(b) Prove that a composition series {Nj : j E I} for M is closed under unions and 
interseetions: if X c;:; I, then UjEXA) and njeXA) are members of {A):jEI}. In 
particular, 0 and M belong to the series. Deduce that for any U E M, there is a 
largest IV; such that U rt IV; and a smallest Nj such that U E Nj ; show that Nj covers 
IV; (i.e. IV; c ~; and IV; c;:; Nk c;:; Nj implies Nk = IV; or Nk = N), and Ni IV; is simple. 

(c) Let {~:j EI} be a chain of submodules of M. Prove that {Nj:j EI} is a 
composition series for M if and only if {~ : j EI} is closed under unions and intersec
tions, and for every i, j in I such that IV; c Nj , there exist k, I in I such that IV; c;:; 

Nk c ~ c;:; ~ and ~/Nk is simple. 
(d) Let M be a countably infinite dimensional F-space. Let {un : n < w} be a 

basis of M. Define Nn = Lm<n umF for n :-::; w. Prove that {Nn : n < w} is a composi
tion series for M. Let {v,: rE iIJ, 0 :-::; r :-::; I} be a basis of M, indexed by the rational 
numbers between 0 and 1. For each real number x with 0 :-::; x :-::; I, define Px = 

L'EO.'<X v,F, and for SE iIJ with 0 :-::; s :-::; I, define p, = L'EO.'''S v,F. Prove that 
{Px : x E IR, 0 :-::; x :-::; I} u {p,: SE iIJ, 0 :-::; S :-::; l} is also a composition series for 
M. 

This example shows that the Jordan-Hölder Theorem does not carry over 
intact to the generalized form of a composition series. 

2.7. The Radical 

We conclude this chapter with a characterization of finitely generated 
semisimple modules. 

Definition. Let M be an A -module. The radical of M is rad M = n {N E 

SeM): M/Nis simple}. 

Of course, there might not be any submodule N of M such that M/ N is 
simple. In this case, rad M is the intersection of the empty subset of SeM) 
which is M by convention. 

Lemma a. Let M be an A-module. 

(i) rad M is a submodule of M. 
(ii) lf NE SeM), then rad M/N = 0 implies N =2 rad M. 

(iii) rad(M/rad M) = O. 

These observations are routine consequences of the Correspondence 
Theorem. 
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Lemma b. If M is a semisimple A-module, then radM = O. 

PROOF. Let M = EBiEJ P; with eaeh P; simple. Denote Nj = L i';'jPi E SeM). 
Then MINj ~ Pj is simple, so that radM s; njEJNj = O. 0 

Proposition. An A-module M is jinitely generated and semisimple if and only 
if M is Artinian and rad M = O. 

PROOF. If M is finitely generated and semisimple, then M is Artinian by 
Proposition 2.6, and rad M = 0 by Lemma b. Conversely, assume that M 
is Artinian and rad M = O. We ean also suppose that M i= O. Sinee rad M = 
0, there is a non-empty set {N;: i E J} s; SeM) sueh that MI N; is simple 
for all i E J, and niEJNi = O. The Artinian property of M guarantees the 
existenee of a module Ni (\ ... (\ Nm that is minimal in the family {N; (\ .. . 
(\ N; : i p . .. ,ik E J}. Neeessarily, Ni (\ ... (\ Nm = 0; otherwise N; (\ .. . 
(\ N~ $. N; for some i E J, which gives the eontradiction Ni (\ ... (\ Nm (\ 
N; C Ni (\ . .. (\ Nm to the minimality of Ni (\ . .. (\ Nm· Define </J: M ~ 
(MINi) EB ... EB (MINm) by </J(u) = (u + Ni' ... , u + NJ. Plainly, </J is 
an A-module homomorphism with kernel Ni (\ ... (\ Nm = O. Con
sequently, M is isomorphie to a submodule of the semisimple module 
MINi EB ... EB MINn , so that M is semisimple by Corollary 2.4a. By 
Proposition 2.6, M is also finitely generated. 0 

EXERCISES 

1. Let M be a right A -module. The socle of M is 

socM = I {N E S(M): Nis simple}. 

Prove the following facts. 
(a) soc M is a semisimple submodule of M. 
(b) If Nis a semisimple submodule of M, then N!;; socM. 
(c) M is semisimple if and only if soc M = M. 
(d) soc(socM) = socM. 
(e) IfsocM = M, then radM = O. 
(f) If M#-O and M is Artinian, then soc M i- O. 
(g) If M is Artinian, and 4J: M -+ N is a module homomorphism such th3.t 

4Jlsoc M is injective, then 4J is injective. 

2. Prove the following implications for Z-modules. 
(a) M = Z implies radM = socM = o. 
(b) M = 0 implies rad M = M and soc M = O. 
(c) M = O/Zimplies rad M = M and 0 #- socM i- M. 
(d) M= {a/n:aEZ,nE N,2,fn}impliesradM= 2MandsocM= o. 

3. Let A be a finite dimensional F-algebra, and suppose that M is a finitely generated 
right (left) A-module. Define the dual module M A of M to be HomF (M,F). 

(a) Prove that M A is a finitely generated left (right) A-module with the scalar 
operations given by (x4J)(u) = 4J(ux) (respective1y, (4Jx)(u) = 4J(xu». 
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(b) Prove that (M'Y ~ M. 
(e) Prove that P t-+ P- = {4> E M/\ : 4>(P) = O} is an inc1usion reversing bijeetive 

mapping from SeM) to S(M/\). 
(d) Prove that (soeM)- = rad(M/\) and (radM)- = soe(M/\), where- is 

defined in (e). 
(e) Prove that if M and N are finitely generated right (left) A-modules, then 

(M E8 NY ~ M/\ E8 N/\ . 

Notes on Chapter 2 

The material of this chapter is well described as "standard algebra." Our 
terminology and general viewpoint is borrowed from the book [21] of 
Cartan and Eilenberg. In particular, the fundamental Proposition 2.4 ap
pears as 1.4.1 in [21]. 



CHAPTER 3 

The Structure of Semisimple Aigebras 

This chapter focuses on one of the early monuments of algebra: the Wedder
bum structure theorem for semisimple algebras. Most ofthe other results in 
the chapter are preliminaries to the proof of Wedderbum's theorem. It 
should be added, however, that much ofthis preparation leads to basic tools 
of algebra that are needed for work in many areas of mathematics. One other 
"name theorem" is proved in Section 6. This is Maschke's theorem, which 
shows that semisimple algebras arise naturally in the theory offinite groups. 

Throughout most ofthe chapter, Ais an R-algebra. The most interesting 
case occurs when R is a field, but this extra restrietion brings little sim
plification of proofs or sharpening of results. 

3.1. Semisimple Algebras 

We are now ready to introduce one of the central concepts in the theory of 
associative algebras. 

Defmitioß. An R-algebra A is semisimple if A is semisimple as a right A
module. 

In more detail, A is semisimple if A = EBiEJN;, where each N; is a simple 
right A-module. Since N; is a submodule of AA' this means that N; is a minimal 
right ideal. Moreover, the indexing set J must be finite by Proposition 2.6, 
since AA is finitely generated by 1 A' 

The definition of semisimple algebras that is given above is biased toward 
right modules. A similar definition can be made using left modules, and at 
this point there is no reason to suppose that the classes of left semisimple 

40 
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algebras and right semisimple algebras eoincide. They do, however, and this 
faet will be c1ear from the strueture theorem ofWedderburn. Even without 
knowing that semisimplicity is symmetrie, it is evident that the right and left 
handed theories will run in parallel: just interehange "right" and "left," and 
reverse the order of faetors that oeeur in any formula. As a matter of faet, 
the equivalenee between right and left theories ean be proved rigorously 
by switehing from A to its opposite algebra. For this reason, we will restriet 
our attention to algebras that are "right semisimple" in the sense of the 
above definition. The adjeetives "right" and "left" will modify the term 
"semisimple" only when they are later needed to prove their own dispen
sibility. 

We begin the diseussion of semisimple algebras with a reformulation of 
our eharaeterization of finite1y generated semisimple modules. Another 
definition is needed. An algebra Ais ealled right Artinian (Noetherian) if AA is 
Artinian (Noetherian). That is, the lattice of right ideals of A satisfies the 
deseending (aseending) ehain eondition. In eontrast to semisimplicity, these 
properties are not right-Ieft symmetrie. (See Exereise 2.) 

Proposition a. An algebra A is semisimple if and only if A is right Artinian and 
radAA = O. 

Every algebra is finite1y generated as a right or left module by the unity 
element, so that this result is a eorollary of Proposition 2.7. 

A finite dimensional algebra A over a fie1d Fis automatieally Artinian 
sinee S(AA) is a sublattiee of S(AF), and the finite dimensionality of AF 

implies that S(AF ) satisfies the deseending ehain eondition ofProposition 2.6. 
In this important ease, A is semisimple if and only if the radieal rad AA is zero. 
We will prove later that rad AA = rad AA, so that this sub set of A is an 
ideal-the Jacobson radieal. 

The theory of modules over semisimple algebras is reduced to eonsidering 
the strueture of the algebras, as our next result shows. 

Proposition b. I/ A is a semisimple algebra, then every A-module is semisimple. 
Moreover, the simple A-modules are isomorphie to minimal right ideals 0/ A, 
and all minimal right ideals 0/ A are simple A-modules. 

PROOF. Every free right A-module is isomorphie to a direet sum of eopies of 
AA' Therefore, free A-modules are semisimple by Corollary 2.4b. Sinee any 
A-module is a homomorphie image of a free A-module, the first part of the 
proposition is a eonsequenee of Corollary 2.4a. By Proposition 2.3, every 
simple right A-module is isomorphie to AAIM, where M is a maximal right 
ideal. The semisimplieity of AA guarantees that M has a eomplement N in 
S(AA)' aeeording to Proposition 2.4. Sinee M is a maximal right ideal, N is 
a minimal right ideal; and N ~ AAIM. Thus, the minimal right ideals of A 
represent all isomorphism c1asses of simple modules. D 
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Corollary./f A is a semisimple algebra, then every homomorphic image of A 
is semisimple. 

PROOF. Let e: A --+ B be a surjective algebra homomorphism. The obser
vations that were made in Section 2.1 show that B can be viewed as a right 
A-module. Plainly, ann BA = ker e. Bv the proposition, B is semisimple; say 
BA = EBiEJN;, whereeachN;isasimpleA-module. SinceannN; :2 annBA= 
ker e, it follows from Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.1a that Ni is a simple 
B-module. Therefore, B is semisimple. 0 

The class of semisimple algebras is also closed under finite products, as we 
will see in the next section. 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove that a commutative R-algebra A is semisimple if and only if A is a finite product 
of fields. 

2. Let A be the set of all 2 by 2 matrices in [~ :J, that is, all matrices [~ ; ] with 

a E Cl!; X, Y E IR. 
(a) Prove that A is a Cl!-subalgebra of M2 (1R). 

(b) Prove that if V is a Cl!-subspace of IR, then [~ ~] is a left ideal of A. 

(e) Deduce from (b) that A is neither left Artinian nor left Noetherian. 

(d) Provethateveryrightidealof Ahasone ofthe followingforms: 0, A, [Cl! ~J, 
[~ :lor[~ ;]lRfOrSOmefiXed(X,Y)EIR2 _ {(O,O)}. 0 

(e) Deduce from (d) that Ais both right Artinian and right Noetherian. 

3. (a) Let A be an R-algebra, and n ::::: l. Prove that Mn(A) is right Artinian (Noethe
rian) if and only if A is right Artinian (Noetherian). Hint. Show that fl--+ 8 11 f and 
N 1--+ I7=1 8il N are inverse, order preserving correspondences between the right 
ideals of Mn(A) and the submodules of eil Mn(A). 

(b) Deduce that if R is an integral domain that is not a field, then Mn(R) is not 
semisimple. 

3.2. Minimal Right Ideals 

Wedderburn's structure theorem for semisimple algebras is derived from 
Schur's Lemma, plus some information on minimal right ideals. This section 
COllects some facts about these ideals. 

Lemma a. Let A = Al + Az be the inner product of algebras Al and Az . 
Suppose that M is a right ideal of Al' 
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(i) M is a right ideal of A. 
(ii) EA(M) = EA (M). 

1 

(iii) HomA(M,A) = HomiM,A t) = HomA (M,A t). 
(iv) S(MA ) = S(MA). 1 

1 
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(v) M is a minimal right ideal of A if and only if M is a minimal right idealof 
At· 

(vi) Every minimal right ideal of A is a minimal right ideal of At or a minimal 
right ideal of A2 • 

PROOF. The statements (i) to (v) are obtained easily from the observation that 
MA2 s;;; At A2 = O. The details of the argument are left for Exercise l. 
Suppose that Nis a minimal right ideal of A. For i = 1,2, NA i s;;; N n Ai < 
N, so that either N = N n Ai S;;; Ai' or NAi = N n Ai = O.lt cannot be the 
case that NA t = NA2 = 0, because otherwise N = NA t + NA2 = O. 0 

CoroUary a. If A t and A2 are semisimple algebras, then At + A2 is semisimple. 

Thus, the dass of semisimple algebras is dosed under finite products. 

Lemma b. If N is a minimal right ideal ofthe algebra A, and XE A, then either 
xN = 0, or xN is a minimal right ideal of A such that xN ~ N as A-modules. 

PROOF. The mapping y 1--+ xy is a surjective A-module homomorphism from 
N to xN, so that the assertion is a consequence of Schur's Lemma. 0 

Lemma c. Let N be a right ideal of the algebra A that satisfies N k = O. If Pis a 
simple A-module, then PN = O. Moreover, N S;;; radAA. 

PROOF. Since P is simple and PN < P, either PN = 0 or PN = N. The 
second option is impossible, because it leads to the contradiction P = PN = 
PN2 = ... = PNk = O. In particular, if M is a maximal right ideal of A, 
then (AAl M)N = 0, that is, N s;;; M. Therefore, N s;;; rad AA' the intersection 
of all maximal right ideals of A. 0 

Proposition. The following conditions are equivalent for minimal right ideals 
Nt and N2 of the semisimple algebra A. 

(i) Nt ~ N2 as A-modules. 
(ii) Nt N2 #- O. 

(iii) There is an element x E A such that Nt = xN2 • 

PROOF. If ljJ: Nt -+ N2 is an A-module isomorphism, then ljJ(Nt N2 ) = 

ljJ(Nt)N2 = Ni #- 0 by Lemma c. Thus, Nt N2 #- O. Suppose that x E Nt is 
such that xN2 #- O. Since Nt is simple and xN2 is a non-zero submodule of Nt, 
it follows that Nt = xN2 • Finally, (i) follows from (iii) by Lemma b. 0 
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Lemma d. Suppose that A is a semisimple algebra, and AA = N l EB ... EB Nm 
with each N; a minimal right ideal of A. If N is a minimal right ideal of A, then 
N ~ Ni for some i with 1 ::s; i ::s; m. 

PROOF. Since AA is semisimple, it follows from Proposition 2.4 that AA = 
N EB M for a suitable right ideal M. By Corollary 2.4a, M is also a semi
simple A-module. The conc1usion that N ~ Ni for some i then follows from 
Proposition 2.5 (or from the Jordan-Hölder Theorem in this case). D 

Corollary b. If A is a semisimple algebra, then the number of isomorphism 
classes of simple A-modules is finite. 

This corollary is a consequence of Proposition 3.1 band Lemma d. 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove the statements (i) through (v) in Lemma a. 

2. Let A be a semisimple algebra, and suppose that A = Al + ... + Ar' where each 
of the algebras Ai is simple. Prove that if IV; is a minimal right ideal of Ai and ~ 
is a minimal right ideal of Aj with i # j, then HomA(IV;,~) = 0; in particular, 
IV; *,~. 

3. An element e of an algebra Ais idempotent if el = e. Prove the following statements. 
(a) A is semisimple if and only if every right ideal of A has the form eA for some 

idempotent element e E A. 
(b) If A is semisimple and M< AA' then M l = M. 
(c) If A is semisimple and I is an ideal of A, then there is a unique central 

idempotent e (that is, e E Z(A)) such that I = eA. Conversely, if e is a central 
idempotent, then eA is an ideal of A. 

(d) If 1 = el + ... + er with each ei a central idempotent, and if eiej = 0 for 
i # j, then A = etA + ... + erA. 

3.3. Simple Aigebras 

The term "semisimple algebra" suggests a generalization of simple algebras, 
but in fact not all simple algebras are semisimple. (See Exercises 1 and 5.) In 
this section we will characterize the simple algebras that are semisimple and 
the semisimple algebras that are simple. 

An algebra Ais simple if A =F ° and I(A) = {O,A}. 

Proposition a. For a simple algebra A, the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) A is semisimple; 
(ii) A is right Artinian; 

(iii) A has a minimal right ideal. 
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PROOF. (i) implies (ii) by Proposition 2.7, and it is evident that (ii) implies (iii). 
Assume that N is a minimal right ideal of A. Then AN = LXEA xN is a 
non-zero ideal of A, so that A = LXEA xN beeause A is simple. By Lemma 
3.2b, eaeh non-zero xN is a simple right A-module. Therefore, A is semi
simple by Proposition 2.4. 0 

Proposition b. For a semisimple algebra A, the following eonditions are 
equivalent: 

(i) A is simple; 
(ii) all minimal right ideals of A are isomorphie; 

(iii) all simple right A-modules are isomorphie. 

PROOF. By Proposition 3.1b, every simple right A-module is isomorphie to a 
minimal right ideal of A, so that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. Suppose that A is 
simple, and that Nt and N2 are minimal right ideals of A. Then AN! = 
AN2 = A, as in the proof ofProposition a. Henee, A(NI N2 ) = (ANI )N2 = 
AN2 = A. In partieular, Nt N2 i= 0, so that Nt ~ N2 by Proposition 3.2. 
Conversely, assume that all ofthe minimal right ideals of A are isomorphie. 
Let Jbe a non-zero ideal of A. Sinee Ais semisimple, there is a minimal right 
ideal N of A sueh that N s;;; J. The assumption that all minimal right ideals of 
A are isomorphie, together with Proposition 3.2 and Proposition 2.4, yields 
A = L {xN: XE A} S;;; J. Therefore, A is simple. 0 

Corollary a. Let A be a simple algebra, and suppose that N is a minimal right 
ideal of A. Jf M is a right A-module, then there is a unique eardinal number 0( 

sueh that M ~ EBO( N. 

This eorollary follows direetly from Propositions a and b, and Proposition 
2.5. 

Corollary b. Let A be a finite dimensional, simple F-algebra, and suppose that 
MI and M 2 are right A-modules. Then MI ~ M 2 if and only if dimF Mt = 
dimF M 2 • 

PROOF. Sinee A is finite dimensional, it is Artinian, and there is a minimal 
right ideal N of A with dimFN finite. By Corollary a, MI ~ EBO(N and 
M 2 ~ EBß N for unique eardinal numbers 0( and ß. Plainly, MI ~ M 2 if and 
only if 0( = ß; and sinee dimFN < 00, 0( = ß is equivalent to dimFM I = 
O(dimFN = ßdimFN = dimFM2 • 0 

EXAMPLE. Let A = Mn(D) be the algebra of n by n matriees with entries in a 
division algebra D. For I :::;; i :::;; n, define ~ = BiiA. 

(i) IV; is a minimal right ideal of A. 

(ii) AA = EB7=1~' 
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(iii) ~ ~ ~ for all i and j. 
(iv) AA is simple and semisimple. 
(v) EA(~) ~ D. 

3 The Structure of Semisimple Algebras 

PROOF. Plainly, Ni is a right ideal of A. If 0( = Lj,kBjkZjk with ~ E D, then 
BiiO( = LkBikZik' Hence, Ni = LkBikD = EBkBikD, and A = Efl;,kBikD = 
EBi Ni as D-modules. If ß = Lk BikZk E ~ with some Zj =F 0, then ß(LI Bj1Zj- 1 WI) 
= LI Bi/WI for arbitrary WI E D. That is, ifO =F ß E Ni' then ßA = Ni' so that 
~ is simple by Proposition 2.3. Moreover, ~ = BjjA = BjiBijA = eji~; hence, 
~ ~ ~ by Proposition 3.2. It follows from (i), (ii), (iii) and Lemma 3.2d that 
AA is semisimple and its minimal right ideals are isomorphie. Therefore, A is 
simple by Proposition b. (This fact was proved more directly in Section 1.4.) 
For Z E D, the left multiplication mapping Ä.zO( = zo( is an A-niodule en
domorphism of ~, and Z H Ä.z is an injective homomorphism from D to 
EA(~)' If </> E EA(~)' say </>(Bii) = eiiß, then </>(Bii) = </>(B;J = </>(eii)eii = 
BiißBii = ZBii for some Z E D. Consequently, if 0( E ~, then </>(cx) = </>(BiiCX) = 
</>(Bii)CX = ZBiiCX = ZCX = Ä.zO(; that is, </> = Ä.z • Therefore, D ~ EA(~)' D 

EXERCISES 

1. Let V 1;Je an F-space that is countably infinite dimensional. Define A = EF(V). 
Prove the following statements. 

(a) I = {cf> E A: dirn cf> V < oo} is a maximal proper ideal of A, so that B = A/I 
is a simple F-algebra. 

(b) Bis neither right Artinian nor left Noetherian. Hint. Let V = Vo ::;:) V1 ::;:) 

V2 ::;:) ••• be an infinite descending chain of subspaces such that dimF V;/~+l = 00. 

Denote AI; = {cf> E A: cf>(V) s;; ~} and N; = {cf> E A: dimcf>(~) < oo} ;;2 I. Show 
that (Mo + 1)/1::;:) (M1 + I)/I::;:) (M2 + I)/I::;:) ... is an infinite descending chain 
of right ideals in B, and No/I c Ndl c N2/1 c ... is an infinite ascending chain 
of left ideals in B . 

. (c) Bis neither left Artinian nor right Noetherian. 

2. Let A be an R-algebra, and M < AA' Prove the following statements. 
(a) If B = {x E A: xM s;; M}, then B is a subalgebra of A such that M <1 B 

and EA(AA/M} ~ B/M. 
(b) If M = eA, where e is idempotent, then EA(M) ~ eAe. 
(c) Use (b) to give a new proof ofpart (v) in the example. 

3. A non-zero idempotent element e of the R-algebra A is called primitive if e cannot 
be written in the form e = e1 + e2 with e1 and e2 non-zero idempotents such that 
e 1 e 2 = e 2 e 1 = O. Prove that if A is semisimple, then the following conditions on 
an idempotent element e E Aare equivalent. 

(i) e is primitive. 
(ii) eA is a minimal right ideal of A. 

(iii) eAe is a division algebra. 
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4. Let F be a field. Denote A = F EB F EB F. Define abilinear multiplication A x 
A -+ A by (a1,bl'c1) (a 2 ,b2 ,c2) = (a 1a2 , b1b2 , a1c2 + c1b2 ). Prove the following 
facts. 

(a) Ais an F-algebra. 
(b) e = (1,0,0) is an idempotent element of A. 
(c) The right ideal eA is not simple. 
(d) EA(eA) ~ F. 

Thus, the converse part of Schur's Lemma can fail even for finite dimensional A
modules, where A is a finite dimensional F-algebra. 

5. The following example is called the algebra 0/ quantum mechanics. It is simple and 
Noetherian, but not Artinian. In addition, it is a non-commutative domain. Let 
V = EB'<(J)u,~. Define ~, " e ER(V) by ~(u,) = u'+1 JiI+T for n < w, ,,(u,) = 0 
if n = 0, and ,,(u.) = U'-l.Jn if n > O. Let A be the subalgebra of ER(V) that is 
generated by ~ and". Prove the following facts. 

(a) "e - e" = IA(= idy ). 

(b) Ife' - e'" = ~'-ln, ,,'e - elf' = ,,'-ln. 
(c) ,,·em = L~oem-V-i(j)(j)}! (where (j) = 0 for) > m, (i) = 0 for} > n). 
(d) As an ~-space, A = EBm.,<",em,,'~. 
ForO =f. cjJ = Iem"·am,,definethe(total)degreeofcjJtobeDegcjJ = max{m + 

n: am, =f. O}. 
(e) IfcjJ, 1/1, and cjJ + 1/1 =f. 0, then Deg(cjJ + 1/1) ~ max{DegcjJ,Degl/l}; ifcjJ =f. 0 

and 1/1 =f. 0, then cjJI/I =f. 0, and Deg cjJI/I = Deg cjJ + Deg 1/1. 
For cjJ e A, denote a~cjJ = "cjJ - cjJ", a~cjJ = cjJe - ecjJ. 
(f) c~ and o~ are linear transformations of A such that o~(em,,') = em-1,,'m and 

a~(em".) = em,,'-ln. 
(g) A is simple. Hint. If I is an ideal of A, then 0/ s; land 0/ s; I. If cjJ = 

I ei"iaii has degree r + s, then ~~o~cjJ = r!s!ars ' 

WriteA = EB,<",~m,,· = U,<",A.,whereA. = Im",~m"m.ForO =f. cjJeA, 
define deg~cjJ = min{n: cjJ e A.}. Thus, deg~cjJ = n if and only if cjJ = n,,' + 1/1, 
where 0 =f. n E ~ [.;] and 1/1 = 0 or deg~ 1/1 < n. 

(h) If n E ~ ce], then ,,'n = n,,' + 1/1, where 1/1 = 0 or deg~1/I < n. 
(i) A is right Noetherian. Hint. Copy the proof that the ring of polynomials 

with coefficients in a Noetherian domain is Noetherian. 

3.4. Matrices of Homomorphisms 

In preparation for the proof of the Wedderbum theorem, we introduce a 
useful generalized matrix notation. 

Let A be an R-algebra, and suppose that CMl , M2 , ..• , Mn) is a sequence 
ofright A-modules. Denote by 

r
HomACMl>Ml)' HomACM2,Ml)' ... , HomACMn,Ml)J 
HomACMl>M2), HomACM2,M2), ... , HomACMn,M2) 

[HomACMj,Mi)] = ... 

HomA(M1,MJ, HomA (M2 ,M,), ... , HomA(M.,M.) 
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the set of aB n by n matrices lcf>l1 cf>12 
cf>21 cf>22 

cf>nl cf>n2 

. .. cf>ln

J . .. cf>2n, 

cf>nn 

in which cf>ij E HomA(Mj,MJ 
Define addition and scalar multiplication componentwise in 

[HomA(Mi,M)]. 

Define multiplication in [HomA(Mi,M)] by the usual rule ofmatrix multi
plication: [cf>ij] [t{!jk] = [Xik]' where Xik = IJ=l cf>ijt{!jk E HomA(Mk,MJ 

Proposition. [HomA(Mj,M)] is an R-algebra that is isomorphie to 

EA(M1 EB M2 EB ... EB Mn)' 

PROOF. Denote the direct sum M 1 EB M2 EB ... EB Mn by M. Let 7rj : 

M ~ Mj and Kj : Mj ~ M be the projection and injection homomorphisms 
associated with this direct sumo Then 

(1) 

7riKj = 0 when i i' j; 7rjKj = idMj • (2) 

Define mappings oe: EA(M) ~ [HomA(Mj,M)] and ß: [HomA(M.i,M;)] ~ 
EA(M) by a(cf» = [7ricf>Kj] and ß([cf>ij]) = I7,j=1 Kicf>ij7rj. A straightforward 
calculation using (1) and (2) shows that ßa is the identity mapping on EA(M) 
and aß is the identity on [HomA(M.i,M)]. Moreover, a is an R-algebra 
homomorphism. Forexample, a(cf>t{!) = [7r icf>t{!Kk] = [7ricf>(IJ=l Kj7r)t{!Kk] = 
[IJ=l (7r icf>K) (7rj t{!Kk)] = a(cf»a(t{!) by (1). Thus, ais an isomorphism. 0 

Corollary a. If Ais an R-algebra, and M is a right A-module, then 

EA(EBnM) ~ Mn(EA(M)). 

Corollary b. If A is an R-algebra, and M is the free right A-module on n 
generators, then EA(M) ~ Mn(A). 

PROOF. Since M ~ EBnAA' Corollary a yields EA(M) ~ Mn(EA(AA)); and 
EA(AA) ~ A by Proposition 1.3. 0 

Corollary c. If Ais an R-algebra, and if M 1 , M2, ... , Mn are right A-modules 
sueh that HomA(Mi,M) = 0 if i i' j, then EA (EB7=1 Mi) ~ EA(M1) + 
EA(M2) + ... + EA(Mn)· 
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PROOF. By the proposition, EA (EB7=1 Mi) is isomorphie to 

[

HomA(MPM1) HomA(M2,Ml) ... HomA(Mn,Ml)J 
HomA(M1,M2) HomA(~2.'~2) ... HomA(Mn,M2) = 

HomA(M1,Mn) HomA(M2,Mn) HomA (Mn' Mn) 

[
EA(Ml) EA(M2) 1 ~ EA(M1) + EA(M2) + ... + EA(MJ. 

EA(Mn) 
o 

EXERCISE 

Let M = Mi EB ... EB Mn and N = Ni EB ... EB Nm be A-modules. Define 
[HomA(Mj,N;)] to be the set of all m by n matrices [q,J with q,ijE HomA(Mj,NJ 
Define addition and scalar multiplication componentwise in [HomA(Mj,N;)]. Prove 
that[HomA(M,;,N;)] ~ HomA(M,N). UsethisresulttodeducethatifHomA(P,Q) = 0, 
then HomA(EBnP,EBmQ) = 0 for all m, n E lN. 

3.5. Wedderburn's Structure Theorem 

We are ready to assemble the parts of the main result of this chapter. 

Theorem. Let A be a right or leJt semisimple R-algebra. 

(i) There exist natural numbers n l' ... ,nr and R-division algebras 
Dp ... , Dr such that 

(1) 

(ii) The pairs (n 1 ,D1), .•• , (nr,Dr) Jor which (1) is satisfied are uniquely 
determined (to isomorphism) by A. 

(iii) Conversely, ijn p ... , nr E N and Dp ... , Dr are division algebras over 
R, then Mn (D1) + ... + Mn (Dr) is a right and leJt semisimple R-

1 ' 
algebra. 

PROOF. (i) If A is right semisimple, then AA ~ M1 EB ... EB Mr , where Mi 
is a direct sum of ni copies of a minimal right ideal ~ of A, chosen so that ~ is 
not isomorphie to ~ if i =f. j. By Lemma 2.5c, HomA(Mi,M.i) = 0 if i =f. j. 
The isomorphism (1) follows from Proposition 1.3, Corollary 3.4c, and 
Corollary 3.4a: A ~ EA(AA) ~ EA(M1) + ... + EA(Mr ) ~ Mn (D1) + 

1 ... + Mn,(Dr), with Di = EA(~) a division algebra over R by Schur's 
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Lemma. The same result is obtained for left semisimple algebras by using 
minimalIeft ideals and right handed endomorphisms. 

(ii) Assurne that A = Al + ... + A s, where Ai ~ Mk,(Ci) and Ci is a 
division algebra over R. By Example 3.3 and Lemma 3.2a, Ai is isomorphie as 
an A-module to a direct sum of ki copies ofa minimal right ideal ~ of A, with 
~ ~ Ai' and Ci ~ EA,(~) = EA(PJ. Since each Ai is an ideal of A that 
contains Pi' Proposition 3.2 implies that ~ ~ ~ if i #= j. The uniqueness of 
the decompositions of direct sums of simple modules that was proved in 
Proposition 2.5 gives the desired conclusions s = rand (for a suitable 
ordering) ki = ni, ~ ~ Ni as A-modules, and Ci ~ EA(~) ~ EA(Ni) = Di • 

(iii) By Example 3.3 and its left analog, each ofthe R-algebras Mn,(Di ) is 
right and left semisimple. Therefore, Mn, (Dl ) + + Mn,(Dr ) is right and 
left semisimple by Corollary 3.2a. D 

Parts (i) and (iii) ofthe theorem fulfill our promise to show that the classes 
of right semisimple and left semi-simple algebras coincide. Moreover, for 
simple algebras, the right and left descending chain conditions are equivalent. 

Corollary a. A right or left Artinian algebra A is simple if and only if A ~ Mn(D) 
for a natural number n and a division algebra D. In this case, Adetermines n 
uniquely and D to within isomorphism. 

For some fields F, the only finite dimensional division algebras over F are 
commutative. In this case, the structure theorem gives somewhat sharper 
conclusions about finite dimensional semisimple algebras: the Di are 
necessarily fields. The optimum result is obtained when F is algebraically 
closed. 

Lemma. Let F be an algebraically closed field. If D is a finite dimensional 
division algebra over F, then D = F. 

PROOF. Let dimFD = m. If XE D, then the sequence 1, x, ... , x m is linearly 
dependent, so that there is a monic polynomial <I> E F[ x] of minimal degree 
such that <I>(x) = O. Since D is a division algebra, the fact that the degree of 
<I> is minimal implies that <I> is irreducible over F. ConsequentIy, <I> = x - a 
for some a E F, because Fis algebraically closed. That is, x = a E F. D 

Corollary b. Let F be an algebräically closed field. A finite dimensional F
algebra A is semisimple if and only if A ~ Mn (F) + ... + Mn (F), where , , 
1 ~ n l ~ ... ~ nr are uniquely determined by the isomorphism type of A. 
Moreover, Ais simple if and only if A ~ Mn(F), where dimFA = n2 . 

This corollary is a consequence of the lemma and the structure theorem. 
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EXERCISES 

1. Let A = Al + ... + Ar be a semisimple algebra with eaeh Ai simple. Prove that 
the ideals of Aare the sums LieJAi' where J s;: {1,2, ... ,r}. 

2. Let A = AI + ... + Ar be a semisimple algebra with eaeh Ai simple. For eaeh 
index i, let ei be a eentral idempotent element of A sueh that Ai = eiA. (See Exercise 
3, Seetion 3.2.) For a right A-module M, denote Mi = Mei. Prove the following 
statements. 

(a) If i #- j, then eiej = O. 
(b) Mi < M, and M = M, EB ... EB Mr· 
(e) ann Mi 2 A j for allj #- i. 
(d) M is a faithful A-module if and only if Mi #- 0 for I :s; i :s; r. 
(e) M is a faithful A-module if and only if every minimal right ideal of A is 

isomorphie to a direet summand of M. 

3. Prove that if A is a semisimple algebra and M is a finitely generated A -module, then 
EiM) is semisimple. 

3.6. Maschke's Theorem 

The Wedderburn Structure Theorem is an internal characterization of 
semisimple algebras. The theory of the radical that will be developed in 
Chapters 4 and 11 shows how important semisimple algebras are for the 
investigation of general algebras. In this section it will be shown that semi
simple algebras are also encountered in a natural setting. They provide the 
foundation of the c1assical theory of group representations. 

Mascbke's Theorem. Let G be afinite group, and suppose that F is afield. The 
group algebra FG is semisimple if and only if the characteristic of F does not 
divide the order ofG. 

PROOF. Suppose that char F does not divide n = 1 G I. The crucial consequence 
of this hypothesis is that n (identified with n . 1 E FG) is a unit. By Proposition 
2.4, it is sufficient to prove that if M is a right ideal of FG, then FG = M EB N 
for some right ideal N of FG. This conc1usion is obtained by proving that 
there is an FG-module homomorphism p: FG -+ M such that pu = u for all 
u E M. In fact, given such a p, N = Ker p = (l - p)M is a right ideal such 
that M n N = 0 and M + N = FG. As a first approximation to p, we use 
the fact that M is a subspace of FG (with FG considered as a vector space over 
the field F) to get an F-space homomorphism n: FG -+ M satisfying nu = u 
for all u E M. Define p by "averaging" n over G. Explicitly, for u E FG, let 
pu = (LxeGn(ux)x-1)n-1. Clearly, p is an F-space homomorphism. How
ever, more is true. For any Y E G, p(uy) = (LxeGn(uyx)x-1)n-1 = 
«LxeG n(u(yx))(yx) -1 )y)n-1 = «LyxeyG=G n(u(yx))(yX) -1 )n-1)y = p(U)y. 
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Therefore, p is an FG-module homomorphism. Finally, suppose that U E M. 
Then ux E M for all x E G since M is a right ideal. Therefore, since n I M = idM , 

we have pu = (LxeG n(ux)x-1)n-1 = (LxeG(ux)x-1)n- 1 = (LxeGu)n-1 = 
(un)n- 1 = u. Now consider the case in which the characteristic of F(which is 
necessarilya prime) divides the order n of G. This hypothesis has the con
sequence that the sum of n copies of an element of FG is zero. Let e = 
LxeGx E FG - {O}. Then ey = LxeGxy = LxyeGy=Gxy = e for all y E G. 
Consequently, e2 = LyeGey = LyeGe = en = O. Moreover, the right 
ideal N of FG that is generated by e coincides with eF. Hence, N 2 = O. It 
follows from Lemma 3.2c that 0 i= N ~ radFG. Therefore, by Corollary 
3.1a, FG is not semisimple. D 

The implications of Maschke's Theorem will be explored superficially in 
the exercises of this section and various sections of later chapters. There are 
many excellent text-books and monographs that off er detailed expositions of 
relation between groups and algebras. The encyclopedic work [24] of Curtis 
and Reiner is recommended with special warmth. 

Classical group representations of a finite group G make use of the com
plex group algebra ICG. However, many results ofthis theory can be genera
lized to representations that are defined in terms of a group algebra FG where 
Fis any algebraically closed field whose characteristic does not divide the 
order of G. With this hypothesis, it follows from Maschke's Theorem and 
Corollary 3.5b that FG ~ Mn (F) + ... + Mn (F) for suitable natural 

1 , 

numbers n1 , •.. ,nr • These numbers are the degrees of the irreducible 
representations of G, that is, the dimensions ofthe simple FG-modules. These 
degrees are determined by the structure of G, but there is no simple formula 
that produces the n i from elementary invariants of G. On the other hand, the 
number r of simple factors of FG coincides with a standard numerical 
property of G. 

CoroUary. Let G be a finite group whose order is not divisible by the eharae
teristie of the algebraieally closed field F. The group algebra FG is isomorphie to 
aproduet Mn1 (F) + ... + Mn,(F) offull matrix algebras over F, where r is 
the number of eonjugate classes in G. 

By virtue of Maschke's Theorem and Corollary 3.5b, the only part of this 
corollary that requires attention is the assertion that r is the number of 
conjugate classes in G. This conclusion follows from two observations: as an 
F-space,thecenterZ(Mn1(F) + ... + Mn,(F»isr-dimensional;dimFZ(FG) 
is the number of conjugate classes in G. The first of these assertions is the 
content of Exercise 1. To prove the second claim, let Kp K 2 , •.• ,Km be 
the distinct conjugate classes in G. Thus, 0 i= K i ~ G; and if Xi E K i, 
then Ki = {y-1xiy: y E G}. Denote Zi = LxeK,X E FG. An element 
w = LxeG xax E FG belongs to the center of FG if and only if y-1wy = w for 
all y E G. An easy ca1culation shows that this condition imposes the require-
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ment ayxy-I = a x on the coefficients ofw. It follows that w E Z(FG) exact1y 
when w can be written as a sum L~=l Zibi with b i E F. In other words, Z(FG) = 

EB~=l ZiF, so that dimension of Z(FG) is m. 

EXERCISES 

I. Prove the following statements. 
(a) If A" A2 , ••• , Ar are algebras, then Z(A, + A2 + ... + Ar) = Z(A,) + 

Z(A2) + ... + Z(Ar)· 
(b) Z(Mn(F)) = InF. 
(c) dimFZ(Mn,(F) + M n2 (F) + ... + Mn,(F)) = r. 

2. Prove that for every finite group G, 7l.G is not semisimple. Hint. Show that if p is a 
prime divisoroflG I, thenp71.G is an ideal of71.G such that 7l.G/p71.G is not semisimple. 

3. Assume thatchar Fdoes not divide the order ofthe finite group G. Denote A = FG. 
ForasubgroupHofG,defineeH = (LXEHx)n-',wheren = IHI·Provethefollowing 
statements. 

(a) eH is an idempotent element of A such that xeH = eHx = eH for all XE H 
and eHx =f. eH =f. xeH for all x E G - H. 

(b) If H is anormal subgroup of G, then eH E Z(A) and eHA is isomorphie to 
the group algebra over F of G/ H. 

(c) If Gis not the one element group, then A is not simple. Hint. Show A = 

eGA + (1 - eG)A, and eGA ~ F. 

4. Let G be the Klein 4-group {I,x,y,z} where x2 = y2 = Z2 = I, xy = yx = z, 
xz = zx = y, yz = zy = x. Thus, G ~ 7l./271. x 7l./271.. Prove that if F is a field 
with char F =f. 2, then FG ~ F + F + F + F. Hint. Consider 

eo = (1/4)(1 + x + Y + z), e, = (1/4)(1 + x - Y - z), 

e2 = (1/4)(1 - x + y - z), e3 = (1/4)(1 - x - y + z). 

(-I -I) 5. Let lHl = --~- be the quaternion algebra of Hamilton. The subgroup G of 

IHl O consisting of I, -I, i, -i, j, -j, k, -k is called the quaternion group. Prove that 
IRG ~ lHl + IR + IR + IR + IR. Hint. Show that the center K of Gis {I, -I}, G/K is 
isomorphie to the Klein 4-group, and (1 - eK)IRG ~ 1Hl. 

Notes on Chapter 3 

This chapter offers a fairly traditional presentation of a classical theorem. 
Wedderbum's Structure Theorem is such a beautiful result that it needs no 
slick embellishments. We have tried to give as clean a proof as possible. 
Putting aside the uniqueness portion of the theorem, the proof of the 
Wedderbum theorem is remarkably easy: it depends on (l) the definition of a 
semisimple algebra, (2) the matrix notation for endomorphisms of direct 
sums (Section 3.4), and (3) Schur's Lemma, a triviality by modem standards. 

It is unfair to give Wedderbum all ofthe credit for the structure theorem. 
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In 1893, T. Molien published a result that is essentially the Wedderburn 
Theorem for finite dimensional complex algebras. Wedderburn's paper [76J 
on the structure of sernisimple algebras appeared in 1907. It treated finite 
dimensional algebras over arbitrary fields. In 1927 Ernil Artin extended 
Wedderburn's result to rings that satisfy the ascending and descending chain 
conditions. Finally, in 1939, C. Hopkins showed that the ascending chain 
condition is a consequence ofthe descending chain condition, which gives the 
present form of the structure theorem. Because of its historical background, 
the structure theorem is sometimes called Molien's Theorem or the Artin
Wedderburn Theorem. A colleague has facetiously suggested using the term 
"W.H.A.M. Theorem." However, the name "Wedderburn's Structure 
Theorem" is universally recognized, and it will be used in this book. 



CHAPTER 4 
The Radical 

Wedderburn's Theorem shows that the dass of semisimple algebras is very 
limited. On the other hand, Proposition 3.1a suggests that Artinian algebras 
are semisimp1e "up to a radical." In fact, this is the case. All that is missing 
from a proof is the result that rad A A is an ideal. We will establish this fact 
in Section 4.1. The rest of the chapter is concerned with properties and 
characterizations of the radical, a theorem about nil potent algebras, and 
the radicals of group algebras. 

4.1. The Radical of an Algebra 

A fundamental fact about the radical of an algebra is that it is an ideal. We 
begin with a result concerning the radica1 of a module. Recall that the 
radical rad M of an A-module M is the intersection of all submodules N 
of M such that M / N is simple. 

Lemma. Let M 1 and M2 be right A-modules. If<jJ E HomA(M1 ,M2 ), then 
<jJ(radM1) ~ radM2 , and <jJ induces a homomorphism of MdradM1 to 
M2/radM2 • 

PROOF. If N < M2 , then <jJ induces an injection of M1/<P-1(N) to M2/N. In 
particular, if M2/N is simple, then either cj>-l(N) = M 1 or M1/<P-1(N) ~ 
M2/N is simple. In both cases, <jJ-l(N) :::2 radM1 . Thus, cj>-1(radM2 ) :::2 

rad M1 ; that is, <jJ(rad M1) ~ rad M2 • The last statement is obvious. D 

Proposition. If A is a non-trivial R-algebra, then rad A A is a proper (two sided) 
ideal of A. 

55 
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PROOF. The mapping y 1-+ xy is an A-module endomorphism of A for each 
XE A. By the lemma, x(radAA) ~ radAA, that is, radAA <I A. Since A has 
a unity element, it follows from Zom's Lemma that there is a maximal right 
ideal M of A. Consequently, AA/M is simple. Thus, radAA ~ Me A, so 
that radAA is a proper ideal of A. 0 

Corollary a. lf A is a right Artinian R-algebra, then A/rad A A is a semisimple 
R-algebra. 

PROOF. It follows from Corollary 2.4a that A/radAA is a semisimple A
module,(fmd therefore it is also semisimple as an (A/rad AA)-module (by 
Proposition 2.1) According to Lemma 2.7a, rad(A/radAA) = O. Con
sequently, A/radAA is a semisimple R-algebra by Proposition 3.1a. 0 

It is worth pointing out that this corollary makes sense by virtue of the 
fact that rad A A is an ideal, so that A/rad A A is an algebra. 

There is another consequence of the lemma that will be needed in the 
next section. 

Corollary b.lf M is a right A-module, then M(radAA) ~ radM. 

PROOF. For each u E M, the mapping x 1-+ UX is an A-module homomorphism 
from AA to M, so that by the lemma u(radAA) ~ radM. 0 

EXERCISES 

1. Let A be an algebra. Prove that a simple A-module is a simple A/rad AA-module, 
and conversely every simple A/rad AA-module is a simple A-module. 

2. (a) Prove that if A is a right Artinian algebra, and M is a right A-module, then 
rad M = M(radAA). Hint. Corollary 4.lb gives one inc1usion; the reverse inc1usion 
is obtained from the results in Sections 2.7 and 3.1. 

(b) Prove that socM = {u E M: u(radAA ) = O}. 

4.2. Nakayama's Lemma 

Several equivalent statements are called "N akayama 's Lemma." This section 
presents a couple of the most familiar versions of this keystone of ring 
theory. 

The radical of a module is analogous to the Frattini subgroup of a group, 
and Nakayama's Lemma is a variant ofthe standard characterization ofthe 
Frattini subgroup. The connection between these topics is clear from the 
lemma of this section. 
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Lemma. For an element u 0/ an A-module M, the /ollowing conditions are 
equivalent. 

(i) UE radM. 
(ii) If N < M is such that uA + N = M, then N = M. 

PROOF. If u rt radM, then there is a submodule N of M such that M/N is 
simple and u rt N. In this case, uA + N = M ::F N. Therefore, (i) is a 
consequence of (ii). Conversely, suppose that N < M exists with the property 
uA + N = M::F N. Plainly, u rt N. By Zorn's Lemma, there is a submodule' 
P of M containing N that is maximal with the property u rt P. If P c Q < M, 
then u E Q, so that M = uA + N S;;; Q. Hence, M/P is simple, radM s;;; P, 
and therefore u rt rad M. 0 

Nakayama's Lemma Cor Modules. Suppose that P is a submodule 0/ the 
A-module M. Assume that P satis/ies 

/or all submodules No/ M, if P + N = M, then N = M; (1) 

then P S;;; rad M. Conversely, if P < M, P S;;; rad M, and either P or M is 
finitely generated as an A-module, then P satisfies (1). 

PROOF. Suppose that there exists u E P - rad M. By the lemma, there is a 
submodule N of M such that N ::F M = uA + N s;;; P + N. To prove the 
converse, suppose that P < rad M, and N < M is such that P + N = M. 
If M is finitely generated, then there is a finitely generated submodule Q of 
P such that Q + N = M. Thus, in all cases it can be assumed that P is 
finitely generated-say P = u1 A + u2 A + ... + unA. By using the lemma 
repeatedly, we obtain the desired conclusion M = U1 A + u2 A + ... + 
unA + N = u2 A + ... + unA + N = ... = unA + N = N. D 

Nakayama's Lemma Cor Algebras. For a right ideal P 0/ the R-algebra A, 
the /ollowing conditions are equivalent. 

(i) P S;;; radAA • 

(ii) If M is a finitely generated right A-module, and N < M satisfies N + 
MP = M, then N = M. 

(iii) G = {I + x: x E P} is a subset 0/ AO. 

PROOF. The property (ii) follows from (i) by Nakayama's Lemma for 
Modules, and Corollary 4.1b. In order to deduce (iii) from (ii), let XE P. 
Denotey = 1 + x. It follows that 1 = y - XE yA + P, so thatyA + P = 
A A' Since A A is finitely generated by 1, it follows from (ii) that y A = A. 
In particular, 1 = yz = z + xz for some z E A. Consequently, z = 1 -
XZ E G because P < A A and x E P. This argument shows that every element 
of G has a right inverse in G. Therefore, Gis a group and G S;;; AO. For the 
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deduction of (i) from (iii), let x E P. By the lemma, it suffices to show that 
ifthe right ideal N of A satisfies xA + N = A, then N = A. The hypothesis 
xA + N = A implies that 1 = xz + y for some z E A and YEN. Thus, 
Y = 1 + x( -z) with x( -z) E P. By (iii) , Y E AO. Therefore, N = A, as 
required. 0 

By taking N = 0 and P = radAA, we obtain a corollary that is often 
called Nakayama's Lemma. 

Corollary. If M is a finitely generated right A -module such that M(rad A A) 
= M, then M = O. 

EXERCISES 

1. Show that the statement in Corollary 4.2 implies Nakayama's Lemma for Aigebras. 

2. Let A be an algebra, and suppose that M and N are right A-modules with N finitely 
generated. Prove that if 1> E HomA(M,N) induces a surjective homomorphism of 
MjM(radAA) to NjN(radAA), then 1> is surjective. 

3. Prove that if A is an R-algebra that is finitely generated as an R-module, then 
A(radRR) !;; radAA. Hint. Show that for any finitely generated A-module M, if 
M(A(radRR» = M, then M = 0, and apply Nakayama's Lemma. 

4. Let A be the l:-algebra {ajn: aE l:,n E N,pl'n}, where pis a fixed prime number. 
Let l:(pOO ) be the group Gpjl:, where Gp = {ajpi: a E l:, i E N}. Prove that radAA = 
pA, and that Z(pOO) is a non-zero A-module such that l:(pOO)(rad AA) = Z(pOO). 

4.3. The Jacobson Radical 

We are now in a position to prove an assertion that was made in Section 3.1. 

Lemma a. If A is an R-algebra, then rad AA = rad AA. 

PROOF. By the left hand analogues ofPropositions 4.1 and 4.2, rad AA < AA' 
and {I + x: x E rad AA} f:; AO. Nakayama's Lemma implies that rad AA 
f:; rad AA. By a symmetrical argument, rad AA f:; rad AA. 0 

The time has come to assign the radical its proper name and notation. 

Deimition. For an R-algebra A, the Jacobson radical of Ais J(A) = radAA. 

Proposition. The Jacobson radical of an algebra A is a two sided ideal J(A) 
of A that satisfies 

(i) J(A) = n {M: M = maximal right ideal of A}, 
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(ii) J(A) = n {M: M = maximalleft ideal of A}, 
(iii) J(A) = {xEA: 1+ xYEAoforallYEA}, 
(iv) J(A) = {xEA: 1+ YXEAoforallYEA}. 
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This proposition is a direct consequence of Lemma a and Nakayama's 
Lemma. Another characterization of the Jacobson radical is given in 
Exercise 4. 

Throughout the rest of this book, the expression "radical of A" will refer 
to the Jacobson radical of the algebra A. Other radicals can be defined for 
rings and algebras, but they will not concern uso 

There is a useful variation of the proposition. 

Corollary a. If M is a right or left ideal ofthe algebra A such that I + XE AO 
for all x E M, then M s;; J (A). If also rad AI M = 0, then M = J (A). 

PROOF. The hypothesis that M is a right or left ideal and I + XE AO for all 
XE M implies that M s;; J(A) by the proposition. On the other hand, if 
rad AlM = 0, then J(A) s;; Mby Lemma 2.7a. D 

An element x of an algebra A is called ni/potent if there is a natural number 
n such that x n = 0. The next corollary generalizes Lemma 3.2c. 

Corollary b. If M is a right (or left) ideal of the algebra A such that every 
element of M is ni/potent, then M S;; J(A). 

PROOF. If x n = 0, then (1 + X)(LO:5i<n(-xY) = (L0:5i<n(-x)i)(1 + x) 
= I, so that Corollary b is a special case of Corollary a. D 

There are a few general properties of the Jacobson radical that are often 
used. Here are two of them; another one is given in Exercise 2. 

Lemma b. Let A and B be R-algebras. 

(i) If(): A --+ Bis a surjective algebra homomorphism, then O(J(A)) S;; J(B). 
(ii) J(A + B) = J(A) + J(B). 

PROOF. Theinclusion(i)isaconsequenceofLemmas4.1 and2.1a: O(J(A)) = 
O(radAA) S;; radBA = radBB = J(B). Applying this result to the projec
tions of A + B to A and B gives J(A + B) S;; J(A) + J(B). On the other 
hand, if x E J(A) and Y E J(B), then IA + XE AO and I B + Y E BO by the 
proposition. Therefore, (lA,I B) + (x,y) is a unit of A + B. Since J(A) + 
J(B) is an ideal of A + B, it follows from Corollary a that J(A) + J(B) S;; 

J(A + B). D 

We end this section with an example of a class of algebras that have zero 
radical. 
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EXAMPLE. If M is a semisimple A-module, then J(EA(M» = O. When M is 
also finitely generated, EA(M) is even semisimple by Exercise 3 of Section 
3.5; and the radical is certainly 0 in this case. To prove the assertion in 
general, let 0 =F </J E EA(M). If follows easily from Proposition 2.4 that 
there is a simple submodule N of M such that </J(N) =F O. By Schur's Lemma, 
</J maps N isomorphically to </J(N). Another application of Proposition 2.4 
gives the existence of nE EA(M) such that n2 = n and n(M) = </J(N). 
Let ljJ = (</JIN)-ln. Plainly, ljJ E EA(M) and </JljJ = n. Since n =F 0 and 
n(1 - </JljJ) = 0, it follows that I - </JljJ is not a unit of EA(M). Therefore, 
</J ~ J(EA(M)) by the proposition. 

EXERCISES 

1. Determine J(A) for the following ehoiees ofthe algebra A. 
(a) A is a (eommutative) prineipal ideal domain with infinitely many prime 

ideals. 
(b) A is a eommutative integral domain with a finite set {Ml , ... ,Mn} of 

maximal ideals. 
(e) A = {al(2n - 1): a E Z, n E N}. 
(d) A = ZlnZ, where n E N. 

2. Prove that if A is an algebra, then J(Mn(A» = {[xij] E Mn(A): Xij E J(A) for 
1 :0; i, j :0; n}. Hint. Note that if IX = [xij] = Li,/;ijXii' then L~=l BkilXBjk = 'nXij . 
Show that if 'nX E J(Mn(A», then XE J(A), and if XE J(A), then BijX E J(Mn(A» 
for all i and j. 

3. Prove that if A is an R-algebra sueh that AO u {O} is a division algebra, then 
J(A) = O. Deduee that if D is a division algebra, then J(D[ Xl' ... ,xnJ) = 0 and 
J(D{x l , ... ,Xn}) = O. 

4. An algebra A is primitive if there is a faithful, simple A-module. An ideal K of an 
algebra A is primitive if the faetor algebra AlK is primitive. Prove the following 
statements. 

(a) If M is a maximal right ideal of A, then ann(AAI M) is a primitive ideal of A. 
(b) J (A) is the interseetion of all primitive ideals of A. 

5. Prove the following statements for an algebra A. 
(a) If Ais simple, then Ais primitive. 
(b) If A is eommutative and primitive, then A is a field. 
(e) If A = EF ( V), where V is an infinite dimensional F-spaee, then A is primitive, 

but not simple. 

6. Let {Ai: i E J} be a set ofnon-trivial R-algebras. Denote by 1tj the eanonieal projee
tion of the produet algebra fleJ Ai onto Aj. A subalgebra B of nieJ Ai is ealled a 
subdirect product of {Ai: i E J} if 1tlB) = Aj for all j E J. Prove: A is isomorphie 
to a subdireet produet of {Ai: i E J} if and only if there is a set {Ki : i E J} of ideals 
of A sueh that AIKi ~ Ai for all i E J, and nieJKi = O. Deduee that J(A) = 0 if 
and only if A is isomorphie to a subdirect produet of primitive algebras. 
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4.4. The Radical of an Artinian Algebra 

For most rings, the problem of finding the radicallies somewhere between 
difficult and impossible. However, the radical of a finite dimensional algebra 
over a field (or more generally of an Artinian algebra) is more accessible. 

Proposition. lf A is a right or left Artinian algebra, then there is a natural 
number k such that J(A)k = O. 

PROOF. J(A) 2 J(A)2 2 J(A)3 2 ... is a descending sequence oftwo sided 
ideals, so that by the right or left Artinian property, there is a natural number 
k such that J(A)k = J(A)k+l. If we could assurne that J(A)k is finitely 
generated as an A-module, it would then follow from Corollary 4.2 that 
J(A)k = O. Thus, if Ais Noetherian as weIl as Artinian, then the proposition 
is an easy application of Nakayama's Lemma. The fact is that A must be 
Noetherian, as we will show in the next section. However, the proofuses the 
result that J(A)k = 0 for some k E N, so that it is necessary to base our 
argument solelyon the descending chain condition on (say) the right ideals 
of A. Assurne that J(At i= O. In particular, the set of non-zero right ideals 
M of A such that MJ(A) = Mincludes J(At. Therefore, there is a minimal 
M with these properties. Since M = MJ(A) = MJ(A)2 = ... = MJ(A)k, 
there is some XE M such that xJ(A)k i= O. Plainly, xJ(A)k is a right ideal 
of A that is contained in M, and (xJ(A)k)J(A) = xJ(A)k+l = xJ(A)k. From 
the minimality of M, it follows that M = xJ(A)k s;; xA = M. Therefore, 
M is finitely generated, which contradicts Nakayama's Lemma, because 
o i= M = MJ(A). 0 

CoroUary. Let A be a right or left Artinian algebra. For a right or left ideal 
M of A, the following conditions are equivalent. 

(i) M s;; J(A). 
(ii) There is a natural number k such that M k = O. 

(iii) All of the elements in Mare nil potent. 

PROOF. The fact that (i) implies (ii) is a consequence ofthe proposition, and 
it is evident that (ii) implies (iii). Finally, (i) follows from (iii) for any algebra 
by Corollary 4.3b. 0 

It follows from the corollary that every element in the Jacobson radical 
of a right or left Artinian algebra is nilpotent. The converse is not true: 
nilpotent elements need not belong to the radical. For example, if n > 1, 
then the matrix algebras Mn(D) (D a division algebra) have many nilpotent 
elements (for example, all cij with i i= j are nilpotent), but J(Mn(D)) = O. 
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EXERCISES 

1. Let F be a field. 
(a) Let A be the F-algebra of row-finite, infinite matrices 

a11 a l2 a l3 

a21 a22 a23 

a 31 a32 a33 

where aij E F for an i and j, and for an i, there exists m such that aij = 0 for an 
j > m. Prove that J(A) = O. 

(b) Let B be the subalgebra of A that consists of the matrices with zeros below 
the main diagonal, that is, aij == 0 if i > j. Prove that J(B) is the set of matrices 
in B that have zeros on the main diagonal, that is, aii = 0 for an i. Show that every 
element in J(B) is nilpotent, but J(B)k #- 0 for an k E.IN. 

(c) Let C be the algebra of an infinite matrices 

a ll a12 a l3 

o a22 a23 

o 0 a33 

where aij E F, and the elements below the main diagonal are zero. These matrices 
are not assumed to be row finite. Prove that J(C) consists of the matrices in C 
that have zeros on the main diagonal. Show that not all elements of J(C) are 
nilpotent. 

2. Let A be a right Artinian algebra. 
(a) Prove that soc(AA) = ann(J(A)A) and SOC(AA) = ann(A J(A)). 
(b) Show that the algebra A that was defined in Exercise 4 of Seetion 3.3 is 

such that soc(AA) #- SOC(AA)' 

3. An ideal, right ideal, or left ideal I in an algebra A is ni/potent if I" = 0 for some 
n ~ 1. This property of I will of course imply that the elements of I are nilpotent, 
but not conversely. (See Exercise 1 (b ).) If I has the property that an of its elements 
are nilpotent, then I is called nil. The purpose of this Exercise is to outline a proof 
that for Noetherian algebras all nil ideals are nilpotent. 

(a) Show that if the R-algebra A contains a non-zero nilpotent right ideal I, 
then AI is a non-zero nilpotent two sided ideal. 

(b) Deduce that if A contains a maximal nilpotent ideal I, then All contains 
no non-zero nilpotent right ideals. 

(c) Prove that if xA is a nil right ideal, then Ax is a nilleft ideal, and conversely. 
(d) Let Ax be a nilleft ideal. Let y E Ax be such that ann y is maximal in {ann z: 

Z E Ax - {O}}, where anny = {w E A: yw = O}. Prove that (Ay)2 = O. Hint. Note 
that by maximality, either wy = 0 or ann wy = anny for w E A. Using the fact that 
Ay is nil, show that this implies ywy = 0 for all w E A. 
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(e) Deduce from (c) and (d) that ifthe Noetherian algebra A contains a non-zero 
nil right ideal, then A contains a non-zero nilpotent right ideal. 

(f) Prove Levitzki's Theorem. If A is a right Noetherian algebra, then every nil 
right or left ideal of A is nilpotent. 

(g) Let A = F[ Xo ,Xl 'X2 , ... ] be the F-algebra of polynomials in the commuting 
indeterminants xo' Xl' X2 ' ...• Let Ibe the ideal of A that is generated by x~, x~, 
x~, .... Prove that All contains nil ideals that are not nilpotent. 

4.5. Artinian Algebras Are Noetherian 

One of the nicest applications of Proposition 4.4 is the result given as the 
heading of this section. We will actually prove a more general statement 
conceming modules. 

Proposition. Let A be a right or left Artinian algebra. Jf M is an Artinian 
A-module, then M is Noetherian. 

PROOF. Denote J = J(A). Since A is Artinian, there is a natural number k 
such that Jk = 0 by Proposition 4.4. In particular, there is a sma1lest nE N 
such that Mr = O. (We consider the case of right A-modules; the proof 
for left modules is obtained by reflection from right to left.) Proceed by 
induction on n. Ifn = 0, then 0 = MJo = MA = M; and the zero module 
is plainly Noetherian. Let n = 1. The condition MJ = 0 means that M can 
be considered as a module over the algebra All. Since AIJ is semisimple by 
Corollary 4.la, every right (left) AIJ-module is semisimple by Proposition 
3.1b (using the fact that right and left semisimplicity coincide). Therefore, 
MA /J is Noetherian by Proposition 2.6. Since S(MA) = S(MA /J ) by Lemma 
2.la, MA is also Noetherian. Assume that n > 1. The induction step is based 
on Lemma 2.6b. Denote N = Mr- 1 < M. Then N is Artinian and NJ = 0, 
so that by the case n = 1, N is Noetherian. The factor module MIN is also 
Artinian and (MI N)r- 1 = o. By the induction hypothesis, MI N is Noether
ian. Consequently, M is Noetherian. 0 

Corollary a. Jf the R-algebra A is right (left) Artinian, then A is right 
(respectively, left) Noetherian. 

Corollary b. Jf A is a right Artinian R-algebra, then the following conditions 
on the right A-module Mare equivalent,' 

(i) M is Artinian; 
(ii) M is Noetherian; 

(iii) M is finitely generated. 
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PROOF. By the proposition, (i) implies (ii), and (iii) follows from (ii) by 
Proposition 2.6. (It was pointed out in Section 2.6 that finite generation of 
a module follows from the ascending chain condition with no additional 
hypothesis.) Finally, suppose that N = U 1 A + ... + unA. Then there is a 
surjective A-module homomorphism of EBnA A to M defined by 

n 

(x p ... , x n) 1---+ L UiXi • 
i=1 

Since A A is Artinian, it follows from Lemma 2.6b that EBn A A is Artinian, 
and consequently M is Artinian. 0 

EXERCISE 

An ideal K in an R-algebra A is prime if K # A, and for any two ideals land J of A, 
if /J s; K, then either I s; K or J s; K. Prime ideals are less prominent in non
commutative ring theory than they are in the study of commutative rings, but this 
may be a reflection of the fact that the theory of commutative rings is more advanced 
than the theory of non-commutative rings. The purpose of this Exercise is to deve10p 
some elementary properties of prime ideals. In an parts of the Exercise, A is an R
algebra. 

(a) Prove that an ideal K of A is prime if and only if xAy s; K implies XE Kor 
y E K for an x, y E A. 

(b) Prove that if X s; A is c10sed under multiplication, 0 f/: x, and X # 0, and 
if K is maximal in the set of an ideals I of A such that I n X = 0, then K is prime. 

(c) Deduce from (b) that an maximal ideals are prime. The intersection of all 
prime ideals of A is ca lied the prime radical of A, and it is denoted by P(A). 

(d) Prove that if XE P(A), then x is nilpotent. Consequently, P(A) is a nil ideal 
of A . Deduce that P(A) s; J(A). 

(e) Use Levitzky's Theorem (Exercise 3(f), Section 4.4) to show that if A is right 
Noetherian, then P(A) is the maximum nilpotent ideal of A. 

(f) Show that the intersection of any non-empty, totally ordered (by inc1usion) 
collection of prime ideals is a prime ideal. Deduce that for any proper ideal I of A 
there is a prime ideal that is minimal in the set of all prime ideals containing I. 

(g) Assume that A is Noetherian. Prove that if I is a proper ideal of A, then the 
set of minimal primes over I (that is, minimal in {K <J A: K prime, I S; K}) is finite. 
Hint. Consider a maximal counterexample I. Then I is not prime, so that xAy S; I 
for some x f/: land y f/: I. Show that the minimal primes over I are inc1uded among the 
primes that are minimalover 1+ AxA or 1+ AyA. 

(h) Prove that if A is Noetherian and every prime ideal of A is maximal, then 
P(A) = J(A), and AjJ(A) is a finite product of simple Noetherian algebras. Hint. 
The hypothesis that all prime ideals are maximal and (g) yield the conc1usion that 
the set ofall prime ideals of Ais finite, say {K! ,K2 , ••• ,Kr}. Usethe Chinese Remainder 
Theorem to conc1ude that AjP(A) ~ AjK! + AjK2 + ... + AjK" and deduce from 
Lemma 4.3b that J(A) s; P(A). 

(i) Prove the following converse of (h): if J (A) is finitely generated as a right A
module, J(A) is nilpotent, and AjJ(A) is a finite product ofsimple Noetherian algebras, 
then A is Noetherian and every prime ideal of Ais maximal. Hint. Show that for all i, 
J(A)i is finitely generated as a right A-module; then follow the idea in the proof of 
Proposition 4.5. 
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(j) Show that for a commutative algebra A, the following properties are equivalent: 

(I) Ais Noetherian and every prime ideal of A is maximal. 
(2) J(A) is finitely generated and nilpotent, and AIJ(A) is a finite product of fields. 
(3) A is Artinian. 

4.6. Nilpotent Algebras 

Another application of Proposition 4.4 gives a characterization of nilpotent, 
finite dimensional algebras. The theorem comes from one ofWedderburn's 
late papers [77], but it is re1ated to older results ofEngel and Lie on nilpotent 
and solvable Lie algebras. 

The proof of Wedderburn's theorem is based on Proposition 4.4, the 
structure theorem, and an elementary lemma that is obtained using the trace 
mapping for matrices. If IX = [aij] is an n by n matrix with entries in a field 
F, the trace of IX is 

n 

trlX = I aii" 
i=l 

Two properties of the trace are needed: the trace mapping is F-linear from 
Mn(F) to F; if IX is nilpotent, then trcx = O. The. first of these statements is 
an easy consequence of the definition. If IXm = 0, then the minimum poly
nomial of IX is x k with I ::; k ::; m (because this polynomial divides xm), 

and the characteristic polynomial x n - (trcx)xn - l + ... = x n (since the 
minimum polynomial and the characteristic polynomial have the same 
irreducible factors). Therefore, tr IX = O. 

We use these properties ofthe trace to prove a fact that will be subsumed 
by the main result to this section. 

Lemma. There is no set ofni/potent matrices that spans Mn(F) as an F-space. 

PROOF. Otherwise, there exist nilpotent matrices 1X 1 , ... , IXr E Mn(F), and 
bIo ... , br E F such that c11 = 1X 1 b l + ... + IXrbr. By virture of the prop
erties of the trace that were just mentioned, this equation leads to the 
contradiction I = tr cll = (tr 1X1)bl + ... + (tr IXr)br = O. D 

Proposition. Let A be a finite dimensional F-algebra. Suppose that B is a 
subspace of A that is closed under multiplication, and is spanned by a set of 
ni/potent elements. Then Bk = Ofor some k E N. 

PROOF. Two reduction steps precede the main part ofthe proof. First, it can 
be assumed that 

Fis algebraically closed. (1) 
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To see this, let Xl' ... ,xm be an F-basis of A, with xjxk = L;"=l XjCjjk , 
Cjjk E F. Denote the algebraic closure of F by K. Form the K-algebra A' = 
xlKEB ... EB xmK with multiplication in A' defined by the structure 
constants {cjjk}. Plainly, A is a subalgebra of (A')F. Therefore, Bis a sub
algebra of (B')F' where B' = BK. Thus, (B')k = 0 implies that Bk = O. It 
remains to note that B' satisfies the same hypotheses as B: B' is a K-subspace 
of A'; B' is closed under multiplication; B' is spanned by nilpotent elements. 
The next reduction adds the hypothesis 

B is an ideal of A. (2) 

To achieve this condition, just replace A by B + I AF. Since B is closed under 
multiplication, it is evidently an ideal of B + IAF. In order to complete 
the proof, it is sufficient to show 

if A is semisimple, then B = o. (3) 

In fact A can be replaced by the semisimple algebra AjJ(A), and the ideal 
B of A by the ideal (B + J(A»jJ(A) of AjJ(A). Since (B + J(A»jJ(A) is a 
homomorphic image of B, it is spanned by nilpotent elements. Therefore, 
(3) leads to the conclusion that B + J(A) = J(A), that is B s;;; J(A). By 
Proposition 4.4, Bk s;;; J(A)k = 0 for a suitable k E N. It remains to prove 
(3), using the added hypotheses (1) and (2). By Corollary 3.5b, A = Al 
+ ... + At' where Aj ~ Mn; (F) is simple. Let lt j : A --+ A j be the projection 
homomorphism. For each i, lt j(B) is an ideal of Aj, so that either lt j(B) = 0 
or lt j(B) = Aj, because A j is simple. The second option is ruled out, since 
it implies that A j ~ Mn. (F) is spanned by nilpotent elements, in contradiction 
with the lemma. Therefore, B s;;; kerlt j for all i. Thus, B s;;; n:=l kerlt j = 0, 
which proves (3). 0 

EXERCISES 

1. Let IX = [Xij] E M2 (1Hl) be defmed by X u = -I + i, X 12 = j, X21 = 2k, and 
x 22 = 1 + i. Show that 1X2 = 0, but Xu + x22 #= O. This example shows that the 
proof of the lemma cannot be generalized in a naive way to algebras of the form 
M.(D), where D is a division algebra, even though the lemma remains true (if D 
is finite dimensional over its center). 

2. For an F-algebra A, denote by CA the subspace of A that is spanned (as an F-space) 
by {xy - yx: x, y E A}, and let NA be the subspace of A that is spanned by the set 
of all nilpotent elements of A. Prove the following statements. 

(a) If A = M.(F), then CA = NA:; {IXEA:tu = O}. Hint. Show that {eij : 

i #=j} v {eu - ejj : j> I} spans {IXEA: tu = O}, {eij: i #=j} v {eu - ej / 

j> I} S CA (") NA' and CA v NA ~ {IXEA: tu = O}. 
(b) If Fis algebraically closed, and A is a fmite dimensional, semisimple F-algebra, 

then NA = CA' anddimFAjNA = dimFZ(A). Hint. See Exercise I, Section 3.6. 
(c) If F is algebraically closed, and A is a finite dimensional F-algebra, then 

NA = CA + J(A),and dimFAjNA = dimFZ(AjJ(A». Hint. Showthatif1r:A-AjJ(A) 
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is the projection homomorphism, then n(CA) = CA/J(A) and n(NA) = NA/J(A)' Use (b) 
and the inc1usion NA ~ J(A) (that follows from Proposition 4.4). 

3. Assurne that F is an algebraically c10sed field of prime characteristic p. For an 
F-algebra A, let CA and NA be defined as in Exercise 2. Prove the following facts. 

(a) If x, Y E A, then (x + y)P = x P + yPmod CA' Rint. (x + y)P = LZI ... Zp' 
where the sum is over all sequences (Z l' ... , Z p) of x's and y's. Moreover, Z 1 Z 2 ... Z P 

= Z2 ... ZpZI = ... = ZpZI ... zp_lmodCA' Usethefactthatpisprimetoshow 
that the cyc1ic permutations Of(ZI' ... , zp) are distinct unless ZI = Z2 = ... = zp' 

(b) If Z E CA' then zP E CA' 
(c) If Ais finite dimensional, then zP E NA implies Z E NA' Rint. Reduce the proof 

to the case in which Ais Mn(F). Write Z in the form ce ll + c/J, where trc/J = 0, and 
apply part (a) of Exercise 2. 

(d) If Ais finite dimensional, then Z E NA if and only if Zpk E CA for some k E N. 

4.7. The Radical of a Group Algebra 

This section is concerned with the problem of describing the radical of a 
group algebra. What can be said about J(FG) when Fis a field and G is a 
finite group? Maschke's Theorem is equivalent to the statement that if 
char F does not divide the order of G, then J(FG) = O. Therefore, assurne 
that char Fis a prime p that divides n = IGI. The best known result con
cerning J(FG) is a theorem that was discovered by Wallace [74]. The proof 
of this result is based on the theorem of Wedderburn that was established 
in the last section. 

Proposition. Let F be a field of prime characteristic p. Assume that G is a 
finite group that has anormal p-Sylow subgroup H. The Jacobson radicalof 
the group algebra FG is J(FG) = LXEH-{l} (x - l)FG. 

PROOF. Denote A = FG. By Proposition 1.2, the projection homomorphism 
cjJ: G ~ GIH extends linearly to a surjective F-algebra homomorphism cjJ: 
A = FG ~ F( GI H). If Yl' ... , Ym is a collection of left co set representatives 
of H, that is, G = HYl '-:) ... '-:) HYm' and if Y E G, then cjJ(y) = cjJ(Yi) if 
and only if Y E HYi' Therefore, for z = LYEG yay E A, we have cjJ(z) = LYEG 
cjJ(y)ay = L~=l cjJ(y;)(LXEHaxy,). In particular, if cjJ(z) = 0, then LXEH 
aXY, = 0 for 1 ~ i ~ m. This implies that ay, = - LXEH-{l} axy" so that 
z = L~l LXEH-{l} (x - l)YiaXY, = LXEH-{l) (x - I)(L~=l Yiaxy) E LXEH-{l} 

(x - l)A. Conversely, if z E LXEH-{l}(X - l)A, then cjJ(z) E LXEH-{l} 

(cjJ(x) - cjJ(1))cjJ(A) = O. Therefore, KercjJ = LXEH-{l}(X - I)A = J. This 
shows that Jis an ideal of A such that AIJ ~ F(GIH). Since His ap-Sylow 
subgroup of G, p does not divide IGIHI. Hence, F(GjH) is semisimple by 
Maschke's Theorem. This fact implies that J :;2 J(A). The goal of showing 
thatJ = J(A) will be reached by proving that f = 0 for some k E N. Denote 
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B = LxeH-{l}(X - I)F. Plainly,BisasubspaceofA. Also, Bis closed under 
multiplication, because (X - I)(y - I) = (xy - I) - (X - I) - (y - 1). 
If IHI = pi, then, since char F = p, (X - 1)p1 = x PI - 1 = 0 for all xe H. 
Therefore, B is spanned by nilpotent elements. Proposition 4.6 implies that 
Bk = 0 for some k e N. The desired result Jk = 0 is a consequence of this 
fact, because J = BA (obviously), and BA = AB (since (x - I)y = 
y(y-l xy - I) and y-l xye H for xeH, yeG, by the normality of H). 
Indeed, Jk = (BA)k = Bk Ak = OA = O. 0 

CoroUary. If H is a finite p-group, and F is a field of characteristic p, then 
J(FH) = LXeH-{l}(X - I)F. 

PROOF. If x, ye H, then (X - I)y = (xy - I) - (y - I). Consequently, 
LXEH-{l} (X - I)FH = LxeH-{1) (X - I)F. The corollary therefore follows 
from the proposition. 0 

EXERCISES 

1. Let G be a finite group and suppose that F is a field. Denote A = FG, and 
1= LxeG(x - I)F. 

(a) Prove thatI <l A, and Ajl ;;; F. Hint. Prove that Iis the kernel ofthe augmen
tation homomorphism A --> Fthatis defined by LxeGxax ~ LxeGax' Forthis reason, 
Iis called the augmentation ideal of A. 

(b) Show that if the characteristic of F does not divide the order n of G, then 
1= (1 - e)A, where e = (LxeGx)n-1. 

2. Let F be an algebraically c10sed field of prime characteristic p, and suppose that G is 
a finite group. Denote the group algebra FG by A. Define t1le subspaces CA and NA of 
A by the prescription that was given in Exercise 2 of Section 4.6. Prove the following 
statements. 

(a) CA = Lx,yeG(xy - yx)F. 
(b) If z = LxeGxax' then Z E CA if and only if LxeKax = 0 for all conjugate 

c1asses K in G. 
An element x in a finite group G is called p-regular (p-singular) if the order of xis 

relatively prime to p (a power of p). 
(c) If XE G, then x = yz = zy, where y is p-regular and z is p-singular. 
(d) If x and y are p-regular elements of G such that x P = yP (xP is conjugate to yP), 

then x = y (x is conjugate to y). 
(e) If x = yz = zy with y a p-regular element and z a p-singular element, then 

x == y modNA • Hint. Use Exercise 3, Section 4.6. 
(f) If Y1' 12, ... 'Ym belong to distinct conjugate c1asses of p-regular elements in 

G, then Y1a1 + Y2a2 + ... + Ymam E NA' a 1 , a2, ... , am E F, implies a1 = a2 = 
... = am = O. Hint. Use parts (a) and (d) ofExercise 3 in Section 4.6, together with 
(b) and (d) above. 

(g) If Y1' 12, ... , Ym are representatives of the conjugate c1asses of p-regular 
elements in G, then A = NA EB Y1 F EB ... EB Ym F. 

(h) dimE Z(AjJ(A)) is the number of conjugate c1asses of p-regular elements in 
G. 
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4.8. Ideals in Artinian Algebras 

We conclude tbis chapter with some results on the ideallattices of algebras. 
If A is semisimple, then I(A) is distributive. Lemma a proves this fact and 
slightly more. This result makes it possible to determine whether or not 
I(A) is distributive by studying the lattice of sub-bimodules of J (A), provided 
AjJ(A) is semisimple. The criterion that is developed here will be used in 
Chapter 11. 

Lemma a. Let A be a semisimple algebra. 

(i) If M is a right ideal of A, and N is a left ideal of A, then MN = M n N. 
(ii) I(A) is a distributive lattice. 

PROOF. (i) MN s; M since M < AA' and MN s; N since N < AA. Therefore, 
MN s; Mn N. Since Ais semisimple, it follows from Proposition 2.4 that 
AA = M EB P for a suitable right ideal P of A. Consequently, N = AN = 
MN + PN s; MN + P. By the modular law, N n M s; (MN + P) n M 
= MN + (P n M) = MN. 

(ii) If I, l, and K are ideals of A, then by (i), In (l + K) = I(l + K) = 
Il + IK = (I n l) + (I n K). Thus, I(A) is distributive. D 

The second part of this lemma can also be deduced from the result of 
Exercise 1 in Section 3.5. 

Lemma b. Let A be an algebra such that AjJ(A) is semisimple. There 
exist surjective lattice homomorphisms p : I(A) - I(AjJ(A» and (J: I(A) -
S(AJ(A)A) (where S(AJ(A)A) is the lattice of sub-bimodules of J(A)), such 
that if land 1 are ideals in A that satisfy p(I) = p(l) and (J(I) = (J(l), then 
1= l. 

PROOF. Let p: A - AjJ(A) be the projection homomorpbism. It follows 
from the fact that pis surjective that p(I) <J AjJ(A) for all I E I(A). If I and 
1 are ideals of A, then p(I + l) = p(I) + p(l), and p(I n l) s; p(I) n 
p(l) = p(I)p(l) = peIl) s; p(I n l) by Lemma a. Thus, p is a lattice 
homomorphism. By the Correspondence Theorem, every ideal of AjJ(A) has 
the form IjJ(A) = p(I) for a suitable I E I(A). That is, p is surjective. Define 
(J : I(A) - S(J(A)) by (J(I) = In J(A). Plainly, (J(I n l) = (J(I) n (J(l) 
and (J(I + l) ;;2 (J(I) + (J(l) for I, 1 E I(A). If x + Y E J(A), where x E I 
and y E l, then p(x) = - p(y) E p(I) n p(l) = p(I n l). That is, p(x) = 
-p(y) = p(z), where z EIn l. Therefore, x - Z EIn J(A) = (J(I) and 
y + Z E 1 n J(A) = (J(l), so that x + y = (x - z) + (y + z) E (J(!) + (J(l). 
This calculation shows that (J(I + l) S; (J(I) + (J(l), which proves that (J 
is a lattice homomorphism. Every sub-bimodule of J(A) is an ideal of A, 
so that (J is surjective. Finally, assume that p(!) = p(l) and (J(I) = (J(l). 
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If x E I, then there exists y E J such that p(x) = p(y). Hence, x - y E (I + J) 
n J(A) = (1(1 + J) = (1(/) + (1(J) = (1(J) t;;; J, and x = (x - y) + Y E J. 
Similarly, if x E J, then x E I. Therefore, 1 = J. D 

Proposition. Let A be an Artinian algebra. The lattice 0/ ideals 0/ A is distribu
tive if and only ifthe lattice S(J(A» o/sub-bimodules o/J(A) is distributive. 

PROOF. Since S(J(A» is a sublattice of I(A), it is evident that if I(A) is 
distributive, so is S(J(A». Conversely, suppose that S(J(A» is distributive. 
If I, J, and Kare ideals of A, then (1(1 n (J + K» = (1(1) n «(1(J) + (1(K» 
= «(1(/) n (1(J» + «(1(/) n (1(K» = (1«1 n J) + (I n K». Similarly, it 
follows from Lemma a that p(1 n (J + K» = p«1 n J) + (I n K». By 
Lemma b, 1 n (J + K) = (I n J) + (I n K). D 

Anyone who is familiar with the formalism of universal algebra will 
reeognize Lemma b as the statement that I(A) is a subdireet produet of 
I(AjJ(A» and S(J(A». In partieular, I(A) is isomorphie to a sublattice of 
the produet ofI(AjJ(A» and S(J(A». This observation is the essential idea 
behind the proposition. 

EXERCISES 

1. (a) Prove that for an algebra A, the following conditions are equivalent. 

(i) if M < AA and N < AA, then Mn N = MN. 
(ii) For all x E A, there exists y E A such that xyx = x. 

(iii) The principal right and left ideals of A are generated by idempotent elements. 

An algebra that satisfies these conditions is called (von Neumann) regular. Thus, 
by Lemma a, every semisimple algebra is regular. Prove the following statements. 

(b) If Vis a vector space over the field F, then EF(V) is regular. 
(c) If A is regular, then S(AA)' S(AA), and I(A) are distributive lattices. 
(d) If A is regular, then J(A) = O. 
(e) A regular algebra Ais semisimple if and only if Ais right (left) Artinian. 
(f) If A is regular, then Z(A) is regular. Hint. If x E Z(A), and y E A is such that 

xyx = x, show that z = yxy satisfies xzx = x, and z E Z(A). 

2. Let p be a prime, and suppose that G = (x) x (y) is the product of two cyc1ic 
groups of order p. Let F be a field of characteristic p, and denote the group algebra 
FG by A. Prove the following statements. 

(a) J(A) = (x - I)A + (y - I)A. 
(b) J(Ay-l = (x - l)P-l(y - l)P-l A; J(A)P = o. 
(c) I(A)isnotdistributive.Hint.ShowthatIl = (x - W- 1A,l2 = (y - W-1A, 

and /3 = «x - l)P-l + (y - l)P-l)A satisfy /1 + /2 = /1 + /3 = /2 + /3 and 
/1 n /2 = /1 n /3 = /2 n /3 = J(A)r1• 
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Notes on Chapter 4 

The first four sections of this chapter are adapted from Bass's treatment of 
the Jacobson radical in [17]. The results of Section 5 are due to Hopkins; 
they are now standard topics in every ring theory book. Proposition 4.7 is 
due to Wallace [74]. The various properties of the radical that are offered 
in the Exercises can be traced back to early research of Jacobson. A more 
complete discussion of the Jacobson radical can be found in Jacobson's 
book [46J. An exhaustive treatment of general radicals is given in Divinsky's 
monograph [28J. The results that appear as Exercises 2 and 3 of Section 4.6, 
and Exercise 2 of Section 4.7 are due to Brauer. They are important in the 
theory of modular representations of groups. 



CHAPTER 5 

Indecomposable Modules 

This chapter is the beginning of an examination of algebras that are more 
general than the semisimple algebras. Our strategy is to generalize the process 
that led to the Wedderbum Structure Theorem. The appropriate substitutes 
for the basic building blocks of that theory-simple modules-are inde
composable modules. These modules are introduced in this chapter. The 
analogue of Schur's lemma provides a characterization of indecomposable 
modules in terms of their endomorphism algebras. The main result of the 
chapter is the Krull-Schmidt Theorem. It leads to the condusion that 
finitely generated modules over an Artinian algebra decompose uniquely 
into direct sums ofindecomposable modules. In short, the results ofChapter 
2 have dose analogues in the theory of modules over Artinian algebras. 

5.1. Direct Decompositions 

Throughout this section and the rest of Chapter 5, A is an R-algebra. The 
commutative ring R plays a minor role in the theory, and reference to it will 
generally be omitted. 

An A -module N is indecomposable if N i= 0, and the only direct summands 
of N are 0 and N, that is, if N = P EB Q, then either P = 0 or Q = O. 
A module M is decomposable if M = M 1 EB M z, where M 1 and M z are 
non-zero modules. Thus, the zero module is neither decomposable nor 
indecomposable. 

Proposition. lf M is an A-module that is either Artinian or Noetherian, then 
M can be written as ajinite direct sum ojindecomposable A-modules. 

72 
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PROOF. If M = 0, then the proposition is true by virtue of our convention 
that the empty sum is 0. Assume that M =1= 0. We first note (1) there is an 
indecomposable direct summand of M. In fact, if N is minimal among the 
non-zero summands of M, then N is evidently indecomposable. The existence 
of such a minimal N is obvious if M is Artinian; if M is Noetherian, then any 
complement of a maximal direct summand is minimal. By repeated applica
ti on of (1), using the fact that the Artinian and Noetherian properties are 
inherited by submodules, we obtain 

M = N 1 EB M 1 = N 1 EB N2 EB M 2 = N 1 EB N2 EB N3 EB M 3 = ... , 

with each N; indecomposable and M 1 :::::> M 2 :::::> M 3 :::::> •••• This sequence 
of decompositions terminates at step k only if Mk = 0, in which case 
M = N 1 EB N2 EB ... EB Nk • Either the descending chain condition 
(applied to M 1 :::::> M 2 :::::> M 3 :::::> ••• ) or the ascending chain condition 
(applied to N 1 C N 1 + N2 C N 1 + N2 + N3 C ... ) forces such a 
termination. o 

EXERCISES 

I. For each set X of rational primes, define Nx to be the localization of 7l. at the mul
tiplicative set generated by X, that is, Nx = {aln: a E 7l., n E N, (n,p) = I for all 
primes priX}. Prove that Nx is an indecomposable 7l.-module, and Nx ~ Ny implies 
X = Y. This example shows that there are uncountably many indecomposable 
7l.-modules. Of course, Nx is not finitely generated if X #- 0. 

2. Let B be the Boolean ring of all subsets of an infinite set X, and define A = BII, 
where I is the ideal whose elements are the finite subsets of X. Prove that AA has no 
indecomposable direct summands. Thus, the proposition fails for A. 

5.2. Local Algebras 

It is obvious that simple modules are indecomposable. The converse is true 
for modules over semisimple algebras, but not in general. For the class of 
Artinian algebras there is a characterization of the finitely generated, 
indecomposable modules in terms of their endomorphism algebras that is 
analogous to the characterization of simple modules that is provided by 
Schur's lemma. 

Dermition. An algebra A is a loeal algebra if AjJ(A) is a division algebra. 

Note that if A is local, then 1 A =1= 0, that is, A is non-trivial. 

Proposition. For a non-trivial algebra A, the following eonditions are equi
valent. 
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(i) A is a local algebra. 
(ii) A - AO ~ J(A). 

(iii) A - AO is closed un8er addition. 

5 Indecomposable Modules 

PROOF. (i) implies (ii). If x E A - J(A), then (i) provides the existence of 
y E A such that xy - 1 E J (A) and yx - 1 E J (A). Therefore, by Proposition 
4.3, xy = 1 + (xy - 1) E AO; similarly, yx E AO. It follows that x E AO. (ii) 
implies (iii). Since A is non-trivial, it is clear from Proposition 4.3 that no 
unit of A belongs to J(A). That is, J(A) 11 AO = 0. Thus, (ii) is in fact 
equivalent to A - AO = J(A), and (iii) is a consequence of the fact that 
J(A) is an ideal. (iii) implies (i). Suppose that XE A - J(A). By Proposi
tion 4.3, there exist elements y and z in A such that I + xy E A - AO 
and I + zx E A - AO. Consequently xy E AO and zx E AO, since otherwise 
I E A - AO by (iii). Therefore, x has both a right inverse and a left inverse 
in A, so that x E AO. This argument shows that A - J(A) ~ AO, from which 
it is clear that AjJ(A) is a division algebra. D 

CoroUary a. Let A be an algebra such that every non-unit of A is nilpotent. 
Then A is a local algebra. 

PROOF. Let 0 #- XE A - AO. By assumption, x k = 0 for some smallest 
natural number k > l. Then xy E A - AO for all y E A. Otherwise, 
Xk-1(xy) = 0 implies Xk- 1 = 0, contrary to the minimality of k. Thus, by 
hypothesis, every element of xA is nilpotent, so that XE xA ~ J(A) by 
Corollary 4.3b. This proves that A - AO ~ J(A). Therefore, A is local by 
the proposition. D 

CoroUary b. If N is an A-module such that EA(N) is a local algebra, then N 
is indecomposable. 

PROOF. The hypothesis that EA(N) is local includes the condition that 
idN #- 0, so that N #- O. If N = P EB Q with the associated projections 
'TC: N --+ P and p: N --+ Q, then, since 'TC + P = idN and EA(N) is local, 
either 'TC or p is a unit by the proposition. Since 'TC 2 = 'TC and p2 = p, it follows 
that 'TC = idN or p = idN ; that is, Q = 0 or P = O. D 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove that an algebra A is loeal if and only if A has a unique maximal right ideal. 

2. Let A be a finite dimensional F-algebra. Suppose that B is a subalgebra of A and Cis 
a non-trivial homomorphic image of A. Prove the following statements. 

(a) If A is a division algebra, then Band C are division algebras. 
(b) If A is a loeal algebra, then Band C are loeal algebras; moreover, J(B) = 

B (\ J(A). 
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3. Prove that if Ais a local algebra, then every cyclic A-module is indecomposable. Hint. 
See Exercise 2, Section 2.1. 

4. Prove that if A is a finite dimensional F-algebra, and if M is a finitely generated 
A-module such that MIM J (A) is simple, then M is indecomposable. Hint. Show that 
there is a homomorphism (I ofE.iM) to EA(M/MJ(A)) such that every 4J in Ker(l is 
nilpotent. Then use Exercise 2. 

5.3. Fitting's Lemma 

Our aim in this section is to prove a converse of Corollary 5.2b. The desired 
result is a consequence of Fitting's Lemma, one of the basic tools of algebra. 
We begin with a lemma that has many applications ofits own. 

Lemma. Let M be an A-module, and suppose that tjJ E E..(M). Each oj the 
jollowing hypotheses implies that tjJ is an automorphism. 

(i) M is Noetherian and tjJ is surjective. 
(ii) M is Artinian and tjJ is injective. 

PROOF. Assume that M is Noetherian, and tjJ is surjective. Since Q s;; Ker tjJ s;; 
Ker tjJ2 s;; "', the ascending chain condition implies that Ker tjJn = Ker tjJn+1 
for some nE N. That is (tjJn)-l(KertjJ) = (tjJ"+l)-l(Q) = KertjJ"+1 = 
Ker tjJn = (tjJ")-l(Q). Since tjJ is surjective, so is tjJn. Therefore, Ker tjJ = 
tjJn(tjJ")-l(KertjJ) = tjJ"(tjJ")-l(O) = O. The proofthat (ii) implies tjJ E E..(Mt 
is left as Exercise 1. D 

Fitting's Lemma. Let M be an A-module that is both Artinian and Noetherian. 
If tjJ E E..(M), then there is a decomposition M = P EB Q such that 

(i) cjJ(P) S;; P and tjJ(Q) S;; Q, 
(ii) cjJlp is an automorphism, and 

(iii) tjJlQ is ni/potent. 

PROOF. The assumption that M is Artinian and N oetherian applied to the 
chains M ~ tjJ(M) ~ tjJ2(M) ;;;2 •• , and Q s;; Ker tjJ s;; Ker tjJ2 s;; •.• yields 
a natural number m such that tjJn(M) = tjJm(M) and Ker tjJ" = Ker tjJm for 
all n ~ m. Define P = tjJm(M) and Q = Ker tjJm. Then tjJ(P) = tjJm+1(M) = 
tjJm(M) = P, and tjJ(Q) = tjJ(KertjJm) = tjJ(KertjJm+l) s;; KertjJm = Q. By 
the lemma, tjJlp is an automorphism. Also, tjJm(Q) = tjJm«tjJm)-l(o)) = 0, 
so that tjJlQ is nilpotent. Moreover, P n Q = 0, because tjJlp n Q is both 
injective and nilpotent. Finally, M = (tjJm)-l(tjJm(M)) = (tjJm)-1(tjJ2m(M)) = 
(tjJm)-l(tjJm(tjJm(M))) = tjJm(M) + KertjJm = P + Q. D 
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CoroUary. If the A-module M is Artinian and Noetherian, then M is in
deeomposable ij and only ijEA(M) is a loeal algebra. 

PROOF. If EA(M) is local, then M is indecomposable by Corollary 5.2b. 
Assurne that M is indecomposable. By Fitting's Lemma, every element of 
E A (M) is nil potent or a unit. Therefore, E A (M) is a local algebra by Corollary 
5.2a. D 

For us, the most important case of this Corollary occurs when A is 
right Artinian, and M is a finitely generated right A-module. By Corollary 
4.5b, these hypotheses guarantee that M is Artinian and Noetherian. When 
the corollary is used in this context, we will often omit a reference to Corollary 
4.5b. 

EXERCISES 

1. Complete the proof ofthe lemma by showing that if Mis Artinian and 4> is injective, 
then 4> is an automorphism. 

2. U se the lemma to prove that if IX and ß are n by n matriees with elements in a field, and 
if IXß = In' then ßIX = In' 

3. Let Vbe an infinite dimensional F-spaee. Show that there exists an injeetive 4> E EF ( V) 
that is not surjeetive, and there is a surjeetive '" in EF(V) that is not injeetive. 

4. Use the lemma to prove that for a Noetherian algebra A, if ffin AA ;:;; ffim AA' then 
n = m. 

5. Give an example of a finite1y generated, indeeomposable Z-module M sueh that 
Ez(M) is not a loeal algebra. 

6. Use Fitting's Lemma to prove that if IX E Mn(F), then there is a non-singular matrix 
Y E Mn(F) such that y-11XY has the form 

where ß E M,(F)O, [) E Ms(F) (r + s = n), and [)S = O. 

5.4. The Krull-Schmidt Theorem 

This section deals with the uniqueness of direct sum decompositions. The 
principal result is Azumaya's generalization of a classical theorem of Krull 
and Schmidt. The proof of this result is prefaced by two lemmas: a standard 
criterion for an exact sequence to split; a technical matrix calculation. 
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4> '" Lemma a. For an exact sequence 0--+ N --+ M --+ P --+ ° oJ A-modules, the 
Jollowing conditions are equivalent. 

(i) There is a X E HomA(P,M) such that tjlx = idp . 

(ii) There is a () E HomA(M,N) such that ()qy = idw 
In these cases, M = Im X EB Ker tjI = Im qy EB Ker (). 

PROOF. If (i) holds, then u = xtjlu + (u - xtjlu) and tjI(u - xtjlu) = tjlu -
tjlu = ° for all u E M. Thus, M = ImX + Kertjl. Moreover, Kertjl (\ ImX 
= Ker(tjlIImx) = 0, sinee tjlx = idp • Also, beeause Imqy = Kertjl, and qy is 
injeetive, ()u = qy-I(U - xtjlu) detlnes a homomorphism from M to N sueh 
that ()qyv = qy-Iqyv = v for all v E N. The analogous proof that (ii) implies 
(i), and M = Im qy EB Ker () is eonsigned to Exereise 1. D 

Ifthe eonditions (i) and (ii) ofthe lemma hold, then ° --+ N --+ M --+ P --+ ° 
is ealled a split exact sequence. Moreover, if (i) is satisfied, then tjI is ealled 
a spUt surjection, and if (ii) prevails, then qy is ealled a split injection. 

Lemma b. Let M = MI EB Mz = NI EB Nz be direct sum decompositions 
oJ the A-module M. Assume that there is an automorphism qy oJ M, with 

qy = [qyll qy12] E [HOmA(MI,NI) HOmA(MZ,NI)] , 
qy21 qyzz HomA(Ml'Nz) HomA(Mz,Nz) 

such that qyll is an isomorphism. Then Mz ~ Nz. 

PROOF. Plainly, 

° ] [idM and 1 

idN ° 2 

are automorphisms of M. Sinee qy is an automorphism, so is 

where tjI = qy22 
isomorphism. o 

Proposition. Let A be an R-algebra. Suppose that M and N are right A-modules 
with M = MI EB ... EB Mr , N = NI EB ... EB Ns' where EA(M) and 
E A (l\}) are local algebras Jor all i and j. If M ~ N, then r = sand there is a 
permutation (J such that Mi ~ NU(iJor I ::; i ::; r. 

PROOF. Use induetion on r, starting with r = 0, that is M = 0. For the base 
step of the induetion N ~ M = 0, so that s = O. (Note that by definition 
loeal algebras are non-trivial; henee E A (l\}) loeal implies l\} #- 0.) Assume 
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that r > 0, and the proposition is valid for modules that can be written as a 
direct sum of fewer than r factors that have local endomorphism algebras. 
Without loss of generality, it can be supposed that N = M; just transfer the 
decomposition of N to the module M, using the isomorphism that is assumed 
to exist. Thus, we have 

Let 1ti: M ---+ Mi' Ki: Mi ---+ M; Pj: M ---+ ~, Aj: ~ ---+ M be the canonical 
projections and injections that are associated with these decompositions 
of M. Then idM = A1P1 + ... + AsPs and idM = 1t1 K1 = D=11t1 Aj PjK1. 
Since EA (M1) is a local algebra, it follows (rom Proposition 5.2 that 
fjJ = 1t1 AjPj K1 is a unit of EA (M1) for some index j. For notational con
venience, order the decomposition NI EB ... EB N, so that j = I. Let t/I = 
fjJ-1 1t1A1 E HomA (N1,M1) and X = P1K1 E HomA (M1,N1), so that t/lx = 
idM ,' It follows from Lemma a that NI = Kert/l EB ImX. However, since 
EA (N1) is local, NI is indecomposable by Corollary 5.2b. Thus, NI = ImX, 
and X = PI K1 is an isomorphism. Denote M' = M2 EB ... EB M r and 
N' = N2 EB ... EB N" so that M = MI EB M' = NI EB N' with the 
corresponding canonical projections and injections 1t 1: M ---+ MI' 1t': 
M ---+ M', K1: MI ---+ M, K': M' ---+ M; PI: M ---+ Np p': M ---+ N', Al: 
NI ---+ M, A': N' ---+ M. The matrix 

[ P1 K1 PIK'] 
P'K2 P'K' 

corresponds to the composition of the isomorphisms MI EB M' ---+ M and 
M ---+ NI EB N' (defined by (u 1,u') 1---+ u1 + u' and v 1---+ (P1V,P'V)), so that 
it is an isomorphism. Since PI K 1 is also an isomorphism, it follows from 
Lemma b that M2 EB ... EB Mr = M' ~ N' = N2 EB ... EB N,. The in
duction hypothesis applies to M' and N', and it completes the proof. D 

CoroUary a. If M is a right A-module that is both Artinian and Noetherian, 
then M = MI EB ... EB Mr , where each Mi is an indecomposable A-module; 
this decomposition of M is unique up to isomorphism. 

The corollary follows direct1y from the proposition, Proposition 5.1, and 
Corollary 5.3. The classical Krull-Schmidt Theorem is a slight generaliza
tion ofthis corollary (to groups with operators). 

CoroUary b. If A is a right Artinian R-algebra, then every jinitely genera ted 
A-module is uniquely (to isomorphism) a finite direct sum 0/ indecomposable 
A-modules. 

This result is obtained by using Corollary a with Corollary 4.5b. 
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EXERCISES 

1. Complete the proof of Lemma a: show that (ii) implies (i) and M = Im fjJ ffi Ker (). 

2. Let V be a four dimensional Q-space with the basis w, x, y, z. Define M to be the 
I-submodule of V that is generated by {I/S"w, I/S"x, 1j7"y, 1/II"z, 1/3(x + y), 
1/2(x + z): nE N}. Let MI' M2 , M3 , and M4 be the I-submodules of V defined by 
the respeetive generating sets: {I / S"w: n E N } ; 
{I/S"x, 1/7"y, 1/11 "z, 1/3(x + y), 1/2(x + z): n E N}; 
{1/S"(3w - x), 1/7"y, 1/3(3w - x - y): n E N}; 
{1/S"(2w - x), 1/II"z, 1/2(2w - x - z): n E N}. 
Prove the following statements. 

(a) M = MI ffi M2 = M3 ffi M4 · 

(b) MI' M2 , M 3 , and M4 are indeeomposable. 

(e) MI *' M 3 , MI *' M4 , M 2 *' M 3 , M 2 *' M4 • 
This example shows that the Krull-Sehmidt Theorem fails for abelian groups that 
are not finite1y generated. 

3. In this problem, A is assumed to be a right Artinian algebra. All modules are finitely 
generated, right A-modules. The isomorphism dass of a module M is denoted by (M). 
The eollection of all dasses (M) with M finitely generated is a set. Denote by F(A) 
the free I-module that has this set as a basis. The elements of F(A) are uniquely 
represented as finite sums L~=k(MJni with ni E I. Let R(A) be the subgroup ofF(A) 
that is generated by all of the elements (M2 ) - (MI) - (M3) for whieh there is an 
exaet sequenee 0 ~ MI -+ M2 -+ M3 -+ O. Let Ro(A) be the subgroup of F(A) that 
is generated by all ofthe elements (M2) - (MI) - (M3 ) such that M2 ~ MI ffi M 3 • 

Finally, define the quotient groups K(A) = F(A)/R(A) and Ko(A) = F(A)/Ro(A). 
The group K(A) is ealled the Grothendieck group of the eategory of finitely generated 
right A-modules; Ko(A) is ealled the Krull-Schmidt-Grothendieck group of the 
eategory. If M is a finite1y generated right A-module, denote [MJ = (M) + R(A), 
and [MJo = (M) + Ro(A). Prove the following facts. 

(a) There is a surjeetive homomorphism (J: Ko(A) -+ K(A) such that (J([MJo) = 

[M]. If A is semisimple, then () is an isomorphism. 
(b) [MIJ + [M2J = [MI ffiM2J and [MIJo + [MJo = [MI ffiM2 Jo· 
(e) Every element ofK(A)(or Ko(A)) ean be represented in theform [MJ - [NJ 

(respeetively, [MJo - [NJo)· 
(d) [MJo = [NJo if and only if M ~ N. Hint. Use the definition of Ro(A) to 

prove that [MJo = [NJo if and only if M ffi P = N ffi P for some finitely generated 
A-module P. 

(e) Ko(A) is isomorphie to the free I-module with the basis {(M): M = finitely 
generated, indeeomposable A-module}. 

(f) If 0 = Mo C MI C .. , C M"_I C M" = M is a eomposition series, then 
[MJ = Li<" [Mi+I/MJ in K(A). 

(g) K(A) is generäted as al-module by {[NIJ, ... , [N,.J}, where NI' ... , N,. are 
representatives of the distinet isomorphism dasses of simple right A-modules. 

(h) K(A) is isomorphie to the free abe1ian group generated by [NJ, ... , [N,J (as 
in (g)). Hint. For I ::'0: j ::'0: r, define 7tj : F(A) -+ I by 7t/(M)) = number of eom
position faetors of M that are isomorphie to ~. Show that Ker 7tj ;2 R(A), so that 7tj 

induees a homomorphism P/ K(A) -+ 7L, and pi[N;J) = ()ij' 
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5.5. Representations of Algebras 

One of the best reasons for studying modules is to get insight on group 
representations. The purpose of this section is to darify the relation between 
the representations of an algebra A, and the modules over A. We will limit 
our considerations to algebras over a field F, since most applications of the 
theory fulfill this restrietion. 

Definition. A matrix representation of an F-algebra A is an algebra homo
morphism e of A to the F-algebra of all n by n matriees with entries in the 
field F. 

The natural number n is called the degree of e. It will be denoted by 
dege. 

A representation e of A is faithful if Ker e = O. In this case dimFA ::;; 
dimFMn(F) = n2 , where n = deg e. In particular, A cannot have a faithful 
representation if it is infinite dimensional. (See Corollary b below for a 
converse result.) 

The discussion of representations can be presented most efficiently by 
using some concepts of category theory. The first step in this program is to 
introduce an appropriate notion for the morphisms between representations. 
This turns out to be an idea that was used in the earliest work on group 
representations. Let e and ljI be representations of the algebra A that have 
degrees n and m respectively. An n by m matrix rx with entries in F intertwines 
() and ljI if ()(x)rx = rxljl(x) for all XE A. The intertwining matrices play the 
roles of morphisms. For this reason we will use the notation rx: () -+ ljI to 
abbreviate the statement "rx intertwines () and 1jI." If rx: e -+ ljI and ß: ljI -+ X 
are matrices that intertwine representations of A, then ()(x)rxß = rxljl(x)ß = 
rxßX(x) for all x E A. Thus, the matrix product rxß intertwines e and X. This 
calculation shows that the composition of morphis,ms in the category 
of representations of A can be taken to be matrix multiplieation in the 
reverse order, that is, rxß = ß 0 rx. The required associativity of composition 
is then automatically satisfied. Finally, the identity matrix In plainly inter
twines a representation of degree n with itself, and it has the usual properties 
of an identity morphism. This discussion shows that the representations of 
an algebra A, together with the intertwining matrices, form a category. A 
point of caution should be made. It is not accurate to identity the morphisms 
of this category with matrices. Instead, the morphisms should be viewed as 
tripies «(),rx,IjI), where rx: () -+ 1jI. A single matrixcan intertwine many different 
pairs of representations, and fail to intertwine others. Nevertheless, we will 
use notation that suppresses the dependence of a morphism on its domain 
and target. 

Representations () and ljI of Aare equivalent if they are isomorphie in the 
categorical sense. This means that there are morphisms rx: () -+ ljI and 
ß: ljI -+ () whose compositions in both orders are identity morphisms. It is 
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easy to show (using Lemma 5.3, for instance) that e and t/J are equivalent 
if and only if deg e = deg t/J, and there is a non-singular (square) matrix IX 
that intertwines e and t/J. In other words, t/J(x) = IX- 1e(X)IX for all x E A. 
We will write e ~ t/J if e and t/J are equivalent. Clearly, ~ is an equivalence 
relation. 

Let ebe a representation of A, withdeg e = n. Use eto define an A-module 
Mo in the following way. As an F-space, Mo = EEJn F. The scalar operation 
of A on Mo is given by 

(1) 

(matrix product on the right side) for all x E A. A routine calculation shows 
that Mo is indeed a right A-module. It is clear from (1) that 

dimF Mo = deg e and ann Mo = Ker e. (2) 

The correspondence M: e H Mo is the object map of a functor into the 
category of right A-modules. In fact, suppose that IX: e -+ t/J. Define fla: 
Mo -+ M", by fla([a 1 , .•• , anJ) = [al' ... , an]IX. Plainly, fla is an F-linear 
mapping from Mo to M"" and fla([al' ... , an]x) = fla([al' ... , an]e(x)) = 
[al' ... , an]e(x)IX = [al' ... , an]IXt/J(x) = fla([al' ... , an])x. That is, 
fla E HomA(Mo,M",). Clearly, flaflp = flpa = flaop' Thus, the mappings 
eH Mo, IX H fla define a functor from the category of representations of A 
to the category oftight A-modules. The basic properties of this functor are 
collected in the next result. 

Proposition. Let e and t/J be representations of the F-algebra A. 

(i) /fIX: e -+ t/J and ß: e -+ t/J satisfy fla = flp, then IX = ß· 
(ii) /f <jJ E HomA (Mo,M",), then there exists IX: e -+ t/J such that <jJ = fla. 

(iii) /fM is a right A-module such that 0 < dimF M = nE N, then there is a 
representation X of A such that M ~ Mx' 

PROOF. If fla = flp' then [al' ... , an]IX = [al' ... , an]ß for all a1 , ... , 

an E F. Clearly, this can happen only if IX = ß. If<jJ E HomA(Mo,M",), then 
in particular, <jJ is a linear mapping between two row vector spaces. Thus, 
there is a matrix IX such that <jJ([al' ... , an]) = [al' ... , an]IX for all 
a1 , ••• , an in F. Also, <jJ is an A-module homomorphism. Thus [al' ... , 
an]e(x)IX = <jJ([a1 , ..• , an]x) = <jJ([a1 , •.. , an])x = [al' ... , an]IXt/J(x) 
for every a1 , ••• ,an E F, SO that IX intertwines e and t/J. By definition, fla = <jJ. 
For the proof of (iii), choose a basis u1 ' ... , un of M. Define X: A -+ Mn(F) 
by the condition (written in matrix form) 

CUp ... ,un]x(=[u 1 x, ... ,unx]) = CUp ... ,un]X(xy, (3) 

where the superscript t denotes the matrix transpose. Easy calculations 
based on (3) show that X(x + y) = x(x) + x(y), x(xa) = x(x)a, and X(xy) = 
X(x)x(y), for all x, y E A and a E F. Thus, X is a representation of A. Define 
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4J: M --+ EBnF = Mx by 4J(v) = [al' ... , anJ, where v = ulal + ... + 
unan. Clearly, 4J is an F-space isomorphism that is characterized by v = 
[u l , ... , unJ4J(v)t. If v E M and XE A, then [Ul , ... , UnJ4J(VXY = VX = 
[U l , ... , UnJ4J(VYX = [U p ... , UnJXr/>(VY = [Ul , ... , Un]x(XY4J(VY by (3) 
and the fact that F ~ Z(A). Therefore, 4J(vx) = r/>(v)x(x) = r/>(v)x; that is, 
r/> is an A-module isomorphism. 0 

Corollary a. If () and 1/1 are representations of A, then () ~ 1/1 if and only if 
Mo~M",. 

PROOF. If IX: () --+ 1/1 is non-singular, then J.t 1Z : Mo --+ M", is a module homo
morphism such that J.t1Z-1 = (J.t1Z)-1. Conversely, an isomorphism from Mo to 
M", is given by J.t1Z ' where IX: () --+ 1/1 is non-singular. 0 

Corollary b. Let A be an F-algebra such that dimF A = n. There exists a 
faithful representation () of A such that deg () = n. 

PROOF. By the proposition, there is a representation () of A such that 
AA ~ Me. Thus, deg() = dimFMo = dimFA = n, and Ker(} = annMo = 
annAA = 0 by (2). 0 

The discussion of algebra representations in this section has a c10se 
parallel in the theory of group representations. If G is a group and F is a 
field, an F-representation of Gis a group homomorphism () of G to GLn(F), 
where GLn(F) = Mn(Ft is the generallinear group of non-singular n by n 
matrices with entries in F. As in the case of algebras, the F-representations 
of G form a category in which the morphisms are tripies «(},IX,I/I), such that 
IX is a matrix that intertwines () and 1/1: ()(X)IX = IXI/I(X) for all x E G. 

The basic observation to make about the category of F-representations 
of G is that it is isomorphic to the category of representations of the group 
algebra FG. Indeed, by Proposition 1.2, if () is a group homomorphism of 
G to GLn(F), then () has a unique extension to an algebra homomorphism 
of FG to Mn(F). Conversely, any algebra homomorphism of FG to Mn(F) 
restricts to a group homomorphism of G to GLn(F). Thus, there is a natural, 
one-to-one correspondence between F-representations of G and the repre
sentations of FG. This correspondence is a category isomorphism, since a 
matrix IX intertwines the F-representations () and 1/1 of G if and only if IX 
intertwines the extensions of () and 1/1 to FG. In short, the F-representations 
of Gare completely interchangeable with the algebra representations of FG. 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove that if (1 is a representation of degree n, '" a representation of degree m, rx: (1 --+ '" 

and ß: '" --+ (1 intertwine these representations, and rxß = I., ßrx = Im' then m = n 
and ß = rx- 1• 
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2. Prove that the scalar operations that are defined by (1) satisfy the module axioms. 

3. Prove that the mapping X that is defined by (3) is a module homomorphism. 

4. Let A = (a:) be a quaternion algebra. Prove that there is a representation B of A 

with deg B = 4, such that B(I) = 14 , 

B(i) = l~ ~ ~ ~J ' o 0 0-1 

o 0 -a 0 

lo ° 
o 0 

B(j) = 
b 0 

o b 

~ ~L~J ~_: 
° 0 j l-ab 0 

~ ~J' o 0 

o 0 

5.6. Indecomposable and Irreducible Representations 

If () and t/I are representations of the algebra A with deg () = n and deg t/I = m, 
then the direct sum of () and t/I is the mapping () EB t/I: A --+ Mn+m(F) that is 
defined by 

[(}(X) 0 ] 
«() EB t/I)(x) = 0 t/I(x)' 

It is obvious that () EB t/I is a representation of degree n + m. 
A representation t/I of A is indecomposable if t/I cannot be written as a 

direct sum of two representations (of positive degree). The Krull-Schmidt 
Theorem can be translated to a fundamental property of representations. It 
is convenient to preface the result. 

Lemma a. If(} and t/I are representations 01 A, then Meffi '" ~ Me EB M",. 

PROOF.Themapping([a l , ... ,an],[bl , ... ,bm])I-+[a l , ... ,an,b l , ... ,bm] 
is obviously an F-space isomorphism of Me EB M", to Me ffi "', and the scalar 
operations for these modules are defined in a way that makes tbis mapping 
a module isomorphism. D 

Proposition a. (i) () is an indecomposable representation 01 A if and only if Me 
is an indecomposable A-module. 

(ii) Every representation () 01 A is equivalent to a linite direct sum 01 
indecomposable representations. 

(iii) If t/ll EB ... EB t/lr ~ Xl EB ... EB Xs with all t/li and Xj indecom
posable, then r = s, and there is apermutation (J such that Xi ~ t/lu(i)lor all i. 

PROOF. If () = t/I EB X, then Me ~ M", EB Mx by Lemma a. Thus, Me is not 
indecomposable. Conversely, if Me = NI EB N2 with NI '# 0 and N2 '# 0, 
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then by Proposition 5.5, Me ~ M", EB Mx for suitable representations t/J 
and X. By Lemma a and Corollary 5.5a () ~ t/J EB X. Thus, () is not indecom
posable. To prove (ii), note that Me is finite dimensional, hence Artinian and 
Noetherian. By Proposition 5.1, Me = N l EB ... EB N,., with the IV; finite 
dimensional, indecomposable A-modules. By Proposition 5.5, there are 
representations t/Ji of A such that IV; ~ M"'i Hence, () ~ t/Jl EB ... EB t/J, 
as before. By (i), each t/Ji is indecomposable. The uniqueness statement (iii) 
is obtained from (i) and Corollary 5.4a: t/Jl EB· .. EB t/J, ~ Xl EB ... EB Xs 

implies M",. EB ... EB M"" ~ Mx. EB ... EB Mx. with all summands inde
composable; .thus r = s, an~ Mx, ~ M""(i) (hence Xi ~ t/Ja(i) by Corollary 
5.5a) for a sUItable permutatIon (J. 0 

Any two representations of A can be intertwined by a zero matrix of the 
appropriate dimensions. In some cases, this is the only intertwining that is 
possible. 

Proposition b. For a representation () oJ the F-algebra A, the Jollowing condi
tions are equivalent. 

(i) () is equivalent to a representation t/J oJ A such that Jor all XE A, t/J(x) has 
theJorm 

where t/J land t/J 2 are representations oJ A. 
(ii) There is a representation X oJ A with deg X < deg (), and a non-zero 

intertwining 0(: () --+ X. 
(iii) Me is not simple. 

PROOF. If (i) is satisfied, then (ii) holds true with X = t/J 1 . Indeed, if r = deg t/J 1 , 

deg () = n, and 0 is the n - r by r zero matrix, then [6] intertwines t/J and 

t/J 1 . Since () ~ t./I, there is a non-zero intertwining 0(: () --+ t./Il. Assume that (ii) 
is satisfied. By Proposition 5.5, JlII.: Me --+ Mx is a non-zero homomorphism. 
If Me were simple, then JlII. would be injective by Schur's Lemma, so that by 
5.5(2), deg() = dimFMe ~ dimFMx = degx, contrary to the hypothesis. 
Hence, Me is not simple. Thus, (ii) implies (iii). If Me is not simple, then 
there is a sub-module N of Me such that 0 =f. Ne Me. Choose an F-space 
basis Ul , ... ,u" U,+l' ... , Un of Me in such a way that U,+l' ... ,un is a basis 
of N. Thus, 1 ~ r ~ n - 1. Define t/J: A --+ Mn(F) by [Ul' ... , un]x = 
[ut> ... , un]t/J(x)'. The proof of Proposition 5.5 shows that t/J is a repre
sentation of A such that M", ~ Me. Therefore, t./I ~ () by Corollary 5.5a. 
Let t/J(x) = [aij]' so that by definition uix = D=l ujaij . Since N < Me and 
U,+l' ... , un E N, it follows that aij = 0 if 1 ~ j ~ r < i ~ n. In other 
words, t/J(x) has the form 
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where 1/11: A -+ Mr(F) and 1/12: A -+ Mn-r(F) are suitable mappings. The 
fact that 1/1 is a representation of A implies by an easy calculation that 1/11 
and 1/12 are also representations. D 

A representation (J of A is irreducible if (J satisfies the negations of the 
conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) in Lemma b. In partieular, (J is irreducible if and 
only if Me is simple. 

We need another characterization of simple modules. The result is valid 
for R-algebras. 

Lemma b. Let N be a right A-module. If N is simple, then J(A) S;;; annN 
and N is indecomposable. The converse is true if A is right or left Artinian,' 
J(A) S;;; ann N and N is indecomposable implies N is simple. 

PRooF. If Nis simple, then by Corollary 4.1b, NJ(A) S;;; radN = O. That is, 
J(A) s;;; ann N. Clearly, N is indecomposable. For the converse, note that 
by Proposition 2.1, N can be viewed as an A/J(A)-module. The assumption 
that A is Artinian guarantees that A/J(A) is semisimple; hence, N is semi
simple by Proposition 3.1 b. Since N is also indeeomposable, it follows from 
Corollary 2.3b that N is simple. D 

Corollary a. If A is a semisimple F-algebra, then a representation (J of A is 
indecomposable if and only if(J is irreducible. 

Corollary b. Let A be a right Artinian F-algebra. The number of equivalence 
classes ofirreducible representations of Ais the number offactors in a decom
position of A/J (A) as a product of simple algebras. 

PRooF. By Lemma b, there is a one-to-one eorrespondenee between the 
isomorphism c1asses of simple A-modules, and the isomorphism classes of 
simple A/J(A)-modules. If A/J(A) = Al + ... + Ar with each Ai simple, 
then by Proposition 3.lb and Lemma 3.2a, each simple A/J(A)-module is 
isomorphie to a minimal right ideal of some Ai' All minimal right ideals 
in Ai are isomorphie by Proposition 3.3b, whereas, if i '" j, then a minimal 
right ideal of Ai is not isomorphie to a minimal right ideal of Aj • The eorollary 
therefore follows from Proposition b. D 

Corollary c. Let F be an algebraically closed field, and assume that A is a 
finite dimensional F-algebra. The number of irreducible representations of A 
is dimFZ(A/J(A». 

PRooF. By Corollary 3.5b, A ~ Mn (F) + 
1 

dimFZ(A/J(A». (See Exercise 1, Seetion 3.6.) 
+ Mn (F). The number r is 

, D 
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EXERCISES 

In all of these exercises, assume that Fis a field with char F = O. 
1. In tbis exercise, A is assumed to be a finite dimensional F-algebra. If (J is a representa

tion of A, define the character afforded by (J to be the mapping Xo: A - F that is 
defined by xix) = tr (J(x). Prove the following statements. 

(a) XO is an F-space homomorphism of A to F, and xiI A) = deg (J. 
(b) Xo(J(A» = o. 
(c) If (J ~ 1/1, then XO = x",· 
It follows from (c) and Proposition 5.5 that a character can be associated with 

each finite dimensional A-module Mby defining XM(X) = Xo(x), where (J is a represen
tation such that Mo ~ M. The character XM is said to be afTorded by the module M. 

(d) IfO - N - M - P - 0 is a sequence offinite dimensional A-modules, then 
XM = XN + Xp· Hint. Copy the last part of the proof of Proposition b. 

(e) If M is a finite dimensional, right A-module, then XM = XN for some semi
simple module N. 

Let X(A) be the subgroup of HomF(A,F) that is generated by the set of all 
characters ofrepresentations of A. 

(f) X(A) is generated by {Xo: (J is irreducible}. 
(g) X(AjJ(A» ~ X(A) by the mapping X 1--+ X 0 7t (X E X(AjJ(A»), where 7t: 

A - AjJ(A) is the projection homomorphism. 
(h) If A = B + C, then X(A) ~ X(B) EB X( C). 
(i) X(M.(F» ~ I. 
(j) If F is algebraically closed, then X(A) is a free I-module with a basis that 

consists of the characters of irreducible representations. 

2. Assume that F is an algebraically closed field. Let (J and 1/1 be irreducible repre
sentations of the F-algebra A. Suppose that IX: (J - 1/1 intertwines. Prove that if 
IX # 0, then (J ~ 1/1 and IX = I.C for some C E F, where n = deg (J. 

3. Let G be a finite group, and suppose that Fis algebraically closed. Assume that (J and 
1/1 are F-representations of G (or equivalently, representations of FG) with deg (J = n 
and deg 1/1 = m. Prove the following statements. 

(a) If)' is an n by m matrix with entries in F, then IX = LxeG(J(x-1)YI/I(x) inter
twines (J and 1/1. 

(b) Write (J(y) = [aij(y)], I/I(Y) = [bk/(y)]. Assume that (J and 1/1 are irreducible. 

(i) If (J '* 1/1, then LxeGair(x-1)bs/(x) = 0 for all i, r, S, and I. 
(ii) LxeGair(X-1)as/x) = l>ijl>rsc, where CE F satisfies nc = IG I. 
Hint. Use Exercise 2 and (a) with)' = er. to obtain (i) and LxeGair(X-1)as/x) = l>ijcrs 
for some Crs E F. By the change of~ariable, x 1--+ ~-1, show that ~{rs = brscij , so that 
Crs = l>rsc. Evaluate c by summmg the equatlOn LxeGair(X )aix) = l>ijc over 
r = I, ... , n. 

(c) If (J and 1/1 are irreducible representations of G (that is, of FG), and if Xo and X", 
are the characters that are afTorded by these representations, as in Exercise 1, then 
LxeGXo(x-1)x",(x) = 0 if (J '* 1/1, and LxeGXo(x-1)xo(x) = IG I. 
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Notes on Chapter 5 

Our treatment of the Krull-Schmidt Theorem proceeds by the elassical 
ring theoretic route that was pioneered by Azumaya. The lattice theoretic 
approach due to Ore has not been considered. In recent years, there has been 
much research on general versions of the Krull-Schmidt Theorem, and it 
seems likely that the last word on this subject has yet to be uttered. The last 
two sections of the chapter tidy up some previous vague allusions to the elose 
connection between the theories of group representations and associative 
algebras. The material in these sections is expository. 



CHAPTER 6 

Projective Modules over Artinian 
Aigebras 

The indecomposable modules that we encounter in studying algebra struc
ture are very special: they are direct summands of A A' In particular, these 
modules are projective. . 

The first four sections of this chapter present the structure and classifica
tion of projective modules over Artinian algebras. The last three sections 
are concerned with applications of projective modules to the theory of 
Artinian algebras. One of these is the promised structure theorem. Its proof 
follows the pattern developed in Chapter 3 for semisimple algebras, but 
the result obtained is far less satisfying than the Wedderburn Structure 
Theorem. 

6.1. Projective Modules 

There are two (or more) ways to define projective modules. We will use the 
least technical one. 

Dermition. An A-module Pis projective if Pis isomorphie to a direct sum
mand of a free A-module. 

Several basic properties of projective modules come as gifts with this 
definition. 

Proposition a. Let A be an algebra. 

(i) Every jree A-module is projective. 
(ii) A direct sum ojprojective A-modules is projective. 

(iii) A direct summand oj a projective A-module is projective. 

88 
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This is obvious from the definition of a projective module. Not so obvious 
is a lifting property for homomorphisms from a projective module. 

Proposition b. Let A be an algebra, and suppose that M, N, and P are (right 
or leJt) A-modules such that P is projective. If 0: N ~ M is a surjective 
homomorphism, then every <p E HomA(P,M) Jactors through N. That is, 
there exists lj! E HomA(P,N) such that <p = Olj!. 

The most easily remembered version of this proposition has the form of 
a commutative diagram 

Still another statement of the conclusion of the proposition is: (J induces a 
surjective homo mo rphi sm HomA(P,N) ~ HomA(P,M) by lj! r-. (Jlj!. 

PROOF. Since Pis projective, there is a free A-module Q containing Pas a 
submodule, and a homomorphism 1t: Q ~ P such that 1tlp = idp • Let Xbe 
a basis of Q. Since (J is surjective, (J-l<p1t(U) i= 0 for all u E X. By the 
axiom of choiee, there is a mapping x: X ~ N such that (JX(u) = <p1t(u) for 
all u E X. Since Q is freely generated by X, X extends to a homomorphism 
of Q to N. Plainly, Ox = <p1t. Hence, if lj! = xlp, then (Jlj! = <p. D 

Corollary a. If N and P are A-modules with P projective, and if there is a 
surjective homomorphism 0: N ~ P, then N = Ker (J EB Q, where Q ~ P. 

PROOF. By Proposition b, there is a homomorphism lj!: P ~ N such that 
Olj! = idp . By Lemma 5.4a, N = Imlj! EB Ker(J, and Imlj! ~ P. D 

The proof of this corollary shows that any module P is projective if it 
enjoys the lifting property of Proposition b: take N to be a free module for 
whieh there is a surjective homo mo rphi sm 0: N ~ P; then P is isomorphie 
to a direct summand of N. The homomorphism lifting property of Proposi
tion b therefore characterizes projective modules, and this property is often 
taken as the definition of a projective module. 

Corollary b. For an algebra A, the Jollowing conditions are equivalent. 

(i) A is semisimple. 
(ii) Every right A-module is projective. 

PROOF. If A is semisimple, then every right A-module is isomorphie to a 
direct sum of right ideals of A by Proposition 3.1 b, and any right ideal of A 
is a direct summand of AA by Proposition 2.4. Thus, every right A-module 
is projective by Proposition a. Conversely, assume that every right A-module 
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is projective. If M is a right ideal of A, then the projectivity of AIMimplies 
that M is a direct summand of A A by Corollary a. By Proposition 2.4, A A is 
semisimple. 0 

Since right and left semisimplicity are equivalent conditions, the same 
argument shows that A is semisimple if and only if every left A-module is 
projective. 

EXERCISES 

I. Prove that if A is a commutative, principal ideal domain, then every projective 
A-module is free. The same result is true if A = F[ XI' ... , xn], but this fact is a 
difficult theorem of commutative ring theory (the Quillen-Souslin proof of the 
Serre conjecture). 

2. Let A be a commutative integral domain. Prove the following facts. 
(a) If Pis a projective A-module, then Pis torsion free; that is, ua = 0 for u E P, 

a E A implies u = 0 or a = O. 
(b) The following conditions are equivalent: A is a field; A is semisimple; every 

A-module is projective. 

3. Show that if Pis a projective A-module, then there is a free A-module Q such that 
P EB Q ~ Q. Hint. Let P be a direct summand of the free A -module N, and define 
Q = EB~oN. 

4. A right A-module Q is called injective if, for every diagram of right A-module 
homomorphisms 

in which 0 is injective, there is an A-module homomorphism I/J: N ...... Q such that 
</J = I/JO. This definition is the categorical dual of the characterization of projective 
modules in Proposition 6.lb. Prove that Q is injective if for every A-module homo
morphism </J of a right ideal of A to Q, there is an extension of</J to a homorphism 
of AA to Q. Hint. Use the given hypothesis to show that if M' < N, </J' E HomA(M', 
Q), and u E N - M', then </J' can be extended to a homomorphism </J": M' + uA ...... 
Q. Apply Zom's Lemma. 

5. Let A be an R-algebra, and suppose that M is a right A-module such that M is 
injective as an R-module. Denote Q(M) = HomR(A,M), with right A-module struc
ture defined by (</Jx)(y) = </J(xy). Prove that Q(M) is injective, and the left regular 
representation u HAu' with Au(x) = UX, is an injective A-module homomorphism of 
M to Q(M). Hint. Apply the criterion of Exercise 4 to establish injectivity: if Pis a 
right ideal of A and </J: P ...... Q(M) is an A-module homomorphism, define I/J: P ...... M 
by I/J(x) = </J(x) (I A). Use the hypothesis that M is R-injective to extend I/J to an 
R-module homomorphism X of A to M. Let 0: A ...... Q(M) be defined by O(x)(y) = 
X(xy), and show that 0 is an A-module homomorphism extending </J. 

6. Let A be a finite dimensional F-algebra, and suppose that M is a finitely generated 
right A-module. Prove that there is a finitely generated, injective, right A-module that 
contains M as a submodule. 
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6.2. Homomorphisms of Projective Modules 

In this section we will explore the relation between the homomorphisms 
from an A-module P to an A-module Q, and the homomorphisms from 
P/PJ(A) to Q/QJ(A). When A is Artinian and P and Q are projective, the 
relation is very dose indeed. 

The results of Section 2.1 show that P/PJ(A) and Q/QJ(A) can be con
sidered either as A-modules or as A/J(A)-modules. Since HomA(P/PJ(A), 
Q/QJ(A» = HomA/J(A)(P/PJ(A), Q/QJ(A», we are free to choose which
ever viewpoint offers the best perspective. 

If A is an R-algebra and J is any ideal of A, then the mapping P 1-+ P/ P J 
is the object mapping of a functor from the category of right A-modules to 
the category of right A/J-modules. In fact, if rjJ: P ~ Q is an A-module 
homomorphism, then rjJ(PJ) S;;; QJ. Consequently, there is a unique A/J
module homomorphism (fi: P/PJ ~ Q/QJ such that 1tQ rjJ = (fi1tp , where 1tp 

and 1tQ are the -'projection homomorphisms P ~ P/PJ and Q ~ Q/QJ. The 
mapping rjJ 1-+ rjJ is not only functorial, it is an R-module homomorphism. 

Lemma a. For all pairs (P,Q) oJ right A-modules, there is an R-module 
homomorphism () = (}(P,Q): HomA(P,Q) ~ HomA/iP/PJ, Q/QJ) such that 
1tQrjJ = (}(rjJ)1tp • If rjJ E HomA(P,Q) and t/I E HomA(N,P), then (}(N,Q) 
(rjJ 0 t/I) = (}(P,Q)(rjJ)(}(N,P)(t/I). In particular, (}(P,P) is an R-algebra 
homomorphism oJEA(P) to EA(P/PJ). 

The proof of this lemma is Exercise 1. 

Lemma b. With the hypothesis and notation oJ Lemma a, if P is projective, 
then (}(P,Q): HomA(P,Q) ~ HomA/iP/PJ, Q/QJ) is surjective. 

PROOF. If (j) E HomA/iP/PJ, Q/QJ) = HomA(P/PJ, Q/QJ), then since Pis 
projective and 1tQ : Q ~ Q/ QJ is surjective, it follows from Proposition 6.1 b 
that there is an A-module homomorphism rjJ: P ~ Q such that 

P:2. P/PJ 
4>! ! (ji 
Q~ Q/QJ 

1IQ 

commutes. By definition, (fi = ()( rjJ). o 

Proposition. If A is a right Artinian algebra and P is a projective right A
module, then the Junctor () induces an isomorphism 

EA(P)/J(EA(P» ~ EA/J(A)(P/PJ(A». 

Moreover, if J(A)k = 0, then rjJk = OJor all rjJ E J(EA(P». 

PROOF. To simplify the notation, write J for J(A), A for A/l, and P for 
P/PJ. By Lemmas a and b, (): EA(P) ~ EA(P) is a surjective R-algebra 
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homomorphism. If </J E KerO, then </J(P) ~ Ker1tp = PJ. Iterating this 
observation gives </Jk(p) ~ P Jk for all k E N. Thus, every element of Ker 0 
is nilpotent, so that Ker 0 ~ J(EA(P» by Corollary 4.3b. It remains to show 
that J(EA(P» ~ KerO. Since A/J is semisimple, so is P by Proposition 
3.1b. Thus, J(EA(P» = 0 by Example 4.3. That is J(EA(P)/KerO) = 0 and 
J(EA(P» ~ KerO by Lemma 4.3b. D 

Corollary. If Ais a right Artinian algebra, and if P and Q are projeetive right 
A-modules, then Pis isomorphie to Q if and only if P/PJ(A) is isomorphie to 
Q/QJ(A). 

PROOF. If </J: P - Q is an isomorphism, then the functorial property of 0 
implies that O(</J-l) = O(</J)-l. Hence, P/PJ(A) ~ Q/QJ(A). Conversely, if 
P/PJ(A) ~ Q/QJ(A), then there exist homomorphisms </J: P - Q and 
t/I: Q - P such that idp - t/I</J E Ker 0 = J(EA(P», and 

idQ - </Jt/I E J (E A (Q». 

By Proposition 4.3, t/I</J = idp - (idp - t/I</J) E EA(P)O, so that </J has a left 
inverse. Similarly, </J has a right inverse. Thus, </J is an isomorphism. D 

EXERCISES 

I. Complete the proof of the lemma. 

2. Show that the corollary remains true when the hypothesis that A is right Artinian is 
replaced by the weaker assumption that J(A)" = 0 for some k E lN. 

3. Let A = lLj4lL. Give an example of A-modules M and N such that MjMJ(A) ;;;: 
NjNJ(A) and M;f,. N. 

6.3. Structure of Projective Modules 

The results of the last section lead to classification and structure theorems 
for projective modules over Artinian algebras. Throughout this section, A 
is a right Artinian R-algebra, and P is a right A-module that is usually 
assumed to be projective. 

The indecomposable direct summands of A Aare called prineipal inde
eomposable right A-modules. We emphasize that a principal indecomposable 
right A-module is a right ideal of A, and it is projective. 

Lemma. A direet summand P of AA is indeeomposable if and only if P/PJ(A) 
is a simple A/J(A)-module. 

PROOF. Since Ais Artinian, P < AA implies that P is Artinian and Noethe
rian. By Corollary 5.3, Pis indecomposable if and only if EA(P) is a local 
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algebra, that is, EA(P)/J(EA(P)) is a division algebra. The lemma therefore 
follows from Proposition 6.2 and Corollary 2.3b (Schur's Lemma): 

EA(P)/J(EA(P)) ~ EA/J(A)(P/PJ(A)) 

is a division algebra ifand only if P/PJ(A) is simple. (Note that P/PJ(A) is 
semisimple because it is an A/J(A)-module.) D 

Proposition. Let A be a right Artinian algebra. The mapping P f---+ P/PJ(A) 
defines a bijeetive eorrespondenee between the isomorphism classes 0/ principal 
indeeomposable right A-modules and the isomorphism classes 0/ simple right 
A/J (A)-modules. 

PROOF. If Pis a principal indecomposable right A-module, then P/PJ(A) is 
a simple A/J(A)-module by the lemma. It follows from <;;;orollary 6.2 that 
P ~ Q if and only if P/PJ(A) ~ Q/QJ(A). Therefore, P f---+ P/PJ(A) 
induces an injective mapping of isomorphism dasses of principal inde
composable modules to simple modules. The mapping is also surjective. 
Indeed, if A A = P1 ffi ... ffi Pn is a decomposition of A A into a direct 
sum of principal indecomposable modules, then by the lemma, A/J(A) ~ 
P1/P1 J(A) ffi ... ffi Pn/PnJ(A) is a decomposition of A/J(A) into a direct 
sum of simple right A-modules. Every isomorphism dass of simple right 
A-modules is represented by some PJPiJ(A) because of Proposition 3.1b 
and Lemma 3.2d. D 

Structure Theorem. Jf A is a right Artinian algebra, then every projeetive right 
A-module is isomorphie to a direet sum 0/ principal indeeomposable right A
modules. This deeomposition is unique to within isomorphism and the ordering 
0/ the /aetors. 

PROOF. Let P be a projective right A-module. Since A is right Artinian, 
A/J(A) is semisimple; so is P/PJ(A), that is, P/PJ(A) = ffiiElN;, where the 
N; are simple. By the proposition, there exist principal indecomposable 
modules Pi such that N; ~ PJPiJ(A) for each i EI. Thus, 

P/PJ(A) ~ ffiiEIPJPiJ(A) ~ (ffiiElPi)/(ffiiEIP)J(A). 

Therefore, the required result P ~ ffiiEl Pi follows from Proposition 6.1a 
and Corollary 6.2. In order to prove the uniqueness, suppose that 

ffiiElPi ~ ffijEKQj' 

where all of the Qj are principal indecomposable right A-modules. This 
assumption yields ffiiEl(PJ~J(A)) ~ ffijEK(Q)QjJ(A)), where the Q) 
QjJ(A) are simple. By Proposition 2.5, there is a bijective mapping a: K --+ I 
such that Q)QjJ(A) ~ P(J(j)/P(J(j)J(A). Hence, Qj ~ P(J(j)' D 

Corollary a. I/Ais a right Artinian algebra, then every indeeomposable,projee
tive right A -module is isomorphie to a principal indeeomposable right A -module. 
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In particular, the indecomposable, projective A-modules are cyc1ic. 

CoroUary b. Let A be a right Artinian algebra, and suppose that P is an 
indeeomposable, projeetive right A-module. Jf N is a proper submodule of P, 
then N s; PJ(A). 

PROOF. If N r;. PJ(A), then N + PJ(A) = P, because PJPJ(A) is simple by 
the lemma. It was noted that P is finitely generated. Hence, N = P by 
Nakayama's Lemma. 0 

EXERCISES 

I. (a) Let A be an R-algebra. Prove that every finitely generated, projective right 
A -module is a direct summand of a free A -module of finite rank, that is, a module of 
the form EBnAA , where n E N. 

(b) Use (a) and the Krull-Schmidt Theorem to give a short proof of the Struc
ture Theorem for finitely generated projective modules. 

2. Let A be a right Artinian algebra. Prove that every non-zero homomorphic image of 
an indecomposable, projective right A-module is indecomposable. 

3. Let A be a right Artinian, local algebra. Prove that AA is the only principal indecom
posable right A-module. Deduce that every projective right A-module is free. 

6.4. Idempotents 

An element e of an algebra is called idempotent if e2 = e. Up to now, we have 
avoided using idempotents, except in the Exercises. Standard arguments 
using idempotents have been replaced by proofs that are based on homomor
phisms. However, there are many situations in which the use of idempotent 
elements is convenient and natural. Their usefulness in making concrete 
ca1culations is beyond question. 

The purpose of this section is to supplement our treatment of projective 
modules over an Artinian algebra by showing where idempotents fit in this 
subject. A few applications of idempotents will be given in the last three 
sections of this chapter, and in severallater parts of the book. 

Proposition a. A right ideal P of an algebra A is a direet summand of AA if 
and only if there is an idempotent element e E A sueh that P = eA. In this 
ease, if P = Ql EB Q2 EB ... EB Qm' then there exist idempotents ei sueh 
that e = e1 + e2 + ... + em, eiej = 0 for i =I: j, eie = eei = ei, and 
Qi = eiAfor I :::; i :::; m. In partieular, Pis deeomposable if and only if there 
is an idempotent f with 0 =I: f =I: e and ef = fe = f 
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PROOF. Let e E A be an idempotent. If eA = Q1 EB Q2 EB ... EB Qm' then 
there exist elements ei E Qi for 1 ~ i ~ m such that e = e1 + e2 + ... + 
em. If XE Qi S;;; eA, then x = ex = e1x + e2x + ... + emx. Hence, 

x - eix = L ejx E Qi n L Qj = O. 
j*i j*i 

In particular, ei = e; and ejei = 0 for all j =1= i. It follows direct1y that 
eie = eei = ei· Moreover, Qi = eQi = eiQi S;;; eiA S;;; Qi' If JE A is an 
idempotent such that eJ = Je = f, then eA = JA EB (e - f)A. In fact, 
JA = eJA S;;; eA, (e - f)A = e(e - f)A S;;; eA; ex = Jx + (e - f)x for all 
XE A; andJx + (e - f)y = 0 impliesJx = J(fx + (e - J)y) = 0, (e - J)y = 
O. Applying these observations to the special case in which e = 1 A proves the 
first assertion of the proposition, and completes the argument. D 

An idempotent e of the algebra A is called primitive if eA is an indecom
posable A-module. By the proposition, eA is projective. Thus, for a right 
Artinian algebra A, the idempotent e is primitive if and only if eA is a 
principal indecomposable module. A characterization of primitive idem
potents follows direct1y from the proposition. 

Corollary a. An idempotent element e oJ the algebra A is primitive if and only 
if there is no idempotent J oJ A such that 0 =1= J =1= e and eJ = Je = f 

An equivalent formulation of this criterion for e to be primitive is ~ 
definition that was given in Exercise 3 of Section 3.3: if e = J1 + J2' where 
J1 and J2 are idempotents such that JJ2 = J2J1 = 0, then either J1 = 0 or 
J2 = O. 

There is a connection between idempotents and homomorphisms of 
ideals that is obtained from a generalization of Proposition 1.3. 

Lemma. Let P be a direct summand oJ AA' If M is a right A-module, then 
HomA(P,M) = {A'ulp: u E M}. 

The notation .1." is used (as in Section 1.3) to denote the homomorphism 
from AA to M that is left multiplication by u, that is Au(X) = ux. Plainly, 
Pulp: u EM} S;;; HomA(P,M). To reverse the inclusion, write P = eA with 
e2 = e, in accordance with the proposition. If 8 E HomA(P,M) and XE P, 
then 8(x) = 8(ex) = 8(e)x = AO(el(x). Thus, 8 = Ao(ellp. 

Corollary b. If e andJ are idempotents oJthe R-algebra A, then HomA(eA,jA) 
~ JAe as R-modules, andEA(eA) ~ eAe as R-algebras. If Ais right Artinian, 
so is eAe. 

PROOF. By the lemma, HomA(eA,jA) = {AfxleA: XE A}. Clearly, AfxleA = 
AfxeleA. If AfxeleA = AfyeleA, then Jxe = Afxe(e) = Afye(e) = Jye. Thus, 
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Z f-+ AzieA is a bijective map fromjAe to HomA(eA,jA). Easy calculations 
show that this mapping is a module isomorphism and an algebra isomor
phism if e = f If N is a right ideal of eAe, then NA < AA' and NAe = 
NeAe = N since e is the unity element of eAe. Thus, the mapping N f-+ NA 
embeds the lattiee of right ideals of eAe in S(A A)' In partieular, if A is right 
Artinian, then eAe is right Artinian. D 

Corollary c. Let e be an idempotent element oj the algebra A, and denote 
P = eA. The jollowing eonditions are equivalent jor a right A -module M,' 

(i) HomA(P,M) =F 0; 
(ii) MP =F 0; 

(iii) Me =F O. 

In the most important case of this corollary, the modules P and Mare 
principal indecomposable right A-modules, where A is right Artinian. 

Corollary d. Let e and j be primitive idempotents in the right Artinian algebra 
A, sueh that P = eA is not isomorphie to Q = JA. The jollowing eonditions 
are equivalent,' 

(i) HomA(P,Q) =F 0; 
(ii) QJ (A)P =F 0; 

(iii) jJ (A)e =F O. 

PROOF. Since QJ(A)P = jAJ(A)eA = jJ(A)eA, it is evident that (ii) and 
(iii) are equivalent. The assumption that P ~ Q implies that P/PJ(A) *
Q/QJ(A) by Proposition 6.3, and Schur's Lemma yields HomA/J(A/P/PJ(A), 
Q/QJ(A» = O. In particular, if 0 =F <jJ E HomA(P,Q), then <jJ(P) 5; QJ(A), 
and 0 =F Im<jJ = <jJ(eP) = <jJ(e)P 5; QJ(A)P. Conversely, 0 =F jJ(A)e 5; 

jAe implies HomA(P,Q) =F 0 by Corollary b. D 

The pro gram of generalizing the Wedderburn Structure Theorem to 
Artinian algebras breaks down chiefly because of the existence of principal 
indecomposable modules P and Q that are not isomorphie, but HomA(P,Q) 
=F O. It is useful to pinpoint this phenomenon; we do this by associating a 
particular graph to each Artinian algebra. 

Dermition. Let A be a right Artinian algebra. Suppose that e l' e 2' ... , er 
are primitive idempotents in A such that the right ideals P1 = e 1 A, P2 = 
e2 A, ... , Pr = erA represent the distinct isomorphism classes of principal 
indecomposable right A-modules. The quiver of A is the directed graph 
r(A) = (V,E) with the vertex set V = {ei> e2 , •.. , er} and the edge set 
E = {(ei,ej ): eiJ(A)ej =F O}. (In general, we will follow Gabriel [34J in 
referring to finite directed graphs as quivers.) 

It is convenient (and harmless) to call two quivers equal when they are 
only isomorphie, that is, there is a bijection between their vertex sets that 
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maps the edge sets bijectively. The nature ofthe objects that are the vertices 
of r(A) has no importance. Using primitive idempotents for vertices is 
convenient, but there is no canonical way to choose these idempotents, and 
it is usually not necessary to make a specific choice. 

Proposition b. r(A) is independent of the choice of primitive idempotents for 
the vertex set. Moreover, if A ~ B, then r(A) = r(B). 

PRooF. The content of the first assertion is: if e, e', f, and f' are primitive 
idempotents such that eA ~ e' A andfA ~ f' A, then eJ(A)f =F 0 if and only 
if e'J(A)f' =F O. Clearly, eA ~ e'A implies eJ(A) ~ e'J(A), so that 

HomA(fA,eJ(A)) ~ HomA(f'A,e'J(A)). 

The required result is a consequence of Corollary c. The second statement 
of the proposition is a consequence of the first part, and our convention 
that isomorphic quivers are identified. D 

As a rule of thumb, the quiver r(A) measures the complexity of A. If A 
is semisimple, then clearly r(A) = (V,0), the quiver with no edges. The 
converse is also true. (See Exercise 4.) Ifthe vertex set of r(A) is a singleton, 
then AjJ(A) is simple by Proposition 3.3b. Such an algebra is called primary. 
The structure of primary Artinian algebras will be analyzed in the next 
section. The edge sets of commutative Artinian algebras have simple forms: 
the only edges are the loops (e;,e;) for which J(A)e; =F O. The structure of 
commutative Artinian algebras is correspondingly simple. 

EXERCISES 

1. Let A be an algebra. Suppose that K is an ideal of A such that every element of K 
is nilpotent. Let n: A .... AlK be the natural projection homomorphism. Prove that 
ife E A/Kis idempotent, then there exists e E A such that e is idempotent and n(e) = 
e. Hint. Choose XE A so that n(x) = e. Denote y = 1.( - x, so that xy = yx E 

Kern = K. Choose n so that (xy)' = O. The binomial expansion gives 

1.( = (x + y)2.-1 

( 2n - 1) (2n - 1) = X 2.-1 + 1 X2.-2y + ... + n _ 1 X·y·-l 

( 2n - 1) + n x·-1y" + ... + y2.-1. 

Showthat 

has the desired properties. 
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2. Let A be an algebra. Denote B(A) = {e E Z(A): e2 = e}. Prove the following 
statements. 

(a) B(A) is a Boolean algebra (i.e., an IF 2-algebra in which all elements are 
idempotent) under the multiplication inherited from A and addition given by 
e E8 f = e + f - 2ef 

(b) B(A) = B(A/J(A)). 
(c) If Ais Artinian, then B(A) is finite. 

3. Let A be a right Artinian algebra with the quiver r(A) = (E, V), E = {eI' e2 , ••• , 

er}' For I ::;; i ::;; r, denote 1'; = eiA. Prove the following statements. 
(a) If i # j, then (ej,e;) E E if and only if the top composition factor of 1'; (that 

is, P;/PiJ(A)) is isomorphic to a composition factor of lj. 
(b) (ei,e;) E E if and only if the top composition factor of 1'; appears more than 

once in a composition series of Pi' 
(c) ei and ej are in the same connected component of r(A) if and only if there is 

a sequence ip i2 , .•. , in with n > I such that i l = i, in = j, and for all k < n, Pi, 
and Piwhave a composition factor in common. 

4. Prove that if A is a right Artinian algebra such that the edge set of r(A) is empty, 
then A is semisimple. Hint. Write IA = e l + ... + en , where the ei are primitive 
idempotents, and use the fact that J(A) = I AJ(A) I A 

6.5. Structure of Artinian Algebras 

This seetion offers some applieations of the results on projeetive modules 
to the strueture theory of Artinian algebras. We begin with a theorem that 
gives a niee deseription of a special dass of algebras. An R-algebra A is 
ealled primary if AjJ(A) is simple. 

Proposition a. lf A is a right Artinian, primary algebra, then all prineipal 
indeeomposable right A-modules are isomorphie. Moreover, A ~ Mn(B) Jor 
a unique natural number n and a right Artinian loeal algebra B that is unique 
to within isomorphism. 

PROOF. Sinee AjJ(A) is semisimple and simple, all simple right AjJ(A)
modules are isomorphie by Proposition 3.3b. It follows from Proposition 
6.3 that all prineipal indeeomposable right A-modules are isomorphie. 
Consequently, AA ~ EBn P where n is a uniquely determined natural 
number and Pis a prineipal, indeeomposable right A-module that is unique 
to within isomorphism. By Proposition 1.3 and Corollary 3.4a, 

A ~ EA(AA) ~ EA(EBn P) ~ Mn (B) , 

where B = EA(P). Sinee P is indeeomposable, Artinian and Noetherian 
(by Corollary 4.5b), it follows from Corollary 5.3 that B is a loeal algebra. 
Moreover, P = eA for some idempotent element e of A by Proposition 
6.4a. Sinee A is right Artinian, it follows from Corollary 6.4b that EA(eA) 
is right Artinian. That is, B is Artinian. If A ~ A' = Mm(C) with C loeal, 
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then A' = BuA' EB B22 A' EB ... EB BmmA', and (by Corollary 6.4b), 
C ~ BuA'Bu ~ EA,(BuA'), so that BllA' is a principal indecomposable 
right A' -module. The uniqueness of n and P imply m = n and C ~ B. D 

The converse of this proposition is outlined in Exercise 1. 
Artinian algebras that are not primary can have principal indecomposable 

modules P and Q that are not isomorphie, but HomA(P,Q) -=I- O. When such 
modules exist, the proof that led to the Wedderburn Structure Theorem 
breaks down. The quiver r(A) of an Artinian algebra A is defined in such a 
way that it keeps track of the isomorphically distinct principal indecompos
able modules P and Q such that HomA(P,Q) -=I- O. It can be expected that 
the geometrical properties of r(A) re fleet the structure of A. The rest of 
this section develops one of the simplest connections between A and r(A). 

If 1 1 = (V1,E1) and 1 2 = (V2 ,E2 ) are quivers with disjoint vertex sets, 
then the disjoint union of 1 1 and 1 2 is 1 1 \:J 12 = (V1 U V2 ,E1 U E2 ). If 
1 = (V,E) is a quiver, and V = V1 \:J V2 , then 1 is the disjoint union 
(V1,E n (V1 x V1)) \:J (V2 ,E n (V2 x V2)) exactly in the case that there is 
no edge in E that joins a vertex of V1 to a vertex of V2 • If 1 cannot be written 
as a disjoint union of two non-empty quivers, then 1 is connected. This 
means that all pairs of vertices in 1 can be joined by a path that consists 
of a sequence of edges (with their orientations ignored). It is geometrically 
plausible that every quiver has a unique representation as a disjoint union 
of connected quivers. This fact will be proved in Section 8.4. 

Lemma a. If the Artinian algebra A is a product B + C 0/ algebras, then 
r(A) = r(B) \:J r( C). 

PROOF. Let r(B) = (V1,E1) and r(C) = (V2 ,E2 ), with V1 = {e 1 , .•. , er}' 
V2 = {f1' ... ,J.}. By definition, the elements ei and.!j are primitive idem
potents in Band C; they are also primitive idempotents in A: eiA = eiB and 
.!jA =.!jC are indecomposable. For suitable natural numbers m i and nj, 
there are isomorphisms 

r s 

BH ~ EBEBmieiB, Ce ~ EBEBnj.!jC. 
i=l j=l 

Hence, 

AA = BA EB CA ~ (ffi EBmi eiA) EB (~EBnj.!jA ). 

By the Krull-Schmidt Theorem, every principal indecomposable right A
module is isomorphie to a unique eiA or.!jA, Since J(A) = J(B) + J(C) by 
Lemma 4.3b, it follows that eiJ(A).!j = .!jJ(A)ei = 0 for all i and}; more
over, eiJ(A)ek -=I- 0 if and only if eiJ(B)ek -=I- 0, and.!jJ(A)/t -=I- 0 if and only 
if .!jJ(C)/t -=I- O. This proves that r(A) = (V1 U V2 , E1 U E2 ) = r(B) \:J 

r(C). D 
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Lemma b. lf A is a right Artinian algebra such that r(A) = r l \:) r 2 , then 
there are right Artinian algebras Band C that satisfy A = B + C, r(B) = 
r p and r(C) = r 2 • 

PROOF. Denote r l = (VpE1) and r 2 = (V2 ,E2), so that r(A) = (VI U V2 , 

EI U E2). Let AA = BEB C with B = EB~=1 Pi' C = EBj=1 Qj be a decom
position of A A as a direct sum of indecomposable modules that are grouped 
sothatforl ~ i ~ m'Pi ~ eAforsomeeE Vpandforl ~j ~ n,Qj ~fA 
where fE V2 • Since EI ~ VI X VI and E2 ~ V2 X V2 , it follows from 
Corollary 6.4d that HomA(p;,Qj) = HomA(Qj'p;) = 0 for all i andj. Con
sequently, HomA(B,C) = HomA(C,B) = 0, and BC = CB = 0 by Corol
lary 6.4c. Thus, Band C are ideals of A, and A = B + C. If e E VI' then 
eB = eA is an indecomposable B-module. If also e' E VI with e' "# e, then 
eB '* e' B. Similarly, the elements of V2 are primitive idempotents that 
generate isomorphically distinct C-modules. It follows from Lemma a that 
r(B) = r l and r(C) = r 2 • 0 

A non-trivial Artinian algebra B is called a block if r(B) is a connected 
quiver. 

Proposition b. Let A be a right Artinian algebra. 

(i) A is uniquely a product of blocks. 
(ii) A block is indecomposable as an algebra. 

PROOF. The quiver r(A) decomposes uniquely into a disjoint union r l \:) ... 

\:) r t of connected quivers. By Lemma b, A = BI + ... + BI' where 
r(Bi) = rio Thus, each Bi is a block. The uniqueness of this decomposition 
is a special case of the result that is outlined in Exercise 2. The fact that 
blocks are indecomposable follows directly from Lemma a. 0 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove that if Bis a right Artinian local algebra, then M.(B) is a right Artinian primary 
algebra. Hint. Use Exercise 2, Section 4.3. 

2. Let A be an algebra such that A = B + c. Prove the following statements. 
(a) If M < AA' then MB = Mn B, MC = Mn C, and 

M=MnBffiMnC. 
(b) Every indecomposable right ideal of A is contained in either B or C. 
(c) If A = BI + ... + Br = CI + ... + Cs with the B j and Cj indecomposable 

algebras, then r = s, and Cj = Ba(j)' for some permutation (1. 

3. Prove that a right Artinian algebra A is a finite product of primary algebras if and 
only if all of the edges in r(A) are loops, that is, the edges have the form (ej,e j). 

4. Let A be a commutative, Artinian algebra. Write AA = elA ffi ... ffi erA, where 
each ej is a primitive idempotent. Prove that e l A, ... , erA are all of the principal 
indecomposable A -modules, and Horn A (e jA, ejA) = 0 if i i' j. Ded uce from Exercise 
3 that A is a finite product of commutative local algebras. 
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6.6. Basic Algebras 

An algebra B is ealled redueed if B/J (B) is a finite produet of division algebras. 
In this seetion it is shown that for every right Artinian algebra A there is an 
associated redueed algebra B that shares many properties with A. The 
redueed algebra B is uniquely determined by A; it is ealled the basie algebra 
of A. 

Throughout tbis seetion, it is assumed that A is a right Artinian R-algebra. 

Lemma a. Let Pp P2 , ••• , p,. be principal indeeomposable right A-modules; 
define P = Pt EB P2 EB ... EB Pr' The endomorphism algebra EA(P) is 
redueed if and only if 1'; ';f:. PJor all i # j. 

PROOF. By Proposition 6.2, EA(P)/J(EA(P)) ~ EA/J(A/P/PJ(A)) ~ EA/J(A) 
(Pl/PlJ(A) EB P2/P2 J(A) EB ... EB Pr/PrJ(A)). It follows from Lemma 
6.3 that eaeh lj/ljJ(A) is a simple A/J(A)-module. Henee, EA(P)/J(EA(P)) 
is a produet of division algebras if and only if 1';/1';J(A)';f:. lj/ljJ(A) for all 
i # j by Corollaries 3.4a and 3.4c, and Sehur's Lemma. The lemma follows 
from Proposition 6.3. 0 

Lemma b. Suppose that the right ideal P of A is a direet summand of A A' 
Write P = Pl EB P2 EB ... EB Pr' where eaeh Pi is indeeomposable. The 
following eonditions are equivalent. 

(i) P/PJ(A) is afaithful right A/J(A)-module. 
(ii) AP = A. 

(iii) Every principal indeeomposable right A-module is isomorphie to one 
(or more) ofthe modules lj. 

PROOF. Two observations reduee the proof to the ease in whieh A is semi
simple. First note that (ii) is equivalent to 

(ii') (A/J(A))(P + J(A))/J(A) = A/J(A). 

Clearly, (ii') is equivalent to AP + J(A) = A, whieh is the same eondition 
as (ii) by Nakayama's Lemma. By Proposition 6.3, the eondition (iii) ean be 
replaeed by 

(iii') every simple right A/J(A)-module is isomorphie to one ofthe modules 
lj/ljJ(A). 

Sinee (i) is already a eondition on A/J(A), it ean be assumed that J(A) = 0, 
A is semisimple, and prineipal indeeomposable modules are simple. Write 
AA = AP EB Q. By Lemma 3.2b, the simple submodules of AP are the 
minimal right ideals of A that are isomorphie to one of the lj, and every 
simple submodule N of Q satisfies PN = O. Thus, (i) implies (ii); and (ii) 
is equivalent to (iii) beeause every simple right A-module is isomorphie 
to a minimal right ideal of A by Proposition 3.1 b. It is obvious that (ii) 
implies (i). 0 
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Proposition a. Jf A is a right Artinian R-algebra, then there is a right ideal 
P of A such that: 

(i) P is a direct summand of A A; 
(ii) AP = A; 

(iii) EA(P) is a reduced R-algebra. 

An ideal P that satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii) is unique up to isomorphism. 

PROOF. By Lemmas a and b, a right ideal P that is a direct summand of AA 
will satisfy (ii) and (iii) if and only if P = Pt EB P2 EB ... EB p" where 
{P1 , P2 ... Pr} is a set of distinct representatives of the isomorphism classes 
of principal indecomposable right A-modules. Obviously, such a P exists, 
and it is unique to within isomorphism. 0 

If P is a right ideal of A that satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of the 
proposition, then the algebra B = EA(P) is called a basic algebra of A. 
Since P is unique to within isomorphism, so is B. Therefore, no harm is 
done by referring to B as the basic algebra of A. 

EXAMPLE. Let A be a semisimple algebra. By the Wedderbum Structure 
Theorem, A = Al + '" + Ar' Ai ~ Mn,(Di), where the Di are division 
algebras. In fact, Di = EA(~)' where Pi is a simple right A-module that is 
a direct summand of Ai' Let P = P1 EB ... EB Pr' Then P is a direct 
summand of A, AP = A, and EA(P) ~ D1 + ... + Dr is reduced. Hence, 
EA(P) is a basic algebra of A. 

Proposition b. Jf A is a right Artinian algebra, then the basic algebra B of A 
has the properties : 

(i) B is Artinian; 
(ii) there is a lattice isomorphism T: I(A) -+ I(B) such that T(J(A» = J(B) 

and T is multiplicative, that is, T(I112) = T(I1)T(J2) for all ideals 11 and 
12 of A; 

(iii) r(B) = r(A). 

PROOF. Let B = EA(P), where P is a direct summand of AA' AP = A, 
and P = P1 EB ... EB Pr for a set {P1 , ••• , P,} of representatives of the 
isomorphism classes of principal indecomposable right A-modules. By 
Proposition 6.4a, there exist idempotents e, e1 , e2, ... , er in A such that 
P = eA, ~ = eiA, e = e1 + e2 + ... + er' eiej = 0 for i =F j, and 
eei = eie = ei for 1 ~ i ~ m. By Corollary 6.4b, B can be identified with 
eAe; for the rest of the proof, we make this identification. If N is a right 
ideal of B, then NA is a right ideal of A, and, as we noted in the proof of 
Corollary 6.4b, N 1-+ NA is an incIusion preserving mapping from S(BB) to 
S(AA)' In particular, since A is right Artinian, B is also right Artinian. 
Similarly, if J ~ B, then AJA ~ A, and I ~ A implies eIe <I B. Moreover, 
eAJAe = BJB = J; and AeleA = AeAIAeA = AIA = 1. Thus, J 1-+ AJA 
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and 11-+ eie are inverse, inclusion preserving mappings between I(B) and 
I(A). It follows that the mapping -r(I) = eie is a lattice isomorphism ofI(A) 
to I(B). Moreover, -r(I1/2) = elJ2e = elIAeAI2e = elIel2e = -r(II)-r(I2)' 
To prove that -r(J(A)) = J(B), it is sufficient (because -r is a lattice iso
morphism) to note that J(A) = n {M E I(A) : M is maximal in I(A)} and 
J (B) = n {N E I(B) : N is maximal in I(B)}. The representation of the 
radical of an Artinian algebra as an intersection of maximal (two-sided) 
ideals follows easily from Wedderbum's Structure Theorem. To show that 
r(B) = r(A), observe that B = Pe = PI e EB P2e EB ... EB Pre, where 
~e = eiAe = eiB is indecomposable because Eie;B) ~ eiBei = e;Ae; ~ 
EA(eiA) is a local algebra. If e;B ~ eß, then by Corollary 6.4b there exist 
elements x and y in B such that e;xejye; = e;. In this case, it also follows from 
Corollary 6.4b that eiA ~ ejA, so that i = j. Therefore, eIB, e2B, ... , erB 
is a system of representatives of the isomorphism classes of principal inde
composable right B-modules. Thus, r(B) has the same vertex set {eI' 
e2, ... , er} as r(A). Since e;J(B)ej = e;eJ(A)eej = e;J(A)ej , r(B) and r(A) 
have the same set of edges; that is, r(B) = r(A). D 

EXERCISES 

I. Let B be the basic algebra of a right Artinian algebra A. Prove the following state
ments. 

(a) If A/J(A) ~ Mn, (Dl ) + ... + Mn,(Dr), where Dl , ••• , Dr are division 
algebras, then B/J(B) ~ Dl + ... + Dr. 

(b) If A ~ Al + A2 , then B ~ Bl + B2 , where Bi is the basic algebra of Ai for 
i = 1,2. 

2. LetBbe a reduced R-algebra. Denote by e = (e l , e2 , ••• , er) a sequence ofprimitive 
idempotentelementsofBsuchthateiej = Ofori # j,andIB = e l + e2 + ... + er' 
Let n = (np n2 , ••• ,nr) be a sequence of positive integers. Let M-;;(B,l) be the set 
of all block matrices [Jlij]l";i,j,,;r' where Jlij is an ni by nj matrix with entries in eiBej. 
Define componentwise addition and scalar multiplication by elements of R for the 
matrices in M·iB,e), and defme matrix multiplication as usual (noting JlijJljk is an ni 
by nk matrix with entries in e;BejBek S e;Bek). Then MiB,e) is an R-algebra that is 
called acheckered matrix algebra. Prove that every right Artinian R-algebra A is 
isomorphie to acheckered matrix algebra of the form Mii(B,l), where B is the basic 
algebra of A. 

6.7. Representation Type 

For Artinian algebras, the Krull-Schmidt Theorem shifts the problem of 
classifying finitely generated modules to the study of indecomposable 
modules. Unfortunately, the difficulties encountered with these modules are 
formidable. In this section, we will prove that "most" Artinian algebras have 
infmitely many isomorphism classes of finitely generated, indecomposable 
modules. 
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A right Artinian algebra A has finite representation type if there are 
finitely many isomorphism classes of finitely generated, indecomposable 
right A-modules. In the contrary case, A has infinite representation type. By 
Corollaries 2.3b and 3.2b, every semisimple algebra has finite representation 
type. Some examples of algebras that have finite representation type and 
are not semisimple will be given in the next chapter. However, the following 
result shows that such algebras are exceptional. 

Theorem. If Ais a right Artinian algebra offinite representation type, then the 
lattice I(A) of all ideals in A is distributive. 

This theorem will be obtained from a lemma that gives sufficient condi
tions for a right Artinian algebra A to have finitely generated indecomposable 
modules of arbitrarily great length. The Proposition of Section 2.2 will be 
used to show that ifI(A) is not distributive, then the conditions ofthe lemma 
are satisfied. A preliminary lemma isolates the non-computational aspects 
of the main construction. 

Lemma a. Let A and B be right Artinian R-algebras, with B a local algebra. 
Suppose that N is a non-zero B-A bimodule that is finitely generated and 
projective as an A-module, and assume that L is a proper sub-bimodule of N. 

(i) C = {ljJ E EA(N): ljJ(L) ~ L} isaB-bimoduleandasubalgebraofEA(N). 
(ii) If C contains an ideal I such that the elements of I are ni/potent and 

C = B· idN + I, then C is a local algebra, and NIL is indecomposable 
as an A-module. 

PROOF. The assertion (i) is obvious. To show that Cis a local algebra under 
the hypotheses in (ii), it is sufficient by Proposition 5.2 to prove that if 
x E B, ljJ E I, then <p = X· idN + ljJ E C - CO if and only if x E B - BO. If xis 
a unit, then X-I. <p = idN + (x- I .ljJ), and X-I .ljJ E Iis nilpotent. Therefore, 
X-I. <p is a unit, and so is <p. Conversely, if<p E CO, then X· idN = <p(l - <p -lljJ) 
is a unit. In particular, x is not nilpotent, so that x E BO because B is a local 
Artinian algebra. To prove that NIL is indecomposable, let n: N --. NIL be 
the projection homomorphism. If <p E C, then n<p(L) = 0; equivalently, 
Kern ~ Kern<p. Thus, there is a unique (jJ E EA(NIL) such that n<p = (jJn. 
The mapping (): <p H (jJ is easily found to be an algebra homomorphism. 
Moreover, () is surjective: for each (jJ E EA(NIL) there exists <p E EA(N) 
such that n<p = (jJn (because N is projective and n is surjective), and 
n<p(L) = (jJn(L) = 0 implies <p(L) ~ L, that is, <p E C. By Lemma 4.3b, 
8(J(C)) ~ J(EA(NIL)). Therefore, EA(NIL)/J(EA(NIL)) is a non-trivial 
(since L #- N) homomorphic image of C/J(C), which is a division algebra 
because Cis local. Thus EA(NIL) is local, and NIL is indecomposable. 0 

We are ready to prove the existence lemma. 
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Lemma b. Assume that the right Artinian algebra A contains a principal 
indecomposable right A-module P such that there are non-zero submodules 
M1 and M2 of P satisfying 

(i) M1 and M2 are fully invariant in P, that is, cP(MI) S;; MI and cP(M2 ) S;; M2 

for all cP E EA(P); 
(ii) M1 ~ M2 as EA(P)-A bimodules; 

(iii) MI n M 2 = o. 
If2 S; n E N, then there is an indecomposable A-module Q such that I(Q) > n. 

PROOF. Denote N = EBn P with corresponding coordinate projections 1ti and 
injections K i for 1 S; i S; n. Let 't": MI -+ M 2 be the bimodule isomorphism 
that is assumed to exist. Define Li = Im(Ki't" - Ki+1) for 1 S; i < n, and 
L = L 1 + ... + Ln-I. Plainly, L is a submodule of N, and the length of 
L is at most (n - 1)I(M1) by Corollary 2.6. Define Q = NIL. Since I(N) = 
nl(P) ~ nl(M1 + M2) = nl(M1 EB M2) = 2nl(M1) by (ii) and (iii) , it 
follows from Corollary 2.6 again that I(Q) ~ (n + 1)I(M1) > n. The proof 
will be completed by using Lemma a to show that Q is indecomposable. 
For the application ofthe lemma, let B = EA(P). Since Pis indecomposable 
and finitely generated, B is a local algebra. The fact that Bis right Artinian 
follows from the assumption that A is right Artinian and P is a summand 
of A A> by the last part of Corollary 6.4b. Since M 1 and M 2 are fully invariant 
in P and 't" is abimodule homomorphism, L is a sub-bimodule of N. Thus 
C = {t/I E EA(N): t/I(L) S;; L} is a subalgebra of EA(N), and a B-bimodule. 
It is convenient to represent the elements of EA(N) as matrices, using the 
isomorphism EA(N) = EA(EBnP) ~ Mn(B) that is defined by cP H [cPij]' 
where cPij = 1ticPKj. Define 1= {cP E C: cPij E B - BQ for all i and j}. Since 
Bis local, I is an ideal of C. Moreover, by Proposition 5.2, B - BQ S;; J (B), 
and J(B) is nilpotent, say J(Br = 0. Therefore, if cP E I, then [cPij]m = 0, 
so that the elements of I are nilpotent. It remains to show that if cP E C, 
then there exists ~ E Band t/I E I such that cP = ~. idN + t/I. If x E M1 and 
j < n, then cP(Kj't"X - Kj+1 x) E L. Thus, there exist Yij E M1 such that 
cPKjrX - cPKj+1 x = L1'; i<n (Ki't"Yij - Ki+1Yij)· When the projection mappings 
1ti are applied to this equation, we obtain cPij't"X - cPij+1X = 't"Yij - Yi-1j if 
1 < i< n, cP1j't"x - cP1j+1X = 't"Y1j' and cPnj't"X - cPnj+1X = -Yn-Ij" Since 
cPij't" = 't"cPij by (i) and M1 n M2 = 0 by (iii), these equations yield cPijx = 
cPi+1 j+1 X for 1 S; i, j < n, cP1jx = ° for 1 < j S; n, and cPnkX = 0 for 
1 S; j < n. It fo1!()ws that cPijx = 0 if i "# j, and cP11 x = ... = cPnnx. Let 
~ = cPll E EA(P) = B. Then cPijlM1 = ° for i "# j, and (cPii - ~)IM1 = ° 
for all i. Since M1 "# 0, it follows that [cPij] - ln~ = [t/lij] , where t/lij E B - BQ 
for all i, j. This gives the desired conclusion that cP = ~. idN + t/I with 
t/lEI. D 

We can now prove the theorem. Assume that I(A) is not distributive. 
By the remark that follows Proposition 2.2, there exist distinct ideals I, J, 
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and Kin A such that I!l J = K and IIK ~ JIK as A-bimodules. If there 
are infinite1y many isomorphism classes of indecomposable AlK-modules, 
then by Lemma 2.1a there are infinitely many isomorphism classes of 
indecomposable A-modules. For this reason, it can be assumed that K = O. 
Let AA = Pt EB ... EB Pm be a decomposition of AA as a direct sum of 
indecomposable modules. Since 0 i= I = AI = Pt I + ... + PmI, there is a 
principal indecomposable right A-module P such that Mt = PI i= O. Let 
M2 = PJ. Plainly, Mt and M2 are submodules of P, and Mt !l M 2 S;;; 

I!l J = O. If cjJ E EA(P), then cjJ = Axlp for some XE P by Lemma 6.4. 
Thus, cjJ(Mt) = xPI s;;; PI = Mt.-Similarly cjJ(M2) s;;; M 2 • Therefore, Mt 
and M 2 are fully invariant in P. Since I ~ Jas A-bimodules, there exists 
a group isomorphism r: I ~ J such that r(xy) = xr(y) if XE A, Y E land 
r(xy) = r(x)y if x E I, Y E A. Hence, r(Mt) = r(PI) = Pr(I) = PJ = M 2 , 

and for XE A, Y E P, Z E Mt S;;; I, r(zx) = r(z)x and r(Ayz) = r(yz) = 
yr(z) = Ay r(z). Therefore, r is abimodule isomorphism. 

EXERCISES 

I. Prove that the produet A + B of two right Artinian algebras has finite representation 
type if and only if A and B both have finite representation type. Rint. See Exereise 2, 
Seetion 3.5. 

2. Prove that the following eonditions are equivalent for a eommutative Artinian 
algebra A. 

(i) A has finite representation type. 
(ii) A ~ Al + ... + Ar' where Ei = AJJ(AJ is a field and dimF J(AJ/J(A i)2 :::; I 

for I :::; i :::; r. ' 
(iii) A ~ F l [x J/(xk,) + ... + F,.[ X J/(xk,), where eaeh Ei is a field, and k i E N. 

Rint. Use Exereise 4, Seetion 6.5 along with Exereise I above to reduee the problem 
to the ease in whieh A is a loeal algebra. Use Proposition 4.8 to eonc1ude that (i) 
implies (ii), and pass from (ii) to (iii) by means of Nakayama's Lemma. Finally, 
(i) ean be obtained from (iii) by using the fundamental theorem of modules over a 
prineipal ideal domain. 

Notes on Chapter 6 

Standard treatments of the projective modules over Artinian algebras use 
idempotents. We have avoided this procedure in the first three sections of 
the chapter, but the usefulness of idempotents in the theory of algebras 
should be clear from the last few sections. 

Basic algebras were introduced by Nesbitt and Scott [60]; they attribute 
the concept to Brauer. The definition of a reduced algebra appears in Chapter 
6 of the notes [20] by Brauer and Weiss. The basic algebra of an algebra 
A is also discussed in these notes, and the representation by checkered 
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matrix algebras in Exercise 2, Section 6.6 is proved there. The theorem of 
Section 6.7 is due to J. P. Jans [50] (for finite dimensional algebras over a 
field) and R. Colby [23] (for Artinian algebras). Our proof is modeled on 
a result of S. E. Dickson in [27]. 



CHAPTER 7 

Finite Representation Type 

If A is right Artinian, then the finitely generated right A-modules can be 
constructed in an orderly way from the indecomposable modules, and the 
construction is unique by the Krull-Schmidt Theorem. The next step 
toward understanding A-modules is therefore in the direction of indecom
posable modules, and this topic is currently the center of vigorous activity 
in ring theory. The aim of this chapter and the next chapter is to introduce 
the reader to the flavor of two lines that are being pursued by research 
mathematicians who are now working on the theory of modules. 

Throughout this chapter, it is assumed without mention that Ais a right 
Artinian algebra. (Example 7.1a is an exception to this convention.) All of 
the A-modules under consideration are finitely generated, hence Artinian 
and Noetherian. 

7.1. The Brauer-Thrall Conjectures 

It is convenient to introduce notation that will be used throughout the 
chapter. The class of all finitely generated right A-modules will be denoted 
by WlA, and the subclass of WlA that consists of indecomposable 
modules will be represented by mA • For each natural number k, let 
WlA(k) = {M E WlA: I(M) = k} and mA(k) = {N E mA: I(N) = k}. For the 
discussion in this section it is useful to define nA and nA (k) to be the cardinal 
numbers of isomorphism classes of modules in mA and mA(k) respectively. 
Thus, nA(l) is the number of isomorphism classes of simple A-modules, 
so that I ::;; nA(l) < ~o. 

It is natural to ask what sequences (nA(l), nA(2), nA(3), ... ) are obtained 
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from various Artinian algebras. This question has not been answered, but 
some important properties of the sequences have been established in the 
last few years. Around 1950 two conjectures were made, apparently by 
Brauer and Thrall. The first published appearance of these conjectures was 
in the paper [50J by Jans. 

First Brauer-ThraU Conjecture. IfnA is infinite, then nA(k) =I 0 for infinitely 
manyk. 

Second Brauer-ThraU Conjecture. If nA is infinite, then nA (k) is infinite for 
infinitely many k, provided Z(A) is infinite. 

The first of these conjectures was proved by A. V. Roiter for finite 
dimensional F-algebras in 1968. (See [68].) In 1974, M. Auslander gave a 
different proof that applies to Artinian algebras. The Second Brauer-Thrall 
conjecture was proved for finite dimensional algebras over an algebraically 
closed field in 1974 by L. A. Nazarova and A. V. Roiter in [59]. Their 
result was extended to finite dimensional algebras by C. M. Ringel. The 
work of Ringel has not yet been published. Most of this chapter is devoted 
to the proof of the first Brauer-Thrall conjecture. We will not discuss the 
second conjecture; the existing proofs of this result are long, and probably 
not in final form. The rest of this section provides examples of algebras that 
have finite and infinite representation types. . 

EXAMPLE A. If A is a commutative principal ideal domain, then every finitely 
generated A-module is uniquely a direct sum of cyclic A-modules ofthe form 
A/pkA, where p = 0 or pis irreducible. Thus, 91A(k) is the class ofmodules 
that are isomorphie to A/pk A, where p is irreducible. In particular, if A is 
local and not a field, then nA (k) = 1 for all k. Of course, A cannot be Artinian 
in this case. 

EXAMPLE B. Let G = (y) be a cyclic group of order pk, where pis a prime 
integer and k 2:: 1. Suppose that A = FG, where Fis a field of characteristic 
p. The mapping (): F[ x J ~ A defined by x ~ y is a surjective algebra 
homomorphism whose kernel is the principal ideal generated by xP ' - 1 = 
(x - I)P'. Thus, a finitely generated, indecomposable A-module Nis also a 
finitely generated, indecomposable F[ x ]-module such that (x - 1 )P' E ann N 
(by Proposition 2.1). It follows from Example a that the isomorphism classes 
of91A are represented by the cyclic modules F[xJ/(x - I), F[x]/«x - 1)2), 
... , F[x]/«x - I)P'). Thus,nA(I) = nA(2) = ... = nA(pk) = 1 andnA(m) 
= 0 for all m > pk. In particular, FG has finite representation type. 

EXAMPLE C. Let G = (x) x (y) be the product of two cyclic groups of 
prime order p: lxi = lyl = p. Suppose that A = FG, where Fis a field of 
characteristic p. In Exercise 2 of Section 4.8, a proof that I(A) is not dis-
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tributive was sketched. Thus, by Theorem 6.7 A has infinite representation 
type. See Exercise 2 for another proof. 

Examples band c are group algebras. The group algebras of finite repre
sentation type have been characterized in a satisfying way by D. G. Higman: 
if F is a field of prime characteristic p, and G is a finite group, then FG has 
finite representation type if and only if the Sylow p-subgroup of G is cyclic. 
The proof of Higman's Theorem uses ideas that will be introduced in 
chapters 9 and 10. The general case is based on the result for p-groups, 
which in its turn is a consequence of the examples band c that we have just 
described. 

It is a standard fact that if G is a finite p-group and His a proper subgroup 
of G, then H c NG(H). From this result it follows that there is anormal 
subgroup M ofindexp in G such that H s;;;; M. Indeed, any maximal proper 
subgroup containing H must be normal and of index p, as is easily verified. 

Lemma. Let G be afinite p-group, and suppose that Fis afield 0/ characteristic 
p. If G is cyclic, then FG has .fznite representation type. If G is not cyclic, then 
FG has infinite representation type. 

PRooF. The first statement was proved in Example b. Assume that G is not 
cyclic. We will show that there is anormal subgroup N of G such that 
G/N ~ H = Z/pZ x Z/pZ. By the remarks above, there is anormal sub
group Mi of G such that G/ Mi ~ Z/pZ. Let XE G - Mi. Since G is not 
cyclic, there is anormal subgroup M 2 of G such that XE M 2 and G/M2 ~ 
7L/p7L. Define N = Mi n M 2 • Since x E M 2 - Mi' N is a proper subgroup 
of M 2 , so that the index of N in G is at least p2. On the other hand, the 
mappingy 1-+ (yMi ,yM2 ) is a homomorphism ofG to G/Mi x G/M2 ~ H, 
and the kernelofthis homomorphism is N. Thus,p2 ~ IG/NI ~ I(G/Mi ) x 
(G/M2 ) I ~ p2, and G/N ~ H. In particular, there is a surjective homo
morphism tP: G - H. By Proposition 1.2, tP extends to a surjective homo
morphism of FG to FH. The discussion in Section 2.1 shows that every 
indecomposable FH-module can be viewed as an FG-module that is still 
indecomposable. Thus, by Example c, FG has infinite representation type. 

o 

EXERCISES 

1. Let A be a finite dimensional F-algebra. Use Proposition 5.5 to prove that if F is 
finite then nA(k) is finite for all keIN, and if Fis infinite, then nA(k) ~ IFI for all k. 

2. This exercise outlines a direct proof of the result in Example c. We begin with an 
elaboration of Lemma 6.2a. 

(a) Let A be an algebra such that J(A)k = 0 for some keIN. Suppose that M is 
a right A-module. Let 8: EA(M) --+ EA(MjMJ(A» be defined by 8(tjJ) = "iP, where 
"iP(u + MJ(A» = tjJ(u) + MJ(A), as in Lemma 6.2a. Prove that if 8(tjJ) = 0, then 
tjJk = o. Show that if Im 8 is local, then EA(M) is local and M is indecomposable. 
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For the rest of this problem, assurne that A = FG, where char F = p > 0, and 
G = <x) x <y) with lxi = lyl = p. 

(b) Let P and Q be k dimensional F-spaces, and M = P EB Q. Let I/J E 

HomF(P,Q) be an isomorphism, and suppose that XE EF(P). Prove that there is 
a unique A-module structure on M such that u(x - 1) = I/I(u), u(y - 1) = I/IX(u) 
for all u E P, and Q(x - 1) = Q(y - 1) = O. Show that MJ(A) = Q. 

(c) Prove that if</J E EA(M) and (p = 8(</J), where 8: EA(M) -+ EA(MjMJ(A» 
isdefined as in (a), then (pX = X(p, where MjMJ(A) is identified with P and (p is 
viewed as a linear transformation of P. Show that every linear transformation of P 
that commutes with X is ofthe form (p for some </J E EA(M). 

(d) Prove that if the minimum polynomial «I> E F[ x] of X has degree k, then the 
image of8is isomorphictoF[x]j(<<I». Hint. View PasanF[x]-modulewithux = X(u) 
for all u E P, and use Exercise 2, Section 2.1. 

(e) Let u1 , .•• , uk be an F-basis of P, and suppose that X(ui) = uia + Ui+l for 
i < k, X(uk) = uka, where a E F. Prove that the module M is indecomposable. Hint. 
Show that the minimum polynomial of X is (x - a)\ and use the results of (a) 
and (d). 

(f) Prove that if M' is an A-module that is constructed by the process described 
in (b) using </J and X', where X' is defined as in (e) with a replaced by a' E F, and if 
a' # a, then M' ;jf M. Hint. Show that the existence of an isomorphism </J : M -+ M' 
would imply that X and x' are similar, and would therefore have the same minimum 
polynomial. 

(g) Prove that if Fis infinite, then nA(k) = IFI for all even k E N. 

7.2. Bounded Representation Type 

The proposition of this section generalizes the characterization of indecom
posable modules that was given in Corollary 5.3. It is the basis of the proof 
ofthe First Brauer-Thrall Conjecture. The proof of this result is an elemen
tary induction that evolves from Corollary 2.6: if 0 --+ N --+ M --+ P --+ 0 is 
an exact sequence ofmodules in 9JlA , then I(M) = I(N) + I(P). 

Lemma a. Let 4J: M --+ N and 1/1: N --+ P be homomorphisms of modules in 
9JlA • 

(i) l(l/J(M» ~ I(N), and equality holds if and only if l/J is surjective. 
(ii) l(l/J(M» ~ I(M), and equality holds if and only if 4J is injective. 

(iii) 1(1/Il/J(M» ~ 1(I/I(N», and equality holds if and only if 
. Iml/J + Kerl/l = N. 

(iv) 1(1/Il/J(M» ~ 1(4J(M», and equality holds if and only if 
Im4J n Kerl/l = O. 

PROOF. The statements (i) and (ii) are obtained by applying Corollary 2.6 to 
the exact sequences 0 --+ cjJ(M) --+ N --+ NN(M) --+ 0 and 0 --+ Ker 4J --+ 
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M ---+ 4>(M) ---+ 0, using the fact that only the zero module has length o. The 
result (iii) is a consequence of (i), applied to the homomorphism tjJ4>: 
M ---+ tjJ(N), since tjJ4>(M) = tjJ(N) is equivalent to Im 4> + Ker tjJ = N. 
Similarly, (iv) is obtained by using (ii) with the homomorphism tjJl4>(M): 
4>(M) ---+ P, because KertjJl4>(M) = Im 4> n KertjJ. 0 

Lemma b. Let 

Q x. Q X.-l Q Q x, Q 
m ---+ m -1 ----+ m - 2 ---+ • •• ---+ 1 ---+ 0 

be a sequence oJ homomorphisms oJ modules in 9lA • Assume that I(QJ ::;; n, 
and either 

(i) Xi is not injective Jor 1 ::;; i ::;; m, or 
(ii) Xi is not surjective Jor 1 ::;; i ::;; m. 

lfm ~ 2n- 1, then X1X2 ... Xm = O. 

PROOF. It will be sufficient to show by induction on k that ifO ::;; k ::;; n - 1, 
and 0 ::;; i ::;; m - 2\ then I(Im(Xi+1Xi+2 ... Xi+2k» ::;; n - k - 1. For the 
case k = 0, note that by Lemma a, I(ImXi+1) < I(Qi+1) ::;; n if Xi+1 is not 
injective, and l(lmXi+1) < I(Q) ::;; n if Xi+1 is not surjective. In both cases, 
l(ImXi+1) ::;; n - 1. Assurne k + 1 ::;; n - 1,0 ::;; i::;; m - 2k+1, and the 
induction hypothesis is valid for compositions of2k homomorphisms. Denote 
4> = Xi+2k+1 ... Xi+2HI , tjJ = Xi+1 ... Xi+2k, M = Qi+2k+1, N = Qi+2k, P = 
Qi. Thus, we have a sequence of two homomorphisms M ~ N.t P, with 
1(4)(M)) ::;; n - k - 1 and l(tjJ(N» ::;; n - k - 1 by the induction hypo
thesis. To complee the induction step, it is required to show that l(lm tjJ4» ::;; 
n - k - 2. Suppose on the contrary that leim tjJ4» ~ n - k - 1. It would 
then follow from Lemma a thatl(Im 4» = leim tjJ) = n - k - 1 = leim tjJ4», 
and Im4> + KertjJ = N, Im 4> n KertjJ = 0, so that N = Im 4> EB KertjJ. 
Since N = Qi+ 2k is indecomposable and I(lm 4» = n - k - 1 > 0, it fol-
10ws that Im 4> = N and Ker tjJ = O. In particular, Xi+2'+1 is surjective, and 
Xi+2k is injective. These two conc1usions respectively contradict the alterna
tive hypotheses that Ker Xj -=1= 0 for allj or ImXj -=1= Qj-1 for allj. The induc
tion is therefore complete. 0 

Proposition. Let 

Q x. Q X.-l Q Q x, Q 
m---+ m-1 ~ m-2 ---+ ••• ---+ 1 ---+ 0 

be a sequence oJ homomorphisms oJ modules in 9l A. Assume that I(Qi) ::;; n, 
and none oJthe Xi is an isomorphism.lfm ~ 2n, then X1X2 ... Xm = O. 

PROOF. Let 1 = {j: Xj is not injective} and l' = {j: Xj is not surjective}. The 
assumption that none of the Xj is an isomorphism translates to 1 u l' = 
{I, ... , m}. Thus, either 111 ~ 2n - 1 or 11'1 ~ 2n- 1, so that there is a sequence 
1 ::;; j1 < j2 < ... < jk ::;; m with k ~ 2n - 1 such that either 
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In the first case, let 

Xj, is not injective for 1 ::;; i ::;; k, or 

Xj, is not surjective for 1 ::;; i ::;; k. 

(). = (X, +1)('" +2)'" X' E HomA(Q· Q. ) 
I J'-l '-A.J'_l Ji h' J i - 1 

with the convention that jo = O. If the second alternative holds, define 

(}i = Xj,Xj,+1 ... (Xj1+1 -1) E HomA(Qji+1 -pQj,-I) 
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(1) 

(2) 

with the convention that A+l = m + 1. In these cases, none of the 
homomorphisms (}i is injective (respectively, surjective). By Lemma b, 
(}1 (}2 ••• (}k = O. Thus, XIX2'" Xm = 0, because (}1 (}2 ..• (}k divides 
XIX2 ... Xm • 0 

It is convenient to make a provisional definition: the representation type 
ofthe right Artinian algebra Ais bounded by n ifnA(k) = 0 for all k > n; 
A has bounded representation type if the representation type of A is bounded 
by some n. Plainly, if A has finite representation type, then A has bounded 
representation type; the converse statement is the First Brauer-Thrall 
Conjecture. 

Corollary. Jf A has representation type that is bounded by n, and if 
Q x. Q X.-I Q Q Xl Q 
m- m-l -- m-2 -+ ... -+ 1 -+ 0 

is a sequence ofhomomorphisms ofmodules in 91A such that Xi is not an isomor
phismfor 1 ::;; i ::;; m, then m ~ 2" implies XIX2 ... Xm = O. 

EXERCISES 

l. Let A be a right Artinian algebra, and suppose that P E mA. Prove that J(EA(P» = 
{4> E EA(P): 4> is not an isomorphisrn}, and J(EA(P)) is nilpotent. 

2. Let A be right Artinian, and ME WlA· Write M = PI EB P2 EB ... EB Pk , where 
1'; E mA for all i. Denote the projections and injections that correspond to this 
decornposition by 'It; and K; respectively. Prove that J(EA(M)) = {4> E EA(M): for 
I ~ i,j ~ k, 'It;4>Kj is not an isomorphisrn}. Show that J(EA(M)) is nilpotent, and 
EA(M)/J(EA(M)) is sernisirnple. 

7.3. Sequence Categories 

Let P E 9Jl A' A P-sequence is a short exact sequence L : 0 -+ N -+ M ..!. P -+ 0 
of module homomorphisms such that M E 9Jl A and N -+ M is the inclusion 
mapping (hence, N = Ker rP). Strictly speaking, L is completely determined 
by specifying the homomorphism rP: M -+ P, but the kernel N of rP plays an 
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important part in the theory to be developed, and we prefer to keep it 
visible by using slightly redundant notation. 

The P-sequence L: 0 -+ N -+ M ~ P -+ 0 is split if there is an A-module 
homomorphism"': P -+ M such that <p'" = idp ' By Lemma 5.4a, L is split 
if and only if there is a homomorphism X: M -+ N such that xlN = idN • 

The notation <t(P) will designate the dass of an P-sequences. There is a 
natural way to define morphisms of sequences that makes <t(P) a category. . ~ Let L: 0 -+ N -+ M -+ P -+ 0 and L': 0 -+ N' -+ M' -+ P -+ 0 be P-
sequences. A morphism '" of L to L' is an A-module homomorphism 
"': M -+ M' such that 

O-+N -+M ~P-+O 
~ "'IN ~ '" ~ idp 

o -+ N' -+ M' --+ P -+ 0 .' commutes. The commutativity condition amounts to the requirement that 
<p'''' = <p, sinceitwill thenfollowthat "'(N) = "'(<p-1(O» S;;; (<p')-l(O) = N'. 
Clearly, the composition of morphisms is amorphism, and idM has the 
usual properties of an identity morphism of L: 0 -+ N -+ M -+ P -+ O. 

The terminology that goes with module homomorphisms will be used 
for the morphisms of <t(P). In particular, "': L -+ L' is a split injection or a 
split surjection if X'" = idI, (respectively, "'X = idI,-) for some morphism 
X: L' -+ L· In this case, '" is evidently a split injection (surjection) when it 
is viewed as a module homomorphism. For split surjections the converse 
is true: if XE HomA(M',M) satisfies "'X = idM " then <PX = <p''''X = <p', 
so that X is a morphism of P-sequences and !/Ix = idI,'. It is a special case 
of this observation that '" is an isomorphism in (f(P) if and only if it is a 
module isomorphism. 

Lemma. Let L: 0 -+ N -+ M -~ P -+ 0 be a P-sequence. Suppose that N = 

EB~=l Qi' Denote Mi = M/Li#<i Qi' IV; = N/Li#<i Qj' with 1ti : M -+ Mi the 
natural projection homomorphism. 

(i) 1ti l Qi: Qi -+ IV; is an isomorphism. 
(ii) There is a unique surjective homomorphism <Pi: Mi -+ P such that <Pi1ti = 

<p, and Ker <Pi = IV;. Thus, 

L: 0 -+ IV; -+ M; ~ P -+ 0 
; 

is a P-sequence and 1t; : L -+ Li is a morphism in <t(P). 
(iii) IfLi is spUt for I ~ i ~ r, then L is spUt. 

PROOF. The assertion (i) is obvious, and (ii) follows from definitions and 
the facts that 1t; and <p are surjective, and Ker1t; = Li#<iQi S;;; N = Ker<p. 
To prove (iii), suppose that all Li are split, say X;: Mi -+ IV; are homo
morphisms such that xillV; = idN;· Let "i: Qi -+ N be the injection homo
morphisms that go with the decomposition N = EB~=l Qi' Define X = 
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L~=l "i(1tiIQr1Xi1ti E HomA(M,N). If U E Qi' then 1ti(U) E N; and 1tiu) = 0 
for j :F i. Thus, X(u) = "i(1tiIQi)-lXi1tiU = "i(1tiIQi)-l1tiU = "iU = u. Since 
X is a homomorphism and N = Lr=l Qi' it follows that xlN = idN • Thus, 
L is split. 0 

Let L: 0 ~ N ~ M ~ P ~ 0 be a P-sequence. We will say that L is 
simple if L is not split, and N is an indecomposable A-module. The motive 
for this choice of terminology is the analogy with Schur's Lemma that will 
emerge from Corollary 7.4a. 

Proposition. If PE 9RA and P is not projective, then there is a simple P
sequence. 

PROOF. Since P is finitely generated, there is a finitely generated free A
module M and a surjective homomorphism 4J: M ~ P. Let N = Ker 4J. 
Then L: 0 ~ N ~ M ~ P ~ 0 is a P-sequence, and L cannot be split: 
otherwise, P would be a summand of M, hence projective. It follows from 
the lemma that there is an indecomposable summand Q of N and a sub
module M' of M such that L': 0 ~ Q ~ M' 4>IM', P ~ 0 is not split. Thus, 
L' is a simple P-sequence. 0 

EXERCISES 

I. Let L: 0 - N - M - P - 0 and L': 0 - N' - M' - P - 0 be P-sequences, and 
suppose that t/!: L - L' is amorphism. Prove the following statements. 

(a) If t/! is not injective (as a module homorphism), then there exist distinct 
morphisms X and x' from the P-sequence LI!: 0 - N EB Ker t/! - M EB Ker t/! HIlO, 

P - 0 to L such that t/!X = t/!X'· 
(b) If t/! is not surjective, then there exist distinct morphisms 0 and 0' from L' 

to the P-sequence L"': 0 - M'/Imt/! - PEB (M'/Imt/!) id,E9~ P - 0 such that 
Ot/! = O't/!. 

This exercise shows that the monomorphisms of G:(P) coincide with the injective 
homomorphisms, and the epimorphisms of G:(P) coincide with the surjective homo
morphisms. 

2. Let A be an algebra, and suppose that 
K I/> 

O-Q -M -P-O 
lx ! '" ! ia. (I) 

o - Q' - M' - P - 0 
K' 1/>' 

is a commutative diagram of right A-modules with exact rows. Map 0: Q' EB M - M' 
byO(v,w) = /C'(v) + t/!(w).ProvethatOisasurjectiveA-modulehomomo~hismwith 
KerB = ((X(u), -/C(u»: U E Q}. Conversely, prove that if 0 - Q ~ M - P - 0 is 
a short exact sequence of right A-modules, and if x: Q - Q' is a homomorphism, 
then there is a right A-module M' and module homomorphisms /C': Q' - M', 
4>': M' - P, t/!: M - M' such that the resulting diagram (I) is commutative and 
has exact rows. Moreover, the sequence 
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L': 0 --+ Q' --+ M' --+ P --+ 0 
K' </>' 

is unique to within the equivalence relation defined by 

~, ~ ~": 0 --+ Q' --+ M" --+ P --+ 0 
L.. L.. /c" </>" 

if there is an isomorphism 0: M' --+ M" such that K" = OK' and q,' = q,"0, that is, 

)'f M' '" 
Q' ! 9 P 

'" M" )'f 

commutes. (However, the homomorphisrn'" in (1) is not unique. It can be modified 
by adding K'Oq" 0 E HomA(P,Q').) 

7.4. Simple Sequences 

In tbis section we develop properties of simple P-sequences. It is convenient 
to introduce the notation 'iY(P) for the class of all simple P-sequences, where 
PE ID'lA' If Pis not projective, then 'iY(P) #- 0 by Proposition 7.3. 

Short 5-Lemma. Let 
, 

Ni -+ Mi -+ Pi -+ 0 
"'! 9! "'! 

o -+ N2 -+ M 2 -+ P2 

be a commutative diagram of module homomorphisms that has exact rows. 

(i) If cp and t/I are injective, then () is injective. 
(ii) If cp and t/I are surjective, then () is surjective. 

Tbis standard result can be proved easily by a diagram chase; this project 
is suggested as an Exercise. It is also a corollary of the "snake lemma" 
that will be proved in Section 11.3. 

'" ~ Lemma a. Let L: 0 -+ N -+ M -+ P -+ 0 and L': 0 -+ Q -+ M' -+ P -+ 0 
be P-sequences, with L' simple. Ift/l: L -+ L' is amorphism, then t/lIN #- O. 

PROOF. If t/lIN = 0, then Kercp = N ~ Kert/l, so that t/I factors through 
cp: t/I = (}cp for some () E HomA(P,M'). Consequently, cp'(}cp = cp't/I = cp, 
and cp'(} = idp because cp is surjective. Since simple sequences are not 
split, tbis conclusion is a contradiction. 0 

Corollary a. If L E 'iY(P) and t/I: L -+ L is amorphism, then t/I is an iso
morphism. 
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PROOF. Let I: 0 --+ Q --+ M --+ P --+ 0, with Q indecomposable. If ljI is not 
an isomorphism, then ljI I Q is not an isomorphism by the Short 5-Lemma. 
It would then follow from Proposition 7.2 that ljImlQ = (ljIIQ)m = 0 if 
m ~ 21(Q), which contradicts the lemma. 0 

It will clarify our discussion if we introduce a pre-ordering relation on 
the class '!J(P). Write I ~ I' ifthere is a morphism ofI to I'. The relation 
~ is transitive because the composition of morphisms is amorphism, and 
the identity morphism on L secures reflexivity: L ~ I· 

Corollary b. /fI and I' are in '!J(P), then L ~ I' and I' ~ I if and only 
ifI ~ I' (that is, I is isomorphie to I')· 

PROOF. If there exist morphisms ljI: I --+ L' and ljI': I' --+ I, then by 
Corollary a, ljIljI' and ljI'ljI are isomorphisms. Thus, ljI and ljI' are isomor
phisms. The converse is obvious. 0 

The proof shows that if I ~ I', then every morphism from L to I' is 
an isomorphism. 

A simple P-sequence I will be called minimal if I is minimal in '!J(P) 
with respect to ~. In other words, I ~ I' implies L' ~ I; or, by Corollary 
b, L ~ L' implies I ~ I'· 

Corollary c. /f I E '!J(P), then I is minimal if and only if every morphism 
from I to some L' E '!J(P) is an isomorphism. 

PROOF. If I is minimal and ljI: I --+ I' is amorphism, then I ~ I', and 
ljI is an isomorphism by the remark after the proof of Corollary b. The 
converse is obvious. 0 

There is a useful analogue of Corollary c for morphisms to P-sequences 
that are not simple. 

Lemma b. Let I E '!J(P) be minimal, and suppose that I' E <f(P). /fI' is not 
spUt, then every morphism from I to I' is a spUt injeetion. 

PROOF. Since I' is not split, it follows from Lemma 7.3 that there is a mor
phi sm ljI': I' --+ I", where L" E '!J(P). If ljI: L --+ L' is amorphism, then 
ljI' ljI: L --+ I" is an isomorphism by Corollary c. If X = (ljI' ljI) -lljl', then 
xljI = idI, so that ljI is a split injection. 0 

The fact that minimal, simple P-sequences exist is important. When A 
has bounded representation type, the existence question is easily settled. 
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Lemma c. Assume that the representation type of A is bounded by n. Every 
totally ordered subset of'ls(P) has at most 2n isomorphically distinct members. 

PRooF. For O::;;j::;; m, let L: 0 -+ Qj -+ ~ -+ P -+ 0 be a simple P
sequence. Assurne that for each j > 0, tjJj: L -+ L-1 is a morphism that 
is not an isomorphism. By the Short 5-Lemma, tjJjlQi' is not an isomor~hism, 
and (tjJ1IQ1)(tjJ2IQ2)'" (tjJmIQm) = (tjJ1tjJ2 ... tjJm) Qm =f. 0 accordmg to 
Lemma a. Since each Qi is indecomposable and the representation type of 
A is bounded by n, it follows that I(Q) ::;; n for 0 ::;; j ::;; m. Therefore, 
m < 2n by Lemma 7.2b. 0 

Proposition. Assume that A has bounded representation type. lf I E 'ls(P), 
then there is a minimal I' E 'ls(P) such that I ~ I'· 

This result is an obvious consequence of Lemma c. 

EXERCISE 

Prove the Short 5-Lemma. 

7.5. Almost Split Sequences 

An almost spUt sequence is a simple P-sequence I: 0 -+ Q -+ M ! P -+ 0 
such that P is indecomposable and if tjJ: N -+ Pis a module homomorphism 
that is not split surjective, then tjJ factors through cjJ; that is, tjJ = cjJx for 
some XE HomA(N,M). This last condition can be expressed as a diagram 
that is analogous to the characterization of projectivity: 

N 
V!I/I 

M -+ P -+ O. 
4> 

Proposition. Let PE 91A , and suppose that I: 0 -+ Q -+ M! P -+ 0 is a 
simple P-sequence. The following conditions are equivalent. 

(i) I is an almost spUt sequence. 
(ii) lfI' E ''ls(P), then I' ~ I· 

(iii) I is minimal in 'ls(P). 

PRooF. Assurne that I is an almost split sequence. If 

I': 0 -+ Q' -+ M' ! P -+ 0 

is simple, then cjJ' is not a split surjection, and there is a homomorphism 
X: M' -+ M such that cjJ' = cjJX· Thus, X is a morphism from I' to I, that 
is, I' ~ I. It is clear that (ii) is at least as strong as condition (iii). Assurne 
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that L is minimal. Let l/I: N -t P be a homomorphism that is not a split 
surjection. Define <jJ': M EB N -t P by <jJ'(u,v) = <jJ(u) + l/I(v). Plainly, <jJ' 
is surjective. However, <jJ' is not split. Otherwise, there is a homomorphism 
X': P-t MEBN such that <jJ'X' = idp ' say X'(w) = (Xl(W),X2(W», where 
Xl E HomA(P,M) and Xz E HomA(P,N). It follows from the definition of 
<jJ' that idp = <jJXl + l/IXz. Since P is indecomposable, we conclude from 
Proposition 5.2 and Corollary 5.3 that one of <jJXl or l/IXz is a unit. In these 
cases, Xl(<jJXl)-l splits <jJ, or l/I is surjective and is split by Xz(l/IXZ)-l. Both 
options contradict the assumptions that <jJ and l/I are not split surjections. 
Denote L = Ker<jJ', and 

4>' L': ° -t L -t M EB N -t P -t 0. 

By the definition of <jJ', the injection K: M -t M EB N satisfies <jJ'K = <jJ, so 
that K: L -t L' is amorphism. By Lemma 7.4b, K is a split injection. That 
is, there is a morphism e: L' -t L such that eK = idr.. Define X: N -t M 
by xCv) = e(O,v) for v E N. The definitions of X and (1/ give 

<jJX(v) = <jJe(O,v) = <jJ'(O,v) = l/I(v), 

since e is amorphism. Therefore L is an almost split sequence. 0 

Corollary. lf the algebra A has bounded representation type, and PE 91A is 
not projective, then there is a P-sequence L such that L is an almost split 
sequence. Moreover, L is unique to within an isomorphism in the category 
G:(P). 

PROOF. Since Pis not projective, !j(P) is not empty. Proposition 7.4 guar
antees that !j(P) contains a minimal sequence L; and L is an almost split 
sequence by the proposition, because Pis indecomposable. Moreover, the 
proposition shows that a minimal member of !j(P) is a minimum, so that 
L is unique to within isomorphism by Corollary 7.4b. 0 

EXERCISE 

LetO --+ Q --+ M! P --+ Obeanalmostsplitsequence. Supposethat8E RomA(Q,N) 
is not a split injection. Prove that there exists XE RomA(M,N) such that xlQ = 8. 
Rint. Let L = {(8(w),-w): wEQ}ES(NEBM), M' = (NEBM)/L with n: NEB 
M --+ M' the projection homomorphism. Define 1jJ: M --+ M' by ljJ(v) = n(O,v), and 
A: N --+ M' by A(U) = n(u,O). Show thatthere is a surjective homomorphism 4>': M' --+ P 
such that 4>'n(u,v) = 4>(v), and Ker4>' = A(N). Prove that 1jJ: L --+ L' is amorphism, 
where L' is the P-sequence 

<1>' o --+ A(N) --+ M' --+ P --+ O. 

Show that A is injective, and A8w = IjJw for W E Q. Use the hypothesis that 8 is not split 
to show that ljJ is not split injective. Deduce from Lemma 7.4b that I' is split, say 
,: M' --+ A(N) satisfies ,IA(N) = id)'(N)' Prove that X = r 1 ,1jJ: M --+ N is the desired 
homomorphism. 
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The development that has been presented in Sections 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5 
can be dualized in the categorical sense (that is, reverse the arrows). The 
exercise (together with its dual) shows that the concept of an almost split 
sequence is self dual. 

Our discussion of almost split sequences has only scratched the surface 
of an area of active current research. Auslander and Reiten have proved 
the existence of almost split sequences under hypotheses that are far more 
general than those ofthe corollary in this section. Moreover, they have given 
alternative characterizations of these sequences, and made considerable 
progress toward an understanding of their structure. Basic references on 
these topics are the papers [14] and [15]. 

7.6. Almost Split Extensions 

If P is projective, then there are no simple P-sequences. In particular, no 
almost split sequence can terminate with a projective module. This defect 
can be remedied by broadening our definition. It will avoid confusion if the 
terminology is also modified. 

Let P E 91 A. An almost spUt extension of Pis a homomorphism <p: M ~ P 
such that 0 ~ Ker <p ~ M !. P ~ 0 is an almost split sequence if P is not 
projective, and <p is injective and Im<p = P J (A) if P is projective. An 
alternative definition of almost split extensions is given in Exercise I. Two 
extensions of P, say <p: M ~ P and <p': M' ~ P are isomorphie if there is 
an isomorphism I/!: M ~ M' such that <p'I/! = <p. Isomorphism of extensions 
is obviously an equivalence relation. 

Proposition a. Assume that A is a right Artinian algebra with bounded repre
sentation type. If P is a fmitely genera ted, indecomposable A-module, then 
there is an almost spUt extension <p: M ~ P of P that is unique to within 
isomorphism. Ifl/! E HomA(N,P) is a module homomorphism that is not spUt 
surjective, then there is a homomorphism X: N ~ M such that I/! = <PX. 

PROOF. If Pis not projective, then the existence and uniqueness statement 
reformulates Corollary 7.5. If P is projective, then the existence and unique
ness of<p: M ~ Pis obvious from the definition of an almost split extension. 
The second assertion of the proposition is part of the definition of almost 
split sequences in case Pis not projective. If Pis projective, then I/! cannot be 
surjective. Therefore, Iml/! !;;; PJ(A) by Corollary 6.3b. Consequently, 
since <p is injective with image PJ(A), it follows that X = <p-1l/! E HomA 

(N,M), and <Px = I/!. 0 

It is possible to construct indecomposable A-modules from almost split 
extensions. The process is not effective, using the tools of the theory that 
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are now available. However, the construction is powerful enough to provide 
a proof of the First Brauer-Thrall Conjecture. 

For each non-empty subclass V of in ... , denote by I(V) the collection of 
all Q E in ... such that either Q ~ P for some P E V, or there is an almost split 
extension M --+ P with P E V and Q is isomorphie to a direct summand of 
M. Define classes liv) ~ in ... by induction on k according to the conditions. 

(1) 

When V is the class ofall simple A-modules, we will write Ik for liv). 
Several obvious consequences of these definitions are worth recording: 

V = lo(V) ~ 11(V) ~ 12 (V) ~ ... ; • 

-4(Ik(V)) = -4+k(V) for all I and k. 

(2) 

(3) 

Proposition b. For all k, the number of isomorphism c1asses of modules in Ik 

isfinite. 

PROOF. It suffices to observe that if the number of isomorphism classes of 
modules in some V ~ in ... is finite, then the number ofisomorphism classes 
of modules in I(V) is also finite. This fact is a consequence of the Krull
Schmidt Theorem and the uniqueness of almost split extensions of each 
PEin .... (Note that this uniqueness holds without the assumption that A 
has bounded representation type; only Proposition 7.5 was used to show 
that almost split extensions are unique.) 0 

EXERCISES 

1. Let 4>: M -+ P and 4>': M' -+ P be extensions of P, that is, module homomorphisms. 
If there exist homomorphisms t/!: M -+ M' and t/!': M' -+ M such that 4>'t/! = 4>, 
4>t/!' = 4>', and t/!t/!' = idM " then M' -+ P is called a summand of M -+ P. The 
extension M -+ P is indecomposable if it has no summand other than 0 -+ P and 
the extensions M' -+ P that are isomorphie to M -+ P. Prove that the module 
homomorphism 4>: M -+ P is an almost split extension of P if and only if: 

(i) P is indecomposable; 
(ii) 4> is not an isomorphism; 
(iii) 4>: M -+ P is indecomposable; 
(iv) if t/!: N -+ Pis not a split surjection, then there exists X E HomA(N,M) such 

that 4>x = t/!. Hint. First show that if 4>: M -+ 4>(M) splits, then 4> is injective. Use 
this result, together with (i), (iii), and (iv), to show that if Pis projective, then 4> is 
injective and Im 4> = PJ(A). Show that if P is not projective, then (iv) implies that 
4> is surjective. Use Lemma 7.3 and (iv) to obtain a commutative diagram 

<P 
0-+ Ker4> -+ M -+ P -+ 0 

H \10Hz 11 

o -+ Q -+ M' -+ P -+ 0 
<P' 

with exact rows, Q indecomposable, and the bottom sequence is not split. Note 
that idM , - t/!X maps M' to Q, and this homomorphism cannot map Q isomorphically 
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to itself since 0 --+ Q --+ M' --+ P --+ 0 does not split. Deduce that idM , - t/lx is 
nilpotent, from which it follows that t/lt/I' = idM , for some t/I': M' --+ M such that 
4Jt/I' = 4J'. The indecomposability of M --+ P yields the desired result that 0 --+ Ker 4J 
--+ M --+ P --+ 0 is an almost split sequence. 

2. Assume that N is a direct summand of the A-module M. Prove that if EA(M) is 
right Artinian (Noetherian), then EA(N) is right Artinian (respectively, Noetherian). 
Hint. Let 1t E HomA(M,N) and K E HomA(N,M) satisfy 1tK = idN • For each right 
ideal K ofEA(N), denote K* = KKHomA(M,N). Show that K 1--+ K* is an inc1usion 
preserving, injective mapping from the lattice of right ideals of EA(N) to the lattice 
ofright ideals ofEA(M); in fact, 1tK*K = K. 

3. Let A be a right Artinian algebra with finite representation type. Prove that if 
ME 9JlA, then EA(M) is right Artinian. Hint. Let PI' ... , Pk be a set ofrepresenta
tives of the isomorphism c1asses of finitely generated, indecomposable right A
modules. For 1 :0; i :0; k, let 4Ji: Mi --+ 1'; be an almost split extension. Denote 
N = MI EB '" EB Mk EB PI EB ... EB Pk • Use Exercise 2 above, and Exercise 3 
of Section 3.1 to prove that it suffices to show that EA(N) is Artinian. Let N = QI 
EB ... EB Q/ be a decomposition of N into indecomposable modules, with corre
sponding projections 1tr: N --+ Qr and injections Kr: Qr --+ N. It can be assumed that 
Qr ~ PaIr) for a suitable mapping a: {I, ... , I} --+ {I, ... , k}. Let t/I E J(EA(N)). 
Use Exercise 2 in Section 7.2 to prove that there exist homomorphisms Xrs E 

HomA(Qs,Ma(r») such that t/I = L.I,;r,s,;/ Kr4Ja(rjPa(rjAa(rjXrs1ts, where Pi: N --+ Mi' 
Ai: Mi --+ N are the projections and injections associated with the decomposition 
N = MI EB ... EB Mk EB PI EB ... EB Pk • Deduce that J(EA(N)) is finitely 
generated as a right EA(N)-module, and complete the proof by using Exercise 2 of 
Section 7.2. 

7.7. Roiter's Theorem 

The tools that we need to prove the first Brauer-Thrall conjecture are now 
in our hands; they are the existence of alm ost split extensions and the 
bound on the lengths of compositions of morphisms (Corollary 7.2). U sing 
these facts, it will be possible to prove that if the representation type of A is 
bounded by n, then every indecomposable A-module belongs to /2" where 
/k denotes the subc1ass of 91A that was constructed in Section 7.6. Since the 
number of isomorphism c1asses of modules in each /k is finite, this conc1usion 
yields the Brauer-Thrall Conjecture. 

Here is an outline of the proof of this result. The key lemma shows that 
if P and Q are indecomposable modules such that Q ~ /k(P), then there is a 
non-zero homo mo rphi sm from Q to P that is a composition Xl ... Xk with 
each Xi a non-isomorphism between indecomposable modules. This result 
is obtained by induction on k, using the existence of almost split extensions 
to take the induction step. By Corollary 7.2, such a composition can exist 
only if k < 2n• The theorem follows easily from this observation. As a 
technical device in the existence proof, we introduce a modified version of 
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the trace module Tr(Q,P) = L {cI>(Q): cl> E HomA(Q,P)} of Q in P: instead 
of using all homomorphisms to define this submodule of P, the sum is 
restricted to those cI>(Q) such that cl> is a composition Xl ... Xk des.cribed 
above. The existence of a non-zero composition is plainly equivalent to the 
non-vanishing ofthis modified trace. We now give the details ofthe proof. 

Let P, Q E 91A. For k < w, denote by Dk(Q,P) the set ofhomomorphisms 
cl> E HomA(Q,P) such that there is a sequence 

Q = Qk+l lu) Qk -+ ... -+ Ql ~ Qo = P 

in which all of the modules Qi are indecomposable, the homomorphisms 
Xi are not isomorphisms, and cl> = XIX2 ... Xk+l. This definition has two 
consequences. 

If Q '* P, then Do(Q,P) = HomA(Q,P). (1) 

If the representation type of A is bounded by n, 
then Dk(Q,P) consists of the zero homomorphism (2) 
for all k ~ 2n - 1. 

The statement (1) is obvious from the definition of Do(Q,P), and (2) is a 
reformulation of Corollary 7.2. 

The modified trace module is defined for k < w by Tk(Q,P) = L {cI>(Q): 
cl> E Dk(Q,P)}. The properties (1) and (2) translate to: 

1',.(Q,P) < Tr(Q,P); if Q '* P, then To(Q,P) = Tr(Q,P); (3) 

If the representation type of A is bounded by n, 
then 1',.(Q,P) = 0 for all k ~ 2n - 1. 

Another useful fact comes easily from the definition of 1',.(Q,P). 

If N, P, Q E 91A, and '" E HomA(N,P) is not an isomorphism, 
then "'(1',.(Q,N)) s 1',.+1 (Q,P). 

(4) 

(5) 

Indeed, it is clear that {"'cl>: cl> E Dk(Q,N)} S Dk+l (Q,P). Hence, ",(Tr(Q,N)) 
= "'(L {cI>(Q): cl> E Dk(Q,N)}) = L {"'cI>(Q): cl> E Dk(Q,N)} s L {x(Q): 
XE Dk+l (Q,P)} = 1',.+1 (Q,P). 

Lemma. Assume that A has bounded representation type. If P, Q E 91A are 
such that Q rt Ik+l (P), then Tk(Q,P) = Tr(Q,P). 

PROOF. Induce on k. If k = 0, then the hypothesis Q rt Ik+l (P) includes the 
condition Q '* P. Thus, To(Q,P) = Tr(Q,P) by (3). Assurne that k ~ 1 and 
the lemma holds for k - 1. Our objective is to show that if'" E HomA(Q,P), 
then "'(Q) s Tk(Q,P). It will then follow that Tr(Q,P) = L {tP(Q): tP E 

HomA(Q,P)} S Tk(Q,P), which implies that Tk(Q,P) = Tr(Q,P) by (3). 
Since Q '* P, the homomorphism tP is not an isomorphism. Therefore, tP 
is not a split surjection, because Q is indecomposable. This observation 
enables us to use the machinery of almost split extensions. Let cI>: M -+ P be 
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an almost split extension of P. The existence of<p is guaranteed by Proposi
tion 7.6a. Write M = P1 EB ... EB Pr with each Pi indecomposable. 
Denote the projection and injection homomorphisms that are associated 
with this decomposition by 1ri : M --+ Pi and Ki: Pi --+ M. We will use the 
identity L~=l Ki1ri = idM and the fact that <PKi is not an isomorphism. 
(Otherwise, Ki(<pK)-l E HomA(P,M) splits <p, which is contrary to the 
definition of an almost split extension.) Note also that Q ~ Ik(PJ In fact, 
P; E 11 (P) by construction; therefore, Q E Ik(Pi) would imply that Q E Ik+1 (P) 
by (3) of Section 7.6, which is contrary to the assumption of the lemma. By 
the induction hypothesis, Tr(Q,P) = Tk- 1 (Q,PJ Since tjJ E HomA(Q,P) is 
not a split surjection, there is a homomorphism x: Q --+ M such that tjJ = 
<PX. Therefore, 

r r 

tjJ(Q) = <PX(Q) = L <PKi1riX(Q) s;; L <pKi(Tr(Q,P)) 
i=l i=l 

r 

= L <pKJTk- 1 (Q,Pi)) s;; Tk(Q,P) 
i=l 

by (5). As we observed earlier, this inc1usion proves the lemma. 0 

Proposition. If the representation type of the right Artinian algebra A is 
bounded by n, then Im = 'RAfor alt m 2:: 2n• 

PROOF. Let Q E 'RA. Since Q is right Noetherian, there is a maximal sub
module N ofQ. Let Pbe the simple module Q/N. Plainly, Tr(Q,P) = P '" o. 
Thus, by (4), Tk(Q,P) '" Tr(Q,P) if k + 1 2:: 2n• The lemma gives the 
desired conc1usion that Q E Im(P) s;; Im for m = k + 1 2:: 2n• 0 

Theorem (Roiter, Auslander, Brauer, Thrall). A right Artinian algebra of 
bounded representation type has finite representation type. 

The theorem is a consequence of the proposition and Proposition 7.6b. 

EXERCISE 

Let A be a finite dimensional F-algebra. Prove that the following conditions are 
equivalent. 

(a) A has finite representation type for right A-modules. 
(b) A has finite representation type for left A-modules. 
(c) There exists n E N such that l(socP) $ n for all PE 9lA • 

(d) There exists n E N such that I(PfradP) $ n for all PE 9lA • 

Hint. The equivalence of (a) and (b), and of (c) and (d) follow easily from Exercise 3, 
Section 2.7. Clearly, (a) implies (c). Assume (c). Show that there is a positive integer m 

such that I(HomF(A,socP)) $ m for all P E 9lA • Deduce from Exercise 5 ofSection 6.1 
and Exercise 1 of Section 2.7 that I(P) $ m for all P E 91 A. Apply the theorem. 
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Notes on Chapter 7 

The history of the Brauer-Thrall Conjectures was outlined in Section 7.1. 
The exposition in this chapter follows the paper [80] ofK. Yamagata, which 
in turn was based on Auslander's work in [11]. One of the essential parts 
ofthe proof, Proposition 7.2, comes from the paper [39] ofM. Harada and 
Y. Sai. The result that is outlined in the Exercise of Section 7.7 is a theorem 
of Curtis and Jans. 

Other proofs of the First Brauer-Thrall Conjecture have been given by 
M. M. Kleiner and A. V. Roiter in [53], and by S. O. Smal~. The paper [72] 
by Smal~ also gives a proof for finite dimensional F-algebras of the Sesqui
Brauer-Thrall Conjecture: ifnA(k) 2:: ~o, then nA(m) 2:: nA(k) for infinitely 
manym. 



CHAPTER 8 

Representation of Quivers 

This chapter introduces another aspect of the current research on represen
tation of algebras. This line of work began with the papers [34J and [35J 
of P. Gabriel. He gave an explicit construction of the indecomposable 
modules for certain finite dimensional F-algebras. The most surprising part 
of Gabriel's result is a link between the representation theory of algebras 
and the Dynkin diagrams that occur in the study of semisimple Lie algebras. 
This relation between associative and Lie algebras was darified by Bernstein, 
Gel'fand and Ponomarev in [18J; they showed that many algebraic problems 
can be formulated as questions about the representations of quivers. The 
characterization of finite representation type for certain associative algebras 
and the structure theory of semisimple Lie algebras are such problems. 

Our aim in this chapter is to convey the flavor ofthis exciting new develop
ment in representation theory. It can serve as an introduction to a growing 
literature on the representation of quivers and related matrix problems. 

8.1. Constructing Modules 

We begin this chapter by introducing a dass of algebras that have very 
simple structure and representation theories. In fact, it will be possible to 
give an explicit construction of the finite dimensional indecomposable 
modules for the algebras of this dass. The difficulty arises in trying to 
characterize the isomorphism dasses of indecomposable modules. That 
problem will occupy our attention throughout the rest of the chapter. 

The results that are obtained in this chapter fall short of characterizing 
finite dimensional algebras that have finite representation types. That 
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problem has not yet been solved. However, by combining the theorem that 
will be proved here with Theorem 6.7, a result from Morita Theory (Proposi
tion 9.6), and the Wedderburn Principal Theorem, we will arrive in Section 
11.8 at a characterization of the algebras of finite representation type in a 
fairly natural class of algebras. 

It is useful to introduce notation that will be kept throughout the chapter. 
Let r = (V,E) be a quiver, that is, a finite directed graph, with vertex set 
V = {I, 2, ... , r}. As usual, F denotes a field. Later it will be assumed that 
Fis infinite. 

To define the class of algebras that provide the motif for the chapter, 
let A be a commutative, semisimple F-algebra with a basis consisting of the 
orthogonal idempotent elements e l' e 2' ... , er : 

A = e 1FEBe2 FEB .. · EBerF,eiej = c5ijei>L~=lei = I A • (1) 

We wish to attach a radical to A. Let N denote the F-space with the basis 
{wij: (i,j) E E}, whereEis theedge set ofthe quiver r. As an algebra (without 
unity) in its own right, N is given the zero multiplication. Thus, if N is to be 
the radical of an algebra for which A is the semisimple quotient, then N will 
be a left and right A-module. Explicitly, the module and ring structure on N is 
defined by 

(2) 

Lemma a. Let Br = B = N EB A be endowed with the multiplication defined 
on the basis {ei: i E v} U {Wij: (i,j) E E} by (l) and (2). Then B is an F-algebra 
with unity element IB = lA' J(B) = N, and BIJ(B) ~ A. The elements 
e l' e 2' ... , erform a complete set of primitive idempotents with corresponding 
principal indecomposable modules P; = eiB = eiFEB EBj{WijF: (i,j) E E}. 
The mapping i ~ ei defines a graph isomorphism ofr to r(E). The lattice I(B) 
of ideals of B is distributive. 

PROOF. The only non-zero products of three basis elements have the form 
ei(eiei) = (eiei)ei, ei(wije) = (eiwij)ej, (eiei)wij = ei(eiwi), or wij(eje) = 
(wije)ej. Thus, Bis associative. It is clear from (l) and (2) that 1 Ais the unity 
element of B. By (2), N is an ideal of B such that N 2 = 0, and BI N ~ A is 
semisimple. Thus, J(B) = N. Using (1) and IB = e1 + e2 + ... + er' we 
obtain B = e1 BEB e2 B EB ... EB erB. Since eiBleiJ(B) = eiF is simple in 
A, it follows that eß is a principal indecomposable module. Thus, 
ep e2 , ••• , er is a complete set of primitive idempotents in B. Plainly, 
eiJ(B)ej = ° if (i,j) f/: E, and eiJ(B)ej = wijFif (i,j) E E. Therefore, i ~ ei is 
an isomorphism ofr to r(B). To prove that I(B) is distributive, it is sufficient 
by Proposition 4.6 to show that the lattice of sub-bimodules of J(B) is 
distributive; in other words, S(N) is distributive, when N is viewed as an 
A-bimodule. By (2), N = EB(i.i)EE wijFis a decomposition of N into a direct 
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sum ofsimple A-bimodules; and wijF ~ wklFas bimodules only ifi = k and 
j = I: ei(wijF)ej 1= 0 implies ej(wkIF)ej 1= 0, so that i = k andj = I. Thus, by 
Corollary 2.4c (generalized to bimodules by means ofProposition 10.1), S(N) 
is distributive. 0 

The algebra B = Br that is described in the lemma depends only on the 
quiver r. Conversely, r is recovered from B in the form of r(B). The lemma 
therefore shows that every quiver can be realized as r(B) for a suitable finite 
dimensional F-algebra B. 

Since I(B) is distributive, the possibility that B has finite representation 
type is not exc1uded by Theorem 6.7. It will turn out, however, that the 
representation type of B is finite only when r satisfies certain restrictions. 

If M is a finitely generated right B-module, then M is a finite dimensional 
F-space, because B is finite dimensional. For 1 :::;; i:::;; r, denote Mi = Mei. 
Clearly, M j is a subspace of M, and an elementary calculation based on (1) 
proves that M = MI EB M2 EB ... EB M,. Moreover, ei acts as the zero 
mapping on Mk for each k 1= i, and as the identity on Mi' If (i,j) E E, then 
Mkwij = 0 for k 1= i, and Miwij = Miwijej S;;; ~ by (2). Thus, the scalar 
multiplication of wij on M is uniquely determined by a linear mapping l/Ijj of 
Mi to~: l/Iiu) = UWij for U E Mi' 

For 1 :::;; i:::;; r, denote Mil = {u E M j: uJ(B) = O}.Plainly, Mil is a 
subspace of Mi' Since J(B)2 = 0, Mj n M J(B) is a subspace of M il . In 
particular, l/IiMj) S;;; ~l for all i and j. Denote MiO = M;/ M il . Since the 
kernel of l/Iij inc1udes Mil , it follows that l/Iij induces a linear mapping <Pij of 
MiO to ~l by the rule <Pij(u + Mil ) = l/Iij(u) = uWij' If U E Mi' then uJ(B) = 0 
ifand only ifuwij = 0 for 1 :::;; j :::;; r. Thus, for 1 :::;; i:::;; r, 

n Ker <Pij = 0, (3) 
j 

where the intersection is over {j: (i,j) E E}. 
This process can be reversed to show that the data {MiQ , M il : 1 :::;; i :::;; r}, 

{<pij: (i,j) E E} can be used to construct a finite dimensional B-module. 

Lemma b. Let {MjQ: 1 :::;; i :::;; r} and {Mil : 1 :::;; i:::;; r} be sets of finite 
dimensional F-spaces; assume that {<pij: (iJ) E E} is a set of linear mappings, 
<Pij: MiO - ~l' such that the condition (3) is satisfied. Define Mj = MiO EB Mil 

and M = EBi=1 Mi' Then M is a right B-module with scalar operations: 

uej = ufor U E Mi' uej = Ofor u E Mj andj 1= i; 
UWkj = 0 for U E Mil , k and j arbitrary; 
UWkj = Ofor U E MiO , k 1= i, and UWij = <piu) 
Jor UE MiO • 

(4) 

Moreover, Mi = Mej, Mil = {U E Mi: uJ(B) = O}, MiO ~ M;/Mil , and the 
linear mapping of M;/Mil to ~l induced by the scalar multiplication by Wij is 
U + Mil H <Pij(U)' 
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PROOF. The conditions (4) extend by linearity to scalar operations on M by 
the elements of B. The two distributive laws for module operations follow 
from the nature ofthis extension process and linearity of <Pij. The associative 
law of scalar multiplication is a consequence of (1) and (2), together with the 
fact that J(B) maps L~=l MiO to L~=l Mil , and annihilates L~=l Mil . Finally, 
ul B = ufor all u E Mby (I) and (4). The only part ofthe last statement ofthe 
lemma that is not a direct consequence of (4) is the assertion that Mn = 
{u E Mj: uJ(B) = O}. This equality follows from the hypothesis that 
{<pij: (i,j) E E} satisfies (3). 0 

Lemma b gives a recipe for constructing all B-modules from data con
sisting of a set of vector spaces and linear mappings between some of these 
spaces. It is natural to ask how the data reflect homomorphisms of modules. 

Let 0: M -+ M' be a homomorphism of finitely generated B-modules. 
Then O(MeJ = O(M)e j S;;; M' ej, so that Oj = 0IMj is a linear mapping from 
Mj to M;. Moreover, eil = OjlMil maps to M;l' and induces a linearmapping 
0iO: MiO -+ M(o· For (i,j) E E, let <Pij: MiO -+ ~l' and <P;j: M(o -+ Mj!> 
denote the mappings induced by wij. If u + Mil E MiO , then 0jl <Pij(u + Mil ) 

= O(uwij) = O(u)wij = <P;ßiO(U + Mil ); hence, 0jl<Pij = <p;Ao. Conversely, 
every system of linear mappings satisfying this commutativity property 
comes from a module homomorphism. 

Lemma c. Let {OiO: I ~ i ~ r} and {Oil: I ~ i ~ r} be sets of linear mappings 
0iO: MiO -+ M;o, Ojl : M il -+ M;l such that if(i,j) E E, then 

0jl <Pij = <p;Ao. (5) 

Then there is aB-module homomorphism 0: M -+ M' such that eil = ° I Mil , 

and 0iO(U + Mj) = O(u) + Milfor all u E Mj. The mappings 0iO and eil are all 
isomorphisms if and only if () is an isomorphism. 

PROOF. Define linear mappings Oj: Mj -+ M( so that 

o -+ M il -+ M j -+ M iO -+ 0 
out 0, t o/Ot 

o -+ M(l -+ M; -+ M(o -+ 0 

commutes. This is possible because short exact sequences of vector spaces 
split. IfuEMj, then (5) yie1ds O/uwij) = O/~(u + Mn» = <P;/OiO(U + Mil» 
= <P:j(Oj(u) + M(l) = Oj(u)wjj . Thus, 0= 01 ~ O2 EB ... EB O,is aB-module 
homomorphism of M to M'. If 0iO and Ojl are isomorphisms, so is Oj by the 
Short Five-Lemma. It follows easily that ° is an isomorphism if and only if all 
of the 0iO and eil are isomorphisms. 0 

A minor precaution is in order. Lemma c is an existence theorem; the 
homomorphism ° is generally not unique, and there is no standard construc
tion of this mapping. 
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EXERCISES 

I. Prove that Er is local if and only if I Vi = I, and Er is simple if and only if I Vi = I 
and lEI = o. 

2. Prove that Er is commutative if and only if every edge of r is a loop, that is, (i,j) E E 
implies i = j. 

3. Let r be such that I Vi = lEI = 1. Prove that the isomorphism c1asses of Er-modules 
are in one-to-one correspondence with the pairs (m,n) of non-negative integers 
such that m ::;; n. Hint. If M is the module corresponding to the data ({M10' M ll }, 
{tPll}) in Lemma b, assign to Mthe pair (dimFM10 ' dimFM ll ). 

8.2. Representation ofQuivers 

The results of Section 8.1 suggest that it may be useful to isolate and study 
certain structures that are associated with quivers. We now begin that 
project. 

Throughout this chapter, r = (V,E) denotes a quiver whose vertex set is 
V = {I, 2, ... , r} for notation al convenience. As usual, Fis a field. 

Definition. An F-representation of r is a pair (M,(jJ) consisting of a set 
M = {Mi: i E V} of finite dimensional F-spaces, and a set ef> = {ef>ij: (i,j) E 

E} of linear mappings ef>ij: Mi ---+ ~. 

The dass of all F-representations of r will be denoted by 9t(r) (or 9t(r ,F) 
when it is necessary to identify F). 

The dass 9t(r) is made into a category by defining a morphism f): (M,ef» 
---+ (M', ef>') to be a set {f)i: i E V} of linear mappings f)i: Mi ---+ M( such that 

Mi ~~ 
oil lOj 
M,: ;;7 M: 

'Pij J 

commutes for all pairs (i,j) E E. If f): (M,ef» ---+ (M' ,ef>') and f)': (M',ef>') ---+ 

(M",ef>") are morphisms, then so is f)'f) = {f)[f)[: i E V}; and id(M,<p) = 
{idM : i E V} is an automorphism of (M,ef». Thus, the requisities for a 
category are fulfilled. 

The sets Hom«M,ef», (M',ef>')) ofmorphisms from (M,ef» to (M',ef>') have 
an F-space structure that is defined by f)1 + f)2 = {f)1i + f)2i: i E V} and 
f)a = {f)ia: i E V}, where f)1' f)2' f) E Hom«M,ef», (M',ef>')) and a E F. A 
routine calculation establishes the commutativity conditions for f)1 + f)2 and 
(Ja, and it is dear that these operations make Hom«M,ef», (M',ef>')) an F
space. Also, it is easy to verify that composition of morphisms is bilinear. In 
particular, E(M,ef» = Hom«M,ef», (M,ef>)) is an F-algebra. The mapping 
(J ~ (Jl E8 (J2 E8 ... E8 (Jr is plainly an embedding of E(M,ef» in 
E(M1 E8 M 2 E8 ... E8 Mr), so that E(M,ef» is finite dimensional. 
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Direct sums are defined in 9t(r) by (M,<jJHIJ (M',<jJ') = (M EB M', 
<jJ EB <jJ'), where M EB M' = {Mi EB M; : i E V} and <jJ EB <jJ' = {<jJij EB <jJ;j : 
(iJ) E E}. It is easy to check that this definition of a direct sum is satisfactory 
from the standpoint of category theory. Since r is finite, and the spaces Mi 
are finite dimensional, it is obvious that every (M,<jJ) E 9t(r) can be written 
as a finite direct sum of indecomposable objects: 

(M,<jJ) = (M1,<jJl) EB (M2,<jJ2) EB· .. EB (M.,<jJ.), 

where (Mk,<jJk) -::J: (0,0), and (Mk,<jJk) = (M~,<jJ~) EB (M~',<jJ~') implies 
(M~,<jJD = (0,0) or (M; ,<jJD = (0,0) for 1 ~ k ~ s. The notation (0,0) in 
this context abbreviates the sets of zero dimensional spaces and zero 
mappings. 

The arguments of Section 5.3 can be modified to prove that (M,<jJ) is 
indecomposable if and only if E(M,<jJ) is a local algebra. The proof in 
Section 5.4 of the Krull-Schmidt Theorem can be used to show that de
composition into indecomposable objects is unique to within isomorphism. 
A fuller outline of this argument is given in the hint to Exercise 2. 

Validity of the Krull-Schmidt Theorem for the category 9t(r) makes it 
meaningful to discuss quivers of finite representation type. To be precise, a 
quiver r has finite F-representation type if there are finitely many isomor
phism c1asses of indecomposable objects in 9t(r,F); otherwise, the F
representation type of r is infinite. 

It turns out that the finiteness of the representation type of a quiver r 
doesn't depend on F. However, the proofs ofthis fact use different techniques 
for finite and infinite fields. To avoid technical complications, we will 
consider only the case in which F in infinite. Throughout the rest of this 
chapter, the standing hypothesis that Fis infinite will be in effect. Once 
this restriction is made, all references to F can be safely omitted. Our results 
are independent of F. In particular, it is permissible to use expressions such 
as "representation of r" and "finite representation type" without mention 
ofF. 

EXAMPLE. For i and k in V, define p?) = 0 if i -::J: k, and p~k) = F. For all 
(iJ) E E, let <jJij be the zero mapping from p?) to Pt). Then (p(k),O) is (obvi
ously) an indecomposable object in 9t(r). 

In fact, (p(k),O) is simple in the sense that non-zero morphisms with 
domain (p(k),O) are injective. We will call (p(k),O) the simple representation 
of rat k. Usually, 9t(r) inc1udes (categorically) simple objects that are not 
of this form. 

The notation (p(kl,O) is slightly ambiguous, since it does not hint that 
the set of zero morphisms denoted by 0 really depends on the orientation 
of r. If r' = (V',E') is a quiver such that V' = V, but E' -::J: E, then the 
simple representation (p(k),O) associated with r' is different from the 
(p(k),O) for r: in the first case, 0 = {Oij: (iJ) E E'}; for r, 0 = {Oij: (iJ) E E}. 
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In order to state the main theorem on the representation of quivers, a 
eouple of items of notation are needed. The graph associated with a quiver 
r = (V,E) will be denoted by P. Thus, P is the undireeted graph with 
vertex set V, and edge set E, but with the orientation of edges ignored; the 
ordered pairs (iJ) and (j,i) are identified. If (iJ) and (j,i) both oeeur as 
edges of r, then these ordered pairs give rise to a double edge between i 
andjin P. 

Every quiver and graph ean be represented pietorially (in an unlimited 
number of ways) by a plane geometrie figure eonsisting of direeted or 
undireeted lines between points. We will refer to sueh a figure as "the" 
diagram of r or P. For example, if r = ({1,2,3,4}, {(12),(23),(34),(43), 
(l3),(l4),(24),(33)}), then the diagram ofr is 

The diagram ofP is obtained from the diagram of r by omitting arrowheads. 
Thus, for the above example, P has the diagram 

Theorem. The quiver r has finite representation type if and only if the diagram 
of the graph Pis a disjoint union of the following diagrams. 

An • • • • • (n vertices, n ~ 1) 

Dn • • • --< (n vertices, n ~ 4) 

I E6 • • • • 
E7 • • I • • • 
Es • • I • • • • 
The diagrams in this list are familiar from the classifieation theory of 

Lie a1gebras. They are the Dynkin diagrams of the simple Lie a1gebras of 
types An' Dn, and Ek for 6 ::; k ::; 8. We will see that they arise in studying 
the representations of quivers for the same reason that they oecur in Lie 
algebra theory; they classify certain lattices of points in Euclidean spaces. 
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EXERCISES 

1. Prove that 9l(r) is an abelian category for every quiver r. In more detail, show that 
Hom«M,4», (N,"'» is an abelian group such that composition distributes across 
sums; the direct sum (M, 4» EB (N, "') is both a product and a coproduct; a morphism 
(J: (M,4» --+ (N,"') is a monomorphism (epimorphism) if and only if each (Ji is 
injective (surjective); and every morphism can be written as a composition (J'(J", 

where (J' is a monomorphism and (J" is an epimorphism. 

2. Let (M,4» be an F-representation ofthe quiver r. 
(a) Prove that E(M,4» is a finite dimensional F-algebra. 
(b) Prove that (M,4» is indecomposable ifand only ifE(M,4» is a local algebra. 

Hint. Generalize the proof of Fitting's Lemma to the category 9l(r), and use (a). 
(c) Prove that the Krull-Schmidt Theorem is valid for representations of 

quivers. Hint. U se Exercise 1 together with (b) to translate the proof of Proposition 
5.4 to the context of quivers. 

8.3. Application to Algebras 

The purpose of this section is to show how Theorem 8.2 can be used to 
determine the representation types of the algebras that were described in 
Section 8.1. 

A quiver r = (V,E) is called separated (or bi partite) if V is a disjoint 
union Vo ~ VI' and all edges begin at avertex of Vo and end on VI. That 
is, if (i,j) E E, then i E Vo and j E VI. We will call Vo the set of sourees and 
VI the set of sinks of r. If a vertex of does not lie on any edge, then it can 
be either in Vo or VI as convenience dictates. . 

Associated with any quiver r = (V,E) is the separated quiver P = 
(VS,E,), where V S = V x {O, I} and E' = {«i,0), (j, 1»: (i,j) E E}. In this 
case, Vo = {(i,O): i E V} and VI = {(i, 1): i E V}. If Bis an Artinian algebra 
with r = r(B), then the separated quiver P corresponding to r is called 
the separated quiver of B. Denote this separated quiver by P(B). 

If r is aseparated quiver with the set Vo of sources, then a representation 
(M,(jJ) of r is called redueed iffor all i E Vo, the intersection over allj such 
that (iJ) E E of Ker c/Jij is zero. For example, the simple representation 
(p(k),O) of r defined in Example 11.2 is reduced if and only if k E VI. 

Lemma a. Let r be aseparated graph with the set Vo oj sourees. Suppose that 
(M,c/J) and (M',c/J') are representations ojr. 

(i) (M,c/J) ~ (EBkevo EBnk(P(k),O» EB (N,t/!), where (N,t/!) is redueed, and 
nk = dimF(n,Kerc/Jk,)jor all k E Vo. 

(ii) (M,c/J) EB (M',c/J') is redueed if and only if(M,c/J) and (M',c/J') are both 
redueed. 

(iii) An indeeomposable representation is either redueed or it is isomorphie 
to a simple representation (p(k),O)jor some k E Vo. 
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PROOF. (i) For k E Vo, write Mk = Qk EB~, where Qk = n(k,I)EEKercf>kl' 
and let t/lkl = cf>kll ~. Since Ker cf>kl ;;2 Qk and Im cf>kl S; M, with I E VI = 
V - Vo, it is clear that cf>kl = 0kl EB t/lkl: Qk EB ~ ~ ° EB M" Hence, 
(M,cf» = (Q,O) EB (N,t/I), and (Q,O) = EBkEvo EBnkp(k). The statement (ii) 
follows from the definition of a reduced representation because n(k,l)EE 
Ker «cf> EB cf>')kl) = (n(k,l)EE Ker cf>kl) EB (n(k,l)EE Ker cf>~,), and (iii) is a con
sequence of (i) and (ii). D 

Lemma b. Let B = Br be the F-algebra that was defined in Seetion 8.1. 
There is a bijeetion between the isomorphism c/asses of jinitely generated, 
indeeomposable right B-modules, and the isomorphism c/asses of indeeom
posable representations (M, cf» of the separated quiver P(B) sueh that (M, cf» 
is not isomorphie to a simple representation of the form (p(i, 0) ,0). In partieular, 
B has finite representation type if and only if P(B) has finite representation 
type. 

PROOF. For each finitely generated right B-module M, the construction 
described in Section 8.1 yields a representation R(M) = ({MiO,Mil : 

1 ~ i ~ r}, {cf>ij: ((i,0), (j,l)) E PD ofthe separated quiver P(B). By 8.1 (3), 
R(M) is reduced. By Lemma 8.1c, every module homomorphism (): M ~ N 
gives rise to a morphism R«()) = {()iOAI: 1 ~ i ~ r} of R(M) to R(N). 
An easy calculation shows that R is a functor from the category of finitely 
generated right B-modules to 9t(P(B)). Moreover, by Lemma 8.1c, R is 
full: it maps HomaCM,N) onto Hom(R(M), R(N)). Lemmas 8.lb and c 
also show that the mapping M 1--+ R(M) carries isomorphism dasses of 
B-modules to isomorphism dasses of objects in 9t(P(B)), and every iso
morphism dass ofreduced objects in 9t(P(B)) indudes some R(M). These 
observations, together with two simple consequences of the construction 
of R(M), namely 

R(M EB M') = R(M) EB R(M'), (1) 

and 

M i= ° if and only if R(M) i= (0,0), (2) 

lead easily to the assertion ofthe lemma. In fact, if M is a finitely generated, 
indecomposable B-module, then R(M) is indecomposable: R(M) i= (0,0) 
by (2), and R(M) = (N',cf>') EB (N",cf>") implies that there are finitely gener
ated B-modules M' and M" satisfying R(M') ~ (N',cf>') and R(M") ~ 
(N",cf>"); by (1), R(M' EB M") ~ R(M), so that M ~ M' EB M", and 
M' = ° or M" = ° (hence (N',cf>') = (0,0) or (N",cf>") = (0,0)) by the 
indecomposability of M. Conversely, if M is decomposable, then so is R(M) 
by (1) and (2). D 

This lemma and Theorem 8.2 determine the representation types of the 
algebras that were discussed in Section 8.1. 
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Proposition. Let r be a quiver, and P the separated quiver that is associated 
with r. If B = Br is the F-algebra that was defined in Lemma B.la, then B 
has finite representation type if and only ifP has a diagram that is the disjoint 
union of Dynkin diagrams oftypes An' Dn, E6 , E7 , or Eg • 

In Chapter 11 we will reformulate this proposition in a more interesting 
way. 

One aspect of the proposition is worth a comment. The proof of Theorem 
8.2 that will be given in this chapter is constructive. It provides a recipe for 
making the indecomposable representations out of simple representations 
of quivers that are related to r. The process translates to an algorithm that 
constructs the indecomposable Br-modules, provided Br has finite repre
sentation type. 

EXERCISES 

1. Let B be the algebra that was constructed in Section 8.1. Prove that the isomorphism 
c1asses of simple B-modules correspond bijectively to the isomorphism c1asses of 
the simple representations (p(i.l),O) ofthe separated quiver P(B). 

2. Let r = (V,E) be a quiver. For each vertex i E V, define d~ (i) = [{j E V: (i,j) E E} [ 
and d~(i) = [{jE V: (j,i) E E}[. Let B = Br be the F-algebra that was defined in 
Section 8.1. Prove that if B has finite representation type, then d-;: (I) :s; 3, d~ (i) :s; 3, 
and d-;: (i) + d;: (I) :s; 5 for all vertices i of r. Give an example of an algebra B for 
which d-;: (I) + d;: (I) = 5, and B has finite representation type. 

3. Find all quivers r = (V,E) with V = {I, 2, 3} such that the separated quiver P 
corresponding to r has finite representation type. 

8.4. Subquivers 

In this section, we take a short step toward the proof of Theorem 8.2. Our 
first objective is to show that if the diagram of the quiver r is not a disjoint 
union of the Dynkin diagrams An' Dn and Ek (6 ~ k :s; 8), then r has 
infinite representation type; the second half of the proof establishes the 
converse of this conc1usion. 

We start with an observation that will be used several times. 

Lemma a. Let r = (V,E) be a quiver such that Jor some natural number n 
there are infinitely many isomorphism classes of representations (M,(jJ) satis

Jying LieydimFMi :s; n. Then r has infinite representation type. 

PROOF. If (M,(jJ) = (M(ll,cjPl) EB ... EB (M(sl,4>(sl), then LieydimFMi = 
L~=l LieydimFM~kl. In particular, if the M(kl are not 0, then s :s; LieY 

dimF Mi' Thus, if the number of isomorphism c1asses of indecomposable 
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representations of r is finite, then so is the total number of isomorphism 
classes of (M,(p) sueh that Lie V dimF Mi ::; n. 0 

Let r = (V,E) be a quiver. A subquiver of r is a quiver r' = (V,E') 
sueh that V' s; Vand E' s; E. For any subset V of V, there is a largest 
subquiver r ' of r that has vertex set V': r ' = (V', E!l (V' X V')). This 
maximum subquiver is ealled the full subquiver on V', and it is denoted by 
r!V. 

If r ' = (V',E') and r" = (V",E") are quivers with disjoint vertex sets, 
then r ' \:J r" = (V u V",E' u E") is a quiver that is ealled the disjoint 
union of r ' and r". Clearly, r ' = (r' \:J r")1 V and r" = (r' \:J r")!V". A 
quiver r = (V,E) is eonneeted if it is not a disjoint union of non-empty 
quivers. Thus, r is eonneeted if and only if V = V' \:J V" and V' "# 0 "# V" 
implies the existenee of i E v' andj E V" sueh that either (iJ) E E or V, i) E E. 

For vertiees k and 1 of the quiver r = (V,E), define k == 1 if k = 1 or 
there is a path in the diagram of P (eonsisting of edges from E) that joins 
k and I. It is easy to see that == is the smallest equivalenee relation on V 
that includes E. If VI' ... , v,. are the distinet equivalenee classes of ==, 
then r = (rJ VI) \:J ... \:J (r! v,.) is the unique deeomposition of r as a 
disjoint union of eonneeted subquivers. In partieular, r is eonneeted if and 
only if eaeh pair of vertices in r ean be joined by a path in the diagram of P. 

Letr' = (V'E') bea subquiverofr = (V,E).If(M,ep)isarepresentation 
of r, then the restrietion J(M,ep) = (M',ep') of (M,ep) to r ' is defined by 
M; = Mi for i E V' and ep;j = epij for (i,j) E E'. On the other hand, for eaeh 
(M',ep') E 9t(r'), define the extension s(MI,ep') = (M,ep) of(MI,ep') to r by 
Mi = M; for i E V, Mi = 0 for i E V - V; epij = epD for (iJ) E E', and 
epij = 0 for (iJ) E E - E'. Plainly, &(M',ep') = (M',ep'). The objeet maps 
J and sextend to funetors between 9t(r) and 9t(r') by putting (Mi)i = Bi 
for i E V; (SB)i = Bi for i E V, (SB)i = 0 for i E V - V'. It is easy to see 
that two objeets in 9t(r') are isomorphie if and only if their extensions to 
r are isomorphie. Moreover, (M',ep') E 9t(r') is indeeomposable if and only 
if s(MI,ep') is indeeomposable. 

Lemma b. Let r be a quiver. 

(i) If the subquiver r ' ofr has infinite representation type, then r has infinite 
representation type. 

(ii) If r = r ' \:J r", then r has finite representation type if and only if r ' 
and r" have finite representation type. 

PROOF. Let J' and J" be the restrietions of r to r ' and r" respeetively. 
Similarly, denote by s' and s" the extensions from r ' and r" to r. If(M,ep) E 

9t(r), then (M,ep) = s' J'(M,ep) E8 s" J"(M,ep). Therefore, the indeeompo
sable objeets of 9t(r) are extensions of indeeomposable objeets in 9t(r') 
and 9t(r"). It follows that if r ' and r" have finite representation types, 
then so does r. The rest ofthe lemma follows from our previous observations. 

o 
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By the second part of Lemma b, we can limit our study of representation 
types to connected quivers. The first part of the lemma leads to a more 
interestingresult.Aquiverr = (V,E)iscalleda loopiflVi = lEI = l;and 
r is a cyc/e ifr is a loop, or r is connected, and each vertex is an endpoint of 
exacdy two edges of r. With suitable labeling, r is a loop if and only if 
V = {I, 2, ... , r} (r ~ 1), and E = {(il,jl)' (i2,j2)' ... , (ir,jr)}' where 
(ik,A) = (k,k + 1) or (k + l,k) for k < r, and (ir,jr) = (r,l) or (l,r). The 
unoriented diagram of a loop has one of the forms 

o ~ ,or 

Lemma c. Every cyc/e has infinite representation type. 

PROOF. Let r = (V,E) be a cycle with V = {I, 2, ... , r} and E = {(il,jl)' 
(i2,j2)' ... , (ir,jr)}' as described above. Define Mi = F for 1 ::;; i ::;; r. For 
each a E F define ,I..(a) = {,I..!a). : 1 < k < r} by ,I..!aj = id for k < rand , 'P o/'Jdlr: - - 'Plk)k F , 

rjJ~j~(c) = ac. If (): (M,rjJ(a») --+ (M,rjJ(b») is an isomorphism then the com-
mutativity conditions rjJl:J. (}i, = (}i, rjJ~~, for k < r imply (}1 = (}2 = ... = (}r' 

and 

M. (1) = rjJ!b) (). (1) = (). rjJ!a)(1) = (). (a) = a(}. (1). 
Ir Ir), Ir Jr Ir}, J, J, 

Hence, b = a. This proves that (M,rjJ(a») ~ (M,rjJ(b») only if a = b. Since F 
is infinite, it follows from Lemma a that r has infinite representation type. 0 

A quiver r is called acyc/ic if r has no cyclic subquivers. Lemmas band c 
yield the main result ofthis section. 

Proposition. Every quiver that has finite representation type is acyc/ic. 

EXERCISE 

Let r = ({I}, W, I)}) be a loop. Show that if(M,4» and (M,/V) are representations 
ofrin the same space M, then (M,4» ~ (M,4>') ifand onlyifthe linear transformations 
4> = 4>11 and 4>' = 4>~ 1 of M = MI are similar. Thus, the problem of c1assifying the 
representations of a loop amounts to the c1assification of matrices with respect to 
similarity. 

8.5. Rigid Representations 

A representation (M,rjJ) of the quiver r = (V,E) is rigid at the ver tex k if 
every automorphism () = {ei: iE V} of (M,rjJ) is such that ek is a scalar 
multiple ofthe identity mapping. For example, if dimFMk = 1, then (M,rjJ) is 
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rigid at k. The next result shows why the notion of rigidity is relevant to the 
study of representation type. 

Lemma. Let (M,ep) be a representation ofthe quiver r = (V,E). Assume that 
(M,ep) is rigid at the vertex k, and that dimFMk > 1. Defme r' = (V',E'), 
where V' = V u {l}, I ~ V, and E' = Eu {(l,k)}. The quiver r' has infinite 
representation type. 

PROOF. For each non-zero F-space homomorphism t/!: F -+ Mk , define the 
representation (M' ,cp"') of r' by M( = Al; for i E V, MI' = F; CP~j = CPij for 
(i, j) E E, and CP{k = t/!. We will prove: 

(M',cp"') ~ (M',cpX) implies X = t/!. a for some a E F. (1) 

Since Fis infinite and dimF M k > I, it will follow from Lemma 8.4a that r' 
has infinite representation type. If e': (M' ,cp"') -+ (M' ,cpX) is an isomorphism, 
then e = {e;: i E V} is an automorphism of (M,cp). Since (M, cp) is rigid at k, 
there exists b E F such that e{(u) = U· b for all u E Mk = M~, Also, e{ is an 
F-space automorphism of F, so that for all e E F, e{(e) = de, where d = 
e{ (l) #- O. The commutativity condition e{t/! = e{cp~ = cp~e; = Xe; yields 
x(e) = xe{(ed-I) = e{t/!(ed- I) = t/!(ed-I)b = t/!(e)d-Ib. Hence, X = t/!. a, 
where a = d-Ib. D 

In many cases, the rigidity of a representation at one or more vertices can 
be proved by elementary computations. We illustrate this method with four 
examples of increasing complexity. In all of these examples, the representa
tion spaces are subspaces of one space M, the homomorphisms CPij are 
inc1usion mappings, and the rigidity (at all vertices) is established by proving 
that the only linear transformations e of M such that e(Mi) ~ Mi for all 
i E V are the scalar multiplications by elements of F. A representation of this 
kind is called aposet representation of r. 

EXAMPLE A. Let r be the quiver with the diagram 

r + 3 2 
r + I 

-./ ,r~l. 
~r+2 

. ... ..... 

Definetherepresentation (M,cp) ofrby MI = M2 = ... = Mr = uIF(JJu2 F, 
Mr+1 = uIF,Mr+2 = u2 F, Mr+3 = (u l + u2)F;andallofthecpijareinc1usion 
homomorphisms. If e E E(M, cp), then the commutativity conditions cPufJ; = 
ejcpij imply that e l = e2 = ... = er = e E E(M), and ei = e I Mi for i = r + I, 
r + 2, and r + 3. Hence, e(u l ) E ul F, e(u2) E u2 F, and e(u l + u2 ) E (u l + u2 )F. 
Ife(u l ) = uia l ande(u2) = u2a2 ,thenul al + u2 a2 = e(u l + U2 )E(UI + u2)F 
yields a l = a2 ; that is, e = id·a l . This conc1usion implies thaL(M,cp) is 
rigid at all vertices. 
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CoroUary a. For every r ~ 1, the quiver 

-< 
has infinite representation type. 

The corollary is a consequence of the lemma, because the representation 
(M,(p) that was constructed in Example a satisfies dimF M 1 = 2. 

EXAMPLE B. Let the diagram of the quiver r be 

6 

• •• .1. . .. •• 
2 3 4 5 

Definetheposetrepresentation(M,cP)ofrbyM1 = u1F,Mz = u1FfBuzF, 
M3 = U 1 F fB uzF fB u3F, M4 = u2F fB u3F, Ms = u3F, and M6 = 
(u 1 + u2 )FfB(u2 + u3)F. Note that M2 nM4 = uzF, M6 nM2 = (u 1 + u2)F, 
and M6 n M4 = (u2 + u3)F. If OE E(M,cP), then 0i = t/ll Mi' where t/I = 
03 E E(M3). Thus, t/I(Mi) S;;; Mi for I ::;; i ::;; 6. Since {N E S(M3): t/I(N) S;;; N} 
is a sublattice of S(M3), any subspace N of M3 that is in the sublattice of 
S(M3) generated by {M1 , M2 , ••• , M6 } has the property that t/I(N) S;;; N. In 
particular, t/I(M2 n M4 ) S;;; M2 n M4 , t/I(M6 n M2 ) S;;; M6 n M2 , and 
t/I(M6 n M4 ) S;;; M6 n M4 . Hence, thereexista1 ,a2 ,a3 ,b,andcinFsuch that 
t/I(u 1) = u1a p t/I(u2 ) = u2 a2 , t/I(u3 ) = u3a3 , t/I(u 1 + u2 ) = (u 1 + u2)b, and 
t/I(uz + u3) = (uz + u3)c. These conditions impiy that t/I is a scalar multiple of 
idM • Hence, (M,cP) is rigid. 

3 

CoroUary b. The quiver whose diagram is 

has infinite representation type. 

EXAMPLE c. Let r be the quiver with the diagram 

5 

• 11 • .. . .I. •• . . 
I 2 3 4 6 7 
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Define aposet representation of r by MI = ulF, M 2 = ulF EB u2 F, 
M 3 = ulFEB u2 FEB u3 F, M 4 = ulFEB u2 FEB u3 FEB u4 F, M s = u3 FEB 
u4 F,M6 = (u 1 + u2 )FEB(ul + u3)FEB(ul + u4)F,andM7 = (u 2 - u3)FEB 
(u 1 + u4)F. Note that M 7 ~ M 6 , as required, and the other mandated 
inclusions obviously hold. Moreover, M 3 n M s = u3F, M s n M 6 = 
(u3 - u4 )F, M 2 n M 6 = (u 1 + u2)F, M 3 n M 7 = (u2 - u3)F, M 7 n 
(MI + M s) = (u 1 + u4 )F, and M 6 n (MI + (M3 n M s)) = (u 1 + u3)F. If 
() E E(M,fjJ), then (}j = t/I I M j , where t/I = (}4 satisfies t/I(u l ) = U 1 al , t/I(u3) = 
u3 a3 , t/I(u3 - u4 ) = (u3 - u4 )bl , t/I(u1 + u2 ) = (u 1 + u2)b2 , t/I(u2 - u3) = 
(u2 - u3)b3 , t/I(u1 + u4 ) = (u 1 + u4 )b4 , and t/I(u1 + u3) = (u 1 + u3)bs 
for suitable a j and bj in F. Routine computation leads to the conclusion that 
t/I = idM4 ' al , so that (M,fjJ) is rigid. 

Corollary c. The quiver whose diagram is 

• ... .. . .I. • :f 

has infinite representation type. 

EXAMPLE D.Let r be the quiver with the diagram 

2 

• 11 • 11 • • • .1. 
8 7 6 5 

Define aposet representation of r by 

MI = u1 F EB u2 F EB u3 F EB u4 F EB usF EB u6 F, 

M 2 = u3 F EB usF EB u6 F, 

M 3 = ulFEB u2 FEB u3 FEB u4 F, 

M 4 = ulFEB u2 F, 

M s = (u 1 + u3)F EB (u2 + u3)F EB (u3 + u4 )F EB 
(u3 + us)F EB (u3 + u6)F, 

• • • 

• • •• 
3 4 

M 6 = (u2 + u3)F EB (u 1 - u4 )F EB (u 1 - us)F EB (u s - u6 )F, 

M 7 = (u 1 + u2 + u3 - u4 )F EB (u4 - us)F EB (u2 + u3 + Us - u6 )F, 

and 

Mg = (u1 - U4 - U s + u6)F EB (u1 - 2us + u6)F. 

An easy check shows that the required inclusions Mg C M 7 C M 6 C M s C 

Mt> M 4 C M 3 C MI' and M 2 C MI occur. The proof that if () E E(M,fjJ), 
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then 6i = idM . • a for some a E F follows the pattern that was established 
in Examples ~, b, and c. The argument is based on the fact that 61 maps 
the following one dimensional subspaces of M 1 into themselves: 

and 

M 2 n M 3 = u3F, 

M 4 n M s = (u1 - u2)F, 

M 2 n M 6 = (u s - u6)F, 

M 3 n M 7 = (u1 + U2 + U3 - u4)F, 

M6 n (M4 + (M2 n M3» = (u2 + u3)F, 

Mg n «M6 n M3) + (M6 nM2» = (u1 - u4 - U s + u6)F, 

Mg n (M2 + M4) = (u1 - 2us + u6)F. 

It is also necessary to use the invariance under 61 of the two dimensional 
spaces M4 and M2 n Ms = (us - u6 )F EB (u 3 + u6 )F. We leave the de
tails of the proof as an Exercise. 

A more interesting question is where does this strange example come 
from? The choices ofthe dimensions ofthe spaces Mi are crucial for success. 
From a different point of view that will be explained later, these choices 
are natural. The rest of the construction is largely based on trial and error, 
carried out within certain guidelines. 

Corollary d. The quiver whose diagram is 

• t • t • .. . •• J . .. • 
has infinite representation type. 

Our inclusion in this section of these four examples was not done for 
perversity. We will show that these four examples, together with Proposition 
8.4 and a result that will be established in Section 8.7, yield a proof of the 
first half of Theorem 8.2. 

Proposition. If the quiver r has fmite representation, then r is a disjoint union 
0/ quivers whose unoriented diagrams are among the Dynkin diagrams An, Dn, 
and Ek(6 ~ k ~ 8). 

PROOF. The result from Section 8.7 that we need is the fact that the repre
sentation type of a quiver does not depend on its orientation. (See Corollary 
8.7.) In particular, if r' is a quiver whose unoriented diagram coincides 
with the unoriented diagram of one of the quivers in Corollaries a, b, c, or 
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d, then r' has infinite representation type. Thus, the hypothesis that r has 
finite representation type implies by Lemma 8.4b that no subquiver of r 
has an unoriented diagram like the diagrams of the quivers in Corollaries 
a, b, c, and d. Moreover, r is acyc1ic by Proposition 8.4. By limiting our 
attention to the connected components, it can be assumed that r is connected. 
Corollary 8.5a implies that no vertex of r is an endpoint of more than three 
edges, and at most one vertex is an end point of three edges. The diagram of 
r must therefore have the form 

J 
r 

• • • t • • • 
\. ) l ) 

Y Y 
t s 

We can assume that r ~ s ~ t. By Corollary b, r ~ 1. If r = 0, then the 
diagram of r is An with n = s + t + 1. Assume that r = I. By Corollary c, 
1 ~ s ~ 2. If s = 1, then the diagram of r is Dn with n = t + 3. Assume 
that s = 2. By Corollary d, 2 ~ t ~ 4. In these three cases, the diagram of 
r is Ek , where 6 ~ k ~ 8. D 

EXERCISE 

Complete the proof that the quiver in Example d is rigid. 

8.6. Change of Orientation 

Throughout this section, r = (V,E) is an acyc1ic quiver. The vertex i is 
called a source (sink) in r if (j,i) ~ E (respectively, (i,j) ~ E) for allj E V. 

Lemma a. Every non-empty acyclic quiver has sources and sinks. 

PROOF. Assume that r has no sources. Since V =1= 0, there exists io E v. By 
assumption, io is not a source. Thus, there exists i 1 E V such that (i l' io) E E. 
Since r is acyc1ic, i 1 =1= io. The fact that i 1 is not a source implies the existence 
of i2 E V such that (i2,i1) E E. If i2 = i 1 or i2 = io, then r would contain a 
cyc1e. Hence, i2 =1= io, i 1 . Repeating this selection process I Vi + 1 times 
plainly gives a contradiction. Thus, there is a source in r. Similarly, r 
inc1udes a sink. D 
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Corollary. If r is an acyclic quiver, then the vertices of r can be labeled 
V = {I, 2, ... , r} in such a way that (i,}) E E implies i < j. 

PROOF. Induce on r = I VI- If r = 1, then E = 0, and there is nothing to 
prove. Assurne that r > 1, and the corollary is ttue for quivers with s 
vertices whenever s < r. Let V' be the set of sinks in r, and V" = V-V'. 
By Lemma a, V' =f. 0, so that IV"I = s < r = IVI. By the induction 
hypothesis, there is a labeling V" = {I, 2, ... , s} of the vertices of q V" 
such that if (i,}) E E n (V" x V"), then i <}. Label V' = {s + 1, ... , r} 
arbitrarily. If (i,}) E E, then i is not a sink. Hence, i E V". If} E V", then 
i < }; if} E V', then i ::; s < s + I ::;}. D 

The quiver r will be called standardized if V = {1,2, ... ,r}, and i <} 
for all pairs (i,}) E E. By the corollary, every acyclic quiver can be standard
ized, gene rally in many ways. Note that if r is standardized, then 1 is a 
source in rand r is a sink in f. 

For each vertex k of the quiver f, define Pkf = (V,Ek), where Ek = 
{(i,}) E E: i =f. k =f. }} u {(j,k): (k,}) E E} u {(k,i): (i,k) E E}. Geometrically, 
Pkf is the quiver that is obtained from f by reversing the orientation of 
all edges that have k as an endpoint. Plainly, the unoriented graphs associated 
with fand Pkf are identical. 

The transformation f H Pkf can be iterated, using various vertices. The 
resulting quivers have the same unoriented graph as f, but different orienta
tions. The principal result of this section is that it is possible to obtain 
every orientation in this way. 

Lemma b. Let f be a standardized quiver with r vertices. 

(i) If 1 ::; k < r, then k is a sink and k + 1 is a source in PkPk-1 ... PI r. 
(ii) If 1 < k ::; r, then k is a source and k - 1 is a sink in PkPk+1 ... p.f. 

(iii) PrPr-1 ... PI r = PI P2 ... p.f = f. 

PROOF. These statements follow from the assumption that fis standardized 
together with the observation that if k p k 2, ... , ks are distinct vertices of 
f, and Pk Pk .,. Pk r = (V,E'), then (i,]) E E' if and only if: (iJ) E E and 

1 2 , 

either none or both of i,} occur among k j , k 2, ... , ks ; or (j,i) E E and 
exact1y one of i,} occurs among k j , k 2 , ... , ks' D 

Proposition. Let fand f' be acyclic quivers that satisfy P = (f')u. There is 
a sequence k l , k 2 , ... ,kn ofvertices off such thatfor 1 ::; I::; n, k[ is a 
source in Pk Pk ... Pk f, and Pk Pk ... Pk f = f'. 

1+1 1+2 n 1 2 n 

PROOF. The hypothesis P = (f't implies that r = (V,E) and f' = (V,E' ), 
where (i,)) E E if and only if (i,}) E E' or (j,i) E E'. It suffices to prove the 
special case of the proposition in which there is exact1y one edge (i,}) E E 
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such that (.i,i) E E'; that is, E' = (E - {(i,j)}) u {(.i,i)}.lterating the result 
for this special case will yield the full proposition. Let r ° = (V, E - {(i,])}). 
If r ° is written as the disjoint union of connected components, then i and j 
must belong to distinct components: if i and j could be joined by a path in 
r o, then this path, together with (i,]) would form a cyc1ic subquiver of r, 
which is contrary to the assumption that r is acyc1ic. Thus, r ° = r 1 \.:J r 2' 

where r l = (Vl,El ), r 2 = (V2,E2), i E Vl' andj E V2. Then V = Vl \.:J V2, 
and E = El \.:J E2 \.:J {(i,])}. By the corollary, it can be assumed that Vl = 
{I, 2, ... , s} is listed so that r l is standardized. Let V2 = {s + 1, s + 2, 
... , r}. If I :=:;; k :=:;; s < I:=:;; r, then (k,l) E E if and only if k = i and 1= j. 
By Lemma b, k is a source in Pk-lPk-2 ... Plrl for 1 :=:;; k :=:;; s, and Ps 
Ps-l ... Pl r l = r l · Since r o = r l \.:J r 2 , it follows that k is a source in 
Pk-lPk-2 ... Plr,andpsPS-l ... Plr = (V, «E - {(i,j)}) u {(j,O}) = r'. 

o 

EXERCISES 

1. Let r = (V,E) be an unoriented graph with at most double edges, that is, for i #- j 
in r, there are at most two edges that join i and j. Assume that for each i E V there 
is at most one loop at i. Prove that the edge set E can be oriented in such a way 
that r becomes a quiver. Determine the number of ways in which r can be oriented 
to form a quiver. 

2. Let r = (V,E) be a quiver. An oriented cycle in ris a sequence i1 , i2 , ••• , in (n ~ I) 
of vertices such that (i1,i2), (i2,i3), ... , (in-1 ,in)' (in,i1) are all edges. Prove that a 
non-empty quiver has a standard orientation if and only if there are no oriented 
cycles in r. 

8.7. Change of Representation 

In this section, we will show that the orientation revers als defined in Section 
8.6 are accompanied by a change of representations. This fact is the key 
step in the proof of both parts of Theorem 8.2. 

Notation. (i) Let i be a source in the quiver r = (V,E). For a representa
tion (M,q,) of r, define Si-(M,tp) = (N,t/!) E 9l(Pir) by N" = Mk for k =F i, 
N; = EB(i,J)EE Mj/Im nj q,ij = Coker(nj q,ij)' t/!kj = q,kj for k =F i =F j, and 
(for (i,k) E E) let t/!ki be the composition N" = Mk - EB(i,j)EEMj - N; of 
the inc1usion of Mk into EB(i,j) E E Mj, and the natural projection of EB(i,j) E E Mj 
onto N;. If (): (M,q,) - (M',q,') is a morphism in 9l(r), define Si-«(}) = 
X: Si- (M, q,) - Si- (M', q,') by Xk = (}k for k =F i, and Xi : N; = Coker(nj q,ij) 
- COker(f1j q,[) = N;' so that 

commutes. 

EB(i,J)EEMj ~ EB(i,j)EE M ; 

! ! 
--+ 

Xl 
N: , 

(1) 
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(ii) Let i be a sink in r. For (M,<p) E m(r), define Si+ (M,<p) = (N,I/I) E 

m(Pi<P) by Nk = Mk for k =1= i, N; = Ker(llj<pji) < EB(j, i) E E Mj, I/Ikj = <Pkj 
for k =1= i =1= j, and (for (k,i) E E) let I/Iik be the composition 

N; ~ EB (j,i)EE~ ~ M k = ~. 

If 8: (M,<p) ~ (M',<p') is a morphism in m(r), define 

St(8) = x: St(M,<p) ~ St(M',<p') 

by Xk = 8k for k =1= i, and Xi: IV; = Ker(llj <Pj) ~ Ker(llj <Pj) = IV;' is such 
that 

(2) 

commutes. 
The fact that Si- (M, <p) and st (M, <p) are representations of Pir is evident: 

the definition of quiver representations imposes practically no restrictions. 
However, to see that Si- (8) and st (8) are morphisms requires a bit of 
checking. Assurne that i is a source in r. Denote Si- (8) = {Xj: jE V}. If 
j =1= i =1= k, then Xkl/ljk = I/Ilkl/l j is arestatement ofthe corresponding commu
tativity condition on 8. The fact that Xil/lki = I/I~iXk for k =1= i is seen by 
chasing arrows in the dia gram 

where the unlabeled arrows are natural injections or projections. Similar 
considerations show that st (8) is a morphism when i is a sink in r. 

Lemma. Let r be an acyclic quiver, and suppose that (M,<p) and (M',<p') are 
representations oJr. 

(i) Si- and st are Junctors Jrom m(r) to m(Pir) in the respective cases 
that i is a source or sink in r. 

(ii) Si±«M,<p) EB (M',<p')) ~ Si±(M,<p) EB Si±(M',<p'). 
(iii) Ifi is a source in r, then (M,<p) ~ st Si-(M,<p) EB (P,O), where lj = ° 

Jor j =1= i and Pi = Ker([L <Pi)' 
(iv) Ifi is a sink in r, then (M,<p) ~ Si- StCM,<p) EB (Q,O), where Qj = ° 

Jor j =1= i and Qi = Coker(llj <Pj). 

PROOF. The equations Si± (8' 8) = Si± (8')Si± (8) are easily seen by putting 
together diagrams of the kind that are shown in (1) and (2). Therefore, 
(i) is verified, since clearly 
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A routine calculation shows that Si± (0 + 0') = Si± (0) + Si± (0'), from whieh 
(ii) is an easy consequence. For the proof of (iii), denote S/ Si- (M,cj» by 
(N,X). Acheck ofthe definitions given above shows that ~ = M k for k f= i, 
IV; = Im(Ojcj>i) < EB(i,j)EEMi' Xjk = cj>jk for j f= i, (j,k) E E, and for 
(i,k) E E, Xik is the restriction to IV; of the projection from EB(i,j)EE ~ to 
Mk (that is, if x = ( ... Xk ... ) E IV;, then Xik(X) = xk)· Since P; = Ker(Oj cj>i)' 
the sequence of F-space homomorphisms ° --+ Pi --+ Mi OI'I>'j) IV; --+ ° is exact. 
Thus, there is an F-space homomorphism 1jI: Mi --+ IV; such that 0i(U) = 
«Ojcj>ij)(u), ljI(u)) is an isomorphism of M j to IV; EB p;. For j f= i, define 
O/u) = (u,O) E N.i EB ° = N.i EB Pj' Then 0: (M,cj» --+ (N,X) EB (P,O) is an 
isomorphism: if (i,k) E E, then (xik EB O)ej(u) = (xjk(' .. cj>jk(U) ... ), 0) = 

(cj>ik(U),O) = 0kcj>ik(U); clearly, (Xjk EB O)ej = 0kcj>jk if j f= i. The proof of (iv) 
is the categorieal dual of the proof of (iii). D 

Proposition. Let r be an acyclic quiver. Assume that (M,cj» is an indecom
posable representation ofr. Let i be a source (sink) in r. 

(i) lf(M,cj» ~ (p(i), 0), where (p(i),O) is the simple representation of rat i, 
then Si- (M,cj» = (0,0) (St(M,cj» = (0,0)). 

(ii) lf (M,cj» * (P<i), 0) , then Si-(M,cj» = (N,IjI) (S/(M,cj» = (N,IjI)) is 
indecomposable, S/ Si-(M,cj» ~ (M,cj» (Si- S/(M,cj» ~ (M,cj»), and 
dimFN.i = dimFMJorj f= i, dimFIV; = L(i,j)EEdimF~ - dimFMi • 

(iii) r has finite representation type if and only if Pir has finite representation 
type. 

PROOF. We will prove the statements (i), (ii), and (iii) for the case in whieh i 
is a source. The parenthetieal assertions, that apply when i is a sink, are 
obtained by the standard trick of reversing the arrows that represent mor
phisms. The statement (i) is elementary: N.i = ~ ~ Pji) = ° for j f= i, and 
IV; is a factor space of EB(i,j)EE~' which is ° since r has no loops. Assume 
that (M,cj» * (P(i),O). It follows from part (iii) ofthe lemma that (M,cj» ~ 
S/ Si- (M,cj» EB EBm (P(i),O). Since (M,cj» is indecomposable and not isomor
phie to (p(i),O), it follows that (M,cj» ~ st Si- (M,cj». In particular, Si- (M,cj» 
f= (0,0). Thus, we can write Si-(M,cj» = (N,IjI) EB (M',cj>'), where (N,IjI) is 
indecomposable and S/(N,t/J) f= (0,0). Then (M,cj» ~ S/Sj-(M,cj» ~ 
S/ (N,IjI) EBS/ (M',cj>'). The indecomposability of (M,cj» implies S/ (M',cj>') 
= (0,0). Consequently, (N,IjI) EB (M',cj>') = Sj-(M,cj» ~ Sj- St(N,IjI), so 
that (M',cj>') = (0,0): if Sj- St(N,IjI) = (N',IjI'), then by part (iv) of the 
lemma, dimF Mj' = dimF i\j' - dimF i\j ::; ° for all j E V. To prove the last 
part of (ii), use the fact that (M,cj» is reduced by Lemma 8.3a. In partieular, 
Ojcj>ij is injective, and EB(i,j)EE Mj ~ M; EB IV; as F-spaces. Hence, dimF IV; = 
I(i,j)EEdimF~ - dimFM;· By the lemma and (ii), there is a bijection 
between the non-simple, indecomposable representations of rand the 
non-simple indecomposable representations of Pir. Since 9t(r) and 9t(pjr) 
have finitely many isomorphism classes of simple objects, the statement (iii) 
is clear. D 
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We can now pay the debt that was incurred in the proof ofProposition 8.5. 

Corollary. Let rand r' be quivers such that P = (r')u. The representation 
type ofr' is finite if and only ifr has finite representation type. 

PROOF. Since P = (r't, either r or r' are both acyclic, or neither ofthem is 
acyclic. In the latter case, rand r' have infinite representation types by 
Proposition 8.4. If rand r' are acyclic, then Proposition 8.6 assures the 
existence of a sequence k p k 2 , ••• , k n of vertices such that r' = 
Pk Pk .,. Pk r, and k1 is a source in Pk Pk ... Pk r for I ~ I ~ n. It 

1 2 n 1+1 1+2 n 

follows by repeated applications of part (iii) of the Proposition that the 
representation types of rand r' are the same. D 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove that if i is a sink in r, and (): (M,</» --+ (M',</>') is amorphism, then st«(}) 
is amorphism. 

2. Prove statement (iv) of the lemma. 

3. Prove the parenthetica! statements in the Proposition. 

8.8. The Quadratic Space of a Quiver 

Proposition 8.7 provides a way to construct indecomposable representations 
from simple representations: if i is a source in the acyclic quiver r, and k "# i, 
then Si- (p<k),O) is an indecomposable representation of Pir, and if (i,k) is an 
edge of r, then Si-(p(k),O) is not simple. This process can be iterated to 
construct a substantial supply of indecomposable representations. 

In this section and the next one we will set up some geometrie machinery 
that keeps track of the representations that are produced in this way. As 
usual, r = (V,E) denotes an acyclic quiver with the vertex set labeled 
V = {I, 2, ... , r}. Let {E} = {{i,}}: (i,}) E E}; in other words, {E} is the 
edge set of the unoriented graph P. Associate with r the r-dimensional 
rational vector space Ur = EBiev viQ, and a quadratic mapping <Pr of Ur to 
Q defined by 

(1) 
ieV ieV 

The quadratic form that defines rPr is 
r 

<l>r(x p x2 ' •.. , xr ) = L x? - L xixj . (1') 
i=l {i,j}e{E} 

The bilinear mapping obtained from rPr by polarization will be needed. It is 
defined by 
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ßr( I viai, I vib) = I aibi - (lj2) I (aibj + ajbJ (2) 
iEV iEV iEV {i,j}E{E} 

Lemma a. If the (unoriented) diagram ofr is one of the Dynkin diagrams An' 
Dn , or Ek (6 ::; k ::; 8), then the quadraticform <I>r is positive definite. 

PROOF. For m 2: 1, denote 

'Pm(X1, ... , xm) = -X1X2 - X2X3 - .. , - xm-1xm 
+ xi + ... + X;-l + «m - l)j2m)x; 
m-l 

= I Oj2)k(k + I)(Oj(k + 1))xk+1 - Ojk)Xk)2. 
k=l 

Evidendy, 'Pm is positive semidefinite, and 'Pm(a 1 , ••• , am) = 0 only if 
a1 = Oj2)a2 = ... = Ojm)am • If r has the diagram 

1 2 3 n-l n 
An: 1 1 1 1 I, n 2: 1, 

then <I>r(X1, ... ,xn) = «n + 2)j2n)x~ + 'Pn(x1, ... ,xn) is positive defi
nite. If r has the dia gram 

~3n-2 n-l 
• • • , n ~ 4, 

n 

then<I>r(x1"" ,xn) = 'Pn- 2(X1,· '.' ,xn- 2) + 'P2(xn-l'xn- 2) + 'P2(xn,xn- 2) 
+ Oj2(n - 2))X~_2 is positive definite. Finally, if the diagram of r is 

1 2 k-4 k-3 k-l k 
Ek : .1---411- . .. -1---1..----41--.. 1' 6::; k ::; 8, 

k-2 

then 

<I>r(x1, ... , xk) = 'Pk- 3(X1, ... , Xk- 3) + 'P2(Xk- 2, Xk- 3) 
+ 'P3(Xk, Xk- 1' Xk- 3) + «9 - k)jI2(k - 3))X~_3 

is positive definite. D 

Proposition. If r has finite representation type, then <I>r is positive definite. 

PROOF.ByProposition8.5,r = r 1 \:J r 2\:J .•. \:J rkwhereeachquiverrjhas 
a diagram that is one of the Dynkin diagrams An' Dn, or Ek (6 ::; k ::; 8). It 
follows from the definitions that have been given that Ur = Ur, EB Ur, 
EB ... EB Ur; and l/Jr = l/Jr, EB l/Jr, EB ... EB l/Jr,' That is, if W = w1 + 
W 2 + ... + wk with wj E Ur;, then l/Jr(w) = l/Jr, (w 1) + l/Jr, (w2) + '" + 
l/Jr, (wk)· By the lemma, each l/Jr; is positive definite. Thus, l/Jr is positive 
definite. D 
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The converse of this proposition will follow from Proposition 8.5 and 
Theorem 8.9. However, it is not difficult to prove this converse directly (see 
Exercise I), and a less roundabout proof ofProposition 8.5 can be based on 
this fact. The lemma that we need is this: if r has finite representation type 
(hence, r is acyc1ic), then ~r is positive definite. A geometrical argument due 
to Tits can be used to establish this lemma. If~r is not positive definite, then 
there exist non-negative integers k j, not all zero, such that fjJrCIjeY vik j) :::; 0. 
For I :::; i :::; r, let M; be an F-space of dimension k j • The representations 
(M, fjJ) ofr such that M = {M;: I :::; i :::; r} are in one-to-one correspondence 
with the elements of the F-space N = EB(i,j)eEHomF(M;,~). By our con
struction, dimFN = L(j,j)eE~jkj' The algebraic group G = njeyGLk,(F) 
acts on N by ( ... fjJij ... )I-+(. .. OjfjJ/li 1 ••. ), and every nonzero scalar 
multiple oflGacts trivially. Thus, Ncan beviewedas aG/Fo-module. Plainly, 
the orbits of G/r in N correspond bijectively to the isomorphism c1asses of 
representations of r on the spaces {Mj : I :::; i :::; r}. By Lemma 8.4a, the 
representation type of r is infinite if there are infinitely many orbits. Now, 
geometrical intuition comes into play. It is reasonable to suppose that the 
number of G/r orbits in Nwill be infinite ifthe "dimension" of G/Fo is less 
than the "dimension" of N. To make this reasoning sound requires an 
interpretation of the word "dimension." The appropriate meaning comes 
from algebraic geometry: G/Fo and N are algebraic sets whose dimensions 
arerespectivelY(L~=l k?) - land L(i,j)eEkikj' Bythechoice ofk p k 2 , •.• ,k" 
dimN - dimG/Fo = I - fjJr(L~=l vjkJ ;::: l. The desired conc1usion that 
G/Fo has infinitely many orbits in N can then be proved. Some hints for 
filling in the details of this sketch are provided with Exercise 2. 

Def"mitioD. Let (M,fjJ) be a representation of the acyc1ic quiver r = (V,E). 
The dimension vector of(M,(p) is the vector in Ur = EBjeyViQ given by 

Dim(M,fjJ) = L vj(dimFM;)· 
jeY 

To formulate the essential properties of Dirn in a convenient way, we 
introduce some notation that will be explored more systematically in the next 
section. We will denote by Wr the subgroup of Ur consisting ofvectors with 
integral components: Wr = EBjeyViZ, A vector W = Ljeyvjaj is positive if 
W =P 0, and aj ;::: ° for all i E V. Denote the set of positive vectors in Wr by 
W;. For each i E V, define a linear transformation O'j of Ur by O'j(w) = 
W - vj(2ßr(w,v j)). When fjJris positive definite, O'jis the usual reflectionin the 
plane perpendicular to Vj' In fact, fjJr(v) = I, so that O'j(w) = W -
vj(2ßr(w,vJ/fjJr(v j)). Ifw = LjeyVjai, then an easy calculation yields 

O'i(W) = L vjaj + vi« L aj) - aJ (3) 
j~'ieY {i,j}e{E} 
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Lemma b. Let (M,(jJ) be a representation of the acyclic quiver r = (V,E). 

(i) (M,l/» = (0,0) if and only ifDim(M,l/» is the zero vector. If(M,l/» # 
(0,0), then Dirn (M,l/» E wt. 

(ii) Dim(M,l/» = Vk if and only if(M,l/» ~ (p(kl,O). 
(iii) If i is a source in r, (M,l/» is indecomposable, and (M,l/» '* (p(i),O), 

then Dim(Si-(M,l/») = O"iDim(M,l/». 
(iv) Ifi is a sink in r, (M,l/» is indecomposable, and (M,l/» '* (p(i),O), then 

Dim(St(M,l/>)) = O"iDim(M,l/». 

The statements (i) and (ii) come directly from the definition of the dimen
sion vector. The properties (iii) and (iv) are restatements of a portion of 
Proposition 8.7 by virtue of (3). 

EXERCISES 

I. Give a direct proof that if r is an acyc1ic quiver such that <l>r is positive definite, 
then the diagram of r is a disjoint union of the Dynkin diagrams A., D., and Ek 

(6 ~ k ~ 8). Hint. If r' is a subquiver of r, then <l>p is positive definite. Use this 
observation to prove that r cannot contain a subquiver whose unoriented diagram 
is the same as the unoriented diagram of the quiver in Corollary 8.5a. Hence, the 
diagram of r must be like the figure in the proof of Proposition 8.5. Thus, 

y2 (1 _ (r/2(r + I» - (s/2(s + I» - (t/2(t + I»), 

where 'Pm is defined as in the proof ofLemma 8.8a. Assume without loss of generality 
that r ~ s ~ t. Deduce that if<l>r is positive definite, then either r = 0, or r = s = I, 
or r = I, s = 2, and 2 ~ : ~ 4. 

2. Let r = (V,E) be an acyc1ic quiver. Assume that there is a set {Mi: i e V} of finite 
dimensional F-spaces such that n = L.iEydi2 ~ L.(i,j)EEdidj = m, where d i = 
dimFMi • As usual, assume that the field Fis infinite. Fill in the details ofthe following 
sketch that r has infinite representation type. Denote Go = f1iEY GLd,(F), and 
G = {(lx,a): (X = ( ... (Xi ... ) eGo, a = (f1iEY det (Xi)-l } S;; F"+l. The affine ring of 
Gis 

A(G) = {0IG: 0 e F[ . .. x~~ ... , z]} ~ F[ . .. x~~ ... , Z]/«f1iEy det [x~~])z - I). 

If rP = ( ... rPij ... ) e Fm, then G operates on Fm by 

0«(X,a)r/J = ( ... (Xjr/Jij~(f1k*idet (Xk)a ... ). 

Note that (X~(f1k*i det (Xk)a = (Xii. For a fixed rP e Fm, define 1/I",«(X,a) = o «(X, a) r/J. 
The mapping 1/1", induces an algebra homomorphism 1/1;: F[ . .. y~!.J) ... ] -+ A(G) 
by (1/1;<1» «(X,a) = <1>(1/1", «(X,a». Prove the following statements. 

(a) If Ker1/l; #- 0, then there are infinitely many orbits of the action of Gon 
Fm, in which case r has infinite representation type. 

Denote y = (y l' ... , Ym), x = (Xl' ... , X.), and x P = (Xl, ... , X~), where 
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p = LiEVdi' Let R = {L~=o<l>ix) zj: <l>j(x) homogeneous ofdegreepj} S; F[x,z], 
and T = {L~=o <l>ixP)zj: <l>j E F[x] homogeneous of degree j}, a subring of R. 

(b) F[x] ~ T. 
Let K be the fraction field of R, and L the fraction field of T. 
(c) Tr. degKjF = Tr. degLjF = n. 
(d) Ifthere is a subring S of Rand 0 * <I>(x,z) E S such that Sj(<I>(x,z)) ~ F[y], 

then m < n. Hint. Show that m + 1 :5: Tr. deg Ej F :5: Tr. deg Kj F = n, where Eis 
the fraction field of S. 

Denote 8(x,z) = (nEvdet[x~~])z - I. 
(e) (8) is a prime ideal in F[x,z]. Moreover, if<l> E F[x,z] satisfies <I>(IX,a) = 0 

for all (lX,a) E G, then <I> E (8). 
(f) If <I>[x,z] E F[x,z] satisfies <I>(blX,b-Pa) = <I>(IX,a) for all (lX,a) E G and b E F, 

then <I>(i,z) == <1>' (i,z) mod (8), where <1>' (i,z) E R. 
Deduce from (d), (e), and (f) that if n :5: m, then Ker 1/1; * O. 

8.9. Roots and Representations 

We are near the end of the proof of Theorem 8.2. Some facts about positive 
definite inner product spaces are needed. For convenience, the proofs of 
these results are given, even though they are standard fare in Lie algebra 
theory. 

In this section, U = EB~=I viiIJ denotes an r dimensional iIJ-space with a 
distinguished basis VI' V2 ' ... , Vr • The space V is partially ordered by 
L viai ::s;; L vib i if ai ::s;; bi for 1 ::s;; i ::s;; r. In particular, w = L viai is positive 
if w =P 0 and ai ~ 0 for all i; and w is negative if - w is positive. The sets of 
positive and negative vectors are denoted by U+ and U- respectively. 

Let W = EB~=I viZ be the set of vectors in U that have integral com
ponents with respect to the basis Vi> V2 , ... ,Vr • Plainly W is a finitely 
generated subgroup of U. Denote w+ = W n U+, and W- = W n U-. 

Assume that </J is a positive definite quadratic mapping of U; that is, 
</J: U ~ iIJ satisfies </J(wa) = </J(w)a2 for w EU, a E iIJ, </J(w) > 0 for 0 =P WE U, 
and ß(w,w') = (l/2)(</J(w + w') - </J(w) - </J(w'» is a symmetric, bilinear 
mapping. We also make the assumption that </J(v l ) = </J(v2) = ... = </J(vr ) 

= 1, and </J(u) E Z for all U E W. By Proposition 8.8, these hypotheses are 
satisfied if U = Ur and </J = </Jr. where r is a quiver that has finite represen
tation type. The bilinear mapping ß associated with </J may not map W x W 
to Z, but clearly, 2ß(u,u') E Z if u, u' E W. 

If wand w' are in U and w' =P 0, then 

</J(w) - ß(W,W')2/</J(W') = </J(w - w'(ß(w,w')/</J(w'))) > 0 

unless w = w'(ß(w, w')J<P (w'». This observation proves Schwartz's inequa
lity: 

ß(W,W')2 ::s;; </J(w)</J(w') for all w, w' EU, (1) 

and the inequality is strict unless wand w' are linearly dependent. 
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Foreach w EU, denotew1- = {u EU: ß(u,w) = O}. Then w1- isasubspace 
of U. Note that 

r n vt = O. (2) 
i=l 

In fact, if u E n~=l vt, then ß(u,w) = 0 for all w E U, since {v 1 , ••• , Vr} is a 
basis of U. In particular, cf>(u) = ß(u,u) = 0, so that u = O. 

If w EU - {O}, then ß(w,w) = cf>(w) > 0, so that w ~ w1-. On the other 
hand, u - w(ß(w,u)/cf>(w» E w1-, so that U = wO EB w1-. In particular, 
dimo w1- = r - 1. A routine induction using the dimension formula 
dim(U1 n U2 ) = dirn U1 + dirn U2 - dim(U1 + U2 ) yields the estimate 
dimo(vt n ... n vt) ~ r - n. In particular, there is a non-zero vector n 1 1- • 1- • ui E j*i vj . By (2), ui ~ Vi . Therefore, ui can be normahzed so that ß(Ui,Vi) = 
1. This discussion establishes the existence of a "dual basis" {u 1 , u2 ' ••• , ur} 
~ U satisfying 

ß(ui,V) = bij for 1::;; i,j ::;; r. 

For 1 ::;; i ::;; r, define linear transformations (1i: U -+ U by 

(1i(W) = W - vi(2ß(w,vi», 

as in Section 8.8. Since cf>(vJ = 1, it follows that 

(3) 

(1(vi) = -Vi' and (1i(W) = w for all w E vt. (4) 

That is, (1i is the reflection in the plane vt. The equation (4) implies 

(5) 

and 

ß«(1iW,(1iW') = ß(w,w') for w, w' EU. (6) 

Since 2ß maps W x W to 7L, each (1i is an automorphism of W. 
Let G be the subgroup of G L( U) that is generated by {(1i: 1 ::;; i ::;; r}. By 

(5), every element of G can be written as a product (1i (1i .•. (1i . The group G 
1 2 • 

is called the Weyl group of(U, cf>; v1 , •.. , vr); in the case that U = Ur and 
cf> = cf>r, we will refer to Gas the Weyl group ofthe quiver r. It follows from 
(6) that the elements of G are orthogonal transformations: 

ß(-rw,'tw') = ß(w,w') for all 't E G and w, w' EU. (7) 

Since the reflections (1i map W to itself, so do the transformations of G : 

't(W) = W for all 't E G. (8) 

Define Y = {'t(vi): 't E G, 1 ::;; i::;; r}. If U = Ur and cf> = cf>r, then the 
elements of Yare called roots of r. In particular, the basis elements Vi are 
called simple roots of r. Note that if w = 't(vi) E Y, then -w = 't(1iVi E Y. 

Lemma a. G is afinite group, and Y is afinite subset oi {w E W: cf>(w) = I}. 
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PROOF. Let X = {w E W: cJ>(w) = I}. By (7) and (8), G permutes the ele
ments of X. The action of G on Xis faithful because G ~ GL(U) and 
{VI> ... , vr } ~ X. Moreover, Y ~ X. Thus, toprovethelemmaitsufficesto 
show that X is finite. If w = L vjaj E X, then aj E 7L for 1 ~ i ~ r, and 
a; = ß(uj, W)2 ~ cJ>(uj)cJ>(w) = cJ>(u j) by (1) and (3). Therefore lXi ~ 
n~=l (2cJ>(u;) + 1). D 

Lemma b. Let t = (1r(1r-l ..• (11 E G. 

(i) If U E U satisfies tU = u, then U = o. 
(ii) If w E U, then there is an integer k such that 0 ~ k < 1 GI, and tkW is not 

positive. 

PROOF. (i) By (2), it is sufficient to prove: if (1r .•• (1j+l (1jU = u, then U E vt 
(hence (1jU = U and (1r .•• (1i+l U = u). Denote p = (1r ••• (1j+1' so that 
p(1jU = U by hypothesis. It follows from (3) that (1pj = uj for j =F i, and 
(1jUj = uj - 2vj • Thus, ß(uj,u) = ß(uj,p(1ju) = ß(P(1j(1jp-1uj,P(1ju) = 

ß«(1jp-1uj,u) = ß«(1juj,u) = ß(uj,u) - 2ß(vj,u). Consequently, U E vt, as 
required. 

(ii) By Lemma a, Gis finite, so that t h = idG for a positive integer h ~ 1 G I. 
By (i), h > 1. It follows that U = w + tW + t 2W + ... + t h- 1W satisfies 
tU = u. By (i), U = O. In particular, not all of the vectors tkW, 0 ~ k < h, 
~~~. D 

Henceforth, assume that U = Ur and cJ> = cJ>r. where r is a quiver such 
that cJ>r is positive definite. This assumption has the consequence that 

(9) 

It is easy to see that the previous hypotheses that were imposed on cJ>, together 
with the inequalities (9) imply that cJ> = cJ>r for a suitable quiver r. (See 
Exercise 1.) 

Lemma c. Assume that cJ> = cJ>r is positive definite. Let w E W+ satisfy 
cJ>(w) = 1. For 1 ~ i ~ r: 

(i) ifw = Vj' then (1jW = -w; 
(ii) ifw =F Vj' then (1jW > O. 

PROOF. The assertion (i) restates part of (4). To prove (ii), note that by (1), 
Iß(w,vj)1 ~ 1. Thus, 2ß(w,vj) = 0, ± 1, or ±2. If ß(w,vJ ~ 0, then (1jW ~ 
w > O. If 2ß(w,vj) = 2, then ß(W,Vj )2 = cJ>(w)cJ>(vj ). In this case, it follows 
from (1) and the hypotheses w > 0, cJ>(w) = 1 that w = vi" Finally, if 
2ß(w,vj) = 1, then (1j(w) = w - Vj > O. Otherwise, w = LJl'jVPj with all 
aj ~ 0, and 1/2 = ß(w,vj) = Lj*jß(vj,vj)aj ~ 0 by (9). D 

Corollary. For each non-negative integer m, write m = jr + k with 0 ~ k < r; 
define t m = (1k ... (11 «(1r ... (11)i. 
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(i) Ifw E U+ then 't"mw E U+ and 't"m+l W i U+ for some m ~ O. 
(ii) Let W E W+, cfJ(w) = 1, and suppose that 't"mw E U+, 't"m+l W i U+. If 

m = jr + k with 0 ~ k < r, then w = 't"m(Vk+1), 

These results follow direct1y from Lemmas band c together with (7) and 
(8). 

Theorem. Let r be an acyclic quiver such that cfJr is positive definite. The 
dimension mapping (M,cfJ) ~ Dim(M,cfJ) defines a bijection between the 
isomorphism classes of indecomposable representations of rand the positive 
roots ofr. 

PROOF. By Corollary 8.6 it can be assumed that r = (V,E) is standardized, 
where V = {I, 2, ... ,r}. Let (M,cfJ) E 9l(r) be indecomposable. Denote 
w = Dim(M,cfJ). By Lemma 8.8b, w E W+. Let m be the integer satisfying 
the conditions of part (i) of the corollary, say m = jr + k with 0 ~ k < r. 
The minimality of m implies that (fk' ... (fl «(fr' .. (fl)i'W is a positive root, 
but not a simple root whenever j' < j or j' = j and k' < k. Since r is 
standardized, it follows from Lemmas 8.6b, 8.8b, and Proposition 8.7 that 
(M',cfJ') = Sk- ... S;(Sr- ... S;)i(M,<1» is a weIl defined, indecomposable 
representation of r' = Pk- ... P; (Pr- ... p;)ir, and k + 1 is a source in 
r'. Since (fk+1Dim(M',cfJ') = 't"m+lw is not positive, we infer from Lemma 
8.8b that (M',cfJ') = (Pk+1),O). Repeated use ofProposition 8.7 and Lemma 
8.8bgetsusbackto(M,cfJ)andw:(M,cfJ) ~ (S: ... Sr+)iS: ... St(p(k+l),O) 
and w = Dim(M,cfJ) = -r,;;l Vk +l is a positive root of r. Since m is uniquely 
determined by w, it follows that if (N,t/!) is another indecomposable repre
sentation of r such that Dim(N,t/!) = Dim(M,cfJ), then (N,t/!) ~ (M,cfJ). It 
remains to prove that every positive root w of r has the form Dim(M,cfJ) 
for some indecomposable representation (M, cfJ) of r. By Lemma a, w E W+ 
and cfJ(w) = 1. Hence, according to part (ii) ofthe corollary, w = 't",;;l(Vk+l) 
for a minimal non-negative integer m = jr + k, 0 ~ k < r. By Lemma 8.8b, 
w = Dim(M,cfJ), where (M,cfJ) = (S: ... Sr+)iS: ... St(p(k+l),O). The 
fact that (M,cfJ) is indecomposable follows from Proposition 8.7, using the 
minimality of m (as in the first part of the proof). D 

EXERCISES 

1. Let U = EB~=l ViQ, W = EB~=l viI., and suppose that 4J: U ..... Q is a positive 
definite quadratic mapping such that 4J(v;) = 1 for 1 :S; i :S; r, and 4J(W) ~ I., as 
in Section 8.9. Assurne that the bilinear mapping ß corresponding to 4J satisfies 
ß(vi,v) :S; Ofor all i # j. Prove that thereisa quiver r = (V,E)with V = {1,2, ... ,r} 
such that 4J = 4Jr' Hint. Prove that ß(vi,v) > -1 for all i # j. 

2. Let r be a quiver such that 4>r is positive definite. Prove that the set of aH roots of 
r is {u E W: 4Jr(u) = I}. Thus, finding the roots of r is the same as determining 
the integral solutions of the Diophantine equation 4>r(x 1 , •.• , xr ) = 1. Hint. Use 
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Lemmas 8.9b and c, and Corollary 8.9 to prove that the set Y of all roots of r is 
{u E W+ U W- : 4>r(u) = I}. Then use the inequality (9) of Section 8.9 to show 
that if U E Wand 4>r(u) = 1, then U E W+ U W-. 

3. (a) Let r = (V,E), V = {I, 2, ... , n}, be the quiver with the diagram 

An: n·· --n--··-I--n-~-2 • • 
2 

Prove that the positive roots of r in Ur = EB7=1 Vi Q are the vectors Vi + Vi+1 + 
... + Vi' where 1 ::;; i ::;; j ::;; n. 
(b) Let r have the diagram 

Dn : n·· --n-~-I --n -4~""2 
_._-....... /2 (n ~ 4). 

4 ~I 
Prove that the positive roots of r in Ur are the vectors VI' v2 ' ... , Vn ; Vi + Vi+1 + 
... + Vi' 1::;; i < j ::;; n, j ~ 3; VI + V3 + ... + Vi' j ~ 3; and VI + V2 + 
2(v3 + ... + Vi) + Vi+1 + ... + Vi' 3 ::;; i < j ::;; n. 

Rint. It suffices to verify that the vectors w in these lists satisfy 4>r(w) = 1, and 
that the lists are closed under the reflections I'Ik , 1 ::;; k ::;; n. 

4. Let r be a quiver whose unoriented diagram is the Dynkin diagram E6 • Prove that r 
has 36 positive roots, and find these vectors. Do the same thing for quivers whose 
diagrams are E7 and Es: there are 63 positive roots for E7 , and 120 for Es. 

Rint. The obvious embeddings of A 4 , A s, and Ds in E6 can be used to determine 
most of the positive roots. The rest can be found by evaluating l'Ii(w), where w is a 
known root such that ßr(vi,w) < O. 

5. Let B = Br be the F-algebra that was defined in Section 8.1, corresponding to the 
quiver r = ({ 1, 2, 3}, {(12), (21), (23), (32), (31) } ). Prove that B has finite represen
tation type, and use the method that led to the proof of Theorem 8.9 to determine 
representatives of the 18 isomorphism classes of indecomposable B-modules. 

Notes on Chapter 8 

Our exposition of the representation theory of quivers is based on the paper 
[18J of Bernstein, Gel'fand, and Ponomarev. A minor innovation is the 
elementary proof of the fact that indecomposable quivers of finite repre
sentation type have the diagrams An' Dn, or Ek , based on the Examples 
8.5a, b, c, and d. The usual proof due to Tits has conceptual advantages, 
but the rigorous presentation of Tits's argument (outlined in Exercise 2, 
Section 8.8) is difficult for readers with meager backgrounds in commutative 
ring theory. 

There are several lines of research that start with the papers [34] and 
[35] of Gabriel and the work of Bernstein, Gel'fand, and Ponomarev cited 
above. Mention should be made of the work of Dlav and Ringel in [30] 
and [31J and of Ringel in [67]. These papers extend Gabriel's results to 
quivers with weighted edges (calIed Species) and treat representations that 
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are defined by vector spaces over a division algebra. With this extended 
generality, it is possible to characterize certain finite dimensional algebras 
over an arbitrary field that have finite representation types. It turns out 
that all of the Dynkin diagrams arise in this context. Another problem that 
has been pursued by Nazarova is the construction ofindecomposable repre
sentations for some quivers of infinite type. This turns out to be possible 
for indecomposable quivers whose diagrams are cycles, or have one of the 
forms shown in Corollaries 11.5a, b, c, or d. Such quivers are said to have 
tame representation type. The rest are called wild. 

A more complete discussion of the current work on representation of 
quivers and related topics is given in Roiter's address at the 1978 Inter
national Congress of Mathematicians (see [69J). 



CHAPTER 9 

Tensor Products 

Tensor products add a new dimension to the study of associative algebras. 
The part of the theory of algebras that does not involve tensor products is 
a pure1y additive subject; the tensor product introduces a multiplication. 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe this powerful tool, and to show 
how it shapes the study of algebras. The results that are presented here, 
especially Proposition 9.2c, Corollary 9.3b, and Proposition 9.4b, will be 
used often in the later chapters. These theorems play an important part in 
the theory of central simple algebras, even though their proofs are easy. 
Indeed, none of the theorems in this chapter are deep. The machinery of 
tensor products is primarily a convenient formalism. Hs usefulness illustrates 
the value of robust definitions and notation. 

The last two sections of the chapter go beyond the standard materials in 
Sections 9.1 through 9.4. The induced modules defined in Section 9.5 are 
important in the theory of group representations. However, we only use 
this concept to prove half of Higman's Theorem on group algebras of finite 
representation type. The last section ofthis chapter provides a briefintroduc
tion to Morita equivalence of algebras. The simple properties of Morita 
equivalence that we prove here will be needed in the last part of Chapter 11. 

9.1. Tensor Products of R-modules 

Most applications of tensor products in the theory of algebras involve prod
ucts over the commutative scalar ring R. In this section we outline the basic 
results on the tensor products of R-modules. The next section deals with 
R-algebras. 

157 
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DefInition. Let M and N be R-modules. A tensor product of M and N is an 
R-module M ® N, together with a bilinear mapping M x N -+ M ® N, 
denoted by (u,v) f-+ U ® v such that: 

(i) M ® N is generated as an R-module by {u ® v: u E M, v E N} ; 
(ii) (Universality) if <1>: M x N -+ P is a bilinear mapping of R-modules 
(that is, <I>(u,.): N -+ P and <I>(.,v): M -+ P are module homomorphisms 
for all u E M and v E N), then there is a homomorphism ljJ: M ® N -+ P 
such that ljJ(u ® v) = <I>(u,v) for all u E M and v E N. 

This deceptively simple definition has many facets that are worth adver
tising. The hypothesis that (u,v) f-+ u ® v is bilinear implies four identities 
that are used repeatedly in dealing with tensor products: 

u ® (vIa + v2b) = (u ® vl)a + (u ® v2)b; 

(ula + u2 b) ® v = (u l ® v)a + (u2 ® v)b; 

u®O=O®.v=O; 

ua® v = (u® v)a = u ® (va). 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The assumption that M ® N is generated by the elements u ® v (calIed 
rank one tensors) leads via (4) to the conclusion that every element of M ® N 
has a representation in the form U I ® VI + ... + Un ® Vn • However, in 
most cases there is no natural canonical expression for the elements in a 
tensor product. This circumstance is sometimes a source of difficulty, but 
it is usually possible to avoid arguments involving arbitrary elements of 
M ® N by using a simple observation. 

Lemma a. If ljJ and ljJ are module homomorphisms of M ® N to P such that 
ljJ(u ® v) = ljJ(u ® v)for all u E M and v E N, then ljJ = ljJ. 

In fact, Ker(ljJ - ljJ) is a submodule of M ® Nthat includes all rank one 
tensors; hence Ker( ljJ - ljJ) = M ® N and ljJ = ljJ. 

Corollary a. The homomorphism ljJ in clause (ii) of the definition of M ® N 
is unique. 

Corollary b. If M ® N and M ®' N are tensor products of M and N, then 
there is a unique isomorphism ljJ: M ® N -+ M ®' N such that ljJ(u ® v) = 
u ®' v for all u E M and v E N. 

PROOF. The existence of a unique homomorphism ljJ: M (8) N -+ M (8)' N 
such that ljJ(u ® v) = u ®' v is a consequence ofthe bilinearity of(8)' and 
the universality of ®. Similarly, there is a homomorphism ljJ: M ®' N -+ 

M (8) N such that ljJ(u ®' v) = u ®v. It follows from Lemma a that ljJljJ 
and ljJljJ are identity mappings. 0 
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The uniqueness result in Corollary b allows us to speak about "the" 
tensor product of M and N. This is a standard practice that we will follow. 

Property (i) in the definition of tensor products can be used to show that 
a homomorphism is surjective: if rjJ: P -+ M ® N is such that {u ® v: 
u E M, v E N} s;; Im rjJ, then rjJ is surjective. 

Theorem. The tensor product oJ two R-modules M and N exists. 

Here is an outline of the construction of M ® N. Let F(M x N) 
be the free R-module with the basis M x N. Define M ® N to be 
F(M x N)/G(M,N), where G(M,N) is a suitably defined submodule of 
F(M x N). The rank one tensors are the cosets u ® v = (u,v) + G(M,N), 
u E M, v E N. In order that (u,v) H u ® v is bilinear, it is necessary and 
sufficient that G(M,N) inc1ude all elements of the form 

(u,v 1 a + v2 b) - (u,v 1)a - (u,v 2)b 
(5) 

(u 1a + u2b,v) - (u 1 ,v)a - (u2 ,v)b. 

This motivates the definition: G(M,N) is the submodule of F(M x N) that 
is generated by all elements of the form (5). Condition (i).(}f the definition 
is satisfied since the pairs (u,v) generate F(M x N), hence their images 
u Q9 v generate M ® N. Let <1>: M x N -+ P be bilinear. Since F(M x N) 
is free on M x N, there is an extension tjJ of <I> to a homomorphism of 
F(M x N) to P. The bilinearity of<l> guarantees that all elements of the 
form (5) are in Ker tjJ. Therefore, tjJ can be factored through the projection 
from F(M x N) to M Q9 N. This yields a homomorphism rjJ: M ® N -+ P 
such that rjJ(u Q9 v) = rjJ«u,v) + G(M,N» = tjJ«u,v» = <I>(u, v). 

Lemma b. Let M 1 , M 2 , N 1 , and N2 be R-modules. If rjJ: M 1 -+ M 2 and 
tjJ: N1 -+ N2 are module homomorphisms, then there is unique module homo
morphism rjJ ® tjJ: M 1 Q9 N 1 -+ M 2 Q9 N 2 such that Jor u E M 1 , V E N 1 , 

(rjJ ® tjJ)(u ® v) = rjJ(u) Q9 tjJ(v). (6) 

The Jollowing identities hold Jor these homomorphisms (with suitable domains 
and ranges). 

Since rjJ and tjJ are module homomorphisms, it follows from (1) and (2) 
that (u,v) H rjJ(u) Q9 tjJ(v) is bilinear. Theexistence and uniqueness of rjJ Q9 tjJ 
therefore follows from the definition of Mt ® N 1 • The identities (i)-(v) 
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are obtained from Lemma a, using calculations that are based on (6), (1), 
(2), (3), and (4). 

Proposition a. Let M, M p M 2 , N, NI' N2 , and P be R-modules. 

(i) M Q9 (NI EB N2) ~ (M Q9 NI) EB (M Q9 N2) by an isomorphism that 
maps u Q9 (V I ,V2) to (u Q9 VI' U Q9 v2). 

(ii) M Q9 (N Q9 P) ~ (M Q9 N) Q9 P by an isomorphism that maps u Q9 
(V Q9 w) to (u Q9 V) Q9 w. 

(iii) M Q9 N ~ N Q9 M by an isomorphism that maps u Q9 V to V Q9 u. 
(iv) M Q9 R ~ M and R Q9 M ~ M by isomorphisms that map u Q9 a and 

a Q9 u to ua. 

The statement (i) can be proved using the identities of Lemma band the 
characterization of the direct sum in terms of the projection and injection 
homomorphisms, or just by noting that the bilinear mapping (u,(v p v2)) 1-+ 

(u Q9 V I' U Q9 V2) fuHills the conditions that are required to make (M Q9 NI) 
EB (M Q9 N2) a tensor product of M and NI EB N 2 • Two applications of 
the universality condition produce a homomorphism 4J: M Q9 (N Q9 P) ..... 
(M Q9 N) Q9 P that satisfies 4J(u Q9 (V Q9 w)) = (u Q9 V) Q9 w. By sym
metry, there is a homomorphism from (M Q9 N) Q9 P to M Q9 (N Q9 P) 
that sends (u Q9 V) Q9 w to u Q9 (V Q9 w). Thus, 4J is an isomorphism, as 
in the proof of Corollary b. The proof of (iii) is similar, in fact easier. Finally, 
the bilinearity of (u,a) 1-+ ua leads to a homomorphism 4J of M Q9 R to M 
that satisfies 4J(u Q9 a) = ua; and t/!(u) = u Q9 1 is a homomorphism such 
that 4Jt/!(u) = u and t/!4J(u Q9 a) = ua Q9 1 = u Q9 a by (4). Thus, 4J is an 
isomorphism. 

We now prove the fundamental exactness property ofthe tensor product. 

Proposition b. lf MI ! M2 ! M 3 ..... 0 is an exact sequence of R-modules, 
thenfor any R-module N the sequence MI Q9 N!:. M 2 Q9 N .!!. M 3 Q9 N ..... 
o is exact, where X = 4J Q9 idN and 0 = t/! Q9 idN • 

PROOF. Plainly, Im 0 inc1udes all rank one tensors, so that 0 is surjective. 
Moreover, t/!4J = 0 implies Ox = 0; hence ImX ~ KerO. Let n be the 
natural projection of M 2 Q9 N to M 2 Q9 N/ImX. Since rl(O) Q9 N = 
Im4J Q9 N ~ ImX = Kern, the formula <l>(u3 ,v) = n(r I u3 Q9 v) de
scribes a well defined bilinear mapping of M 3 x N to P. Hence, there is a 
homomorphism A: M 3 Q9 N ..... P such that A(U3 Q9 v) = n(t/!- l u3 Q9 v). 
In particular, A(t/!(U2 ) Q9 v) = n(u2 Q9 v), so that AO = n by Lemma a. 
Therefore, KerO ~ Kern = Imx· D 

If 0 ..... MI ..... M 2 ..... M 3 ..... 0 is a short exact sequence, then in general 
0 ..... MI Q9 N ..... M 2 Q9 N is not exact. (See Exercise 4.) In one important 
case, full exactness is preserved by the tensor product. 
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Corollary c. If 0 - Mi !. M 2 ! M 3 - 0 is spUt exact, then 0 - Mi ® 
N ~ M 2 ® N .! M 3 ® N - 0 is exact. 

Infact,if-t-:M2 - M i issuchthatuj> = idM" then(t ® idN)(f/> ® idN) = 
idM1®N' so that X is injective. 

An important special case of Coro11ary c is the result that the tensor 
product of vector spaces (that is, F-modules) preserves exactness. Indeed, 
every short exact sequence of vector spaces splits. 

Proposition c. If M and N are F-spaces with bases {uj: i E I} and {vi: j E J}, 
then {U j ® vi: (i,j) E I x J} is a basis of M ® N. In particular, dirn M ® N 
= (dimM)(dimN). 

PROOF. If Mi < M and Ni < N, then by Coro11ary c the inc1usion mappings 
induce an injective homomorphism Mi ® Ni - M ® N. Therefore, since 
the rank one tensors span M ® N and linear independence is defined in 
terms of fmite sets, we can assurne that I = {I, ... ,m} and J = {I, ... ,n} 
are finite. Consequently, 

M ® N = (EB~=l ujF) ® (EBj=l vjF) ~ EBjjujF ® vß) ~ EBjjUj ® v)F 

by Proposition a. 0 

The proof of this result illustrates a defect in the standard notation for 
tensor products. The expression u j ® vi depends not only on the elements 
u j and Vi' but also on the ambient modules N and M. For R-modules, the 
fact that the elements Uj ® vi are distinct, non-zero, and linearly independent 
in Mi ® Ni would not guarantee that the corresponding elements (also 
denoted by U j ® v) in M ® N retain these properties. In the case under 
consideration, we are saved in the proposition by the exactness of the tensor 
product over a field, that is, the fact that Mi ® Ni - M ® N is injective. 

In a few sections of this chapter and Chapter 10 it will be necessary to 
deal with tensor products of A-modules, where A is an algebra that may 
not be commutative. The defmition of such products is slightly more 
complicated than the definition of the tensor product of two R-modules. 

Let A be an R-algebra. Suppose that M is a right A-module, and N is a 
left A-module. Then M and N can be viewed as R-modules by restricting 
scalar operations to R. A bilinear mapping <I> of M x N to an R-module P 
is ca11ed balanced if <I>(ux,v) = <I>(u,xv) for a11 U E M, v E N, and XE A. 
The tensor product over A of M and N is an R-module M ®A N, together 
with a balanced, bilinear mapping M x N - M ®A N (denoted (u,v) H 

U ® v) such that M ®A N is generated as an R-module by {u ® v: U E M, 
v E N}; and if <1>: M x N - P is a balanced, bilinear mapping, then there 
is an R-module homomorphism f/>: M ®A N - P satisfying f/>(u ® v) = 
<I>(u,v) for a11 U E M and v E N. 
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In general, the tensor product M ®A N cannot be considered as an A
module. An exception to this assertion occurs when M or N is abimodule, 
as we will see in Section 9.5. In particular, this is the case when A is com
mutative, since the right scalar operation can then be used to define a left 
scalar operation and vice versa. However, if Ais a commutative R-algebra 
that properly contains R, then M ®A N and M ®R N are generally different. 
(When M and N are modules over two or more commutative rings, we will 
often write M ®R N instead of M ® N to avoid confusion.) 

Most ofthe results given in this section generalize very easily to M ®A N. 
Exceptions to this rule are the associative and commutative laws in Prop
osition a: these isomorphisms make sense (and are valid) only for bimo
dules. The identities (1)-(4) are satisfied in M ®A N, provided a E Rand 
bE R. The fact that (u,v) 1---+ u ® v is balanced gives a stronger version of(4): 

(ux) ® v = u ® (xv) for u E M, v E N, XE A. (4') 

EXERCISES 

1. Establish the following isomorphisms of 7L -modules: 
(a) Q® Q ~ Q; 
(b) Q ® (Q/7L) ~ Q/7L ® Q/7L; 
(c) for any abelian group M and n ~ I, M ® (7L/n7L) ~ M/nM; 
(d) (7L/m7L) ® (7L/n7L) ~ 7L/k7L, where k is the greatest common divisor of m 

andn. 

2. Establish the following isomorphisms. 
(a) For any field F, F[ x] ®F F[ x] ~ F[ x,y]. 
(b) Q ®z Mn(7L) ~ Mn(Q)· 

3. Prove that not all elements ofthe tensor product F[x] ®F F[x] have rank one. 

4. (a) Show that when the exact sequence 0 -+ 7L -+ Q -+ Q/7L -+ 0 is tensored over 7L 
with Q/7L, the resulting sequence is no longer exact. 

(b) Define cf>: 7L/27L -+ 7L/47L by cf>(l + 27L) = 2 + 47L. Prove that cf> is an injective 
homomorphism, but idz/2Z ® cf>: 7L/27L ® 7L/27L -+ 7L/27L ® 7L/47L is the zero map, 
whereas 7L/27L ® 7L/27L ~ 7L/27L ~ 7L/27L ® 7L/47L. 

5. Prove that if M is a right A-module and N is a left A-module, then the tensor product 
M ®A N exists and is unique (to isomorphism). Rint. Modify the proof of the 
theorem by letting G(M,N) be generated by all elements that have one ofthe forms 
(u, via + v2 b) - (u,vl)a - (u,v2)b, (ula + u2 b, v) - (ul,v)a - (u2 ,v)b, (ux,v) -
(u,xv), where u, ul , U2 E M, v, VI' v2 E N, a, bE R, and x E A. 

6. Let the R-module M be a union of a directed family of submodules, say M = 
UieI Mi' where i, jE I implies the existence of k E I such that Mi U Mj S;; Mk• 

For each i E I, let K j : M j -+ M be the inclusion homomorphism. Use the proof of 
the existence of M ® N to show that M ® N is the union of the submodules 
Im(K j ® idN). Deduce that if {~: jE J} is a set of R-modules and N is an R-module, 
then (EBjEJ M} ® N ~ EBjEJ ~ ® N. 
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9.2. Tensor Products of Algebras 

If A and Bare R-algebras, then they are also R-modules. Therefore, we can 
form the tensor product A ® B. The results ofthis section show that A ® B 
is an R-algebra with a suitably defined multiplication, and that tbis tensor 
product algebra has an internal characterization in terms of subalgebras. 

Proposition a. If A and Bare R-algebras, then there is a multiplication operation 
on A ® B that satisfies 

(Xl ® Yl)(X2 ® Y2) = XIX2 ® YIY2· (1) 

The multiplication is associative, and l A ® 1B = 1A®B. 

PRooF. For Xl E A and Yl E B, let Ax and Ay be the left multiplication 
endomorpbisms of A and B corresponaing to ~l and Yl. By Lemma 9.1b, 
Ax ® Ay E ER(A ® B) satisfies (Ax ® Ay )(x2 ® Y2) = XIX2 ® YIY2. 
M~reove~, (Xl .11) H Ax ® Ay is a bil1near ~apping ofAx B to ER(A ® 
B). Thus, there is an R-'modu1~ homomorphism </>: A ® B -+ ER(A ® B) 
such that </>(x1 ® Yl) = AXI ® Ay • Define (A ® B) x (A ® B) -+ A ® B 
by (z, w) H ZW = </>(z)(w). Since ~ is a homomorpbism of R-modules, and 
</>(z) E ER(A ® B), the mapping is bilinear, that is, a multiplication operation 
on A ® B. By construction, (Xl ® Yl)(X2 ® Y2) = </>(Xl ® Yl)(X2 ® Y2) 
= (AxI ® Ay)(X2 ® Y2) = XIX2 ® YIY2; that is, (1) is satisfied. It follows 
easily from (1) and Lemma 1.2 that the multiplication is associative. More
over, 1A ® 1B is the unity element of A ® B by (1) and Lemma 9.1a. 0 

Corollary a. Let A, B, and C be R-algebras. 

(i) (A + B) ® C ~ (A ® C) + (B ® C). 
(ii) (A ® B) ® C ~ A ® (B ® C). 

(iii) A ® B ~ B ® A. 
(iv) A ® R ~ R® A ~ A. 

In this corollary, ~ denotes the isomorphism relation in the category of 
R-algebras. The corresponding isomorphisms were obtained for R-modu1es 
in Proposition 9.lb. The proofs that the mappings described in Proposition 
9.lb invo1ve applications of the formula (1), and appeals to Lemma 9.la. 
This task is the content of Exercise 1. 

Lemma a. The mappings K A: A -+ A ® Band KB: B -+ A ® B defined by 
KA(X) = x® 1BandKB(y) = 1A®yarealgebrahomomorphismssuchthat: 

(i) KA(A) U KB(B) generates A ® B as an R-algebra; 
(ii) KA(X)KB(y) = KiY)KA(x)!or all X E A and Y E B. 
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If A and Bare F-algebras, then "A and "B are injective .. moreover, if {Xi: i e I} 
is a basis 0/ A and {Yj:j e J} is a basis 0/ B, then {"A(Xj)"B(Y): (i,j) e I x J} 
is a basis 0/ A ® B. 

PROOF. The bilinearity of ® together with (1) imply that "A and "B are 
algebrahomomorphisms. By(1), "A(X)"B(Y) = X ® Y = "B(Y) "A (x), which 
yields (i) and (ii). The last statement ofthe lemma is a consequence ofPropo
sition 9.1c. D 

If X is a subset of the algebra A, then the centralizer 0/ X in A is defined 
to be 

CA(X) = {yeA:xy =yx forall xeX}. 

This familiar concept will be used frequently in the following chapters. It 
is convenient to record some obvious consequences of the definition. 

Lemma b. Let X and Y be subsets 0/ the algebra A, and suppose that B is a 
subalgebra 0/ A. 

(i) CA (X) is a subalgebra 0/ A with Z(A) s;; CA(X). 
(ii) If X S;; Y, then CA(Y) S;; CA(X). 

(iii) X S;; C A(Y) if and only if Y S;; C A(X); in particular, X S;; C A(C A(X». 
(iv) B n C A(B) = Z(B). 
(v) CA (X) = A if and only if X S;; Z(A). 

We now prove a universality property of tensor products of algebras. 
This result leads to the characterization theorem. 

Proposition b. Let A, B, and C be R-algebras. If 4J: B --+ A and t/t: C --+ A 
are algebra homomorphisms such that t/t(C) s;; CA(4J(B», then there is a 
unique algebra homomorphism (J: B ® C --+ A that satisfies 

(J(X ® y) = 4J(x)t/t(y) (2) 

/or x e Band y e C. In particular, 4J = (J"B and t/t = (J"c. 

PROOF. Since 4J and t/t are R-module homomorphisms, the mapping (x,y) I-t 

4J(x)t/t(y) is bilinear. Thus, there is an R-module homomorphism that 
satisfies (2). By (1) and (2), (J«x i ® YI)(X2 ® Y2» = 4J(XIX2)t/t(YIY2) = 
4J(X I)4J(X2)t/t(YI)t/t(Y2) = 4J(XI)t/t(YI)4J(X2)t/t(Y2) = (J(x i ® YI)(J(X2 ® 
Y2)' since t/t(C) S;; CA(4J(B». Therefore, (J is an algebra homomorphism. D 

Corollary b. If 4J: B --+ BI and t/t: C --+ Cl are algebra homomorphisms, then 
4J ® t/t: B ® C --+ BI ® Cl is an algebra homomorphism. If B, BI' C, and 
Cl are F-algebras, and if 4J and t/t are injective, then 4J ® t/t is injective. 

The corollary follows from Lemma a and Proposition b. 
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Proposition c. If A, B, and C are F-algebras, then B ® C ~ A if and only 
if A contains subalgebras B' and C' such that 

(i) B' ~ Band C' ~ C as F-algebras, 
(ii) C' s CA (B'), and 

(iii) there exist bases {Xi: iEI} of B' and {Yj:jEJ} ofC' such that {xiYj: 
(iJ) E I x J} is a basis of A. 

If A is finite dimensional, then (iii) can be replaced by 

(iv) Ais generated as an F-algebra by B' u C' and dimA = (dimB)(dim C). 

PRooF. By Lemma a, the conditions (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) are necessary. 
Assurne that there are subalgebras B' and C' of A that satisfy (i) and (ii). Let 
cjJ: B - B' and tjJ: C - C' be the isomorphisms that are promised by (i). 
By (ii) and Proposition b, there is an algebra homomorphism (): B ® C - A 
such that ()(x ® y) = cjJ(x)tjJ(y) for X E Band y E C. By Lemma a and (iii), 
() maps a basis of B ® C bijectively to a basis of A; so that () is an isomor
phism in this case. If A is finite dimensional, and (iv) is satisfied, then () 
is surjective because ()(B ® C) is a subalgebra of A that includes the gener
ating set B' u C'; and () is injective because dimA = (dimB)(dimC) = 
dirn B ® C by Lemma a. 0 

EXAMPLE. Let Gl and G2 be finite groups, and suppose that G = Gl X G2 

is the product of Gl and G2 • If Fis any field, then FG ~ FGl ® FG2 • 

PRooF. Write A = FG. Consider Gl and G2 as subgroups of (J, so that each 
element of G has a unique representation in the form xy with x E G 1 , Y E G 2. 

Let Al be the subspace that is spanned by Gp and let A 2 be the subspace 
that is spanned by G2 • It is clear that Al and A 2 are subalgebras of A such 
that Al ~ FGl and A2 ~ FG2 . Since xy = yx for XE Gl and y E G2 , we 
see that Al S CA (A 2 ). Plainly, Al u A2 generates Aas an F-algebra. Finally, 
dimA = IGI = IGl IIG2 1 = (dirn Al)(dim A2). Thus, byPropositionc,FG = 
A ~ Al ® A2 ~ FGl ®FG2 • 0 

EXERCISES 

1. Complete the proof of Corollary a. 

(-1-1) ~ 2. LetlHI = -~- beHamilton'squaternionalgebra.ProvethatlHl\ÖlC ~ M2 (C), 

considered as IR-algebras. Hint. Consider the IR-subalgebra of M 2(C) that consists of 
all matrices that have the form 
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with a, b E IC, and jj is the complex conjugate of a. The general results of Chapter 
13 will make this exercise a triviality. 

3. If IX = [aijJ E Mn(F) and ß = [bklJ E Mm(F), then the tensor product 0/ the matrices 
IX and ß is the matrix IX ® ß, whose rows and columns are indexed by the pairs 
(i,k) with 1 ::;; i ::;; n and 1 ::;; k ::;; m, such that the element in row (i,k) and column 
(j,l) is aijbkl . Prove that the mapping (IX,ß) H IX ® ß induces an F-aigebra isomor
phism of Mn(F) ® Mm(F) to Mnm(F). 

4. Let </>: A ~ Mn(F) and 1/1: A ~ Mm(F) be representations of the F-algebra A. 
Define (): A ~ Mnm(F) by (}(x) = </>(x) ® I/I(x) (where ® denotes the matrix 
tensor product that is defined in Exercise 3). Prove that () is a representation of A 
whose character Xe is the point-wise product X</>X"'. (See Exercise 1 in Section 5.6.) 
Deduce that X(A) is a commutative ring. 

5. Let the characteristic of the field F be different from 2. Prove that if a, b, CE PO, 

then (a;) ® (a:) ~ (a:c) ® M 2(F). Rint. Let {I, i,j, k} and {I, i',j', k'} be 

the standard bases or( ~;) and e:) respectively. Denote 1 = 1 ® I, i" = i ® 1, 

r = j ® j', k" = k ® j', i'" = 1 ® j', j'" = i ® k', and k'" = (i ® i')( -c). 

Show that 1, i", r, k" is a basis of a subalgebra B of A = e:) ® (a:) such that 

B ~ (a:c). and 1, i''', j"', k'" is a basis of a subalgebra C of A such that C ~ 

(c, --;2 c). Show that A ~ B ® c. Deduce from Exercise 2 of Section 1. 7 that 

C ~ M 2 (F). 

9.3. Tensor Products of Modules over Aigebras 

Let A and B be R-algebras. If M is a right A-module and N is a right B
module, then M and N are also R-modules, and the tensor product M QS) N 
can be endowed with the structure of an A QS) B-module. This section 
explores the homological aspects of this construction. 

Lemma. If M is a right A-module and N is a right B-module, then M QS) N 
is a right A QS) B-module with scalar operations that satisJy 

(uQS) v)(xQS)y) = ux QS)vy 

Jor all u E M, v E N, x E A, and y E B. 

(1) 

The proof that there is a right module operation of A QS) B on M QS) N 
satisfying (1) can be copied almost verbatim from the proof of Proposition 
9.2a. It is a useful exercise to give the details of this argument. 

Proposition. Let M 1 and M 2 be right A-modules, and suppose that N 1 and 
N2 are right B-modules. 
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(i) If <P E HomA(Mt ,Mz) and t/! E HomB(Nt ,Nz), then <P (29 t/! E HomAQ9B 
(Mt (29 Nt, Mz (29 Nz)· 

(ii) The mapping (<p,t/i) f---+ <p (29 t/! induces an R-module homomorphism (}: 
HomA(Mt ,Mz) (29 HomB(Nt ,Nz) --+ HomAQ9B(Mt (29 Nt, M z (29 Nz)· 

(iii) (}: EA(Mt) (29 EB(Nt) --+ EAQ9B(Mt (29 Nt) is an algebra homomor
phism. 

PROOF. Since <p and t/! are module homomorphisms, (<p (29 t/!H(u (29 v) (x (29 
y» = <p(ux) (29 t/!(vy) = <p(u)x (29 t/!(v)y = «<p (29 t/!Hu (29 v)Hx (29 y). The 
assertion (i) therefore follows from Lemma 9.1a. Since (<p,t/!) f---+ <p (29 t/! is 
bilinear, the existence of (} is a consequence of the universality property 
of tensor products. To avoid confusion in the proof of (iii) it is helpful to 
denote a rank one tensor in EA(Mt) (29 EB(Nt) by <p (29' t/!. Thus, by defi
nition, (}(<p (29' t/!) = <p (29 t/!. Consequently, by 9.2(1), (}«<pt (29' t/!t)(<Pz (29' 
t/!z» = (}(<pt <Pz (29' t/!t t/!z) = <Pt <P2 (29 t/!t t/!2 = (<Pt (29 t/!tH<Pz (29 t/!z) = 
(}(<pt (29' t/!t)8(<pz (29' t/!z)· It follows that (} is an algebra homomorphism. 

o 
In general, the homomorphism (} is neither injective nor surjective (Exer

cise 3). However, in the cases that interest us most, (} is an isomorphism. 

EXAMPLE. (} maps HomA(A,M) (29 HomB(B,N) isomorphically to HomAQ9B 
(A (29 B, M (29 N). This is to be expected because HomA(A,M) ~ M, 
HomB(B,N) ~ N, and HomAQ9B(A (29 B, M (29 N) ~ M (29 N by the 
Exercise of Section 1.3. However, a bit of care is needed. Define (TA: HomA 
(A,M) --+ M by (JA(<P) = <P(1A). It follows from Lemma 6.4 that (JA is an 
isomorphism. A straightforward computation (using Lemma 9.la) shows 
that the dia gram 

HomA(A,M) (29 HomB(B,N) ~ HomAQ9B(A (29 B, M (29 N) 

~M(29N~ 
is commutative. Therefore, (} is an isomorphism. 

Corollary a. Suppose that Mt and Mz are right A-modules, Nt and Nz are 
right B-modules, and Mt and Nt are free with finite bases. The homorphism 
(}: HomA(MpMz) (29 HomB(NpNz) --+ HomAQ9B(Mt (29 Np Mz (29 Nz) is 
an isomorphism. In particular, EA(Mt) (29 EB(Nt ) ~ EAQ9B(Mt (29 Nt)· 

PROOF. Since Mt and Nt are free, there exist natural numbers m and n such 
that Mt ~ EBm A and Nt = EBn B. By the example, Proposition 9.1a, and 
the additivity of the Horn functor, HomA(Mt ,Mz) (29 HomB(Nt ,Nz) ~ 
HomA(EBm A,Mz) (29 HomB(EBn B,Nz) ~ (EBm HomA(A,M2» (29 (EBn 
HomB(B,Nz» ~ EBmn (HomA(A,M2) (29 HomB(B,Nz» ~ EBmn HomAQ9B 
(A (29 B, Mz (29 Nz) ~ HomAQ9B(EBmn A (29 B, M2 (29 Nz) ~ HomAQ9B 
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(M l (8) N l , M 2 (8) N2 )· The ingredient that is missing from this proof is a 
routine verification that () defines the composite isomorphism. An alternative 
inductive proof is outlined in Exercise 4. D 

This result is arestatement of the last part of Corollary a, using the 
isomorphism EA (E8m A) ~ Mm(A) that was proved in Corollary 3.4b. 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove the lemma. 

2. Let P be a free right A-module with the basis {u i : i EI}, and let Q be a free right 
B-module with the basis {vj :} E J}. Assurne that A ® B is a non-trivial algebra. 
Prove that P ® Q is a free A ® B-module with the basis {u i ® vj : (i,}) E I x J}. 

3. Let A = B = 7L. Prove the following statements concerning the homomorphism 8 
that was defined in the lemma. 

(a) 8: Homz(Q,7L) ® Homz(Q,Q) ---+ Homz(Q ® Q, 7L ® Q) is not surjec
tive. 

(b) (J: Ez(Q/7L) ® Ez(Q) ---+ Ez«Q/7L) ® Q) is not injective. 

4. Let M;, M;', and M z be right A-modules, and suppose that NI and N z are right B
modules. Prove that if the homomorphisms 

(J': HomA(M; ,M2 ) ® HomB(NI,Nz) ---+ HomA®B(M; ® NI ,Mz ® Nz) 

(J": HomA(M~,Mz) ® HomB(NI,Nz) ---+ HomA®B(M;'® NI,Mz ® Nz) 

are isomorphisms, then so is 

(J: HomA(M; EB M~,Mz) ® HomB(NI,Nz) 

---+ HomA®B«M; EB M~) ® NI,Mz ® Nz)· 

Use this result (and its right analog) to give an inductive proof of the corollary. 

5. Let Sand T be contra variant functors from R-modules to abelian groups such that 
if N ---+ M ---+ P ---+ 0 is exact, then so are 0 ---+ S(P) ---+ SeM) ---+ SeN) and 0 ---+ T(P) 
---+ T(M) ---+ T(N). Let (J: S ---+ T be a natural transformation of functors such that 
(JM: SeM) ---+ T(M) is an isomorphism whenever M is a finitely generated free 
module. Prove that (JM is an isomorphism for all finite1y presented modules M. Use 
this result to show that the homomorphism (J of the proposition is an isomorphism 
under the hypothesis that MI and NI are finitely presented. 

9.4. Scalar Extensions 

Tensor products playanother role in the study of algebras. They are used 
to extend the domain of scalars from R to a commutative ring that contains 
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R as a subring. More generally, it is possible to pass from an R-algebra to 
an S-algebra, where S is any commutative R-algebra. 

Proposition a. Let A be an R-algebra. If S is a commutative R-algebra, then 
A ® S is an S-algebra whose product satisfies 

(x ® c)(y ® d) = xy ® cd (1) 

for all x, y E A and c, dES. The scalar operations by elements of S on A ® S 
is defined by 

zc = z(1A ® c) (2) 

for all Z E A ® Sand CES. 

PROOF. By Proposition 9.2a, A ® S is an R-algebra, and Ks : S --+ A ® S 
(defined by KS<C) = l A ® c) is an R-algebra homomorphism such that 
KA(A) ~ CA(8)S(KS(S)). Also, Ks<S) ~ CA(8)s(Ks(S)) because S is commuta
tive. Therefore, A ® S = C A(8)s(Ks(S)) by Lemmas 9.2a and b. That is, 
Ks(S) ~ Z(A ® S). This inclusion guarantees that the S-module operation 
given by (2) imposes an S-algebra structure on A ® S. 0 

If A is an R-algebra and S is a commutative R-algebra, then we will 
write AS for A ® S when this tensor product is to be viewed as an S-algebra. 
It should be mentioned that the notation As is used for A ® S in many 
papers on associative algebras, especially in the early literature. 

The distributive and associative laws (Corollary 9.2a) have important 
consequences for scalar extensions. 

CoroUary a. Let A and B be R-algebras. If S is a commutative R-algebra and 
T is a commutative S-algebra, then 

(i) (A + B)s ~ AS + BS , 

(ii) (A ®R B)S ~ AS ®s B S, 
(iii) (AS)T ~ AT. 

PROOF. The first isomorphism is a direct consequence of Corollary 9.2a(i). 
The proofs of (ii) and (iii) use a minor extension of the associative law: if 
M is an R-module, and if N and P are S-modules, then N and N ®s P can 
be viewed as R-modules, and M ®R (N ®s P) ~ (M ®R N) ®s P. Using 
this result, we get (A ®R B)S = (A ®R B) ®R S ~ (A ®R S) ®R B ~ 
(A ®R·(S ®s S)) ®R B ~ «A ®R S) ®s S) ®R B ~ AS ®s ßS, and 
(ASf = (A ®R S) ®s T ~ A ®R (S ®s T) ~ A ®R T = AT. 0 

Lemma. Let A be an F-algebra with the basis {Xi: i E I}. If Eis a field extension 
of F, then {Xi ® l E: i EI} is a basis of A E. Inparticular, dimEAE = dimFA. 
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PROOF. Let {Cj : j E J} be an F-space basis of E. By Proposition 9.lc, {Xi ® 
c· : (i,j) E I x J} is an F-space basis of A ® E. By (2), Xi ® Cj = (Xi ® 1 )cj' 
s~ that {Xi ® 1: i E I} spans A E• Suppose that Li (Xi ® l)di = 0, with 
di E E. Write di = LjCPji' with suitab1e aji E F. It follows that 

L(xi ® cj)aji = L(xi ® l)di = 0, 
i,j i 

so that aji = 0 for allj and i. Hence, di = 0 for all i EI. D 

This lemma can be formulated more simply for finite dimensional 
algebras. 

CoroUary b. Let A be an n-dimensional F-algebra with the basis Xl' XZ' ... 'Xn 

and the corresponding structure constants a~j' If ElF is afield extension, then 
A E is isomorphic to the n-dimensional E-algebra with the basis Xl' XZ' ... , Xn 

and the corresponding structure constants a~j' 

This result is an easy consequence of the lemma. The isomorphism is the 
obvious one that maps Xi ® 1 to Xi' 

A useful special case of Corollary b occurs when A is a quaternion 

algebra: if ElF is a field extension and a, b Er, then ( a; r = (a:). 

Proposition b. Let A be an F-algebra, and suppose that ElF is a field extension. 
An E-algebra B is isomorphic 10 A E if and only if there is an F-subalgebra A' 
of B such that 

(i) A' ~ A as F-algebras, and 
(ii) there is an F-space basis of A' that is also an E-space basis of B. 

If dimF A is finite, then (ii) can be replaced by 

(iii) A' E = Band dimEB = dimFA. 

PROOF. If B ~ A E, then (i) and (ii) are satisfied by Proposition 9.2b and the 
lemma. It is evident that conditions (ii) and (iii) are equivalent if dimF A < 
00. Assume that (i) and (ii) are satisfied. Let E' = {lBC: CE E}. Plainly, E' 
is an F-subalgebra of B that is isomorphie to E, and E' s;;; Z(B) s;;; CaCA'). 
If {Xi: i E I} is an F-space basis of A', and {cj : j E J} is an F-space basis of 
E', then {xicj : (i,j) E I x J} is an F-space basis of B. In fact, by (ii) , 

Li.j xicjF = Li xiE = B; and Li.j xicjaij = 0 with aij E F implies Lj cjaij = 
o for all i, so that aij = 0 for all i E I, jE J. By Proposition 9.2b, there is 
an F-algebra isomorphism (): A ® E ~ B such that (}(IA ® c) = 1Bc for 
all CE E. Hence, if Z E A ® E and CE E, then (}(zc) = (}(z(l ® c)) = 
(}(Z)(lBC) = (}(z)c, that is, () is an E-algebra isomorphism. D 

EXAMPLE. Let A be a simple field extension of F, say A = F(d). Denote 
the minimum polynomial of d over F by <I>(x). We will show that A E ~ 
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E[x]jK, whereK = <I>(x)E[x]. LetA' = (F[x] + K)jK ~ F[x]jK n F[x]. 
Plainly, K n F[ x] is a proper ideal of F[ x] that eontains <I>(x)F[ x]. How
ever, <I>(x)F[ x] is a maximal ideal of F[ x] beeause F[ x ] j<l>(x) F[ x] ~ F(d) 
is a field. Thus, K n F[ x] = <I>(x)F[ x], so that A' ~ A. The isomorphism 
AE ~ E[x]jK therefore follows from Proposition b, sinee A'E = E[x]jK 
and dimEE[x]jK = deg<l>(x) = dimFA. 

This example presages a eonneetion between separability and the behavior 
of fields under sealar extension that we will study in the next ehapter. If the 
polynomial <I>(x) is separable, then it faetors into distinet irreducible eompo
nents in E[ x ]. The Chinese Remainder Theorem yields the eonc1usion that 
AE is isomorphie to a produet of fields. However, the situation is different 
if <I>(x) is inseparable. For example, suppose that Char F = P and d = a1/p , 

where a E F - FP. In this ease, <I>(x) = xP - a. If the extension field E also 
eontains d, then <I>(x) = (x - d)P in E[ x]. Consequently, E[ x]j K has non
zero radical: J(E[x]jK) = (x - d)E[x]jK. 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove the generalized associative law that was invoked in the proof of Corollary a: 
if M is an R-module, and if N and P are S-modules, where S is a commutative 
R-algebra, then M (25\ (N ®s P) ~ (M ®R N) ®s P. 

2. Prove that if A is a simple field extension of F, then AIF is separable if and only if 
AE is semisimple for all field extensions ElF. 

3. Use Proposition a to simplify the first reduction step in the proof of Proposition 
4.6. 

4. Let A be a simple field extension of F. Assume that ElF is a finite Galois extension. 
Use the result of the example to prove that AE is a finite product of field extensions 
of E that are isomorphie as F-algebras. 

9.5. Induced Modules 

In this seetion, tensor produets are used to eonvert A-modules to B-modules, 
where A is a subalgebra of B. This eonstruetion has important applieations 
in the theory of group representations. For the first time, we must use 
tensor produets over non-eommutative algebras. 

Lemma a. Let A and B be R-algebras. lf M is a right A-module and N is an 
A-B bimodule, then M ®A N is a right B-module with scalar operations that 
satisJy 

(u ® v)y = u (8) (vy) 

Jor all u E M, v E N, and y E B. 

(1) 
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PROOF. If Y E B, define <l>y: M x N --+ M Q9A N by <l>iu,v) = u Q9 vy. 
Plainly, <l>y is R-bilinear, and <l>iux,v) = ux Q9 vy = u Q9 x(vy) = u Q9 
(xv)y = <l>iu,xv). Thus, there is an R-module endomorphism cfJy of M Q9A N 
that satisfies cfJy(u Q9 v) = u Q9 vy. Routine calculations with rank one 
tensors give cfJya+:Zb = cfJya + cfJ:zb and cfJ:zcfJy = cfJy:z. Thus, M Q9A Nis a right 
B-module with the scalar operations wy = ~(w) for WEM Q9A N and 
y E B. Moreover, (u Q9 v)y = cfJiu Q9 v) = u \Öl (vy). 0 

The mirror image of this argument shows that if M is a B-A bimodule 
and N is a left A-module, then M Q9A N is a left B-module. In case M and 
N are both bintodules, then M Q9A N is also abimodule. Indeed, suppose 
that M is a B-A bimodule and N is an A-C bimodule. Then M Q9A N is a 
left B-module and a right C-module. If y E B, Z E C, U E M, and v E N, then 
y«u Q9 v)z) = yu Q9 vz = (y(u Q9 v))z, whichimplies thattheassociativity 
condition for abimodule is satisfied. Finally, if a E R, u E M, and v E N, 
then a(u Q9 v) == (au) Q9 v = (ua) Q9 v = u Q9 (av) = (u Q9 v)a. 

It is now possible to make sense of a generalized associativity law for 
tensor products over algebras. 

CoroUary a. Let A and B be R-algebras. If M is a right A-module, N is 
an A-B bimodule, and P is a le/t B-module, then M Q9A (N Q9B P) ~ 
(M Q9A N) Q9B P as R-modules. If also M or P is abimodule, then the 
isomorphism is a module isomorphism; and it is abimodule isomorphism if 
M and P are both bimodules. 

The proof of this corollary is just an elaboration of the proof of Prop
osition 9.1a. 

For us the most important case of the lemma occurs when N is an 
R-algebra B that contains A as a subalgebra. Plainly, B can be considered 
as an A-B bimodule. Therefore, if M is a right A-module, then M Q9A B 
is a right B-module that is induced by M. It is customary to denote M Q9A B 
byMB• 

Lemma b. Let A, B, and C be R-algebras, with A a subalgebra 0/ Band B 
a subalgebra 0/ c. Assume that M and N are right A-modules. 

(i) (M EB N)B ~ MB EB NB. 
(ii) (M~C ~ M C. 

(iii) M A ~ M. 

Moreover if M and N are bimodules, then the isomorphisms (i), (ii), ahd 
(iii) are bimodule isomorphisms. 

The proof of this lemma is essentially the same as the proof of Corollary 
9.4a. The formula (1) is used to show that the isomorphisms preserve the 
scalar operations. 
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If A is a subalgebra of B, then the forgetful funetor N f---+ NA that was 
deseribed in Seetion 2.1 maps B-modules to A-modules. By eomposing this 
restrietion of the sealar operations with the induetion mapping, we get 
eorrespondenees M f---+ (M~A and N f---+ (NA)B. 

Lemma c. Let A, B, and C be R-algebras, with A a subalgebra oJ B. Suppose 
that M is a right A-module and N is a right B-module. There exist homo
morphisms vM: M -+ (M~A (oJ right A-modules), and J.lN: (NA)B -+ N (oJ 
right B-modules) such that 

vM(u) = u Q9 1 B Jor all u E M, and (2) 

J.lN(V Q91 B) = v Jor all v E N. (3) 

If M is a C-A bimodule, then vM is aC-module homorphism; if N is a C-B 
bimodule, then J.lN is aC-module homorphism. 

PROOF. It is clear that (2) defines an R-module homomorphism. If u E M 
and XE A, then VM(UX) = UX Q9 IB = u Q9 x = (u Q9 IB)x = vM(u)x by 
9.1(4') and (1). Thus, v is an A-module homomorphism. If M is a C-A 
bimodule, then it is obvious from (2) that vM is aC-module homomorphism. 
The mapping NA x B -+ Nthat is defined by (v,y) f---+ vy is plainly R-bilinear 
and balaneed (relative to the sealar operations of elements in A). Henee, 
there is an R-module homomorphism J.lN: NA Q9A B -+ N such that 
J.lN(V Q9 y) = vy. By (1), J.lN is aB-module homomorphism, and if N is a 
C-B bimodule then J.lN is evidently aC-module homomorphism. 0 

We will usually write v for VM and J.l for J.lN. These mappings ean be used 
to relate the representation types of A and B. 

Proposition a. Let A and B be Artinian algebras such that A is a subalgebra 
oJ B, and B isfinitely generated as a right A-module. 

(i) Assume that Jor every right A-module M, the homomorphism vM: M -+ 

(M~A is split injective. If B hasfinite representation type, then so does A. 
(ii) Assume that Jor every right B-module N, the homomorphism J.lN: (NA)B -+ 

N is spUt surjective. If A has Jinite representation type, then so does B. 

PROOF. We will prove (i); the proof of (ii) is similar. (See Exercise 2.) Let 
Np N2 , ••• , Nk be representatives of the isomorphism classes of finitely 
generated indeeomposable B-modules. Sinee BA is a finitely generated 
A-module, so is eaeh (N)A. By the Krull-Sehmidt Theorem, eaeh (N)A is 
uniquely a finite direet sum of indeeomposable A-modules. It will be suffi
eient to prove that every finitely generated indeeomposable A-module M is 
isomorphie to a direet summand ofsome (N)A. Write MB ~ EB7=1 EBmiN;, 
where mi ~ O. Sinee vM: M -+ (M~A is split injeetive, M is isomorphie 
to a direet summand of (MB)A ~ EB~=l EBmi(N)A· The Krull-Sehmidt 
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Theorem yields the required conelusion that M is a direct summand of 
some (~)A' because M is indecomposable. 0 

To use Proposition a, we have to know when J.l and v are split homo
morphisms. The splitting of v will be discussed here; J.l will be handled in 
Section 10.8. 

Proposition b. Let A be a subalgebra of the R-algebra B. The following 
conditions are equivalent. 

(i) B = A EB N, where N is a right and left A-submodule of B. 
(ii) For every R-algebra C and C-A bimodule M, v: M - (MB)A is a spUt 

injective C-A bimodule homomorphism. 

PROOF. (i) implies (ii). By virtue of(i), there is an A-bimodule homomorphism 
n: B - A such that nlA = idA • Since n is a left A-module homomorphism, 
the mapping of M x B to M that is defined by (u,y) H un(y) is bilinear 
and balanced. Thus, there is a homomorphism p: MB - M such that 
p(u Q9 y) = un(y). Clearly, p is a left C-module homomorphism; it is a 
right A-module homomorphism since n is a right A-module homomorphism. 
Finally, IB = lA E A, so that pv(u) = p(u Q9 IB) = ulA = u. Therefore, v 
is split injective. The property (i) is the special case of (ii) in which C = A, 
and M = Ais considered as an A-bimodule. 0 

The essential part of Proposition b can be stated succinctly: if VA is split 
injective, then vM is split injective for all A-modules M. It will be convenient 
to call B a spUt extension of A if A is a subalgebra of B such that BA is a 
finitely generated A-module, and B = A EB N, where N is a right and left 
A-submodule of B. The term eleft extension is sometimes used for a similar 
concept. 

EXAMPLE. If H is a subgroup of the finite group G, then FG is a split extension 
of FH for every field F. In fact, FG = FH EB N, where N = LyeG-H yF; 
and N is a sub-A-bimodule of FG because x E Hand y E G - H implies 
xy E G - Hand yx E G - H. 

Corollary b. Let A and B be Artinian algebras such that B is a spUt extension 
of A.lf B hasfinite representation type, then so does A. 

This corollary comes directly from Propositions a and b. By combining 
Corollary a, the example, and Lemma 7.1, we obtain half of Higman's 
characterization of the group algebras of finite representation type. 

Corollary c. Let p be a prime, F a field of characteristic p, and G a finite 
group such that FG hasfinite representation type. Then the Sylow p-subgroups 
of Gare cycUc. 
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EXERCISES 

1. Prove Corollary a. 

2. Prove the seeond statement of Proposition a. Rint. Let MI' M2 , ••• , Mk be repre
sentatives of the isomorphism c1asses of finitely generated indeeomposable A
modules. Show that if N is a finitely generated, indeeomposable B-module, then 
NA = EB7=1 EBnj Mj for suitable nj ;::: O. Use the assumption that I1N is split surjee
tive to eonc1ude that N is isomorphie to a direet summand ofsome (M)B. 

3. Let A and B be finite dimensional F-algebras. Assurne that A is a subalgebra of B, 
and that B is a free left A-module. Fix an A-module basis Yl' ... ,y, of B, that is, 
B = AYI EB ... EB Ay,. Suppose that M is a finitely generated right A-module, so 
that M is finite dimensional as an F-space. In (e) and (d), assurne that ehar F = O. 

(a) Prove that if {u j: I :::;; i:::;; n} is an F-basis of M, then {uj@Yj: I :::;; i:::;; n, 
1 :::;; j :::;; r} is an F-basis of M @A B = MB. 

(b) For Z E B, define e(z) E M,(A) by the matrix equation 

l
YIZ

J 
lYIJ 

: = e(z) : . 

y,z y, 

Prove that for Z E B, XMB(Z) = XM(tr e(z», where XM and XMB are the eharaeters of 
the representations of A and B that are afforded by M and MB respeetively. Show 
that tr e(z) does not depend on the ehoiee ofthe basis Yl' ... ,y,. 

(e) Let G be a finite group, and suppose that His a subgroup of G. Let M be a 
right FH-module, that affords the eharaeter X. Extend X to a mapping Xo: G -+ Fby 
Xo(z) = X(z) for zEH, and Xo(z) = 0 for Z E G - H. Let 1/1 be the eharaeter of G 
that is afforded by M FG • Prove that I/I(z) = IHI- l LeG xo(yzy- l ) for all Z E G. 

Terminology. The eharaeter 1/1 that is afforded by M FG is said to be induced from 
the eharaeter that is afforded by the FH-module M. It is eustomary to denote 1/1 by 
XG , when M affords X. 

(d) Let G be a finite group, and suppose that His a subgroup of G. Let N be a 
right FH-module, that affords the eharaeter 1/1. Prove that the eharaeter X that is 
afforded by NFH satisfies x(x) = I/I(x) for all x E H, that is, X = I/IIFH. 

For obvious reasons, X is ealled the restrietion of 1/1 to H, and it is denoted by 1/1 H. 

9.6. Morita Equivalence 

Two algebras A and Bare called Morita equivalent if they have equivalent 
module categories. In this case, the isomorphism classes of indecomposable 
A-modules stand in one-to-one correspondence with the isomorphism classes 
of indecomposable B-modules. In particular, A has finite representation type 
if and only if B has finite representation type, Thus, the problem of deter
mining the representation type of an algebra A can sometimes be simplified 
by passing to a more tractable algebra B that is Morita equivalent to A. 

The appropriate setting for the study of Morita equivalence is category 
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theory. In order to minimize the use of category theory, we will only prove a 
special case of the main theorem on Morita equivalence. The result that is 
obtained here will be sufficient for our needs. A systematic exposition of 
Morita's theory can be found in Bass's book [17]. 

Lemma. Let P be a right ideal of the R-algebra A such that P is a direct 
summand of AA' and AP = A. Define B = EA(P). Consider P as a B-A 
bimodule. For each right A-module M, denote the right B-module Ho~(P,M) 
by S(M); for each right B-module N, denote the right A-module N Q9B P by 
T(N). 

(i) TS(M) ~ M as A-modules by a mapping such that 8 Q9 u H 8(u). 
(ii) N ~ ST(N) as B-modules by the mapping u H CPu' where CPu(x) = u Q9 x. 

PROOF. (i) The bilinear mapping (8,y) H 8(y) of HomA(P,M) x P to M is 
balanced, since (8rx) (y) = 8(rxy) by the definition of the right action of Bon 
HomA(P,M). Thus, there is a homomorphism tjI of the tensor product 
TS(M) = HomA(P,M) Q9B P to M, such that tjI(8 Q9 y) = 8(y). Plainly, 
tjI is an A-module homomorphism. To prove that tjI is an isomorphism, we 
will construct tjI-1. Since A = AP, there are finite sets of elements Xi E A 
and Yi E P such that lA = L/~1 XiYi. For u E M, define 

m 

tjI'(u) = L (Aux,IP) Q9 Yi· 
i=1 

The definition yie1ds tjltjI'(u) = L;'!!l UXiYi = u; and 

AO(yx)Z) = 8(yxJz = 8(yxiz) = (8Ayx)(Z) 

implies 
m m 

tjI'tjI(8 Q9 y) = tjI'(8(y)) = L (Ao(y)x,IP) Q9 Yi = L (Ao(yx,)IP) Q9 Yi 
i=1 i=1 

m m 

= L 8(Ayx,lp) Q9 Yi = L 8 Q9 (Ayx,lp)Yi 
i=1 i=1 

m 

= L 8 Q9 YXiYi = 8 Q9 y. 
i=1 

Hence, tjI-1 = tjI'. 
(ii) Let J1.: N Q9B P --+ N be the R-module homomorphism that is defined 

by J1.(v Q9 y) = v(AyIP). The bilinear mapping (v,y) H v(AyIP) is balanced, 
since (v(Axlp), y) and (v, (AxIP)y) both map to v(Axylp), and B = {Axlp: 
XE P} by Lemma 6.4. Therefore, the homomorphism J1. exists. Denote by 
X the mapping v H CPv of N to HomA(P,N Q9B P) = ST(N). Clearly, X is 
an R-module homomorphism; it is aB-module homomorphism, because 
X(vrx)(y) = vrx Q9 Y = v Q9 rxy = X(v)(rxy) = (X(v)rx)(y) for all rx E B. If 
xCv) = 0, then v(Aylp) = J1.(v Q9 y) = 0 for all y E P. Therefore, by Lemma 
6.4, vB = 0, and v = O. Hence, X is injective. If 8 E HomA (P, N Q9B P), 
then by Lemma 6.4, there exists w = LJ=1 vj Q9 Yj E N Q9B P such that 
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() = Awlp. (In fact, it can be assumed that n = 1, but to see this requires 
some thought.) Let v = J.l(w) = Li=1 vj(AyjIP). If Z E P, then X(v)(z) = 
v ® Z = Li=1 v/AyIP) ® Z = Li=1 vj ® (AyIP)z = Li=! vj ® Yjz = 
wz = ()(z). Consequently, xCv) = (). This 'argument shows that X is 
~~. D 

The correspondences M --+ SeM) and N --+ T(N) are object maps for 
functors between the categories of right A-modules and right B-modules. 
That is, if <p: M --+ M' is an A-module homomorphism, then there is an 
associated B-module homomorphism S(<p): SeM) --+ SeM') defined by 
S(<p)«()) = <p(). Similarly, if t/!: N --+ N' is aB-module homomorphism, 
then T(t/!) = t/! ® idp : T(N) --+ T(N'). It is evident that Sand T preserve 
composition of homomorphisms, and they send the identity mappings to 
identity mappings. It follows in particular that M ~ M' implies SeM) ~ 
S(M') , and N ~ N' implies T(N) ~ T(N'). It is also dear that Sand T 
are additive: S(<p! + <P2) = S(<p!) + S(<P2) and T(t/!! + t/!2) = T(t/!!) + 
T(t/!2). From this observation, an easy argument shows that SeM! EB M2) ~ 
SeM!) EB S(M2) and T(M! EB M2) ~ T(M!) EB T(M2)· It can be shown 
(see Exercise 1) that Sand T define a categorical equivalence between the 
categories of right A-modules and right B-modules. By definition, this is 
the assertion that A and Bare Morita equivalent. 

Proposition. Let A be a right Artinian algebra, and suppose that B is a basic 
algebra of A. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the isomorphism 
classes of right A-modules and the isomorphism classes of right B-modules, 
such that indecomposable modules correspond to indecomposable modules and 
finitely generated A-modules correspond to finitely generated B-modules. 

PROOF. By the definition following Proposition 6.6a, there is a right ideal 
P of A such that P is a direct summand of AA' AP = A, and B = EA(P). 
The lemma gives mappings Sand T of A-modules to B-modules and back, 
such that TS(M) ~ M and ST(N) ~ N for each right A-module M and 
every right B-module N. Since Sand T are functorial, they induce inverse 
bijections between isomorphism dasses. The additivity of Sand T imply 
that SeM) is indecomposable if and only if M is indecomposable. Suppose 
that M is a finitely generated right A-module, say M = L~=1 ukA. As in the 
proof ofthe lemma, write IA = Li:!1 XiYi' where Xi E A'Yi E P. Then SeM) = 
HomA(P,M) is generated as a right B-module by {Au,.x,lp: I ::;; k ::;; s, 1 ::;; 
i ::;; m}. In fact if () E HomA(P,M), then by Lemma 6.4b, there exists w = 
L~=1 UkZk(Zk E A) in M, such that () = Awlp· Since w = L~=! L~=1 UkXiYiZk 
with YiZk E P, it follows that () = L~=1 L~=1 (Au,x,lp)(Ay;z.lP) E L~=! L~=! 
(Au,x,IP)B. Finally, assurne that N is a finitely generated right B-module, 
say N = LJ=! vjB. By Proposition 6.4a, there is an idempotent e E P 
such that P = eA. Consequently, T(N) = N ®B P = LJ=! vjB ®B P = 
LJ=! vj ®B BP = LJ=1 vj ® P = LJ=1 (vj ® e)A. That is, {Vj ® e: 1 ::;; 
j ::;; t} generates the right A-module T(N). 0 
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Corollary. If A is a right Artinian algebra, and Bis a basic subalgebra of A, 
then A has Fznite representation type if and only if B has Fznite representation 
type. 

EXERCISES 

1. With the hypotheses and notation as they were in the lemma, prove that the isomor
phism TS{M) ;;;: M and N ;;;: ST{N) are natural. That is, if ,p: M l -+ M 2 and 
!/J: N l -+ N2 are module homomorphisms, then the following diagrams commute. 

M l ;;;: TS{Ml ) 

t/J~ ~ TS(t/J) 

ST{Nl ) ;;;: Nl 
ST(r/I) ~ ~ r/I 

M 2 ;;;: TS{M2 ) ST{N2) ;;;: N2 

2. (a) Let A and B be R-algebras, and suppose that M is a right A-module, N is an 
A-B bimodule, and P is a right B-module. Prove that HomB(M ®A N, P) ;;;: 
HomA{M,HomB{N,P)) as R-modules. Hint. For ,p E HomB{M ®A N, P), u E M, 
and v E N, define (8{,p)(u))(v) = ,p{u ® v). Prove that (8,p)(u) E HomB{N,P), 
8{,p) E HomA{M, HomB{N,P)), and 

8: HomB{M ®A N, P) ..... HomA{M, HomB{N, P)) 

is an isomorphism of R-modules. 
(b) Deduce that if Ais a subalgebra of B, M is a right A-module, and Pis a right 

B-module, then HomB{MB,P) ;;;: HomA{M,PA). 
(c) Assume that Fis an algebraically closed field, A and B are finite dimensional, 

semisimple F-algebras such that A is a subalgebra of B, M is a simple right A -module, 
and Pis a simple right B-module. Let PA = EBm M EB Q, where M is not a direct 
summand of Q, and MB = EBn P EB N, where P is not a direct summand of N. 
Prove that m = n. Hint. Use (b), Schur's Lemma, and the exercise of Section 3.4 
to obtain EBn F ;;;: EBm F. 

The result (c) is the analogue for algebras of the Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem 
in the classical theory of group representations. It is easy to deduce the Frobenius 
Theorem from (c). 

Notes on Chapter 9 

The first four sections of this chapter provide an orderly development of 
standard tensor product theory. The same material can be found in most 
first year graudate algebra textbooks. The applications of tensor products 
in Sections 9.5 and 9.6 are perhaps less familiar. The material in Section 9.5 
is slanted'toward the theory of group representations, particularly the proof 
of Higman's Theorem. Our discussion of Morita equivalence in Section 9,6 
is skimpy, but perhaps it gives a hint of the usefulness of a categorical 
approach to c1assical algebra. 



CHAPTER 10 
Separable Algebras 

This chapter introduces a class of algebras that enjoys some of the attractive 
properties of semisimple algebras. These are the separable algebras. For 
F-algebras, separability is more restrictive than semisimplicity. One purpose 
of this chapter is to give an effective characterization of separable algebras 
over fields. In the course of obtaining this characterization, we will establish 
some properties of separable algebras that are important even when they 
are applied only to semisimple algebras. 

The definition of separable algebras uses concepts that were introduced 
by topologists for the study of manifolds. It is remarkable that the ideas 
coming from homological algebra are so fruitful when they are applied to 
ring theory. A principal objective of this chapter is to give some feeling for 
the power of these abstract methods. They enable us to give elegant proofs 
of some very deep results. 

10.1. Bimodules 

Section 9.5 provided a hint of the importance of bimodules in the study of 
algebras. This chapter and the next one will confirm the central position of 
the bimodule concept in algebra theory. In asense, bimodules are no more 
general than modules. The aim of this section is to explain how it is possible 
to treat bimodules as modules. 

If A is an R-algebra, the opposite algebra of A is the R-algebra A* that 
coincides with A in its R-module structure, and has a multiplication opera
tion 0 that is defined by x 0 y = yx. A routine calculation shows that A* 
is an R-algebra with I A' = IA • 

179 
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Defmition. The enveloping algebra of the R-algebra A is 

Ae = A*Q9A. 

It is importa,nt to note that the definition of Ae depends in an essential way 
on the scalar ring R. If A is viewed as an algebra over another commutative 
ring S (for example, a subring of R or Z(A», then the associated enveloping 
algebra A* Q9s Ais different from Ae. This is the first chapter of the book 
in which the role of R is more than incidental. Therefore, we will take the 
care to speak of R-algebras rather than simply algebras. 

The multiplieation operation in Ae satisfies 

(Xl Q9 Yl)(X2 Q9 Y2) = X2X1 Q9 Y1Y2' (1) 

Indeed, by 9.2(1), (Xl Q9 Yl)(X2 Q9 Y2) = (Xl 0 X2)Q9Y1Y2 = X2X1 Q9 Y1Y2' 
In general the opposite algebra of A will occur only as a factor ofthe envelop
ing algebra. Therefore, (1) will make it possible to avoid the use of the 
product symbol o. 

Let A be an R-algebra. Recall that M is an A-bimodule if M is a right 
A-module and a left A-module such that 

(xu)y = x(uy), and 

au = ua 

(2) 

(3) 

for all u E M, X, Y E A, and a E R. Of course, au and ua are abbreviations of 
(1 Aa)U and u(1 Aa) respectively. Equation (3) shows that the R-module 
structure of A is important for the discussion of bimodules. When A can 
be viewed as an algebra over different commutative rings Rand S, it is 
necessary to distinguish between AR-bimodules and As-bimodules. 

Proposition. Let A be an R-algebra. If M is an A-bimodule, then M is a right 
Ae-module with scalar multiplication that satisfies 

u(X Q9 y) = (xu)y = x(uy) (4) 

for X, Y E A, u E M. Conversely, every right Ae-module is an A-bimodule with 
xu = u(xQ9 lA)' ux = u(lA Q9x). If M and N are A-bimodules, then 
HomA_A(M,N) = HomAe(MAe,NAe). 

In short, the categories of A-bimodules and right Ae-modules are iso
morphie. We will freely switch back and forth between A-bimodules and 
Ae-modules, choosing the most convenient formulation of an argument or 
statement in various situations. 

The proof of the proposition is similar to arguments that were used in 
Section 9.2. If M is an A-bimodule, then by (3) the mapping (x,y) H 

(u H xuy) is bilinear from A* x A to ER(M). This mapping induces a 
unique R-module homomorphism ljJ: Ae --+ ER(M). For Z E Ae and u E M, 
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denote uz = <jJ(z)(u). By construction, (4) is satisfied, and it follows from 
(1) and (4) that u«x1 Q9 Yl)(X2 Q9 Y2)) = X ZX 1UY1YZ = (u(x 1 Q9 Yl)) 

(x z Q9 Yz). The other module identities are easy consequences of our defini
tions. The proof of the converse is similar, using (x Q9 I A)(1 A Q9 y) = 
(1 A Q9 y)(x Q9 1 A) and 1 A.a Q9 1 A = 1 A* Q9 1 Aa to obtain (2) and (3). Note 
that the functors AMA ~ MAe and MAe ~ AMA are mutually inverse. The 
last assertion of the proposition follows routinely from (4). 

Corollary. If A is an R-algebra, then A is a right Ae-module, and Ae is an 
A-bimodule. 

Obviously, A is an A-bimodule and Ae is a right Ae-module, so that the 
corollary follows from the proposition. 

EXERCISES 

1. Let A and B be R-algebras. Prove that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
the dass of B-A bimodules and the dass of right B* ® A-modules. Show that this 
correspondence is given by a category isomorphism, that is, there is a functor S 
from the category of B-A modules such that S-l exists and S-l is a functor. 

2. Prove that if A and Bare R-algebras, then (A + B)* = A* + B*, (A ® B)* = 
A* ® B*, and (A ® B)" ;;; Ae ® Be. 

3. Let G be a group, and suppose that R is a commutative ring. Prove that the 
group ring A = RG satisfies A* ;;; A. Show that if Gis finite, and R is a field, then 
Ae ;;; R(G x G). 

4. An involution of an R-algebra A is an R-module automorphism x H x' of A such 
that (xy)' = y'x' and xH = x for all x, y E A. Prove that if there is an involution 
of A, then A* ;;; A. Deduce that A* ;;; A für the following algebras: A = Mn (F), 

A = (a:} 

10.2. Separability 

We are ready to meet the object of our affections in this chapter. 

Definition. An R-algebra A is separable if A is a projective right Ae-module. 

The scalar ring R enters this definition via the dependence of Ae on R. 
An algebra may be separable as an R-algebra, but not separable as an 
S-algebra for certain subrings S of R. 

It will be useful to have several characterizations of separable algebras. 
One of these involves a special ca se of the mapping J1 that was defined in 
Section 9.5. For z E A e , define J1(z) = lAz. This definition takes advantage 
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of the right Ae-modu1e structure of A. Plainly, 11 is an Ae-module homo
morphism, therefore also an A-bimodule homomorphism. If Ais not com
mutative, then 11 is not a ring homomorphism. The description of 11 takes a 
more familiar form in terms of rank one tensors: 

l1(x Q9 y) = xy. (1) 

It is clear from (1) that 11 is surjective. Thus, we have a short exact sequence 
/J o ---+ Ker 11 ---+ Ae ---+ A ---+ O. (2) 

The homomorphism 11 is called the augmentation (or augmentation map
ping) of A. The right Ae-module Ker 11 is sometimes called the augmentation 
module of A. 

Proposition. For an R-algebra A, the following properties are equivalent. 

(i) A is separable. 
(ii) The sequence (2) is spUt exact. 

(iii) There exists e E Ae such that l1(e) = 1A and xe = exfor all x E A (con
sidering Ae as an A-bimodule). 

PRooF. Condition (i) states that A is Ae-projective, so that (i) implies (ii) by 
Corollary 6.1a. Conversely, if (2) is split exact, then Ae ~ A EB Ker 11 as 
Ae-modules, so that Ais separable. The sequence (2) is split exact if and only 
if there exists tjJ E HomA,(A,Ae) such that I1tjJ = idA. Given such a tjJ, let 
e = tjJ(1A). Thenl1(e) = I1tjJ(1A) = 1A,andxe = XtjJ(1A) = tjJ(x1A) = tjJ(1A X) = 
tjJ(1A)X = ex, since tjJ is abimodule homomorphism. Therefore, (iii) holds. 
Conversely, if e E Ae satisfies (iii), and tjJ: A ---+ Ae is defined by tjJ(x) = ex, 
then tjJ(xy) = e(xy) = (ex)y = tjJ(x)y and tjJ(yx) = e(yx) = (ey)x = (ye)x = 
y(ex) = ytjJ(x), that is, tjJ is abimodule homomorphism. Moreover, 
l1(tjJ(x)) = l1(ex) = l1(e)x = lAx = x. Thus, (ii) is split exact. D 

An element e E Ae that satisfies condition (iii) ofthe proposition is called 
a separating (or separability) idempotent for A. Use ofthe term "idempotent" 
is justified, as the next result shows. 

Lemma. Let A be an R-algebra that is generated as an R-module by {zi:i EI}. 

(i) Ker 11 = LiEI(Zi Q9 1 - 1 Q9 zi)Ae. 
(ii) if e E Ae satisfies l1(e) = 1A, then e is a separating idempotent for A if 

and only if e Ker 11 = O. 
(iii) If e E Ae is a separating idempotent for A, then e2 = e. 
(iv) e = LJ=l xj Q9 Yj is a separating idempotent for A if and only if LJ=l 

xjYj = 1A and LJ=l ZiXj Q9 Yj = LJ=l xj Q9 yjzJor all i E I. 

PRooF. By linearity, it can be assumed that A = {Zi: i EI}. For the proof of 
(i), suppose that l1(w) = 0, where w = Lj=l Zj Q9 yj' that is, Lj=l ZjYj = 0 
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by (1). Consequently, W = Lj=l (Zj ® 1 - 1 ® z)(1 ® Y) E Lief (Zj ® 1 -
1 ® zJAe . The reverse inclusion is clear because f.J.(Zj ® 1 - 1 ® zJ = 
Zj - Zi = 0, and f.J. is an Ae-module homomorphism. (ii) follows from (i), 
since zje - eZj = e(zj ® 1 - 1 ® zJ Since f.J.(lA' - e) = f.J.(1 ® 1 - e) = 
1 - 1 = 0, it is a consequence of (ii) that e - e2 = e(l - e) = 0. The 
statement (iv) is a reformulation ofthe definition of a separating idempotent. 

D 

EXAMPLE A. If R is a commutative ring and n is a positive integer, then Mn(R) 
is separable. 

PROOF. Fixj between 1 and n. Let e = L~=l Bij ® Bjj E Mn(RY. Then f.J.(e) = 

L~=l BijBjj = L~=l Bjj = 'n' and L7=1 Bij ® BjiBkl = Bkj ® Bjl = L~=l BklBij ® 
Bjj . By the lemma, eis a separating idempotent for Mn(R). D 

EXAMPLE B. Let G be a finite group whose order n is a unit ofthe commutative 
ring R. The group algebra RG is a separable R-algebra. 

PROOF. Define e = (LxeGx-1 ® x)n-1. Then f.J.(e) = (LxeG 1)n-1 = 1, and 
(LxeGx-1 ® xy)n-1 = (LxeGy(xy)-l ® xy)n-1 = (LxeGyx-1 ® x)n-1, 
so that e is a separating idempotent for RG. D 

EXERCISES 

I. Determine which of the following algebras are separable over the given ring. 
(a) Q as a Z-algebra. 
(b) F[ x ]/(xP) as an F-algebra, where Fis a field of characteristic p. 
(c) Z[x] as a Z-algebra. 
(d) Z[x]/(x2 + I) as a Z-algebra. 
(e) ZG as a Z-algebra, where G is a finite (non-trivial) group. 
(f) IC as an IR-algebra. 
(g) IC as a Q-algebra. 
(h) Dis a division algebra with Z(D) = F, where Fis a field, and dimFD = 00. 

Consider D as an F-algebra. 
(i) Mn(Q) as a Z-algebra. 
(j) Ez(Q), where Q is a free abelian group of infinite rank, considered as a 

Z-algebra. 

2. Let e be a separating idempotent for A. Prove that Ae = (1 - e)Ae EB eAe, with 
(l - e)Ae = Ker Il, and eAe ~ A as right Ae-modules. 

10.3. Separable Algebras Are Finitely Generated 

This assertion is only approximately true. The correct statement is our main 
result of this section. 
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Proposition. Let A be a separable R-algebra that is projective as an R-module. 
Then Ais afinitely genera ted R-module. 

}>ROOF. The first step of the proof uses the R-projectivity of A to construct 
three collections of objects, all of which are indexed by the same set I, 
{XjEHomR(A*,R): iEI}, {cPjEHomR(Ae,A): iE!}, {ZjEAe: iE!}, such 
that for all i E I, x, Y E A, and Z E Ae, 

(MX ®y) = YXj(x); 

cPj(zy) = cPj(z)y; 

(1) 

(2) 

I(z) = {i E I: cPj(z) =F O} is finite, and Z = L.jeI(Z)ZjcPj(z). (3) 

This apparatus, together with the existence of a separating idempotent e for 
A, leads easily to the conclusion that AR is finitely generated. In fact, let 
e = L.~=1 xk ® Yk· By definition, Ji(e) = IA, and ey = ye for all y E A. 
Hence, by (2), I(ye) s;;; I(e), and it follows from (3) and (1) thaty = ylA = 
YJi(e) = Ji(ye) = Ji(L.jeI(e)ZjcPj(ye» = Ji(L.jeI(e)Zj(ML.~=1YXk ® Yk» = 
Ji(LjeI(e) Zj L.;:=1 YkXj(YXJ) = L.jeI(e) L.;:=1 Ji(Zj)YkXj(YXJ, because the aug
mentation Ji is abimodule homomorphism. Thus, A is generated as an 
R-module by the finite set {Ji(Zj)Yk: i E I(e), 1 $ k $ n}. It remains to con
struct the homomorphisms Xj,cPj' and the elements Zj. The method used is a 
slight elaboration of the construction of dual bases of projective modules. 
Since A is R-projective, so is A*. Thus, there is a free R-module P with a 
basis {u j: i E I} such that A* is a direct summand of P; that is, A* < P and 
there is a projection homomorphism n: P -+ A* with nlA* = idA •. Since P 
is free on {u j: i E!}, there exist unique R-module homomorphisms Xj: 
A* -+ R such that Io(x) = {i E I: Xj(x) =F O} is finite for every x E A*, and 
x = L.jeI (x) UjXj(x). The mappings Xj are just the coordinate projections 
restrictedOto A*. We then have 

x = L.jeIo(X) n(uj)Xj(x) (4) 

for all XE A*. Since (x,y) 1--+ YXj(x) is clearly bilinear from A* x A to A, 
the existence of cPj E HomR(Ae,A) satisfying (1) is guaranteed by the universal 
property of tensor products. Moreover, cPj«x ® y)w) = (Mx ® YW) = 
YWXj(x) = YXj(x)w = (MX ® y)W, so that (2) is also satisfied. In other 
words, cPj is a right A-module homomorphism. Finally, define Zj = n(uj) ® 
IA E Ae. It suffices to prove (3) in the case Z = x ® y. By (1), I(x ® y) s;;; 

Io(x) is finite, and by (4), x ® Y = L.jeI (x) n(uj)xj(x) ® Y = L.j Io(x) 
n(uj) ® YXj(x) = L.jeI(X@y)(n(uj) ® IA)cPj(x Q9 y) = L.jeI(X@y)ZjcPj(x Q9 y). 

o 
Corollary. If A is a separable F-algebra, then A is finite dimensional. 

This result is a consequence of the proposition, because every F-space is 
free, hence projective. 
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EXERCISE 

Prove that ifQ is viewed as a Z-algebra, then Q is separable but not finitely generated 
as a Z-module. 

10.4. Categorical Properties 

The characterization of projective modules that was given in Proposition 
6.1 b leads to another description of separable algebras. The connection 
between separable and semisimple algebras is an easy consequence of this 
result. 

Let Mbe an A-bimodule. Define 

M(A) = {u E M: xu = ux for an XE A}. 

If M is viewed as a right Ae-module, then by Lemma 10.2, M(A) = {u E M: 
u Ker f.l = O}, where f.l is the augmentation of A. Plainly, M(A) is an R
submodule of M; and if X E HomA.(M,N), then X(M(A») ~ NA). In other 
words, M H M(A) is a functor from the category of A-bimodules to the 
category of R-modules. The functor acts on morphisms by sending X to 
xIM(A). A routine check shows that this functor is left exact: if 0 -+ M -+ 

N -+ Pis exact, then so is 0 -+ M(A) -+ N(A) -+ p(A) exact. We will show that 
the functor is exact precisely in the case that A is separable. 

Lemma. Let A be an R-algebra. If M is a right Ae-module, then 
HomA.(A,M) ~ M(A) as R-modules by the mapping (JM(4» = 4>(I A). For 
each X E HomA,(M,N), the diagram 

commutes. 

HomA.(A,M) tPl-+xtP, HomA,(A,N) 
~! !~ 
M(A) xIM'A' ' N(A) 

PROOF. If 4> E HomA,(A,M), then 4>(IA)z = 4>(IAz) = 4>(f.l(z)) = 0 for an 
Z E Ker f.l. Hence, 4>(1A)Ker f.l = 0; that is, 4>(lA) E M(A). Clearly, (JM is an 
R-module homomorphism. If 4>(1 A) = 0, then for an x E A, 4>(x) = 4>(1 A)X 
= 0 because 4> is an A-bimodule homorphism. Thus, (JM is injective. If 
u E M(A), then A" is abimodule homomorphism from A to M and u = 
A,,(1 A) = (JM(A,,). Thus, (JM is an isomorphism. The commutativity of the 
diagram is equivalent to the observation that (JN(X4» = (x4» (1 A) = X( 4>(1 A)) 
= X«(JM(4»)· D 

Proposition. The R-algebra A is separable if and only if the functor M -+ M(A) 
is exact. 
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The essence of this proposition is that the separability of A is equivalent 
to the validity of the statement that if X E HomAe(M,N) is surjective, then 
X(M(A» = N(A). By the lemma, this implication coincides with the require
ment that every surjective homomorphism X: M -. N of Ae-modules induces 
a surjective homomorphism HomAe(A,M) -. HomAe(A,N) that is defined 
by cJ> 1--+ Xq,. According to Proposition 6.1 b, the last condition is equivalent 
to the statement that A is a projective Ae-module, that is, a separable 
R-algebra. 

Our main application of this proposition is based on the description of 
p(A) for a particular A-bimodule P. 

EXAMPLE. Let M and N be right A-modules. Define right and left scalar 
operations of the elements of A on HomR(M,N) by 

(xcJ>)(u) = cJ>(ux), (cJ>x)(u) = cJ>(u)x. 

Routine calculations show that HomR(M,N) becomes an A-bimodule 
with these scalar operations, and it is evident from the definitions that 
HomR(M,N)!A) = HomA(M,N). 

Corollary a. Assume that Ais a separable R-algebra. If Pisa right A-module 
that is projective as an R-module, then P is projective as an A-module. 

PROOF. Let X: M -. N be a surjective homomorphism of right A-modules. 
Since Pis projective as an R-module, the mapping 1jJ: cJ> 1--+ xcJ> is a surjective 
homomorphism of HomR(P,M) to HomR(P,N) by Proposition 6.1b. The 
assumption that X is an A-module homomorphism implies that ljJ is a 
bimodule homomorphism: 

1jJ(cJ>x)(v) = X«cJ>x)(v» = X(cJ>(v)x) = X(cJ>(v»x = «IjJcJ»x)(v), 

and 

ljJ(xcJ>)(v) = X«xcJ>)(v» = X(cJ>(vx» = (x(XcJ»)(v) = (x(IjJcJ»)(v). 

By the example and the proposition, HomA(P,M) = HomR(P,M)!A) -. 
HomR(P,N)!A) = HomA(P,N) is surjective. Thus, P is projective as an 
A-module. 0 

Corollary b. Every separable F-algebra is semisimple. 

Since all vector spaces are projective, it follows from Corollary a that 
every right module over a separable F-algebra A is projective. Therefore, 
A is semisimple by Corollary 6.1 b. 

EXERCISES 

I. Prove that the functor M 1-+ M(A) from the category of A -bimodules to the category 
of R-modules is left exact. 
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2. Verify the assertion in the example that HomR(M,N) is an A-bimodule. 

3. Prove that if A is an R-algebra, then A(A) = Z(A). 

10.5. The Class of Separable Algebras 

In this section we will use Proposition 10.4 to prove three closure properties 
of separable R-algebras. 

Proposition a. If K is an ideal 01 the separable R-algebra A, then AlK is a 
separable R-algebra. 

PROOF. By Proposition 2.1, the AIK-bimodules M coincide with the A
bimodules M such that KM = MK = O. Moreover, (x + K)u = xu and 
u(x + K) = ux for all u E M and x E A. Therefore, M(A/K) = M(A) for every 
AI K-bimodule. If X: M - N is a surjective AI K-bimodule homomorphism, 
then X is also an A-bimodule homomorphism. Therefore, X(M(A/K)) = 
X(M(A)) = N(A) = N(A/K) and AlK is separable by Proposition 10.4. 0 

Proposition b. Let A and B be R-algebras. The product A + B is separable 
if and only if A and Bare separable. 

PROOF. If A + Bis separable, then A and Bare separable by Proposition a. 
For the proof of the converse, it can be assumed that C = A + Bis the 
outer product of A and B. Denote e = (lA'O), 1 = (O,I B). If M is a C
bimodule, then M = M ll EB M 12 EB M 21 EB M 22 (as C-bimodules), where 
M II = eMe, M I2 = eMf, M 2I = IMe, and M 22 = fM! Plainly, M II is an 
A-bimodule and Mn is a B-bimodule. Moreover, M~~) = 0: if u E M~~), 
then u = (l,O)u = u(l,O) = u(O,I)(I,O) = O. Similarly, Mi~) = O. Hence, 
M(C) = Mfl EB Mfi = M~1) EB M<fi.. If X: M - N is a surjective C
bimodule homomorphism, then X(Mll ) = N ll and X(M22) = N 22 • The 
hypothesis that A and Bare separable implies that x(M~i)) = Mi) and 
x(Mi~)) = Ni~). Therefore, x(M(C)) = N(C).1t follows that Cis separable. 0 

The final result in this section concems tensor products of separable 
algebras: the class of separable R-algebras is closed under tensor products. 
We will prove a more general technical result. 

If B is a subalgebra of A and M is an A-bimodule, then M is also a 
B-bimodule. Moreover, it is clear that M(A) s;;; M(B). 

Proposition c. Let Band C be subalgebras 01 the R-algebra A such that 
C s;;; CA (B) and B u C generates A as an R-algebra. 

(i) If M is an A-bimodule, then M(C) is a B-bimodule and (M(ClYB) = M(A). 
(ii) If Band C are separable, then A is separable. 
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PROOF. It is evident that the statement (ii) fo11ows from (i) by using Proposi
tion 10.4 twice. If U EM(C) and x E B, then 

y(xu) = (yx)u = (xy)u = x(yu) = x(uy) = (xu)y 

for a11 y E C. Therefore, xu E M(C). Similarly, ux E M(C), so that M(C) is a 
B-bimodule. Moreover, U E (M(C)<B)ifand onlyifxu = uxfora11x E B u C. 
Since {x E A: xu = ux} is a subalgebra of A, and B u C generates Aas an 
R-algebra, it fo11ows that (M(C»<B) = M(A). 0 

CoroUary. Jf Band C are separable R-algebras, then B (8) C is a separable 
R-algebra. 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove that if K is an ideal of the separable R-algebra A, then Z(AjK) = 
(Z(A) + K)j K. Hint. Note that the projection A -+ Aj Kinduces a surjective homo
morphism A(A) -+ (AjKYA/K ), and deduce the result from Exercise 3 ofSection 10.4. 

2. Give an alternative proof of Proposition b by showing that if e is a separating 
idempotent for A andfis a separating idempotent for B, then e + fis a separating 
idempotent for A + B. 

10.6. Extensions of Separable Algebras 

In this section S will denote a commutative R-algebra. We will study the 
relation between the conditions that A is a separable R-algebra and AS is a 
separable S-algebra, where AS = A (8) S is obtained from A by scalar 
extension. 

Proposition a. Jf A is a separable R-algebra, then A S is a separable S-algebra. 

PROOF. The homomorphism x 1-+ x (8) ls of A to AS endows each AS _ 

bimodule Mwith anA-bimodule structure thatis defined by xu = (x (8) l)u, 
ux = u(x (8) 1) for a11 u E M, XE A. Moreover, M(A') = M(A). Indeed, if 
U E M and CES, then (1 (8) c)u = (1 A'C)U = u(1 A'C) = u(1 (8) c) because 
M is abimodule over an S-algebra. Hence, U E M(A') if and only if (x (8) l)u 
= u(x (8) 1) for a11 XE A, that is, U E M(A). Let x: M --+ Nbe a surjective AS_ 

bimodule homomorphism. Therefore, X(M(A'» = X(M(A» = N(A) = N(A'), 

by Proposition 10.4 and the hypothesis that A is separable. Since X is an 
arbitrary surjective AS-bimodule homomorphism, Proposition 10.4 gives the 
desired conc1usion that AS is a separable S-algebra. 0 

There is a converse to this proposition, but it requires a mild restriction 
on the algebra S. 
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Proposition b. Assume that there is an R-module homomorphism 4J of S to R 
such that 4J(l s) = IR. Jf A isan R-algebrafor wh ich A S isa separable S-algebra, 
then A is a separable R-algebra. 

PROOF. We need some preliminary work in order to pass between 
A-bimodules and AS-bimodules. According to Lemma 9.3, if M is an 
A-bimodule, then M S = M ® S is an AS-bimodule such that for all u E M, 
XE A, and c, dES, 

(x ® c)(u ® d) = xu ® cd, (u ® d)(x ® c) = ux ® dc. (1) 

As in Proposition a, M S is also an A-bimodule with 

xw = (x ® l)w, wx = w(x ® 1) (2) 

for all w E M S and x E A. In particular, if u E M, XE A, and CES, then 

x(u ® c) = xu ® c and (u ® c)x = ux ® c. (3) 

Define t/lM: M S ~ M by t/lM(U ® c) = u4J(c), where 4J: S ~ R is the given 
R-module homomorphism; that is, t/lM is the composition M ® S 'd®</» 
M ® R ~ M. It follows by calculation from (3) that t/lM is an A-bimodule 
homomorphism. Moreover, 

(4) 

Indeed, it is clear from (2) that (MSYA'l s: (MSY Al, so that t/lM((MsYA'l) s: 
M(Al (because t/lM is an A-bimodule homomorphism). To obtain the reversed 
inclusion, note that if u E M(Al, then u ® Is E (MS)(A'l by (1); and 
t/lM(U ® I s) = u4J(1s) = ul R = u. We can now show that the criterion of 
Proposition 10.4 is satisfied. Let X: M ~ N be a surjective homomorphism 
of A-bimodules. We wish to prove that X(M(Al) = N(Al. By Pro positions 9.1 b 
and 9.3, X ® ids : M S ~ N S is a surjective homomorphism of AS-bimodules. 
The separability of A S gives 

(X ® ids)((MS)(A'l) = (NSYA'l. (5) 

If u E M and CES, then t/lN(X ® ids)(U ® c) = t/lN(X(u) ® c) = X(u)4J(c) 
= X(u4J(c)) = xt/lM(u ® c); thus t/lN(X ® idJ = xt/lM" This commutativity 
relation, together with (4) and (5), gives the desired conclusion N(Al = 

t/lN(NsYA>l) = t/lN«X ® ids)((MsYA'l)) = X(t/lM«MsYA'l)) = X(M(Al). D 

Corollary. An F-algebra A is separable if and only if A is finite dimensional, 
andfor every field E that contains F as a subfield, A E is semisimple. 

PROOF. If A is separable, then dimFA is finite by Corollary 10.3, and AE is 
semisimple for every field extension ElF by Proposition a and Corollary 
10.4b. To prove the converse, let E be an algebraic closure of F. Byassump
ti on AE is semisimple, and dimEAE = dimFA< 00, using Lemma 9.4. The 
structure of A E is therefore determined by Corollary 3.5b: A E ~ Mn, (E) 
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+ ... + M",(E) for suitable nj E N. It is a consequence of Example 1O.2a 
and Proposition 10.5b that A E is a separable E-algebra. Since E = IEF EB N 
for some F-subspace N of E, there is an F-space homomorphism 4>: E --+ F 
that satisfies 4>(1 E) = I F' By Proposition b, A is a separable F-algebra. 0 

EXERCISES 

I. Let cf>: T -+ S be a homomorphism of commutative R-algebras, and suppose that 
A is an R-algebra. Prove that if AT is a separable T-algebra, then AS is a separable 
S-algebra. Hint. cf> induces an R-algebra homomorphism of AT to AS • Show that if 
M is an AS-bimodule, then M is an AT-bimodule such that M(AT) = M(,tS). 

2. Prove that if Ais a separable R-algebra and M is a maximal ideal of R, then A/AM 
is a separable R/M-algebra. Hint. Show that A/AM ~ A ® R/M. (If Ais finitely 
generated as an R-module, the converse is true. However, the known proofs ofthis 
fact use results of commutative ring theory that are fairly sophisticated.) 

10.7. Separable Algebras over Fields 

The criterion in Corollary 10.6 for separability of an F-algebra is not usually 
easy to apply. In this sectiOil we give an alternative condition that reduces 
the problem of recognizing separable algebras to the consideration of finite 
field extensions. 

Lemma a. Let A be an R-algebra. Suppose that S is a subring 0/ R. 

(i) lf A is separable as an S-algebra, then A is separable as an R-algebra. 
(ii) lf A is separable as an R-algebra and R is separable as an S-algebra, then 

A is separable as an S-algebra. 

PROOF. Both parts of the lemma are proved by suitable applications of 
Proposition 10.4. It is clear that every AR-bimodule is also an As-bimodule. 
Thus, if A is separable as an S-algebra, and x: M --+ N is a surjective homo
morphism of AR-bimodules, then X(M(Al) = N(Al. It follows that A is 
separable as an R-algebra. To prove (ii), let M be an As-bimodule. Then M 
is an Rs-bimodule, and by Proposition 10.5c, M(Rl is an AR-bimodule such 
that (M(R»(A) = M(Al. If X: M --+ N is a surjective homomorphism of 
As-bimodules, then X is also an Rs-bimodule homomorphism. Since R is a 
separable S-algebra, it follows from Proposition 10.4 that X(M(R» = N(Rl. 
That is, xlM(Rl is a surjective homomorphism of AR-bimodules. Another 
application ofProposition 10.4 gives the desired result 

X(M(Al) = X«M(Rl)<Al) = (N(Rl)<Al = N(Al. 

Thus, A is a separable S-algebra. o 
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Lemma b. Afinitefield extension AIF is separable if and only if Ais a separable 
F-algebra. 

PROOF. If AIFis a finite separable field extension, then A is a simple extension 
of F, say A = F(c). Also, the minimum polynomial <I> of cover Fis separable. 
To prove that Ais a separable F-algebra we use the criterion ofCorollary 10.6. 
Let ElF be an arbitrary field extension. By Example 9.4, A E is isomorphie 
as an E-algebra to E[ x ]/<I>(x)E[ x]. Since <I> is separable, it factors in E[ x] 
as a product <1>1 .•• <l>r of distinct irreducible polynomials. The Chinese 
Remainder Theorem gives an isomorphism 

E[ x ]/<I>(x)E[ x] ~ E[x ]/<1>1 (x)E[ x] + ... + E[ x ]/<I>r(x)E[ x]. 

Thus, AE is a finite product offields, that is, AE is semisimple. It follows from 
Corollary 10.6 that A is separable. Assurne that AI F is not separable. The 
characteristic of Fmust be a prime p. Moreover, the set L of elements in A 
that are separable over Fis a proper subfield of A such that AlL is purely 
inseparable. Since A is finite dimensional, L is contained in a maximal proper 
subfield K of A. If d E A - K, then A = K(d) by the maximality of K. The 
minimum polynomial of d over L has das its only root because AlL is purely 
inseparable; thus, the minimum polynomial of d over K is (x - d)pn for 
some n ~ 1. (It can be shown that n = 1.) By Example 9.4, A ®K A ~ 
A [x ]/«x - d)A [x ])pn has non-zero radical. It is a consequence of the 
Corollaries 10.4b and 10.5 that A is not a separable K-algebra. Lemma a 
implies that A is not separable as an F-algebra. D 

Corollary a. Let A be a separable F-algebra. /f K is a subfield of Z(A), then 
KIF is a separable field extension. 

PROOF. Let ElF be a field extension. By Corollary 9.2b K E is isomorphie to 
an E-subalgebra of the center of AE • Since AE is semisimple by Corollary 
lO.4b, there are no non-zero nilpotent elements in Z(A E ). Thus, K E is a 
finite dimensional commutative E-algebra in which there are no non-zero 
nilpotent elements. Hence, K E is semisimple. By Corollary 10.6, K is a 
separable F-algebra. The corollary follows from Lemma b. D 

Proposition. An F-algebra A is separable if and only if A ~ Al + + Ar 
where each Ai is a finite dimensional, simple F-algebra and Z(A)IF is a 
separable field extension. 

PROOF. If A is separable, then Ais semisimple. The Wedderburn Structure 
Theorem provides the decomposition A ~ Al + ... + Ar with Ai simple 
for all i. By Proposition 1O.5b, each Ai is a separable F-algebra. Thus, 
dimFA i < 00. It is weIl known (and it will be proved in Chapter 12) that 
the center of a simple algebra is a field. Hence, Z(A)IF is a separable field 
extension by Corollary a. To prove the converse, we borrow another result 
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from Chapter 12: every finite dimensional simple F-algebra Ais a separable 
Z(A)-algebra. This fact, together with Lemmas a and b imply that the 
algebras Ai are separable F-algebras. Thus, A is a separable F-algebra by 
Proposition 1O.5b. D 

Corollary b. Let F be aperfeet field. An F-algebra A is separable if and only 
if A is finite dimensional and semisimple. 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove that an F-algebra A is separable if there is a finite, separable field extension 
ElF such that AE = Mn (E) + ... + Mn (E) for suitable natural numbers n 1 , .•. , 

nr • (Later it will be possible to prove the ~onverse of this exercise.) 

2. Let F be a field of prime characteristic p. Assume that AIF is a finite field extension 
that is not separable. 

(a) Prove that there exist elements Xl' ••• , xk in A that are lineariy independent 
over F, but xf, ... , xl is linearly dependent over F. 

(b) Use the result (a) to give an alternative proof of the converse implication in 
Lemma b: if AIF is not separable, then Ais not a separable F-algebra. Hint. Let 
E = F(al1p, ... ,ai'p), and show that z = I~=l Xi 0 af'p is a non-zero nilpotent 
element in A E for suitable ai E F. 

3. Let A be a non-trivial R-algebra that is free as an R-module. Assume that S is a 
subring of R such that A is separable as an S-algebra. 

(a) Prove that A* 0s Ais a free R 0s R-module. 
(b) Deduce from the separability of A s that Ais projective as an R 0s R-module. 
(c) Use the assumption that A is a non-zero free R-module and the definition of 

separability to conclude that R is a separable S-algebra. 

10.8. Separable Extensions of Algebras 

This section provides abrief introduction to a generalization of the concept 
of separable field extension. If Bis an R-algebra and A is a subalgebra of B, 
then B can be viewed as a B-A bimodule and as an A-B bimodule. Therefore, 
B ®A B is a B-bimodule by Lemma 9.5a. Equivalently, B ®A B is a right 
Be-module, where Be = B* ®R B as usual. By Lemma 9.5c, there is a 
B-bimodule homomorphism J1. = J1.B: B ®A B -+ B such that J1.(x ® y) = 
xy. Obviously, J1. is surjective. 

Definition. The R-algebra B is a separable extension of A (or more simply, B 
is A-separable) if J1.B is a split surjection of Be-modules. 

Explicitly, B is A-separable if there is a B-bimodule homomorphism <p: 
B -+ B ®A B such that J1.<p = idB. 
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It is a consequence of Lemma 10. 7b that if A is a subfield of Band B is a 
field, then B is a separable extension of A in the sense of the definition if and 
only if BJA is finite and separable according to the familiar definition of 
field theory. 

If A = R, then Bis A-separable if and only if Bis a separable R-algebra. 
Indeed, the B-bimodule structure of B Q9A B = B Q9 B that was defined in 
Section 9.5 coincides with the B-bimodule structure of Be = B* Q9 B that 
comes from the right Be-module structure that is induced by multiplication. 
In other words, as B-bimodules B Q9 Band Be are identical. 

It is not difficult to show that if B is a separable R-algebra, then B is a 
separable extension of all of its subalgebras. More generally, if Bis a separ
able extension of A and Cis a subalgebra of B that contains A, then Bis a 
separable extension of C. Moreover, separable extensions are transitive: if 
C is a separable extension of A and B is a separable extension of C, then B 
is a separable extension of A. The proofs of these facts are sketched in 
Exercise 1. It is c1ear from Lemma 9.5b that every algebra is a separable 
extension of itself. 

To obtain an example of a separable extension of R-algebras in which 
the larger algebra is not a separable R-algebra we will use a generalization 
ofProposition 10.2. 

Lemma. The R-algebra B is a separable extension of its subalgebra A if and 
only if there is an element e E B Q9A B such that flB(e) = 1 Band xe = ex for 
all XE B. 

The proof of the equivalence of conditions (ii) and (iii) in Proposition 
10.2 carries over to the context of the lemma without substantive changes. 

EXAMPLE. Let H be a Sylow p-subgroup ofthe finite group G. Suppose that 
Fis a field of characteristic p. If B = FG and A = FH, then B is A-separable. 

PROOF. Let G = HX 1 ~ ••• ~ HX r be a decomposition of G into a disjoint 
union of right cosets of H. Since His a Sylow p-subgroup of G, the index r 
of H in Gis not divisible by p. Thus, we can define e = (D=1 X~1 Q9A x i)r-1 
E B Q9A B. The definition of fl gives fl(e) = (Lf=1 I B)r-1 = I B. Moreover, 
if y E G, then there is a permutation 11: of {I, ... ,r} and elements Ui E H 
such that xiY = UiX,,(i) (therefore X~1Ui = yx;(~») for I ~ i ~ r. Thus, ey = 
( '" -1 tO\ ) -1 ('" -1 t5(\ ) -1 ('" -1 tO\ ) -1 L..i=1 Xi IÖI xiy r = L..i=1 Xi \Cl UiX"(i) r = L..i=1 Xi Ui IÖI X"(i) r 
= (L~=1 yx;(~) Q9 x"(i»)r-1 = ye. By the lemma, B is A-separable. By 
Maschke's theorem, Bis not semisimple (therefore, not separable) unless 
His the one element group. 0 

The concept of a separable extension of algebras enables us to answer a 
question that was posed in Section 9.5. 
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Proposition. Let A be a subalgebra of the R-algebra B. The following condi
tions are equivalent. 

(i) Bis a separable extension of A. 
(ii) For every R-algebra C and C-B bimodule N, IJ-N: (NA)B -+ N is a spUt 

surjective homomorphism of C-B bimodules. 

PROOF. Plainly, (i) is the special ca se of (ii) in which N and C coincide with 
B. Assurne that B is A-separable. We have the diagram ofbimodule homo
morphisms 

N Q9B (B Q9A B) idN®/lB) N Q9B B 

8t t x 

N Q9A B /lN N 

in which (J is the composition 

N Q9B (B Q9A B) -+ (N Q9B B) Q9A B X®idB) N Q9A B 

and x: N Q9B B -+ Nis defined asin Proposition 9.1b; thus, (J(u Q9 (x Q9 y)) 
= ux Q9 y, and X(u Q9 x) = ux. By Lemma 9.5b, X is an isomorphism. An 
easy calculation with rank one tensors shows that the diagram commutes. 
Since B is A-separable, there is a B-bimodule homomorphism !jJ: B-+ 
B Q9A B such that IJ-B!jJ = idB' If we define t/! = (J(idN Q9 !jJ)x-l, then t/! is 
a C-B bimodule homomorphism from N to N Q9A B such that IJ-Nt/! = 
IJ-N(J(idN Q9 !jJ)X- 1 = x(idN Q9 IJ-N)(idN Q9 !jJ)x-l = x(idN Q9 idB)x-l = idN' 
Therefore, IJ-N is a split surjection. 0 

CoroUary. Let A be a right Artinian R-algebra and suppose that B is an 
R-algebra that contains A as a subalgebra and is finitely generated as a right 
A-module. Assume that B is a separable extension of A. If A has finite repre
sentation type, then B has finite representation type. 

This corollary follows from the proposition and Proposition 9.5a. 

Higman's Theorem. Let F be afield ofprime characteristic p. IfG is afinite 
group, then the group algebra FG has finite representation type if and only if 
the Sylow p-subgroups of Gare cyclic. 

PROOF. Let H be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. If FG has finite representation 
type, then His cyc1ic by Corollary 9.5c. If His cyc1ic, then FH has finite 
representation type by Lemma 7.1. It follows from the corollary and the 
example that FG also has finite representation type. D 
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EXERCISES 

1. Let A and C be subalgebras of the R-algebra B with A ~ C ~ B. 
(a) Prove that if N and Mare B-bimodules, then there is a surjective B-bimodule 

homomorphism 0: M ®A N .... M ®c N such that O(u ®A v) = u ®c v. 
(b) Use (a) to show that if Bis a separable extension of A, then Bis a separable 

extension of C. Hint. Show that the augmentation B ®A B .... Bis the composition 
B ®A B .!!. B ®c B !:. B. 

(c) Prove that if Bis a separable extension of C and Cis a separable extension 
of A, then B is a separable extension of A. Hint. Prove that the composition B ®A B 
~ B ®c C ®A C ®c B idi8) " i8)id, B ®c C ®c B ~ B ®c B ~ B is the augmen
tation B ®A B .... B, and deduce that if Jlc and JlB are split surjections, then so is 
B®AB .... B. 

2. Prove the lemma. 

Notes on Chapter 10 

The importance of separable algebras over fields has been recognized for 
more years than most living mathematicians can inc1ude in their productive 
lives. However, the broadening of separability to algebras over commutative 
rings is a "fairly" recent development. The credit for this development is 
usually assigned to the paper [13] of M. Auslander and O. Goldman, but 
as usual there were several forerunners of this work. The fundamental paper 
[16] of G. Azumaya must be mentioned; it is a c1assic of modern algebra. 

Our discussion in this chapter gives just a hint of the theory of separable 
algebras. We have followed apart of the monograph [25] of F. DeMeyer 
and E. Ingraham. A reading of the complete work [25] will provide sub
stantially deeper understanding of separability. The notion of relative separ
ability is a natural idea that is implicit in the papers [43] ofHigman and [51] 
of Jans. 



CHAPTER 11 

The Cohomology of Algebras 

We have reached another stage of machinery building in our development 
of the theory of associative algebras. This time the formalism of the cohomo
logy of algebras is introduced. The reader is warned that the ratio of defini
tions to theorems in the first five sections of the chapter is very high. However, 
the cohomology of associative algebras plays an important part in the study 
of central simple algebras, as we will see in Chapter 14. In tbis chapter the 
cohomology theory is used to give a streamlined proof ofthe Wedderburn
Malcev Principal Theorem, one of the landmarks in the theory of associative 
algebras. The chapter ends with a discussion of the Principal Theorem in 
the general theory of associative algebras. The results on extensions enables 
us to formulate the work of Chapter 8 in a more natural way. 

Anyone who has a low tolerance for diagram chasing and abstract non
sense is advised to skip lightIy through the first part of this chapter. One of 
the virtues of cohomology is that its usefulness rests on a small number of 
properties. The four statements in Section 11.2 and the interpretation of the 
first cohomology group in Section 11.5 are sufficient tools for most applica
tions of the theory. Familiarity with these results is certainly sufficient to 
understand the uses of cohomology that are made in tbis book. 

11.1. Hochschild Cohomology 

This section gives the definitions that make a cohomology theory ofassocia
tive algebras. As usual, Adenotes an R-algebra. The letters M, N, ind P 
will designate A-bimodules. 

A mapping <D: An -+ M is multilinear if it is R-linear in each component, 
that is, <D(x 1> ••• ,xia + Yib, ... ,xn) = <D(x 1> ••• ,xi' ... ,xn)a + <D(x l' ... , 

196 
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Yi' ... , xn)b for an xl' ... , Xi' Yi' ... ,xn in A and a, b E R. If<l> and 'I' are 
multilinear mappings from An to M and CER, then the mappings (<I> + '1') 
(Xl' ... , Xn) = <I>(X l , ... , Xn) + 'P(X l' ... , Xn) and (<I>C)(X l , ... , Xn) = 
<I> (X l' ... , xn)c are multilinear. Thus, the set of an multilinear mappings 
from An to M is an R-module under the addition and scalar multiplication 
defined in this way. We will denote this module by e~(A,M), C"(M), or 
en, depending on how much information can be inferred from the context. 
It is convenient to identify e~(A,M) with M. (This is a natural extension of 
our notation if A O is interpreted as the one element set {0}.) Thus, C" is 
defined for an non-negative integers n. The elements of e~(A,M) are caned 
n-cochains on A with values in M. 

If cjJ: M --+ N is a homomorphism of A-bimodules, then cjJ induces R
module homomorphisms cjJ(n): e~(A,M) --+ e~(A,N) by (cjJ(n)<I» (Xl' ... , 
Xn) = cjJ(<I>(x l' ... ,Xn)) and cjJ(O) = cjJ. This definition obviously satisfies 
the composition property (.pcjJ)<n) = .p(n)cjJ(n) that is required to make cjJ f--+ cjJ(n) 
a functor. 

For n > 0, an alternative definition is available. Let A®n denote the 
tensor product of n copies of A, considered as an R-module. Map r: HomR 

(A®n,M) --+ e~(A,M) by r.p(x p ... ,xn) = .p(x l Q9 . .. Q9 xn). An easy 
induction on n yields the results that (Xl' ... , Xn) f--+ Xl Q9 ... Q9 Xn is 
multilinear, {Xl Q9 ... Q9 Xn: Xi E A} generates A®n as an R-module, and 
A®n has the universality property for multilinear mappings of An; that is, 
if <1>: An --+ M is multilinear, then there is a homomorphism cjJ: A®n --+ M 
such that <I>(x l , ... , xn) = cjJ(x l Q9 . .. Q9 xn) for an (Xl' ... , xn) E An. In 
other words, the mapping r is an R-module isomorphism. We can therefore 
translate properties of HomR(A®n,M) to e~(A,M) by using the isomor
phism r. The validity of this strategem is based on the fact that r is a functor 
isomorphism: if cjJ: M --+ N is a homomorphism (of R-modules), then 

HomR(A®n,M) ~ HomR(A®n,N) 
<t t< 

e~(A,M) ~ e~(A,N) 

commutes. Indeed, (r(cjJ*.p»)(x l , ... , xn) = cjJ.p(x l Q9 ... Q9 xn) = cjJ(n) 
r.p(x l' ... , xn)· 

The construction of the cochain modules e~(A,M) does not use the 
algebra structure of A or the bimodule structure of M. However, to get a 
cohomology theory, a coboundary operator is needed. The multiplicative 
structure takes the principal role in the definition of the coboundary. 

Definition a. The n'th coboundary homomorphism is the mapping <5(n) (or 
<5~) from e~(A,M) to etl(A,M) that is defined by 

(i) (<5(O)u)(x) = xu - UX, and 
(ii) (c5(n)<I>)(x l , x 2 ' ••• , xn' xn+l ) = x l <l>(X 2 , .•• , xn+l ) + L~=l(-IY 

<I>(x p ... , XiXi+l' ... , xn+ l ) + (_l)n+1<1>(x p ... , xn)xn+l for n 2:: 1. 
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The special cases of this definition that will be most important in our 
study of a1gebras occur for n = 0, 1, and 2. For convenience we record the 
exp1icit forms ofthe coboundary homomorphisms 15(1) and 15(2). 

(15(1)<I>)(x1'x2) = X1<1>(X2) - <I>(X1X2) + <I>(X1)X2· (1) 

(15(2)<I>)(x1'x2,x3 ) = x 1<1>(X2,X3 ) - <I>(X1X2,X3 ) + 
(2) 

Lemma. For all n ~ 0, 15(n) is an R-module homomorphismfrom C~(A,M) to 
C~+l(A,M) such that 15(n+1)15(n) = o. Moreover, if tjJ: M -+ N is a homo
morphism of A-bimodules, then the following diagram commutes. 

C~(A,M) ~ C~(A,N) 
r5~)! !b';' 

C~+1(A,M) </>,.+". C~+1(A,N) 

PROOF. It is clear that 15(n)<I>: An+1 -+ M is multilinear. Thus, 15(n) maps Cn to 
cn+1. Obvious1y, 15(n) is an R-modu1e homomorphism. The commutativity 
of the diagram results from a routine computation, using the assumption 
that tjJ is abimodule homomorphism. The proof that 15(n+1)15(n) = 0 is a 
tedious computation. If n = 0, then (15(1)15(O)u)(x 1,x2) = x 1(15(O)u)(x2) -
(15(O)u)(x1x 2) + (15(O)u)(x1)x2 = X1(X2U - UX2) - (X1X2U - UX1X2) + 
(x1u - UX1)X2 = O. When n ~ 1, the computation of 15(n+1)15(n)<I>(x1' ... , 

X n+ 2) leads to a sum in which each of the following terms occurs twice, once 
with the coefficient 1, and once with -1 : Xl x2cI>(X3 , .•• ,Xn+2); Xl cI>(X2, ... , 
XiXi+1' ... , xn+2), 2 ::::; i ::::; n + 1; <I> (X l' ... 'XiXi+l> ... , Xj Xj +1' ... , xn+2), 
1::::; i <j - 1 ::::; n;cI>(x1, ... ,XiXi+1Xi+2' ... ,Xn+2), 1::::; i::::; n;<I>(x1, ... , 
XiXi+1' ... , Xn+1)Xn+2, 1 ::::; i::::; n; <I>(x1, ... , Xn)Xn+1Xn+2. Thus, the sum 
is o. When it is done with penci1 and paper, the calculation is more con
vincing than when it is printed; so we will consign that chore to the 
exercises. D 

Definition b. Denote Z~(A,M) = Ker 15(n) and B~(A,M) = Im 15(n-1) for 
n ~ 1, B~(A,M) = O. The n'th Hochschild cohomology module of A with 
coefficients in M is the factor module 

H~(A,M) = Z~(A,M)/B~(A,M). 

This definition makes sense, because Im 15(n-1) S; Ker 15(n) (for n ~ 1) by 
the lemma. 

As in the case of C, we will use the notation zn(M) or zn, Bn(M) or 
B n, and Hn(M) or H n for Z~(A,M), B~(A,M), and H~(A,M) when it is safe 
to do so. The elements of zn, Bn, and H n are respectively called n-cocycles, 
n-coboundaries, and n-cohomology classes. 

If tjJ: M -+ N is abimodule homomorphism, then it follows from the 
lemma that tjJ(n) maps cocycles to cocycles and coboundaries to coboundaries. 
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This observation proves the first part of the next proposition; the second 
part is clear from the remark preceding Definition a; and the third part is 
obvious. 

Proposition. Let 4J: M --+ N, and 1/1: N --+ P be A-bimodule homomorphisms. 
Define 4J~): H';.(A,M) --+ H';.(A,N) by 

4J~)(<}) + B';.(A,M)) = 4J(n)(<})) + B';.(A,N). 

(i) 4J~) is an R-module homomorphism. 
(ii) (1/I4J )~) = 1/I~)4J~). 

(00') ('d )(n) 'd 
1ll I M * = I H" 

In the language of category theory, this proposition asserts that H';.(A, *) 
is a covariant functor from the category of A -bimodules to the category of 
R-modules. The next few sections are devoted to establishing the basic 
properties of the sequence of functors {Hn }. 

If Ais a group algebra, or more gene rally, if Ais a free R-module on a basis 
X that is closed under multiplication, then the cohomology modules of A can 
be obtained more economically than by the construction in Definition b. 
Map C';.(A,M) to MX' by <}) f--+ <})IXn. If MX' is made into an R-module 
using pointwise operations, this mapping is a homomorphism. Since <}) is 
multilinear, <})IXn = 0 implies <}) = O. Finally, the assumption that X is an 
R-basis of A implies that any mapping of X n to M extends uniquely to a 
multi linear mapping of An to M. Therefore, C';.(A,M) is isomorphie to MX' 
under the restrietion mapping. Since X is closed under multiplication, 
Definition adefines a coboundary homomorphism from Mx' to M x,+l . 

Plainly, the restrietion mapping carries cocycles to cocycles and coboundaries 
to coboundaries. Thus, we can consider n-cohomology classes as co sets of 
mappings <}): x n --+ M that satisfy J(n)<}) = O. In particular, if X is finite, R is 
Noetherian, and M is finitely generated as an R-module, then it is easy to 
see that the cohomology modules H';.(A,M) are finitely generated. 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove by ca1culation that .5(n+1).5(n) = O. 

2. A multilinear mapping '1': An -> M is normalized if 'I'(X l' ... , X n) = 0 whenever 
Xi = IA far at least one index i. Prove the following statements. 

(a) If'l' E C" is normalized, then .5(n)'I' is normalized. 
(b) If<l> E C", then there exists 'I' E C" such that 'I' is normalized and <I> - 'I' E Bn• 

Hint. Define inductive1y <1>0 = <1>, <l>i = <l>i-l - .5(n-l)'I'i' where 'Pi (X l' ..• , X n- I ) = 

(-I)i- I <I>i_l (X l' ... , Xi-I' IA , Xi' ... , xn- 1)· Show by induction on i ~ 0 that if 
one or more of XI' ..• , Xi is I A' then <l>i(X p ... , Xi' X i+1' ... , xn) = O. Conc1ude 
that 'I' = <l>n has the required properties. 

(e) H n ~ Z~/B~, where Z~ and B~ are the submodules of zn and Bn that consist 
of normalized coeycles and coboundaries. 
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11.2. Properties of Cohomology 

It is rather astonishing that the cohomology modules of an algebra playa 
fundamental role in the structure theory ofthe algebra. The intuitive content 
of Definition 11.1bis almost nil. However, as we progress through this 
chapter, our appreciation ofthis new tool will grow. 

In this section, the most important properties of the cohomology modules 
will be presented. It is surprising that most facts about cohomology can be 
derived from four basic results. Indeed, when certain "naturality conditions" 
are assumed, these four basic properties uniquely determine the cohomology 
modules. 

Theorem. Zero Dimensional Cohomology. If M is an A-bimodule, then 

H~(A,M) ~ M(A). 

Additivity. If cjJ and t/I are A-bimodule homomorphisms of M to N, and 
a, b E R, thenfor all n < W, (cjJa + t/lb)~) = cjJ~)a + t/I~)b. 

The Long Exact Sequence. Assume that AR is projective. Let 

I: 0 -+ N!. M ~ P -+ 0 

be a short exact sequence of A-bimodules. For each n < W, there is an R
module homomorphism a(n): H~(A,P) -+ H~+l(A,N) (that depends on I) 
such that the following sequence is exact: 

q,(OI 1/1(0) a<0l o -+ H~(A,N) ~ H~(A,M) ~ H~(A,P) ----. H~(A,N) -+ ... 
</>"1 1/1"1 iJ"1 

-+ Hi(A,N) ~ Hi(A,M) ~ Hi(A,P) ----. Hi+ 1(A,N) -+ .... 

Coinduced Bimodules. For a Zeft A-module M, let P = HomR(A,M). 
Then P is an A-bimodule with the scalar operations (xO)(y) = xO(y) and 
(Ox) (y) = O(xy). For all n > 0, H~(A,P) = O. If M is an A-bimodule, 
then there is an injective bimodule homomorphism cjJ: M -+ P defined by 
cjJ(u)(x) = ux. 

The first two parts of this result are easy consequences of defmitions. 
By definition, B~(A,M) = 0, and Z~(A,M) = {u E M: <5(O)(u) = O} = 
{u E M: xu - ux = 0 for all XE A} = M(A). To obtain the additivity, note 
that if <l) E Ci(A,M), then (cjJa + t/lbyn)(<l) = cjJ(n)(<l)a + t/I(n)(<l)b. Hence, 
<l) E Zi(A,M) implies 

(cjJa + t/lb)~)(<l) + Bi(A,M» = (cjJa + t/lb)(n)<l) + Bi(A,N) 

= cjJ(n)<l)a + t/I(n)<l)b + Bi(A,N) 

= cjJ~)(<l) + Bi(A,M»a + t/I~)(<l) + Bi(A,M»b 

= (cjJ~)a + t/I~)b){<l) + Bi(A,M». 
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The long exact sequence will be constructed in the next section by means 
ofthe Snake Lemma. We conclude this section with a proofthat coinduced 
bimodules have trivial cohomology. 

Using the fact that () is a homo mo rphi sm of R-modules, a routine check 
establishes the assertion that Pis an A-bimodule. It is also easy to see that 
if M is an A-bimodule, then <jJ is abimodule homomorphism that is injective 
since <jJ(u)(l) = u. It remains to show that H;+1(A,P) = 0 for all n < w. 
Define u(n): c~+1 (A,P) ~ C~(A,P) by 

(u(n)<I>)(x1 , ... , xn)(y) = <I>(x1, ... , xn' y)(l). 

If n > 0, then the compositions u(nWn) and b(n-1)u(n-l) are R-module homo
morphisms of C;(A,P) to itself, such that (_l)n+1(u(n)b(n) - b(n-1)u(n-l)) is 
the identity mapping. In fact, 

(u(n)b(n)<I>)(Xl> ... , xn)(y) = (b(n)<I>)(x 1 , ••• , xn' y)(l) 

= X1<1>(X2 , ••• , x n' y)(l) 

n-1 
+ L (-lY<l>(x1 , ""XiXi+1' ... ,xn,y)(l) 

i=1 

+ (-lt<l>(xl> ... , xn- 1, xny)(l) 

+ (_l)n+1<1>(x1, ... , xn)(y) 

(using the definition of the right scalar product in P), and 

( ~(n-1) (n-1)m)( )( ) _ (n-l)m( )( ) 
u U '" xl> ""xn Y - x 1u "'X2 , ""Xn Y 

n-1 
+ I (-I)i(u(n-1)<l>)(x1, ... 'XiXi+1' ... ,Xn)(Y) 

i=1 

n-1 
+ I (-1)i<l>(x1 , ",XiXi+1' ... ,xn,y)(l) 

i=1 

Subtracting the respective sides of these equations gives 

u(n)b(n) _ b(n-1)u(n-1) = (_l)n+1 id. 

Thus, if n ~ 1 and <I> E Z~(A,P), then 

<I> = ( _l)n+1(u(nwn)<I> - b(n-l)u(n-1)<I» 

= b(n-1)( ( -1 tu(n-1)<I» E Bi(A,P); 

that is, Hi(A,P) = O. 
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EXERCISES 

I. Show that the isomorphism ~(A,M) ~ M(A) is natural. That is, if 4J: M -> N is a 
bimodule homomorphism, then the following diagram commutes. 

HO(A,M) !4 HO(A,N) 

! ! 
M(A) --> N(A) 

'" 
2. Prove that if {Mi: i E I} is a non-empty set of A-bimodules, then H~(A, EBiEI Mi) ~ 

EBiEI H~(A,MJ 
3. Let 0: A -> B be a homomorphism of R-algebras. For a B-bimodule M, define left 

and right scalar operations on M by the elements of A as in Section 2.1. Show that 
M becomes an A-bimodule under these operations, still denoted by M. Define 
o(n): C~(B,M) --+ C~(A,M) by (o(n)<I>)(x l , ... , xn) = <I>(Ox l , ... , Oxn). Show that 
o(n)<I> is multilinear for <I> E C~(B,M), and that the following diagram commutes: 

C~(B,M) ~ C~+I(B,M) 
~.,! !O'''" 

C~(A,M) ~ C~+I(A,M). 

Deduce that o(n) induces an R-module homomorphism o*(n): H~(B,M) --+ H;;.(A,M). 
Show that if 4J: M --+ N is a homomorphism of B-bimodules, then 4J is also a homo
morphism when M and N are viewed as A-bimodules, and 

commutes. 

4. Let Band C be R-algebras. Denote A = B + c. Let M be a B-C bimodule. Con
sider M as an A-bimodule by defining CM = MB = O. Prove that H~(A,M) = 0 
for all n. Use this result to show that for every A-bimodule N, H~(A,N) ~ 
H;;.(B, IBNI B) EB H~(C, IcNlc) for all n < w. 

11.3. The Snake Lemma 

Let 

NI ~ N 2 ~ N 3 -+ 0 
4> I ! 4>2 ! 4>3 ! 

o -+ MI -+ M 2 -+ M 3 x, X2 

(1) 

be a commutative diagram 0/ module homomorphisms with exact rows. There 
exist module homomorphisms I/Ip, 1/12*' Xl*' X2*' and 0 such that 

~. ~p a 
Ker <PI -+ Ker <P2 -+ Ker <P3 -+ 

Coker <PI ~ Coker <P2 2:; Coker <P3 
(2) 

is exact.lfl/ll is injective, then so is I/Ip; ifX2 is surjective, then so is X2*' 
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The term "Snake Lemma" comes from the diagram that illustrates this 
result. 

a 
4>1 (3) 

M l -+ M 2 -+ M 3 
XI X2 

"I t "2 t "3 t 
Coker <Pl xt Coker <P2 xt. Coker <P3 

The mappings K1> K2, and K3 are inclusion homomorphisms, and 11:1> 11:2, 
and 11:3 are projection homomorphisms. Our aim is to prove the existence 
of homomorphisms 1/11" 1/12" Xl" X2" and a that make the sequence (2) 
exact, and the diagram (3) commutative. The commutativity requirement is 
satisfied if and only if I/Ii' = I/IiIKer<pi' Xi'(U + Im<Pi) = Xi(U) + Im<Pi+l 
for i = 1,2. These definitions of I/Ii• and Xi' are legitimate because 
I/Ii(Ker<pJ ~ Ker<pi+1> Xi(Im<Pi) ~ Im<Pi+l by the commutativity of (I). 
The exactness of (2) at Ker <P2 and Coker <P2 follows from the exactness and 
commutativity of (I) by traditional diagram chasing. F or example, 

KerX2' = 1I:211:2' l X2'!(0) = 1I:2X2' 11l:3'1(0) = 1I:2X2' 1<P3(N3) 

= 1I:2X2' 1<P31/12(N2) = 1I:2X2' l X2<P2(N2) = 1I:2(<P2(N2) + X2'l(O» 

= 1I:2Xl (Ml ) = Xl.1I: l (Ml ) = ImXl*' 

Similarly, Kerl/l2* = Im 1/11" The definitions of K1> 11:3, and the commuta
tivity of (3) make it clear that if 1/11 is injective, then I/It is injective; and 
if X2 is surjective, then X2' is surjective. The rest of the proof consists of 
constructing a in such a way that (2) is exact. To make this chore as painless 
as possible, we digress. For a commuting square ofmodule homomorphisms 

"'I N l -+ N2 

L: 4>d t 4>2 
M l -+ M 2 , 

XI 

defineKerL = (KerXl<Pl)/(Ker<Pl + Kerl/ll)and 

Lemma./f 

Im L = (Im <P2 n Im X l)/(Im <P2 1/1 1)' 

"'I "'2 Nl -+ N2 -+ N3 
4>dL. 4>dL 4>d 
M l -+ M 2 -+ M 3 

XI X2 

is commutative with exact rows, then Im Ll ~ Ker L2' 
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PROOF. For x E N2: CP2(X) E Im CP2 n ImXl if and only if XE Ker X2CP2; and 
CP2(X) E ImCP2"'1 if and only if XE Im "'1 + KerCP2 = Ker"'2 + KerCP2. 
Thus, CP2 induces an isomorphism of Ker L2 to Im LI· D 

To complete the proof ofthe Snake Lemma, we augment the diagram (3) 
with P = Coker"'2. and Q = KerXl •. 

0 -+P 
l Ll 11 

Ker CPl -+ KerCP2 -+ KerCP3 -+P-+O 
l l L, l L l 

NI -+ N2 -+ N3 -+0 
l L, l L. l 

0-+ MI -+ M2 -+ M3 
l L7 l L. l l 

o -+ Q -+ Coker CPl -+ Coker CP2 -+ Coker CP3 
11 L. l 
Q-+ 0 

The lemma gives P = Im LI ~ Ker L2 ~ Im L3 ~ Ker L4 ~ Im Ls ~ 
Ker L6 ~ Im L7 ~ Ker L8 = Q. The composition Ker CP3 -+ P -+ Q -+ 
Coker CPl is the desired homomorphism o. 

We can now prove the existence of the Long Exact Sequence that was 
described in Section 11.2. By assumption, A is projective as an R-module. 
It follows easily from Proposition 9.1a that A®n is also projective. Therefore, 
since 0 -+ N ~ M ~ P -+ 0 is exact, so is 

0-+ HomR(A®n,N) -+ HomR(A®n,M) -+ HomR(A®n,P) -+ O. 

As we observed in Section 11.1, this means that 0 -+ C(N) ~ C(M) ~ 
Cn(P) -+ 0 is exact. It follows from Lemma 11.1 that the diagram 

o -+ Cn(N) -+ Cn(M) -+ Cn(P) -+ 0 
lr lr lr 

o -+ C+ 1(N) -+ C+1(M) -+ Cn+1(P) -+ 0 

commutes and has exact rows. By applying the Snake Lemma to this diagram 
(and using BO = 0 in the case n = 0), we conc1ude that for all n < w, the 
sequences 0 -+ zn(N) -+ zn(M) -+ zn(p) and 

C(N)jBn(N) -+ Cn(M)jBn(M) -+ C(P)jBn(P) -+ 0 

are exact, where the homomorphisms are induced by cp(n) and ",(n). Since 
B n S; Ker<5(n) and Im <5(n) S; zn+l, the coboundary homomorphism induces 
<5~): cnjBn -+ zn+l by <5~)(W + Bn) = (j(n)W. Clearly, Ker(j~) = H n and 
Coker (j~) = H n+1• The homomorphisms (j~) give rise to the following 
diagram with exact rows that is easily seen to be commutative. 
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C"(N)jBn(N) ~ Cn(M)jBn(M) ~ Cn(p}jBn(P) --. 0 
! i5~) ! c5~) ! c5~1 

0--. zn+1(N) __ zn+1(M) __ zn+l(p) 
t/J'"+1) I/ICII+1) 

By applying the Snake Lemma to this diagram we obtain a connecting 
q,'"' .plnl 0<"' q,(1I+1J 

homomorphism 8<n) such that Hn(N) ~ Hn(M) ~ Hn(P) --. Hn+1(N) ~ 
1/1111+1) 

H n+1(M) ~ H n+1(P) is exact. A routine check shows that the homomor-
phisms l/J~), ",~n), l/J~+1), and ",~+l) given by the Snake Lemma coincide with 
the homomorphisms of cohomology modules that are constructed from l/J 
and '" in Proposition 11.1. Thus, these finite sequences can be fused to 
produce all except the initial segment 0 --. HO(N) --. HO(M) of the Long 
Exact Sequence. Since HO = ZO, it follows that l/J~ = l/JIZO(N) is injective. 
The proof of the Long Exact Sequence Theorem is complete. 

EXERCISES 

~ ~,"', 0 1. Let Lol : 0 -+ NI -+ MI -+ PI -+ 

xd xd xd 
L2 : 0 -+ N2 -+ M2 -+ P2 -+ 0 

~2 "'2 

be a commutative diagram of A-bimodules with exact rows. Prove that for all 
n 2': 0, the following diagram commutes. 

H"(PJ ~ H"+1(N1 ) 

H"(P ) -+ H"+I(N ) 
2 11') 2 

Hint. Stack the diagram (3) that goes with LI on top ofthe diagram that goes with 
L2' and connect the corresponding modules by vertical homomorphisms induced 
by Xl> X2' and X3. Check commutativity around the various loops. 

2. Use the Snake Lemma to prove the Short 5-Lemma: 
(a) If 4JI and 4J3 in the diagram (1) are injective, then 4J2 is injective. 
(b) If 4JI and 4J3 in the diagram (1) are surjective, then 4J2 is surjective. 

3. Prove that the tensor product of two projective R-modules is projective. 

11.4. Dimension 

The geometrical notion of dimension can be translated to an algebraic 
setting by using the Hochschild cohomology groups. It is a standard result 
of topology that the sequence of cohomology groups of an n-dimensional 
manifold becomes zero beyond n, while H n # 0 for suitably chosen coeffi
cient domains. The similarity between the definitions and the properties of 
Hochschild cohomology and the topological cohomology theories suggests 
that an analogous concept of dimension might be a fruitful invariant for 
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algebras. This idea provides the theme ofthis section and the two that follow 
it. In particular, we will show that zero dimensional algebras are the separable 
algebras that were studied in Chapter 10. 

We begin with a useful lemma that also motivates the definition of 
dimension. 

Lemma. Let A be an R-algebra that is projective as an R-module, and suppose 
that n is a natural number such that H;.(A,N) = 0 for all A-bimodules N. If 
m ~ n, then H';(A,M) = 0 for all A -bimodules M. 

PROOF. Induction makes it sufficient to prove that H;.+l(A,M) = 0 for all 
M. By Theorem 11.2, there is a short exact sequence 0 --. M --. P --. N --. 0 
of A-bimodules in which H~(A,P) = 0 for all k > O. This property of P, 
together with the hypothesis of the lemma gives the following segment of 
the Long Exact Sequence: 

o = H;.(A,N) --. H~+l(A,M) --. H~+l(A,P) = O. 

Thus, H;.+l(A,M) = O. 

Defmition. Let A be a non-trivial R-algebra. The dimension of A is 

DimA = sup{n: H;.(A,M) i= 0 for some A-bimodule M}. 

o 

If, for every n < w, there is an A-bimodule M such that H~(A,M) i= 0, 
then the dimension of A is 00. It must be pointed out that the supremum in 
this definition is not applied to the empty set. In fact. ~(A,M) = M(A); in 
particular, ~(A,A) = A(A) = Z(A) i= 0, since A is non-trivial. 

For R-algebras A such that AR is projective, it follows from the lemma 
that if H;.(A,M) = 0 for all bimodules M, then DimA < n. We conclude 
this section by translating the condition for an algebra to have dimension 
less than two into more familiar ideas. 

The elements of Zi(A,M) are the bilinear mappings <1>: A x A --. M 
such that (j(2)<I> = 0, that is, 

x<l>(y,z) - <I>(xy,z) + <I>(x,yz) - <I>(x,y)z = 0 (1) 

for all x, y, z E A. A bilinear mapping that satisfies (1) is called afactor set 
of A with values in M. Such mappings occur in the study of group and 
algebra extensions. The factor sets of the form (j(1)4J, where 4J: A --. M is 
linear, are called spUt factor sets. By Definition 11.1a, (j(1)4J is a factor set <1>, 
defined by . 

<I>(x,y) = x4J(y) - 4J(xy) + 4J(x)y. (2) 

The lemma yields the following result. 

Corollary. If the R-algebra A is a projective R-module, then DimA :s; 1 if 
and only if every factor set of A with values in any bimodule M is SpUl. 
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EXERCISE 

Prove the uniqueness theorem for cohomology of algebras: Assurne that {Tn : n < w} 
is a sequence of covariant functors from A-bimodules to R-modules satisfying the basic 
conditions of Section 11.2 and the naturality conditions of the Exercises I of Sections 
11.2 and 11.3; then there exists a c1ass ofisomorphisms {1Ji,';): n < w, Man A-bimodule}, 
1Ji,';): H;(A,M) ~ Tn(M) such that: 

(a) if cjJ: M ~ N is abimodule homomorphism, then 

H;(A,M) ~ H;(A,N) 
()~) t L (J~~I 

Tn(M) ~ Tn(N) 

commutes; 
(b) if I: 0 ~ N ~ M ~ P ~ 0 is exact, then 

H;(A,P) ~ H;+l(A,N) 

Tn(P) a;:. Tn(N) 

commutes. Rint. Define 1Ji,';) for all M by induction on n, using the shifting technique 
that was introduced in the lemma. The proofs of the naturality conditions (a) and (b) 
require three dimensional diagrams. 

11.5. Zero Dimensional Aigebras 

Our aim in this section is to prove that if an R-algebra A is a projective 
R-module, then A is separable if and only if Dirn A = O. 

Definition. Let M be an A-bimodule. A derivation of A to M is an R-module 
homomorphism <jJ: A -+ M that satisfies Leibnitz's rule: 

<jJ(xy) = x<jJ(y) + <jJ(x)y for all x, y E A. (1) 

A derivation <jJ of A to M is an inner derivation if there exists U E M such that 
<jJ(x) = xu - ux for all x E A. 

Plainly, the derivations of A to Mare exactly the elements of Z~(A,M), 
while the inner derivations are the elements of Bi(A,M). Thus, the deri
vations of A to M form an R-module with operations defined pointwise, 
and the set of inner derivations is a submodule of derivations. The quotient 
of these modules is Hj,(A,M). Thus, Hi,(A,M) = 0 if and only if every 
derivation of A is inner. 

Let f.1: A e -+ A be the augmentation homomorphism of right Ae-modules 
that was defined in Section 10.2. Define K: A -+ Ae by K(X) = x ® 1 -
1 ® x. Plainly, K is an R-module homomorphism such that f.1K = O. Hence, 
ImK <;;: Kerf.1. 
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Lemma. Let M be an A-bimodule, or equivalently a right Ae-module. 

(i) If ep E HomA.(Ker Jl,M), then epK is a derivation of A to M. 
(ii) The mapping (): ep 1---+ epK is an isomorphism of HomA.(Ker Jl,M) to 

Z~(A,M). 
(iii) ()-l(B~(A,M)) = {t/lIKerw t/lEHomA.(Ae,M)}. 

PROOF. (i) Plainly, epK is an R-module homomorphism. Moreover, epK(XY) = 
ep(xy (8) 1 - 1 (8) xy) = ep(xy (8) 1 - x (8) y) + ep(x (8) Y - 1 (8) xy) = 
ep(x(y (8) 1 - 1 (8) y)) + ep((x (8) 1 - 1 (8) x)y) = XepK(Y) + epK(X)Y· 

(ii) By (i), () maps HomA.(Ker Jl,M) to Z~(A,M), and () is obviously 
an R-module homomorphism. If epK = 0, then ep(x (8) 1 - 1 (8) x) = 0 
for all x. By Lemma 10.2, ep = O. Let X: A --+ M be a derivation. Define 
t/I: Ae --+ M to be the R-module homomorphism that is determined by the 
condition t/I(x (8) y) = X(x)y. If ep = t/lIKer Jl, then ep is an R-module 
homomorphism from Ker Jl to M such that for LJ=l xj (8) Yj E Ker Jl and 
z,wEA,wehaveep((Lxj (8)y)(Z (8) w)) = ep(LzXj (8)yjw) = LX(zx)yjw 
= LzX(x.)yjw + LX(z)xjyjw = Z(LX(Xj)Y)w + X(z)Jl(Lxj (8) y)w = 
z(ep(LXj ® y))w = ep(Lxj (8) y)(z (8) w). That is, ep E HomA.(Ker Jl,M). 
Finally, if XE A, then ()(ep)(x) = epK(X) = ep(x (8) 1 - 1 (8) x) = X(X) -
x(l)x = X(X), since x(l) = X(1 2 ) = x(l) + x(l)· 

(iii) If ep E HomA.(Ker Jl,M) and u E M, then epK = c5(ü)u if and only 
if ep(x (8) 1 - 1 (8) x) = xu - UX = AJX (8) 1 - 1 (8) x), where Au E 

HomA.(Ae,M) is the left multiplication homomorphism Au(Z) = uz for all 
Z E Ae. Thus, since Ker Jl is generated as an Ae-module by {x (8) 1 - 1 Q9 x: 
XE A}, it follows that the condition ()(ep) E B1 (M) is equivalent to ep = 
AulKer Jl for some u E M, which proves (iii) because HomA.(Ae,M) = 
{Au: u E M} by Lemma 6.4. 0 

Proposition. For a non-trivial R-algebra A, Hj(A,M) = Ofor all A-bimodules 
M if and only if A is a separable R-algebra. 

PROOF. By Proposition 10.2, A is separable if and only if the sequence of 
Ae-modules 0 --+ Ker Jl --+ Ae --+ A --+ 0 is split exact, that is, there exists 
t/I E HomA.(Ae,Ker Jl) such that t/lIKer Jl is the identity homomorphism on 
Ker Jl. Thus, A is separable if H;'(A,Ker Jl) = 0 by the lemma. Conversely, 
if there is an extension t/I E HomA.(Ae,Ker Jl) of the identity mapping of 
Ker Jl, then every ep E HomA.(Ker Jl,M) has the form xlKer Jl, where X = 
ept/l E HomA.(Ae,M). By the lemma, Z~(A,M) = Bi?{A,M) for every A
bimodule M. 0 

Corollary a. If A is a non-trivial R-algebra that is projective as an R-module, 
then Dirn A = 0 if and only if A is a separable R-algebra. 

Corollary b. If A is a separable R-algebra that is projective as an R-module, 
then every factor set of A is spUt. 
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EXERCISES 

1. For a field F, let B be the three dimensional F-algebra with the basis 1 B' e, and x such 
that el = e, ex = x, xe = 0, and Xl = O. Prove that B is an associative F-algebra, 
and DimB = 1. Hint. Prove that if<l> is a normalized 2-cocyc1e, then <I> = b(I)</>, 
where </>(e) = 2e<l>(e,e) - <I>(e,e), and </>(x) = e<l>(x,e) - <I>(e,x). 

2. Let A be an R-algebra such that every derivation of A into abimodule is inner. 
Without using Corollary 11.4, prove that every factor set of A is split. In more 
detail, let <1>: A x A --+ M be a factor set. Let 0 --+ M --+ HomR(A,M) ~ N --+ 0 
be the short exact sequence of A-bimodules that was constructed in Section 11.2. 
Define 1jJ<I>: A --+ HomR(A,M) by (1jJ<I>)(x)(y) = <I>(x,y) and X<l> = nljJ<I>: A --+ N. 
Show that X<l> is a derivation, therefore inner by assumption. Use this fact to obtain 
</> E HomR(A,M) such that <I>(x,y) = x</>(y) - </>(xy) + </>(x)y for all x, y E A. 

11.6. The Principal Theorem 

As an application of the cohomology theory, we prove one of the most 
important results in the theory of associative algebras. 

Theorem (Wedderburn, Malcev). Let B be an R-algebra that satisfies: 
(a) DimBIJ(B) ~ 1; 
(b) BIJ(B) is projective as an R-module; 
(c) J(B)k = Ofor some k ;::::: 1. 

There is a subalgebra A of B such that B = A EB J (B) as R-modules, and 
A ~ BIJ(B) as algebras. If B satisfies 

(a') DimBIJ(B) = 0. 
then for any two subalgebras A and A' of B that satisfy B = A EB J(B) = 
A' EB J(B), there exists W E J(B) such that 

A' = (1 - W)-l A(1 - w). 

PROOF. The existence of Ais established by induction on k. If k = 1, there 
is nothing to do but take A = B. Assume that J2 = 0, where J abbreviates 
J(B). Let n: B -+ BIJ be the natural projection. Since BIJ is projective by 
(b), the exact sequence of R-modules 0-+ J -+ B -+ BIJ -+ ° splits. Thus, 
there is an R-module homomorphism K: BIJ -+ B such that nK = idB/J . 

For x, y E BIl, define <1>(x,y) = K(XY) - K(X)K(Y). Thus, <1> is a measure 
of the degree to which K fails to be an algebra homomorphism. 

<1>(x,y) E 1 for all x, y E Bil. (1) 

In fact, n<1>(x,y) = nK(xy) - n(K(x)K(Y)) = xy - xy = 0, since n is an 
algebra homomorphism and nK = id. Thus, <1>(x,y) E Ker n = l. Use K to 
define right and left scalar operations of BIJ on l; explicitly, ux = UK(X), 
XU = K(X)U. 

J is a BIJ-bimodule. (2) 
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Indeed, since K is an R-module homomorphism, and R ~ Z(B), the only 
doubtful bimodule axioms are (xy)u = x(yu) and u(xy) = (ux)y. By (l), 
(xy)u - x(yu) = K(XY)U - K(X)K(Y)U = <I>(x,y)u E J2 = O. Similarly, 
u(xy) = (ux)y. 

<I> E Z;'(BIJ,J). 

Plainly, <I> is bilinear. Moreover, 

(b(2)<I>)(X,y,z) = X(K(YZ) - K(Y)K(Z)) - (K(XYZ) - K(XY)K(Z)) 

+ (K(XYZ) - K(X)K(YZ)) - (K(XY) - K(X)K(Y))Z 

= K(X)K(YZ) - K(X)K(Y)K(Z) - K(XYZ) 

+ K(XY)K(Z) + K(XYZ) - K(X)K(YZ) 

- K(XY)K(Z) + K(X)K(Y)K(Z) = o. 

(3) 

By (3) and the hypothesis (a), <I> E B;'(BIJ,J). That is, there exists cf> E 

HomR(BIJ,J) such that <I>(x,y) = xcf>(y) - cf>(xy) + cf>(x)y for all x, Y E BIJ· 
Let 1/1 = K + cf> E HomR(BIJ,B). Then nl/l = nK = idBIJ , since n(J) = O. 
Moreover, I/I(xy) - I/I(x)I/I(Y) = K(XY) + cf>(xy) - (K(X) + cf>(X))(K(Y) + 
cf>(y» = K(XY) - K(X)K(Y) - (xcf>(y) - cf>(xy) + cf>(x)y) - cf>(x)cf>(y) = 0, 
because K(XY) - K(X)K(Y) = <I> (x,y) = xcf>(y) - cf>(xy) + cf> (x)y, and 
cf>(X)cf>(Y)EJ2 = O. Also, I/I(lBIJ) - IBEJ implies 0 = (I/I(l) - 1)2 = 
1/1(1)2 - 21/1(l) + I = 1 - 1/1(1). Thus, 1/1 is an algebra homomorphism, 
and A = Im 1/1 is a subalgebra of B that satisfies B = A E8 J. Assume now 
that k > 2, and the existence portion of the theorem has been established 
for algebras whose radicals are nilpotent of order less than k. Let BI = BIJ2. 
Then JIJ2 <I BI> Bt/(JIJ2) ~ BIJ, and (JIJ2)2 = O. Thus, J(BI) = JIJ 2, 
and BI satisfies the hypotheses (a), (b), and (c). By the case k = 2 that has 
been completed, there is a subalgebra Al of BI such that BI = Al E8 JIJ2. 
Let Al = C/J2, where Cis a subalgebra of B such that C n J = J2. As 
R-algebras, C/J2 = C/(C n J) ~ (C + J)IJ = BIJ. Moreover, (J2)k-1 = 
Jk+(k-2) ~ Jk = O. Thus, J(C) = J2 and C satisfies (a), (b), and (c) with 
J(ct- l = O. By the induction hypothesis, there is a subalgebra A of C 
such that C = A E8 J2. Consequently, A + J = C + J = B, and A n J = 
A n C n J = A n J2 = 0, that is, B = A E8 J. This completes the "exis
tence" portion of the theorem. For the proof of uniqueness, assurne that 
(a'), (b), and (c) are satisfied, and t,hat A and A' are subalgebras of B such 
that B = A E8 J = A' E8 J. There' exist commutative diagrams 

B~ A B ~ A' 

"L;'" "L I"" 
BIJ BIJ 

in which p and p' are the canonical projections associated with the decom
positions B = A E8 J and B = A' E8 J. Note that p and p' are algebra 
homomorphisms ; therefore, so are 1/1 and 1/1/• In fact, if x, Y E A and z, W E J, 
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thenp«x + z)(y + w)) = p(xy + (xw + zy + zw)) = xy = p(x + z)p(y 
+ W). Define a BIJ-bimodule structure on J by xu = t/I(x)u and ux = 
ut/l'(x). The bimodule axioms are satisfied since t/I and t/I' are algebra homo
morphisms. Define x: BIJ ~ B by x(x) = t/I(x) - t/I'(x). Note that nxn = 
nt/ln - nt/l'n = np - np' = n(idB - p') - n(idB - p) = 0, because Im(idB 

- p) = Im(idB - p') = J = Ker n. Hence, Im X = Im xn s;;: J, that is, 
XE HomR(BIJ,J)· Moreover, x(xy) = t/I(xy) - t/I'(xy) = t/I(x)t/I(y)
t/I'(x)t/I'(y) = t/I(x)(t/I(y) - t/I'(y)) + (t/I(x) - t/I'(x))t/I'(y) = xx(y) + 
x(x)y. Thus, X is a derivation of BIJ to J. Since Dirn BIJ = 0, X is an inner 
derivation: there exists w E J such that X(x) = xw - wx for all XE BIJ. 
Thatis, t/I(x) - t/I'(x) = xw - wx = t/I(x)w - wt/l'(x), and t/I(x)(1 - w) = 
(I - w)t/I'(x). Since wk = 0, I - w has an inverse, and A' = t/I'(BIJ) = 
(l - w)-lt/1(BIJ)(1 - w) = (l - w)-lA{l - w). D 

CoroUary. If F is a perfect field, and B is a finite dimensional F-algebra, then 
there is a subalgebra A of B such that B = A EB J(B). Moreover, Ais unique 
up to conjugation by units oftheform 1 - w, where w E J(B). 

PROOF. BIJ(B) is a finite dimensional semisimple algebra over a perfect 
field. ByCorollary 1O.7b, BIJ(B) is separable, and thereforeDimBIJ(B) = ° 
by Corollary 11.5a. Since Fis a field, all F-modules are projective. Finally, 
(J(B))k = ° for some k ~ I by Proposition 4.4. Since the hypotheses (a'), 
(b), and (c) ofthe theorem are satisfied, the corollary is proved. D 

EXERCISES 

1. (a) Let E be a field of characteristic 2, F = E(x), and define A = F(c), where 
c2 = x. Show that Z;(A,M) ~ M(A) under the mapping 11> ..... lI>(c, c, ... , c). 
Deduce that DimA = 00. 

(b) Let B be the four dimensional F-algebra (where Fis the field that was defined 
in (a» with the basis IB , d,y, z, and themultiplication defined byd2 = IBx + Y + z, 
dy = yd = z, dz = zd = yx, and y2 = Z2 = yz = zy = O. Prove that B is an 
associative algebra with J(B) = yF + zF, BjJ(B) ~ A, and no subalgebra of Bis 
isomorphie to A. 

2. Let B be the three dimensional F-algebra with basis I B , e, x that was defined in 
Exercise 1 of Section 11.5. Prove that J(B) = xF and BjJ(B) ~ F + F. Show that 
A = eF + (l - e)F and A' = (e + x)F + (1 - e - x)F are subalgebras of B such 
that B = A EB J(B) = A' EB J(B), and there is no unit u E B such that A' = u-1 Au. 

11.7. Split Extensions of Algebras 

The Wedderburn Principal Theorem can be viewed as a result concerning 
algebra extensions. In this section we will introduce split extensions of 
algebras and formulate Theorem 11.6 as a statement about such extensions. 
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Definition. Let A be an R-algebra. A multiplieative A-bimodule is an AR-

bimodule Non which an R-bilinear, associative multiplication (u,v) H UV 

is defined, and 

(uv)x = u(vx), (ux)v = u(xv), (xu)v = x(uv) (1) 

for all u, v E N, and x E A. 

It is not assumed that a multiplicative A-bimodule N has a unity element 
for multiplication, so that N may not be an R-algebra in the sense of Defi
nition 1.1. Nevertheless, the terminology of algebra theory can be applied 
to multiplicative bimodules. In particular, if k E N, we will call a multi
plicative A-bimodule N k-nilpotent if N k = 0; that is, U 1U 2 •• ·uk = 0 for 
every sequence u1 ' u2 ' ••• , uk ofelements in N. A homomorphism from a 
multiplicative A-bimodule Mto a multiplicative A-bimodule Nis abimodule 
homomorphism </J: M --+ N such that </J(uv) = </J(u)</J(v) for all u, v E M. 
If </J is also bijective, then it is called an isomorphism. 

The equations (1) and the bimodule identities (ux)a = u(xa) = (ua)x, 
(xu)a = x(ua) = (xa)u for u E N, x E A, a E R imply that the multiplication 
mapping (u,v) H uv on a multiplicative A-bimodule Ninduces Jl E HomAe(N 
®A N, N) such that the associativity condition 

(2) 

is satisfied for all u, v, and w in N. Conversely, any Jl E HomAe(N ®A N, N) 
that satisfies (2) defines a multiplicative structure on the A-bimodule N. 
In particular, the zero mapping N ®A N --+ 0 ENdefines a 2-nilpotent 
multiplicative structure on N. 

There is another source of multiplicative A-bimodules. Let B be an 
R-algebra, A a subalgebra of B, and N an ideal of B. The product in B 
imposes an A-bimodule structure on N «u,x) H ux, (x,u) H xu), and a 
multiplication «u,v) H uv) that make Na multiplicative A-bimodule. The 
next result shows that this example is universal. 

Lemma a. Let N be a multiplieative A-bimodule. Define N )cl A = N EB A 
as R-modules, and (u,x)(v,y) = (uv + xv + uy, xy)for u, v E N; x, Y E A. 

(i) N )cl A is an R-algebra with unity (0,1).· 
(ii) A' = {(O,x): x E A} is a subalgebra of N )cl A that is isomorphie to A 

by the mapping (O,x) H x. 
(iii) N' = {(u,O): u E N} is an ideal of N )cl A that is isomorphie (as a 

multiplieative A-bimodule) to N by the mapping (u,O) H u. 
(iv) N )cl A = N' EB A'. 

The statements (i), (ii), (iii) , and (iv) can be verified by routine com
putation. The converse result is more interesting. 
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Lemma b. lf B is an R-algebra, A is a subalgebra oJ B, and N is an ideal oJ 
B such that B = N EB A as R-modules, then N is a multiplicative A-bimodule 
with the bimodule and multiplication operations inherited Jrom B, and B ~ 
N XI Aas R-algebras. 

PROOF. The fact that N is a multiplicative A-bimodule is a special case of 
earlier remarks. The mapping (): (u,x) ~ u + x is an R-module isomorphism 
of N XI A to B because B = N EB A. Moreover, (}«u,x)(v,y)) = (}(uv + 
xv + uy, xy) = uv + xv + uy + xy = (u + x)(v + y) = (}(u,x)(}(v,y), so 
that () is an R-algebra isomorphism. D 

Ifthe hypotheses ofLemma bare satisfied, then Bis called a split extension 
of N by A. This terminology and the notation N XI A is motivated by the 
analogy of split extensions of groups. However, a warning should be given. 
The product N + A of R-algebras is generally not an instance of a split 
extension because A is not a subalgebra of N + A: I N+A =1= IA if N =1= O. 
(See Exercises 4 and 5.) 

The principal result of this section is essentially a reformulation of (a 
special case of) the Wedderburn Principal Theorem, using Lemmas a and b. 

Proposition. lf B is a finite dimensional F-algebra such that A = BjJ(B) is 
separable, then J(B) is a ni/potent, multiplicative A-bimodule, and B ~ 
J(B) XI A. Conversely, if A is a semisimple F-algebra, N is a ni/potent, 
multiplicative A-bimodule, and B = N XI A, then N ~ J(B) and A ~ BjJ(B). 

There is a uniqueness statement that accompanies the proposition. 
Roughly, it states that N XI A ~ N' XI A' if and only if A and A' can be 
identified in such a way that N and N' are isomorphie as multiplicative 
A-bimodules. 

CoroUary. Let A and A' be separable F-algebras, and suppose that N and N' 
are multiplicative A- and A'-bimodules respectively. IJ N XI A ~ N' XI A' as 
F-algebras, then there is an F-algebra isomorphism (): A - A' and an F-space 
isomorphism 1/1: N - N' such that 

I/I(uv) = I/I(u)I/I(v), I/I(xu) = (}(x)I/I(u), I/I(ux) = I/I(u)(}(x) (3) 

Jor all u, v E N and x E A. Conversely, if(}: A - A' is an F-algebra isomorphism 
and 1/1: N - N' is an F-space isomorphism such that (3) is satisJied, then 
N XI A ~ N' XI A'. 

PROOF. Let <jJ: N XI A - N' XI A' be an F-algebra isomorphism. By the 
proposition, <jJ(N) = <jJ(J(N XI A)) = J(N' XI A') = N', and N' XI A' = 
J(N' XI A') EB <jJ(A). By Theorem 11.6, A' = (1 - w)-l<jJ(A)(1 - w) for 
some w E N'. Define (): A - A' by (}(x) = (1 - w)-l<jJ(x)(1 - w) and 
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t/!: N -+ N' by t/!(u) = (l - w)-l4>(u){1 - w). Plainly, () is an algebra 
isomorphism, and t/! is an F-space isomorphism. The equations (3) are 
obtained by a routine calculation. For the converse, define 4>: N XI A -+ 

N' XI A' by 4>(u,x) = (t/! (u), ()(x)). A straightforward check shows that 4> 
is an F-algebra isomorphism. D 

EXERCISES 

I. Prove the statements (i), (ii), and (iii) in Lemma a. 

2. Complete the proof of the corollary. 

3. Prove that if A is an R-algebra and N is an A-bimodule, then there is an R-algebra 
B that contains an ideal] such that BI] ~ A, ]2 = 0, and ] is isomorphie to N 
as an A-bimodule (with the bimodule operations induced by the isomorphism 
A ~ B//). 

4. Let N be a multiplicative A-bimodule such that there is a unity element for the 
multiplication of N. Prove that N XI A ~ N + A. Hint. Show that (IN,O) and 
(-IN,I A) are central idempotent elements in N XI A. 

5. Prove that the 1:-algebra 1:/21: + 1:/31: cannot be written as a split extension of a 
non-zero multiplicative bimodule by a non-zero algebra. 

11.8. Aigebras with 2-nilpotent Radicals 

Classification is still the fundamental problem in the theory of algebras. 
For many algebras the results ofSection 11.7 shift the classification problem 
to the study of nilpotent, multiplicative bimodules. In this section, we will 
use this approach to study finite dimensional algebras B over an algebraically 
closed field, that satisfy J (B)2 = O. By combining the results of previous 
chapters, it is possible to give a complete classification of these algebras, 
and to characterize the algebras in this class that have finite representation 
types. 

In this section, assume that Fis an algebraically closed field. The algebras 
under consideration are finite dimensional F-algebras. Since Fis perfect, 
such an algebra is separable if and only if it is semisimple. By Proposition 
11.7, we can limit our attention to the algebras of the form N XI A, where A 
is semisimple and N is a nilpotent multiplicative A -bimodule. Since J (N XI A) 
~ N, the assumption that N XI A is 2-nilpotent is the same as the condition 
N 2 = 0, that is, N has the trivial multiplication. Thus, the isomorphism 
classes of finite dimensional F-algebras B such that J (B)2 = 0 are in one
to-one correspondence with the isomorphism classes of pairs (A,N) such 
that A is finite dimensional, semisimple, and N is a finite dimensional 
A-bimodule, or equivalently a right Ae-bimodule. 

Since Fis algebraically closed, it follows from the Wedderburn Structure 
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Theorem that every finite dimensional, semisimple F-algebra is isomorphie 
to a produet Mn (F) + Mn (F) + ... + Mn (F) of full matrix algebras 

1 2 ' 
with the ordering of the faetors chosen so that 1 ::s; n l ::s; n2 ::s; ... ::s; nr. 
The non-deereasing sequenee (n l ,n2 , •• • ,nr) ofnatural numbers eonstitutes 
a eomplete set of invariants for the finite dimensional, semisimple F-algebras. 

To simplify notation, write A = Al + A 2 + ... + Ar' where Ai ~ 
Mn,(F). The enveIoping algebra A e = A * ® A is the produet over all pairs 
(i,j) with I ::s; i,j ::s; r ofthe algebras Aij = At ® Aj ~ Mn,(F)* ® Mn/F) 
~ M,.,n/F) (sinee Mn,(F)* ~ Mn,(F) by the transpose mapping). In par
tieular, A e is semisimple, so that every right Ae-module is isomorphie to a 
direet sum of simple modules N;j' where N;j is a minimal right ideal of Aij 
(eonsidered as a right Ae-module). To within isomorphism, N;j depends 
only on (iJ). Any finite dimensional A-bimodule is isomorphie to a unique 
direet sum EBt";i,j,.;r EBmijN;j' in which the mij are non-negative integers. 

The pairs that eonsist of a non-deereasing sequenee (n I ,n2 , ... ,nr) of 
natural numbers and an r by r matrix [mij] of non-negative integers deter
mine a set of representatives of all isomorphism classes of finite dimensional 
F-algebras B such that J(B)2 = O. If the n's are not distinet, then different 
matrices may eorrespond to isomorphie algebras. For example, if nl = n2 , 

then interchanging the first and seeond rows and columns of [mij] gives a 
new invariant for the same isomorphism class of algebras. A genuine 
invariant can be obtained by defining a suitable equivalenee relation on 
the matriees [miJ. The details of this procedure are sketehed in Exereise 1. 

We now take a final look at the representation types of algebras. 

Theorem. Let F be an algebraically closed field, and suppose that B is a finite 
dimensional F-algebra such that J(B)2 = O. For B to havefinite representation 
type, it is necessary and suffident that I(B) is distributive, and the separated 
quiver P(B) has a diagram that is a disjoint union of Dynkin diagrams of 
types, An' Dn, E6 , E7 , or Es· 

The proof of this result consists of assembling a few of the deep theorems 
that we have proved eoneerning algebras and their representations. We 
will sketch a map of the path that leads to the eonclusion of the theorem. 

By Corollary 9.6, B has finite representation type if and only if the basic 
algebra of B has finite representation type. Proposition 6.6b therefore 
permits us to ass urne that B is redueed, that is, A = B/J(B) is a produet of 
eopies of F (sinee Fis algebraieally closed). In other words, the sequenee 
assoeiated with Ais (1,1, ... ,I). For B to have finite representation type, 
it is necessary by Theorem 6.7 that the lattiee I(B) of ideals in B be distri
butive. By Proposition 4.8, I(B) is distributive if and only if the lattiee of 
sub-bimodules of J(B) is distributive, where J(B) ean be viewed as an 
A-bimodule beeause J(B)2 = O. The distributivity ofI(B) therefore trans
lates via Corollary 2.4e to the eondition that the entries mij in the matrix 
[mij] assoeiated with Bare all 0 or I. An easy check shows that mij #- 0 
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exactly when (iJ) belongs to the edge set of the quiver r(B). Consequently, 
if B is reduced and I(B) is distributive, then B is isomorphie to the algebra 
BnB) that was defined in Section 8.1. The theorem follows from Proposition 
8.3. 

The hypothesis J (B)2 = 0 severely restriets the usefulness of the theorem. 
However, if B has finite representation type, then so does B/J(B)2. Thus, 
for a finite dimensional algebra over an algebraically elosed field, the 
theorem imposes a condition on r(B/J(B)2) that is necessary for B to have 
finite representation type. 

EXERCISES 

1. Let F be a field. For eaeh pair (v,jl) eonsisting of a sequenee v = (ni' n2, ... ,n,) 
of natural numbers with n l ::;; n2 ::;; ..• ::;; n" and a matrix jl = [miJ of non
negative integers, assoeiate the finite dimensional F-algebra B(v,jl) = N )<I A, where 
A = AI X A2 X ••• x A, with Ai = Mn (F), and N is the multiplicative A-bimodule 
EBI"i.j",EBmijNU' where the Nu are sir~ple right ideals in At Q9 Aj, and N2 = o. 
Thus, if F is algebraieally closed, then the diseussion of Seetion 11.8 shows that 
every finite dimensional F-algebra B sueh that J(B)2 = 0 is isomorphie to an algebra 
of the form B(v,jl). Prove the following statements: 

(a) If v = (ni' ... , n,) and G. = {1t ES,: 1t(i) = j implies ni = nj }, then Gis a 
subgroup of the symmetrie group Sr. 

(b) With v and G. as in (a), define [m;j] -. [m ij] ifthere exists 1t E G. sueh that 
m;j = m7t(i)7t(j)' for all i and j. Then -. is an equivalenee relation on the set of r by r 
matriees over w. 

(c) B(v',jl') ~ B(v,jl) if and only if v' = v and f./ -. Ji. 

(d) dimFB(v,jl) = v(jl + 1,)V'. 
(e) For v = (ni' n2 , ••• , n,) and VI = (1, 1, ... ,1) (a sequenee of length r), 

B(v i ,jl) is a basic subalgebra of B(v,jl). 

2. Let F be an algebraieally closed field. Enumerate the isomorphism classes of four 
dimensional F-algebras B sueh that J(B)2 = o. 

Noles on Chapter 11 

The cohomology groups of algebras were introduced by G. Hochschild. It 
was also Hochschild who found the connection between separable algebras 
and the theorems of Wedderburn and Malcev. Our treatment of these 
results follows Hochschild's paper [44]. There are more sophisticated ways 
to obtain the cohomology modules of algebras than Hochschild's original 
construction, but his approach efficiently produces the needed machinery, 
using fairly primitive tools. The proof of the Snake Lemma given in Section 
11.3 is due to J. B. Leieht. The reduction of the structure problem for 
algebras to the case of nilpotent algebras (as in Section 11.7) is enlightening, 
but it does not come elose to solving the problem. In his 1939 book [3J, 
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Albert remarked on page 172 that only fragmentary results were known 
about the structure of nilpotent algebras. That situation has apparently 
not changed. Theorem 11.8 first appeared in the paper [34J by Gabriel. 
This work initiated a flurry of activity by numerous mathematicians. The 
dust that this work stirred up has not yet settled. The best current summaries 
of progress in the theory of algebra representations can be found in [29]. 
These notes also contain a very complete bibliography of papers on the 
subject. 



CHAPTER 12 
Simple Algebras 

This chapter is the beginning of a systematic study of simple algebras over 
a field. We will concentrate our attention on finite dimensional algebras. 
The problems encountered in the study of infinite dimensional simple 
algebras are formidable; they lead to a theory that bears litde resemblance 
to the subject of finite dimensional, simple algebras. 

The highlights of the chapter are four classical theorems: the Jacobson 
Density Theorem, the Jacobson-Bourbaki Theorem, the Noether-Skolem 
Theorem, and the Double Centralizer Theorem. These results, together with 
Wedderburn's Structure Theorem, comprise the foundation of the theory 
of simple algebras. 

The center plays a fundamental role in the study of simple algebras. 
Especially important are the central simple algebras, that is, simple F
algebras A such that Z(A) = F. Some basic properties of these algebras 
are established in Section 12.4. The Brauer group of a field is introduced 
in Section 12.5. These goups are of fundamental importance in the theory 
of central simple algebras. The computation ofthe Brauer groups ofvarious 
fields is our principal theme in the remaining chapters of this book. The 
last two sections of this chapter present proofs of the Noether-Skolem 
Theorem and the Double Centralizer Theorem. 

12.1. Centers of Simple Aigebras 

If A is an R-algebra, the center of A is the set Z(A) = {y E A: xy = yx for 
all x E A}. A two line check shows that Z(A) is a subalgebra of A. In parti
cular, R s;: Z(A). By definition, Z(A) is commutative. 

218 
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The center plays an important part in the study of simple algebras. We 
will increasingly appreciate its usefulness as this chapter evolves. 

Lemma. Let A be an R-algebra. 

(i) A is simple if and only if A is a simple right Ae-module. 
(ii) Z(A) ~ EAe(A) under the mapping y 1-+ Ay , where Aix) = yx. 

PROOF. The assertion (i) is a consequence of the observation that a sub set I 
of A is an algebra ideal if and only if I is an Ae-submodule of A. The state
ment (ii) follows from Proposition 1.3 and the observation that Z(EA(A» = 

EA·(A). D 

This lemma and Schur's Lemma give the main result of this section. 

Proposition. If A is a simple algebra, then Z(A) is a field. 

Because of this proposition, the study of simple algebras over fields is as 
general as the investigation of simple algebras over an arbitrary commutative 
ring. 

Since Z(A + B) = Z(A) + Z(B), it follows from the proposition and 
Wedderbum's Structure Theorem that the center of a semisimple algebra 
is a product of fields. The structure theorem also reduces the calculation of 
the center of a simple algebra to the determination of the center of a division 
algebra. This assertion is based on a more general observation. 

EXAMPLE. For any algebra A, Z(Mn(A» = InZ(A). 

PROOF. Let IX = L~,j=1 f:ijXi~, Z(Mn(A», where xij E A. For 1 ~ k, I ~ n, 
L~=1 f:i/Xik = lXf:kl = f:kllX = 21=1 f:kjX/j. Thus, xkj = 0 for k =1= j, and Xkk = 
XII. That is, IX = InX for some XE A. Since InXY = (/nX)(lnY) = (/nY)(/nX) = 
'nYX for all Y E A, it follows that X E Z(A). Hence, Z(MiA» s;;; InZ(A). The 
reverse inclusion is obvious. D 

This example can be reformulated as a statement about the center of 
certain endomorphism algebras: if Pis a finitely generated, free A-module, 
then Z(E(P» = idpZ(A). 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove that the following F-algebras are central, that is, have F as their centers: 
(a) the algebra ofExercise 2, Section 3.1 (where F = 0); 
(b) the algebra of Exercise I, Section 3.3; 
(c) the algebra ofExercise 5, Section 3.3 (where F = IR); 
(d) the algebra of Exercise 1, Section 11.5. 
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2. Let fJ: A -+ B be an algebra homomorphism. 
(a) Prove that if 0 is surjective, then fJ(Z(A)) ~ Z(B). 
(b) Prove that this inclusion can be proper, even when A is a finite dimensional 

F-algebra. Hint. LetA be the algebra ofExercise 5, Section 11.5, and B = A/J(A). 
(c) Prove that if fJ is not assumed to be surjective, then the inclusion of (a) can 

fai!. 

3. (a) Prove that if Ais an algebra such that J(A) and J(Z(A)) are nilpotent, then 

J(Z(A)) = Z(A) (\ J(A). 

(b) Let R be the localization of 71. at the prime p, that is, R = {m/n: me 71., 
ne 71. - p71.}. Defme 

A = [: ~J = {[~ :JaeR,X,yeQ}-
Prove that A is a 71.-algebra for which J(Z(A)) = 12(pR) oft 0 = Z(A) (\ J(A). 

12.2. The Density Theorem 

Jacobson's Density Theorem is often viewed as a generalization ofWedder
bum's Structure Theorem to infinite dimensional algebras. However, it is 
also an extremely useful tool for treating questions about finite dimensional 
simple algebras. In this section we will prove one variant of the Density 
Theorem. The traditional version of the Density Theorem is outlined in 
Exercise 2. 

Lemma. Let M be a semisimple right A-module. Denote D = EA(M). Con
sider M as a D-ED(M)-bimodule. If ljJ E ED(M) and Ul , ... , un E M, then 
x E A exists so that uiljJ = uix for 1 ::;; i ::;; n. 

!>ROOF. By Corollary 2.4b, N = EBnM is a semisimple A-module. Let 
W = (U l , ••• , uJ E N. By Proposition 2.4, there is a submodule P of N 
such that N = wA EB P. Let n E EA(N) be the corresponding projection of 
N to wA. By Corollary 3.4b, we can identify EA(N) with Mn(EA(M)) = 
Mn(D). Plainly, znljJ is an endomorphism of N, considered as a left Mn(D)
module. Thus, (ulljJ, ... , unljJ) = w(znljJ) = (nw)(znljJ) = n(w(znljJ)) E wA. 
That is, there exists xEA such that (u1ljJ, ... ,unljJ) = wx = (u1x, ... , 
unx). Equivalently, uiljJ = uix for 1 ::;; i ::;; n. D 

Density Theorem (Jacobson). Assume that M is a simple right A-module. 
Consider M as a left D-space, where D is the division algebra EA(M). If 
U p ... , Un E Mare linearly independent over D and w1 ' ••• , wn E Mare any 
elements, then x E A exists so that UiX = wJor 1 ::;; i ::;; n. 
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PROOF. Since M is simple, D is a division algebra by Schur's Lemma. In 
particular, DM is a D-space, that is, semisimple and free as a D-module. By 
Proposition 2.4 and the assumption that u1 ' ••• , un are linearly independent, 
there exists a D-subspace N of M such that M = Du! EB ... EB DUn EB N. 
Define cP E ED(M) by the conditions UiCP = Wi for 1 .::; i .::; n and Ncp = O. 
By the lemma, there is an element XE A such that wi = uiCP = uix for 
1 .::; i.::; n. D 

EXERCISES 

1. The various parts of this exereise outline an alternative proof of the density theorem. 
This argument is essentially the original proof that was given by Jaeobson. Let P 
be a simple right A-module over an R-algebra A. Denote by D the division algebra 
EA(P). Consider P as a left D-space. Let u" ... , Un E P be D-linearly independent. 
Use induetion on n to prove that (u" ... , un)A = EBnP. Hint. For I si s n, 
let wi = (u" ... , Ui, ... , un) E EB(n - I) P. Define 1>i E HomA(A, EB(n - I) P) by 
1>i(X) = wix. By the induetion hypothesis, 1>i is surjeetive. Define t/li E HomA(A,P) 
by t/li(X) = UiX. Use the linear independenee of u" ... , Un to prove that Ker 1>i '* 
Kert/li' Let Xi E Ker1>i - Kert/li' Use the hypothesis that Pis simple to show that 
(u" ... ,un)A:;:> (U,X" 0, ... ,O)A + ... + (0, ... ,O,unxn)A = EBnP. 

2. Let D be an R-algebra, and suppose that M is a left D-module. Consider M as a 
right ED(M)-module. The finite topology on ED(M) is defined by taking an open 
basis eonsisting of the sets 

Nq,(u" ... , un) = {t/I E ED(M): uit/l = ui1> for I s i sn}. 

A subalgebra of ED(M) is ealled a dense algebra of endomorphisms of M if it is 
dense in the finite topology. 

(a) Use the Density Theorem to prove that an R-algebra A is primitive (as in 
Exereise 4, Seetion 4.3) if and only if A is isomorphie to a dense algebra of endo
morphisms of a D-spaee, where D is a division algebra over R. (Note that if endo
morphisms operate on the right, then the right regular representation is an algebra 
isomorphism rather than an anti-isomorphism.) 

(b) Prove that the Jaeobson radieal of an R-algebra A is zero if and only if A is 
isomorphie to a subdireet produet of dense algebras of endomorphisms of veetor 
spaees over division algebras. 

(e) Use the result (a) to give an alternative proof of the Wedderburn Strueture 
Theorem for simple Artinian algebras. 

3. Let A be a primitive R-algebra that is finitely generated as an R-module. Prove that 
A is a simple Artinian algebra. 

12.3. The lacobson-Bourbaki Theorem 

If Ais a simple F-algebra, then Z(A)jFis a field extension. If dimFA < 00, 

then this extension is, of course, finite. The Jacobson-Bourbaki Theorem 
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establishes a Galois connection between the fields K satisfying F ~ K ~ 
Z(A) and certain subalgebras of EF(A). The most important application of 
this result is in Galois Theory, but it is also useful in the study of central 
simple algebras. 

Let A be an R-algebra. We will consider Aas a left ER(A)-module and a 
right ER(A)*-module. In general, A is not an ER(A)-ER(A)* bimodule. By 
restrietion, A becomes a left module over the subalgebras of ER(A) and a 
right module over the subalgebras of ER(A)*. In particular, the left A
module structure of A coincides with the module structure defined by the 
subalgebra A(A) of ER (A), since the left regular representation A is injective. 
It is convenient to be somewhat careless with notation, and identify A with 
its image A(A) in ER(A). 

Since A is a right Ae-module, the right regular representation p defines a 
homomorphism of Ae to ER(A)*. Specifically, xPw = xw for x E A, W E A e• 

The image of Ae under p is a subalgebra of ER(A)* (hence also of ER(A» 
that is called the multiplication algebra of A. We will denote this algebra by 
M(A). 

The right regular representation p of A can be viewed as an injective 
homomorphism of A to ER(A)*, acting on the right of A. In some cases it 
is also useful to view the left regular representation A as a homomorphism 
from A* to ER(A)*, again operating on the right side of A. Since A* u A 
generates A * ® A, it follows that M(A) is the subalgebra of ER(A)* that is 
generated by A(A*) u p(A). This characterization of M(A) is often elevated 
to the status of adefinition. 

Lemma. For a subalgebra B ofER(A)* and a subalgebra D ofER(A), define 
K(B) = E(AB) and ß(D) = E<nA). Then K(B) is a subalgebra ofER(A), ß(D) 
is a subalgebra ofER(A)*, and 

(i) Bl ~ B2 implies K(Bl ) 2 K(B2), 

(i') D i ~ D2 implies ß(Dl ) 2 ß(D2), 

(ii) B ~ ß(K(B», 
(ii') D ~ K(ß(D». 

Moreover, K(M(A» = Z(A), andM(A) ~ ß(Z(A». 

PROOF. The statements (i), (i'), (ii), and (ii') are routine consequences of the 
definitions of K and ß. It is clear from the definition ofM(A) that K(M(A» = 
E(AM(A» = E(AA') = A(Z(A» = Z(A) by Lemma 12.1. Consequently, 
M(A) ~ ß(K(M(A))) = ß(Z(A». D 

Jacobson-Bourbaki Theorem. Let A be afinite dimensional, simple F-algebra. 
The mappings K and ß define mutually inverse, one-to-one correspondences 
between the set ~ of subalgebras ofEF(A)* that contain M(A), and the set 5l 
of subfields of Z(A) that inc/ude F. 
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PROOF. If B E ~, then M(A) ~ B implies K(B) ~ K(M(A» = Z(A) by the 
lemma. Since K(B) is a finite dimensional subalgebra of a finite field exten
sion of F, K(B) is itself a field. (This fact also follows easily from the defini
tion ofK(B).) Hence, K(B) E R Similarly, if K E Sl, then M(A) ~ ß(Z(A» ~ 
ß(K); hence, ß(K) E ~. It remains to show that ß(K(B» = B for all B E ~ 
and K(ß(K» = K for all K ER Let B E~. Since A is a simple algebra, 
AM(A) is a simple module by the first part ofLemma 12.1. Indeed, S(AM(A» = 
S(AAe) by the definition ofM(A). Therefore, AB is simple because M(A) ~ 
B. Moreover, if K = K(B), then dimK A ~ dimF A < 00 because F ~ K. 
In particular, A is a finitely generated left module over K = E(AB). By the 
Density Theorem, every rjJ E E(KA) can be matched on a generating set by 
an element of B. That is, ß(K(B» = E(KA) = B. The proofthat K(ß(K» = 
K for K E Sl begins with a useful observation: if B E ~, then K(B) = {x E A: 
Äx E Z(B)}. Indeed, y(ÄA) = (xy)rjJ and y(rjJÄx ) = x(yrjJ) for x, y E A and 
rjJ E EF(A)*. Thus, XE E(A B) = K(B) if and only if Äx E Z(B). Using this 
comment in the case B = ß(K) = E(KA) gives K(ß(K» = Ä -1 (Z(E(KA» = 
;'-l(idA K) = Kby Example 12.1. 0 

CoroUary. If Ais afinite dimensional, simple F-algebra such that Z(A) = F, 
then M(A) = EF(A)*. 

EXERCISE 

This exercise shows how the Jacobson-Bourbaki Theorem can be used to prove 
the Fundamental Theorem of Galois Theory. Let EjF be a finite field extension. In 
particular, Eis a finite dimensional, simple F-algebra. 

(a) Prove that the multiplication algebra M(E) is p(E). 
(b) Deduce from the Jacobson-Bourbaki Theorem that the mappings ß: KI--+ 

EK(E), K: B 1--+ {x E E: Px E Z(B)} are mutually inverse, inc1usion reversing bijections 
between the set St of fields K between Fand E, and the set 23 of subalgebras B of Ep(E)* 
such that p(E) '= B. 

(c) For each K E St, let G(EjK) be the Galois group of EjK, that is, the group of 
automorphisms a of Esuch that a(x) = xfor all x E K. Foreach subgroup H ofG(EjF), 
let EH be the fixed field of H, that is, EH = {x E E: a(x) = x for all a EH}. Show that 
KI--+G(EjK) and HI--+EH form a Galois connection: F,= K I '= K 2 '= E implies 
G(EjKI ) ;2 G(EjK2), H I '= H 2 '= G(EjF) implies EH, ;2 E H2, H,= G(EjEH), and 
K,= E G(E/F). 

(d) Show that if a E G(EjF) and x E E, then pxa = aPa(x). 
(e) For each subgroup H ofG(EjF), define BH = U::aEHPx a: x .. E E}. Prove that 

BH E 23. 
(f) ProvethatK(RH) = EH forevery subgroup HofG(EjF), and ß(K) n G(EjF) = 

G(EjK) for every K ER 
(g) Deduce from (f) that for each subgroup Hof G(EjF), RH = EK(E)*, where 

K= EH. 
The results (a) through (g) provide a factorization of the Galois connection through 

the dass 23 of F-algebras. To make this point explicit, let ~ be the dass of all subgroups 
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ofG(EjF). We have constructed mappings 

with K = p- I , P(K) ('\ G(EjF) = G(EjK), and K(BH) = EH. 
We need a variant of Dedekind's theorem on the independence of automorphisms. 
(h) Let B E ~. Assume that (J I' ... , (Jk E G(Ej F) are distinct. Prove that if XI' ... , 

xk E EO exist so that Px (JI + ... + Px (Jk E B, then (JI' ... , (Jk E B. Hint. Deny the 
assertion, and let· k be 'minimal so tha't there is a counterexample: Px (J 1 + .. , + 
Px (Jk E B, not an (Ji E B. Minimality implies that (Ji ~ B for an i. Also, k' > I because 
Px'a E B yields (J = Px·'Px(J E B. Derive a contradiction to the minimality of k using (d) 
and the observation that for an y E E, 

p/Px, (JI + ... + px,uk) - (Px, (J 1 + ... + Px,uk)PtI.(y) E B. 

(i) Deduce from (h) that BH ('\ G(EjF) = H for an H E~, and if B E ~ satisfies 
B s;; BG(E/F)' then B = B H, where H = B ('\ G(EjF). 

(j) Prove the Fundamental Theorem 0/ Galois Theory: (1) If H is a subgroup of 
G(Ej F), then G(Ej EH) = H. (2) If Ej Fis Galois, that is, E G(E/F). = F, then E G(E/K) = K 
for an fields '[( between Fand E. Hint: For the proof of (2), use (g) and the hypothesis 
that Ej Fis Galois to show that B G(E/K) = EF(E), so that (i) applies to an B E ~. 

12.4. Central Simple Algebras 

An F-algebra A is central simple if A is simple and Z(A) = F. Every simple 
algebra is central simple over its center, so that the study of simple algebras 
can be factored into two parts: scalar extensions, central simple algebras. 
In this section we will concentrate on central simple algebras with emphasis 
on the tensor products of these algebras. Exercises 3 and 4 at the end of the 
section give some results on the tensor products of simple algebras that are 
not central. 

We begin by looking at tensor products in which one factor is central 
simple. In this case, the characterization of the tensor product can be 
simplified. 

Lemma a. Let Band C be subalgebras 0/ the F-algebra A such that C s;; CA (B). 
Assume that B is central simple. lf Xl' ... , xn is a linearly independent 
sequence 0/ elements in Band YI' ... 'Yn E C, then YI X I + ... + ynxn = 0 
implies YI = ... = Yn = O. 

PROOF. The assumption C S;; CA(B) implies that A is aC-Be bimodule: 
(yz)(x @ x') = x(yz)x' = y(xzx') = y(z(x @ x')) for all Y E C, Z E A, and 
x, x' E B. By Lemma 12.1, Bis a simple K-module, and E(BBe) ~ Z(B) = F. 
Since X I' ... , X n is an independent sequence, it follows from the Density 
Theorem that Be contains elements wj with the property that Xi Wj = 0 for 
i#- j and XjWj = IB = lA' Thus, YIX1 + ... + ynxn = 0 implies 0 = 
(YI XI + ... + Ynxn)wj = Yl(X 1W) + ... + Yn(xnwj) = Yj' D 
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Proposition a. Let Band C be subalgebras 0/ the finite dimensional F-algebra 
A such that C S;; C A(B) and Bis central simple. The /ollowing conditions are 
equivalent. 

(i) A = Be. 
(ii) dimFA = (dimFB)(dimFC). 

(iii) The inclusion mappings 0/ Band C into A induce an isomorphism 
B®C ~ A. 

PROOF. Let Xl' ... , Xn be an F-space basis of B, and suppose that Yp ... , 
Ym is a basis of C. If aij E F satisfy I~=l Ij=l xiYPij = 0, then Ij=l yjaij = 0 
for 1 ~ i ~ n by Lemma a. Hence, aij = 0 for all i and j. This argument 
proves that {xiYj: 1 ~ i ~ n, 1 ;:5; j ~ m} is linearly independent. Either of 
the hypotheses (i) or (ii) implies that this set is a basis of A, so that A ~ 
B ® C by Proposition 9.2c. The same proposition shows that (iii) implies 
~ro~~ 0 

When the subalgebras Band C of an algebra A are such that the inc1usion 
mappings induce an isomorphism of B ® C to A, we will write A = B ® C 
and call A the inner tensor product of Band C. If Band C are F-algebras, 
then the homomorphisms X H X ® 1e , Y H 1 B ® Y map Band C isomor
phically to the respective subalgebras B ® Fand F ® C of B ® c. It is 
usually permissible to identify B with B ® Fand C with F ® c. 

Lemma b. Let Band C be F-algebras. 

(i) lf B ® Cis simple, then Band C are simple. 
(ii) lf Bis central simple and C is simple, then B ® Cis simple. 

PROOF. (i) If B is not simple, then either B = 0 and B ® C = 0, or there is 
a non-zero homomorphism cjJ: B -+ B' such that Ker cjJ =F O. In the second 
case, cjJ ® ide : B ® C -+ B' ® Cis a non-zero homomorphism with non
zero kernei, so that B ® C is not simple. The same conc1usion is obtained 
if C is not simple. 

(ii) Since Band C are simple, they are not 0, and therefore B ® C =F O. 
Let cjJ: B ® C -+ A be a non-zero homomorphism. Since B ® F ~ B and 
F ® C ~ C are simple, the restrictions cjJlB ® Fand cjJlF ® C are injec
tive. Thus, cjJ(B ® F) is central simple and cjJ(F ® C) S;; C A(cjJ(B ® F». 
Let Z E KercjJ. It is possible to write Z = Xl ® Yl + ... + Xn ® Yn with 
X p ... , X n linearly independent in B. Since cjJ(l ® Yt)cjJ(x l ® 1) + ... + 
cjJ(l ® yJcjJ(xn ® 1) = cjJ(z) = 0, it follows from Lemma a that cjJ(l ® Yl) 
= '" = cf>(1 ® yJ = O. Therefore, 1 ® Yl = ... = 1 ® Yn = 0 because 
cjJlF ® Cis injective, and z = O. The argument proves that every non-zero 
homomorphism of B ® Cis injective. Hence B ® Cis simple. 0 

Lemma c. Let Band C be F-algebras. Denote B ® C by A. 
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(i) CA(B ® F) = Z(B) ® C. 
(ii) Z(A) = Z(B) ® Z( C). 

12 Simple Algebras 

PROOF. Let {Yj: j e J} be an F-space basis of C. By Proposition 9.lc, every 
element of A has the form w = LjXj ® Yj with the xj e B uniquely deter
mined by w. If weCA(B®F), then 0 = (x® l)w - w(x® 1) = 
Ljeixxj - XjX) ® Yj for all x e B. Thus, XXj = xix for all x e B andj e J. 
That is, every x j is in the center of B, and w e Z(B) ® C. This discussion 
shows that CA(B ® F) ~ Z(B) ® C. The reverse inc1usion is obvious. By 
symmetry, CA(F ® C) = B ® Z(C). Therefore, Z(A) = CA(B® F) n 
CA(F ® C) = (Z(B) ® C) n (B ® Z(C» = Z(B) ® Z(C). D 

Proposition b. Let Band C be central simple F-algebras, and suppose that E 
is a jield and an F-algebra. 

(i) B ® Cis central simple. 
(ii) B ® E is a central simple E-algebra. 

(iii) B* is central simple. 
(iv) IfdimFB = n < 00, then B* ® B ~ Mn (F). 

PROOF. The properties (i) and (ii) are special cases of Lemmas band c. The 
assertion (iii) is an obvious consequence of the observations that I(B*) = 
I(B) and Z(B*) = Z(B). It follows from (i) and (iii) that ßE = B* ® B is 
simple. Therefore, Be ~ M(B); and if dimFB = n < 00, then B* ® B ~ 
EF(B)* ~ MiF) by Corollary 12.3. D 

The corollary ofProposition b pays a debt that was incurred in the proof 
of Proposition 10.7. 

Corollary. Every finite dimensional central simple F-algebra is separable. 

This result follows from Corollary 10.6, using part (ii) ofthe proposition. 

EXERCISES 

1. Let F be a field of characteristic p. Suppose that a E F - P. Consider the field 
A = F(a1/p) as an F-algebra. Prove that A (8) A is not simple. 

2. Let A be the Z-algebra that is a free Z-module on the basis lA' e, x with multiplication 
defined by e2 = e, ex = x, xe = 0, x2 = O. Define B = AQ. still considered as a 
Z-algebra. Let C = All, where I is the ideal x(2Z). Prove that Z(B) (8) Z(C) is 
properly contained in Z(B (8) C). 

3. Let A be a finite dimensional F-algebra. Assume that E = Z(A) is a field. Suppose 
thatBand Care simple subalgebras of A such thatZ(B) s;; E, Z(C) s;; E, C s;; CA(B), 
and A = Be. Prove that A ~ (B (8)Z(B) E) (8)E (C (8)Z(C) E). Hint. Let B' = BE and 
C' = CE. Use Proposition a to show that B' ~ B (8)Z(B) E, C' ~ C (8)Z(C) E, B' and 
C' are central simple E-algebras, and A = B' (8)E C'. 
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4. Let Band Cbe simple, separable F-algebras. Note that Band C are finite dimensional, 
and Z(B)jF, Z(C)jF are separable field extensions by the results of Chapter 10. 
Hence, Z(B) ® Z( C) = EI + ... + E., where each Ei is a field that contains both 
Z(B) and Z( C). Use the result of Exercise 3 to prove that B ® C = (BE, ®E CE,) 
+ ... + (BE'®E CE,). ' 

12.5. The Brauer Group 

The results of Proposition 12.4b can be put in a very interesting form by 
considering the isomorphism classes of central simple algebras modulo a 
suitable equivalence relation. The relation is the Morita equivalence that 
was discussed in Section 9.6. Up to equivalence, the central simple F
algebras form an abelian group that is called the Brauer Group of F. The 
term "Brauer group" honors Richard Brauer who made the first systematic 
study of this fundamental invariant. The importance of the Brauer Groups 
in the theory of rings and fields is now firmly established. Much of the rest 
of this book will be concerned with various properties of Brauer groups. 

It will be economical to introduce notation for classes of central simple 
algebras. Let F be a field. We will denote by 6(F) the class of all finite 
dimensional, simple F-algebras A such that Z(A) = F, that is, central 
simple F-algebras. A simple F-algebra can fail to be in 6(F) by being 
infinite dimensional over F, or by having a center that is properly larger 
than F. 

Morita equivalence for central simple algebras takes a simple form. 

Lemma. Let A and B be members 0/6(F). The /ollowing conditions are 
equivalent. 

(i) The basic algebras 0/ A and B are isomorphie. 
(ii) There is a division algebra D E 6(F) and positive integers m and n such 

that A ~ Mn(D) and B ~ Mm(D). 
(iii) There exist positive integers rand s such that A ® Mr(F) ~ B ® Ms(F). 

PROOF. By the Wedderburn Structure Theorem A ~ Mn(D1) and B ~ 
Mm(D2 ), where D1 and D2 are finite dimensional division algebras over F. 
Moreover. D 1 and D2 are central by Example 12.1. Therefore, the fact that 
(i) implies (ii) is a consequence of the observation in Example 6.6 that D1 

is the basic algebra of A and D2 is the basic algebra of B. If (ii) is satisfied, 
then A ® Mm(F) ~ Mmn(D) ~ B ® Mn(F), which is (iii) with r = m and 
s = n. On the other hand, if A ® Mr(F) ~ B ® Ms(F), then Mrn(D1) ~ 
M sm(D2). By the uniqueness statement in Wedderburn's theorem, this 
isomorphism implies that D1 ~ D2 • Hence, A and B have isomorphie basic 
algebras. 0 
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We will say that algebras A and B in 6(F) are equivalent if they satisfy 
the conditions of the lemma. The notation A '" B will abbreviate the state
ment that A and Bare equivalent. It is dear from property (i) of the lemma 
that '" is an equivalence relation on 6(F). The equivalence dass of A in 
6(F) will be denoted by [AJ. 

Proposition a. For a field F, the set B(F) = {[ AJ: A E 6(F)} is an abelian 
group with the product [A] [B] = [A Q9 B], the unity element [F], and the 
inverse operation [A]-l = [A*J. 

PROOF. If A ~ B, then A '" B, Thus, B(F) is a set by Proposition 1.5. In 
fact, IB(F)I :::;; ~oIFI. If A, BE 6(F), then A Q9 BE 6(F) by Proposition 
12.4b. Moreover, A '" A' and B '" B' implies A Q9 B '" A' Q9 B'. Indeed, 
if A Q9 Mr(F) ~ A' Q9 M.(F) and B Q9 Mk(F) ~ B' Q9 MI(F), then 

A Q9 B Q9 Mrk(F) ~ (A Q9 Mr(F» Q9 (B Q9 Mk(F» 

~ (A' Q9 Ms(F» Q9 (B' Q9 MI(F» 

= A' Q9 B' Q9 Ms/(F). 

Thus, the tensor product on 6(F) induces a product on B(F) by the rule 
[A] [B] = [A Q9 BJ. The commutativity and associativity of Q9 translate 
to corresponding identities in B(F); and A Q9 F ~ A implies [F] = 1. 
Finally, if A E 6(F), then A* E 6(F) and A* Q9 A ~ Mn(F) '" F by 
Proposition 12.4b. Therefore B(F) is a group in which [A]-l = [A*J. 0 

The group B(F) is called the Brauer group of the field F. 
Our next result is an easy corollary ofWedderburn's Structure Theorem, 

but it is very useful. 

Proposition b. Let F be a field. 
(i) If A, BE 6(F), then A ~ B if and only if[ A] = [B] in B(F) and dimFA 

= dimFB. 
(ii) Every class in B(F) is represented by a division algebra that is unique to 

within isomorphism. 

PROOF. If [A] = [B], that is, A '" B, then A ~ Mn(D) and B ~ Mm(D) by 
the lemma; and dimFA = dimF B implies n = m, so that A ~ B. Conversely, 
A ~ B plainly implies [A] = [B] and dimFA = dimFB. By the Wedder
burn Structure Theorem, every A E 6(F) satisfies A ~ Mn(D), where 
D E 6(F) is a division algebra. Thus, [A] = [DJ. If D1 and Dz are equivalent 
division algebras, say Mn(D1) ~ Mm(D2 ), then the uniqueness statement in 
Wedderburn's Structure Theorem yie1ds D1 ~ Dz. 0 

Corollary. If Fis algebraically closed, then B(F) = {I}. 
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Indeed, the only finite dimensional division algebra over Fis Fitself by 
Lemma 3.5. 

The content of Proposition b is that B(F) dassifies the finite dimensional 
division algebras over F. However, the group structure of B(F) cannot be 
defined within the dass of division algebras. In general, the tensor product 
of two division algebras is not a division algebra. 

We condude this section by showing that the Brauer group is the object 
map of a functor. 

Proposition c. If cfJ: F -. E is a homomorphism 01 fields, then cfJ induces a 
group homomorphism cfJ*: B(F) -. B(E) by cfJ*([AJ) = [A Q9 <pE]. The 
correspondences F ~ B(F) and cfJ ~ cfJ * define a lunctor Irom the category 01 
fields to the category 01 abelian groups. 

The notation <pE in this statement has the meaning that was described in 
Section 2.1 : <pE is an F-algebra with the scalar operation defined by ab = 
cfJ(a)b for a E Fand b E E. 

By Proposition 12.4b, A Q9 <pE E 6(E). Moreover, A Q9 B Q9 <pE ~ 
A Q9 <pE Q9 B ~ A Q9 (<pE Q9E <pE) Q9 B ~ (A Q9 <pE) Q9E (B Q9 <pE). In 
particular, if A '" A', say A Q9 Mr(F) ~ A' Q9 Ms(F), then 

(A Q9 <pE) Q9E Mr(E) ~ (A Q9 <pE) Q9E (Mr(F) Q9 <pE) 

~ (A Q9 Mr(F)) Q9 <pE 

~ (A' Q9 Ms(F)) Q9 <pE 

~ (A' Q9 <pE) Q9E Ms(E). 

Thus, cfJ*([A]) = [A Q9 <pE] is a weIl defined group homomorphism of 
B(F) to B(E). If 1/1: E -. K is another homomorphism of fields, then it is 
easy to see that (A Q9 <pE) Q9 ",K ~ A Q9 ",<pK as K-algebras. Hence, 
1/I*cfJ* = (1/IcfJ)*. This completes the proof ofProposition c. 

In general, distinct embeddings of F into a field E give rise to different 
homomorphisms of B(F) to B(E). Exercise 1 provides an example of this 
phenomenon. 

EXERCISES 

1. Let F = 0 (21/2), E = 0 (2 1/4). Define homomorphisms cf>: F --+ E and 1/1: F --+ E by 

cf>(2 1/2) = 21/2, 1/1(21/2) = _ 21/2. Let D be the quaternion algebra ( -I, ; 21/2) . Prove 

that [D] E Kerl/l* and [D] tf; Kercf>* in B(F). Hint. Let K = 0(i21/4 ). Show that 

K ~ ",EasF-algebras. Use Proposition 1.6to showthatA (8) K ~ (_1,~21/2) ~ 

M 2 (K) and A (8) E ~ (_1,;21
/
2

) is a division algebra. 
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2. Let 4J: F ..... E and tjJ: F ..... E be homomorphisms of fields. Assurne that E/4J(L) is a 
(finite) Galois extension, where L = {x E F: 4J(x) = tjJ(x)}. Prove that 4J. = tjJ •. 
Hint. Use the assumption that E/l/J(L) is Galois to show that there is an auto
morphism X of E such that x4J = tjJ. Deduce that X: ,pE ..... !/JE is an Fcalgebra iso
morphism, and therefore, A ® ,pE ~ A ® !/JE as E-algebras. 

3. Involutions of F-algebras were defined in Exercise 4 of Section 10.1. Prove that if 
there is an involution t of A E 6(F), then [A]2 = 1 in B(F). Deduce that [A]2 = 1 
for every quaternion algebra. 

4. Use the result of Exercise 4, Section 1.7 to prove that B(O) is an infinite group. 

12.6. The Noether-Skolem Theorem 

The purpose of this section is to prove the Noether-Skolem Theorem for 
algebras in the class 6(F). A more general result is outlined in Exercise 1. 

We begin with a special case of the Noether-Skolem Theorem from 
which the full result will then be deduced. 

Lemma. Let B be a finite dimensional, simple F-algebra, and suppose that M 
is an F-space./f 4J and'" are F-algebra homomorphisms of B to EF(M), then 
there exists 0 E EF(Mt such that 4J(x) = 0-1 "'(x) 0 for all XE B. 

The idea of the proof is that 4J and '" impose B*-module structures on 
M. The resulting modules must be isomorphie because B is simple and the 
modules over finite dimensional simple algebras are classified by their 
dimension according to Corollary 3.3b. The required linear transformation 
o is just the isomorphism between these modules. In detail, define M", to be 
the right B*-module on M with the scalar operation ux = 4J(x)(u), and let 
M", have scalar operation defined by u 0 x = "'(x)(u). Routine calculations 
show that M", and M", satisfy the module axioms. Let 0: M", -+ M", be the 
B*-module isomorphism whose existence is guaranteed by Corollary 3.3b. 
Then 0 E EF(Mt, and O(4J(x)(u» = O(ux) = O(u) 0 x = "'(x)(O(u». That 
is, 4J(x) = 0-1 "'(x) 0 for all x E B. 

Noether-Skolem Theorem. Let A E 6(F), and suppose that B is a simple 
subalgebra of A./fx is an algebra homomorphism of B to A, then there exists 
u E AO such that X(y) = u-1yufor all y E B. 

PROOF. By Proposition 12.4b, there is an algebra isomorphism p: Ae = 
A* Q9 A -+ EF(A). Define 4J = p(id Q9 X): A* Q9 B -+ EF(A) and '" = 
p(id Q9 K): A * Q9 B -+ EF(A), where K: B -+ A is the inclusion homomor
phism. Since A* Q9 Bis simple by Lemma 12.4b, it follows from the lemma 
that there exists 0 E EF(A)O such that 4J(x Q9 y) = O-l",(X Q9 y)O for all 
XE A*,y E B. Letz = p-1(0) E Ae• Since Oisa unit, soisz, andO-1 = p(Z-l). 
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Moreover, 

p(z(x Q9 X(y))) = p(z)p(x Q9 X(y)) = OljJ(x Q9 y) 

= I/!(x Q9 y)O = p(x Q9 y)p(z) = p«x Q9 y)z), 

because p is an algebra homomorphism. Since p is injective, 
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xQ9X(y)=Z-l(XQ9Y)Z forall xeA*,yeB. (1) 

By letting y = 1 in (1), we obtain z(x Q9 I) = (x Q9 l)z; that is, z e C A.

(A* Q9 F) = F Q9 A by Lemma 12.4c. Similarly, Z-l e F Q9 A. Therefore, 
z = 1 Q9 u and Z-l = I Q9 v with u, veA. Hence, uv = 1, ueAo, and 
v = u-1. Finally, if x = 1 in (1), then I Q9 X(y) = I Q9 u-1 yu for all y e B; 
therefore, x(y) = u-1yu. D 

EXERCISES 

1. Show that the hypothesis dimFA < 00 in the Noether-Skolem Theorem can be 
replaced by the condition that B is finite dimensional. Hint. Note that the image of 
X: Ae ..... EF(A) is a dense subalgebra, and Ker X = 0 because Ae is simple. (It is 
still assumed that A is central simple.) This remark makes it possible to extend the 
proof ofthe Noether-Skolem Theorem that is given in this section. 

2. (a) Let (X E M.(F) be such that the minimum polynomial CI>(x) of (X (over F) is irre
ducible. Prove that ß E M.(F) is similar to (X (that is, ß = y-l(Xy for some y E M.(Ft) 
ifand only ifCl>(x) is also the minimum polynomial of ß over F. 

(b) Prove that 

and 

[1 0 0] 
ß = 0 2 0 

002 

in M 3(Q) have the same minimum polynomial (x - l)(x - 2) over Q, but (X is not 
similar to ß. 

3. Prove that every automorphism of a finite dimensional, central simple algebra A is 
an inner automorphism, that is, a mapping x 1--+ u-1xu for a fixed U E AO. 

12.7. The Double Centralizer Theorem 

The term "Double Centralizer Theorem" (abbreviated D.C.T.) is the generic 
name for a dass of theorems that relate subalgebras B of an algebra A to 
their second centralizers CA(CA(B)). It is evident from the definition ofthe 
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centralizer that B s C A(C A(B» in all cases. Generally this inclusion is 
proper. Double Centralizer Theorems deal with conditions in which B = 
CA(CA(B». 

In this section we will prove a classical D.C.T. A more general result 
(with a different proof) is sketched in Exercise 5. Our discussion begins 
with a modest generalization of the second part of Lemma I2.l. 

Lemma. Let A be an F-algebra, and B a subalgebra of A. Consider A as a 
right B* @ A-module, by way of the homomorphism B* @ A --+ A* @ 
A = A e• The left regular representation of A maps CA(B) isomorphically to 
EB*Q9A(A). 

PROOF. If XE B, Y E CA(B), and z, w E A, then A/W(X @ z» = yxwz = 
xywz = Ay(wHx@ z). Thus, A(CA(B» s EB*Q9A(A). If Ay E EB*Q9A(A) and 
XE B, thenyx = A/I(x@ 1» = A/IHx@ 1) = xy. Therefore,y E CA(B). 
It follows from Proposition 1.3 that A maps CA (B) isomorphically to 
~~A~· D 

Theorem. Let A E 6(F), and suppose that B is a simple subalgebra of A. 

(i) CA(B) is simple. 
(ii) (dimFBHdimFCA(B» = dimFA. 

(iii) CA(CA(B» = B. 
(iv) lf Bis central simple, then CA (B) is central simple, and A = B @ CA (B). 

PROOF. By Lemma 12.4b, B* @ A is simple. This algebra is also Artinian 
because it is finite dimensional over the field F. Let P be a minimal right 
ideal of B* @ A. By the Wedderburn Structure Theorem in the form of 
Corollary 3.5a, B* @ A ~ Mn(D), where D is the division algebra EB*Q9A(P). 
Hence, B* @ A ~ EB n P and P ~ EB n D, as in Example 3.3. In particular, 

(dimA)(dimB) = n2 (dimD). (1) 

Since Ais a finite dimensional B* @ A-module, it follows from Proposition 
3.3b that A = EBk P for a suitable k E N. Thus by the lemma, CA(B) ~ 
EB*Q9A(ffikP) ~ Mk(D). Consequently, CA(B) is simple, and 

dimA = k(dimP) = kn(dimD) (2) 

(3) 

By eliminating k, n, and dirn D from (l), (2), and (3), we obtain (ii) : (dirn B) 
(dirn CA (B» = dirn A. Since CA (B) is simple, it is permissible to replace B 
by CA(B) in (ii) to obtain (dirn CA (B»(dim CA (CA (B») = dimA = (dirnB) 
(dirn CA (B». Therefore, dimB = dimCA(CA(B»; and B = CA(CA(B» 
because B s CA(CA(B». If Bis central simple, then A = B @ CA(B) by 
virtue of Proposition I2.4a and (ii). Moreover, F = Z(B@ CA(B» = 
F@ Z(CA(B», so that CA(B) is central simple. 0 
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EXERCISES 

1. Let A = Mn(F), and take B to be the set of alliower triangular matrices [aij] E A, 
that is, aij = 0 for i > j. Prove that Bis a subalgebra of A such that CA(B) = I.F; 
hence CA(CA(B)) = A ::::> B. 

2. Let B be an F-algebra. Denote A = EF(B). Prove that CA(A(B)) = p(B) and 
C A(p(B)) = A(B). 

3. Generalize Lemma l2.4c: if A and Bare F-algebras, and if C and D are respectively 
subalgebras of A and B, then CAI8JB(C (8) D) = CA(C) (8) CB(D). 

4. Let B be a subalgebra ofthe F-algebra A. Prove that if ZE AO, then CA(z- IBz) = 
Z- I CA(B)z. 

5. Generalize the D.C.T.: if A is a central simple F-algebra (not necessarily finite 
dimensional) and Bis a finite dimensional simple subalgebra of A, then CA(B) is 
simple, and CA(CA(B)) = B. Rint. Denote C = EF(B) and D = A (8) c. Note that 
A(B) and p(B) are subalgebras of C with Cc(A(B)) = p(B), Cc(p(B)) = A(B) 
(Exercise 2), and D is simple by Lemma 12.4b. Use the version of the Noether
Skolem Theorem in Exercise 1, Section 12.6 to obtain Z E DO such that z-I(F(8) 
A(B))z = B (8) F. Use the results of Exercises 3 and 4 to obtain CA(B) (8) C = Z-1 

(A (8) p(B))z, so that CA(B) is simple. Repeat this strategy to get CA CA (B) (8) F = 

B(8)F. 

Notes on Chapter 12 

The material in this chapter is c1assical; so is our exposition of it. In the 
interest of simplicity, we have added finite dimensionality to the hypotheses 
of the Jacobson-Bourbaki Theorem, the Noether-Skolem Theorem, and 
the Double Centralizer Theorem. More general results can be found in 
most expositions of non-commutative ring theory (for example, in [41], 
[46], and [55]), and some generalizations are outlined in the exercises of 
Sections 12.6 and 12.7. 



CHAPTER 13 

Subfields of Simple Algebras 

In tbis chapter we set the stage for a systematic study of the Brauer group. 
The details ofthe program will be worked out in the next chapter, using two 
main tools: the cohomology theory that was introduced in Chapter 11, 
and the properties of subfields of central simple algebras wbich will be 
established in the first five sections of tbis chapter. The last section of the 
chapter gives applications of the theory, including Wedderburn's Theorem 
on Finite Division Algebras, and the Cartan-Brauer-Hua Theorem. 

13.1. Maximal Subfields 

A subfield of an F-algebra A is a subalgebra E of A such that E is a field. 
In particular, E contains I A F, so that E can be viewed as an extension of F. 
As usual, [E: F] is the dimension of E as an F-space. Plainly, [E: F] :s;; 
dimF A. If there is no subfield K of A such that EcK, then E is called a 
maximal subfield of A. 

Lemma a. Jf B is an F-algebra with dimF B = k < 00, and if n E N is divisible 
by k, then B is isomorphie to a subalgebra of Mn(F). 

PROOF. If k = n, then the lemma restates Corollary 5.5b. The general case 
follows from tbis special situation because the diagonal map x 1-+ (x, . .. ,x) 
is an injective algebra homomorphism of B to a product A of n/k copies 
of B, and dimFA = n. 0 

We will often use the following simple property of division algebras. 

234 
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Lemma b. Let D be a division algebra over F./fx E D, then there is a subfield 
E of D such that x E E. /f dimF D < 00, then the subalgebra F[ x] = {<I>(x): 
<I> E F[ x]} is a subfield of D. 

PROOF. Since F!,;;;; Z(D), the set F[x] is a commutative subalgebra of D 
and (): <I> 1--+ <I>(x) is an algebra homomorphism of F[x] to F[x]. Since D 
has no proper zero divisors, F [x] is an integral domain. Thus, Ker () is a 
prime ideal of F [ x]. If Ker () =F 0 (which must be the case if dimF D < 00), 

then Ker () is maximal and F [x] is a field. If Ker () = 0, then E = 
{<I>(x)'P(X)-l: <1>, 'P E F[ x], 'I' =F O} is a subfield of D that includes x. 0 

It follows from Lemma b that if D E 6(F) and D is a division algebra, 
then every subalgebra B of Dis also a division algebra. Indeed, ifO =F XE B, 
then X-i E F[x] !,;;;; B. 

For a natural number n, we will say that the field Fis n-closed if there is 
no proper extension E of F such that [E : F] divides n. Every field is 1 closed 
since no proper extension has degree 1. At the opposite extreme, Fis n-closed 
for all n E N if and only if F is algebraically closed. The field ~ is n-closed 
for all odd n, but ~ is not 2-closed. It is obvious from the definition that if F 
is n-closed, then Fis k-closed for every divisor k of n. 

Lemma c./f A is a simple ,finite dimensional F-algebra such that F is a maximal 
subfield of A, then A ~ Mn(F) and F is n-closed, where n E N is (dimF A)1/2. 

PROOF. Since Ais simple and finite dimensional, the Wedderburn Structure 
Theorem yields A ~ Mn(D), where D is a division algebra over F. In fact, 
D = F. Otherwise, by Lemma b there is a subfield E of D that properly 
contains F. The assumption that Fis a maximal subfield of A excludes this 
possibility. If F is not n-closed, then there is a proper extension EjF such 
that [E: F] divides n. In this case, Mn(F) ~ A contains a subfield that is 
isomorphie to E by Lemma a, which again contradiets the maximality of F. 

o 
The converse of this lemma follows from the next result by taking A = 

Mn(F) and E = F. 

Proposition. Let A E 6(F), and suppose that Eis a subfield of A with [E : F] = 
k. The following conditions are equivalent. 

(i) Eis a maximalsubfield of A. 
(ii) CA,(E) ~ Mn(E) and Eis n-closed. 

If(i) and (ii) are satisfied, then dimFA = (kn)2. 

PROOF. Assurne that Eis a maximal subfield of A. Since Eis simple, so is 
CA,(E) by the Double Centralizer Theorem. Moreover, E !,;;;; Z(CA,(E» be-
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cause E is commutative. Thus, CA (E) is a simple E-algebra, and since E 
is maximal in A, it is also maximal in CA(E). By Lemma c, there exists nE N 
such that C A(E) ~ Mn(E) and Eis n-closed. The D.C.T. also gives dimFA = 
(dimFE)(dimFCA(E» = [E: F](dimFMn(E» = n2k 2. Conversely, sup
posethat (ii) is satisfied. Let E ~ K, where K is a maximal subfield of A. 
ThenK ~ CA(E) ~ Mn(E). Hence, Kisamaximal subfieldof B = CA(E) E 

S(E). The first part ofthe proof gives CB(K) ~ Mm(K) and n2 = dimEB = 
(m[K: E])2. In particular [K: E] divides n. However, Eis n-closed by 
assumption. Thus, E = K is a maximal subfield of A. D 

Corollarya. If A E S(F), then dimFA = m2 for some m E N. For a subfield 
E of A, [E: F] divides m. 

These statements reformulate the last part of the proposition, since every 
subfield of A can be enlarged to a maximal subfield. The natural number m 
is called the degree of A. It will be denoted by DegA. Explicitly DegA = 
(dimFA)1/2 for A E S(F). 

If E is a subfield of A E S(F), then [E: F] :5:: Deg A by Corollary a. 
Hence, when [E: F] = Deg A, the field Eis necessarily a maximal subfield 
of A. The converse is not true in general. For example, if Fis n-closed, then 
Fis maximal in Mn(F), and DegMn(F) = n. We will say that a subfield E 
of A E S(F) is strietly maximal if [E: F] = DegA. Exercise 2 provides an 
example of an algebra that contains a strictly maximal subfield and also a 
maximal subfield that is not strictly maximal. 

Corollary b. A subfield E of A E S(F) is strietly maximal if and only if CA (E) 
= E. lf A is a division algebra, then every maximal subfield of A is strietly 
maximal. 

PROOF. The first assertion is a consequence of the D.C.T. because E ~ 
CA(E), and (DegA)2 = dimFA = [E: F] (dimF CA(E». If E is a maximal 
subfield of the division algebra A, so that MiE) ~ CA(E) ~ A by the 
proposition, then n = I since A has no non-zero nilpotent elements. Thus, 
CA(E) = E, and Eis strictly maximal. D 

We conclude this section with an application of maximal subfields that 
proves an assertion that was made in Section 1.6. 

Theorem. Let F be a field whose eharaeteristie is not 2. If A E S (F) has degree 
2, then A is isomorphie to a quaternion algebra. 

PROOF. Let E be a maximal subfield of A. If E = F, then A ~ M2 (F) ~ 

( 1F1) by Lemma c. If E =F F, then ElF is a quadratic extension; and since 

char F =F 2, it is possible to write E = F(x), where x 2 = a E FO, x ct F. The 
mapping x H - x defines an automorphism of E, so that by the Noether-
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Skolem Theorem, there exists y E AO such that y-1xy = -x. Plainly, y E 

A - E. Therefore, dimF(F + xF + yF + xyF) = 4 = dimF A. Note that 
xy = -yx implies xy2 = -yxy = y2X • Hence, y2 E Z(A) = F, say y2 = 
bE FO. Our discussion shows that the correspondences I ~ I, x ~ i, y ~ j, 

xy ~ k extend to an F-algebra isomorphism of A to ( a,/ ) . D 

CoroUary c (Frobenius). Up to isomorphism, the only finite dimensional, 

non-commutative division algebra over IR is lHl = (-I~ -1). Hence, B(IR) = 

7../27... 

PROOF. Let D be a finite dimensional, non-commutative division algebra 
over IR. Since C is the only non-trivial algebraic extension of IR, either 
Z(D) = IR or Z(D) = C. The second possibility is exc1uded because B(C) = 
{1}. Thus, D E 6(1R). Let E be a maximal subfie1d of D. By Corollary b, 
Deg D = [E: IR] = [C : IR] = 2. Thus, D is a quaternion algebra, so that 
D ~ lHl according to the remark after Corollary 1.7. D 

EXERCISES 

I. Assume that Fis a field of characteristic zero. Prove the following statements. 
(a) Fis n-c1osed if and only ifthere is no irreducible cI> E F[ x] such that deg cI> > I 

and deg<l> divides n. 
(b) Let ElF be a finite extension of degree m. If E is n-c1osed and m is relatively 

prime to n, then Fis n-c1osed. 
(c) Let E and K be field extensions of F with KIF finite. If nE N is such that E 

is m-c1osed for a11 m :0;; n and [K: F] :0;; n, then K c;; E. Rint. Consider KEI E. 
(d) For each nE N, there is a smallest field Ebetween Fand its algebraic c10sure 

with the property that Eis m-c1osed for all m :0;; n. 
(e) If F is n-c1osed, then (po)P = po for all primes p that divide n. 
(f) Fis 2-c1osed if and only if (po)2 = PO. 
(g) Fis both 2-c1osed and 3-c1osed if and only if (po)3 = (po)2 = PO. Rint. Use 

Cardano's formula for the solution of a cubic equation. 
(h) If F is an algebraic number field, that is, a finite extension of Q, then Fis 

not n-c1osed for any n > 1. 

2. Let K be the maximal solvable extension of Q, that is, the compositum of all finite 
Galois extensions EIQ such that G(EIQ) is a solvable group. Let F = K () IR. Prove 
the following statements. 

(a) [K: F] = 2. 
(b) K is 2-c1osed and 3-c1osed. 
(c) K is not 6-c1osed. Hint. Let cI> E Q [x] be a polynomial of degree 6 such that 

the Galois group of the splitting field of cI> is the symmetrie group on 6-letters. For 
a proof that such polynomials exists, see [73], p. 201. An explieit example is given 
on p. 109 of [47]. Show that <I> is irreducible over K. 

(d) M 6 (F) contains a maximal subfield that is isomorphie to K, and also a 
strietly maximal subfield that is isomorphie to F(y), where y is a root ofcI>. 
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3. Let F be a field of characteristic 2 such that Fis not 2-closed. Assume that A E 6(F) 
has degree 2. Prove that there exist elements x and y E A such that A = F + xF + 
yF + xyF, where yx = x(y + I), x 2 = a, y2 + Y + b = 0, and the polynomials 
x2 + a, x2 + x + bare irreducible over F. Conversely, show tbat an F-algebra A 
tbat is defined by this recipe is central simple, and A is a division algebra if and only 
if tbere are no elements c and d in F such that c2 + cd + d 2b = a. 

4. Let D = (a:) be a quaternion division algebra. Prove tbat if 0 #- x E D is a pure 

quaternion (that is, x = ic1 + jC2 + kC3 for some Cl' c2 ' C3 in F), then F« _V(X))1/2) 

is isomorphie to a maximal subfield of D, where v: D -+ Fis tbe quaternion norm. 
Conversely, show that every maximal subfieltl of D has the form F(C 1/2), where 
c = - v (x) and x is a pure quaternion in D. 

13.2. Splitting Fields 

The division algebra IHI = ( -l~ -1) of real quaternions loses its glamour 

when the coefficient domain is extended to C: H ® C ~ ( - 1 C - 1) ~ 
M 2 (C) by Proposition 1.6. This phenomenon is offundamental importance 
in the theory of central simple algebras. It is the key to the construction 
of all such algebras. 

Defmition. Let A E 6(F). An extension field E of Fis a splitting field for A 
if AE ~ Mn(E) as E-algebras, where n = Deg AE = Deg A. 

Recall that AE is our notation for A ® E, that is, AE is the E-algebra 
obtained from A by extending the coefficient domain from F to E. We will 
often say that E splits A if E is a splitting field for A. 

It will be useful to have alternative characterizations of splitting fields. 

Proposition a. Let A E 6(F) have degree n. The following conditions are 
equivalent for a field extension E of F. 

(i) Eis a splittingfieldfor A. 
(ii) There is an F-algebra homomorphism cjJ: A ...... Mn(E). 

(iii) There is an F-algebra homomorphism cjJ: A ...... MiE) such that cjJ(A)E = 
Mn(E) (that is, cjJ(A) spans the E-space MiE». 

(iv) For some mE N, there is an F-algebra homomorphism cjJ: A ...... Mm(E) 
such that cp(A)E = Mm(E). 

PROOF. If E is a splitting field for A, then the composite mapping A ...... A ® 
E ...... MiE) is an F-algebra homomorphism. Assume that cp: A ...... Mn(E) 
is an F-algebra homomorphism. Write B for Mn(E), viewed as an F-algebra. 
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Then E = Z(B) ~ CS<</J(A)), </J(A) is central simple, and dimFB = 
n2 [E: F] = (dimF</J(A))(dimFE). By Proposition 12.4a, B = </J(A) ® E. 
In particular, B = </J(A)E. Obviously, (iii) implies (iv). Finally, if (iv) is 
satisfied, then there is an F-algebra isomorphism Mm(E) ;;;:: </J(A) ® E ;;;:: AE 
by Proposition 12.4a; and m2 = dimEMm(E) = dimEAE = n2 • Hence, E 
is a splitting field for A. D 

The splitting fields of a central simple F-algebra have an important 
relation with the Brauer group of F. It is convenient to introduce some 
notation that will be used extensively in the next chapter. 

Let E be a field extension of F. Denote the inc1usion homomorphism of 
F to E by K. Then l' induces a group homomorphism 1'.: B(F) -+ B(E). 
The kernel OfK. is called the relative Brauer group of ElF; it will be denoted 
by B(EIF). 

The following lemma reformulates the definition of a splitting field in 
the terminology of Brauer groups. 

Lemma. Let A E 6(F). lf ElF is a field extension, then E is a splitting field 
Jor A if and only if[A] E B(EIF). 

If ElF and KI E are field extensions with corresponding inc1usions l' 1 

and 1'2' then 1'21'1 is the inc1usion of F in K. Since Ker 1'1. ~ Ker 1'2.1'1. = 
Ker(K2 K1)., it follows that B(EIF) ~ B(KIF). Thus, the lemma has the 
following useful consequence. 

CoroUary. lf E is a splitting field Jor A E 6(F), then every field extension 
oJ E splits A. 

Results on the subfields of splitting fields are rare. The last proposition 
of this section is one of the few specimens of such theorems. 

Proposition b. Let L be a splitting field Jor A E 6(F). There is a subfield E 
oJ L that isfinitely genera ted over Fand splits A. 

PROOF. Proposition a allows us to assume that A is a subalgebra of Mn(L), 
where n = DegA, and Mn(L) = AL. Let gij: I :::;; i,j :::;; n} be an F-basis 
of A. Write ejj = L1sk,lsnBklCklij' where Cklij E L. On the other hand, since 
AL = Mn(L), there exist djjkl E L (l :::;; i,j, k, I :::;; n) such that Bkl = L1Si,jSn 

eijdjjkl • It follows that the n2 x n2 matrices [Ck1iJ and [dijkl] are inverses of 
each other. If E is the field generated over F by {Cklij : 1 :::;; i, j, k, 1 :::;; n}, 
then dijkl E E for all i, j, k, I. Therefore, A ~ Mn(E) = L1sk"snlliß, and 
AE = Mn(E). By Proposition a, E splits A. D 

One might suspect that the field E in Proposition b could be chosen to 
be algebraic over F. Exercise 2 shows that this is not the case. 
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EXERCISES 

1. Let D = (a;) be a quaternion division algebra, where char F =I 2 and a, b E PO. 

Prove that E = F(Jä) is a splitting field for D by showing explicitly that the map
ping 4J: D -+ M 2 (E) defined by 

4J(co + ic1 + jC2 + kc3) = [~~l 
e = Co + Jäc1 , e = Co - Jäc 1,f = C2 + Jäc3.l = c2 - Jäc3 is an F-algebra 
homomorphism. 

2. Let D = ( a;) be a quaternion division algebra, where char F =I 2, and a, b E PO. 

(a) Show that if t is transcendental over F, then x2 - b(t2 - a) is irreducible in 
F(t) [x]. 

Define E = F(t,y), where y is a root of x2 - b(t2 - a). 
(b) Use Proposition 1.6 to prove that E splits D. Hint. Note that (bt)2 = ab2 + 

by 2. 

(c) Show that Fis algebraically closed in E. Hint. Prove that if CE E - Fis 
algebraic over F, then F(t,c) = E. Show that y E F(c)(t) is impossible. 

13.3. Algebraic Splitting Fields 

In this section our attention is on the finite algebraic extensions of a field F 
that split a given central simple F-algebra A. We will see that these extensions 
are dosely related to maximal subfields of A. 

Lemma. Let A E 6(F). If E is a subfield of A, then CA(E) E 6(E), and 
CA(E) '" AB as E-algebras. 

The proof of this result is the same as the first part of the proof of the 
D.C.T. Since Eis a subfield of A, we can view A as a right AB-module, and 
from this standpoint CA(E) ~ EAE(A) by Lemma 12.7. Let P be a repre
sentative of the unique (because AB is simple) isomorphism dass of right 
AB-modules. If Dis the division algebra EAE(P), then for suitable natural 
numbers k and n, CA(E) ~ EAE(A) ~ EAE(EBkP) ~ Mk(D) '" Mn(D) ~ 
EAE(EBnP) ~ EAE(A~ ~ AB as E-algebras. In particular, CiE) E 6(E). 

Proposition. Let A E 6(F). For a subfield E of A, the following conditions 
are equivalent. 

(i) Eis a splitting field for A. 
(ii) CA(E) ~ Mk(E), wherek[E:F] = DegA. 

(iii) A = B Q9 C, where BE 6(F), C ~ Mk(F), and E is a strictly maximal 
subfield of B. 
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PROOF. If Eis a splitting field for A, then CA(E) ~ Mk(E) by the lemma, 
and the D.C.T. yields DegA = k[E: FJ. It follows from (ii) that CA(E) = 
E ® C, where C ~ Mk(F). Let B = CA(C). Clearly, Eis a subfield of B. 
Since CE 6(F), it follows from the D.C.T. that BE 6(F), A = B ® C, 
and Deg B = (Deg A)lk = [E: F], according to (ii). Thus, E is a stricdy 
maximal subfield of B. Assume that (iii) is satisfied. By Corollary 13.lb, 
CB(E) = E. Thus, E splits B by the lemma. Hence, [A] = [B] E B(EIF), 
and E splits A by Lemma 13.2. 0 

It follows from the proposition and Proposition 13.1 that every maximal 
subfield of A E 6(F) splits A. Up to equivalence, the converse is true. 

Theorem. Let A E 6(F). For a finite field extension ElF, the following 
conditions are equivalent. 

(i) Eis a splittingfieldfor A. 
(ii) There exists BE 6(F) such that B '" A and E is a strictly maximal 

subfield of B. 
(iii) There exists B E 6(F) such that B '" A and Eis a maximal subfield of B. 

PROOF. Plainly, (ii) implies (iii); and (i) follows from (iii) by the proposi
tion, Proposition 13.1, and Lemma 13.2. Assume that E splits A. By Lemma 
13.1a it can be assumed that E is a subfield of Mn(F), where n = [E: FJ. 
In this case, Eis a subfield of A ® Mn(F) and E splits A ® Mn(F). By the 
proposition, A '" A ® Mn(F) = B ® C ~ B ® Mk(F) '" B, where BE 
6(F) and Eis a stricdy maximal subfield of B. 0 

CoroUary. lf A E 6(F) and ElF is a finite field extension such that [E: F] = 
Deg A, then E splits A if and only if E is isomorphie as an F-algebra to a 
strictly maximal subfield of A. 

The corollary follows from the theorem and Proposition 12.5b. 

EXERCISE 

In this problem, Dis the division algebra of rational (Hamiltonian) quatemions 

(-1 -1) Q . Prove the following assertions for subfields Fand E of Co 

(a) Eis a splitting field for D if and only if there are elements a and b in E such 
that a2 + b2 = - 1. 

(b) If pis a prime divisior of 2' + 1, where r ~ 1, z is a primitive p'th root of 
unity, and E = Q(z), then Eis a splitting field for D. 

Hint. Let X = {c2 + d2 ; C, d E E}. Show that X is closed under multiplication 
and includes 1 + zm for all m E N (in fact, zm E (Eo)2). Let 2' + 1 = sp, and deduce 
that 
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( r 1 )('-1 ) ,-1 o = i~ Zi j~ zjp = Z-l + }] (1 + Z2'), 

so that 

,-1 

-I = z n (1 + Z2') E X. 
k=O 

Apply (a). 
(c) Suppose that [E: 0] = 2"m with m odd, where Eis one of the fields that 

was defined in (b). Then there is a unique subfield F of E such that [F: 0] = 2", 
and Fis a splitting field for D. 

Hint. E/O is Galois and G(E/O) is cyc1ic. Use this observation together with 
Proposition 13.4 below. 

(d) If F/O is Galois with G(F/O) cyclic of order 2", then no proper subfield of 
Fsplits D. 

Hint. Show that every proper subfield of F is contained in IR by proving that 
[F: F n IR] ~ 2. 

(e) Ifp is a prime divisor ofthe Fermat number 22' + I, then 2k+1 divides p - 1. 
Hint. Show that the multiplicative order of 2 in f p is 2k+1. 

(f) For infinite1y many natural numbers n, there exist splitting fields F for D 
such that [F: 0] = 2", and no proper subfield of F splits D. 

13.4. The Schur Index 

The degree mapping is plainly not invariant under the Morita equivalence. 
Because of this fact, and for other reasons, it is useful to define a different 
numerical function on central simple algebras. 

If A E 6(F), then by Proposition 12.Sb there is a division algebra D 
such that A '" D, and Dis unique to within isomorphism. Explicitly, Dis 
determined by the conditions: A ~ MiD) for asuitable n E N; and D is 
a division algebra. The Schur index of A is 

IndA = DegD. 

For simplicity, we will usually refer to IndA as the index of A, since Schur's 
farne is sufficiently honored by the expression "Schur's Lemma." 

In this section, we will use the results concerning splitting fields to prove 
some basic facts about the index. 

Lemma. Let A E 6(F). If E is a finite field extension 0/ F that splits A, then 
Ind A divides [E: FJ. Conversely, A contains a subfield E that splits A, and 
[E: F] = IndA. 

PROOF. If E splits A, then by Theorem 13.3 there is an algebra BE 6(F) 
that contains E as a strictly maximal subfield, and B '" A. If B ~ Mn(D) , 
where D is a division algebra, then A '" D and [ E : F] = Deg B = 
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n(Deg D) = n(lnd A). To prove the converse, write A = D @ B, where D 
is a division algebra and B ~ Mk(F) for some k E N. By Corollary 13.lb, 
a maximal subfield E of D is strictly maximal. That is, [E: F] = Deg D = 
Ind A. By Theorem 13.3, any maximal subfield of D is a splitting field 
furA. 0 

Proposition. Let A, B E 6(F), and suppose that ElF is afinitefield extension. 

(i) .(f[A] = [B], then IndA = IndB. 
(ii) Ind A divides Deg A, and Ind A = Deg A if and only if A is a division 

algebra. 
(iii) Ind A = min {[ K : F] : K splits A}. 
(iv) Ind A E divides Ind A. 
(v) Ind A divides [E: F] (lnd A E ). 

(vi) .(fInd A is relatively prime to [E: F], then Ind A E = Ind A; in this ease, 
if A is a division algebra, then so is A E• 

(vii) Ind(A @ B) divides (I nd A)(lnd B). 
(viii) For m ~ 1, Ind A®m divides Ind A, where A®m is the tensor produet of 

m eopies of A. 

PROOF. The statements (i) and (ii) are easy consequences of the definitions 
of the index and the degree. The formula (iii) is an obvious consequence of 
the lemma. For the proofs of the remaining statements, it can be assumed 
that A and B are division algebras. Properties (iv) and (vii) then follow from 
(ii). To prove (v), let KIE be a field extension such that K splits A E and 
[K: E] = Ind A E• Clearly, K is a splitting field for A, so that Ind A divides 
[K: F] = [K: E] [E: F] = [E: F] (lnd AE ). The combination of (iv) and 
(v) plainly implies (vi). To prove (viii), let KIF be a field extension such that 
K sp1its A and [K: F] = IndA. In the Brauer group of K, [(A®m)K] = 
[AK]m = 1. By the lemma, Ind A®m divides [K: F] = Ind A. 0 

As an application of the index, we will prove a usefu1 variant of Corollary 
13.3. 

Corollary. Assume that D E 6(F) is a division algebra, and KIF is a field 
extension sueh that [K : F] is a prime divisor ofDeg D. The following properties 
are equivalent. 

(i) K is isomorphie to a subfield of D. 
(ii) D K is not a division algebra. 

(iii) Deg D = [K: F] (lnd D K ). 

PROOF. For the proofthat (i) implies (ii) it can be assumed that K is a subfield 
of D. Extend K to a maximal subfield E of D. By Theorem 13.3, Eis a 
splitting field for D; therefore E also splits D K • The lemma and Proposition 
13.1 yie1d IndDK ~ [E: K] < [E: F] .::;; DegD = DegDK , so that DK is 
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not a division algebra by part (ii) of the proposition. Conversely, if D K is not 
a division algebra, then Ind DK < Deg D. In this case, it follows from parts 
(iv) and (v) of the proposition and the hypothesis "[K: F] is prime" that 
DegD = [K: F] (IndDK). Finally, by the lemma there is an extension 
EI K such that E splits DK and [E: K] = Ind DE• Thus, E splits D, and (iii) 
implies that [E: F] = Deg D. By Corollary 13.3, E is isomorphie to a 
subfield of D. Therefore, so is K. 0 

EXERCISES 

I. Let A E 6(F) have index k. Assume that Eis a splitting field for A. Prove that if P 
is a minimal right ideal of A and Q is a minimal right ideal of AE, then pE = P ® E 
(eonsidered as an AE-module) is isomorphie to a direet sum of k eopies of Q. Hint. 
Compute the dimensions of pE and Q. 

2. The Schur index ean be defined for arbitrary separable F-algebras in the follow
ing way. Let A be a separable F-algebra. In partieular, A is semisimple and finite 
dimensional. Let A = Al + ... + Ar with eaeh Ai simple. Henee Ai E 6(Z(Ai)). 
The index of Ai is defined to be its index as a eentral simple algebra over its center. 
The index of A is the sequenee (Ind Al' ... , Ind A.). It is this notion of the Sehur 
index that oeeurs in the theory of group algebras. 

Let A be a finite dimensional F-algebra. An extension fie1d E of F is a splitting field 
for A if AE is a produet ofmatrix rings over E, that is, AE ~ Mn (E) + ... + Mn (E) 

1 , 

for suitable ni ~ 1. Prove the following results. 
(a) A has a splitting fie1d if and only if A is separable. 
(b) If A = F(x), where x is separable and algebraie over Fwith minimum poly

nomial <I> E F[ x], then Eis a splitting field for A if and only if<l> decomposes into a 
produet of linear faetors in E; that is, Eis a splitting field for<l> in the usual field 
theoretie sense. In partieular, Fis isomorphie to a subfield of E. 

(e) If Ais a separable F-algebra, and A = Al + ... + Ar with eaeh Ai simple, 
then Eis a splitting field for A if and only if Eis a splitting field for eaeh Z(Ai) and 
also a splitting field for eaeh Ai' eonsidered as a Z(Ai)-algebra. Hint. Use the result 
of Exereise 4, Seetion 12.4. 

(d) With the hypotheses of (e) and the notation mi = [Z(A i): F], ni = Ind Ai' 
prove that there is a splitting field E for A sueh that [E: F] s; (m l !) ... (mr !) 
n l ... nr• 

13.5. Separable Splitting Fields 

The connection between the Brauer group of a field Fand cohomology 
groups is based on the existence for each A E 6(F) of a finite Galois exten
sion ElF such that E splits A. Since every separable extension can be enlarged 
to a Galois extension, it is sufficient to prove the existence of a splitting 
field that is separable over F. 

Lemma. Let D E 6(F) be a division algebra. If every subfield 0/ D is purely 
inseparable over F, then D = F. 
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PROOF. By Corollary 13.1b, D contains a strictly maximal subfield K; say 
Deg D = [K: F] = n. If char F = 0, then KIF is separable and purely 
inseparable, so that F = K = D. Assume that char F = p > 0. In this case, 
n = [K: F] = pm for some m ;::: 0, since KIF is purely inseparable. The 
algebraic closure E of Fsplits D, so that there is an F-algebra homomorphism 
tj>: D --+ Mn(E), with Mn(E) = tj>(D)E. If XE D, then F(x)IF is purely 
inseparable. Hence, x Pk = a for some k ::;; m and a E F. Thus, 

(tj>(x) - lnalIP')pk = 0. 

Consequently, 

tr(tj>(x)) - nallp' = tr(tj>(x) - lnallpk) = 0, 

because the trace of a nilpotent matrix is 0. If n > 1, then p divides n, 
tr(tj>(x)) = ° for all XE D, and tra = ° for alla E tj>(D)E = Mn(E). This 
contradiction proves that n = 1 and F = D in the prime characteristic 
case. D 

Proposition. If D E 6(F) is a division algebra, and K is a subfield of D that is 
maximal with the property that KIF is separable, then K is a strictly maximal 
subfield of D. 

PROOF. By Lemma 13.3 and the remark that was made after Lemma 13.1b, 
CD(K) E 6(K) is a division algebra. Since K is maximal with the property 
that KIF is separable, and a separable extension of a separable extension is 
separable, it follows that every subfield of C D(K) is purely inseparable over 
K. By the lemma, C D(K) = K. Therefore, K is strictly maximal in D by 
Corollary 13.1b. D 

In this book, the term "Galois extension" is used to describe a finite, 
separable, normal, field extension. Infinite Galois extensions will appear 
only in a few exercises of Chapter 14. By a standard result of Galois 
theory, ElF is Galois if and only if E is the splitting field of a separable 
polynomial in F[ x J. Therefore, any finite separable extension KIF can be 
enlarged to a Galois extension ElF: let E be the splitting field of a separable 
polynomial <I> E F[ x] such that K ~ F[ x ]/<I>F[ x J. 

Theorem. If A E 6(F), then there exists BE 6(F) and a strictly maximal 
subfield E of B such that B '" A and ElF is a Galois extension. 

PROOF. Let A '" D E 6(F), where Dis a division algebra. By the proposition, 
D has a strictly maximal subfield K such that KIF is separable. Let ElF be 
a Galois extension with K s; E. Since K splits D by Proposition 13.3, so 
does E. The theorem therefore follows from Theorem 13.3. D 

Corollary. For afield F, the Brauer group B(F) is the union ofthe subgroups 
B(EI F), where ElF ranges over all Galois extensions. Every element ofB(EI F) 
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has theform [A], where A E 6(F) contains E as a strictly maximal subfield; 
the algebra A with this property is unique up to isomorphism. 

The uniqueness statement in the corollary is a consequence ofProposition 
12.5b because the strict maximality of E in A implies that dimF A = [E: F]2. 

EXERCISES 

1. The existence of a separable maximal subfield of certain infinite dimensional division 
algebras can be proved using the result of this exercise. Let D be a non-commutative 
division algebra whose center is a field F of prime characteristic p. Assurne that 
every x E D is algebraic over F. Prove that there exists x E D - F such that F(x)jF 
is separable. Hint. Deny the assertion. Show that some a E D - F satisfies aP E F. 
Fix such an a, and define tjJ: D .... D by tjJ(x) = xa - ax. Prove that tjJ #- 0 = tjJP. 
Let y E D and k > 1 be such that tjJk(y) = 0 #- tjJk-l(y). Define w = tjJk-2(y), 
x = tjJk-l(y) = tjJ(w) #- O. Write x = au, v = wu-1• Show that vP• = 1 + avp·a-1 

for all m E N, and obtain a contradiction when vP• E F. 

2. Let D be a division algebra over a field of prime characteristic. Prove that every 
finite subgroup of DO is abelian. Hint. Show that a finite subgroup of D generates a 
finite subalgebra, and use the fact (to be proved) that every finite division algebra 
is a field. 

3. An algebra A is strongly regular if for every XE A, there exists y E A such that 
x 2y = x. For example, division algebras are strongly regular. Prove the following 
facts concerning a strongly regular algebra A. 

(a) A has no non-zero nilpotent elements. 
(b) If x 2y = x, then xyx = yx 2 = x, so that xy is idempotent. 
(c) If e E A is idempotent, then e E Z(A). Hint. Compute (exe - xe)2 and 

(exe - exf. 
(d) J(A) = O. 
(e) Every (left) ideal of Ais a two sided ideal in A. 
(f) Every homomorphic image of A is strongiy regular. 
(g) A is a subdirect product of division algebras. 

4. Prove Jacobson's Commutativity Theorem: If A is an algebra such that for each 
XE A there exists n ~ 2 (depending on x) such that x· = x, then Ais commutative. 
Hint. Use Exercise 3 to reduce the proofto the case in which A is a division algebra. 
Let F = Z(A), and show that the characteristic of F is prime. Assurne the existence 
of XE A - F, and show that (J E G(F(x)jF) exists such that (J(x) = Xi #- x. Deduce 
from the generalized Noether-Skolem Theorem (Exercise 1, Section 12.6) that 
u-1 xu = Xi #- x for some u E AO. Obtain a contradiction by applying the result of 
Exercise 2 to the group generated by u and x. 

13.6. The Cartan-Brauer-Hua Theorem 

There are more questions about the subfields of central simple algebras than 
there are theorems on this subject. Some of the most important problems 
concem the relation between the group ofunits of A E 6(F) and the multi-
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plicative subgroups ofthe subfields of A. The Cartan-Brauer-Hua Theorem 
deals with one aspect of this relationship. 

Lemma. Assume that F is an infinite field and A is a finite dimensional F
algebra. I/ XE A, then there exists a E FO such that x - a is a unit in A. In 
particular, every element 0/ A is a sum 0/ two units in A. 

The proof of this result is outlined in Exercise I. 
For a sub set X of an algebra A, define the normalizer of X in A by 

NA(X) = {uEAo: u-1Xu = X}. 

Obviously, NA(X) is a subgroup of AO. 

Cartan-Brauer-Hua Theorem. Let A E 6(F), where F is an infinite field. 
If D is a subalgebra 0/ A such that D is a division algebra and DO is anormal 
subgroup 0/ AO, then either D = F or D = A. 

PROOF. The hypothesis that DO is normal in AO implies 

NA(D) = AO. (1) 

With the aim of getting a contradiction, suppose that F c DcA. By the 
last statement ofthe lemma, DO c AO. Moreover, CA(Dt c AO, since Fe 
Dimplies CA(D) c A bythe D.C.T. Thus, DO u CA(Dt c AO. (See Exercise 
2.) Let w E AO - (DO u CA(Dn. Since w rt. CA(D), it follows from (1) that 
x, y E D exist such that 

x =I y and wx = yw. (2) 

By the lemma, w - a E AO for some a E FO. Consequently, (w - a)x = 
z(w - a) for some z E D by (1). This equation and (2) give 

(z - x)a = (z - y)w. (3) 

Since x =I y in D and a E FO, it. follows that z - y E DO. Hence, w = 
(z - y)-l(Z - x)a E DO, which contradicts the choice ofw. D 

CoroUary a. Let D E 6(F) be a division algebra. If Eis a subfield 0/ D that 
properly contains F, then UXEDOX-1 Ex generates D as an F-algebra. 

PROOF. The existence of a division algebra D E 6(F) with Deg D > 1 
implies that Fis infinite, as we will soon prove. Let A be the subalgebra of 
D that is generated by UXEDOX-1 Ex. By Lemma 13.lb, A is a division 
algebra, and A ;;:2 E => F. The definition of A implies that AO is anormal 
subgroup of DO. Hence, A = D. D 

Rougly speaking, this corollary teIls us that if a proper extension E of 
the field F can be embedded in the division algebra D, then the conjugates 
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of E are "dense" in D. A related property characterizes the division algebras 
with a unique maximal subfield. 

Proposition. Let D E 6(F) be a division algebra, and suppose that E is a 
maximal subfield of D. All of the maximal subfields of D are isomorphie to 
E if and only if ElF is separable and D = UXEDOX-I Ex. 

PROOF. If all maximal subfields of D are isomorphie, then ElF is separable 
by Proposition 13.5. Moreover, every y E D is in some maximal subfield 
KofD,andK ~ EimpliesthatK = x-IExforsomexEDObytheNoether
Skolem Theorem. Thus, D = UXEDOX-I Ex. Conversely, assurne that ElF is 
separable and D = UXEDOX-I Ex. If y E D, then y E X-I Ex for a suitable 
XE DO. Consequently, y is separable over F. It follows that every maximal 
subfield of D has the form F(y) for some y E D; and y E X-I Ex implies that 
F(y) ~ xF(y)x-1 = E by maximality. 0 

The condition that D = UXEDOX-I Ex for a maximal subfield E of D 
implies that the multiplieative group DO contains an abelian subgroup EO 
such that DO is the union ofthe conjugates of EO. An easy counting argument 
that is sketched in Exercise 3 shows that no finite, non-abelian group can 
satisfy this condition. Thus, the proposition implies another one ofWedder
burn's celebrated results. 

Wedderburn's Finite Division Algebra Theorem. Every finite division algebra 
is afield. 

PROOF. If D is a finite division algebra with center F, then D E 6(F). All 
maximal subfields of D are finite fields with IFln elements, where n = Deg D. 
Since finite fields with the same number of elements are isomorphie, the 
proposition implies that DO = UXEDOX-IEox, where Eis a maximal sub
field of D. Because DO is finite, this can only happen if DO is abelian, that is, 
D=F. 0 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove the lemma. Hint. Since dimF A < 00, every x E A satisfies <I>(x) = 0 for some 
<I> E F[x] - {O}. Show that since Fis infinite, there is an a E po such that <I>(x + a) 
has a non-zero constant term. 

2. Let HI and H2 be proper subgroups of the group G. Prove that HI U H2 C G. 
Hint. Reduce the proof to the case in which H I i H 2 and H 2 i H I . Show that if 
XE H I - H2 and Y E H 2 - HI , then xy E G - (HI U H 2 ). 

3. Prove that if Gis a finite group, and His a proper subgroup of G, then G i' UXEG 
x-IHx. Hint. Note that l{x-IHx: XE G}I is at most equal to the index [G: H] of 
Hin G, and 1 E X-I Hx for all XE G. Use these observations and the assumption 
that [G: H] ~ 2 to show that I UxeGx-1 Hxl < IGI. 
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4. A field Fis Pythagorean if any sum of squares of elements in Fis in F 2 • Thus, Fis 
Pythagorean if and only if a2 + b2 E F2 for all a, b E F. A field F (neeessarily of 
eharaeteristie zero) is formally real if - I eannot be written as a sum of squares in 
F. In partieular, a Pythagorean field is formally real if and only if -I rt F 2 . Prove 
that a quaternion division algebra D over F has the property that all maximal sub
fields of D are isomorphie if and only if F is formally real, Pythagorean, and D ~ 

( -1~ -1). Rint. Show that for a, bE F - F2 , the fields F(Ja) and F(Jb) are 

isomorphie ifand only if ajb E F2 • Use the result ofExereise 4, Seetion l3.1 to show 

that if all maximal subfields of D are isomorphie, then D ~ ( -I ~ -I). Moreover, 

sinee c2 + d2 = v(ic + jd) in ( ~). the hypothesis that maximal subfields 

are isomorphie yields F(.J _(c2 + d2)) ~ F(j=T). Deduce that Fis formally real 
and Pythagorean. 

5. The purpose of this exercise is to show that there are formally real, Pythagorean 
fields E such that EO j(Eo)2 has arbitrarily large (finite) order. Of course, IR is formally 
real and Pythagorean, but IlRo j(IRO)21 = 2. Let F be a formally real, Pythagorean 
field sueh that I POj(PO) 2 I = 2m. Let E be the field of formal Laurant series Lk'" 
xkak, n E 71, ak E Fwith componentwise addition and the convolution product, that 
is, XiXi = X i+i . Prove the following statements. 

(a) 1 + xa1 + x 2a2 + ... E (Eo)2 for all a 1 , a2, ... in F. 
(b) Eis Pythagorean. 
(e) Eis formally real. 
(d) IEOj(EO)21 = 2m+!. Rint. X and -x are in different cosets of(EO)2. 

Notes on Chapter 13 

Our discussion of subfields and splitting fields for simple algebras follows 
the classical line in two respects: only finite dimensional algebras are 
considered; all subfields are required to contain the center. In discussing 
maximal subfields of arbitrary central simple algebras rather than just 
division algebras, we have been slightly unorthodox. This extra generality 
makes it necessary to fuss over the pathology of n-closed fields. However, 
such fields do exist, and the property of n-closure shows up in the structure 
ofthe Brauer group. The Cartan-Brauer-Hua Theorem is usually stated for 
subalgebras of division algebras. The extra generality in our statement of 
this result falls short of what is known about the normal subgroup structure 
of Mn(Dt = GLn(D) when n ~ 2. An elegant treatment of this topic is 
given in Chapter IV of Artin's book [6]. The example that is outlined in 
the exercise of Section 13.3 is due to Brauer and Noether. (See [19].) 



CHAPTER 14 
Galois Cohomology 

The explicit calculation of the Brauer group of a field is usually a formidable 
task. In this chapter, we develop the machinery that in principle will com
pute B(F) for any field F. The key results in this program are: (1) B(F) = 
UB(E/F), where the union is taken over all Galois extensions E/F(Corollary 
13.5); (2) B(E/F) ~ H 2(G(E/F),EO), the second cohomology group of EO, 
considered as a ZG(E/F)-bimodule in a suitable way (Theorem 14.2); (3) 
the isomorphism of (2) lifts to an isomorphism of B(F) = U B (E/ F) with 
the direct limit H 2(G(F.lF),F.°) = limH2(G(E/F),EO), where F. is the 
maximal separable extension of F (Theorem 14.6). The group H 2 (G(F./F), 
F.) is one of the Galois cohomology groups of F. To provide some relief 
from this morass of formalism, we have inserted an application of Theorem 
14.2: a proofthat B(F) is a torsion group. 

Like Chapters 9 and 11, this chapter is heavily oriented toward technical 
constructions: the cohomology of groups, direct and inverse limits, and 
Galois cohomology. It would be an unusual reader indeed who developed 
great enthusiasm for the results that are given here. The theorems in this 
chapter are not that exciting. However, they are absolutely fundamental 
tools for modem research in the theory of central simple algebras. The only 
available way to construct the Brauer groups of arbitrary fields is by using 
these techniques. Moreover, Galois cohomology provides the bridge 
between central simple algebras and dass field theory that leads to the 
fundamental theorems on the Brauer groups of local fields and algebraic 
number fields. These are among the most profound results in modem 
algebra. 

250 
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14.1. Crossed Products 

If ElF is a finite Galois extension, then there is a construction that produces 
the central simple F-algebras that contain E as a strict1y maximal subfield. 
By Corollary 13.5, every element of the relative Brauer group B(EjF) is 
represented uniquely by such an algebra. In this section we describe the 
construction. 

Throughout this section, ElF denotes a Galois extension with Galois 
group G(Ej F) = G. It is convenient to represent the action of G on E by 
exponential notation 0': c ~ c". 

Lemma. Assume that A E 6(F) contains E as a strictly maximal subJield. 

(i) There is a set {u,,: 0' E G} S; AO such that Jor all c E E and 0' E G, 

(1) 

(ii) If {u" : 0' E G} satisJies (i), then this set is an E-space basis oJ A E; more
over, if 0', TE G, then CI> (0', T) = (U"t)-l U"Ut E EO, and 

CI>(O',T)CI>(pO',T)-lC1>(p,O'T)(CI>(p,O'y}-l = I for all p, 0', T E G. (2) 

(iii) If U1 = 1 and CI> is defined as in (ii), then CI>(O',I) = CI>(1,O') = 1 Jor all 
0' E G. 

PROOF. The statement (i) is a special ca se of the Noether-Skolem Theorem. 
To prove the first part of (ii), it is sufficient to show that {u,,: 0' E G} is 
linearly independent, since the strict maximality of E in A implies that 
dimE A E = [E: F] = I G I. If the u" are linearly dependent over E, then there 
is a relation L"EX u"c" = 0 in which c" E EO for 0' E X and 0 '# X S; G is 
minimal. Since each U" '# 0, the set X includes at least two elements of G. 
For each dE EO, the equation (1) yields L"EXU"d"c" = d(L"EXU"C,,) = 0. 
By the minimality of X, the sequences ( .. d" c" .. )"EX and ( .. c" .. )"EX 
must be proportional; that is, d" = dt for all d E EO and 0', TEX. This 
conclusion contradicts lXi> 1, and proves that {u,,: 0' E G} is a basis of A E • 

We remark for future reference that the proof of the linear independence of 
{u,,: 0' E G} has used only (1). An easy computation based on the property 
(1) shows that (U"t)-l U"UtC = c(U"t)-l U"Ut for all C E E. Hence, (U"t)-l U"Ut E 

CA(E) = Eby Corollary 13.lb. Clearly, CI>(O',T) = (U"t)-l U"Ut '# O. Finally, 

"'( )-1 "'( )"'() -1 -1 -1 -1 
'V pO', T 'V p,O'T 'V 0', T = Ut Up" UP"tUp"tUpU"tU"t U"Ut 

The statement (iii) is obvious. D 

The mapping CI>: G 2 ~ EO defined in (ii) determines a cochain, and the 
equation (2) is the cocycle condition for suitable cohomology groups. The 
details of this identification will be given in the next section. 
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Proposition. Let ElF be a Ga/ois extension with G(EIF) = G, and suppose 
that <1>: G 2 --+ EO satisJies the cocycle condition. Let {uu: a E G} be a basis 
Jor the E-space A = EBUEGUUE. DeJine p,: A x A --+ A by 

J1 (L uucu' L Utdt) = L uUt<l>(a, -r)c~dt· (3) 
O'EG teG a,t 

The mapping J1 is F-bilinear, and it deJines a product on A such that A E 6(F), 
lAE is a strictly maximal subJield oJ A, the basis {uu: a E G} satisJies (i) oJ 
the lemma, and (UUt)-lUUUt = lA<I>(a,-r). 

PROOF. The F-bilinearity of J1 is a consequence of the fact that G fixes the 
elements of F. By a routine calculation, the form <I>(p,a-r)<I>(a, -r) = <I>(pa,-r) 
<I>(p,a)' of the cocycle condition implies that J1 defines an associative multi
plication. It is also easy to check that IA = u1<l>(1,l)-1; and (IAc)(IAd) = 
l A cd, so that l AE is a subfield of A that is isomorphie to E. Moreover, 

UUuq -, = u1<l>(a,a-1) = lA<I>(1,I)<I>(a,a-1) E AO, 

u:;llAcuu = U:;luucu = lAcu for a E G, CE E, and (UUt)-lUUUt = U:;t1UUt<l>(a,-r) 
= lA<I>(a,-r). If f): A --+ B is a surjective F-algebra homomorphism, then 
f)1(1AE) is injective, and {f)uu: a E G} satisfies (1). As we noted in the proof 
of the lemma, this fact implies that {f)uu: a E G} is linearly independent 
over E. Thus, dimFA;;::: dimF B ;;::: I GI [E: F] = dimFA, and f) is an 
isomorphism. Hence, A is simple. If x = LUEGUUCU E Z(A), then for an 
d E E, 0 = (IAd)x - X(1Ad) = LUEGUu(dU - d)cu. Thus, (dU - d)cu = 0 
for an a E G and d E E, which implies that Cu = 0 for all a -# 1. That is, 
x = lAc for some CE E. In fact, since lAcu = u:;l(IAc)uu = lAc for an 
a E G, the assumption that ElF is Galois puts c in F. D 

The algebra A that is obtained from the construction of the proposition 
is called the crossed product of E and G relative to <1>. We will denote A by 
(E,G,<I». As usual, E will be identified with the subfield lAE of A, and for 
CE E, the element IAc will be designated by c. 

CoroUary. The mapping <I> --+ [(E,G,<I»] is surjective Jrom the mappings 
<1>: G2 --+ EO that satisJy the cocycle condition to B(E/F). 

The construction of (E,G,<I» is somewhat neater if<l> is normalized, that 
is, <1>(1,1) = 1. In this case lA = U p and the cocycle condition yields <1>( a, 1) 
= <I>(1,a) = I for all a E G. The lemma implies that for any 'P there exists 
a normalized <I> such that (E,G,'P) = (E,G,<I». 

EXAMPLE. Let ElF be Galois, with [E: F] = n and G(EIF) = G. Denote 
A = EF(E) ~ Mn(F). The left regular representation maps E to a strict1y 
maximal subfield of A. For a E G and CE E, define tPu E A by tPu(c) = cq -'. 

If b E E, then (tP;;l AbtPu)(c) = bUc = Ab,(C). That is, tP;;l AbtPu = Ab'. More-
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over, <l>A, = <1>", for (J, ' E G. Thus, A ~ (E,G,I), where I((J, ,) = 1 for all 
(J, ,E G. 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove that if <1>: G 2 --+ EO is a mapping that satisfies the cocyc1e condition (2) and 
<1>(1,1) = 1, then <1>(11,1) = <1>(1,11) for all 11 E G. 

2. Fill in the details that were omitted from the following parts of the proof of the 
proposition. 

(a) The multiplication defined by (3) is associative. 
(b) U 1 <1>(1,1)-1 is the unity element of A. 
(c) If C, dE E, then (1AC)(1Ad) = lA cd. 

3. Let F be a field whose characteristic is not 2, and suppose that A = (a:) is a 

quaternion algebra with a E F - F 2 , b E PO. Let E = F(JG), G = G(EjF) = {1,11}. 
Prove that A ~ (E,G,<I», where <1>(1,1) = <1>(1,11) = <1>(11,1) = 1 and <1>(11,11) = b. 

4. Let A E 6(F), and suppose that Band C are simple subalgebras of A such that 
C = C A(B). Denote G = AutF Band H = AutF C. Prove the following statements. 

(a) There exist elements u" E NA(B) for all 11 E G and v, E NA(C) for all TE H 
such that l1(x) = U;1 XU", X E B, and T(Y) = V,-1 yv" Y E C. 

(b) With the notation of (a), U;,I U"U, E Co for 11, T E G, and v;/v"v, E BO for 
11, T E H. 

(c) NA(B) is the disjoint union of the cosets Cu"' 11 E G, and NA(C) is the 
disjoint union of the co sets BOp" TE H. 

(d) 11 E G is an inner automorphism if and only if u" E BO Co, and T E H is an 
inner automorphism if and only if v, E BO Co. Let X be a set of representatives of 
the right cosets in AutFB of the group InnFB of inner automorphisms of B, and 
let Y be a set of representatives of the cosets of InnF C in AutF C. 

(e) NA(B) = U"ExBocou" and NA(C) = U,EyBOCov,. 
(f) If Bis a division algebra, then {u,,: 11 E X} is linearly independent over B, 

and L"EXBCu" is a subalgebra of A. 

14.2. Cohomology and Brauer Groups 
The results of the last section lead to a cohomological interpretation of 
relative Brauer groups. The correspondence will be described in this seetion. 

Lemma. Let ElF be a Galois extension with Galois group G. !Jet> and 'P are 
mappings Jrom G 2 to EO that satisJy the cocycle condition, then (E,G,et» ~ 
(E, G, 'P) if and only if there is a mapping 0: G ~ EO such that 

et>(a,,)'P((J,r)-l = 0(,)0((J,)-10((J), Jor all (J, rE G. (1) 

PROOF. Let A = (E,G,et» = EB"EGu"E, and B = (E,G,'P) = EB"EGv"E, as 
in Proposition 14.1. Suppose that there is an isomorphism <1>: A ~ B. There 
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is no harm in assuming that c/>(lAC) = IBc for an CE E. In fact, by the 
Noether-Skolem Theorem, the homomorphism IBc 1-+ c/>(lAC) extends to an 
automorphism oe of B, and oe-lc/> is an F-algebra and E-space isomorphism 
of A to B. By applying c/> to the equation u;l(lAC)Ua = IAca, we obtain 
c/>(ua)-l(IBc)c/>(ua) = IBca = v;l(lBC)Va for an CE E. Thus, c/>(Ua)V;l E 

CB(lBE) = IBE, so that there exists 9(0') E EO satisfying 

(2) 

As 0' ranges over G, the equation (2) defines the required mapping from G 
to EO. In fact, 

IB<I>(O', r) = c/>(IA<I>(O', r)) 

= c/>(u;t1 uaut) 

= IB 9 (O'r)-l v;/va9(0')vt9(r) 

= IB9(O'r)-l v;/vavt9(O'Y9(r) 

= IB9(O'r)-1 'P(O', r)9(O'Y9(r), 

so that (1) is satisfied. Conversely, if there is a mapping 9: G --+ EO such 
that (l) holds, then the equation (2) defines an E-space isomorphism from 
A to B. A routine calculation using (l) and the definition of multiplication 
in crossed products shows that c/>«uac)(utd)) = c/>(uac)c/>(utd) for an 0', 

r E G and c, d E E. Thus, c/> is an F-algebra isomorphism. 0 

The cocycle condition and condition (1) in the lemma can be interpreted 
as cohomology relations for a suitable bimodule. Let ElF be a Galois 
extension with the corresponding Galois group G. The multiplicative group 
EO becomes a ZG-bimodule in which the elements of G act as the identity 
mapping on the left, and on the right they operate as the automorphisms 
that they are. Explicitly, if z = LaEG O'na E ZG, and C E EO, then 

Zc = Il cn., CZ = Il (cat·· (3) 
aEG aEG 

A routine check shows that EO is a ZG-bimodule with the scalar operations 
defined by (3). 

The cohomology modules corresponding to the bimodule EO are defined 
as in Section 11.1, except that the bimodule addition is written multiplica
tively. The role of R is played by Z, so that the cohomology modules are 
just abelian groups. It is convenient to simplify the notation of Section 11.1 
by writing Cn(G,Eo), zn(G,Eo), Bn(G,Eo), and Hn(G,Eo) for the groups of 
n-cochains, n-cocycles, n-coboundaries, and n-cohomology classes respec
tively. For each <I> E zn(G,Eo), the cohomology class <I>Bn(G,Eo) will be 
denoted by [<I>]. 

Since ZG is a group algebra, the elements of Cn(G,Eo) can be identified 
with the mappings of G n to EO, as we noted in Section 11.1. Taking this 
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viewpoint, the first three coboundary homomorphisms take the following 
forms: (b(O)c)(O') = C(cu )-l = c1- u for CE EO = CO(G,EO) and 0' E G; 
(15(1)0)(0','.) = 0(.)0(0''t')-10(0')' for a mapping 0: G --+ EO and 0', 't' E G; 
(b(2)cI»(p,0','t') = cI>(O','t')cI>(pO','t')-lcI>(p,O''t')(cI>(p,O'Y)-1 for a mapping cI>: 
G 2 --+ EO. Therefore, the cocyc1e condition on a mapping cI>: G 2 --+ EO is 
identica1 with the assumption that cI> E Z2(G,EO). Moreover, the condition 
(1) ofthe lemma is equiva1ent to cI>'I'-1 = 15(1)0, that is, [cI>] = ['I'J. 

Theorem. If EjF is a Ga/ois extension with G = G(EjF), then the mapping 
8E/F : [cI>] H [(E,G,cI»] is an isomorphism of H 2(G,EO) to B(EjF). 

By Corollary 14.1 and the lemma, the mapping 8E/F is a well defined 
bijection from H 2(G,EO) to B(EjF). The proofthat 8E/F is a group homomor
phism occupies the next section. 

A special case of the fact that 8E/F is a group homomorphism was outlined 

in Exercise 5 of Section 9.2: if char F =f. 2 and a, b, CE PO, then (a;) Q9 

(a:) ~ (a:c) Q9 M2(F). If a ~ F 2, then by Exercise 1 of Section 14.1, 

the a1gebras (a~b} (a:} and (a:c) can be identified with the respective 

crossed products (E,G,cI», (E,G, '1'), and (E,G,cI>'I') in which E = F(Ja), 
G = G(EjF) = {1,0'}, and cI>(1,I) = cI>(1,0') = cI>(0',1) = '1'(1,1) = '1'(1,0') 
= '1'(0',1) = 1, cI> ( 0',0') = b, 'I' (0' ,0') = c. The assertion (E, G, cI» Q9 (E, G, '1') 
'" (E,G,cI>'I') is confirmed by the Exercise 5 in Section 9.2. 

EXERCISES 

1. Provethat the mapping I/J that is defined inthe lemma by (2) satisfies I/J«u"c)(u,d» = 
l/J(u"c)I/J(u,d) for an a, "C E G and c, d E E. 

2. Prove that EO is a ZG-bimodule with the scalar operations defined by (3). 

3. Prove Hilbert's Theorem 90: if ElF is a Galois extension with G(EIF) = G, then 
HO(G,EO) ~ rand H1(G,EO) = {I}. Hint. Let e: G -+ EO satisfy(b(l)e)(a,"C) = I 
for an a, "C E G. Using an argument that is similar to the proof ofLemma 14.1, show 
that there exists CE EO such that d = I"EG e(a)c" =f. O. Deduce that d' = e("C)-ld 
for an"C E G, so that e E B1(G,EO). 

4. Let ElF be a Galois extension with the Galois group G. Consider the additive group 
of E as a ZG-bimodule in which the elements of G act as the identity on the left 
and by their standard action on the right. Consider F as a submodule of ZGE. Prove 
that E ~ Homz(ZG,F) as ZG-bimodules, where Homz(ZG,F) has the ZG-bimodule 
structure that was defined in the Coinduced Bimodules statement of Theorem 11.2. 
Conc1ude that Hn(ZG,E) = 0 for an n ;::: 1. Hint. By the normal basis theorem of 
Galois theory, there exists d E E such that {d" : a E G} is a basis of EF . Prove that the 
mapping I/J: Homz(ZG,F) -+ E defined by 1/J(8) = IaEG d"8(a-1) is a ZG-bimodule 
isomorphism. 
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14.3. The Product Theorem 

The purpose of this section is to complete the proof of Theorem 14.2. It 
only remains to show that the correspondence between H 2(G,EO) and 
B(EIF) that was given in Section 14.2 is a group homomorphism. 

Proposition. Let ElF be a Galois extension with G = G(EIF). If <1>, 'P E 

Z2(G,EO), then 

(E,G,<I» ® (E,G, 'P) '" (E,G,<I>'P). 

The proof of this proposition is based on two lemmas, the first of whieh 
is elementary and widely useful. 

Lemma a. Let A E 6(F). If e is a non-zero idempotent element of A, then 
eAe E 6(F) and eAe '" A. 

PROOF. Let P be a minimal right ideal of A. Since A is finite dimensional 
and simple, it follows from Proposition 3.3b that eA ~ EBk P as right 
A-modules for a suitable k E N. By Corollaries 6.4b and 3.4a, eAe ~ 
EA(EBk P) ~ Mk(D), where D = EA(P) is a division algebra. Thus, eAe is 
simple, and eAe '" D. In particular, if e = 1, then A '" D. Hence eAe '" A, 
and Z(eAe) = Z(A) = F. 0 

We will prove the proposition by applying the lemma to A = (E,G,<I» ® 
(E,G, 'P), and an idempotent e that satisfies eAe = (E;G, <I>'P). This idem
potent is found in the subalgebra E ® E of A. The structure of E ® E is 
known from Example 9.4: if E = F(d), then E ® E ~ E[ x ] I<I>E [ x], where 
<I> is the minimum polynomial of d over F. Since ElF is Galois, <I> is a product 
of distinct linear factors in E[ x J. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, 
E ® E is isomorphie to a product of [E: F] copies of E. Consequently, 
E ® E contains a set of [E : F] pairwise orthogonal, primitive idempotents 
e such that e(E ® E) ~ E. We will show that one of these idempotents 
satisfies eAe ~ (E,G,<I>'P). Some information about the primitive idem
potents in E ® E is needed to obtain this isomorphism. A careful look at 
the decomposition of E ® E as a product of copies of E leads to the second 
lemma of this section. 

Lemma b. Let ElF be a Galois extension with G = G(EIF). Denote R = 
E ® E. There exists {e" ER: a E G} such that: 

(i) e; = e",e"et = Ofora =F T,andL"EGe" = IR; 
(ii) e,,(c ® 1) = e,,(1 ® c")for all c E E; 

(iii) c H e,,(c ® 1) maps E isomorphically onto e"R; 
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(iv) iff ER is a non-zero idempotent element such thatf(c Q9 1) = f(1 Q9 ca) 
for all CE E, thenf = ea. 

PROOF. Since every Galois extension is simple, there exists d E E such that 
E = F(d). Let 0 be the minimum polynomial of d over F; thus, 0(x) = 
TIaEG(X - da) = xn + a1xn- 1 + ... + an' where n = [E:F] and aiEF 
for 1 ~ i ~ n. For a E G, define 

o (x) = TI (da - d t )-1(X - dt) = b xn- 1 + b xn- 2 + ... + b 
(J 0'1 0'2 an' 

t*a 

with bai E E. By construction, 0 a(dt) = ° if T "# a and 0 a(da) = 1. Thus, 
1 - LaEG 0 a is a polynomial of degree less than n that has n distinct roots. 
Therefore, 

(1) 
aEG 

ForeachaEG,definel Q90a ER[x]by(1 Q90a)(x) = (1Q9ba1 )xn- 1 + 
(1 Q9 ba2)xn- 2 + ... + (1 Q9 ban)' It follows from (1) that 

L 1 Q9 0 a = lR [x]" (2) 
aEG 

Moreover, if 1 Q9 ° = (1 Q9 l)xn + (1 Q9 a1)xn- 1 + ... + (1 Q9 an) E 
R[x], then 

and 

if a "# T, then (1 Q9 0 a)(1 Q9 0 t) = (1 Q9 0) tat (4) 

for some tat E R[x]. Define ea = (1 ® 0 a)(d ® 1) = (d n - 1 ® ba1 ) + 
(dn- 2 Q9 ba2) + ... + (1 Q9 ban)' Since dn- 1, dn- z, ... ,1, are linearly 
independent, it follows from Proposition 9.1c that ea "# 0. However, 

(1 Q9 0)(d (91) = (dn Q9 1) + (dn- 1 Q9 a1) + ... + (1 Q9 an) 

= (dn + a 1 dn- 1 + ... + an) Q9 1 = 0, 

so that LaEGea = 1, (d Q9 1 - 1 Q9 da)ea = 0, and eaet = ° for a "# T, by 
(2), (3), and (4). Consequently, ea = LtEGeaet = e;, which proves (i). 
Moreover, for all k E N, ea(dk Q9 1) = (ea(d Q9 1))k = (ea(1 Q9 d1)k = 
ea(1 Q9 (dk)a). The statement (ii) follows from this observation because the 
powers of d span EF , and a fixes the elements of F. Since Eis a field, c 1--+ 

e(c Q9 1) is an isomorphism from E to e(E Q9 F) for every non-zero idem
potent e E R. This observation proves (iii) because ea(E Q9 F) = eaR by (ii). 
Suppose thatfis a non-zero idempotent in R such thatf(c Q9 1) = f(1 Q9 
ca) for all CE E. If T "# a, then cwt "# c for some CE E, and eJ(c Q9 1) = 
fetO Q9 ca) = eJ(car -t Q9 1). Thus, eJ = 0, since c - car - t is in the kernel 
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of b 1-+ eJ(b ® 1). By (i),f = LtEGJet = Je". On the other hand,f = e"J 
is a non-zero idempotent element in the field e"R, so thatJ = leaR = e". D 

We can now prove the proposition. Let A E 6(F) be such that A = B ® 
C, where B ~ (E,G,4» and C ~ (E,G,'P). By Lemma a, it suffices to find 
a non-zero idempotent element e E A such that eAe ~ (E,G,4>'P). The 
assumptions B ~ (E,G,4» and C ~ (E,G, '1') mean that there are F-algebra 
homomorphisms <jJ: E -+ B, tjJ: E -+ C, and sets {u,,: U E G} S;;; BO, {vt : 
T E G} S;;; Co such that B = EB" uA(E), C = EBt vttjJ(E), 

u;;l<jJ(e)u" = <jJ(e"), v;;ltjJ(e)v" = tjJ(e") for U E G, e E E, (5) 

and 

U;;t1U"Ut = <jJ(4)(U,T)), v;;/v"vt = tjJ('P(U,T» for u, TE G. (6) 

Our aim is to find a non-zero idempotent element e E R = <jJ(E) ® tjJ(E), 
a non-zero F-algebra homomorphism x: E -+ eAe, and a set {w,,: U E G} S;;; 

(eAet such that: eAe = EB" w"X(E); x(E) is a maximal subfield of eAe; 
w;;l x(e)w" = x(e") for U E G, e E E; and W;;t1W"wt = X(4)(U,T)'P(U,T)) for 
u, TE G. It will then follow that (E,G,4>'P) ~ eAe '" A by Lemma a. The 
facts that B centralizes C in A and R is a commutative subalgebra of A will 
be used often in the rest of the proof. Apply Lemma b to R = <jJ(E) ® 
tjJ(E) to get non-zero idempotents e" ERsuch that 

e"et = 0 if U "1= T, 

e 1-+ eA(e) 

is an F-algebra isomorphism of E onto e"R, 

eA(e) = e"tjJ(e") for U E G, e E E, 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

and e" is the unique non-zero idempotent in R that satisfies this condition. 
Define e = e1 and X: E -+ eR S;;; eAe by x(e) = e<jJ(e). Note that e<jJ(c) = 
etjJ(e) by (9). The following equations follow from (5) and (9): 

Indeed, 

U"RU;;l = uA(E)tjJ(E)u;;l 

= uA(E)u;;ltjJ(E) 

= <jJ(E,,-l)tjJ(E) 

= <jJ(E)tjJ(E) = R, 

(10) 

so that u"eu;;l is a non-zero idempotent in R; and u"eu;;l<jJ(e) = u"e<jJ(e")u;;l 
= u"etjJ(e")u;;l = u"eu;;ltjJ(e") because B centralizes tjJ(E). Thus u"eu;;l = 
e". A similar calculation gives the second part of (10). It follows from (7) 
and (10) that if U "1= T, then evtu"e = vtete"u" = O. Thus, eAe = e(L".t 
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vfu"R)e = L" w"X(E), where w" = eV"u"e = v"e"e"u" = v"e"u" = ev"u" = 
v"u"e. By Lemma a, eAe E 6(F) and dimFeAe :s; IGI [X(E): F] = [X(E): 
F]2 :s; dimFeAe. Thus, eAe = EB" w"X(E) and X(E) is a maximal subfield 
of eAe. Since w,,(eu;l v;l e) = e, the elements w" are units in eAe. If C E E, 
then W;l X(c)w" = ev;l u;ll/J(c)u"v"e = ev;ll/J(c")v"e = el/J(c") = X(c"). 
Finally, 

EXERCISE 

= eV"fl/!('P«(f;r:»U"fl/J(<I>( (f;r:» 

= eV"fu"fl/!('P«(f;r:»l/J(<I>«(f ;r:» 

= W "fel/!('P ((f;r:) )l/J( <1>( (f;r:» 

= w"fel/J('P«(f;r:»l/J(<I>«(f;r» 

= W"fx(<I>«(f;r)'P«(f;r». 

Specialize the construction that was used in Lemma band the proposition to the 

quaternion algebras B = (a;). C = (a:). where char F #- 2, a, b, C E FO, a rt F2 , 

and E = F(Jä). Specifically, show that e = (l/2)(a-1(i ® i') + (l ® 1)) and e" = 
(l/2)« -a-1)(i ® i') + (l ® 1)), where a(Jä) = -Jä. Verify that eR has the F
basis e, e(i ® 1) = (1/2)«1 ® i') + (i ® 1)), and that W1 = e and w" = e(j ® n = 
(1/2)«j ® n + (k ® k')). Prove that eAe has the F-basis e, e(j ® j'), e(i ® 1), and 
-e(k ® n. Compare these results with the hints for Exercise 5, Section 9.2. 

14.4. Exponents 

This section is a digression from the formalism of the rest of the chapter. 
We will use crossed products to prove that the Brauer groups have no 
elements of infinite order. 

Lemma a. If A E 6(F) has index n, then [A]n = 1 in B(F). 

PROOF. By Proposition 13.4 and Theorem 13.5, it can be assumed that A 
contains a strictly maximal subfield E such that ElF is Galois. By Proposi
tion 13.4, n = Ind A divides Deg A = [E: F], say [E: F] = mn. Thus, 
A ~ Mm(D), where D is a division algebra of degree n. It follows that there 
is a D-A bimodule M with dimDM = m. Since Eis a subfield of A, M is 
also a right E-space. The bimodule condition au = ua for a E F, U E M 
implies that dirn MF = dirn FM. Therefore, (dirn ME)mn = (dirn ME) [E: F] 
= dirn MF = dimFM = (dimDM)(dimFD) = mn2 ; that is, dimME = n. 
Let Wto .•• , wn be a basis of ME' By Lemma 14.1, AE has a basis {u,,: (f E G} 
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(where G = G(EIF» such that U;;lCU" = c" for all 0' E G, CE E, and U;;t1U"Ut 
= <11(0', 't") for all 0', 't" E G with <11 E Z2(G,EO). That is, A ;;;:; (E,G,<II). Relative 
to the basis {w1 , .•. , wn} of M, the right regular representation of A on M 
is described by matrices. In particular, if 0' E G and 1 :S;; j :S;; n, then 

n 

wju" = L WiJl.iiO'). (1) 
i=1 

Let Jl.(O') = [Jl.ij(O')] E Mn(E). Since u" E AO, the matrix Jl.(O') has an inverse. 
Moreover, L~=l wiJl.ij(O''t")<II(O', 't") = wjU"t<ll(O', 't") = wjU"Ut = (L~=1 WkJl.kiO'»ut 
= L~=1 WkUtJl.kia)' = L?=1 wi(L~=1 Jl.ik('t")Jl.kj(O')')' so that 

(2) 

where Jl.(O')' = [Jl.ij(O')'J. Define 0: G -+ EO by 0 (0') = detJl.(O'). By taking 
the determinant of each side of (2) we get 0(O''t")<II(O','t"t = 0('t") 0(0')'. 
Hence, <IIn = 15(1)0 and [<II]n = [<IIn] = 1 in H 2(G,E). By Theorem 14.2, 
[A]n = OEIF([<II]n) = 1. 0 

Proposition a. Jf ElF is a finite field extension with [E : F] = n, then [A]n = 1 
for all [A] E B(EI F). In particular B(F) is a torsion group. 

PROOF. By Lemma 13.2, E splits any algebra A E 6(F) such that [A] E 

B(EI F). In this case, Ind A divides [E: F] = n by Lemma 13.4. Thus, 
[A]n = 1 by Lemma a. 0 

The fact that H 2(G,EO) is a torsion group can be proved direct1y, and in 
a more general form. An outline of this development is given in Exercise 3. 

Definition. Let A E 6(F). The exponent Exp A of A is the order of [A] in 
B(F). 

In other words, Exp A is the least m E N such that the tensor product of 
m copies of A is a matrix algebra over F. The exponent is similar to the 
index in many ways, and for important classes of algebras these invariants 
are equal. The rest of this section is occupied with the proofs of fundamental 
properties of the exponent. 

Lemma b. Let A E 6(F) have index pem, where p is a prime, e ~ 1, and p 
does not divide m. There is a finite, separable field extension KIF such that 
p does not divide [K: F] and Ind A K = pe. 

PROOF. By Theorem 13.5 there is a Galois extension ElF such that E splits 
A. Let H be a Sylow p-subgroup of G(EIF), and define K to be the fixed 
field of H. This construction gives [E: K] = I HI = pr for some r < (J) and 
[K: F] is not divisible by p. Proposition 13.4 shows that IndAK = pe. In 
fact, IndAK divides both IndA = pem and [E: K] = pr because E splits 
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A K. Thus, Ind A K = pS, where s ::; e. On the other hand, pe m = Ind A 
divides [K: F] Ind A K = [K: F]pS ; hence, e ::; s. D 

Proposition b. Let A, BE 6(F), and suppose that KjFis aJiniteJield extension. 

(i) lf[A] = [B], then ExpA = ExpB. 
(ii) Exp A divides Ind A; every prime divisor oJInd A divides Exp A. 

(iii) ExpA K divides ExpA. 
(iv) Exp A divides [K: F] Exp A K • 

(v) lfIndA is relatively prime to [K: F], then ExpA K = ExpA. 
(vi) Exp(A ® B) divides the least common multiple oJExp A and Exp B. 

(vii) ExpA®m = (ExpA)jk where k is the greatest common divisor oJm and 
ExpA. 

(viii) IJ Ind A and Ind Bare relatively prime, then Ind(A ® B) = (Ind A) 
(lndB) and Exp(A ® B) = (ExpA)(ExpB); in this case, if A and B 
are division algebras, then so is A ® B. 

PROOF. The statement (i) is obvious from the definition of the exponent, 
and the statements (vi) and (vii) are translations of elementary group 
theoretic facts. The property (iii) is a consequence of the observation that 
[A] ~ [A K ] is a homomorphism from B(F) to B(K). The first part of (ii) 
follows from Lemma a; the second half of (ii) is a consequence of the first 
part of (ii), Lemma b, and (iii). Indeed, if p divides Ind A, then there is an 
extension Kj F such that Ind AK = pe with e ~ 1. Thus, Exp A K = pI with 
J ~ 1 since ·[AK] "# 1. Therefore, p divides Exp A. To prove (iv), let m = 
Exp A K • Then K splits A®m, so that Ind A®m divides [K: F] by Proposition 
l3.4. By (vii) and (ii), Exp AjExp A K = Exp A®m divides Ind A®m; hence, 
Exp A divides [K: F] Exp AK • Clearly, (v) is a consequence of (ii), (iii), and 
(iv). It remains to prove (viii). By the hypothesis and (ii), Exp A and Exp B 
are relatively prime. Thus, m E N exists so that m == 1 (mod Exp A) and 
m == 0 (modExpB). Thus, (A ® B)®m ~ A®m ® ß®m ~ A. By Proposi
tion l3.4 and (vii), Ind A divides Ind(A ® B) and Exp A divides Exp(A ® 
B). Similarly, Ind B divides Ind(A ® B) and Exp B divides Exp(A ® B). 
Thus, (Ind A)(Ind B) = Ind(A ® B) and (Exp A)(Exp B) = Exp(A ® B) 
by Proposition l3.4 and (vi). If A and B are division algebras, then 

Ind(A ® B) = (IndA)(IndB) = (DegA)(DegB) = Deg(A ® B), 

so that A ® B is a division algebra. D 

It is a consequence ofthis result that every central simple division algebra 
admits a primary decomposition. 

Primary Decomposition Theorem. Let D E 6(F) be a division algebra with 
Deg D = P~l ... P:', where PI' ... 'Pr are distinct primes and e; E N Jor 
1 ::; i ::; r. There is a unique (to isomorphism) decomposition D = D j ® ... 
® Dr with Di E 6(F) a division algebra such that Deg D; = p7,/or 1 ::; i ::; r. 
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PROOF. By Proposition b, ExpD = p{! ... pI' = n, with 1 :s; J; :s; ej • If 
n j = njp{', then the greatest common divisor of n1 , •.. , nr is 1, that is, 
1 = I~=l mjnj for suitable m j E 7L. For 1 :s; i :s; r, let Dj E 6(F) be the 
unique division algebra such that [DJ = [Dr n,. Then [D1 Q9 ... Q9 DrJ 
= n~=l [D]m,n, = [D], and ExpD j = pf by Proposition b. Hence, D1 Q9 
... Q9 Dr is a division algebra that is necessarily isomorphie to D. Moreover, 
DegD j = IndDj = P:', where 1 :s; J; :s; (. In fact, P~! ... p;' = DegD = 
Deg(D1 Q9 ... Q9 Dr) = P~! ... P~' implies ej = lj for 1 :s; i :s; r. The 
uniqueness of the Dj is c1ear because our construction is reversible. 0 

The algebras Dj in the theorem are called the primary components of D. 
Many questions about division algebras can be reduced to the ca se of 
algebras whose degree is a prime power, that is, primary division algebras. 

EXERCISES 

1. Fill in the details of the proof that the primary components of a division algebra 
D E 6(F) are unique. 

2. Let Fbe an n-closed field. Prove that the order of every element ofB(F) is relatively 
prime to n. 

3. Let EjFbe a Galois extension of degree n. Prove that [CI>]n = I for all CI> E Zk(G,EO ) 

if k ~ I. Rint. Write the condition b(k)CI> = 1 in the form 

and take the product over all (Jo E G(EjF). 

14.5. Inflation 

By Corollary 13.5, the Brauer group B(F) is the union over all Galois 
extensions EjF of the relative Brauer groups B(EjF). In turn, the relative 
Brauer groups can be identified with cohomology groups. In order to 
relate the full Brauer group to cohomological data, an interpretation is 
needed for the inc1usion mappings B(KjF) -4 B(EjF) that arise when 
F s;; K s;; E with KjF and EjF Galois extensions. Those inc1usions corre
spond to the inflation homomorphisms. We discuss inflation in this section. 

It will be useful to standardize the notation for this section. Let Ej F and 
KjFbe Galois extensions with K s;; E and [E: K] = r. Denote G = G(EjF) 
and H = G(KjF). 

The restrietion mapping a 1-+ alK is a surjective homomorphism of G to 
H that induces an adjoint homomorphism C"(H,KO) -4 C"(G,EO) by 
<I> 1-+ <1>*, where <1>* (al , ... , an) = <I>(a1IK, ... , anIK). A simple ca1culation 
shows that this map commutes with the coboundary: (J(n)<I»* = J(n) (<1>*). 
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Thus, the adjoint map carries zn(H,Ko) to zn(G,Eo) and B"(H,KO) to 
B"(G,E O ). Consequently, it induces a group homomorphism of Hn(H,K o) 

to Hn(G,E o) that is called the inflation mapping, and is denoted by inf(or if 
necessary, infjq~--+E/F)' Explicitly, inf[cI>] = [cI>*J for cI> E zn(H,Ko). 

Proposition. If I<:: B(K/F) ...... B(E/F) is the inclusion homomorphism, then 
K 0 ()K/F = ()E/F 0 info That is, 

H 2(G(K/F),K O ) ~ H 2(G(E/F),E O ) 

HKIF 1 18EJF 

B(K/F) ;+ B(E/F) 

commutes. 

If cI> E Z2(H,KO), then ()E/F 0 inf[cI>] = [(E,G,cI>*)] and K()K/F[cI>] = 
[(K,H,cI>)]. The proposition is equivalent to (E,G,cI>*) '" (K,H,cI». Denote 
B = (K,H,cI» = EBtEH vtK, where {vt : rEH} satisfies the conditions of 
Lemma 14.1 and K is a strictly maximal subfield of B. Let A = Mr(B) ~ 
M,(F) ® B. Then A E 6(F), A '" B, and DegA = Deg(E,G,cI>*) since 
r = [E: KJ. The proposition will be proved by embedding E in A and 
constructing a set {u,,: a E G} S; A ° satisfying 14.1 (1) and U;;tl u"ut = 
cI>*(a,r) for all a, r E G. 

Lemma. Let G act on Mr(K) by [cij]" = [cU]. There is an injective K-algebra 
homomorphism A: E ...... M,(K) and a mapping J1: G ...... Mr(Kt such that: 

(i) J1(ar) = J1(r)J1(a)'foralla,rEG; 
(ii) J1(a)A(d)" = A(d")J1(a)for all a E G, d E E. 

PROOF. Fix a basis {b p ... , br} of EK, and define A(d) = [lij(d)], J1(a) = 

[mij(a)] by dbj = I~=I b;lij(d), b'j = I~=I bimij(a). Routine calculations 
show that A is a K-algebra homomorphism and conditions (i) and (ii) are 
satisfied. The computations can be simplified by a couple of general observa
tions. First, note that N = EBr Eis an E-FG bi module and a faithful, cyclic 
right Mr(K)-module (under matrix multiplication) with ß = (bI' ... , br) as 
a generator. The mappings A and J1 are characterized by dß = ßA(d) and 
ß" = ßJ1(a). Hence, ßJ1(ar) = ß"t = (ßJ1(a))t = ß'J1(a)' = ßJ1(r)J1(a)' gives 
(i); and ßJ1(a)A(d)" = ß" A(d)" = (ßA(d))" = (dß)" = d" ß" = d" ßJ1(a) = 
ßA(d")J1(ef» implies (ii). Since J1(l) = Ir' it is a consequence of (i) that 
J1(G) S; Mr(Kt· D 

PROOF OF THE PROPOSITION. Let A and J1 be the mappings that were defined 
in the lemma. Since K S; B, we can view A as an embedding of E in M,(B) = 
A. Since A is an F-algebra homomorphism, the Galois group G(E/ F) acts 
on A(E) by a: A(d) f---+ A(d"). To avoid confusion with the notation that was 
introduced in the lemma, we will not write A(d)" for A(d"); these expressions 
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have different meanings in the proof. For a E G, define Ua E Mr(B)O = AO to 
be the scalar product of ValK with the matrix J1(a)-l. That is, ua = vaIKJ1(a)-l. 
It follows from the lemma that U;;l A(d)ua = J1(a)v~~A(d)vaIKJ1(a)-l = 
J1(a)A(d)a J1(a)-l = A(da)J1(a)J1(a)-l = A(da), and 

uaut = VaIKJ1(a)-lvtIKJ1(r)-l 

Thus, A :;:; (E,G,<I>*). 

EXERCISES 

= vaIKvtIK(J1(a)t)-l J1(r)-l 

= v(aIK)(tIK) <1>( alK, r I K)J1( ar )-1 

= VatIKJ1(ar)-l<1>*(a,r) 

= uat<l>*(a, r). 

D 

I. Prove that the inflation mapping is functorial: if F s K sEs L are fields such 
that KIF, ElF, and LIF are Galois, then inf;q~~L/F = infi'i],~L/F 0 inf;q~~E/F' 

2. With the notation that was used in the proof ofthe proposition, prove that CA(K) = 
KQ9 C, where C ~ Mr(F), and CA(C) ~ B. 

14.6. Direct Limits 

This section gives the definition of direct limits and the basic existence and 
uniqueness theorems that are associated with this concept. Our main result 
establishes an isomorphism between the Brauer group of a field Fand the 
second Galois cohomology group of F that is obtained as a direct limit of 
the groups H 2 (G(EjF),EO). 

Definition a. Let I be a set that is partially ordered by :S;. A direct (inverse) 
system of groups over I is a pair (G,(jJ) of functions such that for each i E I, 
Gi is a group, and for each pair Ci,) with i :s; ), <Pij is a homomorphism from 
Gi to Gj (respectively, Gj to G); it is assumed that <Pii = idG, for all i EI, 
and i:S;):S; k implies <Pik = <Pjk<Pij (respectively, <Pik = <Pij<Pjk)' If(G,<p) and 
(G',<p') are direct (inverse) systems over I, then a morphism from (G,<p) to 
(G',<p') is a function () on I such that each ()i is a homomorphim from Gi 
to G(, and if i :S;), then ()j<Pij = <p[A (respectively, <p[A = ()i<Pij)' That is, 
the diagram 

commutes for all i :s; ). 

Gi ~ Gj 

8, ! ! 8j 

G( it G; 
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The morphisms of direct and inverse systems of groups compose com
ponentwise:ife: (G,(p) -+ (G',q/)ande' : (G',(f/) -+ (G",ej/')aremorphisms, 
then e'e: (G,c/» -+ (G",ej/') is amorphism, where (e'e)i = e;ei for all i EI. 
The identity morphism of (G,(p) is id(G,(J» whose value at i is idGi . Thus, the 
class of all inverse (direct) systems over I is a category. For future reference, 
note that a morphism e is an isomorphism, that is, e has an inverse in the 
category, if and only if all ei are isomorphisms. 

The definitions of direct and inverse systems are categorically dual. As a 
result, the basic concepts in the theory of inverse systems can be obtained 
from their counterparts in the theory of direct systems by "reversing the 
arrows." This observation justifies our concentration on direct systems. 
Some facts about inverse systems involve new methods; these are described 
in Exercise 3. 

In most of the direct systems that occur in applications the index set I 
is directed, that is, for each i, jE I, there exists k E I such that i .:::;; k and 
j .:::;; k. All of the examples that we will consider have this property. 

EXAMPLE A. F or a given field F, let I be the set of all Galois extensions Ej F 
such that E is a subfield of the algebraic closure of F. Partially order I by 
defining Ej F .:::;; Kj F if E ~ K. The set I is directed because any two Galois 
extensions Ej Fand Lj F have a compositum ELj F that is also Galois. There 
are two direct systems and one inverse system of groups over I that interest 
uso 

(i) The system of relative Brauer groups (B,K) is the direct system of 
abelian groups B(EjF) and the inclusion mappings K: B(EjF) -+ 

B(Kj F) defined when E ~ K. 
(ii) The system of n'th cohomology groups (Hn,inf) is the direct system of 

abelian groups Hn(G(EjF),EO) and the inflation mappings 

inf~'i~_K/F: Hn(G(EjF),EO) -+ Hn(G(KjF),KO), 

defined when E ~ K. 
(iii) The system of Galois groups (G,p) is the inverse system of groups 

G(EjF) and the restriction mappings p: (J -+ (JIE from G(KjF) to 
G(Ej F) defined when E ~ K. 

Proposition 14.5 can be stated succinctly in the terminology ofDefinition 
a: eis an isomorphism from (H 2,inf) to (B,K). 

Definition b. Let (G,(p) be a direct system of groups over 1. 

(i) Aprelimit of (G,c/» is a pair (H,X) in which His a group, Xis a function 
on I such that Xi : Gi -+ His a homomorphism for all i E I, and 

i .:::;; j implies Xi = Xßij; (1) 
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His generated by 

(2) 
ieI 

that is, no proper subgroup of H contains this union. 
(ii) If (H,X) and (H',X') are prelimits of (G,(p), then a morphism from 

(H,X) to (H',X') is a homomorphism t/I of Hto H' such that X; = t/lXi for all 
i E I. (It is c1ear from (2) that t/I is necessarily surjective.) 

It is easily checked that the composition of morphisms of prelimits is a 
morphism, and that idH is a morphism of (H,X). Thus, the c1ass of prelimits 
of (G, cj» is another category. 

If the indexing set I is directed, then the condition (2) in the definition 
of aprelimit is equivalent to a simpler property: 

(3) 
ieI 

In fact, if Iis directed, then UielImXi is a subgroup of H. 

Lemma a. If(H,X) and (H',x') are prelimits of(G,cj», then there is at most 
one morphism t/I: (H,X) ..... (H',X')· 

PROOF. Ift/l! and t/l2 are morphisms from (H,X) to (H',X'), then t/llXi = X; = 
t/l2Xi for all i EI. Thus, t/lll(UielImXJ = t/l21(Uie1 ImXj)' Since {x E H: 
t/ll (x) = t/lix)} is a subgroup of H, it follows from (2) that t/ll = t/l2' D 

Def"mition c. Let (G, cj» be a direct system over I. A limit of (G, cj» is aprelimit 
(H,X) of(G,cj» such that for all prelimits (H',X') of(G,cj», there is a morphism 
of (H,X) to (H',X'). 

Proposition a. Any two limits (H,X) and (H',X') of(G,cj» are isomorphie. 

PROOF. By the definition ofa limit, there exist homomorphisms t/I: (H,X) ..... 
(H',x') and t/I': (H',X') ..... (H,X)· Since t/I't/I and t/lt/I' are homomorphisms, 
it follows from Lemma a that t/I't/I = idH and t/lt/I' = idH" D 

The uniqueness of limits allows us to speak of the limit of (G,cj». The 
notation (H,X) = lim(G,cj» (or just H = limG) abbreviates the assertion 
that (H,X) is the linnt ofthe direct system (G";cj». 

Free products can be used to show that every direct system of groups has 
a limit. For direct systems of abelian groups, free products can be replaced 
by direct sums. 

Proposition b. If (G,cj» is a direet system of abelian groups over a direeted 
set, then the limit of(G,cj» exists. 

PROOF. Let I be the directed set that indexes (G,cj». For each i EI, denote 
the natural embedding of Gj in EBjeI Gj by K j • Define N to be the subgroup 
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of EBjEIGj that is generated by UisjIm(KjcPij - KJ Let H = (EBjEIG)/N, 
and Xi = nKi : Gi -+ H, where n: EBj E I Gj -+ H is the natural projection. 
We will show that (H,X) = !i!E(G,cP). If i ::;; j, then XjcPij - Xi = n(KjcPij -
K;) = 0 by the definition of N. Since EBjEI Gj is generated by U jEI Kpj, it 
follows that H = n(EBjEIG) is generated by n(UjEIKPj) = [)jElImXj. 
Thus, (H,X) is aprelimit of(G,cP). Let (H',X') be another prelimit of(G,cP). 
Since Iis directed and all Gj are abelian, H' = UjEI xj(G) is abelian. Thus, 

there is a homomorphism 0": EBjEI Gj -+ H' given by O"(LjEI X) = LjEI xjxj 
that satisfies O"Ki = X; for all i E I. Moreover, O"(KjcPij - K;) = xjcPij - X;, 
so that N s;;; Ker 0". Thus, 0" factors through n, say 0" = t/ln, where t/I: H -+ H' 
is a homomorphism. Because X; = O"Ki = t/lnKi = t/lXi' the mapping t/I is a 
morphism from (H,X) to (H',X'). Since (H',X') is an arbitrary prelimit of 
(G,cP), it follows that (H,X) = !i!E(G,cP). D 

The next lemma characterizes limits in a special case. 

Lemma b. Let (G,cP) be a direct system of groups over a direct set I. If(H,X) 
is aprelimit of(G,cP) such that all Xi are injective, then (H,X) = !i!E(G,cP). 

PROOF. Let (H',X') be aprelimit of(G,cP). Define t/I = UiEI x;xi 1 • Since each 
Xi is injective and I is directed, the set t/I is a homomorphism to H' with 
domain U i E I Im Xi = H (by (3)). By definition, t/lXi = X;, so that t/I is a 
morphism of(H,X) to (H',X'). Thus, (H,X) = !i!E(G,cP). D 

EXAMPLE B. For any field F, (B(F),X) = !i!E(B,K), where XE/F: B(E/F) -+ 

B(F) is the inclusion homomorphism. 

Lemma c. Let e: (G,(jJ) -+ (G',cP') be a morphism of direct systems of groups 
over I. If(H,X) = lim(G,cP) and (H',x') = lim(G',cP'), then there is a unique 
morphism t/I: (H,X)~ (H',X') such that t/lXi --;;;; x;eJor all i E I. 

PROOF. The composition X;' = X;ei defines the prelimit (H',X") of (G,cP). 
Since (H,X) is the limit of (G,cP), there is a unique morphism t/I: (H,X)-+ 
(H',X"); that is, t/lXi = X;' = X;8i· D 

Write t/I = lim 8, where 8 and t/I have the same meaning as in Lemma c. 
If (G,cP) ~ (G'A!) ~ (G",cP"), then lim 8'8 = (lim 8')(lim 8) by the unique
ness property in Lemma c. Also, limtd(G.4» = tdlimG • Thus, the limit is a 
functor on the category of direct sySte'ms. -~ 

The principal result of this section follows direct1y from Proposition b, 
Lemma c, and Examples a and b. 

Theorem. For any field F, 

!i!E e: !i!E H 2 (G(E/F),EO) -+ B(F) 

is an isomorphism. 
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The group limH 2 (G(E/F),EO) is the second Galois cohomology group 
ofthe field F. IfF.'is the separable algebraicclosure of F, then lim H 2 (G(E/F), 
EO) can be viewed as the second cohomology group of the ZGW F)-bimodule 
Fso. However, this definition does not agree with the definition of the co
homology groups that was given in Section 11.1. The cochain groups 
C(G(F,jF),FsO) must be modified to take account of the topology of the 
infinite Galois group G(F'./ F). 

EXERCISES 

1. Let I be the unordered set {i,j}. Define Gi and Gj to be the subgroups of the group 
Hof all permutations of {I ,2,3} that are respeetively generated by the eycles (1,2) 
and (1,2,3). If 4>;; = idG,,4>jj = idGj , then (G,4» is a direet system. Show that (H,X) 
is aprelimit of(G,4», where Xi: Gi ---> Hand Xj: Gj ---> H are inclusion mappings, but 
(H,X) is not a limit of (G, 4». It ean be shown that lim G is the free produet of Gi and 
Gj, and this group is isomorphie to PSL2 ClL). ~ 

2. (a) Let (G,4» be a direet system of abelian groups over a direeted partially ordered 
set I, and suppose that (H,X) is aprelimit of (G,4». Prove that (H,X) = lim(G,4» 
if and only if Ker Xi = Uj2:i Ker 4>ij for all i EI. Hint. For the "only if" part of the 
proof, it ean be assumed that (H,X) is defined by the eonstruetion in the proof of 
Proposition b. To obtain the eonverse, let (H',X') be a limit of (G,4», so that there 
is a morphism I/!: (H',X') ---> (H,X). Use the hypothesis to prove that I/! is an isomor
phism. 

(b) Let I be a direeted partially ordered set. Suppose that (G,4» .!!. (G',4>') ~ 
(G",qJ") is an exact sequenee of direet systems of abelian groups over I, that is, 
for all i EI, Ker B; = Im Bi' Use the result of (a) to prove that Ker(lim 8') = 
Im(~B): the sequenee ~(G,4» ---> ~(G',4>') ---> ~(G",4>") is exaet. ~ 

3. In this exereise, (G,4» is an inverse system of groups over the partially ordered set 
I. Aprelimit of (G,4» is a pair (H,X) in whieh His a group and X is a funetion on I 
with eaeh Xi a homomorphism from H to Gi sueh that (1 ') Xi = 4>ijXj if i :s; j, and 
(2') njEIKerXj = {I}. If(H,X) and (H',x') are prelimits of(G,4», then a morphism 
from (H',X') to (H,X) is a homomorphism I/!: H' ---> H sueh that X; = XiI/! for all 
i E I. Prove the following statements. 

(a) The class of prelimits of (G,4» is a eategory. 
(b) If(H',x') and (H,x) are prelimits of(G,4», then there is at most one morphism 

from (H',x') to (H,x). 
Aprelimit (H,X) of (G,4» is a limit of this inverse system if, for every prelimit 

(H',X') of(G,4», there is a morphism of(H',X') to (H,X). Denote (H,X) by lim(G,4». 
(e) Any two limits of (G,4» are isomorphie. +-

(d) For i :s; j, define Hij = {x E TIkEI Gk : 4>i/'jX = nix}, where nj : TIkEI Gk ---> 

Gjistheeomponentprojeetion. LetH = nisjHij . DefineXi = nilH: H ---> Gi' Then 
(H,x) is the limit of(G,4». 

Ce) If B: (G',4>') ---> (G,4» is a morphism of inverse systems of groups over I, and 
(H,X) and (H',x') are the limits of (G,4» and (G',4>') respeetively, then there is a 
unique morphism I/!: (H' ,x') ---> (H,X) sueh that XiI/! = BiX; for all i E J. 

(f) Let {Ai: i EI} be a set of normal subgroups of the group G, where I is a 
direeted partially ordered set. Assume that: (i) i :s; j implies ~ ~ Ai; (ii) njE I ~ = 
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{I}; and (iii) G; = GjN; is finite for all i E I. For i ~ j, let ifJ;j: Gj -+ G; be the projee
tion ifJij(xN) = xN;. Prove that ({GJ,{ifJij}) is an inverse system of groups, and 
(G,{xJ) is a prelimit of this system, where X;(x) = xN;. Prove that (G,{xJ) is a 
limit of ( {GJ, {ifJij}) if and only if G is compaet in the topology that is defined by 
letting the set of eosets {xN;: x E G, i EI} be a neighborhood basis of G. (In this 
case, G is ealled a profinite group.) Hint. Apply Tychonov's theorem to the eon
struction (d). 

(g) Let F. be the separable algebraie c10sure of F. Define G = G(F.jF) to be the 
group of F-algebra automorphisms of F.. For eaeh Galois extension EjF, let XE/F 

be the restriction homomorphism u 1-+ ulEfrom G to G(EjF). Use (f) to prove that 
(G,X) is the limit ofthe inverse system (G,p) that was defined in Example a. 

4. In this exercise the notation and hypotheses are the same as they were in part (f) 
of Exereise 3, inc1uding the assumption that G is profinite. Let M be a right 7LG
module. Consider M as a 7LG-bimodule with the elements of G aeting trivially (that 
is, as the identity) on the left side of M. Denote ~ = {u E M: ux = u for all x E ~}. 
Call M discrete if UjEI~ = M. It is assumed that the 7LG-modules in this exercise 
are diserete. 

(a) Prove that ~ is a 7LG[bimodule with the right sealar operation u(xN) = ux. 
(b) For i ~ j, define a mapping of C"(7LG;,M;) -+ C"(7LGj'~) by 11> 1-+ 11>*, where 

11>* (x 11\j, ... , x"1\j) = lI>(x 1 N;, ... , x"N;), that is, 11> 1-+ 11>* is the adjoint of ifJij' 
Show that 11> 1-+ 11>* induces a generalized inflation homomorphism inf;~~?: H"(G;, 
M;) -+ H"(Gj'~)' and ({H"(G;,M;) },inf("») is a direet system to abelian groups over 
I. The direet limit H"(G,M) = lim( {H"(G;,M;)},inf) is the n'th Galois cohomology 
group of G with eoefficients in M 

(e) Prove that a homomorphism.p: M -+ M' ofdiserete 7LG-modules induces a 
group homomorphism .p*: H"(G,M) -+ H"(G,M'), namely, .p* = lim {(.pl~h: 
jEij. -

(d) Let G have the topology that is defined by the neighborhood basis {x1\j: 
XE G,j EI}. Thus G is eompaet. For n E I\J, endow G" with the product topology, 
and give M the discrete topology. Let C;(G,M) be the abelian group of all contin
uous mappings from G" to M, with pointwise addition. Show that the usual co
boundary homomorphism maps C;(G,M) to C;+l(G,M). (Hint. If 11> E C;(G,M), 
then II>(G") is discrete and compact, hence finite. Use this observation and the 
hypothesis M = UjEI~ to show that b(")1I> is continuous.) Define Zc"(G,M) = 
Kerb("), E;(G,M) = Imb("-l), and H;(G,M) = Z;(G,M)jE;(G,M). Prove that the 
adjoint of the projeetion mapping Xj: G -+ Gj induces a homomorphism .pj: H"( Gj, 
~) -+ H;(G,M), by the same construction that defines the inflation mapping. 
Show that (H;(G,M),.p) is the limit of ({H"(Gj,~)},inf). Thus, H"(G,M) ~ 
H;(G,M). 

(e) Use the result (d) to generalize the cohomology properties described in 
Section 11.2 to the Galois cohomology groups of discrete 7LG-modules. 

(f) Let M be a discrete 7LG-module. For a submodule N of M, denote by ANM 

the homomorphism of H"(G,N) to H"(G,M) that is induced by the inc1usion map 
of Nto M. Prove that ({H"(G,N)},{ANN ,}) is a direct system over the set offinitely 
generated submodules of M (ordered by inc1usion), and (H"(G,M),{ANM}) is a 
limit of this system. That is, H"(G,M) = limH"(G,N). Hint. Use Exercise 2 and 
the previously observed fact that continuouscochains have finite images. 

5. Let F have eharacteristic p > O. Denote the separable algebraic c10sure of F by 
F., and write G = G(F.jF). 
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(a) Use the result of Exercise 4 in Section 14.2 to prove that F. is a discrete 7l.G
module (under addition and the usual action of G) such that the Galois cohomology 
groups H"(G,FJ = 0 for all n ~ 1. 

(b) Define y,: F. -+ F. by y,(x) = x" - x. Show that y, is a surjective 7l.G-module 
homomorphism with Ker y, ~ 7l./p71., where 7l.G acts triviallyon 7l./p71.. (Hint. Note 
that if a E F., then xP - x - ais separable.) Use the Long Exact Sequence Theorem 
for Galois cohomology to show that H"(G,71./p71.) = 0 for all n ~ 2. 

14.7. Restrietion 

If F is a subfield of K, then the inclusion mapping ,,: F -+ Kinduces a 
homomorphism ".: B(F) -+ B(K). When these Brauer groups are repre
sented as unions of relative Brauer groups corresponding to cohomology 
groups, the description of ". can be given in terms of certain homomor
phisms that are standard tools of cohomology theory. The purpose of this 
section is to define these homomorphisms, and relate them to the mappings 
of the Brauer groups. 

Let H be a subgroup of the finite group G. If M is a right ZG-module, 
then M can also be viewed as a ZH-module because ZH is a subalgebra of 
ZG. Moreover, the trivial action of Gon the left of M yields a ZG-bimodule 
or a ZH-bimodule. Let <I> E Cn(G,M) be an n-cochain, considered as a 
mapping from Gn to M. The restriction <I>IHn is then an element of C"(H,M). 
The coboundary homomorphism plainly satisfies J(n)(<I>IHn) = (J(n)<I»IHn, 
so that <I> 1-+ <I>IH" maps Z"(G,M) to Z"(H,M) and B"(G,M) to B"(H,M). 
Therefore, <I> 1-+ <I>IHn induces a group homomorphism. 

res: Hn(G,M) -+ Hn(H,M) 

that is called the restriction mapping. Explicitly, res [<I>] = [<I>IHn] for all 
<I> E zn(G,M). For clarity we will sometimes denote this restriction mapping 
by resG-+H • 

The applications of the restriction mapping that interest us occur when 
n = 2, G = G(EjF), and H = G(EjK), where EjF is Galois and K is a 
field between Fand E. Moreover, M will generally be EO with the usual 
ZG-bimodule structure. Note that HO(G,EO) = (EO)G = FO and HO(H,EO) 
= (EO)H = KO. It is easy to check that res: HO(G,EO) -+ HO(H,EO) is the 
inclusion map of po to KO. 

Lemma a. Let Ej F be a Galois extension, G = G(Ej F), H a subgroup 0/ G, 
and K = EH, the /ixed /ield 0/ H. lf <I> E Z2(G,EO), then 'P = <I>IH2 E 

Z2(H,EO) and (E,H, '1') ~ CA(K) '" AK , where A = (E,G,<I». 

PROOF. In the notation of Section 14.1, A = EB.,.eGu.,.E, where the u.,. E AO 
satisfy U;l CU.,. = c.,. for all CE E, and U;t1U.,.u, = <I>(u;r). Since His a sub
group of G and 'I' = <I>IH2, it follows that B = EB,eHu,E is a subalgebra 
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of A that is isomorphie to (E,H, '1'). If rEH and CE K, then U;l CUt = ct = C. 

Thenlfore, B ~ CA(K). The Double Centralizer Theorem implies that 
dimFCA(K) = (dimFA)j[K: F] = IGI[E: F]j[K: F] = IHI[E: F] = 
dimFB. Thus, B = CA(K). By Lemma 13.3, CA(K) '" AK. 0 

Proposition a. Let F ~ K s; E be fields such that Ej F is a Galois extension. 
If K: F --+ K is the inclusion mapping, then K*(B(EjF» s; B(EjK) and the 
diagram 

H 2(G(EjF),EO) _re_s _~ H 2(G(EjK),EO) 
8E/F t (1) 
B(EjF) B(EjK) 

is commutative. 

PROOF. If A E 6(F) is split by E, then E also splits AK since (AK)E ~ AKE = 
AE. Thus, K*(B(EjF» s; B(EjK). Moreover, if <J> E Z2(G(EjF),EO) and 
A = (E,G(EjF) , <J», then K*OE/F[<J>] = K*[A] [AK] = [(E,G(EjK), 
<J>IG(EjK)2)] = 0E/Kres [<J>] by Lemma a. 0 

If F s; K s; E s; L is a chain of fields such that EjF and LjF are Galois 
extensions, then an easy calculation shows that the following diagram 
commutes. 

inf! ! inf (2) 
Hn(G(LjF),LO) __ Hn(G(LjK),LO) 

res 

In the ordering of extensions, the Galois extensions of F constitute a cofinal 
subset of the Galois extensions of K. This remark and the commutativity 
of the diagram above implies that the family of restriction homomorphism 
induces a restriction homomorphism of the Galois cohomology groups: 
res: Hn(G(F.lF),FsO) --+ Hn(G (F,JK) , FsO). Of course, F". = Ks. It is easy to 
check that if K: F --+ K is the inclusion mapping, then K* : B(F) --+ B(K) is 
the limit of {K*IB(EjF): EjFGalois and K ~ E}. The result ofProposition 
a therefore implies that the diagram 

H 2(G(F".jF),FsO) ~ H 2(G(F".jK),FsO) 

B(F) B(K) 

is commutative when Kj Fis a finite separable extension. 
We will need a stronger version of Proposition a, based on some elemen

tary field theory. If E and Kare fields that contain a common subfield F, 
and at least one of [E: F], [K: F] is finite, then E and Kare said to be 
linearly disjoint over F if E ®F K is a field. When E and Kare subfields 
of a common field L, and [E: F] is finite, the condition that E and Kare 
linearly disjoint over Fis equivalent to the (algebra) compositum EK being 
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a tensor product over F of E and K. Indeed, EK is a field and a homomor
phic image of E ® K by Proposition 9.2b, so that E ® K is a field if and 
only if this mapping is an isomorphism. In this case, it follows from Proposi
tion 9.2c that E and Kare linearly disjoint over F if and only if every basis 
of EF is also a basis of (EK)K' that is [E: F] = [EK: K]. If Ej F is also 
Galois, then there is a sharper result. 

Lemma b. Let F, K, and E be subfields of the field L with F !:;;;; E n K. Assume 
that EjF is Galois. 

(i) E arid Kare linearly disjoint over E n K. 
(ii) EKjK is Galois, and al-+ alE is an isomorphism of G(EKjK) to 

G(EjE n K). 

PROOF. For notational convenience and without loss of generality, assume 
that E n K = F. Since EjFis Galois, this extension is simple, say E = F(d). 
Let e be the minimum polynomial of d over F. Then EK = K(d) and e 
splits completely in EK[ x J. Thus, EK is the splitting field of e over K. In 
particular, EKjK is a Galois extension. If<l> E K[ x] is a monic divisor of e, 
then the roots of<l> are also roots of e. Since e splits in E[ x], it follows 
that <I> = (x - Cl) ... (x - Cr) with Ci E E. Therefore, <I> E E[ x] n K[ x] = 
(E n K) [ x] = F[ x J. Consequently, <I> = e because e is irreducible in 
F[ x J. This argument shows that e is also irreducible in K[ x J. Thus, [EK : K] 
= deg e = [E: F], E and Kare linearly disjoint over F, and I G(EKj K) I = 
IG(EjF)I. Since EjF is Galois, every (J E G(EKjK) maps E to itself, that is, 
(JIE E G(EjF). If a E G(EKjK) satisfies alE = idE, then (J = idEK : (J 1-+ (JIE 
is an injective group homomorphism ofG(EKjK) to G(EjF). This homomor
phi sm is an isomorphism because the finite groups G(EKjK) and G(EjF) 
have the same cardinality. D 

Lemma c. Let F, K, and E be subfields of the field L such that F = E n K, 
L = EK, and EjF is Galois. Identify G(LjK) with G = G(EjF) by the 
restriction isomorphism al-+ alE. lf <I> E Z2(G,EO), then <I> E Z2(G,LO) and 
(L,G,<I» ~ (E,G,<I»K. 

PROOF. The identification ofG(LjK) with G gives the inc1usion Z2(G,EO) !:;;;; 

Z2(G,LO). Let (E,G,<I» = EB"EG u"E, where U~lCU" = c" for a E G, CE E, 
and U~<lU"U< = <I>«(J;r). As K-spaces, (E,G,<I»K ~ EB"EGu"EK = EB"EG 
u"L. If d = Lr=l cjbi with Ci E E, bi E K, then u~ldu" = Lr=l U~lCiU"bj = 
Lr=l cfbj = d". Hence, (E,G,<I>l ~ (L,G,<I». D 

This lemma has a cohomological interpretation. Let A: E ---. L be the 
inc1usion mapping, and K = AIF: F ---. K. If A E 6(F) has degree n, and if 
E splits A, then (AK)L ~ (A~L ~ MiL). Hence, K*(B(EjF)) !:;;;; B(LjK). 
Moreover, the following diagram commutes. 
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H 2 (G,EO) -S H 2 (G,LO) 
6E/F! ! 6"" 
B(Ej F) --+ B(Lj K) 

K. 

In fact, ,,*OEIF[~] = [(E,G,~)K] = [(L,G,~)] = 0I.JK.A.*[~]. 

(3) 

Proposition b. Let F, K, and E be subfields of a field L such that F s;;; E n K 
and EjF is Galois. The extension EKjK is Galois with 

G(EKjK) ~ G(EjE n K), 

and the diagram of group homomorphisms 

H 2(G(EjF),EO) _x __ , H 2 (G(EKjK),(EK)O) 
! 6"'/K 

K.IB(EIF) B(EKjK) 

commutes, where ,,: F --+ K is inclusion and X is the composition of the restric
tion homomorphism resG(EIF) .... G(E/EI'lK) with the cohomology map that corre
sponds to the inclusion of EO in (EK)o. 

This result combines Proposition a with Lemmas band c. Indeed, we 
have the commutative diagram 

H 2 (G(EjF),EO) ~ H 2 (G(EjE n K),EO) --+ H 2 (G(EKjK),(EKt) 
! ! ! 

B(Ej F) -- B(Ej E n K) --+ B(EKj K) 

in which the left square is (1) and the right square is (3). 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove that diagram (2) is commutative. 

2. Prove that if KjFand EjFare Galois extensions such that K ~ E, then the sequence 
0-+ H 2 (G(KjF),KO) ~ H 2 (G(EjF),EO) ~ H 2 (G(EjK),EO) is exact. Hint. Pass 
to relative Brauer groups. 

3. Let H be a subgroup of the finite group G. Let 0 -+ M -+ N -+ P -+ 0 be an exact 
sequence of right ZG-modules. Prove that the following diagram commutes. 

o -+ H"(G,M) -+ HO(G,N) -+ ... -+ H"(G,M) -+ H"(G,N) -+ H"(G,P) -+ H"+I(G,M) -+ ... 

re.~ re.~ re.~ .... ~ .... ~,..~ 
0-+ HO(H,M) -+ HO(H,N) -+ ••. -+ H"(H,M) -+ H"(H,N) -+ H"(H,P) -+ H"+I(H,M) -+ .•. 

4. Let H be a subgroup of index m in the finite group G. Fix a coset decpmposition 
G = HX1 \:J ••• \:J HXm of G. Suppose that M is a right ZG-module. For U E MB, 
define coru = U(I~=l xJ. 

(a) Prove that cor u does not depend on the choice x 1> ••• , xm of coset repre
sentatives, and cor is a group homomorphism from MB = HO(H,M) to MG = 
HO(G,M). 

(b) Fix an exact sequence 0 -+ M -+ N -+ P -+ 0 of right ZG-modules such 
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that H"(G,N) = 0 for all n ~ 1. Use induction on n ~ 1 to get a sequence of 
homomorphisms cor: H"(H,M) -+ H"(G,M) such that 

H"-l(H,N) -+ H"-l(H,P) -+ H"(H,M) -+ 0 
cor ! tor! tor! 

H"-l(G,N) -+ Hn- 1(G,P) -+ H"(G,M) -+ 0 

commutes. The homomorphisms that are defined in this way are called the core
striction mappings. 

(c) Prove by induction on n that cor(resu) = mu for all u E H"(G,M). 
(d) Specialize H to be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Use the result of (c) to show 

that the restriction mapping res: H"(G,M) -+ H"(H,M) is injective on the p
primary component of H"(G,M). 

5. Let K be the separable closure of the field F. For a prime p, let L be a subfield of 
K that is maximal with the property that pt[F(d): F] for all d E L. Zom's Lemma 
shows that L exists. 

(a) Show that L is a subfield of K with F s; L, K is the separable closure of L, 
and if L s; Es; Kwith EjL a Galois extension, then G(EjL) is ap-group. 

(b) Denote G = G(KjF), H = G(KjL). Prove that His a closed subgroup of G 
and if Nis an open normal subgroup ofG, then HjH 11 Nis a Sylow p-subgroup of 
the finite group GjN. Deduce that H = limHjH 11 N, where N ranges through the 

<-
open normal subgroups of G. 

(c) Let M be a discrete ZG-module. Show that the restriction mapping res: 
H"(G,M) -+ Hn(H,M) (defmed as the limit ofthe family {resG/N_H/HnN}) is injective 
on the p-primary component of H"(G,M). 

6. The purpose of this exercise is to outline the proof of a theorem that is due to E. 
Witt: if Fis a field ofprime characteristicp, then B(F) isp-divisible, that is,pB(F) = 
B(F). To this end, we adopt the notation and hypotheses of Exercise 5 plus the 
assumption that char F = p. Prove the following facts. 

(a) If N is a finitely generated, discrete ZH-module such that pN = 0, then N 
is finite. 

(b) If Pis a simple, discrete ZH-module such that pP = 0, then P ~ ZjpZ with 
the trivial action of H. Hint. By (a), Pis a finite IF p-space, so that Ipl = p"' for some 
m ~ 1. Use discreteness to show that if v E P, then IvHI = pk with 0 ::;; k < w. By 
a counting argument, deduce that there exists 0 i= v E P such that vH = {v}. Hence, 
P = vZH = vZ ~ ZjpZ. 

(c) If N is a discrete, finitely generated ZH-module such that pN = 0, then 
H 2(H,N) = O. Hint. If N is simple, use (b) and Exercise 5 of Section 14.6 (with F 
replaced by L). The general case can be obtained by induction on INI (because of 
(a)), using the long exact sequence for Galois cohomology. 

(d) If M is a discrete ZH-module such that pM = 0, then H 2(H,M) = O. Hint. 
Use Exercise 4(f) ofSection 14.6. 

(e) If M is a discrete ZG-module such that pM = 0, then the p-primary compo
nent of H 2(G,M) is O. Hint. Use Exercise 5c. 

(f) B(F) is p-divisible. Hint. Char F = P implies that 1 -+ KO ~ KO -+ M -+ 1 
is exact with M = KOj(KO)P. Use the long exact sequence ... -+ H 2(G,KO) ~ 
H 2 (G,KO) -+ H 2(G,M) -+ ... and (d) to conclude that the p-primary components 
of H2(G,~) and B(F) are p-divisible. Note that if q i= pis prime, then the q-primary 
component of a torsion abelian group is p-divisible. 
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Notes on Chapter 14 

The tide of this chapter is probably inappropriate. We have given only an 
introductory look at Galois Cohomology. The reader who wants to explore 
this subject more fully is advised to read Serre's monograph [71]. The 
exercises in Sections 14.6 and 14.7 go a bit beyond the text in these sections. 

The first five sections of the chapter cover the basic connection between 
Brauer groups and cohomology in about the same way that this topic is 
handled in the books of Artin, Nesbitt and Thrall [9J, Herstein [41J, 
Jacobson [48J, and Reiner [66]. 



CHAPTER 15 

Cyclic Division Algebras 

The first examples of division algebras that were found after the quaternions 
belong to the class of cyclic division algebras. This class still plays a major 
role in the theory of central simple algebras. If F is a local field, an algebraic 
number field, or more generally aglobai field, then every central division 
algebra over F is cyclic. This fact will be proved later; it is one of the most 
profound results in this book. 

This chapter has two purposes. The first two sections collect basic facts 
about cyclic algebras that will be used later. The rest ofthe chapter elaborates 
the theory of cyclic division algebras. In particular, we prove Wedderburn's 
theorem that all division algebras of degree 3 are cyclic. The final section 
presents an example that is due to Albert of a non-cyclic division algebra of 
degree 4. 

15.1. Cyc1ic Alge bras 

A field extension ElF is called cyclic if ElF is Galois and G(EI F) is a cyclic 
group. 

Definition. An algebra A E 6(F) is cyclic if there is a strictly maximal 
subfield E of A such that ElF is a cyclic extension. 

In particular, a cyclic algebra is a crossed product. However, cyclic 
algebras are very special crossed products. The purpose of this section is 
to specialize the results of Chapter 14 to cyclic algebras. 

276 
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Proposition a. Let E/ F be a cyclic extension such that G = G(E/ F) is cyclic 
oJ order n with the generator u. If A E 6(F) contains E as a strictly maximal 
subfield, then there is an element u E AO that satisfies 

(i) A = EBo;s;j<n u j E, 
(ii) u-Idu = da Jor all d E E, and 

(iii) un = a E FO. 

Conversely, if A is the F-algebra that is defined by the conditions (i), (ii), 
and (iii), then A ~ (E,G,(J)a)' where 

.. {I ifO~i,j,i+j<n, 
(J)a(ul,uJ) = ·fO .. .. 

a 1 ~ l,] < n ~ l + ]. 

PROOF. Assume that E is a stricdy maximal subfield of A E 6(F). By the 
Noether-Skolem Theorem, there is an element u E AO such that u-Idu = da 
for all d E E. By induction, (ui)-Idui = d") for 0 ~ j ~ n. In particular, 
un E CA(E) = E. Since G = {1,u,u 2 , •.. ,un-I}, Lemma 14.1 implies that 
A = EBo;s;j<n uj E. Therefore un E Z(A) = F. To obtain the converse, check 
by computation (Exercise 1) that (J)a E Z2(G,EO). Define A = (G,E,(J)a) = 
EBo;s;j<n u"E with u l = l A (because (J)a is normalized) and u" = u (as a 
notational convenience). If 1 < j < n, then U"U"J-l = (J)(u,uj-I)u,,) = u,,}. 
Therefore, u,,} = uj for all 1 ~ j < n by induction. Also, un = U"U"n-' = 
(J)(u,Un- 1)U1 = a. Thus, A is the algebra that is defined by (i), (ii), and (iii). 

o 
It is convenient to simplify the crossed product notation. In the case of 

cyclic algebras, we will write (E,u,a) instead of(E,G(E/F),(J)a) when G(E/F) 
= (u). The symbols u and u" will denote an element of(E,u,a)O that satisfies 
u-1du = da for all d E E, and un = a, where n is the order of u. 

The results of Chapter 14 can be translated as three corollaries of Pro
position a. In these statements, E/F is a cyclic extension of degree n, G = 
G(E/F) = (u), and a and b are elements of FO. 

Corollary a. (i) (E,u,a) Q9 (E,u,b) '" (E,u,ab). Inparticular, (E,u,l) '" F. 
(ii) If k E Z is relatively prime to n, then (E,u\ak) ~ (E,u,a). 

Since (J)a(J)b = (J)ab' (i) follows from Theorem 14.2; (ii) is clear because 
G = (uk), u-kduk = dU', and (u k)" = ak• 

Corollary b. If K is a subfield oJ E that contains Fand [K: F] = m, then 
K/Fis cyclic with G(K/F) = (ulK) and(K,uIK,a) '" (E,u,a"fm). 

PROOF. This is essentially a reformulation of Proposition 14.5, but it takes 
some work to connect these results. Since G is cyclic, all subgroups of G 
are normal and the factor groups of Gare cyclic. If"t" = ulK, then H = 
G(K/F) = (.), where"t" has order m. Define 'l'a: H 2 --+ FO as in Proposition 
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a: 'I'a{-rk,-r l) = 1 for 0 ~ k, I, k + I< m, 'I'a{-rk,-r l) = a for 0 ~ k,1 < m ~ 
k + I. Thus, (K,-r,a) = (K,H,'I'a)' ByProposition 14.5, (K,-r,a) '" (E,G,'I':), 
where 'I':(a i ,ai) = 'I'a(-r i,-ri) for 0 ~ i,j < n. In order to obtain an explicit 
formula for '1': we represent i and j by the division algorithm. That is, 
i = rm + k,j = sm + Iwith 0 ~ k,1 < m. Plainly, 

* . i\ {I if k + 1 < m 'I' (al a J, = 
a' a if k + 1 ~ m. 

(1) 

The proof of the corollary will be completed by showing that '1': and 
wa ..... belong to the same cohomology c1ass. Define 9: G -+ FO by 9( ai) = a r 

ifO ~ i = rm + k < n, 0 ~ k < m. A computation gives 

1
1 if i + j < n, k + 1 < m 
a- 1 if i + j < n, k + 1 ~ m 

(b( 1l9)(ai ,ai) = an/m 
if i + j ~ n, k + 1 < m 

d n/ml - 1 if i + j ~ n, k + 1 ~ m. 

Then, (1) and (2) imply 

«b(1l9)'I'*)(ai a i) = { I 
a' an/m 

so that W = (b(1l9)'1'* and [W J = ['I'*J a""" a a""" a • 

ifi+j<n 
ifi + j ~ n, 

For cyc1ic algebras, Proposition 14.7b takes the following form. 

(2) 

o 

Corollary c. If F, K, and E are subfields of a field L, F ~ E n K, and Ej F 
is eyclie, then EKjK is eyelie andG(EKjK) ~ (ar), where r = [E n K: FJ. 
Moreover, (E,a,a)K is eyelie and (E,a,a)K '" (EK,ar,a). 

This corollary comes direcdy from Proposition 14.7b when we use the 
restriction of automorphisms to identify G(EKj K) with G(Ej E n K) = 
(ar). 

For a finite extension EjF, denote the field norm from E to F by NE/F. 
The norm can be viewed as a group homomorphism from EO to FO. If Ej F 
is Galois with G = G(EjF), then NE/F(d) = naeGda. In the cyc1ic case 
G = (a), NE/F(d) = d1+a+oo'+an-" where n = IG I. 

Lemma. Let EjF be a eyclie extension of degree n with G(EjF) = (a). If 
a, b E FO, then (E,a,a) ~ (E,a,b) if and only if bja E NE/F(EO). In partieular, 
(E,a,a) ~ Mn(F) if and only if a E NE/F(EO). 

PROOF. If u E (E,a,at satisfies u-1du = da for all d E E and u" = a; and 
if V = ue for some e E EO, then v2 = ueue = u2e1+a, v3 = ueu2e1+a = 
u3e1+a+a" ... , vn = une1+a+oo'+an-l = aNE/F(e). This calculation shows that 
if bja E NE/F(EO), then (E,a,a) ~ (E,a,b). Conversely, suppose that 4J: 
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(E,u,b).-+ (E,u,a) is an isomorpbism, where (E,u,a) = EElj<. uj E, (E,u,b) = 
EElj<.vJE, u· = a, and v· = b. As in the proof of Lemma 14.2, it can be 
assumed that 4>IE = idE and 4>(v) = UC E uEo. In this case, b = 4>(b) = 
4>(v·) = (uc)" = aNE/F(c), that is bla E NE/F(EO). The last statement of the 
lemma is a consequence of Corollary a. D 

Proposition b. JfEIFisa cyclicextension with G(EIF) = (u), then B(EIF) ~ 
FOINE/F(EO) by the mapping aNE/F(EO) H [(E,u,a)]. 

PROOF. By Proposition a and Corollary a, the mapping a H [(E,u,a)] 
is a surjective homomorpbism from po to B(EI F). The kernel of tbis homo
morpbism is NE/F(EO) by the lemma. D 

This proposition has many applications. Here is one of them; two other 
consequences of the proposition are outlined in Exercises 4 and 5. 

Corollary d. Jf ElF is a cyclic extension 0/ degree n, and if the order 0/ a E po 
modulo NE/F(EO) is n, then (E,u,a) is a division algebra. 

PROOF. By Propositions b, 13.4, and l4.4b, n = Exp(E,u,a) :=s;; Ind(E,u,a) :=s;; 

Deg(E,u,a) = n. Hence, Ind(E,u,a) = Deg(E,u,a) and (E,u,a) is a division 
algebra. D 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove that the mapping wa that was defmed in Proposition a satisfies the cocycle 
condition. 

2. Prove the formula (2). 

3. (a) Show that if ehar F =f:. 2, then every A E 6(F) of degree 2 is eyclie. Hint. Use 
Theorem 13.1. 

(b) Use the result ofExereise 3 in Seetion 13.1 to obtain the same result for fields 
of eharaeteristie 2. Hint. If ehar F = 2, then the splitting field over F of x2 + x + a, 
a E F, is eyclie. 

4. Use Proposition b or the lemma to give a new proof of Proposition 1.6. 

5. Use Proposition b to give a new proof that B(F) = {I} for a finite field F. Hint. 
Let I F I = q and suppose that [E: F] = n. Thus, I EI = q. and EO is eyelie of order 
q. - 1. Let EO = (c). Use the fact that G(EjF) is generated by the Frobenius 
automorphism dH dq to show that NE/F(C) = cl+q+···+q·-'has order q - I in FO. 

6. Give an example of a cyclic division algebra D such that M.(D) is not cyclie for an 
n > 1. Hint. Try D = 1Hl. 
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15.2. Constructing Cyclic Algebras by Inflation 

The main result of this section shows that a central simple algebra of index 
greater than one can be inflated to an algebra that is equivalent to a cyclic 
division algebra of prime index. This proposition is a useful tool for inductive 
proofs. Its most important application is in Chapter 18. In this section 
we will use the result of characterize fields whose finite separable extensions 
have trivial Brauer groups. Another application is an improvement of 
Proposition 14.4b(ii). 

We begin with a generalization of Lemma 14.4b. 

Lemma. Let A E 6(F) have index pem, where p is prime, e 2:: 1, and p does 
not divide m. There is a natural number n that is not divisible by p, and a chain 
oJfields F s;; Ke C Ke- l C ... C Ko such that: 

(i) KJF is a separable extension oJ degree pe-in; 
(ii) KJ Ki+ 1 is cyclic Jor 0 ~ i < e; 

(iii) lnd AKt = pi Jor 0 ~ i ~ e; in particular, Ko splits A. 

PROOF. lf A is replaced by AL, where L is the field that was constructed in 
Lemma 14.4b, then the proofis reduced to the case in which m = 1. Hence, 
assume that lnd A = pe. By Proposition 13.5, there is a separable extension 
Kj F with [K: F] = pe such that K splits A. Extend K to a field E that is a 
Galois extension of F. Let IG(EjF) I = pSn, where p does not divide n. 
Denote a Sylow p-subgroup of G(EjF) by H, and define L to be the fixed 
fie1d of H. Since [L:F] = n and [KL:L][L:F] = [KL:K][K:F], it 
follows that [KL : L] = [K: F] = pe. lf Ho = G(Ej KL), then Ho s;; Hand 
[H: Ho] = [KL: L] = pe. Since H is a p-group, there is a chain Ho c 
Hl C ... C He = H with Hi normal in H;+l and Hi+1jHi cyclic of order 
p for 0 ~ i< e. Let Ki be the fixed field of Hi. Then KL = Ko ~ Kl ~ ... 
~ Ke = Land KJKi+l is Galois with G(KdKi+l) ~ Hi+1jHi a cyclic group 
of order p. Thus, [Ki : F] = pe-i[L: F] = pe-in. Since Ko = KL splits 
AK" it follows from Proposition 13.4 that lnd AKi+l divides p lnd AK, and 
IndAKe = IndAL = IndA = pe. By induction, IndAKt = pi for 0 ~ i ~ e. 

o 
Proposition. Let A E 6(F) have index pem, where p is prime, e 2:: 1, and p 
does not divide m. There is a separable extension Kj F such that [K: F] = 
pe-ln, p does not divide n, and AK '" D where D E 6(K) is a cyclic division 
algebra oJ degree p. 

PROOF. Define K = Kl where K1 has the properties that were listed in the 
lemma. Let D E 6(K) be a division algebra that satisfies AK '" D. Then 
KojKiscyclicwith [Ko : K] = P = DegDandKo splitsD. ByCorollary 13.3, 
D contains a strictly maximal subfield that is isomorphie to Ko as a K
algebra. Thus, D is cyclic. 0 
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An important application of the proposition concerns the index of tensor 
products. 

Corollary a. If A E 6(F) has index rs, then Ind AQ9r divides s. 

PROOF. It can be assumed that Ind A = pem and r = p. If K is defined as in 
the proposition, then Exp AK = Ind AK = p. Thus, (AQ9p)K ~ (AK)Q9P '" K, 
so that IndAQ9P divides [K: F] = pe-ln. Since IndAQ9P also divides IndA 
by Proposition 13.4, the corollary is established. 0 

The second corollary of the proposition characterizes cohomologically 
trivial fields. It is an easy consequence of the proposition and Proposition 
15.1b. 

Corollary b. For a Jield F, the Jollowing conditions are equivalent. 

(i) B(E) = {I} Jor allfinite separable extensions ElF. 
(ii) If ElF is a finite separable extension, and KlEis a cyc/ic extension, then 

NK/E(KO) = EO. 

EXERCISE 

In this exercise, assume that char F = p, A E 6(F), and Deg A = pe, where e ;::: 1. 
Our aim is to prove that there is a finite, pure1y inseparable extension KIF such that 
K splits A. Prove the following statements. 

(a) If Land Kare subfie1ds of the algebraic closure of F, LIF is finite separable, 
and KIF is finite purely inseparable, then [KL: K] = [L: F]. Hint. Use Exercise 2, 
Section 10.7. 

(b) There is a finite separable extension LIF of degree pe-ln (where ptn) and a cyclic 
extension EIL of degree p such that AL - (E,a,c), where G(EIL) = (a) and CE C 
has the form c = alxf + ... + amx! with Xi E L, ai E F. 

(c) There is a purely inseparable extension KIF of finite degree (with K contained 
in the algebraic closure of F) and an element d E KL such that dP = c. 

(d) KL splits A. Hint. Show that c E NKE/KL(KE). 
(e) Ind AK = pi, where f::S; e - 1. Hint. By (d), Ind AK divides [KL: K]. Use (a). 
(f) There is a finite, purely inseparable extension of F that splits A. Hint. Use 

induction based on the result of (e). 
(g) If F is a perfect field of characteristic p > 0 and A E 6(F), then p does not divide 

Ind A. Hence, the p-primary component of B(F) is zero. 

15.3. The Primary Decomposition of Cyc1ic Aigebras 

In Seetion 14.4 it was proved that every division algebra D is uniquely a 
tensor product of division algebras that have prime power degrees. To use 
that result effectively it is necessary to relate the properties of D with corre
sponding properties of its factors. In this section we prove that D is cyc1ic 
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if and only if its primary components are cyclic. 
We need to supplement the results on linearly disjoint field extensions 

that were given in Seetion 14.7. The next lemma is more general than is 
necessary for this section. The extra generality will be used in Section 15.5. 

Lemma a. Let Kj Fand Lj F be finite field extensions where K and L are 
subfields 0/ the algebraie closure 0/ F. 

(i) If [K: F] and [L: F] are relatively prime, then K and L are linearly 
disjoint over F. 

(ii) If KjF and LjF are Galois, and K and L are linearly disjoint over F, then 
(K Q9 L)jF is Galois and G«K Q9 L)jF) ~ G(LjF) x G(KjF). 

(iii) If Ej F is Galois, G(Ej F) = Hl X H2 , K is the /ixed field 0/ H2 and L 
is the fixed /ield 0/ H l , then K and L are linearly disjoint over F, E = 
K Q9 L, Kj Fand Lj F are Galois, and G(Kj F) ~ H l , G(Lj F) ~ H 2 • 

PROOF. The statement (i) is c1ear from the observations [KL: L] ~ [K: F], 
[KL: K] ~ [L: F], and [KL: K] [K: F] = [KL: L] [L: F]. It follows 
from Example 9.2 and Corollary 9.3a that the mapping e: G(KjF) x 
G(LjF) ~ EF(K Q9 L) defined by e(O',r) = 0' Q9 r is injective. An easy 
calculation with rank one tensors shows that Im e ~ G«K Q9 L)jF), and 
e is a group homomorphism. Thus, IG«K Q9 L)jF) I ~ IImel = IG(K)I· 
IG(L)I = [(K Q9 L) : F] ~ IG«K Q9 L)jF)I. Hence, (K Q9 L)jF is Galois 
and e is an isomorphism. The statement (iii) is an easy consequence of 
Galois theory: G(EjL) = H l <I G(EjF), G(EjK) = H 2 <I G(EjF), so that 
KjF and LjF are Galois with G(KjF) ~ H l and G(LjF) ~ H 2 ; the F
automorphisms of E that fix all elements of KL are in H l n H2 = {I}, so 
that KL=E; and [E:F] = IHl l·IH2 1= [K:F][L:F] implies E= 
KQ9L 0 

Lemma b. Let KjF and LjF be eyclie extensions with G(KjF) = <0'), 
G(Lj F) = <1"). Assume that m = [K: F] is relatively prime to n = [L: F], 
sayrm + sn = l,wherer,sE7L.IfaEr,then(K,O',d)Q9(L,1",d) ~ «KQ9 
L), (O',r), a). 

PROOF. By Lemma a, (K Q9 L)jF is a Galois extension with Galois group 
< 0') X < r). Since the orders m and n of 0' and rare relatively prime, < 0') x 
<r) is cyc1ic with the gene~ator «0',1"). Let A = (K,O',a S) = EBi<muiK 
and B = (L,r,a r) = EBi<nvJL, as in Proposition 15.la. Then A Q9 B = 
EBi<m,i<n (u i Q9 vi)(K Q9 L) = EBk<mn (u Q9 v)k(K Q9 L), (u Q9 v)-l(e Q9 d) 
(u Q9 v) = (u-leu) Q9 (v-ldv) = ea Q9 dt = (e Q9 dya,t) for e E K, d E L, 
and(u Q9 v)mn = asn Q9 arm = (1 Q9 l)asn+rm = (1 Q9 l)a. Thus,A Q9 B ~ 
(K Q9 L, (0',1"), a). 0 

Proposition. If A and B in 6(F) have relatively prime degrees, then A Q9 B 
is eyelie if and only if A is eyelie and Bis eyclie. 
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PROOF. Let Deg A = m, Deg B = n, where rm + sn = 1 for suitable integers 
r and s. Assurne that A Q9 B = (E,u,a) with a E po and G(E/F) = (u). 
Note that (u) ~ (u'") x (urm ) under the correspondence u t--+ (u'",u""). 
Let K be the fixed field of urm and let L be the fixed field of u'". By Lemma a, 
E = KQ9 L, and G(K/F) = (u'"), G(L/F) = (urm ). Also, Al = (K,u",a) ~ 
(K,u'",a') and Bl = (L,um,a) ~ (L,u"",ar), using Corollary 15.1a. By 
Lemma b, Al Q9 Bl ~ (K Q9L, (u'",urm), a) = (E,u,a) = A Q9 B. Since 
DegAl = DegA = m and DegBl = DegB = n, it follows from Proposi
tion14.4bthatinB(F),[A] = [A][A]-rm[B]s" = ([A] [B])'" = [A Q9B]'" 
= [Al Q9 Bl]'" = [All Similarly, [B] = [Bll By Proposition 12.5b, A ~ 
Al and B ~ Bp so that A and Bare cyclic. Conversely, if A and Bare 
cyclic, then by Lemmas a and b so is A Q9 B. 0 

CoroUary. A eentral division algebra is cyclic if and only if its primary eom
ponents are cyclie. 

EXERCISES 

1. Verify the statement in the proof of Lemma a that () is a homomorphism of G(KI F) x 
G(LIF) to G«K® L)IF). 

2. Let ElF be a eyc1ie extension, and suppose that K is a subfield of E that eontains F, 
and [E: K] = n. Assume that A E 6(F) eontains a strietly maximal subfield that is 
isomorphie as an F-algebra to K. Prove that A ® M.(F) eontains a strietly maximal 
subfield that is isomorphie to E. 

3. Use Exereise 2 to show that if -1 E F2 and a E F - F2 , then (a~b)® (a~c) is a 

eyc1ie algebra for all b, c in PO. In Seetion 15.7, an example will be given of a non
eyclic division algebra that is a tensor product of two quaternion algebras. 

15.4. Characterizing Cyc1ic Division Algebras 

The problem of characterizing cyclic division algebras is interesting and 
important. It does not have a fuHy satisfactory solution, but in tbis seetion 
we will obtain a partial characterization of cyclic algebras in terms of the 
maximal subfields of the algebras. 

Lemma. If D = (E,u,a) is a eyelic division algebra of degree n, then x" - a 
is irreducible in F[ x] and D contains a strictly maximal subfield K that is 
isomorphie to F(al/") as an F-algebra. 

PROOF. Using the notation of Section 15.1, D = E E9 uE E9 ... E9 U"-l E, 
where u E DO satisfies u" = a. Thus, u is a root ofx" - a and [F(u): F] = n. 
Hence, x" - a is irreducible. 0 
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It is worth remarking that even though the sequence 1, u, ... , un - 1 is 
linearly independent over E, the polynomial xn - a may not be irreducible 
over E. The arithmetic of polynomials over division algebras is not a straight
forward generalization of the arithmetic of polynomials over a field. 

In order to prove a converse of the lemma, some additional hypothesis 
is needed. If enough roots of unity are in F, then the converse is easily 
obtained. In the next section we will show that this assumption can be 
dropped for division algebras of prime degree. 

Proposition. Let F be a field whose eharaeteristie does not divide the natural 
number n, and suppose that there is a primitive n'th root of unity in F. Assume 
that A E 6(F) has degree n. If a E F is sueh that xn - a is irredueible and A 
eontains a subfield that is isomorphie to F(a1/n), then A is a eyc/ie algebra. 

PROOF. If Eisa subfield of A thatisisomorphictoF(a1/n), then [E: F] = n = 
DegA because xn - a is irreducible. Thus, Eis strictly maximal in A. By 
the theory of Kummer extensions, ElF is cyc1ic. Thus, A is cyc1ic. 0 

It is easy to describe the algebras that satisfy the hypotheses of the 
proposition. The subfie1d E of A has the form F(v) where vn = a. The Galois 
group of F(v)IF is generated by an automorphism a that is defined by the 
condition va = vC where 'E Fis a primitive n'th root of unity. If u E A 
is such that u-1vu = va, then vu = uv, and Un = bE FO. These remarks 
are summarized by the equations 

A = EBos i,j<n uiv j F, 

VU = uv" 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Converse1y, if X n - a is irreducible, then the F-algebra that is defined by 
(1), (2), and (3) is central simple and cyc1ic. 

The algebras that are defined by (1), (2), and (3) generalize the quaternion 

algebras. Indeed, if n = 2 and , = -1, then A = (a1). This observation 

motivates the notation (~,~) that is used to denote the algebra that is 

defined by the conditions (1), (2), and (3). 

If xn - a and xn - bare both irreducible, then (~~) = (:'~l). In 

the notation of cyc1ic algebras, (~~) = (F(a1/n),a,b) = (F(b1/n),a-1,a) = 

(F(b1/n),a,a- 1) = (b;,~l) = (i,~)*. If (~,~) is a division algebra, then 

xn - b is necessarily irreducible by the Lemma. 
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EXERCISES 

1. Give an example of a cyclic division algebra (E,(J,a) such that xn - a is reducible 
over E. Hint. Try 1Hl. 

2. Let F be a field whose characteristic does not divide n E N. Assume that ( E F is a 
primitive n'th root of unity. Prove the following equivalences for a, b, C E FO. 

(a) (a,bC) _ (a,b) (8) (a,c). 
F,( F,( F,( 

(b) (ab,C) _ (a,c) (8) (b'C). 
F,( F,( F,( 

(c) (a, I - a) _ F. Hint. Compute NF(V)/F(l - v), where v is a root of xn - a. 
F,( 

lt can be assumed that xn - a is irreducible. 

Remark. The mapping P x P ...... B(F), that is defined by (a,b) H [(~,~) ] = 

{a,b}, satisfies {a,bc} = {a,b}{a,c}, {ab,c} = {a,c}{b,c}, and {a, I - a} = 1. Any 
mapping from P x P to an abelian group with these properties is called aSteinberg 
symbol on F. By a theorem of Matsumoto, every Stein berg symbol on a field F 
induces a homomorphism from K 2F, the image of Funder the second algebraic 
K-theory functor. A more complete discussion ofthis subject can be found in Milnor's 
book [57]. 

15.5. Division Aigebras of Prime Degree 

The assumption that the field F contains a primitive n'th root of unity 
limits the usefulness of Proposition 15.4. However, if this hypothesis is 
omitted, the proposition isn't true. Albert has given an example of a non
cyc1ic division algebra of degree four that contains a subfield of the form 
F(a1/4 ). 

In this section we will prove that the converse of Lemma 15.4 is true for 
division algebras of prime degree p without any extra hypotheses. The 
strategy of the proof is to extend the field F by a p 'th root of unity " apply 
Proposition 15.4, and then use Corollary 15.1 c to cancel F(O. The fact 
that [F( 0 : F] is prime to p is used several times in the proof; the failure of 
this property when , is a pe'th root of unity is the main reason that the char
acterization of cyc1ic division algebras does not extend to algebras of prime 
power degree. 

Throughout this section, p is a prime that is different from the charac
teristic of the field F. (Fields of characteristic p are treated in Exercise 3.) 
Let' be a primitive p 'th root of unity in the algebraic c10sure of F. Denote 
L = F(O, and m = [L: FJ. Since p is prime and m < p, the greatest com
mon divisor of m and p is I. The extension LI Fis cyc1ic, say G(LI F) = < r >. 
The conjugates of , are powers of " so that " = ,k for a k E N such that 
1 ~ k < p. Since the order of r is m, it follows that km == I (modp) and 
k j =1= 1 (modp) for 1 ~ j < m. 
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Lemma. If bEL - LP satisfies bt/bk E LP and E = L(b 1/p ), then E/F is 
eyeUe and E = K Q9 L, where K/ F is eyeUe of degree p. 

PROOF. By assumption, bt = bkeP for a suitable e E L. Let E = L(u), where 
uP = b. Extend -r to E by the condition ut = uke. This prescription defines 
an F-algebra automorphism of E because (uke)P = bkeP = bt. The as
sumption b ~ U implies that u ~ L, so that there is an L-algebra automör
phism (J of E that satisfies ua = (u. Thus, [E: L] = p and G(E/L) = «(J). 
Since uta = (uke)a = (kuke = «(u)t = uat and ca = (k = (a" the mappings 
(J and -r generate a commutative group G of F-algebra automorphisms of E 
whose fixed field is F. Thus, E/F is Galois with G(E/F) = G. The order m 
of -rIL divides the order of -r; hence, -r' has order m for some I E N. Therefore, 
«(J) n (-r ' ) = {l} and «(J,-r l ) = «(J) x (-r ' ) has order mp. On the other 
hand, I G(E/F) I = [E: L] [L: F] ~ pm. Consequently, G(E/F) = «(J) x 
(-r' ) is cyclic, and by Lemma 15.3a, E = K Q9 L, where K is the fixed field 
ofTl • Thus, K/F is cyclic of degree p. 0 

The converse of this lemma is true: if bEL - U is such that L(b 1/P)/F 
is a cyclic extension, then bt/bk E U. (See Exercise 1.) 

Proposition. Let D E C$(F) be a division algebra of prime degree p, where 
char F =I p. The algebra D is eyclie if and only if D eontains a subfield that is 
isomorphie to F(a1/p )for some a E F - FP. 

PROOF. If D is CYclic, then D contains a subfield of the form F(a1/p ) by 
Lemma 15.4. In the proof of the converse result, we retain the notational 
conventions that preceded the lemma. Since [L : F] is relatively prime to p, 
it follows from Proposition 13.4 that DL is a division algebra of degree p 
over L. Moreover, a E F - FP implies that xP - a is irreducible over L. 
(See Exercise 2.) By assumption, vP = a for some v E D. Thus, by Proposi
tion 15.4, DL = EBi<P ui L(v), where vu = uv( and uP = bE U. It suffices 
to prove: b can be chosen so that 

bt/bk E U. (1) 

Indeed, by the lemma and Corollary 15.lc it will follow that DL = (a,b) = 
L,( 

(bt~l) = (L(u),(J,a- 1) = (K Q9 L, (J, a-1) ~ (K,(J,a- 1)L with K/L cyclic. 

If Ais the cyclic algebra (K,(J,a- 1), then [D] [A]-l E B(L/F) implies [D]m= 
[Ar by Proposition 14.4a. Also, [D]P = 1 = [A]P because Deg D = 
DegA = p. Thus, [DJ = [AJ, and D ~ A is cyc1ic by Proposition 12.5b. 
To simplify the notation, write E = L(v). By Lemma 15.1, (E,(J,b) ~ 
(E,(J,e) if e/b E NE/L(EO). Thus, the proof can be completed by producing 
XE EO such that e = bNE/L(X) satisfies (1), that is, et/ek E U. Define p = 
idD Q9 -r E AutFDL. Note that p(v) = v because v E D, and p(d) = dt for aB 
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d E L. In particular, pm = (' = (k. Thus, (pU)-lV(pU) = p(u-1vu) = 
p(v") = p«(v) = (kV = u-kvu\ so that (pu)u- k = Y E CDL(E) = E. Conse
quently, b' = (pu)P = (yuk)P = ukpy,,·+,,2.+ ... +q'" = bkNE/L(y), since {k, 
2k, ... ,pk} is a complete system ofresidues modulo p. A similar calculation 
gives the more general result 

(2) 

where Yi E EO. Choose I, nE N so that kl == 1 == mn (modp), and define 
c = (OO:S;i<mW'Y't. By(2), c= (Oibki/'tNE/L(Z) = bePNE/L(Z) = bNE/L(ez), 
where e E LO, Z E EO. Moreover, since Im == rkm == 1m = 1 (modp), there 
exist r, SE Z such that r = 1 + rp and Ik = 1 + sp. Consequently, 

b,m/m = Nm = bbrp, 

(c'y = (OO:S;i<m (b,i+lY'+lt = cbrnp , 

and 

c'/~ = (brnk/cTS)p E LP. D 
The proposition can be reformulated and generalized somewhat. 

Corollary. If n is a square-free natural number that is not divisible by char F, 
and if D E 6(F) is a division algebra of degree n, then D is cyclic if and only 
if there exists a E F such that F(a1/n) splits D. 

PROOF. If D is cyclie, then such a splitting field exists by Lemma 15.4 and 
Corollary 13.3. For the proof of the converse, let n = Pl ... Pr' where the 
Pi are distinct primes. The Primary Decomposition Theorem yields D = 
D1 (8) ... (8) Dr, where each Di is a division algebra of degree Pi- The field 
Ei = F(a 1/Pi) must split Di ; otherwise Ind Dfi = Pi' in which case F(a1/n) 
would not split Di since Pi doesn't divide [F(a1/n): EJ Thus, [Ei: F] = Pi
By Corollary 13.3, Di contains a subfield that is isomorphie to Ei' Therefore, 
D i is cyclic according to the proposition. Corollary 15.3 shows that D is 
also cyclie. 0 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove the converse of the lemma: if L = F(O and E = L(b 1/p) is such that E/F 
is cyc1ic, then b'/bk E U. Hint. Let v E E satisfy vP = b. Use 7:(J = (H to show that 
v'/vk E L. 

2. Prove that if a E F - pP and L/F is an extension such that pf[ L: F], then xP - a 
is irreducible over L. Hint. Otherwise, there is an extension K/L of degree m < P 
such that x P = a for some x E K. Obtain a contradiction from NK/F(a) = NK/F(X)P. 

3. The purpose ofthis problem is to show that the proposition is also true when char F = 

p. Throughout the problem assurne that Fis a field of prime characteristic p. 
(a) Suppose that a E Mp(F) satisfies aP = Ipa, where a E F - FP. Prove that 
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ß E MiF) exists such that ßa. = a.(ß + 1). Hint. Use Exercise 2 of Section 12.6 to 
reduce the problem to the case 

a. = l~ ~ g ;J . Try ß = r~ ~ ~ ~l· 
00 p-10 

00 0 00 00 

(b) Suppose that D E 6(F) is a division algebra of degree p that contains an 
element x such that xP = a E F, where xP - a is irreducible in F [x]. Prove that 
there exists y E D such that yx = x(y + I). 

Hint. Let K be a separable extension of F that splits D. Show that xP - a is 
irreducible in K[x]. Let tjJ: D -+ MiK) be an injective F-algebra homomorphism 
such thatMp(K) = tjJ(D)K. Usetheresultof(b)to findß E Mp(K) such thatßtjJ(x) = 

tjJ(x)(ß + I). Write ß = tjJ(y) + tjJ(Y2)C2 + ... + tjJ(yp)cp' where 1, c2' ... , cp 
is an F-basis of K. Show that y does the job. 

(c) Suppose that D E 6(F) is a division algebra of degree p. Prove that D is 
cyclic if and only if D contains a maximal subfield of the form F(a 1/p), a E F. 

Hint. Let x E D satisfy x P = a. Let y E D satisfy yx = x(y + 1) as in (b). Show 
that F(y)/Fis cyc1ic of degree p. 

15.6. Division Algebras of Degree Three 

A division algebra of degree two is necessarily cyc1ic because separable qua
dratic extensions are cyclic. In this seetion we will prove that every division 
algebra of degree three is cyc1ic. This result is another one of Wedderburn's 
fundamental contributions to the theory of associative algebras. 

Theorem. If D E S(F) is a division algebra of degree three, then D is cyclic. 

We will prove this result for the fields F with char F =1= 3. The proof for 
fields of characteristic 3 is outlined in the Exercise 2. 

By Corollary 15.5 it is sufficient to show that D has a splitting field of 
the form F(a 1/3 ), where a E F - F 3 • This splitting fieId will be found among 
the subfields of DL , where L is a quadratic extension of F such that DL is 
cyc1ic. Here are the details of the proof. 

Let K be a maximal separable subfield of D. By Proposition 13.5, K is 
strictly maximal in D, that is, [K: F] = 3. Since K/ Fis separable, there is 
an element v E D such that K = F(v). Moreover, v can be chosen so that its 
minimum polynomial over F has the form <I>(x) = x3 + b1 X + b because 
char F =1= 3. Let E be a splitting field of<l> over F with K ~ E; define G = 
G(E/ F). We can assume that G is not abelian; otherwise K/ F is cyc1ic and 
the proof is finished. Thus, [E : F] = 6 and G is the group of all permutations 
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ofthe three roots of(f). Ifwe let G(EjK) = (-r) and choose U to be a gener
ator ofthe (normal) Sylow 3-subgroup of G, then G = (U,T), T has order 2, 
U has order 3, and TUT = u 2. Let L be the fixed field of u; Lj Fis Galois of 
degree 2, and G(LjF) = (TIL), G(EjL) = (u). Plainly, v E E - L, so that 
E = L( v) and the three roots of (f) are v, va, and va2 . In particular, 

v + va + va2 = 0, and 

vvava2 = bE F. 

(1) 

(2) 

The algebra DL is cyc1ic because it contains the strict1y maximal subfield 
E = L( v) and Ej L is cyc1ic. Thus, DL = E E8 uE E8 u2 E, where u -1 yu = 
ya for all y E E. Define p = idD @ (TIL) E AutFDL • Since v' = v, it is c1ear 
that p(y) = y' for all y E E. Hence, vp(u) = p(v)p(u) = p(vu) = p(uva) = 
p(u)p(va) = p(u)va, = p(u)v,a, = p(u)va2 ,and cp(u) = p(u)c for all CE L = 
Z(DL). Therefore, w = p(u)u-1 satisfies w-1yw = ya for all y E E; and 
p(w) = p2(U)p(U)-1 = Up(U)-1 = (p(u)U- 1)-1 = w-1, since T2 = idE im
plies p2 = id. These observations and Proposition 15.1a give 

vw = wva, vaw = wva2 , va2 w = wv, and 

w3 = d E L, where d' = d-1. 

(3) 

(4) 

Define z = (1 + w + w-1)v. A straightforward computation using (1), (2), 
(3), and (4) leads to the result Z3 = a, where a = b(d + d' - 2) E F. The 
cubic polynomial x3 - a is irreducible over L. Otherwise, z E E because 
EjL is Galois. Then (3) and (4) yield w = d(v - va)(va2 - V)-1 E E. How
ever, this conc1usion contradicts (3) because the roots of (f) are distinct. 
Thus, L(z) is strictly maximal in DL , so that L(z) splits DL . Since [L: F] = 
2, it is c1ear from Proposition 13.4 that F(z) splits D. Thus, D is cyc1ic by 
Corollary 15.5. 

CoroUary. If D E 6(F) is a division algebra 0/ degree six, then D is cyclic. 

The corollary follows from the proposition and Corollary 15.3 when 
char F =F 3. The case in which char F = 3 is handled by Exercise 2. 

EXERCISES 

1. If z = (l + w + W -1 )v is defined as it was in the proof of the proposition, show that 
Z2 = v"v,,3(w(d- 1 - 1) + w- 1(d - 1», and deduce that Z3 = b(d-1 + d - 2) = 
b(d + d T - 2) E F. 

2. Prove that the proposition is also true when char F = 3. Hint. Follow the general 
pattern of the proof for the case char F '" 3 with one change: define z = w + w-1• 

Then Z3 = d + d T E F, so that the result ofExercise 3, Section 15.5 is applicable. 
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15.7. A Non-cyclic Division Algebra 

The first division algebras of degree greater than 2 were found by L. E. 

Dickson in 1914. They were cyclic algebras of the form (~~) that were 

defined in Section 15.4. For eighteen years after Dickson's paper, the exis
tence of division algebras that are not cyclic was an open problem. In a 1932 
paper, A. A. Albert gave an example of such an algebra. He followed this 
work with constructions of non-cyclic algebras that have various other 
properties. In this section, we will describe Albert's first example. 

Let F = K(u,v), where u and v are algebraically independent over a 
totally ordered field K. For instance, K can be any subfield of IR. Define 

(u -1) (-u v) fv\ D 1 = ~ , D2 = -----j- , and A = D 1 \C; D2 • 

Theorem. A is a division algebra that is not eye/ie. 

There are four ingredients in the proof of this statement. The first two 
of these technical preliminaries are general facts about cyclic extensions of 
degree four. They don't depend on the special form of F. 

If -1 is not a sum of squares in F, and ElF is 
a cyclic extension of degree four, then -1 ~ E 2 . 

Let ElF be a cyclic extension with [E: F] = 4. 
Suppüse that -1 ~ E 2 • If L is the unique 
subfield of E such that [L : F] = 2, then L ~ 
F«r2 + S2)1/2) für some r, SE F. 

(1) 

(2) 

The other two facts that we need are special properties of F = K(u,v). 
In particular, they depend on the assumption that K is totally ordered. If 
pE K[u,v], we will denote by degup and degvp the degrees of p considered 
as a polynomial in u and v respectively. 

If p = ri + ... + r~ and q = si + ... + sf, 
where the r i and Sj are non-zero members of 
K[u,v], thenp =1= O,p ± uq =1= 0, and the 
degrees deguP, degvp, degvp + uq, and degv 
p - uq are even. 

If L = F«r2 + S2)1/2) with r, SE K[ u,v] and 
r 2 + S2 ~ F 2 , then AL is a division algebra. 

(3) 

(4) 

In particular, (4) implies that Ais a division algebra. If Ais cyclic, then 
by (1), (2), and (3), there is a subfield L of A with [L: F] = 2, such that 
L = F«r2 + S2)1/2) for suitable r, SE K[ U,V J. However, for such an exten
sion LIF, (4) implies that AL is a division algebra. By Corollary 13.4, AL 
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cannot be a division algebra if L is a subfield of A that properly contains F. 
Hence, A is not cyclic. 

The proofs of (1), (2), and (3) are fairly easy. They are left as exercises. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of (4). 

Lemma. Let F be afield with ehar F # 2, and suppose that al , bl , a2, b2 E PO. 

Define D l = (a l: l) , D2 = (a2: 2), and A = Dl ® D2. The following 

properties are equivalent. 

(i) A is a division algebra. 
(ii) If Ei is a maximal subfield of DJor i = 1,2, then EI '* E2. 

("') Irr F' ,I', 2 b 2 b 2 2 b 2 2 111 '.I Xi'Yi' Zi E satlSJyalxl + lYl - al lZI = a2x2 + 2Y2 - a2b2z2, 
then Xl = Yl = ZI = X2 = Y2 = Z2 = 0. 

PROOF. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is a consequence oftwo observations: 
F(JC) ~ F(~ if and only if eid E F2 ; the maximal subfields of a quaternion 
algebra D have the form F« _V(Z))l/2) where Z E Dis a pure quaternion and 
v is the norm of D. (See Exercise 4, Section 13.1.) If(ii) fails, then e, d, and e 

. (e d) (e e) (e de) can be found m F so that D l = -t ,D2 = -t ,and A '" 'p has 

index 2 by Corollary 15.1 b. Thus, (i) implies (ii). (A more general form of 
this implication is given in Exercise 1.) Assume that (ii) is satisfied. By 
Corollary 13.4, tbis hypothesis implies that if Ei is a subfield of Di for i = 1, 
2, then EI ® D2 and Dl ® E2 are division algebras. To prove that A is a 
division algebra, it will therefore suffice to show that if Z # ° in A, then 
there exists u E A such that zu is a non-zero element of El ® D2 or Dl ® E2 

for suitable subfields Ei of Di. Let 1, i, j, and ij be the quaternion units 
of Dl · Thus, A = D2 E9 iD2 E9 jD2 E9 ijD2 = F(i)D2 E9 j(F(i)D2). Write 
Z = Wo + jW l with Wo' Wl E F(i)D2 . If Wl = 0, then Z E F(i)D2 is a unit. 
Otherwise, zw1l = wowll + j. Thus, we can assume that Z = w + j with 
w = x + iy E F(i)D2,x,y E D2. Since(w + j)(j-lwj - j) = wr l wj _ j2 = 
x2 - ay2 - b + i(yx - xy) E F(i)D2, the proof is finished unless x2 -
ay2 - b = ° and yx = xy. If y E F, then Z = x + iy + jE F(iy + j) ® 
D2 s;;; AO. If y ~ F, then yx = xy implies x E CD (F(y)) = F(y). In this case, 

2 

Z E D l ® F(y) s;;; AO. 0 

We now prove (4). Let ~ = ~l - ~2' where ~l and ~2 are the quadratic 
forms associated with D l and D2 in Section 1.7. Explicitly, ~(Xl" .. ,x6) = 
uxi - x~ + ux~ + ux! - vx~ - uvx~. By the lemma, it is sufficient to 
prove that if x = (Xl" .. ,x6 ) E F 6 and y = (y l' ... ,y 6) E F 6 satisfy ~(x + 
(r2 + S2)1/2;) = 0, then x = y = (0, ... ,0). By homogeneity, it can be 
assumed that the Xi and Yj are in K [ u, v]. If @ is the bilinear form obtained 
by polarizing ~, then ~(x) + (r2 + S2)~(;) + 2(r2 + S2)1/2@(X,;) = 
~(x + (r2 + S2)1/2;) = 0. The hypothesis r2 + S2 ~ F 2 yields ~(x) + 
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(r2 + S2)<Il(Y) = 0; that is, UPI - P2 + UP3 = -UP4 + VPs + UVP6' where 
Pi = x; + (rYi)2 + (SYi)2. If both sides of the equation are 0, that is, P2 = 
U(PI + P3) and UP4 = V(Ps + UP6)' thenpl = P2 = P3 = P4 = Ps = P6 = 
o by (3). Otherwise, v(Ps + UP6) = U(PI + P3 + P4) - P2; and (3) implies 
Ps = P6 = 0 and P2 = U(PI + P3 + P4)' since degv v(Ps + UP6) is odd and 
degvu(PI + P3 + P4) - P2 is even unless Ps = P6 = O. Similarly, P2 = 
U(PI + P3 + P4) yields P2 = PI = P3 = P4 = O. Since rand s are not 
zero, one more application of (3) gives the required conc1usion that x = y = 
(0, ... ,0). 

EXERCISES 

1. Let DI , D2 E 6(F) be division algebras that respective1y contain maximal subfields 
EI and E2 such that EI and E2 are not linearly disjoint. Prove that DI ® D2 is 
not a division algebra. Hint. The assumption that EI and E2 are not linearly disjoint 
implies the existence of a compositum K of EI and E2 such that [K: F] < [EI : F] 
[E2 : F] = DegDI ® D2. Show that K splits DI ® D2. 

2. Prove the statement (3). 

3. Prove the statement (1). Hint. Otherwise, E = F(i,u), where u2 = XE F(i), i2 = -1, 
G(E/F(i» = (0) with u" = -u, G(E/F) = (t), and a = t 2. Show that u'u E F(i) 
and (u'u)' = - u'u, hence u'u = ci for some CE F. If x = a + ib, derive the con
tradiction -1 = (a/c)2 + (b/c)2. 

4. Prove the statement (2). Hint. Let K = E ® F(i) = EU), where i2 = -1. Show 
that K is a fie1d, K/F is Galois, G(K/F) = G(K/E) x G(K/F(i) = ('r) x (a), 
K = F(i,w) with w4 = XE F(i), w" = iw, i' = -i. Deduce from at = ta that 
w'w E F, say w' = aw-I. Show that L is the fixed field of (a2, t), and deduce that 
the elements of L have the form Yo + Y2W2, where y~ = Yo E F and y~ = Y2xa-2. 
Prove that (yz w2)z = ,2 + sZ for suitable " S E F. Finally, note that if Yz wZ, Zz w2 E 

L, then Y2/ZZ E F. 

5. Let DI and Dz be quaternion algebras that satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. 
Prove that if K/F is a quadratic extension, then Df ~ Df. This fact can also be 
proved using some fairly deep properties of quadratic forms. It is then possible to 
give an easy proof that (ii) implies (i) in the lemma. 

Notes on Chapter 15 

The material in this chapter is about SOor 60 years old. It seems surprisingly 
youthful. Most of the results that are presented here are due to Albert, 
Dickson, and Wedderburn. Except for the example in Seetion 15.7, the 
exposition is based on Albert's book [3]. Section 15.7 is a rewrite of Albert's 
paper [2]. 

We conc1ude these notes with a survey of what is known about cyc1ic 
division algebras. In this chapter it has been shown that all division algebras 
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of degrees two, three, and six are cyclic, but there are non-cyclic algebras 
of degree four. Albert has proved (in [1], for instance) that every division 
algebra of degree four over Fis a crossed product. (See Exercise 7, Section 
20.8.) Little is known about division algebras of degree p for primes p 
greater than three. Brauer proved that if D E S(F) is a division algebra 
with DegD = 5, then there is a solvable extension ElF of degree 12 such 
that DE is cyclic; it is still not known if such a D is cyclic, or even a crossed 
product. Amitsur has proved that if n is divisible by 8 or the square of an 
odd prime, then there are division algebras of degree n that are not crossed 
products. We will prove Amitsur's Theorem in Chapter 20. Much more 
is known about the division algebras over special kinds of fields. Triviany, 
if B(F) = {I}, then an questions about the division algebras in S(F) 
evaporate. However, there are important classes of fields such that B(F) 
is not trivial and an of the division algebras in S(F) are cyclic. We will 
prove (in Chapters 17 and 18) that this is the case when Fis a local field 
or a number field. It would be interesting to have a description of the fields 
F such that an the division algebras in 6(F) are cyclic, but such an objective 
is now out of sight. There is a related problem that seems more tractable: 
for which fields F is B(F) generated by the equivalence classes of cyclic 
algebras? It has been conjectured that an fields have this property. 



CHAPTER 16 

Norms 

A fmite dimensional central simple F-algebra can be thought of as a non
commutative analogue of a fmite field extension. If we adopt that viewpoint, 
it is natural to look for analogues of the useful ideas in field theory. This 
chapter is concerned with the counterpart for central simple algebras of the 
norm of a field extension. These mappings are called reduced norms. 

The definition and the basic properties of the reduced norm are presented 
in the first half of the chapter. The last three sections use the norm to get 
some information about the multiplicative structure of central simple 
algebras. This development leads us to one ofthe active frontiers ofresearch 
on central simple algebras: the investigation of the Reduced Whitehead 
Groups of algebras. 

The reduced norm will reappear in later chapters. The most impressive 
application ofthe norm will be its use in Chapter 19 to prove Tsen's Theorem. 

16.1. The Characteristic Polynomial 

This section presents an array of candidates for the role of the norm of an 
associative algebra. It is shown that for the dass of central simple algebras, 
all of the norms can be obtained as powers of a single one, the reduced norm. 

It is useful to generalize the definition in Section 5.5 of a representation 
of an F-algebra A. If K is an extension of the fieId F, n is a natural number, 
and 4J is an F-algebra homomorphism of A to Mn(K), then 4J will be called 
a representation of A. For K = F this concept agrees with Definition 5.5. 
The advantage of adopting a more liberal definition sterns from our results 
on splitting fields in Section 13.2. On the basis of Proposition 13.2a, we will 
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ca11 an F-algebra homomorphism tjJ: A - Mn(K) a splitting representation 
of the finite dimensional central simple F-algebra A if n = Deg A. 

Defmition. Let tjJ: A - Mn(K) be a representation of the F-algebra A. The 
tjJ-characteristic polynomial of an element y E A is 

X</>(y,x) = det(znx - tjJ(y)). 

The tjJ-trace and tjJ-norm of y are 't</>(y) = tr tjJ(y) and v</>(y) = det tjJ(y). 

Two special cases of this definition are familiar. If A = Mn(F) and tjJ 
is the identity homomorphism, then X</>(cx,x) is the characteristic polynomial 
ofthe matrix 0(, v</>(O() = detO(, and 't</>(o() = tu. In this case, tjJ is a splitting 
representation because Deg Mn(F) = n. The other well known case of the 
definition occurs when A is a fmite field extension of Fand tjJ is a matrix 
representation that corresponds to the left regular representation of A. In 
this situation v</> is the field norm NA/F and 't</> is the trace mapping TA/F • 

It is c1ear from the definitions that 

X</>(y,X) = xn - 't</>(y)xn- 1 + ... + (-l)"v</>(y). (1) 

This identity enables us to deduce many facts about the trace and the norm 
from the properties of characteristic polynomials. 

Another useful observation is a familiar property of determinants. 

If 0( E Mn(K) and Y E Mn(K)O, then det(znx - y-10(y) = det(znx - O(). (2) 

In fact, det(znx - y-10(y) = det(y-1(znx - O()y) = (dety)-1(det(znx - O()) 
(det y) = det (znx - O(). 

Lemma. Let A E 6(F). Jf tjJ: A - Mn(K) is a splitting representation of A 
and 1/1: A - Mm(K) is an arbitrary representation of A, then m = nk for 
some k E N and X", = X;. 

PROOF. By Proposition 9.2b, tjJ and 1/1 extend to K-algebra homomorphisms 
tjJ: AK _ Mn(K), 1/1: AK - Mm(K) such that tjJ(y Q9 c) = tjJ(y)c, I/I(Y Q9 c) 
= I/I(Y)c; and the extension of tjJ is an isomorphism by Proposition 13.2a. 
Since AK E 6(K), 1/1 is injective, and the Double Centralizer Theorem 
implies that Mm(K) = I/I(AK) Q9 B for a suitable BE 6(K). Therefore, m = 
(Degl/l(AK))(DegB) = nk, where k = DegB E N. Define (): AK - Mm(K) 
by ()(z) = tjJ(z) ® Zk' By the Noether-Skolem Theorem, there is an element 
y E Mm(K)O such that I/I(z) = y-1()(Z)Y for all z E AK. In particular, if y E A, 
then X",(y,x) = det(zmx - I/I(Y)) = det(zmx - ()(y)) = det«znx - tjJ(y)) ® 
Zk) = X</>(y,xt by (2). 0 

Proposition. Let A E 6(F). Jf tjJ: A - Mn(E) is a splitting representation of 
A, then X", E F[x]. Moreover, if 1/1: A - Mn(L) is another splitting repre
sentation of A, then X", = X</>. 
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PROOF. Assurne that ElF is Galois. If (J E G(EIF), then (J determines an 
automorphism of Mn(E) by (J([ ciJ) = [cu], and (JrjJ is a splitting repre
sentation of A. The lemma yields X", = X"", = (J(X",), where (J operates on 
the coefficients of polynomials in E [x J. Since ElF is Galois, it follows that 
X", E F[ x J. Let ljJ: A -+ Mn(L) be another splitting representation. There 
is a field extension KIF and F-algebra homomorphisms X: E -+ K and 8: 
L -+ K. (See Exercise 1.) These mappings extend to F-algebra homomor
phisms X: Mn(E) -+ Mn(K) and 8: Mn(L) -+ Mn(K) by X([cij]) = [X(cij)] 
and 8([diJ) = [8(dij)]. The lemma implies 8(X",) = X9'" = Xx'" = x(X",) = 
X", because X", E F[x] and X is an F-algebra homomorphism. Thus, X", = 
X", E F[ x J. By Theorem 13.5, splitting representations rjJ: A -+ Mn(E) such 
that ElF is Galois exist. This observation finishes the proof. 0 

The proposition enables us to simplify our notation. We will write 
XA/F' r A/F' and v A/F (or just X, r, and v when there is no danger of confusion) 
for X"" r"" and v", respectively, where rjJ is any splitting representation of A. 
If Y E A, then X(y,x), r(y), and v(y) are called the characteristic polynomial, 
trace, and reduced norm of y. 

Corollary a. Let A E 6(F) have degree n. If rjJ: A -+ Mm(K) is a repre
sentation oJ A, then n divides m and X", = XmJn, r", = (mln)r, and v", = vmJn. 
In particular, rq,(y), v",(y) E F Jor all y E A. 

Corollary b. Let ElF be a field extension, and suppose that A E 6(F), B E 

6(E). If 8: A -+ B is an F-algebra homomorphism, then Deg B = k Deg A 
Jor some k E N and XB/i8(y),x) = XA/F(y,X)k Jor all y E A. In particular, 
XAE/E(y,X) = XA/F(y,X), r AE/iy) = r A/F(y), and v AE/E(Y) = v A/F(y) Jor all 
YEA. 

PROOF. Let Deg B = m, Deg A = n. Suppose that rjJ: B -+ Mm(K) is a 
splitting representation of B. Since rjJ8: A -+ Mm(K) is a representation of 
A, it follows from the lemma that m = kn and XB/i8(y),x) = X"'9(y,X) = 
XA/F(y,X)k for so me k E N. 0 

EXERCISES 

I. Let ElF and LI F be field extensions. Prove that there is an extension KIF such that 
both E and L are isomorphie as F-algebras to subfields of K that contain F. Hint. 
Let M be a maximal ideal of E Q9 L. Consider (E Q9 L)I M. 

2. Let A be a finite dimensional F-algebra. For a fixed basis {w j , W 2 , ... , wn} of A 
and Y E A, define cjJ(y) E Mn(F) by [yw j , yw2 , ... , ywn] = [w j , W 2 ' ... , wn]cjJ(y). 
That is, cjJ(y) is the matrix of Ay relative to the basis {w j , w2 , ••• , wn}. Prove the 
following statements. 

(a) cjJ: A --> Mn(F) is a representation of A, and X</> does not depend on the 
choice of the basis {w j , W 2 ' ... , wn}. Thus, there is no ambiguity when we write 
X,j for the cjJ-characteristic polynomial that is defined in this way. 
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(b) If ElF is a field extension and Y E A, then X).(y,x) is the same polymomial 
when y is viewed as an element of AE as it is for y E A. 

(e) If A E 6(F) has degree n, then X). = X·. As a ehallenge, prove this statement 
without using Corollary a, by appling the result (b) in the ease that E splits A. In 
this situation, AE ean be identified with M.(E). 

16.2. Computations 

Explicit ca1culations of the characteristic polynomials, norms, and traces 
in central simple algebras are usually difficult. In this section we exhibit 
some cases in which formulas can be given for these quantities. 

By 16.1 (1), the norm can be recovered from the characteristic polynomial. 
However, it is sometimes easier to work direct1y with the norm. We begin 
this section by showing that the characteristic polynomial can be viewed 
as a norm. 

Lemma a. Let </J: A --+ Mn(K) be a representation of the F-algebra A. lf 
E = F(x) and tjJ = </J ® idE : AE --+ Mn (K(x» , where Mn(K) ® F(x) is 
identified with a subalgebra of Mn(K(x», then Xq,(Y,x) = v",(x - y) for all 
Y E A. In partieular, if A E 6(F), then XA/F(y,X) = VAE/ix - y). 

PROOF. By definition, tjJ(y) = </J(y) for all y E A, and tjJ(x) = </J(l) ® x = 
InX. Thus, v",(x - y) = det(tjJ(x - y» = det(/nx - </J(y» = Xq,(y, x). 0 

If KIF is a finite field extension, then it follows from the lemma that the 
characteristic polynomial of an element d E K over Fis NK(x)/F(X)(X - d). 
We will need a more general version ofthis observation. 

Lemma b. Assume that KIF is afield extension of degree r. IfcJ>(x) = xm + 
di xm- i + ... + dm E K[ x], then 'I'(x) = NK(x)/F(x)(cJ>(x» is a monie poly
nomial of degree mr in F[ x], and '1'(0) = NK/F(dm). 

PROOF. Let wp ... 'Wr be a basis of KF. Define </J: K --+ Mr(F) by d[w p . .. , 

wr] = [w p ... ,wr] </J(d), that is, </J is the left regular matrix representation 
of K relative to Wp ... , wr. Since W p ... , Wr is also a basis of K(X)F(x)' 
itfollowsthatcJ>(x)[wp ... ,wr] = [w p ... ,wr] (/rXm + </J(d1)xm - i + ... + 
</J(dm» and 'I'(x) = det(/rXm + </J(di )xm- i + ... + </J(dJ) = xmr + ... + 
~~. 0 

Proposition a. Let A E 6(F). lf K is a subfield of A, then k E N exists such 
that Deg A = k[ K: F], r(y) = kTK/F(y), and v(y) = NK/F(y)k for all y E K. 

PROOF. It was pointed out in Corollary l3.la that [K: F] divides DegA. 
Let Vi' ... , Vm be a basis of KA. If ui ' ... , Ur is a basis of FK, then {uivj : 

1 ~ i ~ r, 1 ~ j ~ m} is a basis of FA. Let tjJ be the left regular matrix 
representation of K relative to U1 ' ••• , ur; that is, y[ u1 ' ••• 'Ur] = [u i ,· .. , 
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UJ t/J(y) for y E K. Since t/J(y) E M.(F) and F = Z(A), it follows that y[ u1 Vj' 
... ,urvJ = [U 1 Vj' ... ,urvj]t/J(y) for 1 :s; j :s; m. Thus, the 1eft regular 
matrix representation of A relative to {uivj} has the form of a matrix tensor 
product ljJ(y) = t/J(y) (8)zm if y E K. By Corollary 16.1a, kr = Deg A divides 
mr, and v(y)m!k = vq,(Y) = (det t/J(y»m = NK/F(yr. Up to a root of unity, 
this is the last statement in the proposition. When A, K, and F are replaced 
by B = AF(x), K(x) , and F(x) respectively, Lemma a gives XA/F(y,X)m!k = 

VB/F(x/X - y)m!k = NK(x)/F(x)(X - yr = X",(y,x)m. Since XA/F(y,X) and 
X",(y,x) are monie polynomials in x, it follows that XA/F(y,X) = X",(y,X)k. 
In partieular, 'rA/F(y) = kTKjiy) and VA/F(y) = NKjF(y)k by 16.1(1). 0 

Corollary. If A E 6(F) is a division algebra oJ degree n, and if y E A has the 
minimum polynomial cI>(x) over F, then v(y) = (-ltcI>(Q)nJr, where r = degcI>. 

In fact, K = F(y) is a subfield ofthe division algebra A, and [K: F] = r. 
The same proof works when the hypothesis that A is a division algebra is 
replaced by the assumption that the minimum polynomial of y is irreducible. 
Indeed, this is exact1y the case in which y belongs to a subfie1d of A. 

When A is a crossed product, then it is possible to give an explicit splitting 
representation of A and hence a formula for the norm. 

Proposition b. Let A = (E,G,cI» be a crossed product oJ degree n, where 
G = G(EjF), A = EB"eG u"E, u;ldu" = d" Jor all <1 E G, d E E, and U;r1U"Ur 
= cI>(<1,'r). TheJormula 

1jJ( L Upcp) = [d"r] with d"r = cI>(<1'r-\'r)C~r-l (1) 
peG 

defines a splitting representation oJ A. In particular, if A = (E,<1,a) is cyclic 
and A = EBi<n uiE with u-1du = d" Jor all d E E and un = a, then 

~ co a<-1 aC:~2 acr-1j 

ljJ C~n UiCi) = CI. cg aC~~1 ac~~~: ' 

Cn- 1 C:- 2 Cn- 3 Co 

(2) 

and 

V(~ uici) = (_I)n-1NE/F(Cn_l)an-l + ... + NE/F(CO)' (3) 
.<n 

PROOF. If y = LpeG upcP ' then ljJ(y) is the matrix of Ay relative to the basis 
{u,,: <1 E G} of AE • The calculation that proves this assertion is left as 
Exercise 1. 0 

If A = ( a:) = (F(,Ja),<1,b) is a quaternion algebra, then (3) takes the 

form v(co + ic! + jC2 + ijc3) = ~F,Ja)/F(CO + c1,Ja) - NF(,Ja)/F(C 2 -
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c3 J"ä)b = c~ - aci - bc~ + abc~. That is, the reduced norm for a quater
nion algebra is the norm that was introduced in Section 1.6. 

A word of caution is needed: if n > 2, then the coefficients of ai in (3) 
for 1 ~ i < n - 1 are fairly complicated homogeneous polynomials in the 
various Ci and their conjugates. They are not simple expressions like 
( - 1 Y NE/F( cJ Exercise 2 illustrates this fact. 

EXERCISES 

1. Complete the proof of Proposition b. 

2. Let F be a field with char F #- 3 such that there is a primitive third root of unity 

(in F. Let A = (a,b) be the cyc1ic algebra of degree 3 that was defined in Section 
F,( 

15.4. Thus, A has an F-basis {uiJ: 0 :::;; iJ < 3} such that vu = uv(, u 3 = a E FO, 
v 3 = bE PO. Prove that if z = L05;i,i<3 uiViCij' then v(z) = a2(c~o + bC~, + b2C~2 -

3bc20C2lC22) + a[(cio + bcL + b2C~2 - 3bc lO Cll C12) - 3(COOClOC20 + bCOl Cll C2! 

+ b2C02C12C22) - 3b(cOO C12 C2 ! + COl ClO C22 + C02 Cll c20) - 3b(2(COO Cll C22 + 
C02 CIO C2! + CO! C12 C20)] + (c~o + bC~, + b2C~2 - 3bcoo c Ol CO2 ), 

16.3. The Reduced Norm 

In this section we will translate standard facts about matrices and deter
minants into statements about the reduced norm, The main result of this 
program is a norm criterion for an element of a central simple algebra to 
be a unit, 

Lemma a. Let 4J: A --+ Mn(K) be a representation 0/ the F-algebra A, If 
x, Y E A and a, b E F, then 

(i) '1:",(xa + yb) = '1:",(x)a + '1:",(y)b, 
(ii) v",(xy) = v",(x)v",(y), 

(iii) v",(a) = an, 

If Y1' ',., Ym is a basis 0/ AF, then there is a homogeneous polynomial <I> 0/ 
degree n in Xl' ... , ~ with coe/ficients in K such that Vq,(L~=lYiai) = 
<I>(a 1 , •.. , am)' 

PROOF. Equations (i), (ii), and (iii) reflect corresponding properties of the 
trace and determinant mappings of matrices. For example, v",(xy) = 
det(4J(xy» = det(4J(x)4J(y» = det4J(x)det4J(y) = v",(x)v",(y). Let 4J(y) = 
[bJkJ E Mn(K). Then 

v", (.I Yiai) = det[.I bJkai] 
,=1 ,=1 
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= <I>(a l , ... , am), 

where <I> E K[ Xl' ... , Xm] is homogeneous of degree n. o 

Lemma b. Jf A E 6(F), and if </J: A -+ Mn(K) is a representation of A, then 
every element of A is a root of its </J-characteristic polynomial. 

PROOF. By Corollary 16.1a, X<t>(y,x) has coefficients in F, so that 

</J(X<t>(y,y» = X<t>(y,</J(y» 

because </J is an F-algebra homomorphism. By definition, X<t>(y,x) is the 
characteristic polynomial of the matrix </J(Y). Thus, X<t>(y,</J(y» = 0 by the 
Cayley-Hamilton Theorem for matrices. Finally, since A is simple, </J is 
injective. Hence, X<t>(y,y) = O. D 

Proposition a. Let A E 6(F). An element y E A is a unit if and only if v(y) =I O. 

PROOF. If Y E AO, then V(y-I)V(Y) = v(1) = 1 by Lemma a. Thus, v(y) =I O. 
Assume that v(y) =I O. Then X(y,x) = xn + alxn - l + ... + an with an = 
(-IYv(y) =I 0 by 16.1 (1). Since yn + alyn-l + ... + an = 0 by Lemma b, 
it follows that _(yn-l + alyn-2 + ... + an_l)a;;l is the inverse of y. 0 

CoroUary a. Jf </J is a representation of A E 6(F), then A is a division algebra 
ifandonlYifv<t>(y) =I OforallYEA - {O}. 

This corollary folIo ws from the proposition and Corollary 16.1a. 
It follows from Lemma a and the proposition that the reduced norm is a 

group homo mo rphi sm from AO to FO. Since P is commutative, the kernel 
of v contains the commutator subgroup A' = [AO,AO] of AO. Therefore, 
v induces a homomorphism vab from Aab = AO/A' to FO: vab(xA') = v(x). 

CoroUary b. Jf A E 6(F), then v is a group homomorphism of AO to FO that 
induces a homomorphism vab : Aab -+ FO. 

The groups Kervab = Kerv/A' and Cokervab = Cokerv are important 
invariants of central simple algebras. The kernel of vab is encountered in 
algebraic K-theory; it is called the Reduced Whitehead Group of A, and it is 
denoted by SKI (A). Corollary b yields an exact sequence 

I -+ SKI (A) -+ Aab -+ P -+ Coker v -+ 1. (1) 

It is clear from Lemma a that ifDeg A = n, then (Foy S; Im v. Therefore, 
Cokerv is a homomorphic image of P/(Py. In particular, the exponent of 
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Coker v divides n. The same statement will be proved for SKI (A) in Seetion 
16.6. 

We eonc1ude this seetion with a proof that SKI and Cokerv are the 
objeet maps of funetors. 

Proposition b. Let KjF be afield extension. Suppose that A E S(F), B E S(K), 
Deg A = m, and Deg B = n. An F-algebra homomorphism (),' A -+ Binduces 
group homomorphisms (J"b,' Aab -+ B ab, ()1,' SKI (A) -+ SKI (B), and ()2,' 

Coker v A/F -+ Coker VB/K such that the diagram 

1 -+ SK1(A) -+ Aab -+ F'-- CokervA/F -+ 1 
!81 !8G

• !~"'. !82 (2) 
1 -+ SK1(B) -+ B ab -+ KO-- CokervB/K -+ 1 

commutes, where '7k is the exponential mapping a f-+ ~. 

PROOF. The eomposite homomorphism AO .!!. BO -+ B ab has the kernel 
()-I(B'). Thus, AOj()-I(B') is isomorphie to a subgroup of the eommutative 
group B ab. Therefore, A' ~ ()-I(B'), and () induces (J"b: Aab -+ B ab such that 

(J"b(xA') = ()(x)B'. 

By Corollary 16.1 b, V;}jK()ab(xA') = VB/K()(X) = v A/F(X)rr/m = '7rr/m v':ßF(xA') 
for all XE AO. Thus, the middle square of (2) commutes. From this fact 
and the exactness of the rows in (2) it follows easily that there are unique 
homomorphisms ()1 and ()2 such that the whole diagram commutes. 0 

If (): A -+ Band 1/1: B -+ C are respectively F-algebra and K-algebra 
homomorphisms, then the construction in the proof of Proposition b shows 
that 

(I/I())ab = I/Iab()ab, (I/I())1 = 1/11 ()p and (I/I()h = 1/12()2' (3) 

In particular, SKI is a functor from the category S(F) to the eategory of 
abelian groups. 

EXERCISES 

1. Complete the proof of Proposition b. That is, show that the exactness of rows and 
the commutativity ofthe center square in (2) implies the existence and the uniqueness 
of homomorphisms (Jl and (J2 so that the diagram commutes. 

2. Compute Coker v AlF in the following cases. 
(a) F arbitrary, A = Mn(F). 
(b) F = IR, A = 1Hl. 

(c) F = Q, A = ( -10-1 ). 

(d) F= Q(x),A = (-1~-1). 
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3. Let A e 6(F). If y e A, then the minimum polynomial of y over F is the monic 
polynomial CII of least degree in F[x] such that CII(y) = O. Prove that every ye A 
has a unique minimum polynomial CII, and CII divides X(y,x) in F[x]. Show that y 
is contained in a subfield K of A if and only if CII is irreducible in F[ x ]. 

4. Let D e 6(F) be a division algebra. Denote the F-algebra of polynomials with 
coefficients in D by D[ x]. (By definition, xy = yx for all y e D.) Define the degree 
degCII ofCII e D[x] - {O} in the usual way. For y e D and CII = X o + XXI + ... + 
xnxn e D[x], define CIIly) = X o + YX 1 + ... + ynxn. Prove the following state
ments. 

(a) IfCII, 'P e D[x] - {O}, then degCII'P = degCII + deg'P. 
(b) If CII e D[ x] has degree n ~ I and y e D, then there exists 'P e D[ x] such 

that deg'P = n - 1 and CII = (x - y)'P + CII,(y). Deduce that CII,(y) = 0 if and 
only ifCII = (x - y)'P for some 'P e D[x]. 

(c) If CII = 'PX and y e D satisfies CII,(Y) = 0 "# 'P,(Y), then X,(Z-l yz) = 0 for 
some z e DO. Hint. Apply (b) to CII and 'P. Take z = 'P,(Y). 

(d) If'P e D[x] - {O} ismonicofminimaldegreewith theproperty'P,(z-lyz) = 
o for all z e D, then 'P e F[x]; hence deg 'P ~ [F(y): F]. 

(e) If CIIeF[x]!;;; D[x] is the minimum polynomial over F of yeD, then 
CII = (x - y)(x - Y2) ... (x - yJ, where the y, are conjugates of y in D. Hint. Use 
(b), (c), and (d). 

(f) IfDeg D ~ 2, then there is no total ordering of D such that sums and products 
of positive elements are positive. Hint. Find y e D such that the minimum poly
nomial of y has the form xn + a2xn- 2 + ... + an' Show that if y > 0, then the 
conjugates of y are positive, and if y < 0, then the conjugates of y are negative. 
Obtain a contradiction. 

16.4. Transvections and Dilatations 

If D is a division algebra in 6(F) and A = Mn(D), then the reduced norm 
v AIF is analogous to a determinant mapping. In this section and the next one 
we will construct a determinant for matrices over a division algebra that is 
doser in spirit to the usual determinant than the norm. The difference 
between the reduced norm and the determinant is measured to a large 
extent by the reduced Whitehead group and the cokemel of the norm. 

The letter D denotes a division algebra that is not necessarily finite 
dimensional over the field F. Denote Mn(D)° by GLiD). Thus, GLn(D) is 
the group of invertible n by n matrices with entries in D. In this seetion we 
tacitly assume that n ~ 2; most of the statements that make sense for 
GL l (D) = DO are trivially true. 

It is useful to introduce notation for two dasses of n by n matrices. Let 
1 :::;; i =F j :::;; n; define tij(x) = I + eijx for XE D, and c5i(x) = L.k*iekk + 
eiix = I + eix - 1) if x E DO. If it is necessary to incorporate n into this 
notation we will write t~j(x) and c5i(x) instead of tij(x) and Mx). The matrices 
c5n(x) play a special part in the theory, and it is convenient to abbreviate c5n(x) 
by c5(x). 
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Every 'tj/X) and t5 j(X) belongs to GLn(D). In fact 'tiX)-1 = 'tij( -x) and 
t5 j(X)-l = t5 j(x- 1), since 'tix + y) = 'tix)'tij(y) and t5j(xy) = t5j(x)t5 j(y). In 
particular, 

15: DO --+ GLn(D) is an injective group homomorphism. (1) 

The matrices 'tj/X) are called transvections; the t5 j(x) are dilatations. There 
are geometrical definitions of transvections and dilatations which assign 
these titles to matrices that don't have the forms 'tj/X) and t5j(x), but this 
matter won't concern uso 

Lemma a. lf D #= IFz , then the transvections 'tij(x) are elements of the com
mutator subgroup GLn(D)' ofGLiD). 

PROOF. Since 'tj/X) has only one non-zero entry off the diagonal, it suffices 
to prove the lemma when n = 2. Choose Y E D - {O, -x}. This choice is 
possible because D #= IFz. Let Z = y(x + y)-1. A routine calculation shows 

that [~ ~J = ~-1 p-1~ß E GLn(D)', where ~ = [~ ~J and ß = G ~l 
Also, [~ ~J E GLn(D)', since GLn(D)' is c10sed under transposition. D 

Denote the subgroup of GLiD)' that is generated by {'tix): i #= j, 
XE DO} by H or Hn • In the next section we will see that His the commutator 
subgroup of GLn(D). Since 'tij(X)-1 = 'tij( -x), every element of H is a 
product of transvections. 

If~, ß E GLn(D) with n ;:::: 2, write ~ ~ ß when ~ and ß are in the same 
right coset of H; that is ß = y~ for some Y E H. Plainly, ~ is an equivalence 
relation on GLn(D). 

The relation ~ has a familiar characterization: 

~ ~ ß if and only if ß can be obtained from ~ by a sequence 
of elementary row transformations of the first kind, that is, (2) 
transformations that add a left multiple of one row to another row. 

Indeed, if ~ = [Yka = Ld'k/Yk/' then 'tij(X)~ = (I + BjjX)(Lk,/Bk/Yk/) = 

Lk,/Bk/Ykl + LIBi/XYjl = [ZklJ, where Zkl = Ykl if k #= i and Zi/ = Yi/ + xYjl' 
That is, 'ti/X)~ is obtained from ~ by adding the left multiple by x of row j 
to row i. . 

Lemma b.lf~ E GLn(D), then ~ ~ t5(x)for some x E DO. 

Using only elementary row transformations of the first kind, the Gauss 
elimination process carries an invertible matrix ~ to a matrix of the form 
t5(x). Thus, ~ ~ t5(x) by (2). The details of this construction are outlined in 
Exercise I. 
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CoroUary a. His anormal subgroup oJ GLn(D). In particular, 0(1 ~ ß1 and 
0(2 ~ ß2 imply 0(10(2 ~ ß1ß2· 

PROOF. If i,j # n, then b(X)-1 Tij (y)b(x) = T;/Y); and b(X)-1 Tin (y)b(x) = 
Tin(YX), b-1(x)Tn/y)b(x) = Tn/X- 1y). Thus, H <l GLn(D) by Lemma b. 
Moreover, 0(1 = r1ß1 and 0(2 = r2ß2 with r1' r2 E H implies 0(10(2 = 
r1ß1r2ßl 1ß1ß2 ~ ß1ß2· 0 

PROOF. By induction on r, it is sufficient to prove that b;(x)b(y) ~ b(xy). 
Moreover, it can be assumed that n = 2 and (by (1)) i = 1. By (2), b1 (x)b(y) 

= [~ ~J ~ e ~J ~ [~ (X-
1

; l)y ] ~ [~ (X-1X~ l)y ] ~ [~ :J 
= b(xy). 0 

CoroUary b. JfO( Ei' GLn(D), then O(n = r(lx)Jor some rEH and XE DO. 

By Lemma b there is an XE DO such that 0( ~ (j(x). Therefore, O(n ~ 

b(x)" ~ b1 (x)· .. bn(x) = IX by Corollary a and Lemma c. 
This corollary enables us to prove an important analogue of Corollary 

16.1 b in which the roles of E and F are reversed. 

Proposition. Let E/F be a Jinite field extension, A E 6(E), and BE 6(F). 
Assume that [E: F] = I, Deg A = m, and Deg B = n. Jf (): A --+ B is an 
F-algebra homomorphism, then n = mlk Jor some k E N and VB/F«()(y)) = 

NE/F( v A/E(y))k Jor all y E A. 

PROOF. Since Ais simple, we can assume that A ~ Band () is the inclusion 
homomorphism. In this case, Eis a subfield of Band F ~ E ~ A. By the 
D.C.T.andCorollary16.lb,n2 = 12(DegCB(E))2 = (lmk)2.Fixanelement 
y E A. If y E BO, then y-1 E F[y] ~ A by Lemma l6.3b. Hence, v A/E(y) = 0 
implies VB/F(y) = O. Assume that v A/E(y) # 0, that is, y E AO. By the Wedder
burn Structure Theorem, A ~ Ms(D), where D is a division algebra in 
S(E). It can be assumed for convenience of notation that D ~ A. The 
assumption that y E AO implies by Corollary b that yS = zw for some 
Z E A' ~ B' and W E DO. It follows from Corollary l6.3b that VB/F(y)S = 

VB/F(Z)VB/F(W) = vB/iw) and VA/E(y)S = VA/E(W). Let K = E[w J. Since w E D 
and D is a finite dimensional division algebra over E, K/ E is a finite field 
extension, say [K: E] = t. Then [K: F] = It and VB/F(W) = NK/F(W)n/lt = 
NK/F(W)km/t = NE/F(VA/E(W)t by Proposition 16.2a. Hence, VB/F(y)S = 
(NE/F(VA/E(y)t)s. The device that was introduced at the end of the proof of 
Proposition 16.2acan again be used to conclude that VB/F(y) = NE/F(V A/E(y)t 
The details of the argument constitute Exercise 2. 0 
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CoroUary c. If the hypotheses of the proposition are satisfied, then (J induces 
group homomorphisms (Jab, (Jl' and (J2 such that the diagram 

1 -+ SK1 (A) -+ Aab -+ EO -+ Coker v AlE -+ 1 
! 0, ! O·b ! '" ! 02 

1 -+ SK1 (B) -+ Bab -+ FO -+ Coker VBIF -+ 1 

commutes, where ljJ = YfkNEIF. 

This corollary follows from the proposition by the same reasoning that 
was used to deduce Proposition 16.3b from Corollary 16.1 b. 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove Lemma b. Hint. For 0 :.:::; k < n, denote by Gk the set of all IX E GLn(D) that 

have the form [~ ;J with ß E Mn_k(D). Show that ß E GLn_k(D). Prove that if 

IX E Gk and k + 1 < n, then IX ~ [~ :J, where y = [Yij] E Mn_k(D) satisfies 

Yll = 1. Deduce that IX ~ IX' E Gk+l. Finally, show that if IX E Gn-I> then IX ~ b(x) 
for some x E DO. 

2. Complete the proof of the proposition by applying the result obtained in the first 
part of the argument to F(x), E(x), AE(X), BF(X), and x - y. It is necessary to use 
both Lemma l6.2a and Lemma l6.2b. 

3. Prove that Lemma a is true for D = IFz provided n ~ 3, but it is false for GLz(IFJ. 

16.5. Non-commutative Determinants 
The construction of the determinant mapping for GLn(D) is completed 
in this section. We also complete the preparations for the study of SK1 

in Section 6. 
The notation that was introduced in Section 4 has the same meaning in 

this section. In particular, His the subgroup of GLn(D) that is generated 
by the transvections 'Cij(x). We have shown that H <l GLn(D), H s GLn(D)' , 
and (j(DO) is a subgroup of GLn(D) such that H(j(DO) = GLn(D). To complete 
this picture, it is necessary to determine H (") (j(DO). 

Lemma a. If n ~ 2 and XE DO, then (j(x) E H if and only if XE D', the com
mutator subgroup of DO. 

PROOF. Assurne that x = y-l z-l yZ. We will prove that (j(x) E H. It IS 

sufficient to consider the case n = 2: 
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~ [y-1Z~ly ~J ~ [; _~-lJ ~ [; -~-] ~ [~ ~J 

~[~ ~l 
Since every element of D' is a product of commutators, it follows from 
16.4(1) that c5(D') ~ H. The proof that c5(x) E H implies XE D' is more 
difficult. This implication is equivalent to the existence of a determinant 
homomorphism from GLiD) to U b• It is convenient to extend our notation 
to cover the case n = 1. Write H1 for D', x ~ Y ify-1x E Hp and c5f(x) = x. 
For n ~ 1, denote the natural projection homomorphism from GL,,(D) 
to GL"(D)/H,, by 1t. The proof of the lemma will be completed by con
structing a mapping 0: GL,,(D) -+ GL,,_l(D)/H,,_l for n ~ 2 such that 

(X ~ ß implies O«(X) = O(ß), (1) 

and 

(2) 

This will do the job because c5:(x) = c5(x) E H" implies c5::f (x) E Hn- 1 , and 
by induction x = c5f(x) E H1 = D'. If (X = [xij] E GLn(D), n ~ 2, and 1 ~ 
i ~ n, define the row vectors ei = [Xil ,Xi2 , .. · ,xin] and"i = [Xi2 ,··· ,xiJ. 
Let [Yl'Y2' . .. ,y,,] be the first row of (X-l. This vector is characterized by 

(3) 

In particular, 

Yl"l + Y2"2 + ... + y"",, = 0. (4) 

If Yi =F 0, then [Yi-1,0, ... ,0] = Yi1Yl e1 + ... + ei + ... + Yi1ynen by 
(3). It follows from Lemma 16.4c that 

e1 

1,0, ... ,0 
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for every k =f. i. Define 

~i 

where the symbol ~i indicates that the row i is omitted. If D = F, so that the 
determinant mapping is defined, then det C( = det C(ik' Our definition of 0 
is motivated by this observation: O( C() = n( C(ik)' where i and k satisfy Yi =f. ° 
and k =f. i. 

If Yi =f. ° and Yj =f. 0, then C(ik ~ C(jl for all k =f. i and I =f. j. (5) 

By Lemma 16.4c the choices of k and I are irrelevant; it is sufficient to 
Pro~7 that ~ ~ C(j~ u~~er the assumptions Yi =f. 0, Yj =f. 0, and i ~ j. By (4), 
- Yi Yfj = Lk"jYi Yj YkYfk' Thus, elementary row transformatIOns of the 
first kind yield 

~i 

L (-IYYi-1Yj-1YkYfk 
k*j 

~i 

( l) i -1 -1 
- Yi Yj YiYfi 

If the matrix y is obtained from ß by interchanging rows k and k + 1 and 
multiplying the new row k by -I, then y = !kk+1 (1)!k+1 k( -1)!kk+1 (l)ß ~ 
ß. Consequently, 
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~j 

by the first part ofthe proof. Thus, (5) is proved.1t is clear from the definition 
of () that (2) is satisfied. For the proof of (1), it can be assumed that ß = 
'/Z)IX. Thus, row i of ß is ~i + Z~j' and the other rows of ß are the same as 
the corresponding rows of IX. By (3), Y 1 ~ 1 + ... + y;( ~i + Z~) + ... + 
(Yj - YiZ)~j + ... + Yn~n = [1,0, ... ,0], so that the first row of ß-1 is 
[y l' ... 'Yi' ... 'Yj - Yi Z, ... ,YnJ. If Yk #- 0 for some k #- j, then ßkj = 
'ij«-I)k+1 ZYk)lXkj ~ IXkj . In this case, ()(ß) = n(ßk) = n(lXk) = ()(IX) by (5). 
(If k = i, then in fact ßij = lXij .) If Yk = 0 for all k #- j, then by (4), IJj = 0 
and Yj - YiZ = Yj" In this case, ßji = IXji and ()(ß) = ()(IX) by (5). D 

Proposition a. If D is a division algebra, D *' IF 2' and n ~ 2, then the com
mutator subgroup oJGLn(D) is generated by the transvections ,/x). Moreover, 
GLn(D)ab ~ nab. 

PROOF. By 16.4(1) and Lemma 16.4b, J(DO) is a subgroup of GLn(D) such 
that HJ(DO) = GLn(D). Lemma a is equivalent to the equation H n J(DO) = 
J(D'). Therefore, since H <l GLn(D) by Corollary 16.4a, the Noether iso
morphism yields GLn(D)jH = HJ(DO)jH ~ 6(DO)j(H n J(DO)) = J(DO)j 
J(D') ~ nab. Thus, H :2 GLn(D)' because Dab is commutative. By Lemma 
16.4a, H = GLn(D)'. D 

It is a consequence of Exercise 3 in Section 16.4 that the proposition 
is true for D = 1F2 , provided n ~ 3. The second statement ofthe proposition 
is valid with no restrictions on D or n. 

CoroUary a. If Dis a division algebra and nE N, then there is a unique group 
homomorphism Det: GLn(D) -+ Dab such that DetJ(x) = n(x) Jor XE DO, 
where n: DO -+ Dab is the projection homomorphism. 

The exp1icit definition of Det IX is this: write IX = yJ(x) where y E Hand 
XE DO; Det IX = n(x). By Lemma 14.4b and Lemma a, this recipe furnishes 
the unique homomorphism that satisfies the condition Det J(x) = n(x). 

The mapping Det was introduced by J. Dieudonne in his study of the 
classica1 groups. If D is a fie1d, then Det is the ordinary determinant. The 
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kernel ofDet is caHed the Special Linear Group, and it is denoted by SL/D). 
If D "# IFz, then SLn(D) = GL/D)' by the proposition. In particular, 
SL1(D) = D'. 

Lemma b. If A = Mn(D), where D E 6(F) is a division algebra, then v A/F 0 b = 
VD/FIDo. 

PROOF. Let </J: D -+ Mm(K) be a splitting representation of D. Define tjJ: 
A -+ Mnm(K) by tjJ([ xij]) = [</J(xij)]' considered as a matrix of blocks. 
Plainly, tjJ is a splitting representation of A. Thus, if XE DO, then VA/F(b(X» = 

det(tjJ(b(X))) = det[l<n-1)m 0 ] = det</J(x) = vD/F(x), D 
o </J(x) 

Proposition b. Let A = Mn(D), where D E 6(F) is a division algebra sueh 
that IDI > 2. There are isomorphisms bab : Dab -+ Aab and b1: SK1 (D) -+ 

SK1 (A) sueh that the following diagram eommutes. 

1 -+ SK1(D) -+ nab -+ FO -+ CokerVD/F -+ 1 
t ~1 P" t id t id 

1 -+ SK1(A) -+ Aab -+ FO -+ CokervA/F -+ 1 

PROOF. By Lemma a, bab(xD') = b(x)A' is a weH defined, injective group 
homomorphism from Dab to Aab. By Lemma 16.4b, bab is surjective. It is a 
consequence of Lemma b that the middle square of the diagram commutes. 
Therefore, the other squares commute, and b1 = bab lSK1 (D) is an isomor
phism. D 

CoroUary b. If A = MiD), where D E 6(F) is a division algebra, then 
VA/FIAo = vab 0 bab 0 Det. 

PROOF. Assume that D "# IFz. Let oe E A. Write oe = yb(x) with y E H = A' 
and x E DO. Then vabbab Det oe = Vabbabn(x) = Vabb(x)A' = vab(oeA') = v(oe). 
The case D = IF z is trivial. D 

Corollary c. Assume that IFI > 2. If A, B E 6(F) satisfy A '" B, then 
Coker v A/F = Coker VB/F and SK1 (A) ~ SK1 (B). In partieu/ar, [SK1 (Mn(F» I 
= ICokervM.<F)/FI = 1. 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove the assertion that the second statement of Proposition a is true for all D and 
all n E 1\1. Show that SKI (M2 (1F 2» ~ Z/2Z. Hint. Show that GL2 (1F2 ) is isomorphie 
to the symmetrie group of order 6. 

2. Let .1: GL.(D) ...... DO/D' be a mapping that satisfies: 
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(i) if ß is obtained from Cl E G Ln(D) by adding a left multiple of one row to another 
row, then I1(ß) = I1(Cl); 

(ii) if ß is obtained from Cl E GLn(D) by multiplying one row of Cl on the left by 
XE DO, then I1(ß) = (XD')I1(Cl); 

(iii) 11(ln) = D'. 

Prove that 11 = Det. 

3. Prove by induction on n that there is a mapping 11 that satisfies conditions (i), (ii) 
and (iii) of Exercise 2. Hint. Use the technique that was developed in the proof of 
Lemmaa. 

4. Let D be a division algebra. Let n: DO -+ Dah be the projection homomorphism. 
Derive the following formulas for determinants of the elements of M2 (D). 

(a) If y, Z E DO, then De{~ ~ ] = n( -zy). 

(b) If XE DO and w # zx-1y then De{; ~J = n(xw - xzx-1y). 

(c) Ifyz # zy, then Det[l YJ = n(yz - zy). 
z yz 

16.6. The Reduced Whitehead Group 

This section presents some of the e1ementary results concerning the structure 
of SK1 (A), where A E 6(F). It is shown that the exponent of SKl (A) divides 
the index of A, the primary decomposition of a division algebra A induces a 
corresponding decomposition of SK1 (A), and SK1 (A) is trivial if Ind A is 
square-free. Deeper properties of the Reduced Whitehead Groups are 
described in the Notes. To avoid the anomaly SK1 (M2 (1F2)) i= {I}, we 
assurne in this section that IFI > 2. 

Lemma. Let K/ F be a finite field extension. Jf D E 6(F) is a division algebra, 
A E 6(K), B ~ Mk(F), and x: A --+ B is an F-algebra homomorphism, then 
there is a sequence SK1 (D) ~ SK1 (D @ A) ~ SK1 (D @ B) ..! SKt (D) 
such that () is an isomorphism and ()t/I<jJ = 'lk' where 'lk(X) = xk. 

PROOF. Proposition 16.3b, Corollary 16.4c, and Proposition 16.5b give the 
commutative diagram 

SKt (D) ! SKt (D @ A) ! SK1 (D @ B) ~ SKt (Mk(D)):':' SK1 (D) 
~ ! ! ~ ~ 

Dab --+ (D (8) Atb --+ (D (8) B)ab --+ M~(D)ab .-- Dab 

in which the vertical mappings are inc1usions, <jJ is induced by x H X (8) 1, 
t/I is induced by x (8) y H X (8) X(y), and T is induced by x (8) Z H p(z)x 
(where p: B --+ Mk(F) is the isomorphism that is assumed to exist). Since 
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p is an isomorphism, so is 1"; and 15 1 is an isomorphism by Proposition 
l6.5b. Thus, 0 = 151"11": SK1 (D ® B) ~ SK1 (D) is an isomorphism. If 
xD' E SK1 (D), then Oljlf/J(xD') is the coset (mod D') of the image of x 1-+ 
x ® 11-+ X ® x(l) 1-+ ZkX 1-+ 15-1 (Zk X). By Corollary l6.4b, t5-1(ZkX)D' = 
xkD'. Hence, Oljlf/J = '1k· D 

Proposition a. If A E 6(F), then the exponent of SK1 (A) divides IndA. 

PROOF. By Corollary l6.5c, we can assume that A = Dis a division algebra. 
Let K be a maximal subfield of D, so that [K: F] = Deg D = Ind D = k 
and D ® K ~ Mk(K). Thus, SK1 (D ® K) = {I} by Corollary l6.5c. Apply 
the lemma with A = K and x: K ~ Mk(F) = B is a left regular repre
sentation. If xD' E SK1 (D), then (XD')k = '1k(xD') = Oljlf/J(xD') = Oljl(l) 
=1. D 

Proposition b. If the division algebra D E 6(F) has the primary decomposition 
D = D1 ® ... ® Dr , then SK1 (D) has the primary decomposition SK1 (D) 
~ SK1 (D1) X ..• X SK1 (Dr ). 

PROOF. By Proposition l4.4b, it will be sufficient to prove that if A and B 
are division algebras ofrelatively prime degrees m and n, then SK1 (A ® B) 
~ SK1 (A) X SK1 (B). By Proposition a, the exponent of SK1 (A ® B) 
divides mn, so that SK1 (A ® B) = G x H, where the exponent of G divides 
m and the exponent of H divides n. In particular, '1n(G) = G and '1n(H) = 

{1}. By symmetry, it suffices to show that G ~ SK1 (A). Define x: B ~ 
B ® B* ~ M n2(F) by X(x) = x ® 1. The lemma provides a sequence of 
homomorphisms SK1 (A) ..!. SK1 (A ® B) ~ SK1 (A ® B ® B*) !. 
SK1 (A) with 0 an isomorphism, and Oljlf/J = '1n2. Thus, SK1 (A) = 
'1n '1n 2 (SK1 (A)) = '1nOljlf/J(SKl (A)) s;: Oljl'1n(G x H) = Oljl(G) s;: SK1 (A). 
Hence, Oljl: G ~ SK1 (A) is a surjective homomorphism. The proof is 
completed by showing that ljIlG is injective. To do so, we use the lemma wit~ 
the left regular repres~ntation B* ~ Mn2(F) to o~~ain SK1 (A ® B) !... 
SK1(A ® B® B*) ~ SK1(A ® B ® Mn2(F)) ~ SK1(A ® B) with 
O'ljI'f/J' = '1n2. Acheck ofthe definitions shows that f/J' = ljI. Ifw = x(A ® B)' 
E G - {I}, then O'ljI'ljI(w) = O'ljI'f/J'(w) = '1n2(w) = wn2 * 1. Thus, ljIlG is 
injective. D 

Proposition c. If D E 6(F) is a division algebra and LI F is a finite field ex
tension such that [L: F] is relatively prime to Deg D, then the inclusion 
homomorphism D ~ DL induces a spUt injection SK1 (D) ~ SK1 (DL). 

PROOF. Let n = [L: FJ. By the lemma, the left regular representation 
L ~ MiF) leads to the sequence SK1 (D) ..!. SK1 (DL ) ~ SK1 (D ® Mn(F)) 
!. SK1 (D) with Oljlf/J = '1n. Since (n,Deg D) = 1, it follows from Propo
sition a that '1n is an automorphism of SK1 (D). Therefore, f/J is a split in
jection. D 
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Theorem. Ifthe index of A E 6(F) is square-free, then SK1(A) = {I}. 

PROOF. By Corollary 16.5c and Proposition b, it can be assumed that A = D 
is a division algebra ofprime degree p. Let x E D satisfy v(x) = 1. We must 
prove that x E D'. This conc1usion follows from 

there is a finite extension LjF such that p does not 
divide [L: F], and DL contains a maximal subfield E (1) 
that is a cyclic extension of L with x E E. 

In fact, (1) implies that NE/L(X) = VD'-!L(X) = VD/F(X) = I by Proposition 
16.2a and Corollary 16.lb. Since EjL is cyclic, it follows from Hilbert's 
Theorem 90 and the Noether-Skolem Theorem that x E (D L)'. (See Exercises 
land 2.) Thus, x E D' by Proposition c. The proof of (I) is a simple version 
ofthe proof ofLemma 15.2 with a minor twist: F(x)jFis separable, so that 
there is a maximal subfield K of D such that KjF is separable and XE K. 
(If XE F, then F(x)jF is obviously separable. Otherwise, NF(x)/F(X) = 
vD/F(x) = I by Proposition 16.2a and the hypothesis; since [F(x): F] = p, 
it follows that F(x)jF must be separable.) The proof of Lemma 15.2 yields 
a finite extension LjF such that p does not divide [L: F], [KL: L] = p, 
and KLjL is Galois. Thus, E = KL is a maximal subfield of DL, EjL is 
cyc1ic, and x E E. 0 

EXERCISES 

1. Use the results of Exercises 3 and 4 of Section 14.2 to prove that if KjF is a cyclic 
extension with G(KjF) = (0'), then: 

(a) if XE K satisfies TK/F(X) = 0, then x = y - ya for some y E K; 
(b) if XE K satisfies NK/F(X) = 1, then x = (y")-ly for some y E KO. 

In fact, (a) and (b) are the original statements of Hilbert's Theorem 90. 

2. Let A E 6(F). Prove the following statements. 
(a) If x E A satisfies v(x) = 1, and if there is a strict1y maximal subfie1d K of 

A such that x E K and KjF is cyclic, then x E A'. Hint. Use the result of Exercise i 
and the Noether-Skolem Theorem. 

(b) Prove that if A is a quaternion algebra, and x E A, then v(x) = I if and only 
if xis a commutator in AO. This result strengthens the theorem for the case of algebras 
of degree two. 

3. Complete the proof of the theorem. In particular, show that F(x)/F is separable, 
and give a detailed proof of (1). 

Notes on Chapter 16 

The characteristic polynomials, traces, and reduced norms of central simple 
algebras are treated in most expositions of associative algebras. The dis
cussion of these topics in the first three sections of this chapter follows the 
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traditional line. The connection between Dieudonne's non-commutative 
determinant and the reduced norm was first exploited by S. Wang in [75J. 
Most of the results on SKt (A) in Section 16.6 were first proved in [75J. 
One of the deepest results on the Reduced Whitehead Groups is Wang's 
theorem that if Fis an algebraic number field and A E 6(F), then SKt (A) = 
{I}. Early results suggested that SKt (A) might be trivial for all central 
simple algebras A. This question was called the "Tannaka-Artin Problem." 
In 1975, V. P. Platonov showed that there are algebras A such that SKt (A) i= 
{I}. It is now known that virtually all bounded torsion abelian groups occur 
as Reduced Whitehead Groups. An extensive discussion of the Tannaka
Artin Problem is given in the monograph [32]. There is also an interesting 
and concise exposition of this topic in Platonov's survey paper [63]. 



CHAPTER 17 

Division Aigebras over Local Fields 

This chapter gives a fairly complete description of the finite dimensional 
division algebras over fields that are locally compact in the topology of a 
discrete valuation, that is, local fields. The most important property of these 
algebras is that they contain maximal subfields that are unramified extensions 
of their centers. It follows that all such algebras are cyclic. Moreover, the 
classification of the unramified extensions of local fields gives a characteri
zation of the Brauer groups of such fields; they are all isomorphie to 0./71.. 

The theory of field valuations can be extended in a straightforward way to 
division algebras. The first half of this chapter gives a self-contained develop
ment of this subject. No prior knowledge of valuation theory is assumed. 

17.1. Valuations of Division Aigebras 

The basic definitions in the theory of valuations are given in this section. Our 
main result relates the valuations of a division algebra D E 6(F) to the 
reduced norm vD/F' 

Definition. A valuation of a division algebra D is a mapping v: D -+ IR such 
that 
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v(x) ~ 0 for all x E D and v(x) = 0 if and only if x = 0, 

v(xy) = v(x)v(y) for all x, y E D, 

there is a positive real number a such that 
v(x + y) ::;; a max {v(x),v(y)} for all x, y E D. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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If V is a va1uation of D. then V I DO is a homomorphism of DO to the 
multiplicative group IR+ of positive real numbers. Conversely, a homomor
phism v: DO --+ IR+ can be extended to a valuation by v(O) = 0 if (3) is 
satisfied. For example, the homomorphism of DO to {I} gives a valuation v 
such that v(x) = 1 for all x =1= 0 and v(O) = O. This v is called the trivial 
valuation of D. Other valuations of D are called non-trivial. 

The uniqueness of roots in IR+ implies that if v(xn) = v(yn), then v(x) = 
v(y). In particular, if xis a root of unity in D, then v(x) = v(1 D) = 1. Two 
special cases ofthis observation are used frequently: v( -x) = v(x); v( -lD) 

=1. 
By (3), the set {v(1 + x): XE D, v(x) ::;; I} is bounded. Define 

a(v) = sup{ v(1 + x): XE D, v(x) ::;; I}. (4) 

Lemma a. Ifv is a valuation ofthe division algebra D and Xl' x 2 ' .•• 'Xn E D, 
then 

v(x l + X 2 + ... + X n) ::;; a(v)mmax{v(x): 1 ::;; i::;; n}, 

where m is the least integer greater than log2 n. 

An easy argument gives this inequality for n = 2. Induction extends it to 
powers of 2. The final form of the lemma is obtained by adjoining 2m - n 
zeros to the sum Xl + ... + xn • 

If v is a valuation of the division algebra D and e E IR+ , then the mapping 
ve: D --+ IR defined by ve(x) = v(xY is also a valuation of D. Moreover, since 
ve(x) ::;; 1 if and only if v(x) ::;; 1, it follows from (4) that 

(5) 

Two valuations v and w ofthe division algebra D are equivalent ifw = ve 
for some e E IR + . Since (ve)I = veI , the concept of equivalence for valuations 
is an equivalence relation on the set ofvaluations of D. 

Lemma b. Let v be a valuation ofthe division algebra D. 

(i) a(v) ;?: 1. 
(ii) If a(v) = 1, then a(w) = 1 for all valuations w that are equivalent to v. 

(iii) If a(v) > 1 and 1 < a E IR, then there is a unique valuation w such that w 
is equivalent to v and a(w) = a. 

The property (i) is clear from (4) because v(O) = 0 and v(1) = I; the 
statements (ii) and (iii) follow easily from (5). 

Proposition. Ifv is a valuation ofthe division algebra D, then a(v) ::;; 2 if and 
only if v satisfies the triangle inequality: v(x + y) ::;; v(x) + v(y) for all 
x, y E D. Every valuation of D is equivalent to a valuation that satisfies the 
triangle inequality. 
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PROOF. If V satisfies the triangle inequality, then v(l + x) :::; v(l) + v(x) :::; 2 
for all x such that v(x) :::; 1. Hence, a(v) :::; 2. Conversely, if a(v) :::; 2, then 
Lemmaaimpliesthatv(x1 + ... + xn):::; (2n)max{v(x): I :::; i S; n}since 
a(v)m S; 2m < 2n. Thus, v(x + yt = v«x + yt) = v(Zo + ... + Zn) S; 

2(n + l)max{v(zk): 0 S; k S; n}, where Zk is the sum ofthe (~) monomials 
xi1yil ... xi'yi, with i1 + ... + ir = k,jl + .. , + jr = n - k. The sum
mands of Zk satisfy V(Xi'yil ... xi'yi,) = V(X)kV(yt-k, so that V(Zk) S; 

2(~)V(X)kV(yt-k. Therefore, v(x + yt S; 4(n + 1) L~=o (~)v(xtV(yt-k = 
4(n + I)(v(x) + v(y)t. Taking n'th roots and letting n -+ 00 gives the 
triangle inequality because limn-+ oo (4(n + l))l/n = 1. The last statement of 
the proposition follows from Lemma b. D 

There is an obvious property of valuations that is worth mentioning. If 
v is a valuation of the division algebra D and A is a subalgebra of D that is 
also a division algebra, then v lAis a valuation of A. If Dis finite dimensional, 
then every subalgebra of D is a division algebra. 

Theorem. Let D E 6(F) be a division algebra. If v is a valuation of D, then 
v = wo VD/F ' where w is the valuation ofF thaUs defined by w = (vIF)l/n, with 
n = DegD. 

PROOF. If XE DO, then y = xnV(X)-l satisfies v(y) = v(xn)V(V(X)-l) = 
v(xtv(x)-n = 1. By Proposition 16.6a, yn E D' ~ Kerv. Thus, v(yt = 1. 
That is, v(xnV(X)-l) = v(y) = I, and v(x) = v(v(x))l/n = w(v(x)). D 

The converse of this theorem is false: if w is a valuation of F, then the 
mapping w 0 V D/F may not satisfy (3). (See Exericse 4 in Section 17.2.) 

EXERCISES 

I. Give the details of the proof of Lemma a. 

2. Show that if D is a division algebra and v: DO --+ IR+ is a group homomorphism such 
that {v(1 + x): XE D - {O, -I}, v(x) ~ I} is bounded, then v can be extended to a 
valuation of D. 

3. (a) Prove that the mapping v: IR --+ IR that is defined by the absolute value v(b) = Ibl 
is a valuation of IR such that a(v) = 2. 

(b) Prove that the mapping v: C --+ IR that is defined by v(c + id) = c2 + d 2 is a 
valuation of C such that a(v) = 4. 

(c) Prove that the reduced norm v"IR·is a valuation v of lHl such that a(v) = 4. 

4. Prove that the only valuation of a finite field is the trivial valuation. 
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17.2. Non-archimedean Valuations 

A valuation v of the division algebra D is called non-archimedean if the 
constant a(v) defined by 17.1(4) is equal to 1. In other words, v satisfies 

v(X + y) ~ max{v(x),v(y)} (1) 

for all x, y E D. If a(v) > 1, then v is an archimedean valuation. It is c1ear 
from Lemma 17.1 b that the dichotomy between archimedean and non
archimedean valuations is respected by the equivalence relation. The main 
purpose of this section is to obtain an effective characterization of non
archimedean valuations. We begin by recording an important consequence 
of the inequality (1). 

Domination principle. If v is a non-archimedean valuation of the division 
algebra D, and Xl' X2, ... , Xn are elements of D such that V(XI) > v(xj)for 
2 ~ i ~ n, then V(XI + X2 + ... + X n) = V(Xl)' 

PROOF. Denote y = X 2 + ... + X n • By (1), 

v(y) ~ max{v(x2), ... , v(Xn)} < v(x1). 

Hence, 

v(X1 + y) ~ max{v(x1), v(y)} = v(X1) ~ max{v(x1 + y), v( -y)} 

= max{v(x1 + y), v(y)}. 
Thus, 

o 
Proposition. For a valuation v of the division algebra D, the following conditions 
are equivalent. 

(i) v is non-archimedean. 
(ii) v(ml D) ~ 1 for all mE 7L. 

(iii) {v(mlD): mE N} is bounded. 

PROOF. If v is non-archimedean, then v( -mI D) = v(ml D) ~ 1 for all mE N, 
and v(O) = O. Plainly, (ii) implies (iii). Assume that v(ml D) ~ b for all 
m E N. If X E D satisfies v(x) ~ 1, then for all k E N, v(1 + X)k = 
v(L~=o(~)xj) ~ a(v)'max{v((~))v(x)j: 0 ~ j ~ k}, where log2k ~ I < 
log2 k + 1. Consequently, v(1 + X)k ~ a(v)'b; and v(1 + x) ~ 
limk-+ooa(v)//kb1/k = 1, since (log2k)jk ~ 0 as k ~ 00. Hence, a(v) = 1 and 
v is non-archimedean. 0 

Corollary. Let D be a division algebra over the field F. Denote the prime 
field of F by L. A valuation v of D is non-archimedean if and only if vlL is 
non-archimedean. In particular, if the characteristic ofF is a prime, then every 
valuation of D is non-archimedean. 
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The last statement of the corollary is a consequence of the observation 
that if L is finite then {v(ml D): m E N} is finite, hence bounded. 

If Fis a subfield oflC, then the ordinary absolute value v(z) = Izl = (ZZ)1/2 
is an archimedean valuation of F. (See Exercise 3, Section 17.1.) One example 
of a non-archimedean valuation is always on hand: the trivial valuation is 
plainly non-archimedean. We coneluded this section with a fairly general 
construction of non-archimedean valuations. 

EXAMPLE. Let R be a principal ideal domain with the fraction field F. Fix a 
real number d that satisfies 0 < d < 1. Corresponding to each irreducible 
pER, define vp : FO -+ IR+ by v/x) = d k , where k is the unique integer such 
that x = pk(a/b) with a, b E R - pR. Easy calculations show that vp extends 
to a non-archimedean valuation of F. 

Two cases of this example are especially interesting: R = 7L. and F = iQ; 
R = K[ x] and F = K(x), where K is any field. In the next section we will 
show that all non-archimedean valuations of iQ have the form vp • 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove that the mapping vp ofthe example is a non-archimedean valuation. 

2. For each positive rational prime p, define vp : 11)0 -+ IR+ as in the example with 
d = I/p. Define v",(x) = lxi for XE 11)0. Prove that for each XE 11)0, vp(x) = I for 
almost allp, and (fIpvp(x))v",(x) = 1. 

3. Let F = K(x) be the fraction field of the polynomial algebra K[ x], where K is any 
field. Fix d E IR with 0 < d < 1. Define v'" : K(xt -+ IR+ by v",(<11/'P) = dk, where 
<11, 'P E K[ x] and k = deg'P - deg <11. Prove that v", extends to a non-trivial, non
archimedean valuation of F such that v", I K is trivial. Show that v", is not equivalent to 
a valuation of F that is obtained by the construction in the example. 

4. Let p be a rational prime with p :; 3 (mod4). Thus, D = (-~,p) is a division 

algebra by Exercise 4, Section 1.7. Let q be an odd prime for which p is a quadratic 
residue. Prove that there is no valuation v of D such that viII) is equivalent to vq • Hint. 
For each nE N, let C. E N be such that (C.)2 :; p (modq·). Prove that if viII) is 
equivalent to vq, then v(c. ± j) -+ 0 as n -+ 00. Derive the contradiction v(2j) = O. 

17.3. Valuation Rings 
As Example 17.2 correctly suggests, there is a elose relation between non
archimedean valuations of a division algebra D and certain subrings of D. 
These subrings are called valuation rings. They play a major role in the theory 
of valuations. 

Lemma. Let v be a non-archimedan valuation of the division algebra D. If 
O(v) = {xED: v(x) ~ I} and P(v) = {xED: v(x) < l}, then O(v) is a 
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subring 0/ D that is a loeal Z-algebra with J(O(v» = P(v), and E(v) = 
O(v)/P(v) is a division algebra. 

PRooF. If x, Y E O(v), then v(x - y) ::s; max{v(x),v(y)} ::s; I; thus, x -
y E O(v). Similarly, x, y E P(v) implies x - y E P(v). The equation v(xy) = 
v(x)v(y) implies that O(v) is a subring of D and P(v) is an ideal of O(v). 
If XE O(v) - P(v), then v(x) = 1. Thus, v(x-1) = I, x-1 E O(v), and XE 
O(vt. Conversely, if XE O(v)O, then v(x) ::s; I and v(x-1) ::s; 1. Hence, 
v(x) = I, that is, XE O(v) - P(v). In particular, O(v) - O(v)O = P(v) is 
closed under addition, O(v) is a local ring, and E(v) = O(v)/P(v) is adivision 
algebra. 0 

If v is a valuation of the division algebra D, denote 

O(D,v) = {xED: v(x)::s; I} 

and 

P(D,v) = {xED: v(x) < I}. 

When v is non-archimedean we will call these sets the valuation ring of v and 
the valuation ideal of v. By the lemma this terminology is accurate. If we are 
considering only one division algebra or valuation then the notation O(D,v) 
and P(D,v) will be shortened to O(D) or O(v) and P(D) or P(v). 

If v is a non-archimedean valuation of the division algebra D, then the 
algebraE(D,v) = O(D,v)/P(D,v)iscalled theresidueclassfieldof D. (In most 
cases that interest us, E(D,v) turns out to be commutative.) Unless it causes 
confusion the notation E(D,v) will be shortened to E(D) or E(v). It is 
convenient and custormary to write x for the image in E(v) of an element 
XE O(v), that is, x = x + P(v). Moreover, if <I>(x) = aoxn + a1Xn-1 + 
... + anEO(v)[x],thenwewillwrite<l>(x)foraoxn + a1xn-1 + '" + an' 

Our next result shows that O(v), P(v), and E(v) are unchanged when v is 
replaced by an equivalent valuation. 

Proposition. Let v and w be non-trivial valuations 0/ the division algebra D. The 
/ollowing eonditions are equivalent. 

(i) v and ware equivalent valuations. 
(ii) O(v) = O(w) and P(v) = P(w). 

(iii) O(v) S;; O(w). 
(iv) P(v) s;; P(w). 

PRooF. If w = ve for some e E R+, then it is evident that v(x) ::s; 1 if and 
only if w(x) ::s; 1 and v(x) < lif and only if w(x) < 1. It is therefore sufficient 
to show that both (iii) and (iv) imply that v is equivalent to w. Assume that 
O(v) s;; O(w). We will first prove that O(v) = O(w). If XE O(w), then 
w(x-n) ~ I for all nE N. Since w is non-trivial, there exists y E DO such 
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that w(y) > 1. Consequently, w(x-"y) > lfor all n E I~J. Since O(v) ~ O(w), 
it follows that v(x-"y) > 1 for all n E N. Hence v(x) ~ 1, that is, XE O(v). 
Let x, y E DO satisfy w(x) > 1 and w(y) > 1. Then v(x) > 1 and v(y) > 1. 
For m, nE N, the inequality logw(x)jlogw(y) ~ mjn is equivalent to 
log w(xn) ~ log w(ym) or w(x"y-m) ~ 1. Thus, log w(x)jlog w(y) ~ mjn if 
and only if x"y-m E O(w) = O(v). Hence, {m/n: m, nE N, logw(x)/Iogw(y) 
~ m/n} = {m/n: m, n E N, logv(x)/Iogv(y) ~ m/n}, and logw(x)jlogw(y) 
= log v(x)jlog v(y). Therefore, w(x) = v(xY for all x E D such that w(x) > 
I, where e = (logw(y»j(logV(Y»EIR+. It follows easily that w = ve• 

Finally, if P(v) ~ P(w), then O(w) - {o} = {xEDo:x-ifP(w)} ~ {XE 

DO: X-i f P(v)} = O(v) - {O}. Therefore, vand ware equivalent. D 

CoroUary. Let R be a principal ideal domain whose fraction field is F. If v is a 
non-trivial, non-archimedean valuation of F such that v(x) ~ I for all XE R, 
then there is an irreducible element pER such that v is equivalent to vp ' and 
E(v) ~ RjpR. Moreover, vp is equivalent to vq if and only if the irreducible 
elements p and q are associates in R. 

PROOF. By assumption, O(v) 2 R. The lemma implies that Rn P(v) is a 
non-zero prime ideal of R. Since R is a principal ideal domain, there is an 
irreducible pER such that R n P(v) = pR. If XE F satisfies v/x) ~ I, then 
x = ajb with a ER, bE R - pR = R - P(v). Thus, v(x) = v(a) ~ 1. This 
remark shows that O(vp) ~ O(v). Hence, v is equivalent to vp by the proposi
tion. Clearly, R n P(vp) = pR and R + P(vp) S;; O(vp). If XE O(vp), say 
x = ajb with a ER and bE R - pR, then 1 = cb + dp (c, dER) implies that 
x = ac + p(adjb) E R + P(vp). Thus, E(v) = O(v)jP(v) = (R + P(v»jP(v) 
~ RjR n P(v) = RjpR. If vp is equivalent to vq , then pR = R n O(vp) = 
R n O(vq) = qR; that is,p and q are associates in R. Conversely, if p and q are 
associates in R, then vp and vq are equivalent by definition. D 

Theorem. (i) If v is a non-archimedean valuation of ([), then v is equivalent to 
vpfor some rational prime p. In this case, E(v) ~ Z/pZ. 

(ii) If v is an archimedean valuation of ([), then v is equivalent to ven ' the 
absolute value on ([). 

PROOF. If v is non-archimedean, then v(n) ~ 1 for all n E Z by Proposition 
17.2. Therefore (i) is a special case ofthe corollary. Let v be archimedean. By 
Proposition 17.1, it can be assumed that v satisfies the triangle inequality. By 
the proposition, it is sufficient to show that v(x) < I implies lxi< 1. We can 
assurne that x > 0, say x = m/n, where m and n are relatively prime natural 
numbers. Suppose that v(x) < 1 and x > 1, that is, m > n. Every k E N 
has an mjn-ary representation: k = 'D=oaj(m/nY, aj E {O, I, ... , m - I}. 
(See Exercise 1.) By the triangle inequality, v(k) ~ 'Li=o ajv(mjnY ~ 
(m - I) 'L~o v(x)j = (m - 1)/(1 - v(x». It follows from Proposition 17.2 
that v is non-archimedean, which is contrary to hypothesis. D 
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EXERCISES 

1. Let m, n E '" with m > n. Prove that every k E '" can be written in the form k = 
L~=o almjn)i with ai E {O, 1, ... ,m - I}. Hint. Choose ao E {O, 1, ... ,m - I} so 
that k - ao = ml with I ~ ° in Z, and apply induction to k' = In. 

2. Let F = K(x) be the fraction field of K[ x J. Let v be a valuation of F such that vlK is 
trivial and v(x) > 1. Prove that v is equivalent to the valuation Voo that was defined in 
Exercise 3 of Section 17.2. Deduce that every valuation of F is equivalent to exactly 
one ofthe valuations Veo or v~, where eil is a monic irreducible polynomial in K[xJ. 

3. Let v be a non-archimedean valuation ofthe field F. Use the Domination Principle to 
provethat O(v)is integrallyc10sed in F, thatis, ifx E Fsatisfiesx. + a1x·-1 + ... + 
a. = 0, where all ai are elements of O(v), then x E O(v). 

17.4. The Topology of a Valuation 

If v is a valuation of the division algebra D and v satisfies the triangle 
inequality, then v determines a distance function (j: D x D -+ IR by 

(j(x,y) = v(x - y). (1) 

Thus, v defines a metric topology on D in which the neighborhoods of x E D 
are defined for e E IR+ by 

N(x,e,v) = {y E D: v(x - y) < e}. (2) 

It is a standard consequence ofthe triangle inequality that the sets defined by 
(2) have the properties of a neighborhood basis for a Hausdorff topology on 
D. (In this chapter, a few standard results of set topology are assumed to be 
known.) Even if v does not satisfy the triangle inequality, the sets described by 
(2) define a topology because N(x,e,v) = N(x,el,vl ) for aHJE IR+; and ifJis 
sufficiently smaH, then vi does satisfy the triangle inequality by 17.1(5) and 
Proposition 17.1. 

For a valuation v of the division algebra D, the v-topology of D is the 
topologythatisdefined bytakingthefamilyofsets {N(x,e,v): x E D, e E IR+} 
as a neighborhood basis for the open subsets of D. Thus, a subset of Dis open 
in the v-topology if and only if it is a union of sets of the form N(x, e, v). 

Lemma a. If v and ware valuations oJ D, then the v-topology has the same open 
sets as the w-topology if and only if v and ware equivalent. 

PROOF. We have already observed that equivalent valuations generate the 
same neighborhood bases, hence the same topologies. Conversely, if the v 
and w topologies coincide, then there exists e E IR+ such that N(O,e, w) ~ 
N(O,I,v). If x E D satisfies w(x) < 1, then w(x") = w(x)" < e for a suffi
ciently large n. Thus, x" E N(O,e,w) ~ N(O,l,v), that is, v(x)" = v(x") < 1. 
Consequently, v(x) < 1. By Proposition 17.3, v is equivalent to w. 0 
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In the rest of this seetion, assume that v is a valuation of the division 
algebra D, and v satisfies the triangle inequality. Let b be the distance 
function on D that is defined by (1). 

Lemma b. Addition anti subtraction in D are uniformly continuous; multiplica
tion is uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of D; the inverse operation is 
uniformly continuous on sets that are bounded away from O. 

These facts follow from the estimates b«x + z) + (y + w), x + y) ;:5; 
v(z) + v(w), b«x + z)(y + w), xy) ;:5; v(z)v(y) + v(w)v(x) + v(z)v(w), and 
b«x + Z)-l, X-I) = v«x + z)«x + Z)-l - x-l)x)/v(x + z)v(x) = 
v(z)/v(x + z)v(x). 

Ametrie space is complete if every Cauchy sequence has a limit in the space. 
It is a basic fact of topology that every metric space X can be embedded in a 
complete metric space X such that Xis den se in X, and the restrietion to X of 
the distance function on X coincides with the original distance function on X. 
The completion X of X is unique: if Y is a complete metric space that contains 
X as a dense subspace, then there is a unique distance preserving homeomor
phism</> of Xto Ysuch that </>IX = idx' 

Proposition. Let v be a valuation of the division algebra D. There is a division 
algebra iJ that contains D as a subalgebra and a valuation i'; of iJ such that.' 

(i) iJ is complete in the i';-topology; 
(ii) D is dense in iJ; 

(iii) i';lD = v; 
(iv) a(i';) = a(v); 
(v) if v is non-archimedean, .Jhen i';(iJO) = v(DO); 

(vi) if Dis afield, then so is iJ. 

The division algebra iJ with properties (i), (ii), and (iii) is unique to within an 
isomorphism that is the identity on D. 

PROOF. Let iJ be the metric space completion of D. The uniform continuity 
of the ring operations of D implies that these operations extend uniquely to 
iJ. For example, if x,ji E iJ, then there exist sequences {xn: n < w} s;;; D and 
{Yn: n < w} s;;; D such that limn-+ooxn = x and limn-+ooYn = ji because D is 
dense in iJ. These Cauchy sequences are necessarily bounded, so that by 
Lemma b, {xnYn: n < w} is a Cauchy sequence in D and iJ. Since iJ is 
complete, li~ .. oo xnYn exists. It is easy to check that this limit does not 
depend on the choice of the sequences converging to x and ji. Therefore, 
xy = limn-+ oo XnYn provides a definition of the product in iJ. Addition, 
subtraction, and the inverse operation are similarly derived from the 
corresponding operations of D by a limit process. The identities that define 
a division algebra or field fOllOW by continuity from the corresponding laws 
in D. For example, if x =1= 0, then x = limn-+ oo X n' where {xn : n < w} s;;; DO, 
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, - 1 l' -1 d' , - 1 l' -1 1 1 If D th x = lmn_ oo xn ' an xx = lmn-+ oo xnxn = D = fr XE, en 
x = limn_ oo X n ' where X n = x for all n. It follows that D is a subalgebra 
of 15. For XE 15, define v(x) = C5(X,O). By the definition of the metric 
topology, v is a continuous mapping of 15° to IR; and vlD = v since c5ID2 = 
b. It follows easily that v is a valuation of 15 with a(f;) = a(v), and c5 is the 
distance function induced by v. Thus, 15 is complete in the v-topology. If v 
is non-archimedean, then so is f; by (iv). In this case, if x "I: ° in 15, then 
XE D exists so that v(x - x) < v(x). The Domination Principle then implies 
that v(x) = v(x - (x - x)) = v(x) = v(x). Therefore, v(150) = v(DO). The 
uniqueness of 15 is clear from Lemma band the assumption that D is dense 
in 15. 0 

The division algebra 15 is called the completion of D in the v-topology. 
We will gene rally use the symbol v instead of v to represent the valuation 
on 15 that is the extension of the valuation on D. 

CoroUary a. Let v be a valuation of the division algebra D such that D is 
complete in the v-topology. If A is a sub-division algebra of D, then the closure 
of A in D is isomorphie to A. 

PROOF. By the continuity of addition, subtraction, multiplication and divi
sion, the closure B of A is a division algebra that contains A as a den se 
subalgebra. Since B is complete in the vIB-topology, it follows from the 
uniqueness statement of the proposition that B ~ 1. 0 

CoroUary b. If v is a non-archimedean valuation of the division algebra D, 
then O(15,v) = P(15,v) + O(D,v) and P(D,v) = P(15,v) n O(D,v). Thus, the 
inclusion mapping of O(D,v) to O(15,v) induces an isomorphism of E(D,v) to 
E(15,v). 

PROOF. If ° "I: XE O(15,v), then (since D is dense in 15) there is an element 
XE D such that v(x - x) < v(x) :::; 1. By the Domination Principle, 
v(x) = v(x) :::; 1. Hence, x = x + (x - x) E O(D,v) + P(15,v). Obviously, 
P(D,v) = P(15,v) n O(D,v). Thus, E(15,v) = O(15,v)jP(15,v) = (O(D,v) + 
P(15,v»jP(15,v) ~ O(D,v)j(P(15,v) n O(D,v» = O(D,v)jP(D,v) = E(D,v). 

o 

If v = Voo is the absolute value of the field of rational numbers, then 
the completion Q is the real field IR. Indeed, IR is complete with respect to 
Voo and Q is dense in IR. The completion of Q in the vp-topology defined by 
the prime p is called the field of p-adic numbers. We will denote this field 
by Öp • 

The final result of this section demonstrates the usefulness of the com
pleteness property. 
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Hensel's Lemma. Let D be a division algebra over the field F, and suppose 
that D is complete in the topology of a non-archimedean valuation v. Assume 
that <I> E O(F,v) [x] is such that <I> and <1>' (the derivative of<l» are relatively 
prime in E(F,v) [x]. IfxEE(D,v) is a root of<l>, then YE O(D,v) exists so 
that <I>(y) = 0 and y = x. 

PROOF. Since the coefficients of<l> are in Z(D), the expressions <I>(y) and 
<I>(X) are not ambiguous. The same remark applies to similar notation in 
the proof. The hypotheses that <I> and <1>' are relatively prime and <I>(X) = 0 
implythat<l>'(x) =F O.Thus,ifxisthecosetofxEO(D,v),thenv(<I>(x» < I 
= v( <1>' (x». This inequality enables us to use x as a first approximation of the 
required y. The construction is a non-arcbimedean analogue of Newton's 
method for obtaining the real roots of a polynomial. We use the Taylor 
expansions 

<I>(x + z) = <I>(x) + <I>'(x)z + <l>0(X,Z)Z2 (3) 

and 

<1>' (x + z) = <1>' (x) + <1>1 (x,z)z (4) 

with <1>0' <1>1 E O(F,v) [x,z]. Define recursively Xo = x, Xn+1 = xn + Zn' 
where Zn = -<I>(xJ/<I>'(xJ. The choice of Zn is such that when x is replaced 
by x. and Zn is substituted for z in (3), we get <I>(xn+1) = <l>o(xn,zJ (ZJ2. 
From this observation and (4), it follows by induction that v(<I>'(xn» = 1 
and v(<I>(x.» ~ V(<I>(X»2". Consequently, 

v(xn+1 - xJ = v(zn) = v(<I>(xn» ~ v(<I>(x»2". 

Therefore, y = limn-+ co xn exists by the completeness of D. Moreover, 
<I>(y) = limn-+co <I>(xn) = 0, and v(x - y) ~ max {v(xn+ 1 - xn): n < oo} ~ 
v(<I>(x» < 1 implies y = x. D 

There are generalized versions of Hensel's Lemma, but we won't need 
them in tbis chapter. 

EXERCISES 

1. Fill in the details ofthe proof ofthe proposition. In particular, show that the defini
tions of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division do not depend on the 
choices of sequences converging to x and y. Verify the identities for division algebras 
(and the commutative law when D is a field). Show that v is a valuation and a(v) = 
a(v). 

2. Let Kbe afield. Define F = K«x))to bethe setofall formal Laurant series I'>:k x'a., 
with a. e K, k e 7l.. Defme the K-space operations componentwise on F, and let 
multiplication be given by convolution: <I'>:k x'aJ (I.>: I x·h.) = I.", k+l x·c., where 
c. = Ir+s=.a,.bs. Show that Fis a field. Fixd e IR+ with d< 1, and define v: FO -+ IR+ 
by V(I.>:kx·a.) = dk when ak # O. Prove that v extends to a non-archimedean 
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valuation of Fand Fis eomplete in the v-topology. Show that Fis isomorphie to the 
eompletion in the vx-topology ofthe fraction field K(x) ofthe principal ideal domain 
K[x]. 

3. Show that the polynomial cll(x) = x2 - 2 E O(Ö2) [x] has no foot in Ö2 , even 
though cll(x) E E(Ö2) [x] has a root in E(Ö2). Reeoncile this observation with 
Hensel's Lemma. 

17.5. Local Fields 

This section introduces the c1ass of fields that occupies our attention in the 
rest ofthe chapter. A localjieldis a field Fwith a non-archimedean valuation 
v such that O(F,v) is compact in the v-topology. The main result of this 
section is a practical characterization of local fields. 

A valuation v of the division algebra D is discrete if v(DO) is a cyclic 
subgroup of Iffi +. Thus, v is discrete if and only if there is an element z E DO 
such that v(DO) = {v(z)": nE Z}. If also v(z) < 1, then z is called a unijor
mizer at v. The historical roots of the terminology are in the theory of 
Riemann surfaces. It is obvious that if v is equivalent to a discrete valuation, 
then v is discrete. 

Proposition a. Let v be a valuation ofthe division algebra D. 

(i) If v is discrete, then v is non-archimedean, and every unijormizer at v 
generates P(v), both as a right ideal and as a left ideal. 

(ii) If v is non-archimedean and P(v) is principal as either a left or right ideal 
of O(v), then v is discrete. 

PROOF. An archimedean valuation v cannot be discrete because v(DO) :2 
v(IIY), and v(QO) is dense in Iffi+ by Corollary 17.2 and Theorem 17.3. If z 
is a uniformizer at the discrete valuation v and XE P(v), then v(x) = v(z)n 
for some nE N. Hence, v(z-nx ) = 1, z-nx E O(v), and x = zn(z-nx ) E zO(v). 
Similarly, XE O(v)z. Therefore, z generates P(v) as a left or right ideal. 
Conversely, assume that v is non-archimedean and P(v) = zO(v). It is then 
easy to see that v(z) = max {v(x): XE D, v(X) < 1} and v(z) < 1. In parti
cular, if XE P(v) - {O} then v(z)" ~ v(X) > V(Z)"+l for some n E N. Conse
quently, 1 ~ v(z-nx ) > v(z), so that v(z-nx ) = 1. That is v(x) = v (z)". It 
follows easily that v(DO) = {v(z)n: nE Z}. A similar proof shows that v is 
discrete if P(v) is a principalleft ideal of O(v). 0 

Lemma. Let v be a non-trivial discrete valuation of the division algebra D. 
If z is a unijormizer at v, then znO(v)/zn+10(v) ~ E(v) as abelian groups for 
all nE N. In particular, ij E(v) is finite, then I o (v)/znO(v) I = I E(v) In for all 
nE N. 
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PROOF. The mapping X f--+ ZX is a surjective group homomorphism cP of 
zkO(v) to zk+10(v), and cp-l(Zk+ 20(v)) = zk+10(v), since z "# 0 (because V is 
non-trivial). Hence, 

zk+ 10(V)/Zk+ 20(v) ~ zkO(V)/Zk+10(V) ~ ... ~ O(v)/zO(v) = E(v). D 

Proposition b. Let v be a non-archimedean valuation 0/ the division algebra 
D. The ring O(v) is compact in the v-topology if and only if v is discrete, D 
is complete, and E(v) isfinite. 

PROOF. Assume that O(v) is compact. If {x": n < w} is a Cauchy sequence 
in D, then there exists m < w such that v(xm - xm+k) ~ 1 for all k < w. 
Therefore, {xm - xm+k : k < w} is a Cauchy sequence in the compact metric 
space O(v). Since compact spaces are complete, it follows that y = limk .... oo 

(xm - Xm+k) exists. Therefore, lim" .... oo x" = X m - Y exists. Hence D is com
plete. Let X s;;; O(v) be a set of representatives of the cosets of P(v), that is, 
E(v) = {x + P(v): x EX}. Plainly, O(v) = UXEX(X + P(v)), each set 
x + P(v) is open in O(v), and (x + P(v)) n (y + P(v)) = 0 if x "# y in X. 
By compactness, X is finite. Therefore, E(v) is finite. Moreover, P(v) = 
O(v) - U {x + P(v): x E X - P(v)} is closed in O(v). In particular, P(v) is 
compact. Thus, max{v(x): XE P(v)} is attained: there exists z E P(v) such 
that v(x) ~ v(z) for all x E P(v). As in the proof of Proposition a, it follows 
that v is discrete. Conversely, assume that v is discrete, D is complete, and 
E(v) is finite. Since O(v) is closed in D, it is also complete. To prove that 
this set is compact, it suffices (by an elementary theorem ofmetric topology) 
to prove that O(v) is totally bounded, that is, for each e > 0, O(v) is a finite 
union of sets with diameter less than e. Let z be a uniformizer at the discrete 
valuation v. Choose n so that v(z") < e. It follows easily from the inequality 
17.2 (1) that the cosets x + z"O(v), XE O(v), have diameter less than e. By 
the lemma, O(v)/z"O(v) is finite. Hence, O(v) is a finite union of sets of 
diameter less than e, that is, O(v) is totally bounded and therefore compact. 

D 

If O(v) is compact in the v-topology of the division algebra D, then D is 
clearly a locally compact space in the v-topology. The converse statement is 
false because D is locally compact in the discrete topology, which is the 
topology of the trivial valuation. However, this is the only exception to the 
converse. (See Exercise 1.) It is therefore safe to call a division algebra 
locally compact in the v-topology if O(v) is compact. 

It can be proved that the only fieIds that are locally compact in the 
topology of an archimedean valuation are IR and C (Üstrowski's Theorem). 
By definition, the 10cal fields are the fieIds that are 10cally compact in the 
topology of a non-archimedean valuation. 

If v is a non-trivial valuation of the division algebra D such that O(v) is 
compact in the v-topology, then every closed, bounded subset X of D is 
compact. In fact, if 0 < v(z) < I, then z" X s;;; O(v) for a sufficiently large 
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n E N, and x H zn X is a homeomorphism from X to zn X. In particular, every 
closed, bounded subset of a local field is compact, since a field with the 
discrete topology is a loeal field only if it is finite. 

CoroUary a. I/ v is a discrete valuation 0/ the field F such that E(F,v) is a 
finite field, then the completion Po/ F in the v-topolog y is a local field. 

The corollary follows directly from Proposition a, Proposition b, Propo
sition 17.4, and Corollary 17.4b. 

CoroUary b. /fp is a rational prime, then (pp is a localfield. 

If F is the fraction field of a principal ideal domain Rand pER is irreduc
ible, then vp is a discrete valuation by definition. In the case that F = a, 
R = Z, andp is a prime, it follows that E(vp ) = IFp is fmite by Theorem 17.3. 
Thus, Corollary b follows from Corollary a. 

It is convenient to refer to the valuation of the local field F, meaning the 
valuation v such that O(v) is compact. In fact, it can be shown that the 
valuation with this property is unique up to equivalence. 

EXERCISES 

1. Let v be a non-trivial valuation of the division algebra D such that D is a locally 
compact space in the v-topology. Prove that O(v) is compact. Hint. Local compact
ness implies that {x E E: v(x) < e} has compact c10sure for some e > O. Since v is 
non-trivial, there exists Y E DO that satisfies v(y) < 1. Conc1ude that y"O(v) is com
pact for a suitable n. 

2. Prove that if v is an archimedean valuation ofthe division algebra D, and Dis locally 
compact in the v-topology, then D is complete and v(DO) = ~ + . 

3. Let v be a non-trivial discrete valuation of the field F such that Fis complete in the 
v-topology. Let z be a uniformizer at v. Suppose that Xis a set of representatives in 
O(v) of the cosets of P(v). Prove that every element of F has a unique "Laurant 
series" representation 

~ z"a = lim ~ z"a ~ PI L... n' 
n~k m .... oo ksnsm 

where a" E X for all n and k E 71.. Deduce that if X can be chosen to be a subfield K of 
O(v), then Fis isomorphie to K«x». 

4. Prove the following statements. 
(a) If K is a finite field, then K«x» is a local field. 
(b) If K and L are finite fie1ds such that K«x» ~ L«x» as fields, then K ~ L. 

Hint. Prove that K is the algebraic c10sure in K«x» of the prime field of K«x». 
5. Let F be a loeal field of prime characteristic p. Prove that F ~ K( (x», where K = 

E(F). Hint. Let IKI = q, where q is apower of p. Use Hense1's Lemma to find 
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XE O(F) such that x q- 1 = 1. Show that O=ix) S;; O(F) is a set ofrepresentatives of 
the cosets of P(F). Use the result ofExercise 3. 

6. Prove that if F is a field of prime characteristic such that Fis locally compact in the 
topologies ofthe discrete valuations vand w, then v is equivalent to w. 

7. Prove that if Fis a local field in the topology ofthe discrete valuation v, and Z E P(v) is 
a uniformizer, then every proper non-zero ideal of O(v) has the form z·O(v) for some 
nE N. In particular, O(v) is a principal ideal domain. 

17.6. Extension of Valuations 

In tbis seetion we will prove that if D is a finite dimensional division algebra 
over a loeal field F, then the valuation of F extends uniquely to a valuation 
of D. The following hypotheses and notation are in effeet throughout the 
seetion: Fis a field, v is a valuation of F that satisfies the triangle inequality, 
and D is a finite dimensional division algebra over F. 

Lemma a. Let M be afinite dimensional F-space with the basis Xl' ... , xn. 
Define the mapping X 1-+ IIxll from M to ~ by Ilxlal + ... + xnanll = 
max{v(aj ): 1 ::s;; j ::s;; n}. 

(i) Ilxll ~ Ofor all XE M, and Ilxll = 0 only ifx = O. 
(ii) Ilx + yll ::s;; Ilxll + Ilyllfor all x, y E M. 
(iii) lfx E M and a E F, then Ilxall = Ilxllv(a). 

These statements follow routinely from the triangle inequality. 
The mapping X 1-+ Ilxll is ea11ed the uniform norm on M relative to the 

basis Xl' ... ,xn. The uniform norm determines a distance funetion (x,y) 1-+ 

Ilx - yll which gives ametrie topology on M that is ealled the uniform 
topology. 

Lemma b. Assume that O(F,v) is compact. Let M be a finite dimensional 
F-space. Define the uniform norm 11'11 relative to a basis Xl' ... ,xn· If 
(): M -+ ~ is a mapping that satisfies 

(i) O(x) ~ 0 for all X E M, and O(x) = 0 only if X = 0, 
(ii) O(xa) = O(x)v(a)for X E M, a E F, and 

(iii) 0 is continuous in the uniform topology of M, 
then c and d exist in IR+ such that clixii ::s;; O(x) ::s;; dllxllfor all X E M. 

PROOF. The set U = {y E M: lIyll = I} is eompaet in the uniform topology. 
Indeed, Uis a closed subset of V = {y E M: lIylI ::s;; I}, and (al' ... , aJ 1-+ 

Li'=l xjaj is a homeomorphism ofthe eompaet spaee O(v) x ... x O(v) to 
V. By (i), O(y) > 0 for all y E U. Sinee 0 is eontinuous and U is eompaet, 
there exist c, d E IR+ such that c ::s;; O(y) ::s;; d for all y E U. Let 0 "# X = 
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xlal + ... + xnan E M. Choose iso that v(a i ) = max{v(a): 1 $; j $; n} = 
Ilxll. Then y = xa;l satisfies Ilyll = 1, that is, y E U. Hence, c $; O(y) $; d 
and cllxll $; O(y)v(a;) = O(x) $; dllxll· 0 

This lemma shows in particular that the uniform topology on a finite 
dimensional space over a local field does not depend on the basis that is 
used to define it. 

Proposition. Let D be a finite dimensional division algebra over the locally 
compact field F with the valuation v. 

(i) v extends uniquely to a valuation w of D. 
(ii) Dis locally compact in the w-topology. 

(iii) lf v is discrete, then so is wand [w(DO) : v (FO) ] divides [Z(D) : F] Deg D. 

PROOF. If v is trivial, then Fand D are finite fields. In this case there is 
nothing to prove. Assurne that v is non-trivial. Denote K = Z(D), r = 
[K: F], s = DegD, and m = rs. Define w: D --+ ~ by 

w(x) = v(NK/F(VD/K(X)))I/m. 

Clearly, w is a group homomorphism of DO to ~+. If a E F, then w(a) = 
v(NK/F(vD/K(a)))l/m = v(NK/F(aS))I/m = v(asr)l/m = v(a). Thus, w extends v. 
In particular, w(xa) = w(x)v(a) if x E D and a E F. We will use Lemma b 
to prove that w is a valuation. It is necessary to know that w is continuous 
in the uniform topology of D. Let Xl' ... , xn be a basis of DF • By Lemma 
16.3a, there is a polynomial <I> E F[ Xl' ... , xnJ such that 

NK/FvD/K(xlal + ... + xnan) = <I>(a l , ... ,an)· 

It follows from Lemma 17.4b that the mapping (al' ... ,an) f--+ <I>(a l , ... ,an) 
from Fn to F is continuous; and V: F f--+ ~ is continuous by the definition 
of the topology of F. Therefore, w is continuous. By Lemma b there are 
numbers c, d E ~+ such that cllxll $; w(x) $; dllxll for all XE D. Thus, if 
x, y E D, then w(x + y) $; dllx + yll $; d(llxll + Ilyll) $; dc-l(w(x) + 
w(y)) $; 2dc- Imax{w(x), w(y)}. Hence, w is a valuation of D. By Lemma b, 
any two extensions of v to D determine the same topology and are therefore 
equivalent by Lemma 17.4a. However, two equivalent extensions of a 
non-trivial valuation are obviously identical. Thus, w is unique. By Lemma b, 
the w-topology of D coincides with the uniform topology. Hence, O(D, w) is 
closed and bounded in the uniform topology. Since Fis locally compact, the 
closed, bounded sub sets of F are compact. This property extends to the 
uniform topology on D because D is homeomorphic to a finite product of 
copies of F. Thus, O(D,w) is compact; that is, D is locally compact. The 
definition of w implies that w(x) f--+ w(x)m is an injective group homomor
phism from weDa) to v(P). If v is discrete, then v(P) is cyclic, and it follows 
that the index ofv(P) in weDa) divides m = [K:F]DegD. D 
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Henceforth we will use V to denote both the valuation of Fand the exten
sion of this valuation to a finite dimensional division algebra over F. 

Corollary. If Fis a localfield and KjFis afinitefield extension, then K is a loeal 
field. 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove Lemma a. 

2. Byembedding Q(i) in Öii), prove: 
(a) ifx2 + 1 is irreducible in Öp[x], then vp has a unique extension to Q(i); 
(b) if x2 + 1 factors in Öp[x] and p # 2, then vp has two extensions to Q(i). 

3. Let E/Q be an algebraic extension. Suppose that 4J: E -+ Cis a Q-algebra homomor
phism. Define v</>(x) = I 4J(x) I for XE E. Prove that v</> is a valuation of Ethat extends 
the absolute value on Q. Apply this construction with E = Q(J2) to obtain two 
inequivalent extensions of the absolute value on Q. 

17.7. Ramification 

Let v be a discrete valuation ofthe division algebra D. If Kis a subfield of D 
such that vlK is non-trivial, then v(KO) is a subgroup offinite index in v(DO). 
The order ofthe finite cyclic group v(DO)jv(KO) is called the ramification index 
of K in D (at v), and this number is denoted by e(DjK) (or ev(DjK». When 
e(DjK) = I, D is said to be an unramified extension of K. If TC: D(D,v) -+ 

E(D,v) is the natural projection, then Ker(TCID(K,v» = K n P(D,v) = 
P(K,v). Thus, the inclusion mapping D(K,v) -+ D(D,v) induces an injective 
ring homomorphism E(K, v) -+ E(D,v). In this situation it will be convenient 
to identify E(K,v) with a subfield of E(D,v). In particular, E(D,v) can be 
viewed as a right E(K,v)-space whose dimension is called the relative degree 
of DjK (at v). The relative degree of DjKis denoted by f(DjK) (orfv(DjK». 
By definition, f(DjK) is a non-negative integer or 00. The purpose of this 
section is to establish some fundamental properties of e(DjF) andf(DjF} in 
the case that Fis a local field and D is a finite dimensional division algebra 
over F. In the lemmas, local compactness is not needed. 

Lemma a. Let D be a finite dimensional division algebra over the field F. If v 
is a non-trivial discrete valuation of D, then viF is non-trivial, E(D,v) is a 
finite dimensional E(F,v)-algebra, and e(DjF)f(DjF) ~ dimFD. 

PROOF. If v I Fis trivial, then sup v(D) = sup v(X), where Xis a basis of DF • 

The assumption that dimF D < 00 implies that v is bounded. However, 
non-trivial valuations are obviously unbounded. Therefore, viF is non
trivial. We have noted that E(F,v) is a subfield ofthe division algebra E(D,v) 
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undertheidentification of E(F, V) with the subring(O(F,v) + P(D,v»/P(D,v) 
of O(D,v)/P(D,v) = E(D,v). Since F s;;; Z(D), it follows that E(F,v) s;;; 
Z(E(D,v», that is, E(D,v) is an E(F,v)-algebra. It remains to show that 
e(D/F)f(D/F) :::;; dimFD. To simplify our notation, write e = e(D/F), 
B = O(D,v), A = O(F,v) = B n F, Q = P(D,v), and P = P(F,v) = Q n F. 
Let z E Q be a uniformizer at v, and suppose that c E Pis a uniformizer at v I F. 
It follows that v(zY = v(c), ze B = cB, and P = cA = ze B n A. In particular, 
if n: B -+ B/ze B is the projection mapping, then n(A) ~ A/(ze B n A) = 
A/P = E(F,v), and B/ze B is a n(A)-space. By Lemma 17.5, E(D,v) = 
B/zB ~ zB/z2B ~ ... ~ ze-IB/zeB as n(A)-spaces. Thus, dim,,(A)B/zeB = 

edim,,(A)E(D,v). If Xl' ... , X m E B are such that n(xl), ... , n(xm) are 
linearly independent over n(A), then Xl' ... , Xm are linearly independent 
over F. Otherwise, there is an equation of the form Xi = L.j .. iXjaj with 
aj E A; and this expression yields the contradiction n(xi) = L.j .. i n(xj)n(aj) to 
theindependenceofn(x l ), ... , n(xm). Thus,ef(D/F) = edimE(F,V)E(D,v) = 
dim,,(A)B/zeB:::;; dimFD. D 

Lemma b. Let v be a discrete valuation of the division algebra D. Assume that K 
is a subfield of D such that vlK is non-trivial andf(D/K) = 1. Jfz E P(D,v) is a 
unijormizer and e = e(D/K), then the K-space N = K + zK + ... + ze-l K 
is dense in D. 

PROOF. Let c E K n P(D,v) = P(K,v) be a uniformizer at vlK; thus, v(c) = 
v(zy. Since v is discrete (hence 0 is the only limit point of v(DO», it is sufficient 
to show that for each X E DO, there exists YEN such that v(x - y) < v(x). 
Let v(x) = v(z)", where n E 7L. If n = ke + r with k, rE 7L, 0 :::;; r < e, then 
v(z-'xc- k) = 1. Thus, z-'xc-k E O(v). The hypothesis f(D/K) = 1 implies 
E(D,v) = E(K,v), that is, O(v) = (K n O(D,v» + P(D,v). Consequently, 
z-'xc-k = d + w for a suitable d E K and w E P(v). Let y = z'dck • Then 
y E z' K s;;; N and v(x - y) = v(z'wck) = v(zle+·v(w) < v(z)" = v(x). D 

We can now prove the main result ofthis section. 

Proposition. Let D be a division algebra over the infinite field F. Assume that v 
is a discrete valuation of D such that Fis closed in D and D is locally compact in 
the v-topology. 

(i) Fis a localfield and dimFD = e(D/F)f(D/F) < 00. 

(ii) There is a subfield K of D such that K/ Fis unramified, f(D/ K) = 1, and 
f(D/F) = [K:F]. 

(iii) Jf F = Z(D), then e(D/F) = f(D/F) and K is a maximal subfield of D. 

PROOF. Thehypothesis that Fis closed in Dimplies that O(F, v) = F n O(D,v) 
is closed in the compact space O(D,v). Therefore, Fis a 10cal field, and vlFis 
nontrivial because Fis infinite. By Proposition 17.5b, E(D,v) and E(F, v) are 
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finite fields. In particular, E(D,v) = E(F,v)(x) for some x. Let <I> E O(F,v)[ x] 
be a monic polynomial of degreef(D/F) such that <I> is the minimum poly
mial of x over E(F,v). Any such <I> is irreducible over F; otherwise, Gauss's 
Lemma applied to the principal ideal domain O(F, v) (Exercise 7, Section 17.5) 
gives<l> = 'PE> in o (F, v) [x] and <I> = 'PE> in E(F,v)[x], which contradicts 
the irreducibility of<l>. Since E(F,v) is perfect and <I> is irreducible, the poly
nomials <I> and <1>' are relatively prime. Therefore, Hensel's Lemma provides 
an element y E D such that <I>(y) = 0 and y = x. If K = F(y), then K is a 
subfieldofDthatsatisfies[K:F] = deg<l> =f(D/F)andE(K,v) = E(D,v), 
that isf(D/K) = l. By Lemma b, there is a subspace N of DK that is dense 
in D, dimKN :::;; e(D/K) :::;; e(D/F), and dimFN :::;; e(D/F)f(D/F). Since the 
v-töpology on N coincides with the uniform topology by Lemma l7.6b, N 
is complete. Consequently, N = D, and dimFD :::;; e(DjF)f(D/F) < 00. By 
Lemma a, dimFD = e(D/F)f(D/F). Moreover, e(D/K) = e(D/F), v(KO) = 
v(PO), and KjFis unramified. Assume that Z(D) = F. By Proposition 17.6, 
e(D/F) :::;; DegD;andf(D/F) = [K:F] :::;; DegDbecauseKisasubfieldof 
D.Therefore,[K:F] =f(D/F) = e(D/F) = DegD,sincee(D/F)f(D/F) = 
dimF D = (Deg D)2. 0 

The first corollary of the proposition plays a fundamental role in the 
theory of division algebras over local fields. 

Corollary a. Let F be a local field./f D E 6(F) is a division algebra, then there 
is a maximal subfield K of D such that Kj Fis unramified. 

Corollary b. Let F ~ K ~ E be a chain of local fields such that E/ Fis a finite 
extension. 

(i) e(E/F) = e(E/K)e(K/F) andf(E/F) = f(E/K)f(K/F). 
(ii) It is possible to choose K so that K/Fis unramified andf(EjF) = f(K/F) = 

[K: FJ. 

The index of v(PO) in v(EO) is the product of the index of v(PO) in v(KO) 
and the index of v(KO) in v(EO), so that e(Ej F) = e(Ej K)e(K/ F) whether or 
not the fields F, K, and E are Iocal. The other statements of the corollary 
follow from the proposition. 

The last corollary provides a description of the Iocal fields that have 
characteristic zero. 

Corollary c. If Fis a field of characteristic zero, then Fis local if and only if F 
is afinite extension ofÖpfor some prime p. 

PROOF. If F/Öp is finite, then Fis local by Corollaries I7.5b and 17.6. Let Fbe 
a local field with Q ~ F. The restriction v I Q is non-trivial; otherwise, the 
projection O(F,v) ..... E(F,v) would embed Q in the finite field E(F,v). By 
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Theorem 17.3, vlQ is equivalent to vp for some prime p, and the closure of 
Q in Fis isomorphie to alp by Corollary 17.4a. The proposition implies that 
Fis a finite extension of al p • 0 

Another characterization of the local fields of characteristic zero will be 
given in Exercise 3 of Seetion 17.8. 

EXERCISES 

1. Let v be a discrete valuation ofthe division algebra D such that D is locally compact in 
the v-topology. Prove that Z(D) is a local field and D is finite dimensional over Z(D). 
Hint. Prove that Z(D) is closed in D. Apply the proposition. 

2. Let Kbe a finite field, E = K((x», and F = K((x"», that is, Fis the field offormal 
Laurent series in x". Note that E ~ F as K-algebras by x 1-+ x". Prove that if LIF is 
any field extension of degree n such that e(LIF) = n, then L ~ E as F-algebras. 

3. Let p be an odd prime. Prove the following statements. 
(a) If a E 71. is not divisible by p, then a E 0; if and only if a is a quadratic residue 

modulop. 
(b) If a E 71. is not divisible by pand a isanon-residue modulop, then Ö/!a) isan 

unramified quadratic extension of I!)p. Moreover, if bEll. is also not divisible by p 
and a non-residue modulo p, then Öp(Jb) ~ Ö/,fii) as Öp algebras. 

(c) p rt Ö; and e(Ö/fP)/Op) = 2. 

4. (a) Use Hensel's Lemma to prove that if pis a prime, nE N is relatively prime to 
p - I, and x E Op satisfies vp(x) = 1, then x E (Op)". 

(b) Deduce from (a) that ifp and q are distinct primes, then vq cannot be extended 
to a discrete valuation of 0 p. 

(c) U se (b) to show that if v and ware discrete valuations ofthe field F, char F = 0, 
and Fis locally compact in the v-topology and the w-topology, then v is equivalent 
to w. 

5. Let v be a discrete valuation ofthe finite dimensional division algebra D over the field 
F. The extension DIFis totally ramified (at v) if e(DIF) = dimpD. In the following 
statements it is assumed that Fis a Iocal field. Prove these assertions. 

(a) If ElF is a finite field extension, then there is a field K between Fand E such 
that KIF is unramified and EI K is totally ramified. 

(b) If xis a root of a polynomial x' + a 1 X"-l + ... + an' where ai E P(F,v) for 
all iand a" is a uniformizer at v, then F(x)IFis a totally ramified extension of degree n. 
Any polynomial of this form is called an Eisenstein polynomial. 

(c) If KIF is a totally ramified extension of degree n, then K = F(x), where x 
is a uniformizer in P(K,v) at v. Moreover, the minimum polynomial of x over Fis 
an Eisenstein polynomial. 
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17.8. Unramified Extensions 

Corollary 17.7a is the key to the structure of Brauer groups oflocal fields. 
The application of tbis result is based on the properties of unramified 
extensions of local fields. The purpose of tbis section is to prove the needed 
facts about such unramified extensions. 

It is convenient to fix our hypotheses and introduce simplified notation to 
be used throughout this seetion. Let K/Fbe a finite field extension of degree n. 
Assume that K and F are local fields relative to the discrete valuation v. For 
our purposes, the case in which K and F are finite is uninteresting. Therefore, 
it can be assumed that v is non-trivial. Denote A = O(F,v), P = P(F,v), 
B = O(K,v), and Q = P(K, v). We will also write F for E(F,v) and K for 
E(K,v). As usual, Fis identified with the image of A under the residue dass 
mapping y H Y of B to K. Since K and F are local fields, K and F are finite. 
Denote the order of F by q, where q is apower of the characteristic of F. 

Lemma a./f K/Fis a Galois extension and q E G(K/F), then v(ya) = v(y)/or 
ally E K. 

PROOF. The mapping v: K -+ ~ defined by va (y) = v(ya) is dearly a valuation 
of K such that va I F = v I F. By the uniqueness part of Proposition 17.6, 
va = v. That is, v(ya) = v(y) for all y E K. 0 

Lemma b. lf K/F is a Galois extension, then there is a homomorphism 
4J: G(K/F) -+ G(K/F) such that ya = r(a) /or all y E Band q E G(K/F). 

PROOF By Lemma a, q(B) = B, q(Q) = Q, and qlA = idA • Thus, q induces 
an automorpbism 4J(q) of B/Q = K such that y"'(a) = ya. If bE A, then 
b"'(a) = ba = b. Thus, 4J(q) E G(K/F). Clearly, 4J(q-r:) = 4J(q)4J(-r:); that is, 4J 
is a group homomorphism. 0 

Proposition. The /ollowing properties 0/ K/ F are equivalent. 

(i) K is the splitting field over F 0/ x/-l - 1, where I = q". 
(ii) K/F is Galois, and K = F(y), where y is a root 0/ a monic polynomial 

<I» E A [ x] such that <I» has distinct roots in an extension 0/ F. 
(iii) K/F is Galois, and K = F(y), where y is a root 0/ a monic, irreducible 

polynomial 'P E A [x] such that 'P has distinct roots in K. 
(iv) K/ Fis Galois, and the homomorphism 4J: G(K/ F) -+ G(K/ F) 0/ Lemma b 

is an isomorphism. 
(v) KIF is unramified. 

PROOF. If (i) is true, then K/ Fis Galois, and there is a primitive l'th root of 
unity y E K. Hence, K = F(y), so that (ii) is satisfied. Assume that (ii) holds. 
Write<l» = 'Pt ... 'Pr with 'PI' ... , 'Pr monic and irreducible in F[ x]. Since 
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Ais a principal ideal domain, Gauss's Lemma implies that 'Pi E A [x] for all i. 
For some i, 'P;(y) = 0, since <I>(y) = 0. The roots of 'Pi are distinct because 
the roots of <I> are distinct. By Lemma a, 'Pi splits completely in B[ x] because 
K/ Fis Galois; hence, all the roots of 'Pi are in K. If (iii) is satisfied, then 'P = 
DUEG(X - yo') and 'P = DUEG(X - yeP(U)), where G abbreviates G(K/F). 
The assumption that 'P has distinct roots therefore implies that 4> is injective. 
Since K is finite, K/F is Galois, and therefore I G(K/F) I = [K: F] = 
[F(y) : F] ::; deg 'P = deg'P = [K: F] = I G(K/ F) I. It follows that 4> is an 
isomorphism. If (iv) holds, then so does (v) because e(K/F)J(K/F) = 
[K:F] = I G(K/F) I = I G(K/F) I = [K:F] =J(K/F) by Proposition 17.7. 
Assurne that K/ Fis unramified. By Proposition 17.7, [K: F] = [K: F] = n. 
Therefore, IKI = I FI n = qn = land K is the splitting field over F of X /- 1 - I. 
By Hensel's Lemma, there is an element y E B such that yl-l = 1 and y is a 
primitive l'th root of unity in K. Thus, y is a primitive l'th root of unity in 
K,K = F(y),andn = [K:F] = [F(y):F]::; LF(y):F]::; [K:F] = nby 
Lemma 17.7a. Consequently, K = F(y) is the splitting field over F of 
x 1-1 - 1. 0 

Let F, denote the separable algebraic closure of the field F. 

Corolloary a. If Fis a loeal field, then Jor each n E N, there is a unique Jield K 
between Fand Fs such that [K: F] = n and K/ Fis unramified. 

This corollary is a direct consequence of the equivalence of (i), (iv), and 
(v) in the proposition. 

For a local field F, let Kn(F) denote the subfield of F, such that Kn(F)/Fis 
an unramified extension of degree n. By Corollary 17.6, Kn(F) is a local field 
and v(Kn(F)) = v(F). The extension Kn(F)/Fis Galois with G(Kn(F)/F) ~ 
G(Kn(F)/F). Since Fis finite of order q, the group G(Kn(F)/F) is cyclic of 
order n. It has a canonical generator: the mapping:X 1--+ :xq• The correspond
ing element ofG(Kn(F)/ F) is called the Frobenius automorphism (or Frobenius 
substitution) of Kn(F)/F. We will denote this generator of G(Kn(F)/F) by (J F 

(or just (J when this abbreviation is permissible). Explicitly, (J is defined to be 
the F-algebra automorphism of Kn(F) that satisfies v(XU - x q) < I for all 
XE O(Kn(F)). 

From our viewpoint, the next corollary is the most important consequence 
of the proposition. 

CoroUary b. IJ Fis a loeal field and D E 6(F) is a division algebra, then D is 
cyclic. 

This result follows from Corollary 17.7a and the proposition. 
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EXERCISES 

1. Let F. be the separable algebraic closure ofthe local field F. Define F", = U •• 111 K.(F). 
Prove the following statements. 

(a) F., is a subfield of F. such that F",/F is an infinite Galois extension with 
G(F",/F) ~ !!!!! l/nl = 1.. 

(b) There exists (J E G(F.,/F) such that (JIK.(F) is the Frobenius automorphism 
of K.(F)/F. 

(c) If E is a finite extension of Fwith E s;; F" then (E n F",)/F is an unramified 
extension and E/(E n F.,) is a totally ramified extension. 

2. (a) Prove Krasner's Lemma: let F, K, and Ebe subfields ofthe local field Lsuch that 
F s;; E n K, E/Fis Galois, and Kisan infmite,closed subfieldof L; ifx E Eandy E K 
satisfy v(x - y) < v(x" - x) for all (J E G(E/F) such that x" -:f. x, then x E K. Hint. 
U se Lemma a and the Domination Principle to provethat x" = x for an (J E G(EK/ K). 

(b) Deduce from (a) that if K is a local field, E/ K is a Galois extension, and x, y E E 
satisfy v(x - y) < v(x" - x) for all (J E G(E/K) such that x" -:f. x and v(x - y) < 
v(yt - y) for all t E G(E/K) such that yt -:f. y, then F(y) = F(x). 

3. (a) Let K be a local field of characteristic zero, and suppose that L is the splitting 
field over K of a monic polynomial ~ E K[x]. Write ~(x) = (x - Xl) ... (x - x.) 
= x· + alx·-l + ... + a. withxi E Land ai EK. Denote r = min{v(xi - x): i -:f. j} 
and s=max{v(xi)k:O~k<n,1 ~ i~n}. Prove that r>O,s~ I, and if bl , ••• ,b.E 
K satisfy v(bk - ak) < r·/s for I ~ k ~ n, then 'I'(x) = x· + bl x·- l + ... + b. is 
irreducible in K[x], and there is a rooty of'l' such that K(y) = K(xl ). Hint. Write 
'I'(x) = (x - Yl) ••. (x - Y.), with the Yj in a splitting field of'l' over L. Note that for 
I ~ i ~ n, ITi=l V(Xi - y) = V('I'(Xi) - ~(Xi)) ~ max{v(bk - ak)v(Xirk: I ~ k ~ n} 
< r·. Deduce that there exists j(l) such that v(xi - Yj(i») < r. Use the Domination 
Principle to show that V(Yj(i) - Yj(k)) ~ r if i -:f. k. Apply Exercise 2(b) 

(b) Prove that if E is a local field of characteristic zero, then there is a finite 
extension F of Q and a discrete valuation v of F such that E is isomorphie to the 
completion of Fin the v-topology. Hint. Use Corollary 17.7c and the result in (a). 

17.9. Norm Factor Groups 

We are elose to the description ofB(F) when Fis a local field. By Corollary 
17.7a, B(F) = UB(K/F), where the union is over the finite, unramified 
extensions of F. Every unramified extension K/ F is cyclic by Proposition 
17.8, so that B(K/F) ~ PO/NK/F(KO). It remains to describe the norm factor 
groups po / NK/F(KO) of unramified extensions of the local field F. It will be 
shown in this section that if [K : F] = n, then po / NK/F(KO) is cyelic of order n. 

The hypotheses and notation that were introduced in Section 17.8 will be 
used in this section. We also assume that K = Kn(F), that is, the unramified 
extension K/ F (of local fields) has degree n. Therefore, [K :F] = n and the 
Galois groups G = G(K/ F) and G = G(K/ F) are cyclic of order n. The 
Frobenius automorphism (1 generates G, and the image (j of (1 under the 
isomorphism 4>: G - G satisfies ~ = .f'l, where q = !PI. It is convenient to 
abbreviate the norm and trace mappings from K to F by N and T. Thus, 
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N(y) = ni<nyuJand T(y) = Li<nyuJforallYEK. Similarly,N: K ~ Fand 
T: K ~ Fwill denote the norm and trace mappings for K/F. 

We record a standard fact, leaving its proof as Exercise 1. 

Lemma a. N(K) = F; T(K) = F. 

The heart of the proof of our main result is in the next lemma. 

Lemmab . .lfV= BO = {YEK:v(y) = l}andU= AO = {aEF:v(a) = I}, 
then N(V) = U. 

PROOF. If Y E K, then v(N(y» = ni<n v(yu) = v(yt, and v(T(y» = 
v(Li<n dU!) ::; v(d) by Lemma 17.8a and the fact that v is non-archimedean. 
In particular, N maps the compact set V continuously to U. Hence, N(V) is a 
closed subset of U, and the lemma can be proved by showing that N(V) is 
dense in U. If y E B, then 

N(y) = N(y) and T(y) = T(y). (1) 

Indeed, !!(y) = ni<nyaJ = ffi<ny"i = N(y). A similar calculation gives 
T(y) = T(Y). It follows from Lemma a and (1) that 

A = T(B) + P, (2) 

and 

U = N(V)(l + P), (3) 

that is, every element of U can be written in the form N(y)(l + b), where 
y E Vandb E P. Leta E Pbea uniformizer: P = aA. SinceK/Fisunramified, 
we also have Q = aB. By (2), p k = ak A = akT(B) + akp = T(ak B) + p Hl = 
T(Qk) + pk+l for k ;;:: 1. Thus, 1 + pk = 1 + T(Qk) + pk+l. Moreover, if 
YE Q\ then N(l + y) = n i<n(1 + yaJ) = 1 + Li<nyaJ + c = 1 + T(y) + c, 
where CE Q2k n A = p2k. Thatis, 1 + T(Qk) ~ N(1 + Qk) + p2k. Therefore, 
1 + pk ~ N(1 + Qk) + pk+l ~ N(1 + Qk)(1 + pk+l) for k ;;:: 1. It follows 
by induction from (3) that U ~ N(V)N(l + Qk)(l + pk+l) = N(V) 
(1 + pk+l) ~ U for all k. Hence, N(V) is dense in U. 0 

Proposition . .lf K is an unramified extension 0/ the local field Fand [K : F] = n, 
then FO/NK/F(KO) is a cyclic group 0/ order n. Moreover, if a E FO is a unifor
mizer, then aNK/F(KO) generates r/NN/F(KO). 

PROOF. The Snake Lemma gives the following commutative diagram with 
exact rows and columns. 

l~ V ~ KO ~ (v(a» ~ 1 
lN lN 1 q. 

l~ U ~ FO ~ (v(a» ~ 1 
1 1 1 

U/N(V) ~ FO/N(KO) ~ 7L/n7L ~ 1 
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As in Chapter 16, '1n is the exponential mapping t 1-+ tn. By Lemma b, 
U/N(V) = 1. Thus, v induces an isomorphism of r/N(KO) to lL/nlL with 
aN(KO) mapped to a generator of lL/nlL. 0 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove Lemma a. Hint. Use Proposition 15.lb to show that N(K) = F. By linearity, 
the trace map is surjeetive if it is not zero. 

2. Let v be a non-trivial, discrete valuation ofthe field F. Denote A = O(v), P = P(v), 
F = E(v) = A/P, Vo = V = AO = O(v) - P(v), and for nE N, Vn = 1 + p n = 
{I + b: b E pn}. Show that V. is a subgroup of V, and prove the following statements. 

(a) po ;;:;: V x lL. Hint. Show that the exaet sequenee 1 ..... V ..... po ..... v(FO) ..... 1 
splits. _ _ 

(b) VO/V1 ;;:;: FO. Hint. Map Vo ..... FO by c H C. _ 
(e) For n E N, o./V.+ 1 is isomorphie to !he additive group of F. Hint. Let a be a 

uniformizer at v. Map 1 + a·c E Vn to CE F. 

17.10. Brauer Groups of Local Fields 

We are ready to assemble parts from the previous sections to obtain a 
complete description of the Brauer groups of local fields. 

Theorem. Jf Fis a loeal field with the unijormizer a, then B(F) ~ O/lL via the 
mapping 

(}F: kIn + lL 1-+ [(Kn(F), (1, ak)], 

where n E N and 0 :::; k < n. 

Recall that Kn(F) denotes the unique subfield K ofthe separable c10sure of 
F such that K/ Fis unramified of degree n; and (1 is the Frobenius automor
phism of K/ F. The theorem is a combination of three statements. 

(i) For a fIXed nE N, the mapping (}n(k/n + lL) = [(KiF), (1,a~], 
o :::; k < n, is a well defined isomorphism of the groups n-1lL/lL and 
B(Kn(F)/ F). 

(ii) If m, n E N, then the diagram 

n-1lL/lL --+ (nm)-llL/lL 
9.! ! 9 ... 

B(Kn(F)/F) --+ B(Knm(F)/F) 

is commutative (where the horizontal mappings are inc1usions). 
(iii) O/lL = Une N n-1lL/lL and B(F) = UneN B(Kn(F)/F). 
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PROOFS OF (i), (ii), AND (iii). The mapping k H [(Kn(F), (1, ak)] is a group 
homomorphism from Z to B(KiF)/F) by Corollary 15.1a. By Propositions 
17.9 and 15.1b, this homomorphism is surjeetive and has the kernel nZ. The 
statement (i) follows, beeause multiplication by n induees an isomorphism of 
n-1 Z/Z to Z/nZ. The eommutativity property in (ii) follows from Corollary 
15.1b: (Knm(F),(1, akm) '" (Kn(F), (1, ak). The first statement in (iii) is ob
vious. If D E 6(F) is a division algebra of degree n, then [D] E B(Kn(F)/ F) by 
Corollary 17.7a and Proposition 17.8. Thus, B(F) = UnEI'IIB(Kn(F)/F). 0 

It is useful to define a new invariant for the algebras in 6(F), where F 
is a loeal field. For A E 6(F), denote 

INVFA = e-1([A]), 

where eis the isomorphism of IQ/Z to B(F) that was defined in the theorem. 
When only one field Fis under eonsideration, we will write INV instead of 
INVF • Plainly, INV ean be viewed as an invariant of the elements of the 
Brauer group. It is used this way in loeal dass field theory. However, for 
our purposes, it is more eonvenient to eonsider INV as an invariant of 
eentral simple algebras. 

Corollary a. Let F be a localfield; suppose that A, BE 6(F) and mE N. 

(i) A '" B if and only ifINV A = INV B. 
(ii) A '" F if and only ifINV A = O. 

(iii) IndA is the order ofINV A in IQ/Z. 
(iv) INV(A ® B) = INV A + INV B. 
(v) INVA®m = mINV A. 

PROOF. The assertions (i), (ii), (iv), and (v) follow direet1y from the theorem 
and Corollary 15.1a. For the proof of (iii), let INV A = kin + Z, where 
nE N, 0 :::;; k < n, and (n,k) = 1. Thus, n is the order oflNV A. The order 
of ak modulo NK.(F)/F(Kn(Ft) is n by Proposition 17.9. Thus, IndA = 
Ind(Kn(F),(1,ak) = n, aeeording to Corollary 15.1d. 0 

The properties (ii), (iii), and (v) of the eorollary imply one of the funda
mental faets about the eentral simple algebras over a loeal field. 

Corollary b. Jf Fis a localfield and A E 6(F), then ExpA = IndA. 

The last result ofthis ehapter relates INVE to INVF , when E/Fis a finite 
extension ofloeal fields. It is based on the work that was done in Seetion 14.7. 

Proposition. Jf E/ F is a finite extension of degree m, where F is a local field, 
then INVEA E = m(INVFA). 
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The proof is based on a diagram of field extensions. 

Kn(F)E 

/ ~ 
Kn(~~ ,/tE 

Kn(F)!l E 
Ir 

F 

Let [Kn(F) !l E: F] = r, [Kn(F): Kn(F) !l E] = s, and [E: Kn(F) !l E] = t. 
By Lemma 14.7b, [Kn(F)E: E] = sand [Kn(F)E: Kn(F)] = t. It follows 
from Corollary 17.7b that the fields between Fand Kn(F) are unramified. 
Therefore, r = (nJ(E/F)) andf(E/Kn(F) !l E) is relatively prime to s. Since 
f(Kn(F)E/E)f(E/Kn(F) !l E) = f(Kn(F)E/Kn(F»s, it follows that s divides 
f(Kn(F)E/E). Thus,j(Kn(F)E/E) = s = [Kn(F)E/E] and Kn(F)E/E is un
ramified. The uniqueness ofunramified extensions implies that Kn(F) !l E = 
Kr(F) and Kn(F)E = Ks(E). This discussion is summarized by: 

m = rt, n = rs; (1) 

if 1= f(E/Kn(F) !l E), thenf(E/F) = Ir, t = le(E/F), and (/,s) = 1. (2) 

The Frobenius automorphisms of Ks(E) and Kn(F) are related by 

(3) 

Moreover, if a is a uniformizer for E, then b = ae(E/F) is a uniformizer for 
F. We can use these data to prove that the diagram 

<fJ/7L ~ <fJ/7L 
od tOE 
B(F) -+ B(E) 

K. 

commutes, where K* is induced by the inclusion of Fin E. This commutativity 
is obviously equivalent to the statement of the proposition. If n E N and 
1 ::; k < n, then K*()F(k/n + 7L) = K*[(Kn(F)'O"F,bk)] = [(Kn(F)E,O"~,bk)] = 
[(Ks(E),O"t,a1ke(E/F»] = [(Ks(E)'O"E,akt)] = [(Kn(E)'O"E,akm)] = ()E(m(k/n + 
7L». In addition to (1), (2), and (3) we have used Corollary 15.1c in this 
calculation. 

EXERCISES 

1. Let Fbe a loeal field. Prove that for eaeh n E N, the number of isomorphism c1asses of 
division algebras D E 6(F) of degree n is 4>(n) (where 4> is the Euler Totient). 

2. Let A and B be division algebras in 6(F), where Fis a loeal field. Prove that A Q9 Bis 
a division algebra if and only if the degrees of A and Bare relatively prime. 

3. Let p be an odd prime, and suppose that a E N is not a quadratie residue modulo p. 
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Prove that the quaternion algebra D = (~) is a division algebra, and show that 

every division algebra of degree 2 in 6(Öp) is isomorphie to D. 

4. Let Fbe a loeal fie1d, and suppose that A E 6(F) has degree n > I. Prove the following 
statements. 

(a) If KjFis a field extension of degree n, then A eontains a maximal subfield that 
is isomorphie to K as an F-algebra. Hint. Use the proposition and Corollary 13.3. 

(b) If x E PO, then there is an extension Kj F of degree n and Y E K sueh that 
NK/F(Y) = x. Hint. Let x = zru, where z is a uniformizer in Fand v(u) = I. If n 
divides r, let K = K.(F) and Y = zr/·w with w E K ehosen aeeording to Lemma 17.9b 
so that NK/F(W) =. u. If n is relatively prime to r, let K = F(y), where y is a root of 
<I>(x) = x· + zlrl+l x + (-l)·x. Thus, v(z)' = v(x):;;; max {v(y)·, v(y)v(z)lr l+l}. 
Use the Domination Prineiple to show that in faet v(x) = v(yt, and deduce from the 
hypothesis (n,r) = I that n divides e(KjF). Thus, <I> is irreducible over Fand x = 
NK/F(y). Combine the special cases to obtain the general result. 

(e) vA/F(A) = F. Hint. Use (a), (b), and Proposition 16.2a. 

Notes on Chapter 17 

This chapter gives abrief introduction to valuation theory, following the 
traditional development ofthis subject. Its coverage is limited to topics that 
are needed for the study of division algebras. The results in this chapter 
provide the foundation for the study of division algebras over number fields, 
our subject in the next chapter. 

In the interest of keeping the exposition finite, it has been necessary to 
trim off some of the most interesting topics in the theory of valuations. 
The reader who wants to probe this subject more deeply can find many 
references that are less goal oriented. The most complete discussion of 
Iocal fields is given in Serre's book [71]. Also recommended are Artin's 
books [7] and [8], and Chapters 1,2, and 6 of [22]. In Chapter 19 we will 
take a brief look at fields that are complete under a discrete valuation, but 
are not Iocal. 



CHAPTER 18 

Division Algebras over Number Fields 

In tbis chapter we come to some of the deepest and most beautiful results 
in modem algebra. These are the theorems that c1assify and describe the 
central simple algebras over algebraic number fields. Tbis work is associated 
with the names of several of the greatest heroes of mathematics: Hasse, 
Brauer, Noether, and Albert. It is based on developments in number theory 
that are due to Kronecker, Weber, Hilbert, Minkowski, Furtwangler, 
Artin, Takagi, Hasse, Witt, and many others. 

It will no longer be possible for us to give self-contained proofs of the 
basic theorems. Instead, we will quote some results from c1ass field theory 
and derive the c1assification and structure theory of algebras from these 
deep number theoretic facts. Some theorems on rational division algebras 
that can be derived in an elementary way are outlined in the exercises. 
However, even in tbis simple case, the best results require the use ofnumber 
theoretical tools that cannot be called e1ementary. 

18.1. Field Composita 

In the last chapter we studied two cases ofthe question "when can a valuation 
v ofa field Fbe extended to a larger field K?" It was shown that such exten
sions exist and are unique when K is the completion of F in the v-topology 
and also when F is a local field and K/ Fis finite. Our work in this chapter 
requires an answer to the extension question in the case that K/ Fis a finite 
extension and no hypothesis is made on F. By using field composites we 
will reduce tbis problem to the cases that were treated in the last chapter. 
This section is concemed with those topics in the theory of field composita 
that are needed to solve the valuation extension problem. 

342 
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Let K and L be fields that contain F as a subfield. A compositum of K and 
Lover Fis a triple(E,<p,t/J) in which Eis afield thatcontains F, and <p: K --+ E, 
t/J: L --+ E are F-algebra homomorphisms such that E = <p(K)t/J(L). Two 
such composita (E,<p,t/J) and (E' ,<p',t/J') are equivalent ifthere is an F-algebra 
homomorphism (): E --+ E' such that <p' = ()<p and t/J' = ()t/J. In this case, 
()(E) = ()(<p(K)t/J(L)) = <p'(K)t/J'(L) = E', so that () is a field isomorphism. 
It follows that equivalence of composita is a symmetrie relation; plainly, 
it is also reflexive and transitive. 

Lemma a. If KIF is aJinite, separable field extension and LIF is afield exten
sion, then K (8) L = K L = EI + .. , + Er' where EJL is a field extension 
suchthat[K:F] = L~=I[Ei:L]. Write IK@L = e l + ... + er,whereei = 
lEi' and deJine <Pi: K --+ Ei' t/Ji : L --+ Ei by <Pi(X) = ei(x (8) 1), t/Ji(Y) = 
ei(1 (8) y). The tripies (Ei' <Pi' t/J) are pairwise inequivalent composita oJ K and 
Lover F, and every compositum oJ K and Lover F is equivalent to one oJ 
the (Ei,<Pi,t/JJ 

PROOF. By Lemma 10.7b and Proposition 1O.6a, K (8) L = K L is a separable 
L-algebra. In partieular, K (8) L is semisimple. Since K (8) L is commutative, 
the Wedderburn Structure Theorem takes the form K (8) L = E l + ... + 
Er in which each Ei is a field that contains F. The mappings <Pi and t/Ji are 
clearly F-algebra homomorphisms of K and L to Ei' and <Pi(K)t/JJL) = 
ei(K (8) L) = Ei' Thus, (Ei,<Pi,t/J) is a compositum of K and Lover F. If 
Ei is given the L-space structure that is induced by t/Ji, then L~=l [Ei: L] = 
dimLKL = [K: FJ. Suppose that there is an isomorphism (): Ei --+ Ej 
such that ()<Pi = <Pj' ()t/Ji = t/Jj with i -:f. j. If ei = Lk (xk (8) Yk)' then ej = 
()(ei) = ()(Lkei(Xk (8) Yk)) = ()(Lk<Pi(Xk)t/Ji(Yk)) = Lk<P/Xk)t/J/Yk) = 
Lk eixk (8) Yk) = ejei = 0, which is a contradiction. Thus, (Ei,<Pi,t/JJ is not 
equivalent to (Ej,<Pi,t/J) if i -:f. j. Suppose that (E,<p,t/J) is a compositum of 
K and L. The mapping <P (8) t/J: K (8) L --+ Eis an F-algebra homomorphism 
such that (<p (8) t/J)(K (8) L) = <p(K)t/J(L) = E. In particular, there is an 
index i such that () = (<p ® t/J)IEi is a non-zero F-algebra homomorphism 
of Ei to E. Thus, ()(e) = IE' and if x E K, then ()<Pi(X) = ()(ei(x ® 1)) = 
()(e)<p(x)t/J(1) = <p(x). Similarly, ()t/Ji = t/J. Consequently, (E,<p,t/J) is equiv
alent to (Ei,<Pi,t/JJ D 

Lemma b. Let KIF be a Galois extension with the Galois group G, and suppose 
that LIF is an arbitrary field extension. Assume that (E,<p,t/J) is a compositum 
oJ K and Lover F. If (J E G then (E,<p(J-l,t/J) is a compositum oJ K and L 
over F. Every compositum oJ K and Lover F is equivalent to (E,<p(J-l,t/J) 
Jor some (J E G. 

PROOF. It is obvious that if (J E G then (E,<p(J-l,t/J) is a compositum. For 
the proof of the last statement, we adopt the notation that was introduced 
in Lemma a. Assume that [El : L] ~ ... ~ [Er: L]. The mapping (J t--+ 8(J = 
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a (8) idL is an injective group homomorphism of G to AutF K (8) L. If 
X = eG , then X permutes the minimal ideals of K (8) L. Thus, there is a unique 
j such that X(El ) = Ej . In particular, x(el ) = ej , so that XrjJl (x) = 
x(e l (x (8) 1» = x(el)«a (8) idL)(x (8) 1» = e/xG (8) 1) = (rjJp)(x) for 
all XEK. Similarly, Xt/ll(Y) = e/IG(8)y) = t/I/Y) for all YEL:x is an 
L-space homomorphism. Let H = {a E G: eGEl = El }. Since a ~ eG is a 
homomorphism, H is a subgroup of G and eGEl = e,El if and only if 
r-la E H. Therefore, the left co sets of H are in one-to-one correspondence 
with the fields {eGEl: a E G}. If a E H, then eGIEl E G(El/L). When eGIEl 

is the identity automorphism, rjJl (x) = eAl (x) = rjJl (xG) for all x E K, so 
that a = idK • Consequently, IHI:::; IG(El/L)I :::; [El : L], and rlHI:::; 
r[El:L] :::; I~=l[Ei:L] = [K:F] = IGI = [G:H]IHI. Thus, r ~ 
I {eGEl: a E G} I = [G: H] ~ r. Therefore, every Ej has the form eGEl for 
some a E G. This conc1usion, together with Lemma a proves the last state
ment of the lemma. Indeed, we can assume that (E,rjJ,t/I) = (El'rjJl't/ll)' If 
eGEl = Ej , then rjJa- l = e;;lrjJj and t/I = e;;lt/lj; hence (Ej , rjJj' t/I) is equivalent 
to (E,rjJa-l,t/I). 0 

The composita (E,rjJa-l,t/I) are not in general inequivalent. In fact, 
(E,rjJa- l , t/I) is equivalent to (E,rjJ, t/I) if and only if rjJarjJ -1 E G(rjJKjrjJK n t/lL). 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove the last statement ofthe section: if K/ Fis Galois, (E,</J,t/J) is a compositum of K 
and Lover F, and a E G(KIF), then (E,ljJa- 1 ,1jJ) is equivalent to (E,</J,t/J) if and only if 
(</Ja</J-I)(z) = z for all z E </J(K) n IjJ(L). 

2. Prove that if KIF and LIF are Galois extensions with the compositum (E,</J,t/J), then 
E/Fis Galois. 

3. Let F, K, and L be fields with F ~ K ~ L. Show that if </J: K --> L is an F-algebra 
homomorphism, then (L,</J,idL ) is a compositum of K and Lover F. Prove that if 
</J': K --> L is another F-algebra homomorphism, then (L,</J',idL ) is equivalent to 
(L,</J,idJ if and only if </J' = </J, Deduce that the number of equivalence c1asses of 
composita of K and Lover F may be infinite unless K/ Fis a finite extension. 

18.2. More Extensions of Valuations 

Our aim in this section is to survey the extensions to K of a valuation v of 
the field F when K/ F is a finite separable field extension. The approach to 
this problem is: extend v to the valuation v of F; extend v to E, where (E,rjJ,t/I) 
is a compositum of K and F over F; restrict the valuation on E back to K. 

We will write w :::2 v or v 5; w if w is an extension of v to a field K that 
contains F as a subfield. If wlF is equivalent to v, though not necessarily 
equal to v, then w divides v. This property is indicated by writing wlv. If v 
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and ware non-arebimedean valuations, then it follows from Proposition 17.3 
that wlv if and only if P(K,w) ~ P(F, v). In other words, the ideal P(K,w) 
divides the ideal P(F,v)O(K, w). 

We will need a generalization of Corollary 17.8b. 

Lemma a. Let F s;;; K s;;; E be a ehain of fields. Jf w is a diserete valuation of E, 
and v = wlK, then 

(i) ew(E/F) = ew(E/K)ev(K/F), 
(ii) fw(E/F) = fw(E/K)fv(K/F). 

The first part ofthe proof ofCorollary 17.8b gives (i). In the argument, the 
assumption that Fis a loeal field was not used. We leave the proof of (ii) as an 
easy exercise. 

A teehnieallemma leads to the main result ofthis seetion. In the statement 
of tbis lemma the topologieal terms refer to the relevant valuation metries 
and topologies. 

Lemma b. Let F, K, L, and E be fields with F s;;; L s;;; E, F s;;; K, and [K: F] < 
00. Suppose that v is a valuation ofF, and u and ware respeetively extensions of 
v to E and K. Assume that L is loeally eompaet (that is, O(L,u) is eompaet), 
Fis dense in L, and 4- : K --+ Eis an isometrie F-algebra homomorphism. 

(i) There is an isometrie F-algebra isomorphism 1/1: F --+ L. 
(ii) <jJ(K)L is closed in E and <jJ(K) is dense in <jJ(K)L. 

(iii) There is an extension of <jJ to an isometrie F-algebra isomorphism 
O:K --+ <jJ(K)L. 

PROOF. The assumptions that L is loeally eompaet (henee eomplete) and Fis 
dense in L imply L ~ F algebraieally and topologieally, by Corollary 17.4a. 
The isometrie isomorpbism 1/1 is defined by letting I/I(x) be the limit in L of a 
Cauehysequenee {an} S;;; Fwhose limit in Fisx. SineedimL <jJ(K)L ~ [K: F], 
it follows from Lemma 17 .6b that the uniform topology ofthe L-space <jJ(K)L 
eoineides with the u-topology. Moreover, <jJ(K)L is loeally eompaet in the 
uniform topology, henee also in the u-topology. In partieular, <jJ(K)L is 
eomplete and therefore closed in E. Sinee F is dense in L, it is clear that 
<jJ(K) = <jJ(K)F is dense in <jJ(K)L. If {Yn} S;;; K is a Cauehy sequenee that 
eonverges to Y E K, then {<jJ(Yn)} is a Cauehy sequence in <jJ(K)L that eon
verges to an element O(y). A routine eheek shows that 0 is a well defmed, 
isometrie F-algebra isomorpbism of K to <jJ(K)L. 0 

Proposition. Let v be a non-trivial valuation of the field F sueh that Fis loeally 
eompaet. Assume that K/F is a finite, separable field extension. Jf w is a 
valuation of K that extends v, let Kw denote the eompletion of K in the w
topology, <jJw the standard embedding of Kin Kw' and I/Iw the isometrie F
algebra homomorphism ofF to the closure ofF in Kw (defined in Lemma b). The 
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mapping w 1-+ (Kw,4Jw''''w) induces a bijection between the extensions W ofv to K 
and the equivalence classes of composita of K and F over F./f v is discrete, then 
all extensions w ofv are discrete, ew(K/F) = ew(Kw/F)'/w(K/F) = fw(Kw/F), 
and ew(K/F)fw(K/F) = [Kw: F]. 

PROO!. Ifw is an extension ofv t~ K, then (K)I',4Jw,"'w) is a c?mpositum of K 
and F over F. In fact, (4JwKH"'wF) = K("'wF) is closed in Kw by Lemma b; 
hence (4JwKH"'wF) = Kw. Let (E,4J,"') be a compositum of K and F over F. 
We wish to associate an extension of v with tbis compositum. Since Fis 
locally compact by assumption, and dim"'(F)E ;:5; dimFK < 00, it follows 
from Proposition 17.6 that there is a unique valuation w of E such that 
w("'(y» = v(y) for ally E F. Define the valuation w of Kby w(x) = w(4J(x». 
If a E F, then w(a) = w(a) = v(a), so that w 2 v. We must prove that these 
constructions are mutually inverse to witbin equivalence of composita. One 
way is clear: w is the extension of v that corresponds to (Kw,4Jw''''w). Indeed. 
the extension w ofw to Kw does satisfy w("'w(y)) = v(y) for all y E Fbecause 
"'w is an isometry; and obviously w(4Jw(x)) = w(x) for all XE K. Suppose that 
w is obtained from the compositum (E,4J,"') by our construction. We will 
show that (Kw,4Jw''''w) is equivalent to (E,4J,"'). By the definition ofw and W, 
the mappings 4J and '" are isometries. Proposition 17.6 implies that E is 
locally compact, hence complete in the w-topology. By lemma b, 4J(K) is 
dense in E. Therefore, 4J extends to an isometric isomorphism 0: Kw -+ E. By 
the definition of 4Jw , 04Jw = ° I K = 4J. To prove that O"'w = "', let y = 
limxn E F with {xn1. ~ F. Since 0 !lnd '" are isometrie mapP!ngs, we have 
Ol/lw(Y) = Ol/lw(lim(F) xn) = O(lim(K) xn) = lim(E) Xn = I/I(lim(F) xn) = 1/1 (y). 
(The superscripts on lim keep track of the space in which the limits are taken.) 
We next prove that equivalent composita give rise to the same extension of v. 
Let (E',4J',"") and (E,4J,"') be equivalent composita, say 0: E' -+ Eis an 
isomorpbism that satisfies 4J = 04J' and '" = 0"". Denote the valuations 
associated with (E,4J,"') and (E' ,4J' ,"") by wand w' respectively. The mapping 
Z 1-+ w(O(z)) is a valuation of E' that satisfies w(O""(y» = w("'(y)) = v(y) 
for all y E F. The uniqueness statement in Proposition 17.6 implies that 
w(O(z)) = w'(z) when z E E'. In particular, if XE K, then w'(x) = w'(4J'(x)) 
= w(04J'(x)) = w(4J(x)) = w(X). It remains to consider the consequences of 
discreteness. Let v be a discrete valuation of F. If (E,4J,"') is a compositum of 
K and F, then the extension of v to Fis discrete by Proposition 17.4, and the 
further extension to the valuation w of E is also discrete according to Pro
position 17.6. Hence, the valuation w of K corresponding to (E,4J,"') is 
discrete. Proposition 17.4 and its Corollary 17.4b yield ew(Kw/K) = ev(F/F) 
= 1 = fw(Kw/K) = fv(F/F). Thus, ew(K/F) = ew(KwfF) and fw(K/F) = 

Iw (Kwl F) by Lemma a. It follows from Proposition 17.7 that ew(K/ F)fw(KI F) 
= [Kw:F]. 0 

CoroUary a. Let v be a non-trivial valuation 01 the field F such that Fis locally 
compact./f K/ Fis afinite, separable field extension, then there are finitely many 
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distinct extensions wp ... , wr ofv to K, andL~=l [Kw.: F] = [K:F]. Ifv is 
discrete, then all of the wi are discrete and L~=l ew,(K/F)fw,(KjF) = [K: FJ. 

Tbis corollary is a consequence of the proposition and Lemma 18.la. 

CoroUary b. Let v be a non-trivial valuation of the field F such that Fis locally 
compact. Assume that KjF is a Galois extension. Ifw is a valuation of K that 
extends v, thenfor all u E G(KjF), WU is an extension ofv to K, where WU(x) = 
w(XU-I

) for all XE K. Every extension of v to K has the form WU for some 
u E G(KjF). 

PRooF. If u E G(KjF), then (KW,</JwU-1 ,t/lw) is a compositum of K and F over 
F, and the corresponding valuation of K is defined by w(</JwU-1(x» = 
w(</Jw(XU-I » = WU(x). Thus, wUis an extension ofvtoK. ByLemma 18.1band 
the proposition, every extension of v to K has the form WU for some 
u E G(KjF). D 

When the extension Kj Fis Galois, then Corollary b gives a nice c1assifica
tion of the valuations of K that extend the valuation v of F. Our last corollary 
lists some consequences of tbis c1assification. 

CoroUary c. Let the hypotheses and notation be as they were in Corollary b. In 
particular, KjF is Galois. 

(i) As an F-algebra, Kw is independent ofthe choice ofw. 
(ii) KwjF is Galois. 

(Hi) Ul-+ </J:/u</Jw is an injective homomorphismfrom G(KwfF) to G(KjF),- the 
image ofthis mapping is Gw = G(Kj</J-;/(</Jw(K) n t/lw(F))). 

(iv) If U, tE G(KjF), then WU = w' if and only if Ut-1 E Gw'- in particular, 
Gw = {u E G(KjF): WU = w}, and Gw' = t-1Gwt. 

(v) If v is discrete, then ew.(KjF) = ew(KjF), fw.(KjF) = fw(KjF), and 
ew(KjF)fw(KjF)gw(KjF) = [K: F], where gw(KjF) is the index of Gw 

in G(KjF). 

PRooF. The statement (i) is c1ear from the proposition and Corollary b. The 
properties (ii) and (iii) restate Lemma 14.7b. To prove (iv), note that WU = wt 

if and only if (Kw ,</JwU-1 ,t/lw) is equivalent to (Kw,</Jw t-1 ,t/lw)' that is, there is 
an automorphism p of Kw satisfying pt/lw = t/lw and p</JwU-1 = </Jw t-1• The 
equation pt/lw = t/lw is equivalent to pe G(KwjF); the second equation 
translates to Ut-1 = </J;:/P</Jw E Gw (noting that the switch from composition 
ofmaps to exponentiation reverses the order ofthe product of t-1 and u). The 
last assertion of (iv) comes from the easily checked observation that w(Ut) = 
(wu)'. Finally, if v is discrete, then ew.(KjF) = ew(KwfF) = ew(KjF) and 
fw"(K/F) = fw(Kw/F) = fw(KjF) by (i). D 
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The group Gw is called the decomposition group of w. When G(K/F) is 
abelian, then Gw is the same subgroup of G(K/F) for all extensions w of v. 
In this case, it is customary to write Gv instead of Gw ' and identify this group 
with G(Kw/F). 

EXERCISES 

I. Prove the statement (ii) of Lemma a. 

2. Prove the assertion W(UT) = (wu )' that was made in the proof of Corollary c. 

3. Leta be a square free integer, and denote K = O(JG). Assumethatp is an odd prime 
that does not divide a. Prove that the p-adic valuation vp of 0 has two extensions to 
valuations of K if ais a quadratic residue modulo p, and vp has one extension to Kif a 
is a non-residue modulo p. Hint. Note that x2 - ais irreducible over Qp ifand only if 
ais a non-residue modulo p. Prove that ev, (KlO) = 1 in all of these cases. 

18.3. Valuations of Algebraic Number Fields 

An algebraic number field is a subfield F of C such that [F: Q] < 00. We will 
use the results of the previous section to survey the valuations of algebraic 
number fields. 

Proposition. Let F be an algebraic number /ield. 

(i) Every non-trivial valuation 0/ F divides a non-trivial valuation 0/ Q. 

(ii) If v is a non-trivial, non-archimedean valuation 0/ F, then v divides a 
valuation vp o/Q/or a unique prime p, v is discrete, E(F, v) is afinitefield, 
and Fv is a local/ield. For each prime p, there are at most [F: Q] extensions 
o/vp to F; in/act, Lv", v,ev(F/Q)fv(F/Q) = [F: Q]. 

(iii) Every archimedean valuation v 0/ Fis equivalent to a valuation w(x) = 
IcfJ(x)l, where cfJ: F -+ C is a non-zero field homomorphism. There are at 
most [F: Q] equivalence classes 0/ archimedean valuations 0/ F. 

PROOF. If v is non-trivial, then so is v I Q by (the proof of) Lemma l7.7a. If v 
is non-trivial and non-archimedean, then v I Q is also non-archimedean. 
Hence, v I Q is equivalent to v p for a unique prime p. The remaining assertions 
in (ii) follow from Proposition 18.2: the separability hypothesis is automati
cally satisfied because char F = O. If v is archimedean, then v I Q is equivalent 
to the absolute value Voo . Since (Dv = IR and Fv/(Dv is finite, either F ~ IR 

.... GO 0:) V 

or Fv ~ C. Thus, (iii) also follows from Proposition 18.2. 0 

If K/ Fis an extension of algebraic number fields, v is a valuation of F, and 
w is a valuation of K that divides v, then Kw/ F" is a finite field extension whose 
degree is called the local degree of K/ F at w. When K/ Fis Galois, Kw is the 
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same ft,,-a1gebra for all extensions w of v by Corollary 18.2c. In particu1ar, the 
10ca1 degrees at the extensions of v are the same. In this case, we will write f< 
instead of Kw , and denote the 10ca1 degree "at v" by [Kv : FvJ. 

Corollary. Let KIF be a Galois extension of algebraic number fields. Assume 
that v is a non-trivial valuation of Fand w is a valuation of K that extends v. 

(i) [Kv : FvJ divides [K: FJ. 
(ii) Ifv is discrete and ew(KIF) = 1, then the decomposition group Gw ofw is 

cyclic. There is a unique generator (jw ofGw such that w(x<1w - x q) < 1for 
all x E O(K,w), where q = IE(F,v)l. Ifr E G(KIF), then (jw, = r-1(jwr. 

PROOF. By Corollary 18.2c, [Kw: P.,] = IG(Kw: F,JI = IGwl divides I G(KIF) I 
= [K: F] for an extensions w of v. Since [Kv : F,,] = [Kw : P.,], this observa
tion proves (i). Assume that v is discrete and ew(KI F) = 1 for one (hence 
every) extension w of v. By Proposition 18.2, ew(KwlF,,) = 1; that is, KwlF" is 
an unramified extension ofloca1 fields. Consequently, G(KwlF,,) is cyclic with 
the Frobenius automorphism as a generator, according to the results of 
Section 17.8. The generator (jw of Gw is the image ofthe Frobenius automor
phism und er the isomorphism of G(Kwl ft,,) to Gw' The characterization of (jw 
by the condition w(x<1w - xq) < 1 for an XE O(K, w) is a consequence of the 
ana10gous characterization of the Frobenius automorphism. If r E G(KIF) 
and XE O(K,wt), then x t -

1 E O(K,w) and wt(xt-luwt - x q) = w(XC1 <1w _ 

(xt-1)q) < 1. Therefore, (jw' = r-1(jwr . 0 

The element (jw ofG(KIF) is called the Frobenius automorphism of KIF at 
w. When KIF is Ga10is, these automorphisms are defined for an discrete 
va1uations w of K such that ew(KI F) = 1. As we will see, almost an va1uations 
of K have these properties. It is clear that (jw = (jw' when wand w' are 
equiva1ent. 

If KIF is an abe1ian extension, that is, KIF is Ga10is and G(KIF) is an 
abelian group, then by part (ii) ofthe corollary, (jw = (jw' whenever wand w' 
divide the same va1uation v. In this case, w ~ (jw can be viewed as a mapping 
from a certain set of discrete va1uations of F to G(KI F), and it is natural to 
write (jv instead of (jw if w I v. These remarks app1y in particu1ar when KIFis a 
cyclic extension. 

The inconvenience of dea1ing with equiva1ence classes of va1uations can 
be avoided in the study of a1gebraic number fields. There are several ways to 
select a canonical representative from each equivalence class of valuations. 
The standardization that we will adopt leads to an elegant product formula, 
due to Artin and Nesbitt. 

Let v be a non-trivial valuation of the algebraic number field F. By the 
proposition, v divides a non-trivial valuation vp of 0, where pis a prime or 
p = Cf); that is, vp is either a E-a~ic val~ation of 0 or the absolute value. If 
v I 0) = v;(V), where n(v) = [F,,: O)p] ([F,,: IR] if p = (0), then v is called a 
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normalized valuation of F. Every non-trivial valuation of Fis equivalent to a 
unique normalized valuation. Moreover, if pis a prime or 00, then the number 
of normalized valuations that divide vp is finite. Denote by S(F) the set 
of all (non-trivial) normalized valuations of F; if p is a prime or infinity, 
let Sp(F) = {v E S(F): v divides vp}. 

Lemma. Let Fand K be algebraic number fields with F s;; K. 

(i) If v E S(F), w E S(K) and w I v, then w I F = vk, where k = [Kw: FJ. 
(ii) If Kj Fis Galois, U E G(Kj F), v E S(F), w E S(K), and w I v, then WU E S(K) 

andwul v. 
(iii) If KjF is Galois, v E S(F), and Y E K, then TIWES(K),wlv w(y) = v (NK/F(Y))' 
(iv) Ifp is a prime or 00 and XE F, then TIvESp(F)V(X) = v/NF/O (x)). 

PROOF. Let v E S/F) with pa prime or 00. Note that if w E S(K) and wlv, 
then w E Sp(K). Moreover, wlF = vk for some k. If n(w) = [Kw: Qp] 
and n(v) = [F.,: Q ], then vn(W) = wl<iJ = vkl<iJ = (VI<iJ)k = Vn(v)k. Hence, 

PA A PA A A A P 

k = n(w)jn(v) = [Kw: <iJp]j[F,,: <iJp] = [Kw: F,,].AssumethatKjFisGalois. 
Denote G = G(KjF). Plainly, if U E G, then wujF = wlF. Therefore, WU I v. 
Moreover, wul<iJ = wl<iJ = v;(W) = v;(Wa)byCorollary 18.2c. Thus, WU ES/K). 
Let Gw = {p E G: wP = w} be the decomposition group ofw. By Corollary 
18.2c, the order k of Gw is [Kw : p,,]; and u, 1: E G satisfy W U = wt if and only if 
U1:- 1 E Gw' If G = Gwu1 \.:J '" \.:J Gwug is a coset decomposition of G, then 

( TI W(y»)k = ri TI wPU'(y) = TI WU(y) = w( TI yU-l) 
wES(K),wlv i=l pEGw uEG uEG 

= w(NK/F(y)) = v(NK/F(y))k for all y E K. 

Since k'th roots are unique in IR+, this calculation proves (iii). For the 
proof of (iv), choose the algebraic number field K so that Kj<iJ is Galois 
and F s;; K. Thus, Kj Fis Galois. If s = [K: F], v E S/F), and x E F, then 
v(x)S = v(NK/F(X)) = TIWES(K),wlv w(x). Note that if w E Sp(K), then there is 
a unique v E Sp(F) such that wlv. Conversely, w E S(K), v E S/F) and wlv 
implies w E S/K). Hence, if XE F, then (TIVES (F) v (x))S = TIwES (K) w(X) = 
v/NK/O(X» = v/NF/O (x))S, which yields (iv). p p 0 

The lemma leads to an important property of normalized valuations. 

The Product Formula. IJ F is an algebraic number field and x E PO, then 
v(x) = 1 Jor almost all v E S(F) and TIVES(F) v(x) = 1. 

PRooF.IfxEF,thenxisalgebraicover<iJ,sayxn + a1 x n- 1 + ... + an = 0, 
where ai E <iJ, an =1= 0, and n ~ 1. The set X of all prime factors ofthe numer
ators and denominators of the ai is finite; and if p is a prime that is not in 
X, then vp(a) = 1 whenever ai =1= 0. Let p be a prime, p f X, and v E S/F). 
Then v is non-archimedean and v(aiXn- i) = v(x)n-i if ai =1= 0. The Domina-
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tion Princip1e imp1ies that v(x) = 1. Indeed, if v (x) > 1, then v(x)n > v(aixn- i) 
for 1 ::;; i ::;; n yie1ds 0 = v(O) = V(X)n > O. If V(X) < 1, then 1 = v(an) > 
v(aixn- i) for 0 ::;; i < n; hence, 0 = v(O) = 1. Therefore, v(x) = 1 un1ess v 
is in the finite set Soo(F) u UPEX S/F). In particular, the product flVES(F) v (x) 
is finite. By the lemma, flVES(F) v (x) = VOO(NF/Q(x))(flpprimev/NF/I..l(X))). It 
is easy to see from the definition ofthe p-adic valuations that for any rational 
number c, the product voo(c)(flpv/c)) is equal to 1. (See Exercise 2, Seetion 
17.2.) 0 

We will frequently use the part of tbis result that states v(x) = 1 for 
almost all v. The actual product formula is less important for uso However, 
this equation has an important role in dass field theory, and it appears 
implicitly in many results that will be stated in the next few sections. 

EXERCISES 

1. An algebraic function field is a finite separable extension of a field of the form K(x), 
where K is a finite field. 

(a) Prove that all valuations of an algebraie funetion field are diserete. 
(b) Prove the analogue of Proposition a for algebraie funetion fields. 
(e) U sing the same definition of normalized valuation that was given for algebraic 

number fields, prove that the produet formula is valid for algebraie funetion fields. 
Hint. See Exereise 3, Seetion 17.2 and Exereise 2, Seetion 17.3. 

Artin and Nesbitt proved that ifthe produet formula holds for a field F, then Fis 
either isomorphie to an algebraie number field or an algebraie funetion field. The 
members of the union of these classes of fields are ealled global fields. The basic 
results of class field theory are valid for all global fields. All of the results that we will 
deseribe in the next few seetions generalize to global fields. This assertion will be 
eompletely obvious if the claim that dass field theory applies to global fields is 
aeeepted. 

2. The purpose ofthis problemis to outline a proof ofthe Weak Approximation Theorem: 
if Fis an algebraie number field, v l' ... , Vm E S(F) are distinet, Xl' ... , X m E FO, and 
e E IR+ , then there exists y E FO such that vj(y - Xj) < e for I ::;; i ::;; m. 

(a) Prove that if v E S(F) and x, y E r, then in the v-topology limk~oo xkyj 
(l + xk) = y if v(x) > 1, and limk~oo xky/{l + x k ) = 0 if v(x) < 1. 

(b) Use (a)and induetion onmto showthat thereexistsz E KO satisfying vl (z) > 1 
and vi(z) < 1 for 2 ::;; i ::;; m. 

(e) Choose z l' ... , zm E KO so that vj(z) < 1 ifi * j and vJZj) > 1. Prove that if 
k E N is suffieiently large, then y = I~=l (.t;xJ(l + .t;)) satisfies vj(y - x) < e for 
I ::;; i::;; m. 

3. Let Fbe an algebraie number field. For eaeh homomorphism cf>: F ..... C, denote by v 
the arehimedean valuation v",(x) = 1cf>(x)l. IfIm cf> s; IR, then cf> is areal embedding, 
otherwise a complex embedding. Prove the following sta~ments. ~ 

(a) v", is equivalent to vI/! if and only if cf> = ljJ or cf> = 1jJ, where ljJ(x) is the eomplex 
eonjugate oft/J(x). Hint. Use Proposition 18.2, noting that the only isometrie homo
morphisms of IR to IR or IR to C are the embedding maps. 
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(b) If cP is areal embedding, then v", is normalized. If cP is a complex embedding, 
then v; is normalized. 

(c) The number ofcomplex embeddings of Fin IC is even, say 2'2' and, I + 2'2 = 

[F: (]I], where'l is the number ofreal embeddings of Fin IC. In this case, the number 
of normalized archimedean valuations of F is , I + '2' 

(d) With the notation of(c), denote the real embeddings of Fby cPI' ... , cPr and 
the complex embeddings of F by 1/11' ••. , I/Ir , ~I' ... , ~r . Let XI' ..• , Xl be 

2 2 '1 

arbitrary real numbers, Z I' ... , zr arbitrary complex numbers, and e E IR+. There 
exists Y E F such that IcPJy) - x;1 < e for 1 :::;; i :::;; 'I and Il/IiY) - Zjl < e for 
1 :::;; j :::;; '2' Rint. Use the weak approximation theorem. 

18.4. The Albert-Hasse-Brauer-Noether Theorem 

The most profound result in the theory of central simple algebras is the 
Albert-Hasse-Brauer-Noether Theorem. It was proved independently by 
Hasse, Brauer, and Noether in [40J and by Albert and Hasse in [4]. 

Albert-Hasse-Brauer-Noether Theorem. Let F be an algebraic number Jield. 
If A E 6(F) satisJies A ® iv ~ ivJor all v E S(F), then A ~ F. 

For convenience, we will refer to this result as the "Basic Theorem" 
throughout the rest of this section. 

The Basic Theorem is dosely related to one of the deep results of dass 
field theory, the Hasse Norm Theorem. As we will show, the Basic Theorem 
can be deduced fairly easily from the norm theorem. On the other hand, 
the norm theorem is essentially the statement that a certain cohomology 
group in dass field theory vanishes, and the triviality of this cohomology 
group is an easy consequence of the Basic Theorem. A direct proof of the 
Basic Theorem can be obtained from the analysis of generalized zeta func
tions. Expositions of this proof are given in the books by Deuring [26J and 
Weil [78J. 

The Hasse Norm Theorem. Let KIF be a cyclic extension oJ algebraic number 
fields. An element a in Fis the norm oJ an element oJ Kif and only if a E 

NK,IF, Cl<) Jor all v E S(F). 

All proofs of the norm theroem are long. We will use the result without 
proving it. An algebraic treatment of dass field theory, inc1uding the norm 
theorem, is given in the artide by Tate in [22J and in Artin-Tate [10]. 
Proofs of the norm theorem that use some analytic machinery can be found 
in the books by Janusz [52J and Lang [56]. 

Our statement of The Hasse Norm Theorem merits some explanation. 
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Since K/F is cyclic (hence Galois), all extensions W of v to K produce the 
same completion Kw • Il! particular, ]Viwli. (Kw) does not depend on w. 
Therefore, the notation Kv instead of Kw is justified. 

If K/ Fis Galois and v E S(F), then it can (and will) be assumed that K 
and F;, are subfields of Kv such that K" = KF". There may be different 
embeddings of K in Kv ' but they all have the same image. Let Gv be one of 
the various conjugate decomposition groups associated with an extension 
of v to K. If G(K/F) = 0'1 Gv l:J .•• l:J O'gGv is a coset decomposition and 
y EK, then 

NK/iy) = iU.!l ya,! = iU Ni.li. (ya,) = Ni.li. (12 ya). 

This observation shows that if x E F is the norm of an element in K, then 
x E Nk..li. (Kv) for all v E S(F), that is, one implication of the norm theorem 
is true and easy to prove for Galois extensions. The difficult reverse implica
tion is a special property of cyclic extensions. (See [22], p. 360.) 

PROOF OF THE BASIC THEOREM. We begin the proof by treating the case in 
which A is a cyclic algebra: A = (K,O',a), where K/F is a cyclic extension 
of algebraic number fields, G(K/F) = (0'), and a E PO. By Corollary l5.lc 
andourhypothesis,ifv E S(F), thenF;, '" A Q9 F" '" (KF;"O'g,a) = (Kv,O'g,a), 
where g [Kv : F;,] = [K: F]. It follows from Lemma 15.1 that a E Ni .li• (Kv) 

for all v E S(F). The Hasse Norm Theorem implies that a E NK/F(K), so that 
A '" F by Lemma 15.1 again. Consider the general case. With the aim of 
getting a contradiction, assume that Ind A > 1. If p is a prime divisor of 
Ind A, then by Proposition 15.2 there is an algebraic number field E contain
ing F such that AE '" D, where D E 6(E) is a cyclic division algebra of 
degree p. In particular, D + E. Let W E S(E) divide v E S(F). Identify F;, 
with a subfield of Ew . Our hypothesis gives D Q9E Ew '" AE Q9E Ew ~ 
(A Q9 F;,) Q9i. Ew '" F;, Q9i. Ew ~ Ew ' Since D is cyclic, the first part of 
the proof leads to the required contradiction D '" E. 0 

The Basic Theorem can be put in a convenient form by using the mappings 
INV F for central simple algebras over local fields that were introduced in 
Section 17.10. First, we must extend the definition of INVF to the cases 
F = ~ and F = C. If A E 6(~), then either A '" ~ or A '" IHI. Define 
INVR: 6(~) .... Q/Z by INVRA = 0 if A '" ~ and INVRA = 1/2 + Z if 
A '" IHI. Plainly, INVRA = INVRB if and only if A '" B. Thus, INVR can 
be viewed as a bijective mapping from B(~) to (l/2)Z/Z. Since IHI Q9 IHI = 

( -1 -1) (-1 -1) (-1 1) ~ Q9 ~ '" T '" ~ by the results of Section 15.4, it 

is clear that INVR is a group homomorphism. Define INVc to be the zero 
homomorphism from 6(C) to Q/Z. In this case it is a trivial observation 
that INVc is an injective group homomorphism of B(C) to Q/Z because 
B(C) = {I}. 
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If V is an archimedean valuation of the algebraic number field F, then F;, 
is either ~ or C by Proposition 18.3. In these respective cases v is called a 
real or complex valuation of F. The invariants INVp are therefore defined 
for all v E S(F); they induce injective group hom~morphisms from the 
multiplicative groups B(F;,) to the additive group o./Z. To simplify notation 
we will write INVv instead of INV p . The same expression will be used to 
designate the corresponding homo~orphism B(F;,) --+ o./Z. 

If A E 6(F) and v E S(F), then INVv(A @ F;,) is called the local invariant 
of A at v. By collecting the local invariants we get the global invariant of A. 
It is the mapping INV = INV(F): 6(F) --+ Ilves(F) o./Z that is defined by 
INV A = ( ... INVJA @ F;,) ... ). Clearly, INV A = INV B if A ~ B. 
Thus, INV can be viewed as a mapping from B(F) to a product of copies of 
o./Z. The same notation INV or INV(F) will be used in both contexts. 

Proposition. If Fis an algebraic number field, then INV(F) is an injective group 
homomorphismJrom B(F) to IlvEs(F) 0./71. 

Since (A @ B) @ F;, ~ (A @ F;,) @p, (B @ F;,), it follows from Corol
lary 17.1 Oa that INV(F) is a group homomorphism; the injectivity of this 
homomorphism is arestatement of the Basic Theorem. 

Corollary a. Let A, B E 6(F). 
(i) A ~ B ij and only ijINV(F) A = INV(F) B. 

(ii) A ~ B ij and only ijINV(F) A = INV(F) Band DegA = DegB. 

Lemma. If K/ Fis an extension oJ algebraic number Jields, W E S(K), v E S(F), 
and wlv, then INVw(AK @K Kw) = [Kw: F.,] INVv(A @ Fv)' 

PROOF. If v is discrete, then the lemma restates Proposition 17.10. Assume 
that v is archimedean. If INVJA @ F;,) = 0, then A @ F;, ~ F;,. Conse
quently, AK @K K w ~ K w ' as in the last part of the proof of the Basic 
Theorem. If INVvCA @ F;,) #- 0, then F" = ~ and A @ F" ~ IHI. Either 
K w = C or K w = ~ = F;,. In the former case, AK @K K w ~ IHI @~ C ~ C 
and ° = INVw(AK @K Kw) = 2(1/2 + Z) = [Kw : F,,] INVv(A @ F;,). If 
Kw = ~,then AK Q9K K w ~ A @ ~ ~ IHI, and INVw(AK @KKw) = 1/2 + 
Z = INVv(A @ F;,) = [Kw : F;,]INVv(A @ F;,). 0 

Corollary b. Let K/F be an extension oJ algebraic number fields, and suppose 
that A E 6(F). 
(i) K splits A ij and only if [Kw : F;,] INVv(A @ F;,) = ° Jor all v E S(F) and 

w E S(K) sueh that wlv. 
(ii) K is isomorphie to a strietly maximal subJield oJ A if and only ijDeg A = 

[K: F] and [Kw : F;,] INVv(A @ F;,) = 0 Jor all v E S(F) and w E S(K) 
such that wlv. 
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This corollary is a consequence of the lemma, the Basic Theorem, and 
Corollary 13.3. 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove that if A E 6(F) has odd index, then INVv(A ® F,,) = 0 for an v E Sao(F). 

2. The purpose of this exercise is to outline a proof of a special case of Hasse's Norm 
Theorem. 

Theorem. If a, bE 0 are such that bEN O,(.,follO, (Ö/..[ä» for an primes p and 
p = 00, then b E NO(.,foI/O(O(..[ä». 

(a) Prove that it suffices to establish the theorem with the added hypotheses : 
a, b E 7L and a, b are square free. 

Henceforth, assurne that a, b E 7L are square free. The proof is by induction 
on lai +Jbl· Denote N. = NO(.,foI/O (O(..[ä» and for p a prime or 00, Np,. = 
No,(.,folloSOp(..[ä», with similar meanings assigned to Nb and Np,b' 

(b) Prove that bEN. if and only if a E ~ and for an p, bE Np,. if and only if 
a E Np,b' Our hypothesis is that b E Np,. for anp. Hence, a E Np,b for allp. 

(c) Use the hypothesis withp = 00 to prove that if lai = Ibl = I, then a = lor 
b = I, hence a E Nb or bEN" and the theorem is true. 

(d) Show that ifa = x2 - by2ENp,bwithx,YEÖp,andifpdividesbbutpdoes 
not divide a, then v/x) = 1. 

(e) Deduce from (d) that if pis a prime divisor of b, then a is a quadratic residue 
mod p. U se the Chinese Remainder Theorem and the assumption that b is square free 
to conc1ude that a is a quadratic residue mod b. 

(f) Assurne (as we may by (b) and (c» that lai :0;; Ibl and Ibl ~ 2. Conc1ude from 
(e) that there are integers c, d, e with C square free such that bcd2 = e2 - a = 
!\IO(.,foI/O(e + ..[ä),wherelcl:o;; Icd2 1 < Ibl·ProvethatbEN"ifandonlyifcEN.,and 
C E Np,. for an p. 

(g) U se induction to complete the proof of the theorem. 

3. Let A E 6(0) be a quaternion algebra. Use the result of Exercise 2 to prove that 
A - 0 if and only if A ® Öp - Öp for an primes p and for p = 00. 

4. This exercise deveJops machinery that can be used to compute the local invariants of 
quaternion algebras over O. It also introduces a concept of c1assical number theory 
that is an ancestor ofthe Artin Reciprocity Law. Assurne throughout the exercise that 
Fis a field with char F #- 2. For a, b E PO, the norm residue symbol of a and b relative 
to Fis defined by (a,b)F = -I ifax2 + by2 - Z2 = 0 has no solution except the 
trivial one x = y = Z = 0, and (a,b)F = I if there is a non-trivial solution of this 
equation in F. The norm residue symbol was introduced by Hilbert. Prove the 
following results for elements a, b, CE FO. 

(a) The following three conditions are equivalent: (a,b)F = I; (a;) - F; 

bE NF(.,foI/F(F(..[ä». Hint. Use Proposition 1.6. 
(b) (a,b)F = (b,a)F; (a,l)F = (a, -a)F = (a, 1 - a)F = 1; (a,bc2)F = (a,b)F; 

(a,b)F = (a, -ab)F = (a, (1 - a)b)F' 
In the remaining parts of this exercise, it is assumed that F = Q p with p a prime, or 
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F = 0"" = IR, and a, bE 7L - {O} are square free. The notation (a,b)Op is shortened 
to (a,b)p where pis a prime or 00. 

(c) If A = (a~) ® Op ~ ( ö:). then (a,b)p = e2ni(INV,A 

(d) (a,bc)p = (a,b)/a,c)p' Hint. Use (c) and the fact that (a~) ® (a~c) -
(a6c). 

(e) (a,b)"" = -I if and only if a < 0 and b < O. 
(f) If p is a prime that does not divide a, and ax2 + py2 = Z2 has a non-trivial 

solution in Op' then this equation has a solution (x,y,z) such that vp(x) = v/z) = I 
and v/y) ~ l. 

(g) If pis an odd prime that does not divide a, then (a,p)p = (~), the Legendre 

Symbol. Hint. By Hensel's Lemma, (~) = I implies that a E 11);. For the converse, 

use (f). 

(h) If p is an odd prime, then (p,p)p = ( ~ I) = (_I)(p-l)/2. Hint. (p,p)p = 

(-I,p)/ -p,p)p' 
(i) If pis an odd prime that does not divide either a or b, then (a,b)p = I. Hint. 

Use Lemma 17.9b. 
(j) If ais an odd integer, then a E (11)2)2 if and only if a == I (mod 8). Hint. For the 

implication that a == I (mod 8) implies a E (11)2)2, show that if z; == a (mod 2n+2) 
for n ~ I, then a suitable Yn E 7L satisfies (zn + 2n+1yn)2 == a(mod 2n+ 3). 

(k) lI)~j(II)~)2 is a group of order 8 whose elements are the (multiplicative) cosets of 
± I, ±3, ±2, and ±6. 

(I) If ais odd, then ax2 + by2 = Z2 has a non-trivial solution in O2 ifand only ifit 
has a non-nilpotent solution in 7Lj87L. Hint. Assume that (x,y,z) is a solution in 7L 3 

modulo 8 with not all of x, y, z even. If one of a or b is even, then ax2 + by2 is odd, 
and by (j) there exists W E 11)2 such that w2 = ax2 + by2. If a and bare both odd, 
then one ofax2, by2 is odd, and a similar argument applies, using a(z2 - by2) or 
b(Z2 - ax2)astheconstant.Notethata2 == b2 == I (mod 8), and a- 1,b-1 existin 11)2' 

(m) If p and q are odd primes, then (-I, -1)2 = -I, (2,2)2 = I, (-I,p)2 = 

(_I)(p-l)/2, (2,p}z = (~) = (_I)(p2- 1W8 , (P,q)2 = (_I)(p-l)(q-l)/4. Hint. Use (k), (I), 

and a lot of paper. 
(n) If pis an odd prime, a = pea', and b = pfb', where p does not divide a' or b', 

( a')f (b,)e then (a,b)p = (_l)e f(p-l)/2 pp' If a = 2ea' and b = 2fb', where a' and b' 

, , (a')f(b,)e are odd, then (a,b}z = (-IY· -1)(b -1)/4 T T' 

5. U se the Basic Theorem and the results of Exercise 4 to determine which pairs of the 
following quaternion algebras are isomorphie, that is, classify the algebras by 

. h' M("") (1,1) (2,3) (-1,2) (-1,3) (-1,6) (-2,3) Isomorp Ism types: 2"" = Q , Q , ---0- ' ---0- ' ---0- ' ---0- ' 

C,~3} (-1~-2} (-1~-3} (-1~-6} (-2~-3} 
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The Albert-Hasse-Brauer-Noether Theorem shows that the Brauer group 
of an algebraic number field can be embedded in a product of copies of 
Oj7L.. The main theorem of this section gives a precise description of the 
embedding. 

Theorem. If Fis an algebraic number field, then there is an exact sequence 

1 ~ B(F) ~ I(F) ~ Oj7L. ~ I, 

where I(F) = EBveS(F) Iv (F), Iv(F) = Oj7L. if v is discrete, Iv(F) = (lj2)7L.j7L. 
if v is real, and Iv(F) = 0 if v is complex. 

The homomorphism B(F) ~ I(F) is the invariant mapping INy(F). The 
homomorphism I(F) ~ Oj7L. is the coproduct y of the inclusion mappings 
Iv(F) ~ Oj7L., that is, y: ( ... tv ... ) f-+ :L tv' 

The proof ofthe theorem occupies the rest ofthis chapter. We have noted 
that the injectivity of INV(F) is equivalent to the Albert-Hasse-Brauer
Noether Theorem. Most of this section is devoted to the proof that the 
image ofINy(F) is a subgroup ofI(F). This fact is obtained by an elementary 
argument. The deepest part of the proof is the exactness of the sequence at 
I(F). We will prove this fact in Section .18.7, using preliminary results from 
Section 18.6 and two basic theorems of dass field theory. It is obvious that 
y is surjective: if v is discrete, so that Iv(F) = Oj7L., then Y(/v(F)) = Oj7L.. 

Lemma. If Fand Kare algebraic number Jields and F s;;; K, then ew(KjF) = 1 
Jor almost all w E S(K). 

PROOF. We can assume that KjF is Galois. Otherwise, enlarge K to an 
algebraic number field L such that LjF is Galois, and note that if u is an 
extension to L of W E S(K), then ew(KjF) divides eu(LjF). In particular, if 
eu(LjF) = 1 for almost an u E S(L), then ew(KjF) = 1 for almost an 
W E S(K). The assumption that Kj F is Galois implies that Kwj F" is Galois 
and Kw doesn't depend on the choice of the extension W of v. Moreover, 
ew(KjF) = ew(KwjF,,), so that it suffices to show that the field extension 
KF;,jF;, is unramified for almost an v E S(F). Let K = F(y). If <I> E F[x] is 
the minimum polynomial of y over F, then <I> is monic, irreducible, and the 
roots of<l> are distinct. Thus, <I> is relatively prime to its derivative <1>'. Since 
F[ x] is a principal ideal domain, 9<1> + '1'<1>' = 1 for suitable 9 and 'I' in 
F[ x J. The Product Formula guarantees the existence of a finite set X of 
valuations of F with S"JF) s;;; X such that <1>, <1>', 9, 'I' E O(F,v)[x] s;;; 
O(F,,) [x ] for an v E S(F) - X. Thus, if v ~ X, then the residue field mapping 
ofO(F,,)[x] to E(F,,) [x] is defined on <1>, <1>',9, and 'P. Itgives eil) + 'l'il)' = 
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1. Consequently, (j) has distinct roots in an extension of E(F;,). By Proposition 
17.8, F;,(y)/F;, = KF;,/F;, is unramified for all v E S(F) - X, that IS, for 
almost all v E S(F). 0 

Proposition. Let F be an algebraic number field. If A E 6(F), then INVv(A (8) 
F;,) = 0 for alm ost all v E S(F). 

PROOF. INV(F) is constant over equivalence classes of algebras. Thus, we 
can assume that A is a crossed product, say A = (K,G,<D), where K/F is a 
Galois extension, G = G(K/F), and <D E Z2(G,KO). By the Product Formula 
and the lemma, there is a finite set X s;;; S(F) such that if v E S(F) - X and 
w E S(K) divides v, then v is discrete, Kw/F;, is unramified, and w(<D(p, -r» = 1 
for all p, -r E G. We will sh~w that INVv(A (8) ~) ~ 0 in !hi~ case. The 
choice of X guarantees that F" is a local field and Kw/F" = KF"/F,, is unram
ified for all v E S(F) - X. It follows from Proposition 17.8 that Kw/F;, is 
cyclic, say H = G(Kw/F;,) = <a). Denote k = IHI = [Kw: F;,]. The defini
tion of crossed products implies that A = EBteGutK, u;ldut = dt for all 
dEK, -rEG, and uput = upt<D(p,-r). By Proposition 14.7b, A(8)F;, '" 
(Kw,H,<DIH2) = EBiekU.,iKw = EBi<k(U.,YKw. In fact, u; = U.,2<D(a,o), u; = 
U.,3<D(a,a2 )<D(a,a), ... , U~-l = U.,'-l <D(a,ak - 2) ... <D(a,a) and finally, u~ = 
U1 <D(a,ak - 1) ••• <D(a,a) = a, wherea = <D(l,I)<D(a,ak- 1) ..• <D(a,a) E F;, 11 

K. In the notation of Section 15.1, A (8)F;, '" (Kw,a,a). Since v ~ X, it 
follows that w(<D(p,-r» = 1 for all p, -r E G. Therefore, v(a) = w(a) = 1. By 
Lemma 17.9b, a E NKw /F, (/fw). Con~equently, (Kw,a,a) '" F;, by Lemma 
15.1b. That is, INVv(A (8) F,,) = o. 0 

Corollary. If Fis an algebraic number field, then the image of INV(F) is a 
subgroup ofI(F). 

EXERCISES 

I. Prove that if the algebraie number field F eontains a primitive n'th root of unity, 
n > 2, then all non-arehimedean valuations of Fare eomplex, and I(F) is isomorphie 
to a direet sum of eopies of Qj7L. 

2. Give a simplified proof of the proposition in the ease that A is the eycIie algebra 
(K,a,a) with KJF eycIie, G(KjF) = <a), a E P. Show that INVv(A ®~) = 0 if v 
is diserete, v(a) = I, and ew(KJF) = I for all extensions w of v to K. Rint. Use 
Corollary 15.le. 

3. Use the theorem to show that if A E 6(F), where Fis an algebraie number field, 
and if [A] # I, then INVv(A ® ~) # 0 for at least two v E S(F). 

4. Let a E 7L be square free. Prove that ew(Q(Ja)jQ) = 2 in the following eases. 
(a) W :2 vp ' where pis a prime divisor of a. 
(b) W :2 V2 and a == 3 (mod 4). Rint. Show that w(l + Ja) = v2(2)1/2. 

Prove that ew(Q(Ja)JQ) = 1 for all other diserete valuations w of Q(Ja). Rint. 
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Showthatifw 2 v2 anda == I (mod4),thentheassumptionthatl > w(c + dJä) > 
v2(2), c, d E Q, leads to a contradiction. 

5. Prove that the lemma and the proposition are also true when F is an algebraic 
function field. 

18.6. Cyc1ic Algebras over Number Fields 

One remarkable consequence of the Albert-Hasse-Brauer-Noether Theo
rem is that every central simple algebra over an algebraic number field is 
cydic. In this section we will prove this fact, using a fundamental existence 
theorem for cydic extensions of algebraic number fields. 

The Grunwald-Wang Theorem. Let F be an algebraic number field. Assume 
that {(v1 ,n1), .•• , (vr,nr)} is a finite set of pairs such that Vi E S(F), ni E N, 
ni = 1 if Vi is complex, and ni ::;; 2 if vj is real. Let m be the least common 
multiple of {n l' ... , nr}. If n E N is divisible by m, then there is a cyclic 
extension KIF of degree n such that n j divides [KVi : F.,,Jfo! 1 ::;; i ::;; r. More
over, if 2m divides n, then K can be chosen so that KV,/F',;i is unramified for 
all ofthe Vj that are discrete. 

We won't prove the Grunwald-Wang Theorem. It is treated fully in 
Chapter 10 of the Artin-Tate notes on dass field theory [10]. A related 
weaker theorem is outlined in Exercise 3. 

Theorem. Let F be an algebraic number field. If A E 6(F), then A is cyclic 
andIndA = ExpA. 

PROOF. By Proposition 18.5, the set ofvaluations v of Fsuch that INVv(A (8) 
F.,) =1= 0 is finite, and no such v is complex. Let V1' ••• , Vr be a listing of 
these valuations. For 1 ::;; i ::;; r, define n j = Ind(A (8) F.,). If vj is real, then 

A , 

A (8) F',;, '" IHI and nj = 2. Denote the least common multiple of {n l' ... , nr} 
by m. According to Proposition 13.4, the degree n of A is divisible by each 
nj; thus, m divides n. By the Grunwald-Wang Theorem, there are cyclic 
extensions KIF and LI F of degrees n and m respectively such that nj divides 
[KVi : F.,J and [Lv, : F.,J for 1 ::;; i ::;; r. Since n j is the order ofINVv,(A (8) F.,) 
by Corollary 17.1 Oa, it is a consequence of Corollary 18.4b that K and L 
split A. By construction DegA = [K: F], so that K is isomorphie to a 
strictly maximal subfield of A according to Corollary 13.3. Hence, A is 
cydic. The fact that L splits A implies that Ind A ::;; m by Proposition 13.4. 
If k is the exponent of A, then k INV [A] = INV [Ar = 0; that is, 
k INVv(A (8) F.,) = 0 for all v E S(F). Thus, njlk for 1 ::;; i ::;; r. Equiva
lendy, mlk. In particular, IndA ::;; ExpA. The reverse inequality is valid 
for central simple algebras over any field by Proposition 14.4b. 0 
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The proof of the theorem gives an explicit computation of the index. 

CoroUary. If Fis an algebraic number field and A E 6(F), then the index of 
A is the least common multiple of the local indices Ind(A ® ~) of A. 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove the Grunwald-Wang Theorem in the case that F = 0 and n = 2. Explicitly, 
show that ifn"", n2, n3, ns' ... , np are natural numbers, and each nj is either I or 
2, then there is a number a E lL such that [1R(.ja): IR] = n"", [Ö 2(.ja): Ö2] = n2 , 

[Ö 3(.ja): Ö3] = n3 , [Ös(.ja): Ös] = ns' ... , [Ö/.ja): Ö p] = np ' and Öi.ja)/Öq 

is unramified for all primes q ::;; p. Hint. By part (j) of Exercise 4 in Section 18.4, 
if a E lL satisfies a == I (mod 8), then a E (Ö2)2 and if a == 5 (mod 8), then a f (Ö2)2. 

Prove that if q is an odd prime, then a E (Öq)2 if a == 1 (mod q); 8;.nd there exists 
cq E N with 1 < cq < q such that a == cq (mod q) implies that a f (Oq)2. Use these 
observations together with the Chinese Remainder Theorem and the result of 
Exercise 4, Section 18.5 to prove the desired result. 

2. The result of this exercise is needed to prove the weak version of the Grunwald
Wang Theorem that will be given in the next exercise. Prove that if K is a local fie!d, 
then W = U.{x E K: x· = I} is finite. Hint. Let v be the valuation of K. Denote 
Wl = {x E W: v(x - 1) < I}. Note that Wl is the kerne! of the restrietion to W of 
the residue dass mapping, so that W/Wl is finite. Use the result of Exercise 2, 
Section 17.9 to show that the multiplicative order of every element in Wl is apower 
of p = char E(K, v). Prove that if Y E Wp then v(yP - I) < v(y - I). Use this 
result to show that if x E Wl is such that v(x - I) ~ v(y - 1) for all y E Wp then 
Wl = (x). (Note that the finite subgroups of the multiplicative group of a field 
are cydic.) 

3. This exercise outlines the proof of a weak form of the Grunwald-Wang Theorem. 
Proposition. If F is an algebraic number field, mE N, and Xis a finite set of 

discrete valuations of F, then there is a cydic extension K/ F such that all archimedean 
valuations of Kare complex and m divides the local degree [Kv : F,,] for all v E X. 

(a) Prove that if the proposition is true in the case that F = 0, then it is true 
for all algebraic number fields F. 

(b) Let p be an odd prime, k E N, , = e21tijpk+l E C, and Lp = 0(0. Prove that 
Lp/O is cyclic of degree pk(p - I). Deduce that Lp contains a subfield Kp such 
that Kp/O is cyclic of degree pk. 

(c) Let ,= e21tij2 k+2 E C and L2 = 0(0. Prove that L2/O is Galois with 
G(L2/O) = {'tn: n odd} ~ lL/2lL ffi lL/2k lL, where ,t = ,no Denote x = , - Cl, 
K2 = o (X). Show that x t , = x t , if and only if r == s (mod 2k+2) or r == 2k+1 -
s (mod 2k+2). Deduce that G(K2/O) = {'tn IK2: n == I (mod 4)} ~ lL/2k lL. Prove 
that if y = x t , with t = 2k + I, then y E K2 and (X/2)2 + (y/2)2 = -1. 

(d) Let K and L be the respective composita in C of the fields Kp and L p , where 
p ranges over the prime divisors of 2m. Note that K and L depend on k, which 
has yet to be specified. Prove that K/O is cyclic and L/O is Galois. Deduce from 
the last statement of (c) that the archimedean valuations of Kare complex. 

(e) Let p be a prime divisor of m, and suppose that vq E X. Denote by p,,(k) the 
largest power of p that divides [LpÖq: Öq]. Prove that p,,(k)-l divides the local 
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degree of K/o. at vq • (In fact, p",(k) divides this local degree if p is odd.) Deduce that 
the proposition will follow from the conc1usion that J1.(k) --+ 00 as k --+ 00. 

(f) Assume that p is an odd prime divisor of m. Thus, Lp/o. is cyclic, say 
G(Lp/o.) = (p). Let F be the fixed field of pp-l. Prove that F = o.(w), where 
w = e21tilp. Establish the equality [(Lp n Öq)F: 0.] = pk-",(k)(p - 1). Deduce from 
the fact that the subfields of L p are totally ordered by inc1usion that ,p"" E (Lp n 
Öq)F ~ Öiw). Use the result of Exercise 2 to show that J1.(k) --+ 00 as k --+ 00. 

Hint. [LpÖq: Öq] = [Lp: L p n ÖqJ. 
(g) Complete the proof of the proposition with a similar argument in the case 

p = 2. Hint. L 2/o.(i) is cyc1ic of degree 2k• 

4. Deduce from the proposition of Exercise 3 that if F is an algebraic number field 
and A E 6(F), then there is a cyc1ic extension of F that splits A. This result gives 
a weak version of the theorem: every A E 6(F) is equivalent to a cyc1ic algebra. 

5. Let Fbe an algebraic number field, D1 = (a:). D2 = (c:). where a, b, c, d E P. 

(a) Prove that Ind(D1 ® D2 ) ::;;; 2. 
(b) Deduce from (a) that D1 and D2 contain maximal subfields E1 and E2 such 

that E1 ~ E2 as F-algebras. Hint. See Lemma 15.7. 

18.7. The Image ofINV 

In this section we will complete the proof of Theorem 18.5. It remains to 
show that the image ofINV is equal to the kernet of y. This will be done 
in two steps: if A E 6(F), then LVeS(F) INVv(A ® F;,) = 0; if ( ... Iv ... ) E 

I(F) satisfies LveS(F) Iv = 0, then A E 6(F) exists such that INV/A ® F;,) = 
Iv for an v E S(F). The proofs of these results use the Artin Reciprocity 
Law and the Tchebotarev Density Theorem. 

We begin this section with adescription of Artin's Reciprocity Law. If 
F is an algebraic number field, then the idele group of F is the subgroup 
JF ofnv eS(F) Fvo that consists of an sequences ( ... Yv ... ) such that v(Yv) = I 
for almost an v E S(F). There is a topology on JF that is defined in terms of 
the v-topology of the factors Fvo. We won't give this definition because the 
topology of JF does not occur in the statement of the reciprocity law. If 
x E FO, then v(x) = I for almost an v E S(F) by the Product Formula. There
fore, the diagonal mapping x ~ ( ... x ... ) embeds FO as a subgroup of 
JF • Our notation for this subgroup will also be r. 

Let K be an algebraic number field that contains F. If v E S(F) and 
W E S(K) with wlv, then F;, can be viewed as a subfield of Kw . The norm 
mapping from K~ to Fvo will be abbreviated by Nw ' These mappings induce 
a homomorphism N: JK ~ JF by the rule 

N: ( ... Zw ... ) ~ ( ... nwlvNw(zw)" .). 

Indeed, if w(zw) = I for all w E S(K) that divide v, then v(nwlv Nw(zw)) = AI 
by 17.9(1). We have seen that if KIF is Galois, then the completions Kw 
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are the same for all divisors w of v. Therefore, NwCK~) also depends only 
on v. We will usually write Kv instead of Kw and Nv(K;) for Nw(K~) when 
Kj Fis Galois. 

Artin Reciprocity Law. Let KjF be an abelian extension of algebraic number 
fields. There is a homomorphism IX: JF --+ G(KjF) such that the sequence 

1 --+ N(JK)r --+ JF ~ G(KjF) --+ I 

is exact. 

There are several reasons why this theorem is called a "reciprocity law." 
Exercise I shows that the classical quadratic reciprocity theorem is a special 
case of Artin's Reciprocity Law. 

The homomorphism IX: JF --+ G(KjF) is called the Artin mapping. We 
will need information ab out the Artin mapping in order to compute it in 
special cases. The results that we need come direcdy from the definition 
oflX. 

The restrictions of IX to the components Fvo of JF give local Artin mappings 
IXv: Fvo --+ G(KjF) such that IX/Xv) = I if Xv E Nv(K;). If Kv/F;, is unramified 
and v(x) = 1, then Xv E N.,(KvO) by Lemma 17.9b. This observation and 
the assumption that G(Kj F) is abelian imply that ( ... Xv ... ) ~ 
TIveS(F) IXv (xv) is a well defined homomorphism of JF to G(KjF). The fact 
is that this definition reproduces IX: the Artin mapping is the coproduct of 
the local Artin mappings. Thus, to determine IX, it is sufficient to describe 
all IXv. We will do so in two cases: v is discrete and KjF is unramified at v; 
v is archimedean, KjF is cyclic, and [Kv : F;,] = 2. 

Assurne that v is discrete and ev(KjF) = l. Let Xv E Fvo have the expo
nential value I, that is, v(xv) = v(avY' where av E F;, is a uniformizer. The 
local Artin mapping at v is defined by IXv (xv) = (J'~. As in Section 18.3, (J'v 
denotes the Frobenius automorphism of Kj F corresponding to v. 

If Kj Fis cyclic of degree n, v is archimedean, and [Kv : P,,] = 2, then n 
is even because [Kv : F;,] divides [K: F]. In this case, IXv is the unique, non
trivial homomorphism from Fvo = IR to G(Kj F) that has the kernel Nv(K;) = 
Nv(C) = 1R2. If G(KjF) = (r>, then IXv (xv) = ,nl2 for Xv < 0 and IXv(XJ = I 
for Xv > o. 

Lemma. Let KjF be a cyclic extension of algebraic number fields with 
G(KjF) = <,> and [K: F] = n. The elements o!(ljn)ZjZ act as endomor
phisms ofG(KjF) by the rule ,(kjnH) = ,k. If A = (K, "a) and v E S(F), then 
IXv(a) = ,INV.(AQ9F,,) in the following cases: v is discrete and ev(KjF) = I; v 
is archimedean. 

PROOF. Assurne that v is discrete and ev(KjF) = l. By Corollary 15.1c, 
A ® F;, '" (Kv"k(v),a), where k(v) = njn(v) with n(v) = [Kv : F;,J. Both 
,k(v) and (J'v are generators of the decomposition group Gv ~ G(KvlF;,). 
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Thus, (1v = rk(v)m(v) for a suitable integer m(v) that is relatively prime to 
n(v). Corollary l5.la yields A (8) F;, '" (Kv,rk(v)m(v),am(v)) = (Kv,(1v'~(V)). Let 
I be the exponential value of a in F;,. If av E F;, is a uniformizer, then by 
Lemma l7.9b, a E a~NvCK:); and A (8) F;, '" (Kv,(1v,a~m(v)) according to 
Lemma l5.l. By comparing this expression with the definition of INV v in 
Section 17.l0, we conc1ude that INVv(A (8) F;,) = Im(v)ln(v) + 7l. = 
Ik(v)m(v)ln + 7l.. The description of the local Artin mapping ~t a discrete 
unramified valuation gives oev(a) = (1~ = r1k(v)m(v) = rINV.(A Q9 F,). Suppose 
that v E Soo(F). If Kv = F;" then INVv(A (8) F;,) = ° and oev(a) = 1 = 
rINV,(A Q9F,) If K = C :::::> ~ = F then INV (A 'x" F) = ° if and only if • v v' v \()) v 
a E Nc/".~(CO) = ~+. If a < 0, then INVv(A (8) F;,) = 1/2 + 7l.. The desc.rip
tion of oev for non-archimedean v implies that oeJa) = 1 = rINV,(A Q9 F,) if 
a > 0, and oev(a) = r n/ 2 = rINV,(A Q9F,) if a < 0. 0 

Proposition a. If A E 6(F), where F is an algebraic number field, then 
LVES(F) INVJA (8) F;,) = 0. 

PROOF. By the Grunwald-Wang Theorem and Corollary l8.4b, there is a 
cyc1ic extension KIF such that K splits A and eJKIF) = 1 for aB discrete 
v E S(F) such that INVv(A (8) F;,) "# 0. We can assume on the basis of 
Theorem 13.3 that A = (K,r,a), where G(KIF) = <r) and a Er. If 
INVvA (8) F;, = 0, then a E N,,(K:) by Lemma l5.l. In this.case, oeJa) = l. 
By the lemma and the Artin Reciprocity Law, r L,INV(AQ9F,) = TIvoev(a) = 
oe(a) = l. Thus, Lv INVv(A (8) F;,) = 0. 0 

To complete the proof of Theorem 18.5, we need a weak version of the 
Tchebotarev Density Theorem. The result generalizes Dirichlet's theorem 
on the existence of primes in arithmetic progressions. (See Exercise 2.) It 
also sharpens the statement in the Reciprocity Law that oe is surjective. 

Tchebotarev Density Theorem. Let KIF be an abelian extension of algebraic 
number fields. If pE G(KIF), then there are infinitely many discrete valuations 
v of F with ev(KIF) = 1 such that (1v = p. 

Proposition b. Let F be an algebraic number field. If ~ = ( ... tv ... ) E I(F) 
satisfies Lv tv = 0, then ~ = INV(F) Afor some A E 6(F). 

PROOF. Let X = {v E S(F): tv "# O}. For v E X, write tv = kvlnv + 7l., where 
kv' nv E N, nv > 1, and (kv,nv) = l. If v E X n Soo(F), then v is real and 
tv = 1/2 + 7l.. By the Grunwald-Wang Theorem, there is a cyc1ic extension 
KIF of algebraic number fields such that nv divides n(v) = [Kv : F;,] for 
aB v E X and ev(KvlF;,) = 1 for aB discrete v E X. Let G(KIF) = <r) have 
order n. If v is discrete, then Theorem l7.l0 produces cyc1ic F;,-algebras 
with the required invariant tv • That is, there exists z" E F;~ such that 
INVv(Kv,(1v'zv) = Iv. As in the proof of Proposition a, (1v = rk(v)m(v) where 
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k(v) = nln(v) and (m(v),n(v)) = 1. The fact that m(v) is relatively prime to 
n(v) implies the existence of Yv E Fvo such that zvly';(V) E F~(V) ~ NvCK:). 
Therefore (K (J z) ~ (K ,!:k(v)m(v) ym(v») ~ (K ,!:k(v) y) and 

, v' v' v - v' 'v - v' 'v ' 

~ k(v) _ 
INVJKv,'!: ,Yv) - tv' (1) 

When v E X is archimedean, we obtain (1) directly by letting Yv = -1. 
In this case, Kv = C, F;, = IR, tv = 1/2 + 7L, and k(v) = n12. By the 
Tchebotarev Density Theorem, there is a discrete valuation Vo E S(F) - X 
with ev (KIF) = 1 and a uniformizer Yv E F" such that (Xv (Yv) = (Dvex 

o 0 0 0 (l 

(Xv(Yv))-l. Define ( ... Xv ... ) E JF by the conditions Xv = yJor v E X U {vo} 
and Xv = 1 otherwise. By construction, ( ... Xv ... ) E Kerct = N(JK)PO. 
Thus, a E po exists with the property that xva- 1 E ~(Kv) for all v E S(F). 
Let A = (K, '!:,a) E 6(F). If v E S(F), then 

A rx- F '" (K ,!:k(v) a) ~ (K ,!:k(v) X ) (2) \C::J v v" - v' 'v 

by Lemma 15.1. For v E X, (1) and (2) yield INVv(A Q9 F;,) = tv' When 
v E S(F) - (X U {vo}) we have A Q9 F;, '" (Kv,,!:k(V),I) '" F;" and INVv 

(A Q9 F;,) = 0 = t". Finally, from Proposition a and the hypothesis 
Iv tv = 0, it follows that INVv (A Q9 F" ) = - Iv*v INVv(A Q9 F,,) = 

I - H INV(F) ~ ( 0) - y; 0 . d - v*v t" - tv ' ence, A - ... tv . .. - <, as reqmre . D 
o 0 

EXERCISES 

1. Let a be a square free integer, bE 71. Let the norm residue symbol (a,b)p be defined 
as in Exercise 4, Section 18.4. 

(a) Use the results ofExercise 4, Section 18.4 and the law of quadratic reciprocity 
to prove TIp(a,b)p = I, where the product is over all primes and 00. Hint. By part 
(d) of Exercise 4, Section 18.4, it is sufficient to prove this formula in the cases: 
a = b = -I; a = - I, b = 2; a = - I, b = odd prime; a = b = 2; a = 2, 
b = odd prime; a = b = odd prime; a and bare distinct odd primes. 

(b) Show that the formula TIp (a,b)p = I yields the quadratie reciproeity law 
in the ease that a and bare distinet odd primes. 

(e) Prove that (a,b)p = Cl.vp (b), where Cl. vp is the loeal Artin mapping that 
eorresponds to the extension f;.(ja)/f;., provided p is an odd prime that does not 
divide a or p = x. The result is true for all p, but this fact eannot be proved on the 
basis of our ineomplete diseussion of the loeal Artin mappings. 

2. Let m > I be a natural number, ( = e2ni{m a primitive m'th root ofunity, K = f;.(O. 
(a) Prove that G(Klf;.) = {Tk: (m,k) = I}, where C' = (k. Henee, KIf;. is 

abelian. 
(b) Let p be a prime such that p does not divide m, and ev (KIf;.) = 1. (These 

eonditions are aetually equivalent.) Prove that the Frobenius automorphism (Jt. 

~~. p 

(e) Deduee from the Tehebotarev Density Theorem that if(m,k) = I, then there 
are infinitely many primes p ofthe form rm + k, rEN. Trus result is a major eorol
lary of Diriehlet's Density Theorem. 
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3. Let X be a fmite subset of { 00, 2, 3, ... ,p, ... } (the rational primes and 00) such 
that lXi is even. Provethat thereare square free integersa andb such that (a,b)p = -1 
for all pE X and (a,b)p = 1 for all p rf: X. Hint. Assume that 00 rf: X. Let a = 
n{p: P E X U {2}}. For each odd prime p in X, let cp E 7L be a non-residue modulo 
p. In particular, p does not divide cp • Define c2 = I if 2 rf: X, c2 = 5 if 2 E X. Use 
the Chinese Remainder Theorem to find mE N such that m == cp (modp) for the 
odd primes p E X and m == C2 (mod 8). Note that 4a is relatively prime to m. Use 
the Dirichlet Density Theorem to find an odd prime b of the form 4an + m. Use 
the resuit of Exercise 4, Section 18.4 to show that (a,b)p = -1 if pis an odd prime 
in X, (a,bh = -1 if 2 E X, (a,b)2 = I if 2 rf: X, and (a,b)p = 1 if pis a prime that 
is not in X u {b}. Deduce that (a,b)b = 1 from Exercise 1 and the assumption that 
lXi is even. If 00 EX, then a and b must be negative. The construction is sirnilar. 

4. Use the results of Exercises 3 and 4 of Section 18.4, and Exercises 1 and 3 to show 
that there is an exact sequence 

1 ..... B(Oh ..... 1(0)2 ..... (IJ2)7LJ7L ..... 1, 

where B(Oh is the subgroup of B(O) consisting of elements whose order is 2 (that 
is, the group of c1asses of rational quaternion algebras), and 1(0)2 = EBp90)2 
with Ip(Oh = {lJ2)7LJ7L and the sum is over all primes and 00. 

Notes on Chapter 18 

The primary source of the results in this chapter is the dassical paper [40J 
of Hasse, Brauer, and Noether. An amplified version of this paper is given 
in Deuring's book [26]. The work [3J by Albert presents the material of 
Sections 18.4 and 18.6 in about the same way that we have. Our discussion 
of the Brauer groups of algebraic number fields is similar to Reiner's in 
[66]. We have tried to give a fuller description than Reiner or Deuring of 
the role of dass field theory in the proofs of the fundamental theorems on 
division algebras over fields. 

A very accessible exposition of dass field theory for algebraic number 
fieIds is available in the book [56J by Lang. The cohomological approach 
to dass field theory is stressed in the book [22J and in the Artin-Tate 
notes [10]. Our Theorem 18.5 can be obtained easily from the structure of 
certain cohomology groups. Anyone who is comfortable with dass field 
theory will find Artin and Tate's discussion in [lOJ ofthe Grunwald-Wang 
Theorem easy to follow; most other proofs of this result are less lucid. 



CHAPTER 19 
Division Aigebras over Transcendental 
Fields 

In this chapter we consider the central simple algebras over fields that are 
transcendental extensions oftheir prime fields. In contrast with the abundant 
information ab out algebras over local and global fields that was presented 
in the last two chapters, our knowledge about division algebras over trans
cendental fields is sparse. The most important result on this subject is Tsen's 
Theorem. It will be proved in Section 4. Tsen's Theorem is a generalization 
of Wedderbum's Theorem on finite division algebras. Using properties of 
the reduced norm we will prove a result that includes Tsen's Theorem and 
Wedderburn's Theorem as special cases. Tsen's Theorem is the basis ofmost 
work on the Brauer groups of transcendental extensions. In Section 5 we 
will use it to prove a relativized version ofthe Auslander-Brumer-Faddeev 
Theorem that describes B(F(x)). The study ofB(F(x)) leads to a construction 
of division algebras in Section 6 that clarifies the relation between the 
Schur index and the exponent of a central simple algebra. The last three 
sections of the chapter examine algebras over Laurent series fields. 

19.1. The Norm Form 

It was noted in Lemma 16.3a that the reduced norm of a central simple F
algebra can be computed by evaluating a homogeneous form. We will now 
examine that observation with more care. In particular, it will be shown 
that the coefficients of the form are in F. For convenience, we review some 
simple properties of homogeneous forms. 

Let Xl' ... , Xm be independent commuting variables. A non-zero poly
nomial <I> E F[ Xl' ... , Xm] is a homogeneous form of degree k in m variables 

366 
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if <I> = "X'jI ... x:;;ar "'r , where the sum is over all sequences (r I, ... , L... I M 

rm) of non-negative integers such that L~=l r i = k. The symbols Xl' ... , Xm 
that denote the variables in a form will often be replaced by other bold faced 
letters. When it isn't necessary to specify the variables in a form, we will 
write <I> instead of <I> (x I , ... , xm). Throughout the seetion, Fis an arbitrary 
field. 

Lemma. (i) If ~ E F[x w X12 ' ... , x nn] is defined by ~ = det[xij]' then ~ 
is homogeneous of degree n. 

(ii) If <1>, 'P E F[ X l' ... ,xm] - {O}, then <I>'P is homogeneous of degree k 
if and only if<l> is homogeneous of degree r, 'P is homogeneous of degree s, and 
r + s = k. 

(iii) If <I>(x p ... ,xm) is homogeneous of degree k, and 'PI' ... , 'Pm E 

F[Y1' ... , Yn] are homogeneous of degree I, then <I>('P1 , ... , 'Pm) is either 
zero or homogeneous of degree kl. 

PROOF. By definition, det[ xij] = L1t (sgn n)x ln(l) ... xn1t(n), where the sum 
is over all permutations n of { 1, ... , n}. Hence, ~ is homogeneous of degree 
n. An easy calculation shows that if<l> is homogeneous of degree rand 'P is 
homogeneous of degree s, then <I>'P is homogeneous of degree r + S. To 
prove the converse, write <I> = <1>1 + ... + <l>k' 'P = 'PI + ... + 'PI with 
<1>1' ... ,<I>k' 'Pp ... , 'PI non-zero, homogeneous polynomials such that 
deg<l>l < ... < deg<l>k' deg'Pl < ... < deg'P/. The product <I>'P is equal 
to <I> 1 'PI + ... + <l>k 'PI' where deg <I> 1 'PI< deg <I> i 'Pj if 1 < i orl < j, and 
deg <I> i 'Pj < deg <l>k 'PI if i < k or j < I. If <I>'P is homogeneous, then neces
sarily k = 1 and I = 1. That is, <I> and 'P are homogeneous. The last assertion 
of the lemma follows by induction from (ii) and the observation that a 
non-zero sum of polynomials that are homogeneous of degree kl is itse1f 
homogeneous of degree kl. 0 

Two homogeneous forms <1>, 'P E F[ Xl' ... ,Xm] are equivalent (over 
F[ Xl' ... , Xm]) if there is an invertible matrix rx = [aiJ E Mm(F) such that 

'P(xl , ... , xm) = <I>([x l , ... , xm]rx) = <I>(~ xiail , ... , i~ xia im )-

In this ca se we will write <I> ~ 'P. If 'P(xp ... , xm) = <1>([ xl' ... , xm]rx), 
then <I> (X 1 , ... , Xm) = 'P([X1 , ... , Xm]rx- l). Thus, the relation ~ is sym
metric; it is also transitive and reflexive, that is, an equivalence relation. 

Let A be a finite dimensional F-algebra with dirn A F = m. Denote 
R = F[x 1 , ... , xm] and K = F(x 1 , •.. , xm), where xl' ... , xm are inde
pendent commuting variables. The inc1usion mapping of R to Kinduces an 
injective F-algebra homomorphism of AR to AK • It is convenient to view AR 
as an F-subalgebra of AK . An element Z E AR is genericfor A if z = L~=1 WiX i , 

where {W l , ... , Wm } is a basis of A F . The justification for this terrninology 
is the observation that an F-algebra homomorphism of R to F defined by 
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Xi 1--+ a i induces an F-algebra homomorphism AR --+ A which sends z to 
L~=l wiai· Therefore, every element of A is the image of zunder a suitable 
homomorphism of AR to A. 

Proposition. Let A e 6(F) have degree n. Denote R = F[x11' X 12 ' ••• , xnn] 
and K = F(x1 !> x 12 ' ... , xnn)' where the xij are commuting variables. 
Corresponding to a generic z e AR, define Ilz to be VA"/K(Z). 

(i) Ilz e F[ X 11' X 12 ' ••• , xnJ is homogeneous oJ degree n and irreducible. 
(ii) If x e A, then there exist all , a12 , ... ,ann in F such that VA/FeX) = 

IlZ (a ll , a12 , •.• , ann)' 
(iii) Ify e AR is generic, then IlY is equivalent to Ilx. Conversely, if<P is aJorm 

such that <P ~ Ilx , then<P = IlY Jor a generic y e AR. 

To simplify the proof of this proposition and various statements in later 
parts of the chapter, we will use the vector notation ä for a row vector 
[al> ... , am] e Fm and X for a row [Xl> ... ,~] of variables. The zero 
vector [0, ... , 0] e Fm is denoted by O. In the proposition m = n2 • As 
usual, ä' and x' denote the column vectors obtained from ä and x by 
transposition. 

PROOF OF THE PROPOSITION. Let ElF be a field extension such that E splits A, 
and suppose that 4>: A --+ Mn(E) is a splitting representation of A. The tensor 
product l/I = 4> ® idK : AK --+ Mn(E) ® K s;;; Mn(E(x)) is a splitting repre
sentation of AK that can be used to compute ßZ. If z = Li,j wijxij = WX' 
with {wij: 1 :::;; i, j:::;; n} a basis of AF, then IlZ = VA"/K(Z) = detl/l(z) = 
det(Li,j4>(Wi)Xi) is either homogeneous of degree n in E[x] or identically 
zero. By Corollary 16.1a, v A"/K(Z) e K = F(x). Thus, Ilz e F[x]. If xe A, then 
x = wä' for a unique äe pn2. Hence, v(x) = det4>(x) = det(Li,j4>(wij)aij) = 
ßZ(ä). This calculation proves (ii); it also shows that Ilz 1= 0 because v(1A) 
= 1. Hence, Ilz is homogeneous of degree n. Let y e AR be generic, say 
y = Li,jWljXij' where {wij : 1 :::;; i,j:::;; n} is a basis of AF • There exists oe e 
GLn2 (F) such that w' = woe. Thus, IlY(x) = v(y) = det(Li,j4>(W;j)xij) = 
det(4)(w)oex') = IlX (xoe'), so that IlY ~ Ilx . Conversely, if <P(x) = IlX (xoe'), 
then <P = IlY, where y = woex' is generic. It remains to show that Il Z is 
irreducible. By Proposition l3.2a, l/I(z) = Li,j4>(Wij)xij is generic for Mn(E), 
and Ilo/!(z) = Ilz according to the definition of Ilz. The matrix y = LijBijXij 
is also generic for Mn(E). Consequently, Ilz ~ IlY over E[x]. Clearly, 
IlY (x) = det [ xij]' An elementary degree argument that is outlined in Exercise 
2 shows that IlY is irreducible in E[x]. It follows easily that Ilz is also 
irreducible. 0 

The homogeneous polynomials IlZ are called the norm Jorms of A. They 
constitute one class of equivalent forms in F[x]. When we use a norm form, 
it usually doesn't matter which representative of the class is employed. 
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Thus, it is customary to refer to the norm form of A, and to denote any 
representative of this dass of forms by !J. A/F' 

CoroUary. If A E 6(F) has degree n, then A is a division algebra if and only 
if !J.A/F has only the trivial zero. That is, !J.A/F(ä') = 0 Jor ä' E F n2 implies 
0= Ö. 

This corollary restates Corollary 16.3a in terms ofthe norm form of A. 

EXERCISES 

1. Give a detailed proof of part (iii) of the Lemma. 

2. (a) Prove that if {xi/I:::; i,j :::; n} are independent eommuting variables over a 
field E, then det [x ij] is irredueible in E [i]. Hint. As a polynomial in Xij' det [Xij] 

has degree one. Thus, if det[xij] = <1>'1', then either deg •• <I> = I, deg.v'l' = 0 or 
vice versa. Show that if deg •• <I> = I, then deg •• <I> = I for all k, and deg ... <I> = I 
for all k. Deduce that 'I' is a eonstant in this ease. 

(b) Prove that if y and z are generie elements for A E 6(F), and if N is irreducible, 
then ll% is irredueible. Hint. Use part (iii) of the proposition and part (iii) of the 
lemma. 

3. Let A E 6(F) have degree n. If z = I7,j=1 wijxij E AR is generie for A, define the 
generie polynomial of A eorresponding to z to be the eharaeteristic polynomial 
X(z,x) of z. Prove the following statements. 

(a) X(z,x) E F[x, X1I ' X12 ' ... , Xnn] is homogeneous ofdegree n. 
(b) Ify E A, then there is a homomorphism fjJ of F[x, X" ... , Xnn] to F[x] such 

that fjJ(X(z,x» = X(y,x). 
(e) Considered as an element of F(x1I , ... , Xnn) [x], X(z,x) is irredueible, and 

the Galois group of this polynomial is isomorphie to the symmetrie group on n 
symbols. 

4. Assume that ehar F =F 2 and A = e:), where a, b E r. 

(a) Prove that ax2 + by2 - I is irreducible in F[ x,y], so that R = F[ x,y]/ 
(ax2 + by2 - I) is an integral domain. Denote the fraetion field of R by E. 

(b) Show that the following eonditions are equivalent for an extension K of F. 

(i) K splits A. 
(ii) ac2 + bd2 = 1 for some c, d E K. 

(iii) There is an F-algebra homomorphism fjJ: R ~ K. 

Hint. For the equivalenee of (i) and (ii), use Proposition 1.6 and the observation 
(that has to be proved) that ifax2 + by2 = 0 has a non-trivial solution in K, then 
ax2 + by2 = I has a solution in K. 

(e) Prove that A - F if and only if E ~ F(t) for some variable t. Hint. Assume 
that c, d E F satisfy ac2 + bd2 = I. Let x and y be the images in R of X and y. 
Define t = (y - d)/(x - c). Show that t is transcendental over Fand x, y E F(t). 
For the eonverse, note that if x, y E F(t), then a solution ofax2 + by2 = I ean be 
found in F by assigning suitable values to t. 
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It is c1ear from (b) that the field E splits A. This field is ealled a generic splitting 
field for A. It can be shown that two quaternion algebras over F are isomorphie if 
and only if their associated generie splitting fields are isomorphie as F-algebras. 
The eonstruetion given in this exereise is due to E. Witt. (See [79].) It has been 
generalized to arbitrary central simple algebras by Amitsur. 

19.2. Quasi-algebraically Closed Fields 

A field F is quasi-algebraically closed (abbreviated QAC) if every homo
geneous form W E F[ Xl' ... ,xm] in m variables whose degree n satisfies 
1 =:; n < m has a non-trivial zero in Fm. The alternative term "C1-field" is 
often used in the literature of field theory. Our interest in QAC fields is 
based on the following consequence of Corollary 19.1. 

Theorem. If Fis a quasi-algebraically closedfield, then B(F) = {I}. 

PRooF. If A E 6(F) has degree n > I, then !lAfF is homogeneous of degree 
n in n2 > n variables. Since Fis QAC, !lAfF has a non-trivial zero, and A 
is not a division algebra by Corollary 19.1. It follows that B(F) = {I}. 0 

It is clear that an algebraically closed field is QAC. All finite fields are 
QAC; the proof of this fact is outlined in Exercise 2. Tsen 's Theorem is the 
statement that if F is algebraically closed, then every algebraic extension of 
F(x) is QAC. Using this result and some algebraic geometry it can be proved 
that if F is algebraically closed, then the field F( (x)) of formal Laurant series 
is QAC. In short, QAC fields are fairly ubiquitous. 

The rest of this section is devoted to proving that the class of QAC 
fields is closed under algebraic extensions. The proof uses a new concept. 
A normic form of degree k over a field F is a homogeneous polynomial 
A E F[xl , ... , Xk] with degA = k such that A has only the trivial zero in 
F k : A(ä) = 0 implies ä = O. The following example shows that if F is not 
k-closed, then normic forms of degree k over F exist. 

EXAMPLE. Let KIF be a field extension of degree k. By Lemma 16.3a, the 
left regular matrix representation 4J of K relative to a basis y l' ... 'Yk of 
KF yields a homogeneous form A E F[ Xl' ... , Xk] of degree k such that 

A(a p ... , ak) = det4J(y 1al + ... + Ykak) = NKfF(Ylal + ... + Ykak)' 

Since NKfF maps KO to FO, A is normic. 

The example motivates the terminology "normic form;" it also shows 
that the condition n < m in the definition of QAC fields is natural. 
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Lemma. Let F be a QAC field such that there is a normic form of degree k 
over F. Let 01' ... , 0k E F[Yl' ... , Ym] be homogeneous of degree n ~ l. 
If m > nk, then a E Fm - {O} exists such that 0 1 (a) = ... = 0k(a) = O. 

PROOF. Assume that A E F[x[> ... , Xk] is a normic form. By Lemma 19.1, 
'P = A(Ol' ... ,Ok) is either identically 0 or homogeneous of degree 
nk < m. Since Fis QAC, there exists a E Fm - {O} such that 'P(a) = O. 
Therefore, 0 1 (0) = .,. = 0k(a) = 0 because A is normic. D 

Proposition. If F is quasi-algebraically closed, then every algebraic extension 
of Fis quasi-algebraically closed. 

PROOF. Let KIF be an algebraic extension. We must show that if 
<I> E K[ Xl' ... , Xm] is homogeneous of degree n, where 1 ::;; n < m, then 
b E Km - {O} exists satisfying <I>(b) = O. Since the coefficients of<l> generate 
a finite extension of F, it can be assumed that [K: F] = k < 00. By the 
example, there is a norrnic form of degree k over F, so that the hypotheses 
of the lemma are satisfied. Let y[> ... 'Yk be a basis of KF • Define linear 
forms 

'Pj =Y1 Xlj+ ... +YkXkj' I ::;;j::;;m (1) 

in the new variables Xij' Since the elements of K are linear combinations of 
Y l' ... , Yk with coefficients in F, it follows from Lemma 19.1 that there are 
homogeneous forms 0 1 E F[ . .. xij' .. ] of degree n such that 

<I>('P[> ... , 'Pm) = Yl 0 l + ... + YkOk' (2) 

The number mk ofvatjables Xij exceeds nk, so that 0 1 (a) = ... = 0k(a) = 0 
for some a E F mk - {O} by the lemma. If bj = 'Ij(a) = Yl a 1j + ... + Ykakj 
and b = (b l' ... , bm) E Km, then by (1) and (2), <I>(b) = O. Moreover, 
b # 0 because a # 0 and Y l' ... , Yk is a basis of Kr D 

EXERCISES 

I. Prove that if the field Fis not algebraically dosed, then there are norrnic forms over 
F that have arbitrarily large degrees. Hint. Show that if A(x p ... , xk ) is normic of 
degree k > I, then A(A(X 11 , ••• ,x lk), .•. , A(Xk1 , ... , X kk» is normic of degree 
k2 > k. 

2. This exercise outlines a proof of the Chevalley- Warning Theorem: every finite 
field is QAC. This result was conjectured by Artin and proved independently by 
Chevalley and Warning in 1936. By the proposition, it suffices to prove the result 
in the case that F = IF p' where p is prime. Let <I> be a form of degree n in m variables, 
where I ::;:;; n < m. Prove the following statements. 

(a) If 0 ::;:;; k < p - 1, then LaEFak = 0 (with the convention that 0° = I). 
Hint. Choose bE F so that F' = <b). Observe that LaEF ak = LaEF(aW = 
bkr.aeFak for all k E N. 
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(b) IfO ::;;; k j < p - 1 for somej, then L(a ...... a.)~l ... cf... = O. 

(c) L(a,. ... . a.)eF·-{Oj !Il(al' ... ,a"y-I = O. 

Hint. Write !Il(a l , ... , am)rl as a sum LCka~l ... a!·, reverse the order of 
summation, and apply (b). Note that !Il(O, ... ,0) = 0 because !Il is a form of 
degree n ~ 1. 

(d) Deduce from (c) that !Il(al , ... , am) = 0 for some (al' ... , am) E Fm -
{Öl. Hint. Otherwise, the sum in (c) would be pm - 1 = -1 by Fermat's Theorem. 

19.3. Krull's Theorem 

The next section presents the proof of Tsen's Theorem, the main result of 
this chapter. The key step of the proof uses a standard theorem of algebraic 
geometry. 

Proposition. Assume that F is an algebraically closed field. Let «1>1' .•• , «1>. E 
F[ Xl> ••• , Xk] be homogeneous /orms 0/ positive degree. If s < k, then there 
exists Ci E F k - {O} such that «1>1 (Ci) = ... = «I>.(Ci) = O. 

The geometrical proof of this proposition uses the dimension of algebraic 
sets: the set of common zeros of «1>1' ••. , «1>. is either empty or it has a 
component of dimension ~ k - s; and the zero set contains 0 when the 
«1>1' ..• , «1>. are forms of positive degree. To make this argument rigorous 
requires the introduction of a substantial number of geometrical defmitions 
and theorems. An alternative path to the proposition goes by way of the 
Krull Height Theorem. This is the approach that we will take. 

Principal Ideal Theorem (Krull). Let d be a non-zero element 0/ the commuta
live, Noetherian, integral domain R. If P is minimal in the set 0/ prime ideals 
0/ R that contain d, then there is no non-zero prime ideal Q 0/ R such that 
{O} c Q c P. 

PROOF. Let K be the fraction field of R. Define S = {a- 1b E K: bE R, 
a E R - P}. A standard calculation shows that S is a Noetherian local 
subring of Kwith the unique maximal ideal SP = {a- 1b: b E P, a E R - P}. 
In the terminology of commutative ring theory, S = Rp is the localization 
of R at the prime ideal P. The minimality of P over d implies that SP is the 
only prime ideal of S that inc1udes d. Assurne that Q is a prime ideal of R 
such that {O} c Q c P. It is easy to check that {O} c SQ c SP. This 
construction puts us in the context of a local ring. It is convenient to revert 
to our original notation, adding the hypothesis that Pis the unique maximal 
ideal of R. Thus, J(R) = P. Since P is minimalover d, the factor ring R/Rd 
has exactly one prime ideal P/Rdwhich is maximal. It follows that 

R = R/ Rd is Artinian. (1) 
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(See Part (j) of the exercise in Section 4.5.) The proof will be completed by 
obtaining a contradiction to the assumption that there is a prime ideal Q 
such that {O} c Q c P. Localize R at Q: denote T = R Q = {b- 1c: cER, 
bE R - Q}. Thus, T is local with J(T) = TQ. Denote In = (TQ)n n R. 
Plainly, I1 2 12 2 13 2 ... is a chain ofideals in R. Moreover, 

TIn = (TQ)". (2) 

In fact, TIn S;;; (TQ)" because (TQ)" is an ideal of T. On the other hand, if 
CE (TQ)n, then bc E R for some bE R - Q; hence bc E In and c = b-1(bc) E 

TIn' We also have 

(3) 

Indeed, 

Rd n In = Rd n R n (TQ)n = Rd n (TQ)n 

= Rd n d(TQ)" = deR n (TQ)") = dln, 

because d f: Q implies d- 1 E T. Apply the Artinian property (1) to the chain 
Rd + 11 ;2 Rd + 12 ;2 Rd + 13 ;2 •.. : there exists n ~ 1 such that Rd + 
In = Rd + In+1· The modular Iaw yields In = In n (Rd + In+1) = (In n Rd) 
+ In+1 = dln + In+1 by (3). Since d E P = J(R) and R is Noetherian, it 
follows from Nakayama's Lemma that In = In+1. By (2), (TQ)n = TIn = 
Tln+1 = (TQ)"+1 = J(T)(TQ)". Another application ofNakayama's Lemma 
gives (TQ)" = O. This equality leads to the contradication Q = 0, because 
T is an integral domain. 0 

The result that we need is an inductive generalization of the Principal 
Ideal Theorem. 

Krull Height Theorem. Let d1, ... ,dn be elements of the commutative, 
Noetherian ring R. Assume that P is minimal among the prime ideals of R 
that contain {d l' ••. , dn}. If Po C P1 C .•. C Pk = P is a strictly ascending 
chain of prime ideals in R, then k ~ n. 

The maximum Iength of such a chain of prime ideals is called the height 
ofP. 

PROOF. It can be assumed that R is an integral domain and Po = 0; otherwise, 
replace R by R/ Po to reach this situation. Also, by passing to the localization 
R p it can be assumed that R is local with J(R) = P. If n = 1, then the 
principal ideal theorem implies that k = 1. Proceed inductively, assuming 
that I < n ~ k. Since R is Noetherian, it can be assumed that there is 
no prime ideal of R between Pk- 1 and P. By the minimality of P over 
{d l' ... ,dn}, some d j is not a member of Pk - p say dn f: Pk - 1. Thus, 
Pk - 1 C dnR + Pk - 1 S;;; P, and P/(dnR + Pk - 1) is the unique prime ideal in 
R/(dnR + Pi-1)' By the exercise of Section 4.5, R/(dnR + Pk- 1) is Artinian. 
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Since J(R/(dnR + Pk-l» = P/(dnR + Pk-l)' it follows from Proposition 4.4 
that pm !:; dnR + Pk- 1 for some m ~ 1. In particular, if I ~ i< n, then 

(4) 

Since R is Noetherian, there is a prime ideal Q !:; Pk - 1 that is minimal with 
the property {c l' ... ,cn- 1 } !:; Q. (See Part (g) ofthe exercise in Section 4.5.) 
We will show that Q = Pk - l' that is, Pk - 1 is minimalover {cl' ... , cn- 1 }. 

The induction hypothesis will then yield k - I ~ n - land k ~ n. Since 
Pk- 1/Q is a prime ideal of R/Q and Pk- 1/Q c P/Q, the equality Pk- 1 = Q 
will follow from the Principal Ideal Theorem by showing that P/Q is minimal 
over dn + Q. If Q1 is a prime ideal of R such that dn E Q1 and {Cl' •.• , Cn- 1} 

!:; Q !:; Q1 !:; P, then d;" E Q1 for I ~ i< n by (4). Hence, d j E Q1 for 
I ~ i ~ n since Q1 is prime. The minimality of P over {dl' ... , dn} implies 
that Q1 = P. Therefore, P/Q is minimal among the prime ideals of R/Q that 
inc1ude dn + Q. 0 

The proof of the proposition also uses Hilbert's Nullstellensatz. Since 
this theorem is standard fare in most graduate algebra texts, we won't 
prove it. (However, see Exercise 3 for the proof of a special case.) 

Nullstellensatz. Let R = F[ xl' ... ,xk], where the field F is algebraically 
closed. . 

(i) Every maximal ideal of R has theform (Xl - a1)R + ... + (xk - aJR 
for suitable a l , ... , ak E F, 

(ii) Every prime ideal of R is an intersection ofmaximal ideals. 

PRooF OF THE PROPOSITION. Denote R = F[ Xl' ... , Xk]. The Hilbert Basis 
Theorem guarantees that R is Noetherian. Since each Cl>j is homogeneous, 
{Cl>l' ... , Cl>.} !:; P = x 1R + ... + xkR. Note that {O} C x 1R C x 1R + 
x 2 R C .•• C x 1R + ... + xkR = Pisastrict1yascendingchainofprime 
ideals. Since s < k by assumption, it follows from Krull's Height Theorem 
that P is not minimal among the prime ideals that contain {Cl>1' ... , Cl>.}. 
Therefore, the Nullstellensatz yields ä = (al' ... ,ak) '" (0, ... , 0) in Fk 

such that {Cl>l' ... ,Cl>.} !:; (Xl - a1)R + + (Xk - ak)R. Consequently, 
Cl>1 (ä) = ... = Cl>.(ä) = O. 0 

EXERCISES 

1. Let R = F[x l , ... , xk], where Fis any field. Show that {O} c xlR C xlR + x 2R 
C ... C Xl R + ... + xkR is a strictly ascending chain of prime ideals in R. 

2. Let c])l = x2 + y2 - Z2 and c])2 = x2 + y2 - 2z2 in IR [x, y, z]. Show that there is 
no non-trivial common solution ä = (a,b,c) E 1R3 of c])l = 0 and c])2 = O. Find all 
a E C3 such that c])l (ä) = c])2(ä) = O. 

3. In this exercise, F denotes an algebraically closed field, R = F[ Xl' .•. , xk], and if 
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ä = (al' ... , ak) E F\ write I(ä) for the ideal (XI - a I)R + ... + (xk - ak)R. 
Prove the following statements. 

(a) I(ä) is a maximal ideal of R. 
(b) The following statements are equivalent. 

(i) If I is a maximal ideal of R, then Rj I is an algebraic extension of F. 
(ii) Every maximal ideal of R has the form I(ä) for some ä E Fk. 

(iii) If J is a proper ideal of R, then there exists ä E F k such that cI>(ä) = 0 for all 
cI> E J. 

(c) If the conditions of (b) are satisfied for all k, Pis a prime ideal of R, and 
cI> E R - P, then there exists ä E Fk such that P c;: I(ä) and cI>(ä) # O. Rint. Let 
S = F[xo, XI' ... , xk ] => R. Assuming that the statement of(c) fails, deduce from 
(b) (iii) that PS + (I - xocI»S = S, say I = L; \},;0; + (I - xocI»X with O;, 
XE S, \}'; E P. Substitute cI>-1 for Xo in this identity and c1ear fractions to get cI>n E P 
for some n ~ I. Since P is prime, this contradicts cI> rf P. 

(d) Let I be a maximal ideal of R, and K = RjI, viewed as a field extension of 
F. If F is uncountable, then for each x E K - F, the set {(x - a)-I: a E F} c;: F(x) 
is linearly dependent over F. Thus x is algebraic over F. Combining (b), (c), and (d) 
gives a proof of the Nullste1lensatz in the case that Fis uncountable. 

19.4. Tsen's Theorem 

We are now ready to prove the main result of this chapter. 

Theorem. lf Fis an algebraically closed field and K is an algebraic extension 
of F(x) , then K is quasi-algebraically closed. 

PROOF. By Proposition 19.2, it is sufficient to prove that K = F(x) is QAC. 
Let <I> E K[ Xl' ... , xmJ be homogeneous of positive degree n with n < m. 
It can be assumed that the coefficients of<l> are in F[ X J; otherwise replace 
<I> by c<l> where L ;s the product of the denominators of the coefficients of <1>. 
Let t ~ 0 be the maximum degree of the coefficients of <1>. Introduce new 
variables Yij' 1 :s; i :s; m, 0 :s; j :s; r with r to be chosen presently. Denote 

'Pi = YiO + Yi1 X + ... + Yirxr. 

Substitute 'Pi for Xi in <I> and expand this form as a polynomial in x: 

<I>('Pl , ... , 'Pm) = <1>0 + <1>1 X + ... + <l>s-l xs-l, 

(1) 

(2) 

where each <1>1 is homogeneous of degree n in F[ . .. Yij' .. J by Lemma 19.1, 
ands - 1 :s; nr + t. ThenumberofvariablesYijism(r + I). Ifm(r + 1) > 
nr + t + 1 ~ s, then by Proposition 19.3 there exists a = (a IO ' all' ... , 
amr) E Fm(r+1) - {O} such that 

<l>o(ii) = ... = <l>s-l (ii) = o. (3) 
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Since n < m, the condition m(r + 1) > s can be met by taking 

r > (t + 1 - m)j(m - n). 

Let bi = aiO + a i1 x + ... + airxr E F[ x ] ~ K. By (1), (2), and (3), 
<I>(b) = 0, and b =f. 0 because a =f. O. 0 

CoroUary a. If K is an algebraic extension of F(x), where the field F is 
algebraically closed, then B(K) = {I}. 

The corollary combines the results ofthe theorem and Theorem 19.2. 

CoroUary b. For any field F, B(F(x)) = UK/Ffinite B(K(x)jF(x)). 

PROOF. Let E be the algebraic c10sure of F. If A E 6(F(x)), then AE(x) '" E(x) 
by Corollary a. By Proposition 13.2b, it is possible to find <1>1' ... , <l>k in 
E [ x] such that F(x, <1>1' ... , <l>k) splits A. Let K be the fie1d that is generated 
over F by the coefficients of <1>1' <1>2' ... , and <l>k' The extension Kj Fis finite 
because E is algebraic over F, and F(x, <1>1' ... ,<I>k) ~ K(x) implies that 
K(x) splits A. 0 

EXERCISES 

1. Assume that Fis a QAC fie1d. Let <1>1' ... , <l>r E F[ XI' ... , xm] be forms of degree 
n. Prove that if I :0;; nr < m, then there exists a E Fm - {O} such that <1>1 (a) = ... = 
<I>,(ä) = O. Hint. Let A be a normic form of degree k, where 0 < rs :0;; k < res + I). 
Define '1'( ... xu ... ) = A(<I>I(Xli' ... , x lm), ... , <I>,(x ll , ... , x lm), <l>1(X21 , ... , 
x 2m), ... , <I>,(X21 , ... , x 2m), ... , <I>,(xsi' ... , xsm), 0, ... , 0). Prove that if s > 
nr/(m - nr), then 'I' has a non-trivial zero, and conclude that <1>1' ... , <1>, have a 
common (non-trivial) zero. 

2. Let F be a QAC field. Denote K = F(x). Use the result of Exercise 1 to show that 
if <I> E K[ XI' ... , xm] is a form of degree n such that 1 :0;; n2 < m, then <I> has a 
non-trivial zero in Km. A field K with this property is called a C2-field. 

19.5. The Structure of B(K(x)j F(x)) 

If F is a perfect field, then every finite extension Kj Fis separable, so that K 
can be embedded in a field E such that Ej Fis Galois. In this case, Corollary 
19.4b can be sharpened: B(F(x)) = U E/FGaloisB(E(x)jF(x)). In this section 
we will determine the structure of the relative Brauer groups B(K(x)jF(x)) 
when KjFis a Galois extension. 

Lemma a. If Kj F is a Galois extension, then K(x)j F(x) is Galois and the 
mapping (J H (JIK is an isomorphism ofG(K(x)jF(x)) to G(KjF). 
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PROOF. The fields K and F(x) can be identified with subfields of K(x). Since 
the elements of F(x) - F are transcendental over F while every member of 
K is algebraic over F, it follows that F(x) n K = F. Moreover, F(x)K is a 
finite dimensional F(x)-algebra contained in K(x). Thus, F(x)K is a field 
that contains K and includes the element x. This implies that F(x)K = K(x). 
The lemma is therefore a consequence of Lemma 14.7b. 0 

It is convenient to identify the Galois groups G(K/F) and G(K(x)/F(x». 
If ~(x) = aoxn + a1x n- 1 + ... + an E K[x] and (1 E G(K/F), then the 
action of (1 on ~(x) is described by the formula ~O"(x) = agxn + arxn-1 
+ ... + a:. 

The proof of the proposition in this section uses three standard theorems 
of group cohomology. We will state these results; their proofs are outlined 
in the exercises. 

Shapiro's Lemma. Let H be a subgroup of the finite group G. For each right 
7!..H-module P, define T(P) = HomZH(ZG,P), considered as a right ZG
module with the scalar operation (cjJ(1)«(1') = cjJ«(1(1') for all (1, (1' E G. Jf A.: 
T(P) -+ P is defined by A.cjJ = cjJ{l), then A. is a homomorphism of right ZH
modules, and the composition 

Hn(G,T(P» ~ Hn(H,T(P» ~ Hn(H,P) 

of A.* with the restriciion mapping is an isomorphism for all n ~ o. (T(P) 
and P are bimodules with the trivial actions ofG and H on the left.) 

Lemma b. Let X be a finite set on which the finite group G acts transitively by 
x 1-+ xO". Define M = EBXEXXZ with the right ZG-module structure induced 
by the action of G on X. Fix Xo E X, and let H = {T E G: x~ = x o} be the 
subgroup of G that stabilizes x o. Jf Z is considered as a right ZH-module 
under the trivial action of H, then M ~ T(Z) = HomZH(ZG,Z) as right 
ZG-modules. 

Lemma c. Jf His a finite group and 4) is given the ZH-bimodule structure that 
is induced by the trivial action of H on the left and right, then H n(H,4) = 0 
for all n ~ 1. 

The statement and proof of our main result can be simplified by the use 
of special notation. For a field F, denote the set of all monic irreducible 
polynomials in F[ x] by P(F). 

Proposition (Auslander-Brumer,Faddeev). Let K/F be a Galois extension 
with G(K/F) = G. For each ~ E P(F), choose 'P E P(K) such that 'P divides 
~ in K[x], and denote H(~) = {T E G: 'Pt = 'P}. Then 

B(K(x)/F(x» ~ B(K/F) EB EB<IIEP(F)HomZ<H(~),4)/Z). 
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PROOF. By Lemma a and Theorem 14.2, B(K(x)/F(x» ~ H 2 (G,K(xt). The 
fundamental theorem of arithmetic for polynomial algebras takes the form 
K(xt ~ r EB EB'I'ep(K) 'I'Z, where we have shifted from multiplicative to 
additive notation. The direct sum EB'I'ep(~) 'I'Z breaks into a sum EBq,ep(Fd 
M(cI» , where M(cI» = EB'I'ep(K), 'I'1q, 'I'Z IS a ZG-submodule. Thus, H 
(G,K(xt) ~ H 2 (G,KO) EB EBq,ep(F)H2 (G,M(cI>)). (See Exercise 2, Section 
11.2.) According to Lemma b, M(cI» ~ HomZH(q,)(ZG,Z). Thus, Shapiro's 
Lemma yields H 2 (G,M(cI>)) ~ H 2 (H(cI»,Z). The exact sequence 0 ~ Z ~ 
Q ~ Q/Z ~ 0 of trivial ZH(cI»-bimodules gives rise to the following 
segment of the Long Exact Sequence of Cohomology: H 1(H(cI»,Q) ~ 
H 1 (H(cI»,Q/Z) ~ H 2 (H(cI»,Z) ~ H 2 (H(cI»,Q). Since H 1 (H(cI»,Q) = 

H 2 (H(cI»,Q) = 0 by Lemma c, we conc1ude that H 2 (H(cI»,Z) ~ H 1 (H(cI», 
Q/Z). Finally, H 1(H(cI»,Q/Z) ~ Homz(H(cI»,Q/Z) because the action of 
H(cI» on Q/Z is trivial. Indeed, the derivations of ZH(cI» to Q/Z are just 
group homomorphisms and 0 is the only inner derivation. By combining 
these isomorphisms, we get B(K(x)/F(x» ~ H 2 (G,K(xt) ~ B(K/F) EB 
EBq,eP(F) Homz(H(cI»,Q/Z). 0 

The groups H(cI» in the proposition depend on the choice of an irreducible 
factor of cI> in K[ x J. However, since K/ Fis Galois, different choices lead to 
conjugate subgroups of G. Thus, the isomorphism type ofHomz(H(cI»,Q/Z) 
depends only on cI>. Using the duality theorem for finite abelian groups, it 
is easy to show that in fact Homz(H(cI»,Q/Z) ~ H(cI»/H(cI>)', where H(cI>)' 
is the commutator of H(cI». 

EXERCISES 

1. Let F be an infinite fie1d with char F #- 2. Prove that if K is a quadratic extension 
of F, then B(K(x)/F(x» ~ B(K/F) EB EB 1F11./27L 

2. Prove Shapiro's Lemma. Hint. Denote p* = Homz(1.H,P). Map 8: T(P*)-+ 
Homz<1.G,P) by (8cf>)(a) = cf>(a)(l) and x: Homz<1.G,P) -+ T(P*) by (xl/l)(a)(r:) = 
1/1(0")' Verify that 8 and X are inverse l.G-module homomorphisms. Embed P in 
p* by U f-+ Au' where AuCr:) = u, for , E H. Show that the exact sequence 0 -+ P -+ 

p* -+ p* / P -+ 0 induces an exact sequence 0 -+ T(P) -+ T(P*) -+ T(P* / P) -+ O. 
Since T is the Horn functor, it suffices to show that T(P*) -+ T(P* / P) is surjective, 
that is, for all cf> E T(P*/P) = HomZH (1.G,P*/P), there exists 1/1 E T(P*) = HomZH 

(1.G,P*) such thatcf> = nl/l,wheren:P* -+ P*/Pisthenaturalprojection.WriteG = 
0'1 H \:J ... \:J arH; choose Xi E p* such that cf>(ai) = nXi; verify that I/I(ai,) = Xi' 
for , E H does the job. Next, use the interpretation of zero dimensional cohomology 
in Section 11.2 to show that the composition HO(G,T(P)) ~ HO(H,T(P))~ 
HO(H,P) is (essentially) the identity mapping of p(Hl = {u E P: u, = u for all 
,E H}. Finally, use dimension shifting to prove the lemma for all n ~ 1. Note that 
this involves the properties of coinduced bimodules together with the results of 
Exercise 3 in Section 14.7 and Exercise I in Section 11.3. Moreover, the passage 
from n = 0 to n = 1 requires a special "diagram chasing" argument. 
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3. Prove Lemma b. Hint. Write G = Huo \:J Hu! \:J .•• \:J Hur , where Uo = 1. Let 
Xi = (xo)"'· Use the transitivity of G to show that X = {xo, x], ... , x r }. Prove that 
(): T(7L) = HomZH (7LG,7L) -+ M, defined by ()(1J) = I~=oxi1J(u:!), is a 7LG-module 
isomorphism. 

4. Prove Lemma e. Hint. Let J1: QH -+ Q be the augmentation homomorphism 
Ira, f-+ Ia,. Deduce from the semisimplieity of QH that J1 is split surjeetive, 
that is, Q is isomorphie to a direet summand of QH as a 7LH-module. Use the 
result ofExereise 3 to show that QH ;;; Q* = Homz(7LH,Q) as 7LH-modules. Thus, 
Hn(H,QH) = 0 for n ~ 1, and the result follows by the additivity of H n (Exereise 2, 
Seetion 11.2). 

5. The purpose of this problem is to outline a global version of the proposition. This 
result is known as the Brumer-Auslander-Faddeev Theorem. Assume that F is a 
field ofeharaeteristie 0, and let Kbe the algebraie c10sure of F. Let G be the (profinite) 
Galois group of K/ F. For eaeh <I> E P(F), ehoose a root a E K of <1>, and denote by 
H(<I» the subgroup of u E G that fixes a. Then 

B(F(x» ;;; B(F) EB EB~€p(F)Homc(H(<I»,Q/7L). 
Hint. By Exereise 4, Seetion 14.6, B(F(x» ean be identified with H 2(G,K(xt), the 
Galois eohomology group that is defined by eontinuous eoeyles. Generalize Shapiro's 
Lemma and Lemmas band e to the ease in whieh G is profinite and His a subgroup 
of finite index in G. The proof of the Brumer-Auslander-Faddeev Theorem is 
then praetieally identieal with the proof of the proposition (using suitable versions 
ofthe eohomology properties for Galois eohomology). 

19.6. Exponents of Division Algebras 

The results on the structure of B(F(x)) that were obtained in Section 19.5 
can be related to the construction of division algebras over F(x). In this 
section we will prove a simple proposition of that kind which was obtained 
by Nakayama in [58]. Nakayama's theorem will then be used to establish a 
result of Brauer concerning the relation between the indices and exponents 
of central simple algebras. 

Proposition. Let D E 6(F) be a division algebra with Exp D = I. Assume that 
KjF is a cyc/ic extension of degree n with G(KjF) = (0). If D K is a division 
algebra, then A = DF(x) Q9F(x)(K(x),a,x) is a division algebra of degree In in 
6 (F(x) ), and Exp A is the least common multiple of land n. 

PROOF. Note that by Lemma 19.5a, K(x)jF(x) is cyclic with a Galois group 
that can be identified with <a). The proof that A is a division algebra is 
straightforward. We will construct a convenient representation <p of A and 
show that v4>(z) =I 0 for all Z E A - {O}. It will then follow from Corollary 
l6.3a that A is a division algebra. For notational purposes, let DegD = k, 
m = k 2 , and fix an F-space basis W p w2 ' ... , wm of D. Of course, W 1' 
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w2' ... , wm is also an F(x)-space basis of DF(x). If tf;: D -+ Mm(F) is a left 
regular representation of D relative to any basis, then tf; ® idF(x): DF(x) -+ 

Mm(F(x» is a representation of DF(x). Since [K: F] = n, there is a unit 
U E (K(x),O",x) such that (K(x),O",x) = EBj<nuiK(x), where u-1<1>u = <1>a for 
<1> E K(x) and u" = x. When DF(x) and (K(x),O",x) are identified with sub
algebras of A, every Z E A has a unique representation. 

(1) 

Let cf>: A -+ Mmn(K(x» be the representation (tf; ® idF(X» ®F(X) x, where 
X: (K(x),O",x) -+ Mn(K(x)) is defined by 16.2(2). Thus, if Z is given by (1), 
then in block form 

lYO 
XY:-l 

a2 

XY':j 
XYn-2 ... 

yg a2 

cf>(z) = I' 1 XYn-1 ... XI'; (2) 

Yn-1 1':-2 
a2 yg"-I Yn-3 

where yj' = L~=l tf;(WJ<1>'[/. Our aim is to prove that detcf>(z) = v</>(z) =I 0 
if z E A - {O}. Since v</> is multiplicative, z can be replaced by vz or zv pro
vided v is known to be a unit of A. Thus, we can assurne that the <1>ij in (1) 
are all polynomials in x; otherwise multiply by the least common multiple of 
the denominators of these fractions. It can also be supposed that 

<1>iO(O) =I 0 for some i between 1 and m. (3) 

Indeed, if x r is the highest power of x that divides all <1>ij in K[ x] and I is the 
smallest subscript such that x r +1 does not divide <1>il for all i, then an easy 
calculation shows that un - 1zx-(r+1) has coefficients in K[ x] and satisfies (3). 
Let 'I' = det cf>(z) E K[ xl By (2) 

o 
'1'(0) = det 1'1(0) 1'0 (o)a lYO(O) 

I'n-1(0) Yn_2(0)a 

= (det 1'0 (O»)(det 1'0 (o)a) ... (det YO(o)a.-1). 

Since tf;(WJ E Mm(F), we have det(yo(OY') = det(L~=1 tf;(WJ<1>iO(o)a k
) = 

(det L~=l tf;(WJ<1>iO(OWk = (det YO(o))a k
• Thus, '1'(0) = NK/F(detyo(O». More

over, det 1'0(0) = det(L~=l tf;(W;)<1>iO(O» = v",(y), where y = L~=1 w;<1>iO(O) 
E D K is not zero by (3). The hypothesis that D K is a division algebra implies 
that det 1'0(0) = v",(y) "# 0; therefore '1'(0) "# 0 because NK/F maps KO to PO. 
In particular, v</>(z) = 'I' =I O. Hence, A is a division algebra. To determine 
the exponent of A, we first prove that B = (K(x),O",x) has exponent n. By 
Corollary l5.la and Lemma 15.1, it suffices to note that x k E NK(x)/F(x)(K(x)) 
if and only if n divides k. If xk is the norm of <1>J'P where <1>, 'I' E K [ x], then 
xkNK(xJ/F(X)('P) = NK(X)/F(x)(<1». Clearly, n divides the degrees of NK(x)/F(J'P) and 
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NK(x)/F(X)(<l»; hence n also divides k. The converse is obvious since the norm of 
xis xn• Next observe that Exp DF(x) = Exp D = I. Indeed, the first part ofthe 
proof (with K = F) shows that the inclusion F ~ F(x) induces an injective 
homomorphism B(F) ~ B(F(x», so that the orders of [D] and [DF(X)] are 
equal. To prove that ExpA = l.c.m.{/,n} = l.c.m.{Exp[DF(x)], Exp[B]} 
it is sufficient to prove that <[DF(x)]) n <[B]) = {I} in B(F(x». Let 
E/F be a Galois extension such that E splits D and K s;; E. Thus, [A] E 

B(E(x)/ F(x». As we showed in the proof ofProposition 19.5, B(E(x)/ F(x» ~ 
H 2(G(E/F), E(xt) ~ H 2(G(E/F), EO)EB EBq,ep(FlH2(G(E/F),M(<l>)). An 
examination of the definitions shows that under this isomorphism [DF(x)] is 
mapped into H 2(G(E/F),EO) and [B] goes into H 2(G(E/F),M(x». This 
proves that < [DF(x)J> and < [BJ> are disjoint in B(F(x», as we wished to 
ili~. 0 

Corollary a. The inclusion mapping F ~ F(x) induces an injective homo
morphism B(F) ~ B(F(x» such that Ind[A] = Ind[AF(X)]. 

Corollary b. If K/Fis a cyclicfield extension of degree n with G(K/F) = <a), 
then (K(x),a,x) is a cyclic division algebra of degree n and exponent n. 

Corollary c. Let El/F, ... , Er/F be cyclic extensions with G(E;/F) = <a;) 
of order ni. Assume that the Ei are linearly dis joint, that is E l ® ... ® Er 
is a field. If Xl' ... 'Xr are independent variables, then Ei(Xl , ... , xr)/ 

F(x p ... , xr ) is cyclic with Galois group <a;). Denote 

Bi = (Ei(x P ... , xr), ai, Xi) E 6(F(x p ... , xr». 
The tensor product A = Bl ® ... ® Br over F(x l , ... ,xr ) is a division 
algebra of degree n 1 ... nr with Exp A = l.c.m. {n l' ... , nr}. 

This corollary is obtained by induction from the proposition. The 
detailed proof is left as an exercise. 

We will now use Corollary c to prove a theorem due to Brauer that 
establishes the precise relation between the exponent and Schur index. If 
A E 6(F) has index m and exponent n, then by Proposition 14.4b n divides 
m and every prime divisor of m is also a factor of n. Brauer's theorem shows 
that in general no more can be said about the relation between Ind A and 
ExpA. 

Theorem. If m and n are natural numbers such that n divides m and every 
prime divisor of m is a factor of n, then there is a field Land a division algebra 
D E 6(L) such that Deg D = m and Exp D = n. 

PROOF. Define inductively n l = n, n2 = g.c.d. {n,m/n l }, ... , ni+l = 
g.c.d. {n, m/(n l n2 ... ni)}, .... There is aleast rE f\J such that nr +l = 1. 
Since the prime divisors of m and n are the same, nr +l = 1 implies m = 
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nI n2 ••• nr • Moreover, n is clearly the least common multiple of 
{nI' n2 , ••• , nr }. The theorem will follow from Corollary c by constructing a 
field F that admits cyclic extensions E; of degree nj for I ::; i ::; r, such that 
EI ® ... ® Er is a field. Let Kbe a field ofcharacteristic zero that includes 
a primitive n'th root ofunity. Define F = K(Yl> ... , Yr)' where Yl> ... , Yr 
are independent variables. If Ej = F(Yt,"i), then EJF is cyclic of degree nj by 
Kummer theory, and [F(y~'"', ... , y:,",): F] = n i ... nr • (See Exercise 1.) 
Thus, EI ® ... ® Er ~ F(y~'"', ... , y:,",) is a field by Proposition 9.2c. 
According to Corollary c, the field L = K(YI' ... , Yr, xl> ... , xr) has the 
required property: there is a division algebra D E 5(L) with degree m and 
exponent n. 0 

By using the results of class field theory, it can be shown that every 
algebraic number field F admits linearly disjoint cyclic extensions Ej of 
degree nj , so that L = F(x l , ... ,xr) satisfies the requirements of the 
theorem. 

EXERCISES 

I. Using the notation that was introduced in the proof of the theorem, prove by 
induction on r that [F(y!,n" ... , y;,n,): F] = n l ... nr • Hint. Use Eisenstein's 
Criterion to prove that xn, - Yr is irreducible in F(y!,n" ... , y;~r')[x]. 

2. Prove Corollary c. Hint. Induce on r. Corollary b is the case r = I. Denote Li = 
Ei(XI , .•. , Xr - l ), K = F(x l , ... , xr - l ). By Lemma 19.5a, L;/K is cyc1ic of degree 
ni with Galois group (ui). Let Ci = (Li,Ui,Xi) E 5(K). Verify that CiK(x) ~ (Li(xr), 
Ui'Xi) = Bi' Show that if I ::;; i < r, then (Ei ® Er)/E. is cyc1ic of degree ni with the 
Galois group (ui). Deduce from the induction hypothesis that D = Cl ® '" ® 
C._ I E 6(K) is a division algebra of degree nl ••• n._ 1 and exponent1.c.m.{n p ... , 

nr- l }. Also use the induction hypothesis to show that D L • ~ cf· ® ... ® CrL-'-1 
is a division algebra. (Note that cf' ~ «Ei ® Er)(x l , ••• , Xr-I),Ui,Xi).) Use the 
proposition to complete the induction. 

19.7. Twisted Laurent Series 

This section introduces another construction of division algebras. The 
general method is due to Hilbert. It first appeared in the 1930 edition of 
his book on the foundations of geometry. A special case ofthe construction 
was described in Exercise 2 of Section 17.4. 

Let D be a division algebra over the field F. It is not assumed that D is a 
finite dimensional F-algebra. Suppose that a is an F-algebra automorphism 
a f-+ a" of D. As usual, we denote a variable by the symbol x. Define D«x,a)) 
to be the set of all formal Laurent series Lk~n xkak in which n E lL and ak E D 
for all k ~ n. In these expressions the variable x plays the role of a useful 
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notational device. Equality of formal sums is defined by the rule that 
Lk~nxkak = Lk~mxkbkifak = bk for k ~ max{m,n},andak = Oifn:::;; k < 
max{m,n}, whereasbk = Oifm:::;; k < max{m,n}. Thus, thenotationsforany 
finite set of elements in D«x,a) can take the form of sums that start with 
the same n. If almost an ak in a formal sum Lk~n xkak are zero, then we will 
often write the sum as a polynomial in x and x-1. In particular, the mo
nomials xka are considered as elements of D«x,a», and Dis identified with 
the constants ao = xOao in D«x,a». Give D«x,a» the structure of an 
F-algebra by defining addition and scalar multiplication componentwise: 
(Lk~n xkak) + (Lk;;,;n xkbk) = Lk;;,;n xk(ak + bk), (Lk;;,;n xkak)d = Lk~n xk(akd). 
Define multiplication by the convention that conjugation by x is the same 
as the action of a on D. That is, (xka)(x1b) = Xk+1 aa'b. Thus, 

( Lxkak) (L xkbk) = L XkCk, 
k;;,;m k~n k;;';m+n 

where ck = Li+j=katbj. It is a routine matter to check that D«x,a» is an 
F-algebra with these operations, and D = {xoa: a E D} is a subalgebra of 
D«x,a». The fact that a is an F-algebra homomorphism is needed to prove 
that the associative, distributive, and scalar associativity laws are satisfied. 

The algebra D«x,a» has a built in valuation v. Choose d E ~+ with 
d < l. Define v: D«x,a» - {O} -+ ~+ by V(Lk;;,;nxkak) = dm, where 
m = min{k: ak "# O}. As usual, let v(O) = O. It is obvious that v(z + w) :::;; 
max{v(z),v(w)}, and v(zw) = v(z)v(w) because D has no zero divisors. Thus 
v is a valuation. Note that a different d would produce an equivalent valua
tion. Since v(D«x,a» - {O}) consists of the powers of d, the valuation v is 
discrete. Clearly, O(v) = {Lk;;,;O xkak} , P(v) = {Lk>O xkak} , and E(v) ~ D. 
In particular, x is a uniformizer, and vlD is trivial. 

Proposition a. D«x,a» is a division algebra that is complete in the v-topology. 

PROOF. We first provethatD«x,a» iscomplete. Let {zr: r < w} be a Cauchy 
sequence in D«x,a», say Zr = Lk~t) xkakr . By passing to a subsequence, we 
can assume that v(zr - Zr+1) < dr+ for an r < w. In this case, ak r+1 = akr 
for an k :::;; r + 1, and by induction akr+1 = akk for an k :::;; r + l. Thus, 
limr .... oozr = Lk~n(O)xkakk. To show that D«x,a» is a division algebra, it is 
sufficient to prove that every non-zero z E D«x,a» has an inverse. Let 
z = Lk~n xkak, where an "# O. Write z = xnan(1 - w) with 

Since v(w) :::;; d< 1, the series 1 + w + w2 + ... converges in D«x,a», 
and Z-1 = (1 + w + w2 + ... )x-na;a-'. 0 

The algebra D«x,a» is called a twisted Laurent series algebra over D. 
When a is the identity automorphism, we will denote this algebra by D«x» 
and refer to it as the Laurent series algebra over D. 
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Our description of the center of D«x,a» uses a property of the auto
morphism (J. The group Aut D of F-algebra automorphisms of D contains 
the subgroup Inn D consisting of the inner automorphisms (Jx' where (Jx 
is defined for XE DO by yUx = x-lyx. A simple calculation shows that 
.. -l(Jx" = (Jx" Thus, Inn Dis anormal subgroup of Aut D. Define the inner 
order of an element (J E Aut D to be the order of the coset (J Inn D in Aut D j 
Inn D. If D is a field, then the inner order of (J is the same as its order in 
AutD, since InnD = {I}. 

Lemma. Let D be a division algebra over the field F such that dimz(DP is 
finite. Assume that (J is an F-algebra automorphism of D. 

(i) The inner order of (J is the order of (JIZ(D). 
(ii) If the inner order e of (J is finite, then y E DO exists satisfying yU = Y 

and (Je = (Jy. 

PROOF. By the definition of an inner automorphism, (JxIZ(D) = id for each 
XE DO. Therefore, (Jm E InnD implies «(JIZ(D)r = (JmIZ(D) = id. Con
versely, suppose that (JmIZ(D) = id. The Noether-Skolem Theorem 
applies to D considered as a Z(D)-algebra because dimz(D)D < 00; it yields 
(Jm E Inn D. Thus, the inner order of (J coincides with the order of (JIZ(D). 
Assurne that this order is a finite natural number e. If K = {d E Z(D): 
dU = d} is the fixed field of (J, then Z(D)jK is a cyclic extension of degree e 
with Galois group <(JIZ(D». On the other hand, since e is the inner order 
of (J, there exists x E DO such that (Je = (Jx' Our aim is to show that x can be 
chosen so that XU = x. Note that (Jx = (Jy if and only if (JXy-l = id, that is, 
xy-l E Z(D). In particular, (Jx = (Je = (J-l(Je(J = (J-l(Jx(J = (Jx. implies 
XU = bx for some bE Z(D). Consequently, X,,2 = b"x" = b"+lx, X,,3 = 
b"2+,,X" = b,,2+"+lX, ... , and x"e = b"e-l +"'+"+lX = NZ(D)/K(b)x. However, 
x"e = XUx = X-lXX = x. Thus, NZ(D)/K(b) = 1. By Hilbert's Theorem 90 
(Exercise 1, Section 16.6), b = aja" for some a E Z(D). If y = ax, then 
(Jy = (Jx = (Je and y" = a"x" = a"bx = ax = y. 0 

Proposition b. Let D be a division algebra over the field F such that dimz(D)D 
is finite. Assume that (J E AutD has inner order e. Denote K = {a E Z(D): 
a" = a} and A = D«x,(J». 

(i) If e is infinite, then Z(A) = K. 
(ii) If e is finite, then there exists y E DO such that (Je = (Jy' .y" = y, and 

Z(A) = {II~m(Xey-lYCI: clEKforl ~ m}. 

PROOF. Let z = L:k~n xkak E A. Clearly, Z E Z(A) if and only if (xkak) (x1b) = 
(x1b)(xkak), that is, 

af'b = b"'ak for all k ~ n, I E 71., b E D. (1) 

The condition (1) implies 
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ak = a~ for all k ~ n, and 

ak '# 0 implies b"k = akba;l for all b E D. 

385 

(2) 

(3) 

Thus (jk E Inn D if ak '# O. In particular, z = ao when e is infinite. In this 
case, z E K by (2). Conversely, it is obvious that K S Z(A). Assurne that 
e < 00. If ak '# 0, then (jk E Inn D and e divides k, say k = el. By the lemma, 
there exists Y E DO satisfying y" = y and (jy = (je. Thus, 

(j I = (jel = (jk = (j( )~1 
Y ~ 

by (3). It follows that ak = y-lck for some ck E Z(D). Moreover, c; = ck by 
(2) and the fact that y" = y. Hence, if Z E Z(A), then z = Ll~m (Xey-l lcz, 
where y" = y, (je = (jy' and Cl E K for all I ~ m. A routine computation 
shows the converse: every such z is in Z(A). 0 

CoroUary. If Dis a division algebra over F such that dimz(D)D isfinite, and if 
(j is an F-algebra automorphism of D with finite inner order e, then D«x,(j)) 
is finite dimensional over its center. Moreover, as central simple algebras, 
DegD«x,(j)) = e(DegD). 

PROOF. In thenotationofProposition b,(DegA)2 = dimz(A)A = e(dimz(DP) 
[Z(D): K] = e2(DegD)2. 0 

EXAMPLE. Assurne that Fis an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
zero, and let D be a division algebra over F that is finite dimensional over 
its center. If D1 = D«x)), then Z(D1) = Z(D)«x)) by Proposition b. Let 
nE N; choose a primitive n'th root of unity 'E F. Define (j E AutDl by 
(Lk~n xkak)" = Lk~n (xOkak· The inner order and the order of (j are both n. 
Moreover, the fixed field of (j!Z(D1) is Z(D)«xn)). Define D2 = D1 «Y,(j)). 
The center of D2 is given by Proposition b using y = 1: Z(D2 ) = {Ll~m ynlal : 
al E Z(D) «xn))} = Z(D)( (xn))( (yn)). By the corollary, the degree of D2 over 
its center is n(Deg D). 

Beginning with F, this construction can be iterated to obtain central 
simple division algebras with very interesting properties. This is the technique 
that we will use in Section 19.9 to prove an important theorem due to 
Amitsur. 

EXERCISES 

1. Verify that D«x,a)) is an F-algebra. 

2. Carry out the computation that was suggested in the last sentence of the proof of 
Proposition b. 

3. This exercise describes Hilbert's original example of a twisted Laurent series algebra. 
Let F be a totally ordered field, for example iQl or IR. Let K = F«x)). Define P = 
U:k;"nXkak E KO; an> O}, and for y, Z E K, write Z > Y if z - Y E P. 
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(a) Prove that the binary relation > is a total ordering of K such that: Z > Y 
implies Z + w > y + w for all y, z, W E K; and y > 0, Z > 0, implies yz > 0 for all 
y, ZE K. 

(b) Definea:K --+ KbY(Lhmxkak)" = Lk mxk2kak·ProvethataisanF-algebra 
automorphism that preserves the ordering of K, that is, Z > w implies z" > w". 
Show that a has infinite (inner) order. 

(c) Let D = K«y,a)). Define Q = {Lhn ykZk E D: Zn > O}, u > vif u - V E Q. 
Prove that D is a totally ordered division algebra with Z(D) = F. This result should 
be compared with Exercise 4 in Section 16.3, where it is proved that no division 
algebra that is finite dimensional over its center can be a totally ordered algebra. 

4. Let K = IFz«x)). Prove that there is an IFz-algebra automorphism a of K such that 
x" = x + xZ, and the fixed field of ais IFz. Define D = K«y,a)). Show that D is 
a division algebra with Z(D) = IF z. Prove that Dab = DO/D' is infinite, so that the 
determinant mapping of D cannot take its values in Z(D)". Hint. D' is a subgroup 
ofthe kernel ofthe valuation mapping of D. (The reduced norm is not defined for D 
since D is not finite dimensional over its center.) 

5. Let a be an automorphism of the field K that has finite order e. Denote the fixed 
field of a by F. Prove that the division algebra D = K«x,a)) has center F«xe)) 
and K«xe)) is a maximal subfield of D with K«xe))/F«xe)) cyc1ic. Hence D is 
a cyc1ic division algebra. Show that F«x)) is also a maximal subfield of D. Note 
that K«xe))/F«xe)) is an unramified extension, whereas F«x))/F«xe)) is totally 
ramified. 

19.8. Laurent Series Fields 

This section lays the foundation of the proof of a major result in the next 
section. The material that we present here is interesting in its own right, 
but our treatment of it is brief. Exercise 4 gives one result on division algebras 
over Laurent series fields. 

When Fis a field, the Laurent series algebra F«x» constructed from the 
identity automorphism of F is a field. Clearly, F«x» has uncountable 
dimension over F. Hence the transcendence degree of F«x» over Fis also 
uncountable. The discrete valuation of F«x» that was defined in Section 
19.7 is a basic tool in the study of F«x». We will denote this valuation by 
v. Since v is the only valuation of F«x» that we will use, it can be safely 
called the valuation of F«x». 

We will be interested in finite extensions of Laurent series fields. Some 
results from Chapter 17 will be used. In particular, it will be taken for 
granted that the valuation of F«x» has a unique extension to any field K 
such that K/ F( (x)) is finite, and K is complete under the extended valuation. 
This fact was proved only for extensions oflocal fields. The proof was based 
on Lemma 17.6b. A different approach is needed when the compactness 
hypothesis is replaced by completeness. Exercise 2 outlines a proof of the 
generalization of Proposition 17.6 that we need. 
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It will be convenient to have an intrinsie characterization of Laurent 
series fields. 

Lemma a. Let K be afield that is complete in the topology oJ a discrete valuation 
v. If Fis a subJield oJ K such that viF is trivial and if t E KO satisJies v(t) < 1, 
then the closure oJ F(t) in K is algebraically and topologically isomorphic to 
F«x». 

PROOF. Since v is trivial on Fand v(t) < 1, it follows from Lemma 17.7a 
that t is not algebraie over F. It is therefore an easy consequence of the 
Domination Principle that the algebras of finite Laurent series in t and x 
are isometrically isomorphie, provided v(x) is chosen to coincide with v(t). 
The lemma is then a consequence of Corollary 17.4a. D 

This lemmajustifies the notation F«t» to denote a field that is complete 
under a discrete valuation v such that viF is trivial and t is a uniformizer. 
The elements of F«t» are the Laurent series Lhn tkak, all ofwhich converge 
in the v-topology. 

Up to now we have avoided ramified extensions of fields with a valuation. 
It is no longer possible to sweep ramification under the rug. However, only 
the tamely and totally ramified extensions require our attention. 

Lemma b. Let K be afield that is complete in the topology oJ a discrete valuation 
v. Let F be a closed subfield oJ K such that K/Fisfmite, and the characteristic 
oJ the residue class field E(F) does not divide the natural number e. Denote 
the residue class mapping oJ O(K) to E(K) by x H X. 

(i) If XE O(K) satisfies x = 1, then x = ye Jor some y E O(K) such that 
y = 1. 

(ii) Assume that K/ F is a totally ramified extension, e = e(K/ F), t is a uni
Jormizer Jor F, and X ~ O(F) - P(F) maps onto E(Ft under the residue 
class mapping. There exists CE X and z E O(K) such that K = F(z) and 
ze = ct. 

PROOF. Let Cl»(x) = xe - x. The characteristic of E(F) does not divide e, 
so that the polynomial ~(x) = xe - X and its derivative exe- 1 are relatively 
prime. Since 1 is a root of Cl» modulo P(K), the assertion (i) follows from 
Hensel's Lemma. To prove (ii), let w be a uniformizer for K. If u = wer l , 

then v(u) = land U E E(Ft, because e = e(K/F) andJ(K/F) = 1. Therefore 
CE X exists satisfying U = c. Since the element x = u-lc satisfies x = T, 
it follows from (i) that x = ye for some y E O(K) such that y = 1. If z = yw, 
then ze = ct; and v(z) = v(w) because y E O(K) - P(K). Hence K = F(z) 
by Lemma 17.7b and the extended version of Lemma 17.6b. (See Exercise 
2 (a).) 0 
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A coro11ary of Lemma b will be used in Section 20.8. Although the resu1t 
has nothing to do with Laurent series fields, this is an appropriate p1ace to 
record it. 

CoroUary. If K/fJ p is a totally ramified, Galois extension of degree e and p 
does not divide e, then e divides p - l. 

PROOF. TheextensionofvptoKwill bedenoted byv. ByLemma b,K = fJ/z), 
where ze = cp with 1 ::::;; c < p. The po1ynomia1 xe - cp is irreducib1e in 
fJ p[ x] since [K: fJ p] = e. Therefore, a11 the roots of this po1ynomia1 are in 
K. It follows that there is a primitive e'th root of unity ( in K. Note that 
v(O = 1 because (e = 1, so that 1 - (k E O(K) and v(l - (k) ::::;; 1 for 
a11 k. The standard identity (Exercise 1) e = OO<k<e(l - (k) yie1ds 1 = 
v(e) = OO<k<e v(l - (k). Thus, v(l - (k) = 1 and ,k =F 1 for 0 < k < e. 

That is, , has order e in E(Kt = E(fJp)O = Fpo. In particu1ar, e divides 
p-l. 0 

Proposition a. Let K be a finite field extension of F«t» such that the char
acteristic of F does not divide [E(K): F)]. Denote e = eCK/Feet))) and 
f = f(K/F«t))). 

(i) There is a finite extension E/F with E ~ O(K) such that the residue 
class mapping y H Y is an isomorphism of E to E(K), E«t»/F«t» is 
unramified, and K/E«t» is totally ramified. 

(ii) K = E«z», where the minimum polynomial of z over E«t» is xe - yt 
with y E EO. 

(iii) [K: F«t»] = ef 

PROOF. Identify E(F«t))) with F. The degreefof E(K)/Fis not divisible by 
char F, so that the extension is separab1e. Thus, E(K) = F(x) for some 
x E O(K). The minimum po1ynomia1 <I> of x over Fis irreducib1e of degree 
fand (<1>,<1>') = l. Since it is also the case that <I> E o (F«t))) [x], Hense1's 
Lemma implies that x can be realized as the image of an x E O(K) that 
satisfies <I>(x) = O. Let E = F(x) ~ O(K). By construction, y H Y is an 
isomorphism of E to E(K). Since E/F is finite, vlE is trivial by Lemma 
17.7a. By Lemma a, the closure of E(t) is a Laurent series field E( (t» and 
[E((t»:F((t»] = [E:F] = [E(K):F] =f Thus, E«t»/F«t» is un
ramified and K/E«t» is totally ramified. By Lemma b, K = E«t»)(z), 
where z is a root of xe - yt with y E EO. This polynomial is irreducible 
because [K: E«t»] z e. Thus, ef = [K: F«(t»)]. Moreover, if u = 
Lk;;,ntkxk E E«(t», then u = Lk;;,nzeky-kxk E E«z». Thus, K = E«t»)(z) ~ 
E«z» ~ K. 0 

We will extend this result to the fields that are obtained by iterating the 
Laurent series construction. Another lemma is needed. 
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Lemma c. Assume that F is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
zero. Denote K = F((x1»)((X2» ... ((x.J). Jf e E N, then every element of 
KO has a representation in the form yex~(I)x~(2) ... x!(s) , where y E KO and 
o :::;; k(j) < e for 1 :::;; j :::;; s. 

PROOF. Define L = F((x1» ... ((xs- I» (L = F if s = 1). We can assume 
by way of induction that the lemma is true for L. If s = 1, then this is the 
case because Fis algebraically closed. Since K = L((xs»' every element w 
of KO can be written in the form zx:e+k(1 + L'~1 x!x,), where x, E L, z E LO, 
andO:::;; k < e.Byinduction,wehavez = y~X~(I) ... x:~~I),whereYl Er; 
and 1 + L'~1 x!x, = y~ for some Y2 E L((xs)t by Lemma b. Hence, 
w = y eXk(l) ••• Xk(s-I)Xk(s) where k(s) = k and y = y Y xi D 

1 s-1 s' 1 2 s' 

Proposition b. Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. 
Define L = F((x l » ... ((xs». Jf KIL is a field extension of degree n, then 
K = F((u 1» ... ((us»' where ul ' ••. , Us E K satisfy 

u~(i) = Uk(I,i) ... U~(i-l,i)X. , I ,-1., (1) 

e(1), ... , e(s) E N, e(l) ... e(s) = [K: L], and k(iJ) E 7l. satisfy 0 :::;; k(iJ) 
< e(j)for 1 :::;; j :::;; s, 1 :::;; i < j. 

PROOF. If s = 1, then K = E((ZI» with ElF finite, z~ = ax1 with a E EO 
by Proposition a. Since Fis algebraically closed, E = F, and u1 = Zla-l/e 

satisfies (1) and K = F((u1». Assume that the result holds for s - 1, where 
s ~ 2. Define LI = F((x1» ... ((xs- 1», so that L = LI ((xs». Proposition 
a yields a finite extension K11L1 of degree f(KIL) and Zs E K such that 
K = KI ((zs» , z:(S) = yxs' where e(s) = e(KIL) and y E Kf. We can assume 
by way of induction that K1 = F((u 1» ... ((Us- 1», the Ui satisfy (1) for all 
i< s, and e(1) ... e(s - 1) = f(KIL). By Lemma c, y = b:(S)U~(I,s) ... 
U!~~I,S) with bs E Kf and 0 :::;; k(i,s) < e(s) for 1 :::;; i < s. We complete the 
induction by putting Us = z.b.-1 • D 

EXERCISES 

1. Let K be a field of characteristic zero that includes a primitive e'th root of unity ,. 
Prove that e = I10<k<e(l - ,k). Hint. Differentiate the identity xe - I = Dosk<e 
(x - ,k), and put x = I. 

2. (a) Let F be a field that is complete in the v-topology of a valuation v that satisfies 
the triangle inequality. Let u" ... , u. be a basis of the n dimensional F-space M, 
and define the uniform norm on M by IID=, u;a;11 = max{v(a;): I ~ i ~ n}. Let 
0: M -+ IR be a mapping that is continuous relative to the uniform topology and 
satisfies O(x) ~ 0 with equality only if x = 0, O(xa) = O(x)v(a), O(x + y) ~ O(x) 
+ O(y). Prove that there exist c, d E IR+ such that clixii ~ O(x) ~ dllxll for all 
x E M. Hint. The existence of d follows from the continuity of O. Induce on n to get 
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the lower bound. The case n = I follows from the completeness of F. Show that if 
no CE R+ exists satisfying cllxll ~ O(x), then there is a sequence {xk} in M with the 
properties !im O(xJ = 0, Ilxkll = I for all k, and (for some j) xk = I?=l uiaik with 
all ajk = 1. Use the triangle inequa!ity for 0 and the induction hypothesis that OlM; 
satisfies (a) (where M; = {I UiCi : cj = O}) to conc1ude that {xk - x o} is a Cauchy 
sequence in M; with !imxk - X o = Y E Mi" Hence, limxk = X o + Y =f. 0, so that 
o = !im O(xk ) = O(xo + y) =f. O. 

(b) Let F he a field that is complete in the v-topology of a valuation v. Let Kj F 
be a finite field extension. Prove that if v can be extended to a valuation w of K, 
then w is unique and K is complete in the w-topology. Hint. Use the result of (a). 

(c) Let F be a field that is complete in the topology of a discrete valuation v. 
Let <I>(x) = xn + a1 xn - 1 + ... + an E F[ x] be irreducible. U se the following 
genera!ized form of Hensel's Lemma to show that if v(an) ~ I, then v(a) ~ 1 for 
all coefficients ai of <1>. The form of Hensel's Lemma that is needed for this problem 
is:if<l>E F[x] is monicand <i> = '1\01 inE(F)[x]with('I'1'0 1) = 1,then<l> = '1'0 
inO(v)[x],where'l' = '1'1'0 = 0 p anddeg'l' = deg'l'I.Foraproofofthisresult, 
see van der Waerden's book [73]. 

(d) Let Fhe a field that is complete in the topology of a discrete valuation v. As
sume that KjFis a finite extension of degree n. For XE K, define w(x) = v(NKIF(x»l/n. 
Prove that w is a discrete valuation of K that extends v. Hint. Show that w(x) ~ 1 
implies w(l + x) ~ I as folIows. Let <I>(x) = xm + a1 xm- l + ... + am be the 
minimum polynomial of x over F. Use (c) and the hypothesis w(x) ~ I to prove that 
v(ai) ~ I for all i. Then note that <I>(x - I) E O(F) [x] is the minimum polynomial 
of 1 + x and NK/F(l + x) is ±<I>( _I)"'m. 

3. Prove Puiseaux's Theorem: if F is algebraically c1osed, then for each e E N there is 
a unique extension Ke of F«x» with [Ke : F«x»] = e. Moreover, Ke = F«ze»' 
where (ze)" = X, that is Ze = X l/e. 

4. Prove that if F is an aigebraically c10sed field, then B(F«x))) = {I}. Hint. Use the 
result of Exercise 3. Note that F«xl/e»jF«x» is cyc1ic. Deduce from Lemma c 
that every element of F«x» is the norm of an element in F«xl/e». In particular, 
the norm of X l/e is x. It can he shown that F«x» is QAC, so that the result of this 
exercise is a corollary ofTheorem 19.2. 

19.9. Amitsur's Example 

The results and constructions of the last two sections will now be assembled 
to produce a division algebra D with a remarkable property: all maximal 
subfields of D are Galois extensions of Z(D) and their Galois groups are 
isomorphie. The construction is due to Amitsur. The algebra D will be used 
in Section 20.8 to prove the existence of division algebras that are not 
crossed products. 

Theorem. Assume that Fis an algebraically closed jield oj characteristic zero. 
Let (PPP2' .. , ,Pr) be a sequence ojprimes that are not necessarily distinct. 
Define D = F«xt))«Yp(Tt))«X2))«Y2,(T2)) ... «xr))«Yr,(Tr))' where (Ti is 
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the automorphism oJ F«xl))«Yl'O'l)) ... «Xi)) that is deJine by Xfi = (iXi 
with (i a primitive p/th root and xji = xj, yj' = Yj Jor j < i. The F-algebra 
D is a division algebra with center L = F«xlI))«Yl1)) ••• «xf'))«yf')) and 
degree P1PZ ... Pr' If K is a maximal subJield oJ D, then KjL is a Galois 
extensionandG(KjL) ~ (71.jp l 71.) x ... x (71.jpr 71.). 

The facts that Z(D) = Land DegD = Pl ... Pr follow from Example 
19.7 by induction. The rest of this section is occupied with the proof that 
KjL is Galois and G(KjL) = (71.jp l 71.) x ... x (71.jpr71.). This conclusion 
is obtained by an intricate, but straightforward analysis of the extension 
KjL, using the result of Proposition 19.8b. We will use an analogue of the 
logarithm mapping to do our bookkeeping. 

Lemma. There is group homomorphism 2: DO -+ EBt~l wi71. ~ EB2r 71. such 
that 2(x;) = WZi-1' 2(y;) = WZi ' and 2(FO) = 0. 

!'ROOF. Define 2 by induction on r. If r = 0, let 2(PO) = 0. If r > 0, Dl = 
F«xl))«Yl'O'l)) ... «xr-l))«Yr-PO'r-l))' and 21 : Df -+ EBt~lZ wi71. has 
been constructed with the required properties, define 2(z) for 

z = Y;(X~Zlm + I X~Zll)+ I trZZk (ZlmEDf'ZllEDpZ2kED1«Xr))) 
l>m k>n 

by 

2(z) = 21(Zlm) + w2r- lm + w2rn. 

According to this definition, 2(x i) = W2i- 1 ' 2(Yi) = WZ i, and 2(PO) = 0. If 

, n' ( m' , " ) " Z = Yr ,xr Zlm' + ~ ... + L.. "', 
l>m' k>n' 

then 

ZZ' = y;+n' (x~+m' (;'m Z lmz~m' + I ... ) + I .... 
l>m+m' k>n+n' 

Hence, 

It will simplify formulas if we modify our notation. Denote Xl = Xl' 
x2 = Yl' x 3 = x 2 ' ••• , x 2r = Yr · For 1 :::; i:::; 2r, define p(i) = Pi/2 if i is 

d ( ') 'f . . dd Le pli) h even an P I = P(i+l)/2 1 IIS 0 . t ti = Xi ,so t at 

L = F«(tl))«t2)) ... ((t2r)). 

By Proposition 19.8c, any maximal subfield K of DO is an extension of L 
that has the form 

(1) 
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where the uj are related to the Xj by 

tj = xy<j) = u1k(l,j) , .. ui_k~j-l,j)U;(j) (2) 

for I ::; j ::; 2r. The exponents in (2) satisfy e(j) E N and 0 ::; k(iJ) < e(j). 
Moreover, 

e(l)e(2) ... e(2r) = [K: L] = Pl ... Pr' 

The homomorphism A transforms (2) into a matrix equation 

~n = ~aß, 

(3) 

where~ = [w p ... ,w2r],nisthediagonalmatrixdiag(p(l), ... ,p(2r», 

le(l) -k(l,2) ... _k(I,2r)] 
ß = 0 e(2) . . . -k(2,2r) 
.. . 
o 0 e(2r) 

and a E M2r(7L) is defined by the condition [AU 1 , ... , AU2r] = ~IX. Since the 
entries of ~ are independent, it follows that n = aß. Therefore, IX is an upper 
triangular matrix 

a~n) 
1(1,2) 

'(1'2'll f(2) 1(2,2r) 

0 f(2r) 

and 

e(j)f(j) = p(j) for 1 ::; j ::; 2r. (4) 

Since e(j) and f(j) are integers with e(j) > 0, and p(j) is a prime, it follows 
from (4) that e(j) = 1 or p(j) for 1 ::; j ::; 2r. 

Let m be the least common multiple of {pp . .. , Pr}. Hence, 

m = l.c.m. {p(l), ... , p(2r)} 

also. Denote n(i) = m/p(i) E N, and v = diag(n(l), ... , n(2r». According 
to these definitions, 

(p(j), n(j» = I for 1::; j ::; 2r. (5) 

Moreover, vn = nv = Im. Thus, vaß = Im, and ßva = Im. This last system 
of 2r equations with integral coefficients can be used to invert the product 
(2). The result is 

Um - tn(l)l(l,j) ... tn(j-l)I(j-l,j)tn(j)!Ul 
j - 1 j-l j ' (6) 

(F ormally, [mAul' ... , mAU2r] = ~IXßva = ~nva = [At l' ... , At 2r] va; the 
formalism can be justified by applying the identity ßva = Im directly to (2).) 
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Denote Vi = u;(i). Since p(i)n(i) = m, it follows from (6) that 

(7) 

We will show by induction that 

F«u l )) ... «u)) = F«t l )) ... «t))(Vl' ... , vJ (8) 

The basis of the induction is the trivial case F = F. Assurne that (8) is 
satisfied when i = j - I. It is clear from (2) and the definition of Vi that 
F((tI)) ... «t))(v l , ... , V) ~ F«u l )) ... «u)). To reverse the inclusion, 
we must prove that uj E LI ((t))(v), where LI = F«t l )) ... «(tj-I))(Vl' ... , 
Vj-I) = F«u l )) ... «uj- I))· By(2), uj(j)ELI«t)) ~ LI ((t))(vj). Ife(j) = I, 
then we are through. Otherwise, e(j) = p(j) by (4). In this case uj(j) = 
Vj E LI «t))(v). It follows from (5) that uj E LI ((t))(v). Lemma 19.8a and 
(6) yield (8). 

DefineJ = {i: e(i) = p(i)}. Itisclearfrom(3) and (4) thatJ = {il' ... , ir} 
with i l < ... < ir, and e(iI)' ... , e(ir) is apermutation of the sequence 
PI' ... 'Pr' By using (8), 

K = L(vi , ••• , VJ. 
1 , 

(9) 

Indeed, K = L(v l , ••. , V 2r) is the case i = 2r of (8). Moreover, ifj f/: J, then 
e(j) = land vj = uj(j) = tj(j) E L by (2) (since 0 ::; k(i,j) < e(j) = I). 

We can now complete the proof of the theorem. By (9), K = Oi E J L( V J 
It follows from (7) that [L(v) : L] = p(i) or 1. (See Exercise 2, Section 15.5.) 
Since 

PI ... Pr = [K:L] 

= [(OiEJL(V)):L]::; OiEJ[L(v):L]::; OiEJP(i) 

= PI ... Pr' 

we must have [L(v): L] = p(i) for all i E J and [(OiEJL(vi)): L] = 
OiEJ [L(v): LJ. Thus, K = Q9iEJL(V) by Proposition 9.2(c). Since vr il E L 
and there is a primitive p(i)'th root of unity in L, the extension L(vi)/L 
is cyclic of degree p(i) for all i E J. By Lemma 15.3a, K/L is Galois with 
G(K/L) ~ OiEJG(L(v)/L) ~ O~=I Z/Pi Z , 

EXERCISES 

1. Give the details of the proof of (6). 

2. Let q be a function on {I, 2, ... , 2r} such that for each i :<:::; r, one ofthe numbers 
q(2i - I), q(2i) is Pi and the other number is 1. Prove that K = F«xf)))«Y'l(2))) 
«Xi(3))) ... «y;(2r))) is a maximal subfield ofthe division algebra D in the theorem. 
Give a direct proof that K/L is Galois and G(K/L) ~ (7L/pJl.) x ... x (7L/p,7L) in 
all cases. 
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Notes on Chapter 19 

The material in Seetion 19.1 is routine housekeeping. In Exercise 4 of this 
seetion we gave a hint of the work of Witt and Amitsur on generie splitting 
fields. The results in Seetion 19.3 are standard items of eommutative ring 
theory. Our presentation of them was influeneed by leetures of Professor 
Roger Wiegand. The exposition in Sections 19.2 and 19.4 follows the similar 
diseussion in Greenberg [38]. Seetion 19.5 amplifies a small part of the 
paper [12J by Auslander and Brumer. The material in Section 19.6 is a 
modified version ofNakayama's article [58]. Finally, the last three seetions 
ofthe ehapter closely parallel Jaeobson's exposition [48J of Amitsur's 1972 
paper [5]. 



CHAPTER 20 

Varieties of Algebras 

This final chapter returns to the general theory of algebras over a field. 
It provides abrief introduction to the theory of polynomial identities for 
algebras. Our main goal is to prove Amitsur's Theorem which establishes 
the existence of finite dimensional central simple division algebras that are 
not crossed products. The choice of topics in the chapter is motivated by 
this objective. Fortunately, many interesting results on polynomial identities 
are encountered in the proof of Amitsur's Theorem: the Amitsur-Levitzki 
Theorem, the existence of central polynomials, and the Kaplansky-Amitsur 
Theorem on primitive PI-algebras. 

20.1. Polynomial Identities and Varieties 

An F-algebra Ais commutative if xy - yx is zero for all x, y E A. Another 
way to state this definition is: the polynomial YoY 1 - Y 1 Yo in the free algebra 
F{YO,yl} (with Yo and Yl non-commutative) belongs to the kernel ofevery 
homomorphism of F{YO,yl} to A. The description ofpolynomial identities 
is obtained by generalizing this idea. 

Let Y = {Yi: i E J} be a set of non-commuting variables. The ward 
algebra over F in the symbols of Y is the convolution algebra F{ Y} on the 
fret groupoid generated by Y. The construction of F{ Y} is given in Section 
1.2, where it is also shown that F{ Y} is the free F-algebra on the set Y: any 
mapping from Y to an F-algebra A extends uniquely to an F-algebra homo
morphism of F{ Y} to A. The elements of F{ Y} are non-commuting poly
nomials in the variables of Y with coefficients in F. As usual, we will denote 
these polynom,ials by capital Greek letters cI>, 'P, e, and so on. In order to 

395 
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distinguish commuting and non-commuting variables, we will use the follow
ing convention throughout this chapter: bold faced x's (with subscripts) 
denote commuting variables, while bold faced y's are non-commuting var
iables. If t/!: F{ Y} -+ A is an F-algebra homomorphism and <D(Yi(ll' ... , 
Yi(m) E F { Y}, then the image of <D under t/! is denoted by <D(y 1, ... , Ym) if 
t/!(Yi() = Yj· Intuitively, t/!<D is obtained by substituting Yj for Yi(j) in the 
expression <D(Yi(1l' ... , Yi(m)· 

Definition. A polynomial <D E F{ Y}, or the equation <D = 0, is a polynomial 
identity of the F-algebra A if t/!<D = 0 for all F-algebra homomorphisms 
t/!:F{Y}-+A. 

In other words, <D(Yl' ... ,Ym) = 0 for all Yl' ... 'Ym E A. In this case, 
we will say that A satisfies the polynomial identity <D or <D = O. 

Proposition a. For W ~ F{ Y}, define m(W) to be the class of all F-algebras 
that satisfy <D = 0 for all <D E W. 

(i) Jf A E m(W) and 4>: B -+ A is an injective homomorphism of F-algebras, 
then BE m(W). 

(ii) Jf A E m(W) and 4>: A -+ Bis a surjective homomorphism of F-algebras, 
then BE m(W). 

(iii) Jf {Aj:j E J} ~ m(W), then [JjeJAj E m(W). 

PROOF. Assurne that A E m(W). If 4>: B -+ A is injective and t/!: F{Y} -+ B 
is any homomorphism, then 4>t/!<D = 0 for all <D E W because A satisfies 
<D = o. Hence, t/!<D = 0 since 4> is injective. Thus, B also satisfies <D = O. 
Therefore, B E m( W). Let 4>: A -+ B be surjective. Since F{ Y} is free, every 
homomorphism from F{ Y} to B can be written in the form X = 4>t/!, where 
t/!: F{ Y} -+ A is a homomorphism. It follows that X<D = 4>t/!<D = 4>(0) = 0 
and B satisfies <D = 0 for all <D E W, that is, BE m(W). Finally, let t/!: 
F{Y} -+ [JjEJAj' where {A j : JEJ} ~ m(W). If 7r i : [JjEJAj -+ Ai is the 
projection homomorphism and <D E W, then 7rit/!<D = O. Thus, 

t/!<D E n Ker 7r i = 0, 
iEJ 

which proves (iii). o 
A class of algebras with the properties (i), (ii), and (iii) of Proposition a 

is called a variety of algebras. The class of all F-algebras is the largest variety 
of algebras; the dass consisting of trivial algebras is the smallest variety. 
A variety m is called non-trivial if it indudes a non-trivial algebra. 

The proposition shows that every set of polynomials determines a variety. 
Our main objective in this section is to make the connection between varieties 
and polynomial identities more precise. 
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Proposition b. Let Y be a set of non-commuting variables. For a dass U of 
F-algebras, define ly(U) to be the set of all q, E F{ Y} that are identities of all 
AEU. 

(i) ly(U) is an ideal of F{ Y}. 
(ii) If ljJ is an endomorphism of F{ Y}, then ljJ(ly(U)) s;;;; ly(U). 

The proof of this proposition consists of routine applications of defini
tions. It is left as Exercise 1. 

An ideal I of an F-algebra B is called aT-ideal if ljJ(l) s;;;; I for all endo
morphisms ljJ of B. The correspondence between varieties and T-ideals is 
bijective, as we will see. Some useful preliminary facts are needed to prove 
this assertion. 

Proposition c. Let m be a non-trivial variety of F-algebras. For each set Y of 
non-commuting variables, define Cy(m) = F{ Y} /ly(m). Let n: F{ Y} --+ Cy(m) 
be the projection homomorphism. 

(i) Cy(m) is a non-trivial F-algebra in m. 
(ii) nl Y is injective and n(Y) generates Cy(m) as an F-algebra. 

(iii) If A E m and ljJ: n( Y) --+ A is a mapping, then ljJ extends uniquely to an 
F-algebra homomorphism of Cy(m) to A. 

PROOF. If A E m is non-trivial, then Y = 0 and Yi = Yj are not identities of 
A if i =F j. It follows that nl Y is injective. Moreover, Cy(m) is not the zero 
algebra if Y =F 0. If Y = 0, then ly(m) = 0 and cy(m) = F{ Y} = F. 
Since Y generates F{ Y} and n is surjective, it follows that n( Y) generates 
cy(m). By the definition of ly(m), there is a set {ljJj:j E J} ofhomomorphisms 
of F{Y} to various algebras Aj E m such that ly(ID) = njEJKerljJj' The 
homomorphism ljJ: F{ Y} --+ njE] Aj defined by ljJ(x) = ( ... ljJj(x) ... ) has 
the kernel ly(m), so that ljJ induces an injective homomorphism of Cy(m) to 
niE]Aj • Thus, Cy(m) E m since m is a variety. Let A E m and suppose that 
ljJ: nY --+ A is a mapping. The mapping t/I = ljJn: Y --+ A extends to a 
homomorphism of F{ Y} to A, and ly(m) is contained in the kernel of this 
homomorphism since A E m. Thus, t/I factors through n giving a homo
morphism ljJ: Cy(m) --+ A such that ljJn = t/I. In particular, ljJ is an extension 
ofthe given mapping ofnYto A. 0 

The algebra Cy(m) is called the free m-algebra on the generating set Y. 
We will often identify Ywith its image n(Y) in Cy(m). 

CoroUary a. Let m be a variety of F-algebras. If A is an F-algebra such that 
every finitely genera ted subalgebra of Ais a member ofm, then A E m. 

PROOF. Let Y be a set of variables such that there is a surjective homo
morphism t/I: F{Y} --+ A. If q, = q,(Yi(lP ... ,~' » E ly(m) and Yl' ... , 
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Ym E A, then the subalgebra of A that is generated by {Yl' ... , Ym} satisfies 
cI>: cI>(y l' ... ,Ym) = 0. Hence A satisfies cI>. This argument shows that 
ly(5!3) s; Ker ljJ. Thus, ljJ factors through the projection n: F{ Y} ~ Cy(5!3). 
In particular, there is a surjective homomorphism of Cy(5!3) to A. Since 5!3 
is a variety and Cy(5!3) E 5!3 by the proposition, it follows that A E 5!3. 0 

Theorem. Let Y be a set o/variables. The correspondences WI---+ 5!3(W) and 
U 1---+ ly(U) are inclusion reversing mappings /rom subsets 0/ F{ Y} to varieties 
and/rom classes 0/ F-algebras to T-ideals 0/ F{Y}. 

(i) ly(5!3(W)) ;;2 Wand equality holds if and only if W is aT-ideal. 
(ii) 5!3(ly(U)) ;;2 U and if Y is infinite, then equality holds if and only ifU is a 

variety. 

PROOF. By virtue ofPropositions a and b, the only parts ofthe theorem that 
need proofs are the "if" statements in (i) and (ii). Assume that W is a T- ideal 
in F {Y} and cI> E ly(5!3 (W)). We want to show that cI> E W, that is, n( cI» = 0, 
where n: F{ Y} ~ F{ Y} / W is the projection. This condusion can be obtained 
by proving that F{Y}/W E 5!3(W) because cI> E ly(5!3(W)). Let 'P(Yi(l)' ... , 
Yi(m») E W, and suppose that ljJ: F{ Y} ~ F{ y}/w. For each Yi E Y, choose 
cI>i E F{ Y} so that ljJ(Yi) = n(cI>} Extend the mapping Yi 1---+ cI>i to an endo
morphism cjJ of F { Y}. By construction, ljJ = ncjJ. Since W is a T- ideal, 
E> = 'P(cI>i(1)' ... , cI>i(m») E W. Therefore, 

ljJ('P(Yi(l), ... , Yi(m»)) = n'P(cjJ(Yi(l»)' ... , cjJ(Yi(m»)) = nE> = 0. 

This shows that ly(5!3( W)) = W if W is aT-ideal. Assume that U is a variety 
of F-algebras. We will use Corollary a and Proposition c to show that 
5!3(ly(U)) = U, provided Y is infinite. It can be assumed that U is non-trivial; 
otherwise ly(U) = F{ Y} and 5!3(ly(U)) is trivial. Let A E 5!3(ly(U)). If B is a 
finitely generated subalgebra of A, then there is a surjective homomorphism 
ljJ of F{ Y} to B because Y is infinite. The hypothesis A E 5!3(ly(U)) guarantees 
that ljJ = cjJn, where n: F{ Y} ~ Cy(U) is the projection mapping and 
cjJ: Cy(U) ~ B is a surjective homomorphism. Since U is a variety and 
Cy(U) E U by Proposition c, it follows that B E U. Therefore, A E U by 
Corollary a. 0 

Corollary b. Let Y be an infinite set 0/ variables, Ws; F{ Y}, and suppose 
that U is a class 0/ F-algebras. 

(i) ly(5!3( W)) is the smallest T-ideal in F{ Y} that contains W. 
(ii) 5!3(ly(U)) is the smallest variety 0/ F-algebras that contains U. 

The proofis left as an exercise. We will call 5!3(ly(U)) the variety generated 
by the dass U. By Corollary b, this variety doesn't depend on Y, except that 
Y should be infinite. To simplify notation, write 5!3(U) instead of 5!3(ly(U)). 
An alternative characterization of 5!3(U) is given in Exercise 3. If A is a 
member ofthe variety U, then Ais called a generic algebra for U if 5!3(A) = U. 
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CoroUary c. JfU is a variety oJ F-algebras and Y is an infinite set oJ variables, 
then Cy(U) is generic Jor U. 

PROOF. If A E U, then every finitely generated subalgebra of A is a homo
morphic image of Cy(U). Thus, A E 5B(Cy (U)) by Corollary a. The inc1usion 
5B( Cy(U)) s; U is c1ear from the theorem. 0 

EXERCISES 

I. Prove Proposition b. 

2. Prove Corollary b. 

3. Let U be a non-empty dass of F-algebras. Prove that A E m(U) if and only if there is 
a set {A j : j E J} ~ U, a subalgebra B of OjeJAj' and a surjective homomorphism 
cp: B ~ A. Rint. Show that the dass of all such A forms a variety that contains U. 

4. Let F be an infinite field, Y = {Yo}, and suppose U is any non-trivial variety of 
F-algebras. Prove that m(Iy(U)) is the variety of all F-algebras. Rint. Note that 
FE U, and therefore ly(U) = O. 

5. Let Y be an infinite set of variables and suppose that U is a non-trivial variety of 
F-algebras. 

(a) Let A E U contain a subset X such that lXi = I YI, X generates A, and every 
mapping of X to B E U extends to an F-algebra homomorphism. Prove that 
A ~ Cy(U). 

(b) Denote the natural projection of F{Y} to Cy(U) by TC. Prove that <I> E F{Y} 
is an identity for BE U ifand only ifl/tTC<I> = 0 for all homomorphisms l/t: Cy(U) ~ B. 

6. Assume that Y is an infinite set of non-commuting variables, and suppose that 
F is an infinite field. Denote r = YoY 1 - Y 1 Yo and (t = m(r), the variety of all 
commutative F-algebras. Prove the following statements. 

(a) Cy«(t) ~ F[ X], where Xis a set of commuting variables such that lXi = I YI. 
Rint. Use Exercise 5(a). 

(b) ly(F) = ly«(t). Rint. Use Exercise 5(b). 
(c) Fis generic for (t. 
(d) If U is a non-trivial variety of F-algebras, then (t ~ U. 
(e) Every commutative F-algebra is a homomorphic image of a subalgebra of a 

product of copies of F. Rint. Use Exercise 3. 

20.2. Special Identities 

The purpose of this section is to show that if an F-algebra A satisfies any 
non-trivial polynomial identity <I> = 0 (where <I> is not the zero polynomial), 
then A satisfies a non-trivial identity that has a rather special form. 

It is convenient to standardize our list of variables. The results of Section 
20.1 show that all infinite sets of variables yie1d equivalent results on poly
nomial identities. Uncountable sets are only needed to construct large free 
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algebras. Throughout the rest of this chapter, let Y = {Yi: i < w} with 
Yi =P Yj if i =P j. Our notation will usually omit a reference to this set Y. 
In particular, we will write l(m) for ly(m) and qm) for Cy(m). However, 
F{ Y} will still denote the word algebra on the standardized variable set Y. 

Every non-zero <ll E F{ Y} can be written uniquely as a sum of monomials 
<ll = M1 + ... + Mr , where ~ = Yi(l)' ... , Yi(k )aj' i(l) < w, and aj E FO. 
The non-negative integer kj is the degree of Mi" The degree of<ll is deg<ll = 
max{kj : I :::;; j :::;; r}. For each index i < w, the degree OfYi in the monomial 
~ = Yi(l) ... Yi(kJ)aj is the number of times that Yi appears in the product 
Yi(l) ... Yi(k)· We denote this number by degiMj • The degree of Yi in <ll = 
M 1 + ... + Mr is degi<ll = max{degi~: 1 :::;; j :::;; r}. 

A non-zero polynomial <ll is uniform if every monomial summand of<ll is 
a product of the same variables. That is, if <ll = M 1 + ... + M r , then 
degi<ll > 0 implies degj~ > 0 for 1 :::;; j :::;; r. If<ll is not uniform, then the 
monomial summands of <ll that involve the same variables can be grouped 
together. This process gives a representation <ll = <ll1 + ... + <ll. where 
each ~ is uniform and ifj =P k then there is a variable Yi such that degj<llj > 0 
and degi<l\ = 0 or vice verse. This representation of <ll is plainly unique. 
The polynomials ~ are called the uniform summands of <ll. 

Lemma. If I is aT-ideal of F{ Y} and<ll is a non-zero polynomial in I, then all 
uniform summands of<ll belong to I. 

PROOF. We can assurne that the variables in <ll are Yo, Y1, ... , Ym-1 and 
<I> = <ll1 + ... + <ll., <1>1' ... , <1>. the uniform summands of <1>. Induce on s. 
If s = I, then <I> is already uniform. We can assume that s > 1 and the <l>j 
are ordered so that Yo occurs in <1>1' ... , <l>r but not in <llr+1' ... , <1>. where 
1 :::;; r < s. Write<ll = \{I1 + \{I2' with 

\{I1 = <ll1 + ... + <llr' \{I2 = <l>r+1 + ... + <ll •. 

Since I is aT-ideal, 

\{I2(YO'Y1' ···'Ym-1) = \{I1(0,y1' ···'Ym-1) + \{I2(0'Y1' ···'Ym-1) 

= <ll(O, Y l' ... , Ym-1) E I, 

and \{I1 = <ll - \{I2 E l. The induction hypothesis applies to \{I1 and \{I2. Thus, 
<ll1' ... , <ll. E I. 0 

A non-zero polynomial <ll E F{ Y} is multilinear if degj<ll :::;; I for a11 i < w. 
If<ll is both uniform and multilinear, then<ll is a linear function of each of its 
variables, that is, 

<ll(x1' ... , xia + yjb, ... , xm) = <I>(x1 , ••• , Xi' ... , xm)a 

+ <I>(x1 , ••• 'Yi' ... , xm)b. 

In the next section we will derive a useful consequence of this linearity. 
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Proposition. Let I be aT-ideal 0/ F{ Y}. I/ <11 E I is a non-zero polynomial 
0/ degree n, then I contains a non-zero, multilinear polynomial 0/ degree at 
most n. 

PROOF. It can be assumed that the variables in <11 are Y l' ... , Y m' Denote 
k = k(<II) = max{degi<ll: I ::; i::; m}. If k = 0, then <11 is a non-zero 
constant, I = F{ Y}, and the result is obvious. If k = I, then <11 is multilinear 
by definition. Assurne that k > 1. Let 1 = 1(<11) be the number of i such that 
degi<ll = k. We proceed by double induction on (k,l), ordered lexico
graphically. Since I is aT-ideal, the variables in <11 can be permuted so that 
deg1<ll = k. Define 

'I'(Yo, Yl' Y2' ... , Ym) = <II(yo + Y1' Y2' ... ) 

- <II(yo, Y2' ... ) - <II(Yl' Y2' ... ). 

Then 'I' E I since I is aT-ideal and 

deg'l' ::; deg<ll = n, degi'l'::; degi<ll for 0::; i ::; m. (1) 

Since '1'(0, Yl' Y2' ... ) = -<11(0, Y2' ... ) = 'I'(Yo, 0, Y2' ... ), every mo
nomial summand M of'l' satisfies degoM = deg1 M = ° or degoM > ° and 
deg1 M > 0. Since degoM + deg1 M ::; k by the definition of '1', it follows 
that 

dego'l' < k and deg1'l' < k. (2) 

If'l' =f. 0, then the combination of (I) and (2) gives the conc1usion that either 
k('I') < k(<II) or k('I') = k(<II) and 1('1') < 1(<11). In this case, the lemma 
follows from our induction hypothesis. It remains to prove that 'I' =f. 0. Let 
Nbe a monomial summand of<ll such that deglN = k. Write 

N = MOy1M1Yl ... Mk-1y1Mka, 

where the Mi are (possibly empty) monomials in Y2' ... , Ym and a E PO. 
It is c1ear that N(yo + Y l' Y 2' ... ) = L Ns , where the sum ranges over all 
S ~ {I, ... , k}, and Ns is obtained from N by replacing Y 1 with Yo exactly in 
those positions that precede an Mi such that i ES. Thus, N0 = N(y l' Y 2' ... ), 
Nrl •...• k} = N(yo, Y2' ... ), and 

N(yo + YP Y2' ... ) - N(yo, Y2' ... ) - N(y1' Y2' ... ) = L Ns· 
0*S*(1 •...• k} 

The latter sum is not empty because k ~ 2. Moreover, the various summand 
Ns are distinct; and they are all different from the monomials that arise 
by applying this process to other monomial summands of <11, because 
Ns(Y p Y l' Y 2' ... ) = N. Therefore, 'I' =f. 0. D 

Corollary. If the F-algebra A satisfies a non-trivial polynomial identity <11 = ° 
with deg<ll = n, then A satisfies a non-trivial identity A = ° in which A is 
uniform, multilinear, and deg A ::; n. 
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This result follows from the lemma and proposition, together with the 
observation that I(A) is aT-ideal by Proposition 20.1 b. 

The polynomials that are uniform and multilinear have the following 
form: 

(3) 

where the sum runs over all permutations p of {O, 1, ... , m - I} and 
ap E F. Conversely, (3) defines a uniform, multilinear polynomial. 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove that every proper T-ideal of F{ Y} is eontained in the T-ideal that is generated 
by YOYI - YIYO' Hint. Use Exereise 6, Seetion 20.1. 

2. (a) Prove that if F does not satisfy <I> = 0, then the T-ideal generated by <I> is F{ Y}. 
In particular, this is the ease if<l> has a non-zero eonstant term. 

(b) Prove that the uniform, multilinear polynomial A defined by (3) generates 
a proper T-ideal if and only if L a" = O. 

3. <I> E F{ Y} is Yi-homogeneous if the degrees of Yi in the monomial summands of <I> 
are equal. 

(a) Prove that if<l> E F{ Y} is not zero then for eaeh i < co, <I> = 'PI + ... + 'Ps, 
where all 'Pj are Yi-homogeneous and degi'P l < ... < degi'Ps ' 

(b) Prove that if F is infinite, I is aT-ideal in F{ y}, and <I> = 'PI + ... + 'Ps 
as in (a), then 'PI' ... , 'Ps E I. Hint. Choose a l , .•. , as distinet in F, and invert the 
system of equations LJ=I 'I'/Yo, ... , Yi' ... )a~(i) = <I>(yo' ... , akYi' ... ), where 
n(j) = degi'l'j' 

(e) Prove that if F is infinite, then every T-ideal is generated (as aT-ideal) by 
polynomials that are homogeneous in all variables. 

4. Prove that if ehar F = 0, then every T-ideal is generated by uniform, multilinear 
polynomials. Hint. Use the result ofExereise 3(e) and the proeess that was introdueed 
in the proof of the proposition. 

20.3. Identities for Central Simple Aigebras 

For n E N, denote by 6 n(F) the dass of all central simple F-algebras A such 
that Deg A = n. Our interest in this section focuses on the variety m(6n(F)) 
that is generated by 6 n(F). It will be convenient to denote this variety by 
mn , or mn(F) when the field F has to be identified. Our main result is that 
every A E 6 n(F) is generic for mn • In particular, Mn(F) is generic. This fact 
provides a powerful tool for investigating the polynomial identities of mn • 

The proof of this result is based on the survival of polynomial identities 
under scalar extension. The simplest case of this phenomenon occurs for 
multilinear identities. 
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Lemma a. Let X be a subset oJthe F-algebra A such that XF = A. If A(yo, 
Yl' ... , Ym-l) is a uniform, multilinear polynomial such that A(xo,xl' ... , 
xm- l) = 0 Jor all XO,Xl , ... , xm- l EX, then A satisfies A = O. 

PROOF. If(uo,ul' ... ,Um_l)EAm, then since XF= A there exist Xl' ... , 
Xn E X and aij E F such that uj = L7;l xiaij for all j < m. The assumption 
thatAisuniformandmultilinearyieldsA(uo,ul ,··· ,Um-l) = LA(xi(o),"" 
Xi(m-l)ai(O)O ... ai(m-l)m-l = O. Thus, A satisfies A = O. 0 

There is a similar result for arbitrary polynomials, but it imposes stronger 
algebraic hypotheses. 

Lemma b. Let KIF be aJield extension, where F is infinite. Assume that B is 
a K-algebra and Ais an F-subalgebra oJ B such that AK = B. If$ E F{Y}, 
then A satisJies $ = 0 if and only if B satisJies $ = O. 

PROOF. Since A is an F-subalgebra of B, the assumption that B satisfies $ 
implies that A satisfies $ by Proposition 20.la. Assume that A satisfies 
$(yo,yl' ... ,Ym-l)' For an arbitrary natural number n, reindex a sub set of 
Yby {Yij: i < m, I ::;j::; n}, and let {xl' ... ,xn} be a set ofvariables 
that commute with each other and with all of the Yij' Substitute LJ;l YijXj 
for Yi in $, and expand the resulting polynomial as a sum of monomials in 
the x's with coefficients in F{Y}, say 

'" _ '\' k(l) k(n)", ( ) '" - L...Xl ... xn "'k ... Yij'" , 

summed over all sequences k = (k(1), ... ,k(n)) of non-negative integers 
such that L k(i) ::; deg $. We will show that $k = 0 is an identity for A. Let 
xij be arbitrary elements of A. For all choices (al' ... , an) E F n, LXijaj E A. 
Therefore, 

o = $(L xO.Pj' ... , L xm-l.p) = L a~(l) ... a!(n)$k( ... xij ... ). 

Since F is infinite, it follows that $k('" Xij ... ) = O. (See Exercise 
1.) This formal result yields the conc1usion that B satisfies $. In fact, if 
Zo, ... , zm-l E B, then for a suitable nE N, Xij E A (i < m, I ::; j ::; n), and 
b l' ... , bn E K, we have Zi = L,xijbj. Consequently, $(zo, ... , zm-l) = 
L b~(l) ... b~(n)$k( ... x ij . .. ) = O. 0 

Proposition. If A E 6 n(F), then m(A) = mn • 

PROOF. If F is finite, then all algebras in 6 n(F) are isomorphie to Mn(F). 
In this ease, the proposition is c1ear from the definition of mn • Assume that 
F is infinite. Let K be the algebraic c10sure of F. By Lemma b, I(A) = 
I(A K) n F{Y} = I(Mn(K)) n F{Y} = I(Mn(F)K) n F{Y} = I(Mn(F)). 
Thus,I(A) = I(6iF» and m(A) = m(l(A» = m(l(6n(F» = 'Un. 0 
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CoroUary a. Jf <l> E I(mn), then deg <l> ~ 2n. 

PROOf. Since I(~n) = I(Mn(F», it suffices to prove that Mn(F) does not 
satisfy <l> if deg <l> < 2n. If this is not the case, then by Corollary 20.2, Mn(F) 
satisfies a uniform, multilinear identity A of degree m < 2n, A = LY p(O) 

Yp(l) ... Yp(m-l)ap ' summed over the permutations P of {O, 1, ... , m - I}. 
We can assurne that a1 '# O. Define a homomorphism t/I: F{Y} ~ Mn(F) 
such that t/I(Yo) = 811 , t/I(Yl) = 812 , t/I(Y2) = 822' ... , t/I(Ym-l) = 8" if 
m = 2r - 1, and t/I(Ym-l) = 8,,+1 if m = 2r. Since m < 2n, this prescrip
tion can be filled. PIainIy, t/I(YOYl ... Ym-l) = 81r or 81,+1' On the other 
hand, if i > j, then t/I(YiY) = 8,.8tu with t < s. Hence, t/I maps all monomial 
summands of A to zero, except YoY 1 ... Ym-l a1 • This gives the contradiction 
o = t/lA = 8 1,a1 (or 81,+1 a1) '# O. 0 

PROOF. If m ~ n, then I(Mm(F» ;2 I(Mn(F» because Mm(F) is a homo
morphic image of a subalgebra of Mn(F). (See Exercise 2.) Hence, m1 S;;; 

m2 S;;; m3 s;;; ••• by the proposition. The fact that these inclusions are strict 
will follow from the Amitsur-Levitzki Theorem and Corollarya. 0 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove that if Fis an infinite field, and 0 E F[xl , ... , xn] is such that 0(ap ... , an) 
= 0 for all (al' ... , aJ E Fn, then e is the zero polynomial. 

2. Letm < n.DefineBtobethesetofmatricesinMn(F)thathavetheformlX = [~ ~J 
with ß E Mm(F) and Y E Mn_m(F). Prove that B is a subalgebra of Mn(F), and the 
mapping IX I--> ß is a surjective homomorphism of B to Mm(F). 

3. Show that the conclusion of Lemma b can be false if F is finite. Hint. IF p satisfies the 
identity yg - Yo = O. 

20.4. Standard Identities 

The standard polynomial of degree n is 

rn(Yl' ... , Yn) = L(sgnp)Yp(l) ... Yp(n)' 

where the sum is over all permutations P of {I, ... , n}. The equation 
rn = 0 is called the standard identity of degree n. 

The standard identitiescan be viewed as a sequence of progressively weaker 
versions of the commutative Iaw YIY2 - Y2Yl = O. Indeed, r 2(Yl' Y2) = 
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Y 1 Y 2 - Y 2 Y l' Our principal aim in this section is to prove that M/F) 
satisfies the identity r 2n = O. This result leads to a useful characterization 
of the degree of a central simple algebra. For future reference, we collect 
some obvious properties of the standard identities. 

Lemma a. (i) The standard polynomials are uniform and multilinear. 
(ii) If p is apermutation oJ {I, ... ,n}, then r n(Yp(1)' ... ,Yp(n») = 

(sgn p )rn(y p ... , Y n)' 
(iii) If </>: {I, ... , n} ..... w is a mapping that is not injective, then 

r n(Y</>(l), ... 'Y</>(n») is the zero polynomial. 
(iv) If n 2:: 2, then rn(y l' ... , Yn) = LJ=l ( -1)j+1yj r n_1 (y l' ... , Yj' ... , 

Yn) = L'i=1(-1)n+jr n- 1(Y1' ""Yj' ···,Yn)Yj· 

It follows from Corollary 20.3a that Mn(F) does not satisfy rm = 0 if 
m < 2n. On the other hand, it is easy to show that any k dimensional 
F-algebra satisfies rm = 0 for all m > k. (See Exercise 2.) In particular, 
Mn(F) satisfies rn2+1 = O. The gap between 2n - land n2 + I is closed by 
an important result that was first proved by Amitsur and Levitzki. They 
showed that Mn(F) satisfies r 2n = O. We will give a proof of this result 
that is based on a standard property of matrices. 

Lemma b. Let F be a field oJ characteristic zero, and suppose that C is a 
commutative F-algebra. IJ rJ. E Mn(C) satisfies tr(rJ.k) = 0 Jor I ~ k ~ n, 
then rJ.n = O. 

PROOF. We need the following version ofNewton's identities: 

where ~ E Q [Xl' ... ,xnJ has zero constant term for I ~ j ~ n and 
Lk = x~ + '" + x~. The proof of (1) is outlined in Exercise 5. Since 
char F = 0, we can assurne that 8 j E F[ Xl' ... ,xnJ. Let X be a set of 
commuting variables such that there is a surjective F-algebra homomorphism 
</>: F[ XJ ..... C. Define the surjective F-algebra homomorphism r/J: Mn(F[ XJ) 
..... Mn( C) by r/J([ aijJ) = [</>(aij)]. Choose ß E Mn(F[ XJ) so that r/J(ß) = rJ.. 

Clearly, </>(tr(ßk)) = tr rJ.k = 0, that is, tr(ßk) E Ker </> for 1 ~ k ~ n. Let 
bp ... , bn be the characteristic roots of ß in the algebraic closure of the 
fraction field of F[ XJ. Note that b~ + ... + b: = tr(ßk). Therefore, by (1) 
and the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem, 

ßn + 8 1 (tr ß, ... , tr ßn)ßn-1 + ... + 8 n(tr ß, ... , tr ßn)l = O. 

Since the polynomials 8 i have no constant terms and tr ßk E Ker </>, we con
clude that all summands except ßn are in Ker r/J. Hence, rJ.n = r/J(ßn) = O. 0 

Amitsur-Levitzki Theorem. Mn(F) satisfies the identity r 2n = O. 
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PROOF. Since r 2n is uniform and multilinear, it will suffice by Lemma 20.3a 
to prove this result when F is a prime field. In fact, we can assume that 
F = 0 since Mn(lFp) is a homomorphic image of MnCZ), which in turn is a 
subring of MiO). (This argument is justified by a routine extension of 
Proposition 20.1 a to Z-algebras.) Henceforth assume that char F = O. Let A 
be the exterior (or alternating) F-algebra on a 2n-dimensional F-space. As is 
customary, denote the multiplication of A by (x,y) 1-+ X /\ y. It follows from 
the definition of A (see Exercise 6) that A = EBis2nAj' where Ao = IAF, 
Al = zlFEB ... EB z 2nF, Zi /\ Zi = 0 for 1 :::;; i:::;; 2n, Zj /\ zi = -(Zj /\ Zi) 
if j ::p i, and for 2 :::;; k :::;; 2n, the set of elements ziel) /\ ... /\ Zi(k) with 
1 :::;; i(l) < i(2) < .. , < i(k) :::;; 2n is an F-space basis of Ak • In particular, 
A 2n = (Zl /\ '" /\ z2JF. The subspace C = EBjsnA2j is obviously a 
commutative sub-algebra of A. Define B = Mn(A). We can consider B as 
a free Mn(F)-module on the basis {Ziel) /\ .. , /\ Zi(k)} of A. With this 
viewpoint, define ß = ZlIXl + Z 2 0:2 + '" + z2nIX2n' where IX 10 IX2, ... , 
IX2n E Mn(F). Using part (iv) of Lemma a, it is easy to show by induction 
on k that 

(2) 

where the sum is over all sequences (i(I), ... , i(k» with 1 :::;; i(l) < i(2) 
< ... < i(k) :::;; 2n. In particular, ß2 E Mn(C). If k is even, then Lemma a 
yields 

k 

rk(O:l' ... , o:J = L (-I)i+llXirk_l (0:1 , .•. '&j' ... , o:J 
i~l 

k 

= L (-I)irk_l (IX 1O ... , &j' ... , IXJIXj. 
i~l 

Thus, rt(o:1O ... , IXk) = (l/2)L~~1 (-I)i(Y/Xj - O:jYj)' where Yj abbreviates 
rk-l(lX p ... ,&j, ... ,IXk)·Inparticular,trrk(lXl , ... ,IXk) = 0, and in general 
tr rk(IXi(l), ... , IXi(k» = 0 if k is even and 1 :::;; i(l) < ... < i(k) :::;; 2n. 
Therefore, tr ß21 = 0 for 0 :::;; I :::;; n by (2). It follows from Lemma b that 
ß2n = O. That is r 2.l0:1 , IX2, ... ,0:2n) = 0 by (2). Since IXl , 0:2, ... , IX2n can 
be any matrices in MnCF), it follows that r 2n = 0 is an identity of Mn (F). 0 

Corollary. If Fis an infinite field, KIF is a field extension, and A E 6(K), 
then DegA = n if and only if AF satisfies r 2n = 0 and AF does not satisfy 
r 2n- l = O. 

The corollary is an immediate consequence of Proposition 20.3 and the 
Amitsur-Levitzki Theorem. 
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EXERCISES 

1. Prove Lemma a. Hint. Deduce (iii) from (iv) by induction on n. To prove (iv) write 
r. = D=l Yj~' where degj~ = o. Show thatclll = r._ l (Y2' ... , Y.) bycomputation. 
Use (ii) to obtain r. = (-l)j-lr'{Yj'Yl' ... 'Yj-l'Yj+l' ... ,Y.), and apply the 
previous result to fmd ~. 

2. Use Lemma 20.3a and Lemma a to prove that if A is a k-dimensional F-algebra, 
then A satisfies rm = 0 for an m > k. 

3. Prove that if rm = 0 is a polynomial identity of A, then r. = 0 is a polynomial 
identity of A for an n > m. Hint. Use Lemma a(iv). 

4. Use induction and Lemma a to prove (2). 

5. Prove Newton's identities in the form ofequation (1). Hint. Write 

• 
'11 = n (x - x;) = x' + clIl x·-l + ... + clI.- l X + clI., 

i=l 

where ~ E Q[xl , ... , x.J. Note that 

• 
nx·-l + (n - l)clIlx'-l + ... + clI.-l = d'P/dx = L ('11 - 'P(xi»/(x - Xi) 

i=l 

• = L «x' - x~) + clIl (x·-l - X~-l) + ... + clI._ l (x - xi»/(x - xJ 
i=l 

Derive the recursion relation (I - k)clI,.-l = LI clI,.-2 + L2 clI,.-3 + ... + Lk-l for 
2 ~ k ~ n. Derive the same relation for k = n + I from the fact that 'P(x;) = 0 
for an i. 

6. Let Fbe a field, and nE 1\1. Define the exterior algebra on an n dimensional F-space 
to be 

A = F{ylO ... , y.}/I, 

where Iis the ideal of F{y l' ... , Y.} that is generated by an elements (y 1 a l + ... + 
y.a.)2, where ai E F. Denote Zi = Yi + I. Let the multiplication on A be denoted by 
(x, y) f--+ X " y. Prove the fonowing statements. 

(a) Zi " Zi = 0 for 1 ~ i :s; n; Zi " Zj = - Zj " Zi. 
(b) A F is spanned by the set of an elements of the form I, Z l' ... ,Z., ... , 

Zi(l)' " ... " Zi(kl' ••• ,Zl " Z2 " ... " Z •• 

Define Ao = IF, and, for 2 ~ j :s; n, Aj = LZi(l) " ... " zi(j)F, where the 
sum is over an sequences I ~ i(l) < ... < i0) ~ n. Let Bj be the F-subspace of 
F{Yl' ... , Y.} that is spanned by the monomials of degreej. 

(c) 1('\ (Bo + BI) = O. Hence Ao + Al = IFEB zlFEB ... EB z.F. 
(d) Forj ~ 2, I ('\ ~ is the F-subspace of F{Yl' ... , Y.} that is spanned by the 

set ofproducts X 1X 2 ••• Xj' wherexl , X 2 ' ••• , xjEB1 . 

(e) Define an F-space homomorphism 4>: B. -+ Fby 4>(Yp(l) ... Yp(.» = 0 if p 
is not a permutation of {I, ... , n}, or 4>(Y P( 1) ••• Y PI.» = sgn p if pis a permutation. 
If Xl' ... , X. E BI are given by xj = L~=l Yiaij' then 4>(x 1 ••• x.) = det[ aijJ. 

(f) The mapping 4> in (e) induces an F-space homomorphism of A. to F that 
maps Zl " ... " Z. to 1. 

(g) The list of elements in (b) is an F-space basis of A. 
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20.5. Generic Matrix Aigebras 

In this section we begin a study of the free mn-algebra on the standard 
alphabet Y = {Yi: i < co}. These algebras are the center of our attention 
in the rest ofthe chapter. To avoid useless repetition ofhypotheses, we will 
assurne in this section that the field Fis infinite. 

To simplify notation we will write Cn (or if necessary CiF» instead of 
qmJ. Thus, en = F{Y}/I(mn), where I(mJ is the T-ideal ofidentities that 
are satisfied by central simple algebras of degree n. The first result of this 
section gives an alternative description of Cn. 

Let X = {x~J): I ~ i, j ~ n, k < co} be a set of independent commuting 
variables. As usual, F[X] denotes the integral domain of (commuting) 
polynomials in all x~J) with coefficients in F, and F(X) is the fraction field of 
F[X]. For each k < co, define ,<k) = [x~J)] E Mn(F[X]) ~ MiF(X». The 
matrices ,<k) are called the standard generic n by n matrices over F. We will 
sometimes use the abbreviations , and [xij] for ,(0) and [xg]. Let Bn (or 
BiF» denote the F-subalgebra of Mn(F(X» that is generated by g<k): 
k < n}; Bn is called the generic matrix algebra of degree n over F. 

Lemma. (i) Bn ~ Mn(F[ X]). 
(ii) BnF(X) = Mn(F(X». 

(iii) Cn ~ Bn by an isomorphism that maps Yk to ,<k). 

PROOF. The inclusion (i) is clear from the observation that Mn(F[X]) is a 
subalgebra of Mn(F(X) that contains { ,<k): k < co}. The system of equations 

,<k) = L BijX~J), 1 ~ k ~ n2 

lSi,jSn 

can be solved for Bij as a linear combination of ,(1), ... , ,<n2 ) with coefficients 
in F(X). Indeed, the coefficient matrix [x~;)] of the system is non-singular 
by Lemma 19.1. Thus, Mn(F(X» = L~~l ,<k)F(X) ~ BnF(X) ~ Mn(F(X», 
which proves (ii) and a bit more. Since Bn E mn (by Lemma 20.3b), it follows 
from Proposition 20.1c that there is an F-algebra homomorphism 4>: Cn -+ Bn 

such that 4>(yJ = eIn). The image of 4> is a subalgebra of Mn(F(X» that 
includes all e<k). Thus, 4> is surjective. Let ~(Yo, ... , Ym-l) E F{Y} be such 
that 7t~ E Ker 4>, where 7t is the projection of F{ Y} to Cn; that is, ~(,<O), ... , 
,Im-lI) = O. We will show that ~ = 0 is an identity of Mn(F), so that 
~ E I(Mn(F» = Ker7t. Let (X<k) = [a1J)] E MiF) for k < m. There is a 
homomorphism X: F[X] -+ F such that X(x~J) = a~J); and X induces an 
F-algebra homomorphism t/!: Mn(F[X]) -+ Mn(F) by t/!([bij]) = [X(bij)]' 
Plainly, t/!(~<k) = (X<k) for k < m. Thus, ~«(X<O), ... , (X<m-l) = t/!(~(,<0l, ... , 
,<m-l)) = O. It follows that 4> is an isomorphism. D 

The lemma proves that Bn can be viewed as the free mn-algebra with the 
free generating set { ,<k): k < co}. Thus, Cn can be replaced by Bn in all future 
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work. However, the alternative use of BII or eil can often clarify proofs: 
we will write eil when freeness is to be emphasized, and BII if matrix properties 
are of central importance. 

Proposition. lf Fis an infmite field, then BII(F) is a non-commutative domain. 

PROOF. We will show that BII is a prime algebra (rJJJlIß = 0 implies cx = 0 
or ß = 0), and eil has no non-zero nilpotent elements. The proposition will 
then follow by an elementary computation. Assume that cx, ß E BII satisfy 
cxBIIß = Oandcx "" O.BythelemmaMII(F(X))ß = MII(F(X»cxMIl(F(X»ß = 
MIl(F(X»F(X)cxBIlß = O. Thus, ß = O. The assumption that eil contains a 
non-zero nilpotent element is equivalent to the existence of 4> E F{ Y} such 
that 4> = 0 is not an identity of eil but <Il" = 0 is an identity of eil for some 
k ~ 2. By Corollary 19.7, there is an extension K of Fsuch that 6(K) con
tains a division algebra D of degree n. (For example, let K = F(x1 , ••• , XII)' 

andD = K«x,o),wherexf = x i+1.) By Lemma20.3b and Proposition 20.3, 
D satisfies <Il" = 0, but D does not satisfy 4> = o. Since D is a division algebra, 
this situation is impossible. Thus, eil and BII have no non-zero nilpotent 
elements. Finally, if cx, ß E BII satisfy cxß = 0, then (ßYCX)2 = ßycxßycx = 0 
for all y E BII . Consequently, ßBllcx = 0 and ß = 0 or cx = O. Therefore, BII 

is a domain. 0 

The result of the proposition if false without the hypothesis that F is 
infinite. See Exercise 2. 

EXERCISES 

1. Prove that if~, 'I' E F{ Y} are such that ~'I' = 0 is an identity of M.(F), then either 
~ = 0 or 'I' = 0 is an identity of M.(F). 

2. Prove that ~ = (YOYI + YIYO)2 + (YoYt + YtYo) is not an identity of M 2(f2), hut 
~2 is an identity of M 2(f2). Hint. Show that if IX, ß E M 2(f2), then (IXß + ßIX)2 is a 
scalar matrix. 

20.6. Central Polynomials 

The first polynomial identity for M 2(F) was discovered by Wagner in 1936. 
ItistheidentitY(YoYl - Y1YO)2Y2 - Y2(YOYl - Y1YO)2 = O. VieweddifTer
ently, Wagner's identity says that in MiF), (cxß - ßCX)2 is always an element 
ofthe center. 

A polynomial 4> E F{ Y} is central for an F-algebra A if 1/14> E Z(A) for 
all homomorphisms 1/1 of F{ Y} to A. If 4> = 0 is a polynomial identity of A, 
then 4> is clearly central. In this case, 4> is called trivial; a central polynomial 
4>(yo, ... , Ym-l) is non-trivial if 4>(xo, ... , xm- 1) "" 0 for some xo, ... , 
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Xm- 1 eA. It follows from Wagner's identity that (YOY1 - Y1YO)2 is central 
for M 2 (F); it is also non-trivial. The constant polynomial that takes a value 
in po is also central and non-trivial but not very interesting. 

If U is a class of F-algebras and ~ e F{Y}, then ~ is central for U if ~ 
is central for all A e U. If ~ = ~(Yo, ... , Ym-1)' then it is clear that ~ is 
central for U if and only if ~Ym - Ym~ e leU). In particular, if m is a non
trivial variety of F-algebras and A e m is generic, then ~ is central for m if 
and only if ~ is central for A. Our interest centers on the polynomials that 
are central for the varieties mn • 

Lemma a. For an infinite field F and n e N, the Jollowing properties oJ 
~(Yo' ... , Ym-1) are equivalent. 

(i) ~ is central Jor mn • 

(ii) ~ is central Jor en • 

(iii) 1t~ e Z( en)' where 1t: F{ Y} -+ en is the projection. 
(iv) ~(~(O), ••• , ~(m-1» e Z(Bn)' 
(v) ~(ixo, ... , CXm- 1) e Z(Mn(F»Jor all CXo' ... , CXm- 1 e Mn(F). 

(vi) ~ is centralfor Mn(K)Jor some (all) K 2 F. 

PRooF. The equivalence of (i), (ii), and (v) is a special case of oUf previous 
observations. Clearly, (ii) implies (iii). By Lemma 20.5, (iii) and (iv) are 
equivalent. Finally, (iv) implies (v) because there is a surjective F-algebra 
homomorphism cp: Bn -+ Mn(F) such that cp(~(k» = cxl for k < m. Since F 
is infinite and K/Fis an extension, I(Mn(F» = I(Mn(K» 11 F{ Y} by Lemma 
20.3b. Thus, (v) is equivalent to (vi). 0 

To simplify matters we will say that ~ is n-central if it satisfies the condi
tions (i) through (v) of Lemma a. Moreover, it will usually be assumed that 
Fis infinite, so that the property of being n-central is generally independent 
of the ambient field. 

Lemma b. Jfn > I, ~(yo, ... , Ym-1) e F{Y} is n-central and~(O, ... ,0) = 
o then ~ = 0 is an identity oJ Mn- 1 (F). 

PRooF. For cxo' ... , cxn.-1 e Mn-1 (F), define ßk = [~k ~J in Mn(F). Since 

~ is n-central, there exists a e Fsuch that ~(ßo, ... , ßm-1) = 'na. However, 
it is clear from the form of the ßk and the hypothesis ~(O, ... , 0) = 0 that 

( ß) - [~(cxo, ... ,cxm- 1) 0J 
~ ßo, ... , m-1 - 0 0 . 

Thus, a = 0 and ~(cxo' ... , cxm- 1) = O. o 

It is natural to ask whether non-trivial, non-constant n-central poly
nomials exist for all n. It turns out that there is a surfeit ofthese polynomials, 
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but to exhibit one of them is surprisingly difficult. With a simple non-trivial 
n-central polynomial in hand, we will be able to show that the center of Bn 

is very large, which, by Lemma a, implies the existence of numerous n-central 
polynomials. 

The first construction of non-trivial n-central polynomials was given by 
Formanek in the 1972 paper [33]. 

Formanek's Theorem. Let F be an infinite field. For each n E N there is a 
non-trivial n-central polynomial 0 such that 0 is homogeneous of degree n2. 

PROOF. We can assurne that n ~ 2; Yo is plainly a non-trivial l-central 
polynomial. Let Xl' ... 'Xn ' Xn+1 be independent commuting variables. 
Define 

n 

cI>(x p ... , xn' xn+1) = TI (Xl - x;)(xn+1 - X;) TI (Xi - Xj )2. 
i=2 25i<j5n 

We will use the following simple fact. 

If d l' ... , dn are elements in an extension K of F, 
and if pis a permutation of {I, ... , n}, (1) 

then cI>(dp(ll' ... , dp(n)' dp(l» = TIi<j(di - d/. 

Write cI> as a sum of distinct monomials, 

cI> = "xl(1) ••• xl(n)xl(n+l)a 
L., 1 n n+l l' 

where the sum is over all sequences I = (/(1), ... , I(n), I(n + 1» of non
negative integers such that L I(k) = n(n - 1) and al is in the prime field of 
F. Define 0 E F{ Y} by 0 = '1'1 + '1'2 + ... + 'l'n' where 

'I'(Yo, YP Y2' ... , Yn) = Ly~1)YIy~2)Y2 ... Yny~n+1)al' 

and 

'l'k(YO' Yl' Y2' ... , Yn) = 'I'(Yo, Yk' Yk+l' ... , Yn, Yl' ... , Yk-l)· 

Clearly, 0 is homogeneous of degree n2 . We will show that 0 is n-central. 
Let K be the algebraic c10sure of the field F(X) that was introduced in 
Section 20.5, that is, X = {x\7): 1 ::;; i,j ::;; n, k < w}. Let 

J Jd, ... °1 
lo dJ 

be an arbitrary diagonal matrix in Mn(K), and suppose that p and (J are 
mappings of {I, ... , n} to itself. Define a homomorphism t/I: F{ Y} ~ Mn(K) 
such that t/I(yo) = band t/I(Yk) = Gp(k)t1(k)' the matrix unit, for 1 ::;; k ::;; n. 
The main step of the proof is to show t/l0 = 0 unless 
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pis a permutation of {I, ... , n}, 
a(1) = p(2), a(2) = p(3), ... , a(n ~ 1) = p(n), (2) 
and a(n) = p(l); 

and t/Je = Inni<j(di - dj)2 if(2) is satisfied. We begin with the observation 
that t/J(yg l )Ylyg2)Y2 ... Ynygn+l ») = t:p(1)a(1)t:p(2)a(2) ... t:p(n)a(n)d~md~m ... 
d~~'Zd~~~)l) is zero unless a(1) = p(2), a(2) = p(3), ... , and a(n - 1) = 
p(n). Thus, t/J'P = 0 if these conditions aren't met; and if they are, then 
t/J'P = t:p(l)a(n) L d~m ... d~~~~d~~~~l)a, = t:p(l)a(n)Cll(dp(l) , ... , dp(n), da(n»)· 
Since {p(1), ... , p(n), a(n)} ~ {I, ... , n}, it follows that 

n 

Cll(dp(l)' ... ,dp(nl' da(n») = n (dp(l) - dp(i»)(da(n) - dp(i») n (dp(i) - dp(j»)2 
i=2 2s. i<js.n 

is zero unless p is apermutation of {I, ... , n} and a(n) = p(1). Thus, (2) 
is a necessary condition for t/J'P =I O. If (2) holds, then (1) yields t/J'P = 
t:p(l)p(1) ni<j (di - d)2. It is c1ear from the symmetry of (2) that t/J'Pk = 0 if 
(2) is not satisfied and t/J'Pk = t:p(k)p(k) ni<j(di - dj)2 when (2) holds. Con
sequently, t/Je = 0 if (2) fails and t/Je = (L~=l t:p(k)p(k») ni</di - d/ = 
In ni</di - d/ when (2) is satisfied. In all cases, t/Je E Z(Mn(K)). Since e 
is linear in Y l' ... , Y n' it follows that e( 15, ßp ... , ßn) E Z(Mn(K)) for all 
ßp ... , ßn E Mn(K). Let d p d2, ... ,dn be the eigenvalues of the generic 
matrix ~(O). These elements are distinct (by Exercise 2), so that ~(O) = (X-lb(X 

for a suitable (X E Mn(Kt. Thus, 

e(~(O), ~(1), ••• , ~(n») = (X-le(b, (X~(1)(X-l, ... , (X~(n)(X-l)(X E (X-1Z(Mn(K))(X 

= Z(Mn(K)). 

By Lemma a, e is n-central. We saw that there is a homomorphism t/J: 
F{ Y} --+ Mn(K) such that t/Je = In ni</di - d)2 =I O. That is, e = 0 is 
not an identity of Mn(K). Since F is infmite e = 0 is not an identity of 
Mn(F). Thus, e is non-trivial. D 

Razmyslov has given an example of a non-trivial n-central polynomial 
of degree 2n2 - 1 that is uniform and multilinear. (See [65].) These poly
nomials are also non-trivial on Mn(F) when F is finite by Lemma 20.3a. 
An exposition of Razmyslov's construction is available in Jacobson's 
paper [49]. 

EXERCISES 

1. Use the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem and the observation that tr(a.ß - ßa.) = 0 to 
prove Wagner's identity (YOYl - YlYO?Y2 - Y2(YOYl - YlYo? = 0 for M 2 (F). 

2. Prove that if ~ = [xij] is a generic matrix, then the characteristic roots of ~ (in the 
algebraic closure of F(x i)) are distinct. Hint. Let R = F[ X 11' X w ... , xnn]; note 
that R is a unique factorization domain. The characteristic polynomial of ~ has the 
form 11> = xn + a1 xn- 1 + ... + an with ai E R. Use Gauss's Lemma to show that 
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if e has multiple eigenvalues then W factors non-trivially in R[ x J. Obtain a contradic
tion by defining a homomorphism t/I of R to an extension of F such that e is mapped 
to a matrix whose characteristic polynomial 'P is irreducible, and note that t/lw = 'P. 

3. Compute the 2-central polynomial that is given by the construction in the proof of 
Formenak's Theorem. 

20.7. Structure Theorems 

We have reached a high point ofthis chapter. It is now possible to show how 
restrictive polynomial identities can be. The first part of the section presents 
the Kaplansky-Amitsur Theorem. This result is a cornerstöne in the theory 
of polynomial idel1tities. We will use the Kaplansky-Amitsur Theorem to 
prove a result that is applicable to the algebras Bn• 

Recall that an F-algebra Ais primitive ifthere is a simple right A-module 
Mthat is faithful: Mx = 0 implies x = O. 

Lemma a. Let A be a primitive F-algebra that satisfies a polynomial identity 
of degree n ;?: 1. Suppose tha.t M is a simple, faithful right A-module. If 
D = EA(M), then D is a division algebra, dirn DM = m ~ n12, and 
A ~ Mm(D). 

PROOF. By Schur's Lemma, D is a division algebra. If dirn DM ;?: m > n12, 
then there exist elements Ul ' ... , Um E M that are linearly independent over 
D. Denote N = DU l EB ... EB Dum, a submodule of DM. Clearly, B = 
{x E A: Nx ~ N} is a subalgebra of A. By the Density Theorem of Section 
12.2, the mapping <p: B -+ Mm(D), defined by <p(x) = [du] if Uix = tAjUj, is 
surjective. A routine calculation shows that <p is an algebra homomorphism. 
By Proposition 20.1a, Mm(D) and its subalgebra Mm(F) satisfy a polynomial 
identity of degree n. Since n < 2m, this conclusion contradicts Corollary 
20.3a. Thus, dirn DM = m ~ n12, and the argument given above (with 
U l ' ••. , um taken to be a basis of M) shows that A ~ Mm(D)-in this case, 
<p is an isomorphism because M is faithful. D 

The lemma shows that a primitive algebra can satisfy a non-trivial 
polynomial identity only ifit is Artinian. The Kaplansky-Amitsur Theorem 
strengthens this conclusion. 

Kaplansky-Amitsur Theorem. Let A be a primitive F-algebra that satisfies 
a polynomial identity of degree n ;?: 1. If E is the center of A, then A is a 
central simple E-algebra and Deg A ~ n12. 

PROOF. Let M be a simple, faithful right A-module. Denote the division 
algebra EA(M) by D. If a E E, then the right multiplication endomorphism 
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Pa belongs to Z(D). By Zorn's Lemma there is a maximal subfield K of D 
that satisfies Z(D) s; K. Define B = Kp(A)* s; EK(M)*, and consider M 
as a right B-module. Since M is a simple A-module, it is also a simple B
module. The elements of Bare endomorphisms of M, so that M is necessarily 
a faithful B-module. We will show that K = EB(M). First note that K S; 

EB(M) because K S; CB(B) = Z(B). If fjJ E EiM), then fjJ E EA(M) = D. 
Moreover, a.fjJ = fjJa. for all a. E K. Hence, K(fjJ) is a subfield of D that con
tains K. By maximality, fjJ E K(fjJ) = K. Next, note that by Lemma 12.4a 
and Proposition 9.2c, B ~ A Q9E K = AK. In particular, B satisfies a poly
nomial identity of degree at most n by Proposition 20.2 and Lemma 20.3a. 
Therefore, B ~ Mm(K), where m .:s;; n12. Thus, dimEA = dimKB = m2 . 

Another application of Lemma a completes the proof of the Kaplansky
Amitsur Theorem. 0 

Corollary. Let A be an F-algebra such that J(A) = O. If A satisfies a poly
nomial identity of degree n, then there is an injective homomorphism fjJ: A ~ 
nieJAi' where Ai E 6(K;), KdF is afield extension, DegAi .:s;; n12, andfor 
allj E J, the projection homomorphism 'Ttj : nieJAi ~ A j maps fjJ(A) onto A j • 

PROOF. Let {AT;: i E J} be the set of maximal right ideals of A, Ji = ann 
(AIAT;) = {x E A: Ax s; AT;} <1 A, and Ai = AIJi. Each Ai is primitive and 
satisfies a polynomial identity of degree n. By the Kaplansky-Amitsur 
Theorem Ai E 6(Ki) (with Ki = Z(A;) of course) and DegAi .:s;; n12. Map 
fjJ: A ~ nieJ Ai by fjJ(x) = ( ... x + Ji . .. ). Plainly fjJ is a homomorphism, 
'TtifjJ(A) = Ai' and Kercp = nieJJi s; nieJNi = J(A) = O. 0 

Lemma b. Assume that F is an infinite field. Let A be an F-algebra such that 
J(A) = O. Assume that A satisfies a non-trivial polynomial identity. If I is a 
non-zero ideal of Athen In Z(A) #- O. 

PROOF. By the corollary it can be assumed that A is a subalgebra of the 
product nieJAi where each Ai is central simple over an extension Ki of F, 
max {Deg Ai: i E J} < 00, and 'TtiA = Ai' The fact that 'Tti is surjective implies 
that 'Tt;CI) is an ideal of the simple algebra Ai' hence 'Tti(I) = 0 or Ai' Since 
I #- 0, 'Tt;(I) = Ai for at least one i E J. Let m = max {Deg Ai: 'Tti(I) = AJ 
Choose a non-trivial m-central polynomial cI>(Yo, ... , Yk-l) E F{ Y} with 
zero constant term. By the choice of m, there exist Xl' ... , xk E I and an 
indexj E J such that 'TtjcI>(x1, ... , xk) is a non-zero element of Z(A). Since 
the constant term of cI> is zero, cI> (x p ... , xk) E I. The proof can be completed 
by showing that 'TticI>(X 1 , ••• , xk ) E Z(A;) for all i E J because nieJ'Tti l 
(Z(A;) s Z(A). If 'TtJI) = 0, then 'TticI>(x P •.. , xk) E Z(A;) is clear. If 
'Tti(I) = Ai' then DegAi .:s;; m. If DegAi < m, then cI> = 0 is an identity of 
Ai by Lemma 20.6b. In this case, 'TticI>(X 1 , ••• , x k) = cI>('Tti(X 1), ••• , 'Tti(Xk» = 
O. If DegAi = m, then cI> is central for Ai' so that 'TticI>(X1, ... , Xk) = 

cI>('Tti(X 1), ••• , 'Tt;(Xk» E Z(A i ). 0 
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Proposition. Assume that F is an infinite field. Let A be an F-algebra that 
satisfies a polynomial identity 0/ degree n ~ I. If A is a domain whose center 
is the field K, then A E 6(K) is a division algebra and Deg A ::;; n12. 

PROOF. Let B = A[x] be the F-algebra of polynomials in the variable x 
with coefficients in A. Note that XE Z(B). Since B ~ A Q9 F[x] ~ AF(x) 
and A satisfies a polynomial identity of degree n, so does B satisfy an identity 
of degree n. Moreover, J(B) = O. In fact, if z #- 0 in B, then the degree of 
I - xz is at least one. Hence I - xz is not a unit of B. Indeed, the fact that 
Ais a domain implies degw1 w2 = degw 1 + degw2 , so that BO = AO. By 
Proposition 4.3, z rt J(B). It follows from Lemma b that every non-zero 
ideal of B contains a non-zero element of Z(B). If I is a non-zero ideal of 
A, then I[x] is a non-zero ideal of B. Thus, (I n Z(A)) [x] = I[x] n 
Z(A)[x] = I[x] n Z(B) #- 0, and In K = In Z(A) #- O. Since K is a 
field, it follows that 1= A. This argument shows that A is simple and 
therefore primitive. (The annihilator of any simple A-module is necessarily 
zero.) The proposition follows from the Kaplansky-Amitsur Theorem. 0 

EXERCISES 

l. Prove the converse of the corollary: if A is a subalgebra of IleJ Ai' where each Ai 
is central simple (over a field Ki) with DegAi ::0; m for all i E J, and 1ti(A) = Ai for 
an i E J, then J(A) = 0 and A satisfies a polynomial identity of degree 2m. 

2. Let A be an F-algebra that satisfies a non-trivial polynomial identity. Prove that A 
is Artinian if and only if A is Noetherian and an prime ideals of A are maximal. 
Hint. See the Exercise of Section 4.5. 

3. (a) Let <I> E R[xr, where R is a commutative ring, say <I>(x) = a + xh l + ... + 
xnbn with a, b l , ... , bn E R. Prove that a E RO and b l , ... , bn are nilpotent. Hint. 
Use the results in the exercise of Section 4.5. 

(b) Let A be an F-algebra and suppose that B is a subalgebra of A. Assume that 
<I> E B[ x] satisfies <1>(0) = 0 and 'I' E A [x] satisfies (I - '1') (I - <1» = I. Prove that 
'I' E B[ x J. Hint. Show 'I' = ('I' - 1)<I>n+1 - <I> - <1>2 - ... - <l>n for an nE N. 

(c) Prove that if Ais an F-algebra such that P(A) = 0, then J(A[x]) = O. Hint. 
For <I> = ao + xa l + ... + xnan, an "# 0, denote the number of non-zero ai by 
w(eII) and let /(eII) = an. Put w(O) = /(0) = O. Let r = min{w(eII): eIIEJ(A[x])}. 
Show that if eil "# 0 and w(eII) = r, then aiell = <l>aJor an coefficients ai of eil. Hence, 
eil E B[ x] for a commutative subalgebra B of A (that depends on eil). Apply (b) 
to xell and use (a) to show that the leading coefficient of eil is nilpotent whenever 
w(eII) = r > O. Deduce that {/(eII): w(eII) ::0; r} ~ P(A). 

(d) Generalize the proposition to F-algebras A such that P(A) = O. 
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20.8. Universal Division Aigebras 

In this section the major theorems of this chapter merge with earlier results 
on division algebras to settle what was long considered to be the most 
important problem in the theory of central simple algebras: is every division 
algebra a crossed product? The expected negative answer turned out to be 
correct. 

It is assumed in this section that the field Fis infinite. If F is finite, then 
every A E 6(F) is a crossed product. 

Since Cn(F) is a domain by Proposition 20.5, its center R = Z( Cn) is an 
integral domain. Let Ln = Ln(F) be the fraction field of R. Define Dn = 
Dn(F) = Cn Q9R Ln' 

Proposition. (i) Dn is a central division algebra over Ln with Deg Dn = n. 
(ii) The mapping Z 1--+ Z Q9 I embeds Cn in Dn as an R-subalgebra. 
(iii) Every element of Dn has the form w Q9 x-1 for suitable w E Cn and 

XEL~. 

PROOF. The statement (iii) is a consequence of the observation that (Z 1 Q9 
X~l) + (Z2 Q9 X 21) = (ZlX2 + Z2Xl) Q9 (X 1X 2)-1. If Z #- 0 in Cn , then 
zQ9 1 #- 0 in Dn • (See Exercise 3.) Thus, the R-algebra homomorphism 
Z 1--+ Z Q9 I is injective. If (Zl Q9 X~1)(Z2 Q9 X 21) = 0, then ZlZ2 Q9 1 = 0 
and ZlZ2 = O. Since Cn is a domain, it follows that Zl = 0 or Z2 = O. Thus, 
Dn is also a domain. Moreover, Z Q9 x-1 E Z(Dn) implies that (yz - zy) ~ 
x- 1 = 0 for all y E Cn. Hence, Z E Z(Cn) = R, and Z Q9 x- 1 = 1 Q9 ZX- . 
Thus, Z(Dn) ~ Ln is a field. It is a consequence of Lemma 20.3a and the 
Amitsur-Levitzki Theorem that Cn and Dn satisfy the standard identity 
r 2n , but they do not satisfy r 2n- 1 • It follows from Proposition 20.7 that 
Dn E 6 n(Ln) is a division algebra. 0 

The algebra Dn(F) is called the universal division algebra of degree n for 
the field F. (Ofcourse, Fis not the center of Dn(F) ifn > 1.) It is convenient 
to identify Cn with its image Cn Q9 R in Dn• By the third part of the pro
position, Cn is an essential R-submodule of Dn• That is, if w E D~, then 
wR n Cn #- 0: there exists x E R - {O} such that wx E Cn. 

Lemma a. Assume that KIF is afield extension and A E 6 n(K). 

(i) If <!>.' Cn ---t A is an F-algebra homomorphism, then <!> (Z( Cn)) S;;; K. 
(ii) If Z 1> ••• , zm are distinct, non-zero elements of Cn, then there is an 

F-algebra homomorphism <!>.' Cn ---t A such that <!>(Z 1)' ... , <!>(zm) are 
distinct elements of AO. 

PROOF. The property (i) is an easy consequence of Lemma 20.6a. The proof 
of (ii) breaks into three steps. If x E Z(Cn) - {O}, then <!>(x) #- 0 for some 
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F-algebra homomorphism of Cn to A. In fact, by Lemma 20.6a, x = n (<I», 
where n: F{ Y} -+ Cn is the projection homomorphism and <I> is a non
trivial, central polynomial for Mn(F). Thus, <I> is a non-trivial, central 
polynomial for A by Lemma 20.6a. That is, there is a homomorphism 
1jJ: F{Y} -+ A such that 0 # 1jJ<I> E Z(A) = K. Since Kern = I(iDn(F)) ~ 
I(A), there is a homomorphism </J: Cn -+ A such that ljJ = </Jn. In particular, 
</J(x) = </Jn(<I» = 1jJ<I>. Next, assurne that Z E Cn - {O}. By the proposition, 
Z E D~, where Dn E 6(Ln) is a division algebra. It follows that Z is a root of 
a polynomial xk + Xk- 1X1 + ... XXk- 1 + Xk E Ln [x], Xk # O. Let x E R -
{O} be such that XjX E Z(Cn) for 1 ~ j ~ k. In particular, xkx # O. There
fore, there is a homomorphism </J: Cn -+ A such that </J(xkx) # O. Thus, 
</J(Z)(</J(Z)k-1</J(X) + </J(Z)k-2</J(X1X) + ... + </J(Xk- 1X))</J( -XkX)-l = 1 and 
</J(z) E AO. To prove (ii), let Z = Zl ... Zm TI 1,.; i<j,.;m(Zi - Z). If </J: Cn -+ A 
is a homomorphism such that </J(z) E AO, then </J(z 1)' ... , </J(zm) are obviously 
distinct, non-zero elements of AO. 0 

We now prove a technical result that is the heart of Amitsur's Theorem. 
In order for Dn to be a crossed product, there must be a maximal subfield 
E of Dn such that EjLn is Galois. Using Lemma b, this assumption leads to 
a very strong conclusion about the existence of maximal subfields of central 
simple division algebras over arbitrary extensions of F. For many choices of 
n and F, this line of reasoning produces a contradiction. Hence, Dn cannot 
be a crossed product. 

Lemma b. Assume that E is a subfield of Dn such that EjLn is Galois. If KjF 
is afield extension and D E 6 n(K) is a division algebra, then there is a subfield 
L of D such that Lj K is Galois and G(Lj K) ~ G(Ej Ln)' 

PROOF. We will use the following notation: R = Z(Cn), G = G(EjLn). Since 
EjLn is Galois, it is simple: E = Ln[x] for a suitable x E E. Ifthe minimum 
polynomial of x over Ln has degree m, then x is a root of a polynomial 
ao + xa1 + ... + xmam in R[ x] with ao # O. For each Ci E G, the Noether
Skolem Theorem provides a non-zero element u" E Dn such that 

(1) 

Note that every x" is in E because EjLn is Galois. An essential point ofthe 
proof is the fact that x and all u" can be found in Cn , and we can assurne 
that x" E R[x] for all Ci E G. Four observations make this claim obvious: 
Ln n Cn = R; if Y E Dn , then yb E Cn for some non-zero b ER; only a finite 
number of elements in Dn require such an adjustment so that a single b will 
do the job for all ofthem; the equations (1) remain true when all the entries 
that appear in them are multiplied by the same b. Henceforth, assurne that 
x and all u" are in Cn, and x" E R[x] ~ Cn for all Ci E G. Under these condi
tions, Lemma a provides an F-algebra homomorphism </J: Cn -+ D such that 
the </J(x") are distinct and not zero, </J(ao) # 0, and </J(u,,) # 0 for all Ci E G. 
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Define L = K(cP(x)). Since D is a division algebra in 6(K), L is a subfield 
of D and L = K[ cP(x)]. By Lemma a, cP(R[ x]) s;;; L. In particular, cP(xa) E L 
for all a E G. The fact that cP(x) is a root ofthe non-zero polynomial cP(ao) + 
xcP(a1) + ... + xmcP(am)EK[x] impliesthat [L:K]:$; m. Theproofwill 
be finished by defining an injective group homomorphism of G to G(LjK). 
Once we have such a mapping, it will follow that m = IG I :$; I G(LjK) I :$; 

[L: K] :$; m, so that LjK is Galois and G(LjK) ~ G. For a E G, define 
X( a) to be the inner automorphism of D that is given by w H wx(a) = 
cP(ua)-l wcP(ua). If w E K = Z(D), then wx(a) = W. By (I), cP(x)x(a) = 
cP(U;l xua) = cP(xa) E L, so that x(a)IL E G(LjK). Generalizing this compu
tation, we find that ify = Li<kXiCi E R[x], then cP(ya) = cP(Li<k(XaYCi) = 
Li<k cP(xaYcP(c;) = Li<k (cP(x)X(a)YcP(c;) = cP(y)X(a). In particular, cP(x)X(at) = 
cP(xat ) = cP(xa)x(t) = cP(x)X(a)x(t). Hence, x(a't')IL = (x(a)IL)(X('t')IL); a H 

x(a)IL is a homomorphism from G to G(LjK). This homomorphism is 
injective because the cP(x") are distinct elements of D. Indeed, if cP(x)x(a) = 
cP(x), then cP(xa) = cP(x), so that a = 1. D 

Amitsur's Theorem. If Dn(Q) is a crossed product, then n = 2S Qlq2 ... qr 
where s :$; 2 and qp q2' ... , qr are distinct oddprimes. 

PROOF. Assume that Dn(Q) is a crossed product, say Eis a maximal subfield 
of Dn(Q) with EjLn Galois. By Theorem 19.9, there is a field extension KjQ 
and a division algebra D E 6 n(K) such that if L o is a maximal subfield of 
D with LojK Galois, then G(LojK) is a product of cyclic groups of prime 
orders. By Lemma b, G(EjLn) must be a product of cyclic groups of prime 
orders. Let p be a prime such that p does not divide n and (n,p - I) :$; 2. 
F or example, p = 2 will do if n is odd. Otherwise, see Exercise 4. By Theorem 
17.10, there is a division algebra~ D E 6 n(Qp). By Lemma b, D contains a 
maximal subfield L such that LjQp is an abelian extension of degree n and 
G(LjQ p) is a product of c~clic groups of prime <!rders. By Proposition 17.7 
there is a field Fbetween Qp and L such that FjQp is unramified and LjFis 
totally ramified: e(FjQp) = I, e(LjF) = [L: F] = e(LjQp). Since G(LjQp) 
is a product of cyclic groups of prime orders, it is a semisimple 7L -module: 
subgroups are direct summands. In terms of subfields tbis observation 
implies that ther:e is a subfield M of L such that MF = Land M (\ F = Qp. 
It follows tha~ MjQp is totally ramified ~with [M: Qp] = e(MjQp) = 
e(LjF) = e(LjQp)' By Corollary 19.8, e(MjQp) divides n and p - 1. Thus, 
[M: Q p] = I <!r 2. By Proposition 17.8, GiFjQ p) is a c~clic homomorphic 
image ofG(LjQp)' wbich implies that [F: Qp] = IG(FjQp) I is a product of 
distinct prime factors. Therefore, n = [M: Qp] [F: Qp] = 2Sql ... qr' where 
s = 0, I, or 2, and q l' ... , qr are distinct odd primes. D 
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EXERCISES 

1. Prove that if Fis a finite field, then M.(F) is a crossed product for all nE N. 

2. Prove that tr. degL.(F)jF is infinite for all n ~ 2. 

3. With the notation and hypotheses of the proposition, prove that if z ® I = 0 in 
D., then z = O. Hint. Use the construction in Chapter 9 to show that if z ® I = 0 
in D., then z ® I = 0 in C. ® Rx-1 for some XE R - {O}. Verify that Z f-+ Z ® 
x-1 and z ® yx-1 f-+ zy are inverse isomorphisms between C. and C. ® Rx-1, 

and deduce that z ® I = 0 implies z = o. 
4. Let n E N be even. Show that there is a prime p such that p does not divide n and the 

greatestcommondivisorofnandp - I is2. Hint. Use the Dirichlet DensityTheorem 
on {rn - 1: rEN}. 

5. Prove that if Fis a local field, MjFis a finite extension, and K and L are intermediate 
fields such that M = KL, F = K n L, KjF is unramified, and MjK is totally ram
ified, then MjL is unramified and LjFis totally ramified. 

6. Let [be a non-zero proper T-ideal of F{ Y} such that ct>'I' E [implies ct> E [ or 'I' E l. 
Prove that [ = [(m.) for some n E N. Hint. Argue as in the proposition that F{ Y} j [ 
is generic for some m •. The converse of the result in this exercise was given in Exercise 
1, Seetion 20.5. 

7. Amitsur's Theorem leaves open two questions: "are algebras of prime degrees 
crossed products?"; "are algebras of degree 4 crossed products?" The answer to 
the first of these questions is not known. The purpose of this exercise is to outline 
the proof of a theorem due to Albert that settles the second question positively. 

Theorem. Every division algebra of degree 4 in 6(F) contains a maximal subfield 
E such that E = K ® L, where K and L are quadratic extensions of F. 

For simplicity we will assume that char F 1= 2. The theorem is true without this 
restrietion, but the proof is different. 

(a) Prove that if D contains a quadratic extension of F, then the result of the 
theorem follows. Hint. Let K = F(x) be a subfield of D with [K: F] = 2. Denote 
the non-identity automorphism of Kj Fby u. Choose u E D according to the Noether
Skolem Theorem so that u-1 xu = u". Note that v = u2 E CD(K). Prove that if 
v ~ F, then F(v) n K = F and F(v)K is a subfield of D. Conclude that L = F(v) 
does the job in this case. Show that if v E F, then (K,u,v) is isomorphie to a quaternion 
algebra A E 6(F) that is a subalgebra of D. Deduce from the Double Centralizer 
Theorem that D is a tensor product of two quaternion algebras. 

(b) Prove that if D has exponent 2, then D contains a subfield K such that [K: F] 
= 2. Hint. Show that if Exp D = 2, then there is an isomorphism tjJ: D --+ D* and 
tjJ2 E AutFD. Invoke the Noether-Skolem Theorem to find u E DO such that tjJ2(X) = 
u-1 xu for all x E D. Show that u-1 tjJ(x)u = tjJ(u)tjJ(x)tjJ(U)-l for all x E D, and con
clude that utjJ(u) E F. Prove that if tjJ(u) 1= u, then v = tjJ(u) - u satisfies tjJ(v) = - v, 
F(v2) C F(v), and either F(v)jFor F(v2)jFis quadratic. Show that if tjJ(u) = u, then 
either F(u)jFis quadratic or tjJ2 = id. In the latter case, choose y E D so that tjJ(y) 1= 
y, and prove that w = tjJ(y) - y satisfies tjJ(w) = -wo 

(c) Prove that if DK contains a subfield E such that [E: K] = [K: F] = 2, 
then D contains a quadratic extension of F. Hint. Use Corollary 13.4 to reduce the 
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proof to the case in which DK is a division algebra. Deduce F(y) = F(y2) for all 
Y E D from the assumption that D contains no subfield that is a quadratic extension 
of F. Write K = F(t), where t2 = a E F, and E = K(z), where Z2 = b + ct with 
b, CE F. This requires the hypothesis char F # 2. Use the fact that z E D K to write 
z = YI + Y2twithYI'Y2ED.Showthaty; + y;a = b'YIY2 + Y2YI = c.Conclude 
that YI E F(yD !;;; F(yi) = F(Y2)' hence YIY2 = Y2YI and 2Y1Y2 = c. Show that 
(yD2 + by~ + (1/4)ac = O. Deduce a contradiction to the assumption that D has 
no quadratic subfields. 

(d) Use (a), (b), and (c) to complete the proof of Albert's Theorem. Hint. (a) 
and (b) reduce the proof to the case Exp D = 4. Conclude from Corollary 15.2a 
that there is a quadratic extension K/Fthat splits D ® D. Use (b) and (c) to finish 
the proof. 

Notes on Chapter 20 

Anyone who is familiar with the literature of polynomial identities for rings 
will not have to be told how heavily this chapter leans on the excellent 
monograph [64] by Procesi. Other sources from which we have drawn 
ideas and proofs are Jacobson's monograph [48], the book [42] by Herstein, 
and Amitsur's paper [5]. 

The material of Section 20.1 admits an enormous generalization to 
universal algebras. The results in this section are true for varieties of groups, 
lattices, and so forth. Theorem 20.1 is the specialization to F-algebras of the 
Birkhoff - Tarski characterization of equational classes. From section two 
on, the special piquancy of ring theory overwhelms the less robust flavor of 
universal algebra. Our exposition covers only basic topics in the theory of 
polynomial identities, and the treatment is more or less standard. The use of 
Rosset's proof of the Ainitsur-Levitzki Theorem in Section 20.4 makes 
the discussion of this topic considerably shorter than would be possible with 
earlier proofs. The first seven sections of this chapter seem disconnected 
from the material that comes before them. The punch line of the chapter 
doesn't appear until Seetion 20.8. It is gratifying to find that the hard work 
of the previous sections has some redeeming value; it provides a solution 
of an old and difficult problem in classical algebra. It will be surprising if 
the universal division algebras are not the focus of serious mathematical 
attention during the next few decades. 
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Index of Symbols 

The list of symbols that we give here is divided into three categories: standard 
symbols of algebra; fairly standard notation for associative algebras; non
standard symbols that occur in certain chapters of this book. These cat
egories are further subdivided, the first by topics, the second by type fonts, 
and the third by the chapters in which the notation occurs. Each symbol is 
accompanied by a verbal translation, or reference to a page of the text, or 
both. 

General Notation 

1. Set theory and universal algebra. 

~,2 

C,::l 

n, niEJ 

u, UiEJ 

~ 

!X! 
~o 
w 
cjJ-l 
cjJ!X 
idx, id 

inclusion. 
proper inclusion. 
intersection. 

union. 
disjoint union. 
cardinal number of X. 
first infinite cardinal number. 
first infinite ordinal number. 
inverse (set) mapping. 
restriction of cjJ to X. 
identity mapping (on X). 
isomorphism (for algebras, modules, ... ). 
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2. Matrix theory. 

M/A) 
bij 
Gij 

In' I 

det IX 

tr IX 

3. Number systems. 

f:::J 

7l.. 
aJ 
IFp 

IR 
IR+ 
C 
IHI 
Qp 
7l..(pOO) 

4. Algebras. 

AO 
AI 

Aab 

A* 
Ae 

I<JA 
All 
A+B 
AQ9B 
A®m 

5. Modules. 

MA'AM'AMB 
M9 

M<N 
NIM 
M + N, LieJMi" 
M EB N, EBieJ Mi 
EBnM, EBIXM 
uA 
WY 

uY, Wx 

Index of Symbols 

algebra of n by n matrices, entries in A. 
Kronecker delta. 
standard matrix unit; 8 
n by n unity matrix; 8 
determinant of IX. 

trace of IX. 

natural numbers. 
integers. 
rational numbers. 
field with p elements. 
real numbers. 
positive real numbers. 
complex numbers. 
Hamilton quaternions ; 14 
p-adic numbers; 323 
rank one, divisible p-group; 58 

group ofunits in A. 
commutator [AO, AO] of AO. 
AO/A I • 

opposite algebra to A; 179 
enveloping algebra A* ® A of A; 180 
I is a two sided ideal in A. 
quotient algebra. 
product algebra; 3 
tensor product; 163 
tensor product of m copies of A. 

M as a right module, left module, bimodule; 22 
module structure induced by homomorphism e; 22 
M is a submodule of N. 
quotient module. 
lattice sum of submodules ; 24 
direct sum of modules. 
direct sum of neopies (IX eopies) of M. 
{ux: XE A}, the eyclie module generated by u. 
(where W s; M, Y s; A) the R-submodule of M 
that is generated by {ux: u E W, X E Y}. 
special eases {u} Y, W{x}. 
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There is similar notation for left modules and for subsets of an R-algebra. 

6. Fields. 

KjF 
[K:F] 
NK1F 

TK1F 

7. Morphisms. 

HomA(M,N) 
EA(M), E(MA) 
Kercf> 
Im cf> 
Cokercf> 
cf>C?9l/1 

tensor product over R; 158 
rank one tensor; 158 

field extension. 
field degree, that is, dimF K. 
field norm. 
field trace. 

R-module of A-module homomorphisms; 6 
R-algebra of A-module homomorphisms ; 7 
kernel of cf>. 
image of cf>. 
cokernel of cf>. 
tensor product of module or algebra homomorph

isms; 159 

Associative Algebra Notation 

1. Lower case Latin. 

e(DjF), ev(DjF) 
jf(DjF),~(DjF) 
I(M) 

2. Upper case Latin. 

Am(F) 
AS 

B:(A,M), B"(G,EO) 
C~(A,M), Cn(G,Eo) 
D«x,lT» 
E(D,v), E(D), E(v) 
Gw 

GLn(D) 
H~(A,M), Hn(G,Eo) 
JF K«x», K«t» 

ramification index; 330 
relative degree; 330 
length of the module M; 35 
valuation corresponding to an irreducible element 
p (or rational prime p); 318 
absolute valuation of Q; 318 
347 

affine m space over F. 
A C?9 S, that is, scalar extension of A; 169 
n'th coboundary module; 198,254 
n'th cochain module; 197,254 
twisted Laurent series algebra; 383 
residue dass field; 319 
decomposition group; 348 
general linear group, that is, Mn(Dt; 302 
n'th cohomology module; 198,254 
idele group; 361 
Laurent series field; 383 
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Kn(F) degree n unramified extension of F; 335 
M(A) {u E M: xu = ux}; 185 
O(D,v), O(D), O(v) valuation ring; 319 
P(D,v), P(D), P(v) valuation ideal; 319 
RG group algebra; 4 
R{X} free R-algebra on X; 6 
R[X] free commutative R-algebra (polynomial algebra) 

SK1(A) 
SLn(D) 
Z~(A,M), 
zn(G,Eo) 

3. Bold face. 

i, j, k 
B(F) 
B(K/F) 
CA (X) 
EA(M) 
G(K/F) 
I(A) 
J(A) 
M(A) 
P(A) 
S(M) 
S(F), SiF) 
Z(A) 

4. Lower case Greek. 

(j(n) 

'1k 
Ax 

IlM,VM 

v"" VAIF' V 
vab vab 
AIF' 

Px 
UF , Uw 

7:"" 7:AIF , 7: 

5. Upper case Greek. 

r(A) 
X""XAIF,X 
/j"z, /). 

onX;6 
reduced Whitehead group, that is, Ker VfiF ; 300 
special linear group, that is, Ker (Det); 309 
n'th cocycle module; 198,254 

quaternion units; 14 
Brauer group; 228 
relative Brauer group; 239 
centralizer of X in A; 164 
endomorphism algebra. 
Galois group, that is, EF(Kt ; 223 
lattice of two sided ideals of A ; 26 
Jacobson radical of A; 58 
multiplication algebra of A; 222 
prime radical of A ; 64 
submodule lattice of M; 24 
normalized valuations of F; 350 
center of A; 218 

n'th coboundary homomorphism; 197 
exponential mapping, that is, x 1-+ Xk. 

left regular representation; 7,95 
173 
reduced norm; 295,296 
abelianized norm; 300 
right regular representation; 7 
Frobenius automorphism; 335, 349 
reduced trace; 295,296 

quiver of A ; 96 
reduced characteristic polynomial; 295, 296 
norm form; 368 
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6. Upper case German. 

7. Abbrevialions. 

annX 
charF 
cor 
deg<l> 
DegA 
Det 
dimM 
DimA 
ExpA, Exp[A] 
IndA,Ind[A] 
Inf 
INV, INVF , INVv 

lim 
imi 
;aaM 
res 
socM 
Tr. degFK 

8. Special symbols. 

N)(JA 
A-B 
[A] 
(E,G,<I» 
(E,u,a) 

(a:) 
(a,b) 

F,( 
(K,fjJ,l/I) 
Dv , 15,~, F 

Local Notation 

finite dimensional, central simple F-algebras. 
finitely generated A-modules. 
finitely generated, indecomposable A-modules. 

annihilator of X; 23 
characteristic of the field F. 
corestriction mapping; 273 
degree of the polynomial <1>. 
degree of A; 236 
Dieudonne determinant; 308 
vector space dimension. 
homological dimension; 206 
exponent of A or [A]; 260 
Schur index of A or [A] ; 242 
inflation mapping; 263 
local and global invariants; 339, 354 
direct limit; 266 
inverse limit; 268 
radical of the module M; 37 
restriction mapping; 270 
sode of the module M; 38 
transcendence degree of K/ F. 

split extension of N by A; 213 
Morita equivalence (in 6(F)); 228 
Brauer dass of A; 228 
crossed product; 252 
cydic algebra; 277 

quaternion algebra; 14 

generalized quaternion algebra; 284 

field compositum; 343 
completion at v; 323 

1. Representations. (Chapter 5) 

83 

429 
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cjJ ';;(, ljJ; 
Xe, XM 
dege 
X(A) 

81 
character afforded by e, M; 86 
degree of the representation e; 80 
character ring of A ; 86 

2. Representation types. (Chapter 7) 

nA, nA(k) 108 
9'JlA(k), ~A(k) 108 
~(P) 114 
~(P) 116 
Tr(P,Q) trace of Pin Q; 123 
Tk(P,Q) 123 

3. Representation of quivers. (Chapter 8) 

128 
130 
132 

An' Dn, Ek Dynkin diagrams; 132 
P(B) 133 
r' ~ r" 136 
Pir 143 
S-(M,cjJ), S+(M,cjJ) 144,145 
cjJr,ßr 147,148 
Dim(M,cjJ) 149 
w~ 152 
U+, U-, W+, W- 151 
(1i 152 

4. Varieties of algebras. (Chapter 20) 

m(w) 
ly(U) 
Cy(m) 
degcI> 
degi cI> 
6 n(F) 
mn 

396 
397 
397 
total degree of cI>; 400 
degree of Yi in cI>; 400 
algebras of degree n in 6(F); 402 
variety generated by 6 n(F); 402 
standard polynomial of degree n; 404 
free mn-algebra; 408 

Index of Symbols 

rn(Yt, ···,Yn) 
Cn(F), Cn 

Bn(F), Bn 
Dn(F), Dn 
Ln(F), Ln 

generic n by n matrix algebra; 408 
universal division algebra of degree n; 416 
center of Dn ; 416 
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A 

affine ring 150 
affine space 12 
Albert- Hasse-Brauer- Noether 

Theorem 352 
algebra of quantum mechanics 47 
algebras 1 

Artinian 41, 63, 98 
basic 101, 177 
central 14 
central simple 224 
checkered matrix 103 
convolution 4 
cyclic 276 
dense 221 
endomorphism 7 
enveloping 180 
exterior 407 
free 6 
generalized quaternion 284 
generic 398 
generic matrix 408 
group 4 
local 73 
matrix 8 
multiplication 222 
Noetherian 41, 63 
non-associative 1 
non-trivial 2 
opposite 179 
primary 98 
primitive 60 

quaternion 14, 236 
reduced 101 
regular 70 
semisimple 40 
separable 181 
simple 44, 50 
split extensions of 213 
strongly regular 246 
structure of 49, 98, 100, 213 
twisted Laurent series 383 
variety of 396 
word 395 

almost split extension 120 
almost split sequence 118 
Amitsur- Levitski Theorem 405 
Amitsur's Theorem 418 
annihilator 23 
Artin mapping 362 
Artin Reciprocity Law 362 
associative law for tensor products 160, 

162 
generalized 172 

augmentation 
homomorphism 68 
ideal 68 
mapping 182 
module 182 

automorphism 2 

B 

balanced bilinear mapping 161 
bimodule 3 

431 
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bi module (cont.) 
coinduced 200 
multiplicative 212 

block 100 
Brauer groups 228 

of local fields 338 
of number fields 357 
of rational function fields 377 

Brauer- Thrall Conjectures 109, 124 
Brumer- Auslander- Faddeev 

Theorem 379 

c 
Cartan-Brauer- Hua Theorem 247 
center 218 
centralizer 164 
chain conditions 33 
character 

afforded by 6, M 86 
induced 175 

Chevalley-Waming Theorem 371 
coboundary homomorphisms 197 
cochain 197 
cocycle 198 

normalized 199, 252 
cocycle condition 251 
cohomology class 198 
complete metric space 322 
completion 323 
composition factor 34 
composition length 35 
composition series 34 
compositum of fields 343 
corestriction mapping 274 
crossed product 252, 418 
cycle 137 

D 

D.C. T. (Double Centralizer 
Theorem) 231 

degree 
local 348 
of a centrai simple algebra 236 
of a representation 80 
relative 330 

Density Theorem 220 
derivation 207 

inner 207 
Dieudonne determinant 308 
dilatation- 303 

dimension vector 149 
direct system 264 
Dirichlet Density Theorem 364 

Index 

division algebras (non-commutative fields) 
finite 248 
quaternion 15 
subfields of 236 
universal 416 
valuations of 314 

Domination Principle 317 
Double Centralizer Theorem 231 
Dynkin diagrams 132 

E 

endomorphism 2 
exact sequence 77 
exponent 260, 381 

F 

factor set 206 
factorization criterion 3 
fields 

algebraic function 351 
algebraic number 348 
algebraic splitting 240 
formally real 249 
generic splitting 370 
global 351 
Laurent series 386 
Iinearly disjoint 271 
local 325 
n-closed 235 
Pythagorean 249 
QAC 370 
quasi-algebraically closed 370 
separable splitting 244 
splitting 238 

finite topology 221 
Fitting's Lemma 75 
forgetful functor 22 
Formanek's Theorem 411 
forms 

anisotropic 15 
bilinear 16 
equivalent 18 
homogeneous 366 
non-singular 17 
norm 368 
normic 370 
quadratic 15 
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symmetrie bilinear 17 
Frobenius automorphism 335, 349 
Frobenius Reciproeity Theorem 178 
Frobenius's Theorem 237 
Fundamental Theorem of Galois 

Theory 224 

G 

generie element 367 
generie splitting field 370 
groups 

Brauer 227 
deeomposition 348 
Galois eohomology 268, 269 
general linear 302 
Grothendieek 79 
idele 361 
Krull- Sehmidt - Grothendieek 79 
profinite 269 
quaternion 53 
redueed Whitehead 300 
relative Brauer 239 
representation of 82 
special linear 309 
Weyl 152 

Grunwald-Wang Theorem 359 

H 

Hasse Norm Theorem 352 
Hensel's Lemma 324, 390 
Higman' s Theorem 194 
Hilbert's "Theorem 90" 255, 312 
homologie al dimension 206 

I 

ideal 3 
augmentation 68 
lattiee 27 
left 3 
maximal 28 
minimal 27 
nil 62 
nilpotent 62 
prime 64 
primitive 60 
right 3 

idempotent 44, 94 
eentral 44 

primitive 95 
separating 182 

identity 
multilinear 400 
polynomial 396 
standard 404 

index 242 
inflation mapping 263 
intertwining matrix 80 
invariant 339 

global 354 
loeal 354 

inverse system 264 
involution 181 

J 

J aeobson - Bourbaki Theorem 222 
Jaeobson radieal 58,61,67 

433 

Jaeobson's Commutativity Theorem 246 
Jans-Colby Theorem 107 
Jordan - Hölder Theorem 34 

K 

k-nilpotent 212 
Kaplansky - Amitsur Theorem 413 
Krasner's Lemma 336 
Krull Height Theorem 373 
Krull- Sehmidt Theorem 78 

L 

lattiee 24 
eomplemented 29 
eomplete 24 
distributive, 25 
modular 24 

Levitzki's Theorem 63 
limit 

direet 266 
inverse 268 

Long Exaet Sequenee of 
Cohomology 200 

loop 137 

M 

Masehke's Theorem 51 
matrix representations 80, 294 
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matrix representations (cont.) 
degree of 80 
direct sum of 83 
equivalent 80 
faithful 80 
indecomposable 83 
irreducible 85 
splitting 295 

maximal subfield 234, 241 
Galois 245 
separable 245 

modular law (modularity) 24 
modules 3 

Artinian 33 
augmentation 182 
completely reducible 27 
cyclic 24 
decomposable 72 
discrete 269 
dual 38 
faithful 23 
Hochschild cohomology 198 
indecomposable 28, 72 
induced 172 
injective 90 
irreducible 27 
Noetherian 33 
principal indecomposable 92 
projective 88, 93 
radical of 37 
semisimple 27, 32 
simple 27 
sode of 38 
trace .123 

monoid 4 
free 6 

Morita equivalence 175 

N 

Nakayama's Lemma 57 
natural projection 3 
Newton's identities 405 
nilpotent 

element 59 
ideal 62 

Noether-Skolem Theorem 230 
non-commutative domain 409 
norm 

field 295 
quaternion 15 
reduced 296 
cfJ- 295 

norm residue symbol 355 

normalizer 247 
Nullstellensatz 374 

o 
ordered division algebras 302, 386 

p 

p-adic numbers 323 
P-sequence 113 

simple 115 
polynomial 

central 409 
characteristic 296 
Eisenstein 333 
generic 369 
identity 396 
multilinear 400 
uniform 400 

prelimit 265, 268 

Index 

Primary Decomposition Theorem 261 , 
283 

prime radical 64 
Principal Ideal Theorem 372 
Product Formula 350 
product of algebras 3 

subdirect 60 
Puiseaux's Theorem 390 
pure quaternion 15 

Q 

quivers 96 

R 

acydic 137 
bipartite 133 
connected 99, 136 
diagram of 132 
of finite representation type 131 
quadratic space of 147 
representation of 130 
separated 133 
sink in 142 
source in 142 
standardized 143 

radicaI 
of an algebra 55, 58, 64 
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of a module 37 
ramification index 330 
rank one tensor 158 
relative degree 330 
representations 7 

equivalent 80 
faithful 80 
indecomposable 83 
irreducible 85 
left regular 8 
of algebras 80 
of quivers 130 
right regular 8 

representations of quivers 130 
dimension vectors of 149 
extensions of 136 
poset 138 
reduced 133 
restrictions of 136 
rigid 137 
simple 131 

representation type 104 
bounded 113, 124 
finite 104, 194, 215 
infinite 104 

residue dass field 319 
restriction mapping 

cohomological 270 
for modules 22, 173, 175 

Roiter's Theorem 124 
root 152, 154 

simple 152 

s 
scalar extension 169 
Schreier Refinement Theorem 27 
Schur index 242 
Schur's Lemma 28 
separable extension 192 
Shapiro's Lemma 377 
Snake Lemma 202 
split extension 174, 213 
split injection 77 
split surjection 77 
splitting field 238 
Steinberg symbol 285 
strictly maximal subfield 236 
structure constants 10 
subalgebra 2 
subfield 234 
subquiver 136 

full 136 
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T 

T-ideal 397 
Tannaka - Artin Problem 313 
Tchebotarev Density Theorem 363 
tensor product 

of algebras 163 
of matrices 166 
of modules over algebras 161, 166 
of R-modules 158 

totally ramified field extension 333 
trace 296 

of a matrix 65 
cf>- 295 

transvection 303 
triangle inequality 315 
Tsen's Theorem 375 

u 
uniform 

norm 328 
summands 400 
topology 328 

uniformizer 325 
unoriented diagram of a quiver 132 
unramified field extension 330 

v 
v-topology 321 
valuation 314 

archimedean 317 
complex 354 
discrete 325 
equivalent 315 
extensions of a 329, 345 
ideal 319 
non-archimedean 317 
norrnalized 350 
real 354 
ring 319 
trivial 315 

w 
Weak Approximation Theorem 351 
Wedderbum - Malcev Principal 

Theorem 209 
Wedderbum' s Theorem 

on division algebras of degree 
three 288 
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Wedderbum's Theorem (cont.) 
on finite division algebras 248 
on nilpotent algebras 65 
on semisimple algebras 49 

Witt's Theorem 274 

Index 

z 
Zassenhaus' s Lemma 27 
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